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This study, Best Methods of Railway Restructuring and Privatization, was developed as a reference work to provide practical information
for public policymakers and railway executive managers and to provide context and guidance for their efforts to restructure the railways
for which they have responsibility The problems associated with railway restructuring differ from those that exist for other large-scale
manufacturing or service enterprises. Railways have a unique position in the state ownership portfolios and industrial policies of most
nations, by virtue of their long and complex histories and by virtue of the unique dual public utility/private use aspects of their industrial
structure.

This study is designed to address the distinct structural issues associated with rail enterprise reform, the design of specialized
intermediary institutions that carry out much of the work of railway restructuring, and the management techniques that are appropriately
adapted to railway reform and restrucunring. The theory that underlies this study is that lessons learned from a review of recent railway
restructurings and privatizations may have a general application to railway structural reform efforts in other parts of the world. Hence,
this study focuses on "best methods" and is built on seven case studies of recent railway restructuring efforts.

The case studies presented here cover Japan National Railway, New Zealand Railways, Argentina Railways, Swedish Railways,
British Railways, small railroads in the United States, and Canadian Railways. The study found that no single restructuring approach
adequately addresses the reform requirements of all carriers and all national transportation markets. However, valuable lessons can be
learned in specific restructuring contexts that have general application to most other situations. This paper represents an effort to
discover some of these lessons and to benchmark "best" enterprise reform structures, "best" designs for transformation institutions, and
'best" restructuring management methods.

This study was prepared as part of the CFS Discussion Paper Series on privatization in developing and transition economies. Other
papers in the same series have covered privatization programs in Argentina, the legal and regulatory frameworks in the countries of the
former Soviet Union, privatization of the retail sector (or 'small scale privatization") in Hungary, Poland, and the Czech Republic,
Japanese National Railways privatization, trade sale privatizations in Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic, and the Slovak Republic,
management contracts, Russian commercial real estate market development, and, most recently, new market opportunities in telecom-
munications.

The purpose of the Discussion Paper series is to disseminate current practices and the 'lessons" learned in privatization. As a
Department that covers all the World Bank's borrowing countries, Cofinancing and Financial Advisory Services (CFS) endeavors to
share with outside readers some of its cross-country experience in privatization. We are pleased to present this review of best methods of
railway restructuring and privatization as part of the ongoing efforts of CFS to disseminate best methods of private sector development.

Ram Kumar Chopra Kevin Young
Director Manager

Cofinancing and Financial Advisory Services Private Sector Development and Privatization Group
(CFS) (CFSPS)
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ExEcuTIVE SuMMARY

1. Introduction sets, liabilities, organizational structures, and even of the
Since the late 1970s many countries have been coping with tasks that rail workers perform. Restructuring has proved
the need to restore the financial and market performance an effective remedy for strategic drift in numerous real
of their railways. The need for competitive adjustments is world cases, induding those discussed in this report.
a challenge that both privately owned and state-owned rail- As the term implies, 'restructuring" entails a clean break
ways have had to face. Indeed, well-managed privately with past public choice practices, corporate governance pro-
owned railways are in a perpetual state of strategic realign- tocols, management methods, and institutional arrange-
ment. Continuous reinvention is their response to compe- ments. It implies, as well, a fundamental recalibration of
tition. Publidy owned railways, on the other hand, require service expectations and service delivery standards. More-
higher government authority and explicit public policy re- over, since railway restructuring affects the interests of
direction before they can respond to the challenge of in- multiple parties, it involves numerous political and eco-
proving their competitiveness. nomic trade-offs in the course of rebalancing these inter-

As the case studies in this report demonstrate, a fiscal ests.
"crisis' usually opens the door to state-owned railway re- The objective of all restructuring activities is to enhance
structuring. In many developing countries, when conven- the value of railway assets. In general this is done in two
tional management responses can no longer cope with a ways: by putting available rail assets to their best and most
rapidly deteriorating fiscal or service breakdown, new op- valuable use as determined by open market prices, and by
tions are considered and "crisis" managers are appointed improving the productive use of assets or, to put it another
and empowered. A fiscal crisis demonstrates the futility of way, by producing more transport services with fewer as-
"business as usual" and allows radical alternatives to be sets. Restructuring frequently leads to reinvestment. The
considered. Depending on the severity of the crisis, the zero base review of current operations and markets and
options considered may be more radical or less radical and the inventorying of existing assets frequently identify de-
the design constraints placed on the restructuring agents ferred capital projects which offer an investable rate of re-
will be more, or less, relaxed. turn. Restructuring frequently calls for recapitalization and

Modern technology effectively used by the trucking, greater private sector involvement. This private sector in-
water, and air competitors, and the rising service expecta- volvement takes many different forms - forms that are
tions of both shippers and passengers, typically precipitate suited to the differing circumstances presented in this re-
the crisis that leads to change. It is important to note that port.
market and competitive environmental developments, In any case, the overriding objective of restructuring is
which diminish the competitive advantage of railways, ap- to realign resources and their use with market needs in
pear to be universal and to adversely affect railways in many ways that will enhance the value of the surviving enter-
countries at the same time. To some extent competitive prise. Matching the service delivery capabilities of the rail
modal challenges across a broad international spectrum enterprise with market requirements is the essence of the
raise the basic issue of the continued viability of rail-based restructuring process. Changes in resources deployed by
transport technology in an age of jumbo jets and high cube the enterprise that do not increase the value of the services
and heavy hauling tractor trailers. provided to the enterprise's customers actually decrease

However, the case studies presented in this report dem- the enterprise's economic value and should be avoided.
onstrate that railway operations are in fact viable even in Restructuring is typically intended to make rail enterprises
direct competition with non-rail private transport service financially self-sufficient. The assets and liabilities that the
providers equipped with modern technology. These case core rail business or businesses ultimately retain should be
studies also demonstrate that to redaim their inherent com- adequate to support their strategic mission(s) over the long
petitive advantage railways must reinvent themselves. Fun- term.
damental change is needed to restore the low cost and high Other objectives may also be considered. These derive
quality service advantages that rail can provide vis-a-vis from the original rationale for government ownership, or
highway, inland waterway, and air modes. Restructuring for consolidation of diverse private operations under a
entails a zero base review and realignment of existing as- single corporate control. The classic rationale for govern-



ment ownership and/or consolidated control stems from the ticular, the report addresses four important aspects of rail-
presumed existence of natural monopolies. Traditional way restructuring: (1) the alternative forms that have been
thinking about railways holds that the marginal cost of pro- used to reorganize railway assets, liabilities, and work forces,
viding service declines as the scale and scope of rail opera- and the alternative principles used to redefine organizational
tions increase. A primary rationale for the consolidation of boundaries; (2) alternative mechanisms for disposing of rail-
rail operations under either private or public control often way assets and/or for attracting private sector investment;
was to fully realize potential economies of scale. Another (3) the function, design, and organization of the intermedi-
rationale was to control the economic power that a single ate institutions which typically carry out much of the work
source rail provider accumulates and to distribute the eco- of railway restructuring; and (4) the project management
nomic benefits among users. Economic theory tells us that methods that have proved effective in reducing restructur-
an unregulated monopoly will price its services above the ing cycle time and in realizing restructuring results. In addi-
level of an enterprise in a competitive market or will simply tion, the case studies provide numerous "management les-
produce less. Hence, a second classic rationale for govern- sons" that, although they are situation specific, nonetheless
ment ownership was to curb the actual or potential abuse prepare and condition those contemplating railway restruc-
of market power that results from a natural monopoly. turing for the work involved.

However, scale economies, if they at one time existed Five of the seven case studies, induding the railways of
in the rail industry, exist today only at the level of distinct Japan, New Zealand, Argentina, Sweden, and the United
functions or process elements, and these can and should be Kingdom, involved "top down" restructuring processes in
retained and, indeed, enhanced in the restructuring. How- which the government first designed an alternative organi-
ever, as several of the case studies in this report clearly dem- zational structure and then implemented a transition plan.
onstrate, diseconomies tend to creep into large-scale pub- The other two cases, which cover the emergence of a small
lic sector rail operations, which, over time, become bloated, rail industry in the United States and the reorganization of
slow to react, and bureaucratic, thereby losing their com- Canadian railways, dealwith "bottom-up" restructuring pro-
petitive edge. Evidence suggests that the ability of railways cesses in which the private sector took the initiative in di-
to change with the markets they serve, to rapidly develop vesting light density lines, merging corporate interests, or
new services that are responsive to shipper needs, and to buying and selling trackage rights; in this process, govern-
become customer "problem solvers" (not simply "order tak- ment established and enforced general rules but the pri-
ers') is the primary source of competitive advantage in open vate sector took the restructuring initiative.
transportation markets. Reclaiming this advantage is another Each of the seven case study railway systems has re-
key objective of restructuring and privatization. cently been involved in a major restructuring effort. The

Although the objectives of railway restructuring appear lessons leamed from the experiences of these railways are
straightforward, in practice they are extremely difficult to diverse, as can be seen from the following summaries.
realize. As is discussed in this report, it is useful to think of In Japan the privatization of the former state-owned
railway restructuring as a finite process or cycle with a defi- railway, Japan National Railway (JNR), took the final form
nite beginning, middle, and end. During the restructuring of public stock offerings. Privatization was preceded by the
process the cash flow generated by the rail assets, which are restructuring of JNR into seven separate companies - six
the focus of the restructuring effort, gradually improves and regional passenger railways and one national freight rail-
the value of these assets correspondingly increases. The time way. The reform process took 10 years, from the time that
required to complete a railway restructuring is typically 6 to it was recognized that radical restructuring was needed un-
12 years. Effective management of the restructuring pro- til the first of the JNR successor companies was sold to the
cess can reduce this cycle time and consequently can in- public.
crease the time value of the cash flow generation and the The New Zealand railway system was restructured in a
value of the railway assets. This report identifies ways in multi-phase enterprise development program before it was
which the restructuring process can be more effectively ultimately sold to strategic investors. The transformation
managed. was motivated by transport deregulation but was propelled

by a broad-based privatization program. The entire multi-
2. Case Study Experiences stage process of reorganization took more than 10 years,
The report is based principally on the experience gained in commencing with the transformnation of the former Rail-
seven recent cases of railway restructuring. It attempts to ways Department into a statutory corporation and ending
extract from these case studies "best practices" that have with the sale of corporate shares to prequalified investors
relevance for other ongoing restructuring efforts. In par- through a competitive process.
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The restructuring and concessioning of state-owned inclusive term that refers to the recombination of enter-
railways in Argentina took place over a remarkably short prise building blocks in ways that enhance the economic
period of time (five years). This rapid privatization was value of the railway enterprise. Restructuring deals with the
motivated by the need to curb deficit spending and strategically significant changes that affect the railway as a
hyperinflation. Ferrocarriles Argentinos (FA), the state- going concern. Ultimately, value is measured in terms of
owned railway, was restructured into 14 concessions, and the ability of the railway to satisfy the needs of its shippers
over a five-year period all of these concessions were offered and passengers in competition with other service provid-
to the private sector. ers.

Swedish state railways were separated into two activity The strategic building blocks with which restructuring
centers. One center becarne the state-owned rail operating deals include: (1) assets, (2) liabilities, (3) work forces, (4)
company, Statens Jarnvagar (SJ). At this writing SJ held a management, and (5) strategic focus. As regards assets, re-
monopoly for freight transport over the entire network and structuring begins with the division and reassignment, re-
for passenger services over the main line network. The sec- habilitation, abandonment, and/or replacement of physical
ond center is Banverket (BV), the National Rail Adninis- assets. Where liabilities are concerned, restructuring includes
tration. BV is responsible for providing and maintaining the the development of a balance sheet where none existed
country's railway infrastructure. before, as well as the clarification and formalization of li-

The reorganization of British Railways defines one ex- abilities, and the re-engineering of outstanding debt to cre-
treme of the railway restructuring envelope. In the process ate a viable capital structure. Regarding the work force, re-
of reorganization, British Railways was unbundled. The dis- structuring deals with fundamental labor issues, including
crete value-adding functions, such as car maintenance, ter- the number of employees, the mix of skills that the enter-
minal operations, locomotive maintenance, track repair, unit prise requires, and the conditions for employee severance
train operations, etc., which are vertically connected in most or early retirement. With regard to management, restruc-
other railways, were separated into numerous relatively turing addresses the values, ski,ls, and capabilities of the
small-scale enterprises. Each enterprise is to be offered for management team and the possible need for change. Fi-
sale as a going concern or as an operating franchise to pri- nally, in the area of strategic focus, restructuring relates to
vate operators. Ownership and management responsibility defining the railway's business, enhancing the source of its
for the main line infrastructure remained unified in a state- competitive advantage, and redirecting its competencies.
owned track operating authority. Plans have been an- The specific form that railway restructuring takes in a
nounced at the time of this writing to sell stock in this au- particular setting derives, in part, from local design vari-
thority and to regulate it in the future as a public utility. ables, the most important of which are the objectives being

Railway restructuring in the United States has involved pursued through the restructuring process. It is important
industry segmentation into two kinds of private carriers: to note that the specific form also derives from the experi-
(1) large inter-regional carriers and (2) small local carriers. ence and creativity of the restructuring agent in defining
Structural changes in the industry have been initiated pri- potential restructuring options. The final choice of restruc-
manly by the private sector within a regulatory framework turing parameters occurs at the intersection of these two
that is supportive of railway reorganization. Since the liber- factors: design pre-conditions and options.
alization of economic regulation in 1980, the U.S. rail in- A number of asset restructuring prototypes emerged
dustry has transformed itself in the face of strong competi- from the case studies. Once defensible markets are defined,
tion from other modes. A distinguishing aspect of this re- a reasonable determination can be made regarding the ap-
structuring process has been the creation of hundreds of propriate complement of assets needed to serve each mar-
small railways. ket. In successful restructuring, the reorganization of as-

The Canadian experience is similar to that of the United sets always comports with and responds to the needs of
States in the prerogatives given to managers of individual potential users. The following prototype asset segmenta-
railways to restructure their own service networks, assets, tions have been used successfully by one or more case study
liabilities, and work forces. However, unlike the U.S.-based railways to divide assets and to define distinct business ac-
railways, Canadian railways have been relatively slow to re- tivities.
structure in the face of challenges from both intermodal
and intramodal competitors. CoRE vESus NoN-coRE AssETs Every rail restructuring

entails a fundamental segmentation of assets into "core"
3. Alternative Railway Structures and "non-core" categories. The separation of essential from
Restructuring, in the sense in which it is used here, is an non-essential assets begins with the definition of the busi-
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ness (or businesses) that will be pursued and the markets H1GH DENsrrY vESus Low DENSITY TFFIc Another use-
that will be entered. Typically, the result of this exercise is a ful segmentation of rail assets involves a separation of lines
vision of the business and of the ways in which the business that are profitable and that typically have high traffic den-
can use its assets to create the greatest value. sity from lines that are less profitable (or not profitable at

In any case, all railways include under their stewardship all) and that typically have low traffic density. This distinc-
some assets that are not essential to the core business, how- tion can be used to facilitate abandonment of light density
ever it is defined. These "surplus assets" add no competi- lines through a process regulated by government.
tive advantage to the going concern. It follows that their
liquidation will enhance the value of the entire restructured COMMON NETWORK USE VERSUS EXCLUSIVE NETWORK USE
enterprise. Another useful segmentation of assets is by category of track

use. For example, private train operators can run over the
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTINCTIONS Unlike other markets, trans- tracks of multiple owners, as well as over their own termi-
port markets have a fundamental geographic dimension. nal tracks or those of local service networks.
Railway markets and the track and terminals that provide
access to them can be segmented geographically in order to 4. Alternative Asset Restructuring Mechanisms
focus management attention on shipper and passenger Various mechanisms have been used in the case studies to
needs which are typically local. Here a key analytical step separate, reorganize, and dispose of assets. An analysis of
involves segmenting freight and passenger use patterns into "best practices' reveals that specific mechanisms are best
distinct and self-standing service sub-networks. Where traf- suited for the disposal or restructuring of specific types of
fic patterns are primarily local, economies of large-scale op- assets and for the achievement of specific objectives. A list
eration over a national network may not apply. Smaller op- of mechanisms for disposing of reorganized assets follows.
erations may, in fact, be better suited to serving the needs
of local shippers or passengers. AUCTION OF SURPLuS ASSETS The most direct and effective

way to convert surplus assets into cash is through an open,
LINE OF BusIEss DismINCTIONs The logic that applies to contestable, and competitive auction process. Auctions do
geographic segmentation also applies to market-focused, not always maximize the value realized from the sale of non-
line of business segmentation. Railways typically serve not essential rail assets, but they require a minimum of man-
one but dozens of distinct product markets, each with its agement attention and typically are as effective in realizing
own operating and geographic characteristics and each de- full value as the preparation and marketing effort that goes
fined by different service needs and unique competitive into them is thorough. Not all alternative methods for liq-
challenges. Passenger and freight markets are the most ob- uidating surplus assets have proved equally successful. The
vious lines of business in which traditional railways partici- lessons to be drawn from the case studies are that direct
pate. Unbundling rail assets along distinct lines of business and open methods of disposing of surplus assets are fre-
makes sense when the objective of the restructuring exer- quently superior in realizing their full value than are more
cise is to enhance the ability of the surviving enterprises to complex, negotiated, methods.
respond with tailored services to particular customer needs
and when, moreover, the assets required to support dis- PUBLIC OFFERING OF STOCK The asset value of restruc-
tinct lines of business can be separately managed. tured railways frequently exceeds the value of the domestic

or foreign corporations that are the potential purchasers.
FUNcTnoNAL DISTINCTIONS Another way of separating as- For this reason public offerings of shares may be the only
sets is along functional lines. Railways require at least four viable domestic source of private capital. A public offering
distinct value adding functions: train operations, track main- of stock is most appropriate for the transfer of ownership
tenance, equipment maintenance, and commercial (sales in a large corporatized railway that has successfully com-
and marketing) functions. It follows that these distinct func- pleted its restructuring and whose future earnings appear
tions may be separated as part of the restructuring. The to have a high probability of growth. However, public of-
conventional wisdom in the rail industry has been that ver- ferings typically impose additional financial reporting obli-
tical integration is essential to efficient operations. How- gations and additional fiduciary conditions on management,
ever, the British Rail experiment with unbundling substi- and also require more seasoning of the enterprise than does
tutes a fundamentally different paradigm - one based on a sale to a strategic investor.
competition in every function except that of train operat-
ing control, where a central track authority rents capacity SALE TO PREQUALIFiED STRATEGIC INVESTORS The sale of
to train operators. restructured railway assets to strategic investors is appro-
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priate when the enterprise is smaller in size, requires active tially lowers the entry cost since track and structures are
management, and requires an immediate infusion of capi- financed by third parties.
tal and/or improved technology in order to meet competi-
tive challenges. The environment in which strategic inves- MERGER, ACQuISITION, oR JoINT ASSET USE Mergers, acqui-
tors are typically invited to participate is more risky than sitions, and joint use agreements among private rail-based
the environment in which a public offering of shares is pos- companies create the opportunity for ongoing asset restruc-
sible. In the latter situation, the restructured railway has turing and provide a safety net for the initial reorganization
already demonstrated its viability. In the former, part of the that conveyed rail assets from the state to private owners.
work of restructuring remains to be accomplished. The private sector is motivated to recombine rail assets in

An important issue involves the mechanism through ways that enhance their value and realize operating syner-
which ownership rights awards are made to strategic inves- gies. The creation of operating synergies may take alterna-
tors. Under the best of circumstances, this process is open, tive forms: economies of scale through network expansion;
contestable, and competitive. Frequently the sale is man- economies of service through intermodal integration; or the
aged through a third party (for example, an investment serving of niche markets with minimal assets. The drive is
banker) in behalf of the state. The third party qualifies po- always to realize greater market value with fewer assets.
tential investors, enters into a dialogue with them which One of the shortcomings of asset conveyance mechanisms
results in a prelimrinary set of offering terms, and develops other than outright sale is that the rights of concessionaires,
an offering memorandum. Then, after a period of due dili- franchisers, or contract operators are difficult to transfer to
gence review in which prequalified offerers are invited to third parties or to merge. Under these circumstances, the
examine both the financial and physical condition of the benefits of restructuring may be short lived and the initially
railway, qualified bidders are invited to prepare bids in re- restructured enterprise may require future intervention to
sponse to formal offering terms. again adapt asset use to changing market requirements.

CONCESSIONING UNDER CONTRACT Concessioning is an ef- SALE OF OPERATNG RIGHTS In contexts in which a track
fective means of conveying ownership responsibility with- operating authority has emerged from the restructuring pro-
out conveying outright ownership of railway assets. cess to operate as a public utility, competitive mechanisms
Concessioning offers both the benefit and the risk of being must be designed to ensure the fair and efficient allocation
revocable. Concessioning reduces front end capital costs to of operating rights over the network. However, the techni-
the concessionaire who uses public assets in return for a cal issues associated with auctioning operating rights over
profit share and a commitment to reinvest in the railway an integrated rail network to competing operators are com-
The concessionaire makes a contractual commitment to plex, and only limited experience exists on which to base
maintain assets under its custody, as well as to make addi- "best practices" comparisons.
tions and improvements as stipulated in the concession con-
tract. Concessions also provide an instrument that govern- 5. Design of Intermediate Institutional
ment can use to contract out the operation of inherently Mechanisms
unprofitable services, by asking concessionaires to bid on a Much of the work of restructuring is done by intermediary
minimum subsidy rather than a minimum profit-share basis. institutions. These are typically separate and independent

from the railways they help to reorganize. Railway reorgani-
FRANCHISING UNDERCoNTRAcr Franchisesdiffer from con- zation normally requires an intermediary to (1) arbitrate
cessions in that franchisees are not expected to make capi- between conflicting interests; (2) guide the process of re-
tal comrnitments to the business for asset renewal or ex- structuring toward its legislated ends; and (3) manage the
pansion. Franchisees simply offer their technical and man- entire process of reorganization as the primary enforcement
agement capabilities and provide rail services using state- agent, interpreter, and irnplementer of public policy.
owned assets under contract to government departments. The organizational forms, as well as the functions, of
The terms of these contracts vary, but they usually indude intermediating organizations vary widely. Intermediary in-
the specification of services provided and a basic fee and/ stitutions range from those playing well-defined transitional
or profit share. roles in the conveyance of assets from public to private

ownership to those with no dearly defined "sunset," whose
LEASING AND OPERATING Another mechanism for restruc- roles are more open-ended and self-perpetuating. Interme-
turing assets involves leasing and operating. This has be- diary institutions may be regulatory bodies with the power
come a popular vehicle for the reorganization of assets op- to approve rail mergers, acquisitions, and line abandon-
erated by small rail companies. This mechanism substan- ments; special interdepartmental task forces that study spe-
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cific aspects of reorganization and recommend specific en- tion - or both. Goals are redefined and specified as the
terprise reforms to legislative bodies; task forces within restructuring progresses through an interactive process typi-
ministries of transportation with special responsibilities to cally involving analysis of alternatives, reconciliation of di-
oversee and direct the entire privatization process; or settle- verse expectations, and ultimate agreement on the "value"
ment corporations with charters to "buy out" surplus work- of the restructured assets and the best means for realizing
ers, to restructure rail liabilities into investment grade fi- full value potential. The intermediaries or regulatory bod-
nancial instruments, and to dispose of non-essential rail ies that oversee the process determine what will work and
assets. what will not by testing tentative solutions with potential

In some instances intermediaries have outsourced key buyers or customers, by probing knowledgeable and inter-
functions to investment bankers and consulting firns. In ested parties, and by refining original alternatives in light of
other instances, they perform their work internally. In still this feedback - in short, by learning.
other instances, they lead and direct interagency task forces. Open communication is essential to the learning pro-
Institutions that carry out routine settlement functions - cess - conmmunication with the numerous stakeholders in
liquidating assets, resolving outstanding claims against rail- the process as well as communication with the general pub-
ways, and restructuring residual liabilities - may take the lic. The processes involved in railway restructuring are only
form of large bureaucracies, sometimes staffed with sur- partially visible to the public. However when public com-
plus workers from predecessor railways. munication does occur, active management is essential to

A general lesson drawn from the case studies is that assure a sustained political commitment. For example, de-
form affects function. The design of the intermediary insti- liberations or hearings are generally conducted at key points
tution, in particular, affects the time required to complete in the decisionmaaking process in the public domain and are
restructuring work and the effectiveness with which diverse subject to open review and comment.
interests can be reconciled. Smaller, leaner intermediary All key restructuring decisions involve some form of
organizations staffed with competent professionals who also mediation among multiple, frequently conflicting, interests,
possess strong management skills appear to perform more and politically acceptable trade-offs require mechanisms for
efficiently than larger intermediary organizations. The receiving diverse views and then reconciling them. It is im-
former frequently engage and work with outside experts. portant to comprehend the views and interests of various
The latter attempt to perform most of the work they under- stakeholders clearly and to respond to them meaningfully.
take using internal expertise. Good restructuring management methods are effective

and apply with positive results across national boundaries.
6. Managing the Railway Restructuring Process Among these "best practices" are the following:
Railway restructuring entails fundamental change, and fun-
damental change requires the organizational capacity to learn Defining, before the process begins, the roles and
quickly and to work effectively in an environment character- mutual responsibilities among the intermediary insti-
ized by profound uncertainty and significant professional risk. tution, the railway, and other participants in the pro-
In the face of this uncertainty, participative managers create cess, preferably by statute
an environment in which change becomes the norm. They * Setting explicit and quantitative performance im-
set in motion a process through which the entire intermedi- provement goals by benchmarking the performance
ary organization leams together. This aptitude for institu- of other restructured railways of similar size and
tional learning, more than any other attribute, distinguishes service mix
the effectively managed restructuring process. * Elevating the project leader above the details and

More similarities than differences exist among effec- skirmishes of the reorganization process so that the
tive restructuring management methods. One important leader can focus on recruiting a capable staff, direct-
common denominator is a process focus. Good managers ing the overall work process, and defining expected
understand and continually improve the work process from outcomes
which restructuring results emerge. Through continuous * Pre-planning the work program so that modular ele-
process improvement, these managers gradually improve ments are scheduled and sequenced in a rational and
the timeliness, cost, and quality of restructuring outcomes. compressed order with some elements processed in

Restructuring efforts are typically directed toward goals parallel and others in series
that are only partially defined at the beginning of the pro- * Recruiting expert staff with strong railway manage-
cess. The goal at the outset is usually a completed transac- ment skills, butwho have not been inculcated with the
tion or a fully restructured and profitable railway organiza- railway's change resistant "culture"
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* Dividing the work into discrete modular components Reviewing periodically and reassessing the progress of
and assigning work on each component to cross- the restructuring; this review should include the views
functional task forces of shippers and passengers, who ultimately determine

* Giving task forces ownership of their work and allow- the value of the reorganization, and of potential
ing them to make decisions close to the tactical details private investors
that they understand best Creating a market for new ideas by using multiple

* Developing, early in the process, a model of the value advisers to test and refine new directions in advance
of the railway and continuously refining and elaborat- of a public commitment; the World Bank has partici-
ing this model on the basis of market feedback; this pated in an advisory role in many railway restructuring
model can be used to communicate with stakeholders activities
and to focus policy dialogue on "value outcomes" Presenting the final vision of the restructured railway

* Identifying and assessing multiple restructuring alter- in a system plan and dissemninating this plan among all
natives to create fallback positions and options for stakeholders. The plan then becomes the architec-
tactical retreat tural blueprint for reorganization activities. U
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1. Scope of the Study ample, experience gained in reorganizing railway assets is
The subject of this study is railway restructuring. The point represented in terms of a typology of different reorganiza-
of view presented here is that of a senior railway manager tion archetypes. Since railway assets are typically among
or a public official charged with responsibility for improv- the most valuable assets in the state's infrastructure port-
ing the financial and market performance of a rail carrier, folio, reorganizing them so as to enhance and not dissipate
The study deals with both state-owned railways and pri- their value is important. Similarly, it is important to trans-
vate railways. The underlying premise is that in competi- fer experience gained with the reorganization of liabilities
tive markets both types of carriers require a periodic stra- and with the reorganization of work forces. The reorgani-
tegic overhaul. zation of all three is, of course, interconnected. Our focus

Restructuring involves the radical reorganization of as- in this study is on "best methods." Using the experiences
sets, liabilities, and work in ways that improve a rail carrier's gained from case studies, we discuss how and under what
ability to respond to its customer's needs. Railways, like circumstances assets, liabilities, and work forces can best
other service providers, are in the business of creating value be reassembled so as to better match market requirements.
for their customers. As the needs of customers change, or The study also deals with the institutional arrangements
as customers discover new ways to satisfy their needs, the that facilitate restructuring. Again, starting with the case
railways must redefine their services, trim their cost struc- studies, we identify a range of institutional forms through
ture, and reach customers more effectively in order to in- which restructuring is carried out. In the case of private
crease the value that they are able to deliver and thereby railways, this work is performed by market makers (busi-
regain their customers' service commitment. nessbrokers/investment bankers, etc.) and regulators. With

In the case of state-owned railways, the restructuring state-owned railways, private owners are not often prepared
process is often quite radical: non-productive assets are to offer attractive terms for an 'as is" purchase. The work
sold off, debt is restructured or reassigned, and work forces of preparing a railway for sale, of restructuring it even if no
are slashed. When the pressure for reorganization reaches sale is contemplated, of marketing the carrier and its as-
the point at which politicians accept the need to restruc- sets, and of negotiating all of the restructuring terms typi-
ture, state-owned railways have often lost touch completely cally falls to an intermediary agency. The present study char-
with the customers that they were organized to serve. There- acterizes the organizational forms that these intermediar-
fore, with state-owned railways the restructuring process ies take.
generally begins with first principles. Railway restructuring is a process as well as an outcome.

With private railways the process of restructuring is The case studies suggest that certain management prac-
equally essential to regaining competitive advantage, but tices can facilitate the restructuring process. These man-
the gap between customer expectations and the ability of agement practices appear to speed the transition and pro-
the carrier to productively respond is typically not as great. duce better financial results during the restructuring. There-
Private railways usually maintain closer linkswith their cus- fore, this study attempts to identify "best management
tomers and markets. Nevertheless, competitive pressures methods" employed in the case studies - methods that
compel private railways to use their assets and work forces appear to reduce restructuring time and improve the posi-
more productively and also force them to refocus their strat- tive flow of funds during the transition.
egies. In most cases restructuring necessitates reducing the Privately owned railways are in a perpetual state of re-
cost structure. In many cases, however, restructuring may structuring and realignment. Continuous reinvention is the
dictate additional investment to enter new markets or to essence of competitive response. The publicly owned rail-
provide new services. ways require a decisive regime of restructuring before they

This study is based on the premise that successful rail- can change ownership or compete. The speed with which
way restructuring experiences can provide lessons that have railway assets are reorganized is one important measure of
relevance elsewhere. One set of lessons involves the re- the effectiveness of the change management process.
structuring archetypes that appear to work best. For ex- This report is based on seven case studies. Five of these



- the railways of Japan, New Zealand, Argentina, Swe- Railway prices define the parameters for commercial re-
den, and the United Kingdom - involved "top down" re- lations between producers and consumers, and the scope
structuring processes in which the government first designed of feasible buy/sell transactions. To the extent that rail prices
an alternative organizational structure and then imple- reflect the marginal cost of providing rail services, efficient
mented a transition plan. The other two case studies - the economic decisions are made along the entire supply chain.
emergence of a small rail industry in the United States and To the extent that prices are too low or too high, the result
the reorganization of Canadian railways - deal with "bot- is economic distortion. For example, plant location deci-
tom up" restructuring processes in which the private sector sions or plant sizing decisions that do not reflect the full
took the initiative in divesting light density lines, merging cost of transportation service tend to result in plants that
corporate interests, and buying and selling trackage rights; are centralized and in which economies of scale in produc-
in this process, government established and enforced the tion overwhelm all other logistical cost factors. Such facili-
rules but the private sector took the initiative. ties become non-competitive when transport prices rise to

world market levels.
2. Importance of Railway Restructuring Railway rates are the basis through which value at one
Part of the rationale for railway restructuring that will pos- location is translated into value at all other locations within
sibly lead to privatization is the strategic importance to the the national market. Other transport modes typically price
national economy of the railway itself. Since railways are under published rail tariff "umbrellas." It follows that rail-
often the largest infrastructure component in a country's way price distortions will have a pervasive effect on an en-
investment portfolio, the government has a vast amount of tire economy. While railway restructuring would be impor-
capital tied up in railways. To the extent that the capital is tant for this reason alone, there are other areas that are
used productively, the entire economy is enhanced; to the important as well.
extent that this capital is not used productively, the oppo-
site is the result. 3. Economic Features of Railways

Railways are among the largest enterprises in most emerg- Railways define one corner of the envelope of state-owned
ing economies. Their economic significance can be mea- enterprises that are viable candidates for restructuring or
sured in terms of the proportion of total gross revenue and privatization. Railways define the frontier between public
number of employees in comparison with the manufactur- utilities and infrastructure and the outer limits for large-
ing industry (Figure 1. 1). However, the strategic importance scale enterprises suitable for conveyance to the private sec-
of railways transcends their role as large-scale enterprises. tor. Not long ago, the textbook wisdom was that railways
In most economies, rail prices provide the basic parameters were a natural monopoly and that large economies of scale
around which commodity markets take shape. In many in producing rail services could be realized only through
countries railway rate structures define the economic geog- centralized management. State intervention was required
raphy for both intemal and intemational product markets. not only to assure that the economies of scale were realized
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through massive infrastructure investment but also to as- ployment. Regional development policies and the subsidies
sure that they were fairly distributed within the national to internal commodity markets are effected through rail
economy. prices. However, as the inherent competitive advantage of

Clearly, this perception no longer applies. The technol- railways has diminished, the state's continued use of rail-
ogy base of the railway industry has shifted; with advanced ways as policy instruments tends only to further undermine
technology the industry has become less labor and capital their financial viability.
intensive and significantly more information and commu- There are several unique features that to a greater or
nication intensive. Transportation markets themselves have lesser extent characterize all railways (see Box 1.1). The
changed since most state-owned railways were organized. most important is that railways are capital intensive. As an
Today shippers and passengers require much higher levels example, the capital turnover for railways in the United
of service: more frequent, more reliable, and faster service. States is 6.4 compared with 23.9 for manufacturing indus-
They also expect greater customizing in their services: more tries and 12.6 for service industries. This means that for
door-to-door, just-in-time, flexible-lot-size delivery; more every dollar committed to a railway's asset base, only six
zero-defect delivery; faster claims adjustment, etc. Like dollars of revenue are generated.
consumer product markets, transportation markets evolve Compared with that of its competition, the capital turn-
and user expectations rise with the rising wealth and edu- over of the railway industry is relatively low. For example,
cation levels of the target market. Multinational corpora- the trucking industry in the United States has a capital turn-
tions, more sophisticated travelers, and more demanding over ratio of 42.6. For every dollar committed to their capi-
shippers define the increasingly high service requirements. tal base, truckers generate US$43 in revenue. The capital
In market after market, as threshold service requirements tumover of the trucking industry is about seven times greater
rise, alternative modes of transportation are challenging rail than that of the railway industry. One way in which restruc-
pre-eminence. Truckers and bus operators are better able turing should improve rail performance is by increasing the
to customize their service delivery, to handle smaller ship- productive use of capital (see Table 1.1).
ment sizes efficiently, and, with modem roadway equipment, The second key feature of railways is that they are labor
to challenge the cost advantage of poorly managed railways. intensive. The turnover per employee for United States rail-
In particular, larger capacity highway vehicles have closed ways is 0.15. This compares with the turnover in manufac-
the payload 'gap" that had traditionally been a source of turing which is 0.16 dollars per employee, and compares
competitive advantage for railways.1 unfavorably with service industries generally. The latter pa-

T hree factors call into question the "natural monopoly" rameter is 0.02. A comparison of rail turnover with truck-
premise: (1) with new technologies and management meth- ing shows that the trucking industry has the advantage. A
ods the railway production function can be shifted, with second way, then, in which restructuring could improve rail
the result that compelling economies of scale no longer ap- competitiveness is through improved labor productivity (see
ply; (2) in any case, some economies of scale are offset by Table 1.2).
more segmented transport markets in which shippers and The railway industry is a complex business which requires
passengers demand more custom-fit services; and (3) com- sophisticated control systems. It entails the day-to-day man-
petition from other transport modes has intensified, par- agement and coordination of equipment and employees
ticularly on a service basis. As a result, the cost advantage
that rails formerly enjoyed has dirninished in both market
significance and relative size. Box. 1.1 - Distinguishing Foeatures of Rlilways

Despite the decline in the competitive position of rail-
ways, many governments have continued to use rails as in- * Capit Intensive
struments of economic policy. In particular, they continue * Labor Itensive
to use railway employment as a social safety net and an eco- Co npltxity of Business
nomic stabilizer. Rail tariffs and fees are frequently used to -4 equires Intensive Management and
combat inflation. Rail employment is used to absorb unem-- Coordination

* Outdated Technology Base and Operaing Metho&,,.
* Infornation Intensive

'For example, the payload ratio of truck to rail car in Argentina * Unionzed Organization
has declned to 1:18. Heavy loading and longer truck combina- .-
tions have tilted competitive cost advantages in favor of highway . H Wages
vehicles in most countries, while maximum axle load constraints - High Benefits
set at the timne of original track and structure construction have Highly Specialized Skill Base
constrained most railways.
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_ | _ _ | _ _ Highly structured, multilayered management sysiems
were needed to manage large and complex organizations in

(ton km + pass. km per track km [000]) the days before computerized management information
systems. De-layering has occurred subsequently, because

.Be. : : o.rei Aftet i computer systems enable each person to manage much more
. . .Restructuring Resucturing' information. Organizational restructuring occurs where the

railway organization catches up with employee capabilities.
Agntina 567 n.a. Another key characteristic is that many railways, particu-
01reat Brftain2 2,800 2,857 larly many state-owned railways, have not updated their
, 8pan . 9,600 13,618 technology bases or operating methods. Where modem in-
bew zealand 700 n.a. formation technology has been implemented extensively, it

g,e.en 2,000 2,482 has had a major impact on railways, transforming the na-
ture of the work for these railways. Advanced information

'Most recent year available. and communications technology has imnproved both labor
2Parlially complete as of publicaton date. and capital productivity and has upgraded the quality of
n.a.: Not available.
Source: World Bank Railway Database (,WRDB). services. Other basic technologies, such as heavy loading

and specialized rail cars, high speed passenger trains, and
intermodal technologies, have also improved significantly

counted in the thousands and scattered over an extensive over the past 20 years. Collectively, these technologies of-
geographic area. Along with the physical distribution of car- fer an opportunity to radically transform the way that rail-
goes, railways include equipment manufacturing and main- ways conduct business. This shifting technology frontier can
tenance, track maintenance, and large-scale civil works en- make the industry less labor intensive. Track maintenance,
gineering in their core business activities. As a result of for example, can be almost completely mechanized. Equip-
the diversity of their work requirements, railways have di- ment maintenance can be partially automated. Smaller train
versified the skills on which they rely and have evolved com- crews can run further and operate heavier trains. Renewing
plex management structures, typically with functional ori- the technology base should be one of the driving forces of
entations. Restructuring typically reverses this process of railway restructuring, not the end result.
skill diversification and elaborate management structures Another common feature of railways is that they are typi-
by simplifying the work to be performed and by redirecting cally unionized. As a result, in many economies railway
management toward the customer. For example, the num- employees enjoy relatively high wages and high levels of
ber of distinct job dassifications that existed before and benefits. In some economies rail unions pioneered the de-
after the restructuring typically decreases, as does the num- velopment of protective labor legislation, and as a result
ber of management reporting levels before and after the both rail unions and rail employees frequently enjoy unique
transformation. statutory protection that may make rail restructuring more

difficult to carry through.
_ -. _ 9 _ _In many cases the work performed by railway employees

is not only defined by dated technology but is also con-

(ton km + pass. km per employee [000]) strained by scope and work rules contained in union con-
tracts. As a result of this combination of factors, the skills

VB efot I Aftb, that rail workers develop are highly specialized and have
R e attn RE: isctu ingi limited application outside the industry. This poses a labor

market re-entry problem that is difficult to deal with when

Argentina 276 n.a. restructuring takes place. Significantly, railways tend to op-
Great Britain2 260 343 erate within a closed and private culture. Many state-owned
Japan 606 1,428 railways operate schools and provide their own housing and
New4 ealand 154 192 health care. Replacing these services poses another unique
Sweden 693 980 challenge for those undertaking railway restructuring.

'Most recent year available. a '
2Partially complete as of publication date. 4. Best Methods Approach
n.a.: Not available. Most governments, and indeed most railways, approach the
Source: WBRDB. restructuring process with little previous experience. They

begin with only a general idea of the restructuring options
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that are available to them, and with less of an idea of how 5. Railway Case Studies
to manage the process. The process of reform and restruc- Each of the seven railway systems selected as a case study
turing is in itself a learning process. The intermediary agen- subject has recently completed a major restructuring. The
cies through which most of the work is carried out begin lessons learned from the experiences of these railways are
their efforts by noting the gap between the railway's cur- diverse; they are also still current. Indeed, in several cases
rent performance and some external measure of excelence. the case studies took the form of work in progress. What
In subsequent steps they identify the root causes of the gap follows is a brief description of each rail restructuring and
and take action to close it. an explanation of why it was selected for this report.

The approach taken in this study involves a systematic
search for superior railway restructuring and privatization JAPAN InJapan the privatization of the former state-owned
archetypes and methods, with the expectation that these railway, Japan National Railway (JNR), took the final form
can be adapted to future restructuring efforts and thus wi,l of public stock offerings. Privatization was preceded by the
improve future results. This study is intended to benchmark restructuring of JNR into seven separate companies - six
elements of the restructuring process by identifying and char- regional passenger railways and one national freight rail-
acterizing "best methods." In general, the study assesses way. The reform process took 10 years, from the time that
two kinds of methods: (1) specific techniques and policies it was recognized that radical restructuring was needed un-
which appear, in specific case studies, to positively effect til the first of the JNR successor companies was sold to the
both the outcome and the timing of the overa,l restructur- public. The process of railway reform and restructuring in
ing process; and (2) general principles which stand behind Japan took place in a crisis environment at a time when
specific techniques and policies and which apply to more JNR's debt burden exceeded $300 bilion2 and the finan-
than one case study. cial drain of covering the mounting debt service exceeded

This study is not intended to provide a recipe for railway the government's capabilities. Only a crisis of such serious
restructuring. Indeed, the process is inherently situation- dimensions caused political leaders to make decisions that
specific and should be developed in the context of a par- entailed significant political risk. The reform of JNR that
ticular railway system. Rather, the study is intended to sug- began in 1983 followed four unsuccessful efforts. Several
gest superior ways of managing discrete value-adding ele- aspects of this final effort were unique, including the high
ments that make up the overall process, and to separate level of authority at which the reform was initialy designed,
methods that appear to work well from those that appear the creation of a strong and effective intermediary agency
not to work. The intent is to provide a body of practical to manage the implementation, and the sustained political
knowledge and specific tools, and also a conceptual frame- will to support the reforms that the ruling party demon-
work and a comparative context for policymakers and rail- strated through two governments. The case of JNR clearly
way reformers so they can understand the available options demonstrates that a large state-owned railway can complete
when they undertake railway reorganization. the transition from public ownership to private ownership

The case studies presented here are the source of the successfuly and at the end of the transition can compete
"best methods." In the development of each case study the successfuly for passengers, freight, and capital. The trans-
focus was on the underlying process and on the lessons that formation of JNR was neither easy nor smooth. However,
were learned from it. The question considered was what the original restructuring blueprint, with several mid-course
changes the implementing agency might make in its ap- corrections, proved effective in guiding the privatization
proach if it were to take up the challenge again, and what process through numerous unanticipated difficulties. Table
methods and policies it would maintain. More specificaly, 1.3 represents key parameters for the railway over the past
an attempt was made to answer the fo,lowing questions: six years.

* What restructuring options were initially considered NEw ZEALAND The New Zealand railway system was re-
and why was a particular option selected? structured in a multi-phase enterprise development program

* What institutional arrangements and organizational before it was ultimately sold to strategic investors. The trans-
designs were used to guide, direct, and manage the formation was motivated initially by transport deregulation
restructuring process? but was propelled subsequently by a broad-based

* Whatspecificmanagementmethodsandpolicieswere privatization program. The entire multi-stage process of re-
used to realize superior restructuring results? organization took more than 10 years, commencing with

From answers to the above, the best methods emerged. 2Amounts in US$ are indicated by $.
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the transformation of the former Railways Department into regulated transport markets generally, transformed the
a statutory corporation in 1982. In 1990 the corporation carrier's culture, and built a separate and effective financial
was further restructured and New Zealand Rail Limited was management capability where none had existed previously.
established. This limited liability company was privatized Table 1.4 represents key performance parameters for the
in 1993. In July 1993, New Zealand Rail Limited was sold, New Zealand railway over the most recent six years.
as a single unit, to a consortium of New Zealand and for-
eign investors. This sale represented the culmination of a ARGENTINA The restructuring and concessioning of state-
process that reformed labor-management law, developed a owned railways in Argentina took place over a remarkably
balance sheet and capital structure, downsized New Zealand short period of time - in fact, over five years. This rapid
Rail's asset base, refocused its commercial orientation, de- privatization was motivated by the need to curb deficit

., .0E .. ;.t1987 1968 1989 1990 1991 .192

Kilometers of trade : StS; r10fff4t>i0X 408 29,987 29,809 24,945 23,813 23,962 28,461
N 0ttonIdometers:1

, 00 0 - i 20,000 23,000 24,752 26,803 26,791 26,219
flet passenger kilometers:1 -it 2 42000-0 jl 204,679 217,587 222,670 237,551 247,031 249,603

flumbrof freigt-cars:: ;00000;j0.j\l j05000000030,753 30,534 29,765 30,170 30,231 28,886
Nulb ropsnrcars: 2,852 2,423 2,408 2,286 2,169 2,065
Trafflcmix (Pass. kmas%ofTU):000 t 0Xllt00091.1 90.5 90.3 90.2 90.1 90.6
|XTon +pass.ki~rkmoftrackz1|000000 0000 10.6 11.5 12.1 13.0 13.5 13.5
Togni lpass.'Icmperernploye. l 1,125 1,214 1,256 1,364 1,417 1,428
Yield:3ag 0 ll i02 g it| tiu 0jA.t0jit t 00 | iE: : i 0 i jj5 iW 0;0 . n.a. n.a. n.a. .11 .16 .15
Tojtale^p-oyees-: Xy502 ̂ > x;< Xg 199,740 198,164 197,052 193,763 193,251 193,196
Totalassetvatue (Constant US$ i000,000) 60,688 58,522 58,161 n.a. 173,995 169,861
Opemtingratio: .-B(sit g i^a ts>slg Vii YEklig 96.0 94.3 93.0 91.5 84.7 80.1

lin'000,000. TU: Traffic units.
21n 000. n.a.: Not available.
3Total US$ revenue per (ton km + pass. km). Source: WBRDB.

KilometerD 2 s00 of00000000 trade 0000000 00004,420 4,366 4,266 4,358 4,130 4,283
Net ton klometers:14#l! | S10 CUAAit0WtiiES| 3,192 3,051 2,912 2,924 2,682 2,408
fNet4gpassengerkilometers 1i0000 <:: ;0^000 0- i$<n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0
tNumberof frlgharstearsXit00000; 00000 tt$000X0000gX00000 22,176 19,516 17,219 14,770 12,306 10,067
iNumberofpassengrcara 04)0000Xt0;000000X)00 itt000 000000:176 162 160 104 107 108

T.f I; mix (Pass kms ofn.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
i i Ton'km s kmperkmoftracIc' : -: .: . 3 ; 2 .7 .7 .7 .7 .7 .6

Tonkma.ItiiFpass.kmnpertemploy?ee:2
.Ea fiiilACfi 181 n.a. 232 233 214 192

YieId.\'S ;tf ; - t 0 c; $ $ 0 ).11 .10 .09 .09 .08 n.a.
TotatempIo'yees .400j:t0 i000j000X000>2 17,638 n.a. 12,560 12,560 12,560 12,560
Total asset value (NZ$ 00,,003i) tt:it0-400i:00;0925 1029 1111 1102 1066 n.a.
TotalS::2:.S?::.::::?S182:::, asset ::alue(Cnst US$ ,00): 0 555 617 667 661 640 n.a.
Operting rnatio: n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

'In OOO,ooO. TU: Traffic units.
2In 000. n.a.: Not available.
3Total US$ revenue per (ton km + pass. km). Source: WBRDB.
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spending and hyperinflation. Ferrocarriles Argentinos (FA), fective in 1995 opens the Swedish rail infrastructure to pri-
the state-owned railway, was restructured into 14 conces- vate sector access. In spite of its legal status, SJ, as a state
sions, and over a five-year period all of these concessions enterprise, enjoys most of the freedoms of a private firm
were offered to the private sector. The Argentina experi- and is motivated by the same economic incentives. In re-
ence was unique in that a small group of privatization inter- cent years its management has succeeded in defining a com-
mediaries solved complex problems in an unprecedentedly mercial culture within the enterprise and in reclaiming mar-
short time and realized profound organizational changes, ket share previously lost to competing modes. The second
ownership changes, and cultural changes that were more center is Banverket (BV), the National Rail Administration.
far-reaching and complete in their implementation than BV is responsible for providing and maintaining the
those in any other emerging market economyin recent years. country's railway infrastructure. It maintains way and struc-
Although transformation was not complete at the time of tures, signaling, telephone services, and electricity supply.
this writing, and although uncertainties remain about the BV is supported by state appropriations and allocates its
success that new private operators may have, the country funds on the basis of cost-benefit principles. BVcharges SJ
has made a remarkable start in the effective private sector for use of the rail infrastructure and it will be primarily re-
operation of its railway system. Table 1.5 provides a statisti- sponsible for leasing track use to other competing rail oper-
cal picture of the Argentine railways for the period 1988-91. ating companies when entry is opened in 1995. While SJ is

the primary operator on the national network, BV has the
SWEDEN Prior to 1988, the Swedish railway system oper- authority to reassign operating rights. Table 1.6 summarizes
ated as a government department subject to direct govem- the performance statistics for the Swedish rail system over
ment control. The Railways Department pursued both com- the period 1987-92.
mercial and social objectives, with social objectives often
overriding commercial goals. The railway system's opera- BRrrAiN The reorganization of British Railways defines
tions were protected from trucking competition by economic one extreme of the railway restructuring envelope. In the
regulations. The deregulation of trucking unleashed com- process of reorganization, British Railways was unbundled.
petitive forces that threatened the viability of rail transport. The discrete value-adding functions, such as car mainte-
In response, the Swedish state railways were separated into nance, terminal operations, locomotive maintenance, track
two activity centers in 1988. One center became the state- repair, unit train operations, etc., which are vertically con-
owned rail operating company, Statens Jatnvagar (SJ). At nected in most other railways, were separated into numer-
this writing SJ held a monopoly for freight transport over ous relatively small-scale enterprises. Each enterprise is to
the entire network and for passenger services over the main be offered for sale as a going concern or as an operating
line network. However, legislation passed in 1994 and ef- franchise to private operators. Ownership and management

Table 1.5 - Argentina: Key Railway Performance Statistics

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Kilometers of Tck:. . 35,818 35,300 21,682 35,754 35,754 35,754
Net ton kilometers:1 9,066 8,257 n.a. 8,409 7,659 7,860
Net passenger ldloineers: 1 10,288 12,495 n.a. 10,624 10,642 10,642
Number of freight cars: 40,321 40,321 n.a. 33,657 32,823 32,823
Number of passenger cars: 2,597 2,597 n.a. 2,498 2,483 1,702
Traffic mix (Pass. lIu as % of TU): 60 56 58 58
Ton km + pass. bi per km oftrad:c' .6 .6 n.a. .5 .5 .5
Ton km + pass.kmpevemployee:2 193 212 n.a. 204 211 276
Yield:' 391 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
Total employees: 100,029 98,096 n.a. 93,415 86,856 67,000
Total asset value: n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
Operating ratio (%): n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

'In '000,000. TU: Traffic units.
21n '000. n.a.: Not available.
3Total US$ revenue per (ton km + pass. km). Source: WBRDB.
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:S?, 197:lSS. t 989 .1990 1991 ;1992
f41lom ers.ofb'k: l .k 12,373 12,255 12,205 10,552 12,250 11,144

at tpn kllomet.ar.:. 17,329 17,774 18,214 18,441 17,980 19,202
sen ssenger ldlomts; 1 l . . 6,013 6,081 6,060 6,076 5,524 5,234
Nun*er of freight oars I 'i3',,,35,478 32,950 30,332 27,470 24,993 23,543
Nut?erofpessengeroars:, ' <.l ,. I ',' ",1,477 1,414 1,329 1,248 1,183 1,063

Tb~sffio mix (P ass. km.as .%;OfTU.I 25.8 25.6 25.2 25.0 23.4 21.3
Ton .s.1* p itotbrch 1.9 1.9 2.0 2.3 1.9 2.2
TIA, km .pa km aeploye ' 668 705 740 862 894 980
yJ; ; 15 .14 .17 .17 .18 .18
Total emhplOYs:$ I 2 34,934 33,828 32,814 28,458 26,283 24,943
TOalaZS'SetvalTUe(SKrO,00 0f)'. : 11,608 13,357 14,015 16,656 20,942 21,572
Asset value (ConstantU$O : e 2,455 2,653 2,578 2,814 3,286 3,338
Operaing ratIo: .r104.6 103.9 99.7 96.5 96.3 94.0

'lin'000,000. TU: Traffic units.
21n'000. n.a.: Not available.
3Total US$ revenue per (ton km. + pass. km). Source: WBRDB.
Note: Data from 1989 onward include both SJ and BV.

responsibility for the main line infrastructure remained uni- pers, communities, and the railways themnselves. The expe-
fied in a state-owned track operating authority Plans have rience of the United States is primarily significant in dem-
been announced at the time of this writing to sell stock in onstrating that the rail industry does not differ fundamen-
this authority and to regulate it in the future as a public taly from other industries in its structure. The U.S. experi-
utility. Restructuring and privatization in Great Britain have ence shows that open and competitive transport markets
required that a multitude of detailed issues be resolved; afford service segment opportunities to a diversity of rail
these issues involve the scope of individual businesses and carrier forrns, including carriers of different scales and car-
the regulation and/or contractual definition of their com- riers that base their business on a diversity of underlying
mercial interfaces. The objective underlying the British ex- strategic business premises. Table 1.8 presents key statis-
periment has been robust competition in each segrnent of tics for the U.S. rail industry for the period 1987-92.
the unbundled rail business. Table 1.7 presents an overall
statistical profile of the British Rail system for the period CANADA In Canada, railway restructuring has been prima-
1987-92. rily "permissive," hence it contrasts with the government-

directed railway restructuring described in most of the other
UNr1ED STATES Railway restructuring in the United States case studies. A distinguishing feature of the Canadian rail-
has involved industry segmentation into two kinds of pri- ways is their dual private/public sector ownership. This as-
vate carriers: (1) large inter-regional carriers and (2) small pect of the industry's structure has affected the pace and
local carriers. Structural changes in the industry have been form of industry restructuring. The Canadian experience is
initiated primarily by the private sector within a regulatory similar to that of the United States in the prerogatives given
framework that is supportive of railway reorganization. Since to managers of individual railways to restructure their own
the liberalization of economic regulation in 1980, the in- service networks, assets, liabilities, and work forces. How-
dustry has transformed itself and has significantly improved ever, unlike the U.S.-based railways, Canadian railways have
its competitive position vis-a-vis other modes. A distinguish- been relatively slow to restructure in the face of mounting
ing aspect of this restructuring process has been the emer- challenges from both intermodal and intramodal competi-
gence of a small railway segment within the industry. This tors. Permissive or 'bottom up" restructuring takes place
change, which has resulted in the creation of hundreds of more or less efficiently in various competitive, regulatory,
small railways, has been referred to as the 'short line revo- and state/private ownership environments. In Canada, the
lution." This revolution has had a positive effect on ship- specific competitive factors that compel railway restructur-
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Table 1.7 - Britain: Key Railway Performance Statistics

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992-

Kilometers of track: 39,433 39,338 39,265 39,239 39,230 39,097
Netton kilometers:' 17,466 18,104 17,532 15,986 17,274 15,509
Net passenger kilometers:1 33,140 34,315 33,323 33,191 32,058 31,718
Numberof freight cars.- 46,398 39,313 36,008 34,403 30,888 21,235
Numberofpassengercars: 4,018 3,609 3,292 3,100 2,722 2,763
Traffic mix (Pass. km as % of TU): 64.7 65.4 64.7 67.3 65.3 66.7
Tonkin+pass.km perkmoftrack: 1 3.0 3.2 3.1 3.0 2.9 2.8
Ton km + pass. km per employee:2 314 350 379 363 358 343
Yield- .21 .19 .20 .21 .20 .19
Total employees: 161,188 149,900 134,013 135,321 137,788 137,729
Total asset vaue (£ 000,000): 1,788 n.a. n.a. n.a. 4,550 7,380
Asset value (Constant US$000,000):. 3,183 n.a. n.a. n.a. 8,099 13,136
Operating rato: 92.1 87.4 81.6 120.8 102.2 101.7

in 000,000. TU: Traffic units.
2 n '000. n.a.: Not available.
3Total US$ revenue per (ton km + pass. km). Source: WBRDB.

Table 1.8 - United States: Key Railway Performance Statistics

I1987 1988 19 1990. 1991 .1992

Ialometers of track. 355,674 344,676 336,003 322,700 316,260 307,405
Neiton idlometers:' 1,396,007 1,477,488 1,502,396 1,530,743 1,534,643 1,576,007
Net passenger kilometers:*- 8,702 9,158 9,610 9,769 10,117 9,824
Number of freight cars: 688,784 652,123 630,852 604,672 580,471 552,787
iumberof passengercars:* 1,770 1,810 1,972 1,955 1,967 1,962
T.raffic mix(Pass km as %of TU): 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tonkan +pass.kmperkmoftmaclc t 6.5 7.2 7.5 7.9 8.2 8.6
Ton km + pass. km peremployee:b 5,617 6,264 6,603 7,073 7,436 7,983
Yield:3 .022 .022 .020 .019 .018 .018
Total employees: 248,526 235,880 227,548 216,424 206,386 197,421
Total asset value (US$ 000,000): 55,581 57,669 58,657 57,387 58,028 58,400
Operating ratio: 89.7 88.8 89.6 86.9 100.8 89.3

in '000,000. TU: Traffic units.
21n 000. n.a.: Not available.
3Total US$ revenue per (ton km). Source: WBRDB.
'For Amtrak only.
Note: All other measures except for net pass. km and number of passenger cars refer to U.S. Class I freight railways.

ing are quite strong. The regulatory environment, however, chapters that follow this introduction deal with general les-
is not fully supportive of reorganization, and dual private/ sons that can be drawn from the case studies. Chapter 2 is
public ownership further complicates the reorganization concerned with the substantive form of railway restructur-
process. Tables 1.9 and 1.10 demonstrate important and ing efforts. It develops a typology of alternative railway struc-
key statistics for the primary Canadian carriers for the pe- tures and deals with issues of assets, liabilities, and work
riod 1987-92. force restructuring. Chapter 3 deals with the organization,

design, and leadership of the intermediary institutions that
6. Organization of the Study carry out most of the work of restructuring. Chapter 4 dis-
The study that follows is divided into 12 chapters. The 3 cusses railway restructuring as a management process. The
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CHAPTER TwO
STRUCTURAL OPTIONS

1. Introduction technology, and when they deal directly and responsively
All of the case studies included in this volume deal with with customer problems and are quick to redirect their
railway restructuring. Restructuring, in the sense in which resources to solve these problems. Significantly, this set of
it is used here, is an inclusive term that refers to the re- environmental conditions describes an increasing share of
combination of enterprise building blocks in ways that en- the world's national transport markets.
hance the economic value of the enterprise. Restructuring The need for restructuring also increases in proportion
deals with all of the strategically significant changes that to the time that has elapsed since the last makeover. For
directly affect the value of a railway as a going concern. this reason, the need to restructure state-owned railways is
Ultimately, value is measured in terms of the ability of the typically great, since most state owned railways may never
railway to satisfy the needs of its shippers and passengers have been recalibrated strategically and, as a result, have
in an open market in which the rail carrier competes with over time lost their competitive advantage vis-a-vis other
other service providers. Competing service providers may transport modes.
include shipperslpassengers who can satisfy their own lo- In this chapter we develop a typology of restructuring
gisticslmobility needs with their own resources, as well as forms that may prove useful in designing a restructuring
third party service providers who operate independently. plan appropriate to specific local requirements. The fol-
The value of rail service is simply the economic cost or lowing section discusses general restructuring design con-
service quality advantage that a rail carrier realizes vis-a- siderations. It is followed by sections on asset restructur-
vis these alternative service providers. ing, liability restructuring, work force restructuring, execu-

The strategic building blocks with which restructuring tive management restructuring, strategic refocusing, and
deals include: (1) assets, (2) liabilities, (3) work forces, (4) legal issues. The chapter concludes with a discussion of
management, and (5) strategic focus. As regards assets, best practices.
restructuring begins with the division and reassignment,
rehabilitation, abandonment, and/or replacement of physi- 2. Restructuring a Railway: General Design
cal assets. Where liabilities are concerned, restructuring Considerations
includes the development of a balance sheet where none The specific form that railway restructuring takes in a par-
existed before, as well as the clarification and formaliza- ticular setting derives, in part, from local design variables,
tion of liabilities, and the re-engineering of outstanding the most important of which are the objectives being pur-
debt to create a viable capital structure. Regarding the work sued through the restructuring process. The specific form
force, restructuring deals with fundamental labor issues, also derives, in part, from the experience and creativity of
including the number of employees, the mix of skills that the intermediary agent in defining potential restructuring
the enterprise requires, and the conditions for employee options. The final choice of restructuring parameters oc-
severance or early retirement. With regard to management, curs at the intersection of these two factors: design pre-
restructuring addresses the values, skills, and capabilities conditions and options.
of the management team and the possible need for change. In general the objective of restructuring is to realign
Finally, in the area of strategic focus, restructuring relates resources and their use with market needs in ways that
to the definition of the railway's business, the source of its enhance the value of the surviving enterprise. Matching
competitive advantage, and the redirection of its compe- the service delivery capabilities of the rail enterprise with
tencies. market requirements is the essence of restructuring.

This chapter is based on the observation that a periodic Changes in resources deployed by the enterprise that do
"zero based" review of railway strategy is essential to main- not increase the value of the services provided to its cus-
taining econormic advantage in competitive transportation tomers actually decrease the enterprise's economic value.
markets. Periodic restructuring is all the more essential for Restructuring is also typically intended to make rail en-
railways when competitors are private companies or owner terprises financially self-sufficient. The assets and liabili-
operators, when these competitors have access to modem ties that the core rail business or businesses ultirnately re-



tain should be adequate to support their strategic mission(s) customers equally without price discrimination or, alterna-
over the long term. tively, which discriminates explicitly in favor of specific com-

Other objectives may also be considered. These derive modities or regions. Frontier areas, however, may not grow
from the original rationale for government ownership, or as originally envisioned or they may recede in economic im-
for consolidation of diverse private operations under a single portance. Moreover, ad hoc price policy made without re-
corporate control. The classic rationale for government gard to the value that railways create for customers or with-
ownership or consolidated control stems from the presumed out consideration of the competitive relationship with com-
existence of natural monopolies. Traditional thinking about peting modes undercuts incentives for efficient operation
railways is that the marginal cost of providing service de- and distorts resource allocations. At some point, the policy
clines as the scale and scope of operations increases. A pri- legacy of operating a state-owned railway for nation-build-
mary rationale for the consolidation of rail operations un- ing or market-building purposes needs to be reexamined in
der either private or public control is to fully realize poten- the light of shifting competitive balances.
tial economies of scale. Once scale and scope economics A third rationale for government involvement involves
are realized, the challenge is to distribute the resulting ben- softening the economic fallout from failed predecessor pri-
efits equitably. Economic theory tells us that an unregu- vate railways on employment levels and on rail-dependent
lated monopoly will price its services above the level of an local industries. A fourth rationale for initial involvement is
enterprise in a competitive market or will simply produce based on national security needs - needs related to de-
less. Hence one reason for government ownership is to curb fense and to the support of strategic imports and exports.
the actual or potential abuse of market power that results Each of these basic rationales for government ownership of
from a natural monopoly. railways should be reexamined in light of its current rel-

However, scale economies, if they exist at all in the rail evance and of the possibility of achieving the same ends
industry, exist at the level of distinct functions or compo- through a mechanism less costly than the continued opera-
nent process elements, and these can and should be retained tion of a rail system whose resource requirements exceed
and, indeed, enhanced in the restructuring. However, as the parameters of its economically defensible markets.
several of the case studies in this report clearly demonstrate, The overriding design criterion for rail restructuring
diseconomies tend to creep into large-scale public sector should be the value created and/or dissipated within the
operations, which, over time, become bloated, slow to re- core rail enterprise(s). The most precise arbiter for value
act, and bureaucratic, thereby losing their competitive edge. created in the ownership rights of the carrier is the market
Evidence suggests that the ability of railways to change with for corporate control. Hence, privatization of state-owned
the markets they serve, to rapidly develop new services that assets not only represents the logical extension of the re-
are responsive to shipper needs, and to become customer structuring process but also provides a material test of the
"problem solvers" (not simply "order takers") is the primary correctness of the restructuring design. Restructuring de-
source of advantage in competitive transportation markets. signs that create value should cause that value to be re-

The implications of dynamic markets and of the quest flected in higher ownership prices. As will be discussed in
for competitive advantage based, of necessity, on superior subsequent chapters, much of the learning that is essential
customer responsiveness are profound. They go to the ba- to an effective restructuring effort goes into testing and con-
sic issues of railway organizational design (namely, broader firming value-creating decisions with the help of capital
customer interfaces; more resource control at lower levels market surrogates.
of the organization, particularly for those with direct cus- Another primary design criterion is simplicity. In gen-
tomer contact; and fewer decisionmaking layers). These im- eral, the simpler the reorganization is the easier it is to imple-
plications also point to smaller-scale, more customer-focused ment, and to implement rapidly. The disaggregation of rail
enterprises as contrasted with large, fully integrated enter- assets into multiple autonomous operating units may allow
prises oriented toward large-scale production. for increased private sector participation and possibly for

Another rationale, one that is often cited for direct gov- greater competition. However, unbundling also compounds
emmnent control and ownership of railways, encompasses geometrically the number of commercial interfaces required
nation building, economic integration of internal markets, between operating units. After the restructuring, arm's
and frontier resource development. Governments frequently length transactions that replace internal resource transfers
develop rail services, just as they develop other infrastruc- create additional complexity, and additional requirements
ture, to open economic frontiers and to foster economic for conditional asset sales and regulatory oversight.
opportunity in less developed areas. A collateral condition Another key design parameter involves the imrnmediacy
is government-enforced commodity pricing which treats all and completion date for rail restructuring. Frequently, as
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the case studies in this report demonstrate, rail restructur- 3. Asset Restructuring: Structural Forms
ing or privatization is high on the national agenda for over- The most important element in the restructuring process is
all fiscal reform because of the resources that poorly finc- the reorganization of rail assets into distinct sets that can
tioning railways absorb from the state. In the case of Japan support viable business enterprises. All other enterprise
National Railways (JNR), for example, the railway's cur- design considerations are subordinate and follow from this
rent deficit reached 4.9 percent of the total national budget first step. The basic questions addressed in reorganizing as-
and 0.9 percent of GDP Similarly, in Argentina the deficit sets and defining the new businesses that emerge from a
of Ferrocarriles Argentinos (FA) accounted for 16.7 per- vertically and horizontally integrated railway include the fol-
cent of the national deficit and 1.1 percent of GDP before lowing: In which markets can the available assets create their
radical reforms were initiated. Under such circumstances, greatest value? Did the predecessor carrier use too many or
expediency and a rapid reversal of deficit operations be- too few assets to serve these markets? Are the available as-
come design criteria. sets of the right kind and in adequately serviceable condi-

Yet another set of design concerns involves historical pre- tion to support target customers in the future?
cedents and cultural values. For example, in Argentina rail- Restructuring assets involves first profiling the distinct
ways were developed in the nineteenth century as conces- markets that the predecessor railway served and then de-
sions to foreign companies. Owing to historical concems termining which of these markets, or which others, succes-
that the outright conveyance of ownership rights to rail prop- sor rail-based companies should serve. The overriding prin-
erty would condemn rail infrastructure to an uncertain fu- ciple should be to enter into or to sustain business commit-
ture and diminish the sovereignty of the state, the Argen- ments only in markets in which available assets can be used
tine legislature specified that FA should be restructured as to provide lower cost or superior quality service vis-a-vis
a concession or set of concessions. Similar historical factors competitors. Rail-based enterprises that emerge from this
frequently define the feasible set of restructuring options. process are defined within market boundaries and by spe-

Political considerations impose their own design con- cific customer needs within these boundaries. Some mar-
straints on railway restructuring. Frequently, rail privatization kets may be internal to the core rail business, such as MIS
is part of a larger and more encompassing privatization pro- services and car and locomotive repair services. Judging
gram, and compatibility requirements may delimit the op- competitive advantage vis-a-vis competitors in external
tions available to those implementing the railway restruc- markets is typically less difficult than judging the ability of
turing. Thus rail restructuring must be designed to fit into successor enterprises to create competitive advantage in in-
the more general framework. temal markets where competition has not previously ex-

In some countries design constraints may affect only work isted.
force restructuring. For example, the resources needed to Once defensible markets (either "intemal" or "extemal")
support a social safety net for displaced railway employees are scoped, a reasonable determination can be made re-
may be limited, or the ability to provide railway worker garding the appropriate complement of assets needed to
buyouts may be limited by precedents set in other sectors. serve each market. A number of asset restructuring proto-
Compliance with intemational treaties or trade agreements types emerged from the case studies. The following proto-
may also constrain the specific forms that railway restruc- type asset segmentations have been used successfully by
turing may take. In the case of British Rail, for example, one or more case study railways to divide assets and to de-
compliance with EC policy (EC Directive 91/440), which fine distinct business activities.
mandates reciprocal access for certain types of services
among European railways, clearly affected the restructur- CoRE vaEsUS NON-coRE ASSETS Every rail restructuring
ing design of the railway's freight business. entails a fundamental segmentation of core and non-core

A general finding of this study, then, is that no single assets. The separation of essential from non-essential as-
correct template exists for railway restructuring but rather sets begins with the definition of the business (or businesses)
that diverse restructuring forms are workable - each of that will be pursued and the markets that will be entered.
which may be more or less appropriate to a particular situ- Typically, the result of this exercise is a vision of the busi-
ation or context. From the case studies in this volume we ness and of the ways in which the business can use its assets
have attempted to develop a topology of structural forms and its competencies to create the greatest value - in the
and to order these according to relevant policy variables in form of a hierarchy of economic activity ranked by com-
a way that may be helpful in imposing order on, or at least petitive advantage. The core businesses thus identified are
providing a perspective for, railway restructuring processes the going concerns which have the first call on available
to come. assets. Core businesses are typically able to support the fixed
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and joint cost burden of the entire integrated railway. Other into distinct and self-standing service networks. An oppor-
related businesses can be layered on top of the core busi- tunity exists to separate an integrated rail operation into
nesses and operated profitably if they generate a positive distinct, self-standing sub-networks when a significant vol-
contribution to joint and fixed costs. Efforts to define the ume of traffic moving over the network originates and ter-
core business or businesses invariably result in some "blurred minates within contiguous service links. Modem informa-
edges." Ancillary services, for example, support the core tion technology lowers the cost of assuring network con-
business indirectly and may add value through service syn- nectivity and fluid interchange even when sub-networks are
ergy. The ultimate arbiter of such issues is the market. Ship- separately owned and operated.
pers and passengers know which service packages offer Again, relevant lessons can be drawn from the experi-
genuine value to them, and which they would prefer to have ence injapan. In order to make management more respon-
bundled for them and which theywould prefer unbundled. sive to local market needs, JNR was divided into six sepa-
Talking with key customers early in the process can help to rate passenger companies and a freight company. These were
avoid service packaging problems later on. the JRs. The six passenger companies were organized into

In any case, all railways include under their stewardship three contiguous regions on the main island and one region
some assets that are not essential to the core business, how- on each of the three islands of Hokkaido, Shikoku, and
ever it is defined. These "surplus assets" add no competi- Kyushu. This division of assets corresponded to the scope
tive advantage to the going concern. It follows that their of the underlying markets. A traffic study completed as part
liquidation will enhance the value of the entire restructured of the restructuring preparation revealed that 95 percent of
enterprise. Non-core or surplus assets typically include real all trips originated and terminated within one of these ser-
estate, duplicate repair shops, and affiliated service compa- vice territories. To adequately support its local market each
nies. Divesting surplus assets helps to simplify the restruc- carrier was assigned sufficient rolling stock to support its
turing process and to focus management attention on the start-up operations, in addition to a geographically defined
core business and can also provide the core business with set of structures and track.
the liquidity needed to weather the transition. In cases where traffic pattems are primarily local, econo-

The experience of Japan is instructive in this context. rnies of large-scale operation over a national network may
Early in the restructuring process non-core assets of the not apply, Smaller operations may, in fact, be better suited
former JNR, in excess of those assigned to the individual to serving the needs of local shippers. Thus in the case of
JRs were conveyed to the JNR Settlement Corporation. The Argentina's FA the integrated railway system was divided
Settlement Corporation's mission was to liquidate the as- into six geographically distinct freight concessions and seven
sets it held, including, significantly, excess real estate, and transit concessions. One benefit of separating operations
to apply liquidated proceeds against outstanding liabilities into multiple geographic markets is that it diversifies the
in excess of those that the core businesses had retained. As risk of new rail start-ups; another benefit is that such a sepa-
the Settlement Corporation's work wound down, residual ration creates more competition for operating rights and
liabilities in excess of proceeds would be converted into concessions in both the initial and the subsequent rounds
government debt. Proceeds of real estate and other non- of competition than does a "winner takes all" approach; a
core asset sales generated $29 billion by the end of 1992. third benefit is that this arrangement allows smaller firms
However, the original target had been to sell off US$70 to participate in competitive sales of local operating rights.
billion of surplus assets. This last consideration has prevailed in Great Britain where

Selling off non-core assets, particularly real estate, re- 25 local passenger operations have been defined for com-
quires knowledge, good market timing, and missionary mar- petitive offer to private firms.
ket development if their full value is to be realized. In the
section that follows, we discuss some of the mechanisms LINE OF BUSINESS DSTINCriONS The logic that applies to
available for divesting non-core assets. geographic segmentation also applies to market-focused,

line of business segmentation. Railways typically serve not
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTINCrIONS Unlike other markets, trans- one but dozens of distinct product markets, each with its
port markets have a fundamental geographic dimension. own distinguishing operating and geographic characteris-
Railway markets and the track and terminals that provide tics and each defined by different service needs and unique
access to them are- frequently restructured geographically competitive challenges. Passenger and freight markets are
in order to focus management attention on shipper and pas- the most obvious lines of business in which traditional rail-
senger needs which are typically local. Here a key analytical ways participate. However, there are numerous others as
step involves segmenting freight and passenger use patterns well. Freight markets, for example, can be sub-divided by
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the distinct logistical service requirements associated with den to restructure the assets of the state railway The former
different shipment lot sizes, commodities, and shippers. Swedish Railway was divided into two state-owned entities

Unbundling rail assets along distinct lines of business - one with a right to operate trains and to market rail ser-
makes sense when the objective of the restructuring exer- vices over the entire Swedish rail network and the second
cise is to enhance the ability of the surviving enterprises to with custodial responsibility for maintaining and improving
respond with tailored services to particular customer needs the network.
and when, moreover, the assets required to support dis- In Great Britain the unbundling of rail functions went
tinct lines of business can be separately managed. In sev- even further. The restructuring of British Rail involved
eral of the case studies, railway assets were reorganized breaking up a vertically integrated railway into 1 unified
among separate lines of business organizations that oper- national track authority, 3 equipment leasing companies,
ate over each other's tracks on the basis of mutual agree- 25 passenger operating franchises, 3 bulk commodity op-
ment. Thus, for example, in Argentina the restructuring erators, 1 container service provider, 1 European freight
agency defined three types of concessions, corresponding service provider, 2 small parcel and mail service providers,
to different lines of business. When the agency divided and numerous car and locomotive maintenance providers
concessioned rights and obligations, it assigned primary and track repair operators. In addition, the British may sepa-
track use and rehabilitation responsibilities among freight rate ownership and development rights for metropolitan
operators, transit operators, or intercity passenger opera- stations. A primary design criterion in Great Britain was
tors depending on which had the greatest need for track the creation of competition within distinct rail functions.
control. The radical restructuring of British Rail tests the con-

In Japan, as has been noted above, freight and passen- ventional wisdom that single operator control and vertical
ger service companies were separately organized. JR Freight integration are essential to rail network connectivity, effi-
emerged from this restructuring without track ownership cient train and equipment control, and economies of scale
but with a system-wide freight operating franchise. The six in railway operations. The British Rail experiment with un-
passenger railways emerged with regional track ownership bundling turns these assumptions on their head and substi-
rights and, of course, exclusive passenger service franchises tutes a fundamentally different paradigm - one based on
within their local markets. competition in every function, on open entry, on auctioning

British Rail went even further in separating its freight of asset use rights, and on train operating control through a
business into the following: (1) three competing bulk com- central track authority.
modity businesses, each of which was initially regionally
focused but was nationally extendable; (2) a nationwide con- HIGH DENSTY VERSUS Low DENsrY TRAFFic Another use-
tainer service provider; (3) a provider of European freight ful segmentation of rail assets involves a separation of lines
services; (4) a nationwide express parcel provider; and (5) that are profitable and that typically have high traffic den-
a nationwide mail service provider. sity from lines that are less profitable (or not profitable at

all) and that typically have low traffic density. In Canada
FUNcriONAL DISnNC1ONs Another way of separating as- this distinction was used to facilitate abandonment of light
sets is along functional lines. Railways require at least four density lines through a process regulated by the federal gov-
distinct "value adding" functions: train operations, track ermnent. As part of this process, rail carriers take the initia-
maintenance, equipment maintenance, and commercial tive to qualify lines as light density and unprofitable and
(sales and marketing) functions. It follows that these dis- hence trigger regulatory deliberations that lead either to di-
tinct functions may be separated as part of the restructur- vestment or to government subsidy of the ongoing opera-
ing. Therefore, train operations and commercial relations tion.
may be separated from equipment leasing and maintenance A more laissez-faire version of this abandonment pro-
functions, and these may be further separated from line cess operates in the United States and is the basis on which
maintenance and infrastructure custody functions. Train a new rail industry segment of more than 258 small rail-
control and operating functions can also be separated in a roads and 11 regional railroads has developed since 1980.
second order segmentation. All of these small railroads have been spun off from larger

The division of train operations from track maintenance railroads. The high density/low density distinction is useful
corresponds to the division of responsibilities within the in restructuring assets not only because light density lines
highway sector, where highway users pay fees for use of pub- may be a drain on resources for large carriers but also be-
lidy furnished infrastructure and operate independently over cause, as the emergence of a small railroad industry in the
it. Indeed, the "highway use model" was employed in Swe- United States has demonstrated, light density railroading
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differs fundamentally from high density railroading. Light purpose. Each of the six passenger JRs leased assets from
density 'short lines" require different types of organizational this jointly owned company, which operated trains over the
structures, technologies, and management techniques. They entire network.
offer opportunities to create value through light density line A number of distinct contractual arrangements involv-
divestment and sale to operators with an essentially differ- ing the separation of ownership and track use rights have
ent production function. evolved in NorthAmerica. Table 2.1 describes some of these

I trackage rights agreements.
OPERATING AssETS VERSUS FINANcIAL ASSETS An interesting
approach to restructuring assets was conceived by theJapa- 4. Asset Restructuring: Mechanisms
nese during theJNR reorganization. This approach involved The altemative frameworks for asset separation cited above
the creation of income-generating financial assets that served have been used in several of the case studies to reorganize
in lieu of ongoing subsidies to make marginal rail opera- rail assets and to dispose of assets through various mecha-
tions perpetually viable and financially self-sustaining. nisms. The case studies reveal that specific mechanisms are

During the early stages of restructuring, financial pro- best suited for the disposal or restructuring of specific types
jections indicated that the three island JRs could probably of assets and for the achievement of specific objectives. A
not cover their operating and capital costs from intemally list of mechanisms useful for disposing of reorganized as-
generated sources. To ensure their autonomous operation sets follows.
after restructuring, a stabilization fund was set up for each
of the island JRs. This fund was endowed by theJNR Settle- AUCTION OF SURPLUS ASSETS Divesting assets that are not
ment Corporation with income-generating securities whose essential to rail operations can be carried out in a number
yield was projected to cover future capital replacement costs of ways, including: (1) one-on-one negotiations; (2) contri-
and thus assure economic success for the operating compa- butions of in-kind assets to joint ventures; (3) joint devel-
nies. In this way a new financial asset was created for the opment and lease or sale of developed property; (4) de-
marginal JR carriers that allowed them to operate with the ferred payment; and (5) conversion of real assets into fi-
same kinds of profit and loss incentives as other JRs that nancial assets. However, the most direct and effective way
served more robust markets. The creation of financial as- to convert surplus assets into cash is through an open, con-
sets, however, creates unique problems when plans are de- testable, and competitive auction process. Auctions do not
veloped to privatize the railways. Asset raiders may be always maximize the value realized from the sale of non-
tempted to gain control of the railways, to strip away their essential rail assets. On the other hand, auctions require
financial assets, and to leave them without sufficient re- only a mininum of management attention and typically are
sources to renew their capital base. as effective in realizing full value as the preparation and

marketing effort that goes into them is thorough. When the
COMMON NETWORK USE VERSUS EXCLUSIVE NETwoRK USE number and value of the assets is large, auctions appear to
Another useful segmentation of assets is by different cat- be the most appropriate mechanism for converting surplus
egories of track use rights. For example, single owner equip- assets into liquid assets.
ment and single operator train services can run over the In the JNR reorganization, for example, the chartering
tracks of multiple owners, as well as over their own tracks legislation that set up JNR Settlement Corporation stipu-
or local service network. lated that land sales should be carried out through a com-

The distinction between common and exclusive track petitive bidding process. However, even as the JNR Settle-
use was used in Japan to separate the high speed Shinkansen ment Corporation was being formed, land prices were ap-
(Bullet Train) services from other passenger train opera- preciating rapidly and Japan's "bubble economy" was com-
tions. As was noted above, assets required to operate each ing into existence. In response, the Emergency Land Coun-
of the seven JRs were segmented and ownership rights and termeasures Plan was enacted. This inflation-countering
other essential assets conveyed to the new companies upon legislation required the Settlement Corporation to dispose
their reorganization. The notable exception, at least initially, of former JNR land without disclosing its price. Price disdo-
was the assets required to operate the Shinkansen services. sure was thought to be a stimulus to inflation. As a result, the
Because the profitability of the various Shinkansen services Settlement Corporation developed the following alternative
differed significantly, the Supervisory Committee felt that methods for the disposal of surplus JNR real estate:
an intermediary was needed to redistribute net income
among the JRs on the basis of joint ownership shares. The * Sale of Improved Real Estate. This method involved the
Shinkansen Holding Corporation was established for this sale of land on which the Settlement Corporation had
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Table 2.1 - Trackage Rights Agreements

Finanolal
Octio . Ownership of Ownership of Services Rendered Relationship . .
0 Option Infrastructure Rolling Stock Labor Arrangements by OR to NO between OR afnd NO Examples

Haulage Owning railway (OR) Existing traffic: OR; NO loads or unloads OR operates train NO contracts with OR American Presidents
Q Agreement(s) or track authority Incremental traffic in own trains; OR services from terminal to move entire train- Line (APL), CSX

specialized provides all other to terminal for the loads from origin to Corp., Intermodal,
equipment; new operating labor, account of NO; NO destination. Charge is JB Hunt,
operator (NO) including track carries traffic under volume and service Intercontainer

maintenance; NO contract or tariff for quality specific but is
maintains own shippers; OR pays not related to specific
equipment wholesale rate by NO; commodities

NO pays retail rate by
beneficial owner of
the freight

"Trackage OR or track authority Operators provide All "below the rail" OR provides "train NO pays for "train Atchison, Topeka &
Rlghtsu or own equipment; NO labor is OR's paths"; NO runs own paths" on a tonnage Santa Fe (ATSF)
Access provides equipment responsibility; All trains using own or fee for service operating over
Agreement(s) - for new incremental "above the rail" labor operating crews basis Conrail; Canadian
either Exclusive services is NO's responsibility National (CN)
or Multiple operating over CSX

Reciprocal OR or track authority; Operators provide All "below the rail" OR provides "train NO pays for train Burlington Northern
Operating reciprocal owner/user own equipment; NO labor is OR's paths"; NO normally paths on a tonnage or (BN) and Grand
Agreements arrangements provides equipment responsibility; Other runs own trains; fee for service basis Trunk Western

for new incremental labor responsibilities Arrangement is (GTW); Conrail and
services shared or assigned by reciprocal; No joint Norfolk Southern

train service, marketing or selling (NS)
depending on involved
agreement

Reciprocai OR or track authority; NO provides No charge back; Services are Revenue shared BN and CSX;
Marketing reciprocal owner/user equipment for new cross fees based on coordinated, but based on reciprocal Conrail and NS
Agreements arrangements incremental services; traffic activity operating functions on fees for cross-setting

Rolling stock OR provided and for incremental
Interchanged, with OR exclusively by OR traffic/development
paying a per diem fee personnel; Joint
to owning carrier selling; Reciprocal

pricing; Through
services developed/
jointly marketed



erected apartments or commercial buildings. Devel- ated sales of surplus assets had fallen $41 billion' below
oped land and buildings were sold jointly. As the sale expectations.
involved land value plus construction costs, the stand
alone price of the land was obscured. PUBLIC OFFERING OF STOCK The asset value of restruc-

* Trust Beneficiary RRights. A second method involved tured railways frequently exceeds the value of the domestic
entrusting land to bank trustees in exchange for trust or foreign corporations that are the potential purchasers.
beneficiary rights. These rights were subsequently For this reason public offerings of shares may be the only
subdivided and sold to investors through the media- viable domestic source of private capital. A public offering
tion of banks. of stock is appropriate for the transfer of ownership in a

* Loan Conversion into Real Estate. A third method large corporatized railway that has successfully completed
involved the exchange to investors of options to jointly its restructuring and whose future earnings appear to have
own a specific land development project with the a high probability of growth. Public offerings are more ap-
Settlement Corporation in exchange for long-term, propriate for seasoned companies than for emerging com-
low-interest loans. The purchaser received the future panies.
right to joint ownership of a specific parcel of devel- However, public offerings typically impose additional
oped land in exchange for a long-term, low-interest financial reporting obligations and additional fiduciary con-
loan of equivalent present value. After a specified ditions on management, and also require more seasoning
period of time, the investor was able to exercise its of the enterprise than does a sale to a strategic investor. For
conversion right. example, the proceeds from a public offering must typically

* joint Development and Sale of Real Estate. Under this be committed in advance of the offering to specific uses,
method private companies were selected to construct frequently related to bolstering the balance sheet - that is,
residential buildings on land which the Settlement to the retirement of debt or the purchase of government
Corporation owned. Individual residences and con- shares - and not to direct investment in the business. The
tiguous land were subsequently sold. If all lots were terms of the public offering are then represented to poten-
not sold to homeowners, the private developer was tial investors in the form of an "offering memorandum"
still required to purchase the remainder from the joint which confirms and represents full compliance with the con-
venture. Thus, the Settlement Corporation was guar- ditions of the stock exchange through which the shares are
anteed a 100 percent "sell-out" even if the project did offered.
not sell out. For example, as of this writing the three Honshu JRs in

* Luance of Corporate Bonds Convertible into Stock. This Japan have met the listing requirements of the Tokyo Stock
method typically involved large tracts of land with Exchange. These requirements are quite stringent and in-
high asset values.Acompanywas created in which the clude: (1) five years of continuous operation as a reorga-
Settlement Corporation made an in-kind investment nized corporation; (2) paid out dividends during the pre-
of undeveloped land. The company raised funds for ceding and current years; (3) minimum profit targets
the construction of buildings and otherimprovements achieved during the previous three years; and (4) minimum
collateralized by the real estate. For this purpose, net asset values realized during the previous and current
convertible bonds with the right to equity conversion years. The initial public offering of JR East in 1994 was a
were issued.Thebondswere converted andthe Settle- great success. The stock was initially oversubscribed and
ment Corporation sold off its remaining interestwhen the offering generated substantially greater proceeds than
the project was complete. was originally anticipated. Funds from the sale of JR East

stock were used to retire the outstanding debt of the JNR
Not all of these alternative methods to liquidating sur- Settlement Corporation which had resulted from the origi-

plus assets have proved equally successful. The lessons to nal restructuring.
be taken away from the Japanese experience are that direct
and open methods of disposing of surplus assets are fre- SALE TO PREQUALIFIED STRATEGIc INvEsroRs The sale of
quently superior in realizing their full value than are more restructured railway assets to strategic investors is appro-
complex and indirect methods. Another important lesson priate when the enterprise is smaller in size, requires active
is that market timing and an ability to move with the mar- management, and requires an immediate infusion of capi-
ket are essential to capturing the full value inherent in sur-
plus assets. As of the end of 1992, value which the JNR
Settlement Corporation realized through elaborate negoti- 'Amounts in US$ are indicated by $.
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tal and/or improved technology in order to meet competi- CONCESSIONING UNDER CONRACT Concessioning is an ef-
tive challenges. The environment in which strategic inves- fective means of conveying ownership responsibility with-
tors are typically invited to participate is more risky than out conveying outright ownership of railway assets.
the environment in which a public offering of shares is pos- Concessioning offers both the benefit and the risk of being
sible. In the latter situation, the restructured railway has revocable. Concessioning reduces front end capital costs to
already demonstrated its viability. In the former, typically, the concessionaire who uses public assets in return for a
part of the work of restructuring remains to be accom- profit share and a commitment to reinvest in the railway.
plshed. The concessionaire makes a contractual commitment to

An important step in selling interests to strategic inves- maintain assets under its custody, as weU as to make addi-
tors involves the prequalification of the strategic investors. tions and improvements as stipulated in the concession con-
If direct investment is to open a window to advanced tech- tract. This commitment is typically guaranteed by a bond
nology and modem management practices for the restruc- or other irrevocable instrument. By reducing initial capital
tured railway, strategic investors must be screened and quali- costs, concessions effectively broaden the market for pri-
fied on the basis of their access to 'cutting edge" railway vate sector participation and offer opportunities to small
technology and management methods. Pre-screening inves- firms that would not otherwise be available to them. Con-
tors on the basis of their previous rail operating experience cessions also provide an instrument that government can
may put domestic operators at a disadvantage and may give use to contract out the operation of inherently unprofitable
an advantage to foreign investors. The balancing of priori- services, by asking concessionaires to bid on a minimum
ties for access to modem technology and management meth- subsidy rather than a minimum profit-share basis.
ods against domestic control is an issue frequently faced by The capital conmuitments of concessionaires are effec-
restructuring intermediaries. tively leveraged by the government which absorbs the op-

A second important issue involves the mechanism portunity cost associated with sunk investment in rail infra-
through which ownership rights awards are made to strate- structure. Like all leveraged transactions, concessions are
gic investors. Under the best of circumstances, this process risky and susceptible to disruption, renegotiation, and/or
is open, contestable, and competitive. Frequently the sale rebidding if unanticipated difficulties make downstream
is managed through a third party (for example, an invest- operations financially non-viable. Under a "worst case" sce-
ment banker) in behalf of the state. The investment banker nario, up front guarantees frequently do not provide an ad-
qualifies potential investors, enters into a dialogue with them equate incentive to keep the concessionaire in the contract.
which results in a preliminary set of offering terms, and de- The concessioning mechanism is particularly useful for
velops an offering memorandum. Then, after a period of rail operations that are in the process of being restructured
due diligence review in which prequalified offerers are in- and that require an intensive management commitment to
vited to examine both the financial and physical condition complete the turnaround quickly. As the experience of Ar-
of the railway, qualified bidders are invited to prepare bids gentina demonstrates, concessions are a highly adaptable
in response to formal offering terms. and flexible instrument which can be used to operate freight,

Thus, in New Zealand, for example, the government rail transit, subway, or intercity passenger services. In Ar-
sought out strategic investors to complete the privatization gentina, the Railway Restructuring Unit refined the
of New Zealand Railways and its strategic repositioning. concessioning process and the underlying contracts through
The sale of the railway followed 11 years of state-directed several rounds of offerings involving 25 separate conces-
restructuring, during which time the railway was strategi- sions. In an open process, concessionaires responded to gov-
cally refocused and reorganized into a profit-making cor- ermnent solicitations with multi-year profit-sharing and in-
poration. The New Zealand Railways Corporation Restruc- vestment proposals. Successful bidders won the right to use
turing Act 1990 and the New Zealand Rail Limited Vesting state-owned assets and assumed obligations to provide spe-
Order of 1990 first established the railway as a corpora- cific services, under negotiated conditions, regarding mini-
tion. Just before the privatization, the Minister of the Crown mum service levels and future investment requirements.
held all the shares in the new company in behalf of the Under these agreements the government retained owner-
Crown. Ownership of the New Zealand Railway shares was ship of rolling stock, rail infrastructure, and facilities, all of
auctioned through a competitive process that was managed which were assigned to the concessionaire. The concessions
by an investment banking firm. The successful bidder in- were vertically integrated. The concessionaire had full re-
cluded a consortium of interests including a foreign com- sponsibility for rail operations and for rail asset renewal,
pany which brought to the venture successful operating including commercial development of transportation ser-
experience with foreign railways of comparable size. vice, maintenance of rolling stock, and infrastructure. Con-
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cessions were granted for 10-year terms with 10-year ex- efited from assured car supply and advantageous repair
tensions as agreed by the parties. agreements with the larger railroads.

Norfolk Southern Corporation, a large Class I carrier
FRANCHSING UNDER CoNTRAcT Franchises differ from con- operating primarily in the Southeast and Midwest in the
cessions in that franchisees are not expected to make capi- United States, has been particularly active in developing
tal commitments to the business for asset renewal or ex- joint marketing and operating synergies with its local rail-
pansion. Franchisees simply offer their technical and man- roads through lease/operate agreements. Some small rail-
agement capabilities and provide rail services using state- roads in the United States receive operating subsidies from
owned assets under contract to government departments. local municipalities in the form of reduced fees for leased
The terms of these contracts vary, but they usually indude track.
the specification of services provided and a basic fee and!
or profit share. REASSIGNING OPERATING ASSETS TO NON-RAIL STATE ENTER-

In Sweden, when the County Transport Authorities as- PRISES AND CONTRACTING FOR THEIR USE For various rea-
sumed full responsibility for county line passenger opera- sons, including property reversion provisions in original land
tions after 1990, they extended tenders for 16 train operat- grants, the retention by the government of ownership rights
ing service franchises. In most cases, contract awards lasted over land and other valuable assets may be essential to the
three years. The Swedish National Railway (SJ) won 12 of restructuring process. In such cases, long-term contracts that
these contracts. Four other contracts went to the private provide for exclusive track use and/or long-term leases can
operator BK Tag (BK Train). Although its share of the en- be engineered so that they can be used in lieu of outright
tire market was limited, BK Train demonstrated new ways ownership transfer.
of running the business which were emulated by SJ. In New Zealand, for example, a leasehold asset was cre-

In the British Rail reorganization, franchising was the ated in order to work within the reversion provisions of the
instrument used to convey operating rights over passenger Treaty of Waitangi Act, which gave to indigenous peoples a
operations. The Minister of Transportation chose franchis- priority claim to surplus government property. As part of
ing for three reasons: (1) franchising allowed competition the restructuring process, the Railways Corporation was re-
for the market, and this ensured that private operators would structured into two separate entities, New Zealand Rail Lim-
provide good value for the public subsidies they received; ited (NZRL) and New Zealand Railways Corporation
(2) franchising offered a ready mechanism for protecting (NZRC). NZRL, a Crown-owned company, operated the
the taxpayer's interests over the entire franchise term core freight, rail, passenger, and interisland ferry services,
(nonperforming franchisees could be turned out and re- while the surplus assets remained with NZRC to be sold.
placed with better performing franchisees); and (3) fran- For a variety of reasons, including potential claims under
chising could be implemented gradually and progressively the Treaty of Waitangi Act, NZRC retained land ownership,
on a territory by territory basis. British Rail would continue and NZRL leased the land needed for its operations back
to operate specific services until they were handed over to from the corporation.
new franchised operators. No "big bang" transformation
was required, with its attending risks, but rather a gradual MERGER, ACQUISITION, OR JOINT ASSET USE Mergers, ac-

phasing-in process. quisitions, and joint use agreements among private rail-
based companies create the opportunity for ongoing asset

LEAsING AND OPERATING Another mechanism for restruc- restructuring and provide a safety net for the initial reorga-
turing assets involves leasing and operating. This has be- nization that conveyed rail assets from the state to private
come a popular vehicle for the reorganization of assets op- owners. The private sector is motivated to recombine rail
erated by small rail companies in the United States, where assets in ways that enhance their value and realize operat-
many local railroads are owned and operated by local rail- ing synergies. The creation of operating synergies may take
roads over trackage leased from Class I carriers. This ar- alternative forms: economies of scale through network ex-
rangement has proved mutually advantageous. It substan- pansion; economies of service through intermodal integra-
tially lowered the entry cost since track and structures are tion; or the serving of niche markets with minimal assets.
difficult to finance with third party long-term debt. In addi- The drive is always to realize greater market value with fewer
tion, it established a close working relationship between the assets.
large and small carriers. For example, the Class I carriers As the history of the private rail industry in the United
used the arrangement to retain overhead traffic that the States clearly demonstrates when regulatory restrictions to
local railroad generated. Conversely, the local railroad ben- rail asset rationalization are diminished to a minimum, the
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private sector is highly efficient in realizing rail asset syner- prise. From this point onward the discipline of the capital
gies through rebundling and/or unbundling in ways which market will provide assurance that only those restructured
enhance value. The process of railway restructuring goes enterprises that create economic value and that sustain their
on well after the initial reorganization and privatization of competitive advantage will increase in asset size; restruc-
the state-owned railway. Indeed, the work of the initial re- tured enterprises that fail the market test will shrink or dis-
structuring is incomplete until regulatory mechanisms have appear. Hence, the managers of restructured enterprises
been established for the abandonment of unprofitable lines, are highly motivated to increase the value of the assets with
the sale of component assets, and the merger or combined which they are entrusted.
use of rail assets. The objective of liability restructuring is to initiate the

One of the shortcomings of asset conveyance mecha- process that substitutes financial market controls for ad-
nisms other than outright sale is that the rights of conces- ministrative controls. The key is to design and implement a
sionaires, franchisers, or contract operators are difficult to capital structure that is self-sustaining. Forming a new capi-
transfer to third parties or to merge. Under these circum- tal structure may involve, on the one hand, merely reassign-
stances, the benefits of restructuring may be short lived and ing existing debt among the several public institutions and
the initially restructured enterprise may require future in- enterprises that emerge from asset restructuring and, in the
tervention to again adapt asset use to changing market re- process, "gearing down" to sustainable levels the debt as-
quirements. signed to the core rail business(es). On the other hand, li-

ability restructuring may involve creating a balance sheet
SALE OF OPERAIING RIGHTS In contexts in which a track and capital structure from a zero base. The latter is required
operating authority has emerged from the restructuring pro- if the state-owned railway was previously financed directly
cess to operate as a public utility, competitive mechanisms from the general fund of the government and controlled as
must be designed to ensure the fair and efficient allocation a line item in the national budget.
of operating rights over the network. The problem associ- As a general proposition, a zero based approach to capi-
ated with auctioning operating rights over an integrated net- tal restructuring is preferable to an incremental approach.
work to competing operators is complex, because tolerances It provides greater assurance that risks associated with the
in capacity-constrained rail networks are tight. Consequently, new capital structure are appropriately matched with the
excess demand and undisciplined trains disrupt the entire business risks associated with the assets of the restructured
network schedule. Hence, precisely matching the service enterprise(s). In any case, the development of a self sus-
window preferences of operators with available capacity may taining capital structure is almost always subject to con-
involve an iterative bidding process. Mechanisms for cop- straints on available public sector funding. Thus the pro-
ing with this problem are being developed in Great Britain cess can usefully be divide into two phases - a transitional
and Sweden where open competitive access over national phase and a long-term phase.
rail networks managed by unified track administrations has If the government is not in a position to provide bridge
emerged as the consequence of railway restructuring. financing, the major challenge facing the railway in the short

Table 2.2 presents the context in which the asset restruc- term is improving its liquidity. In this context, two sets of
turing strategies and asset conveyance mechanisms de- transitional issues need to be addressed. The first involves
scribed above have their most appropriate application. The focusing management attention on cash generated from in-
table presents a typology of asset reorganization forms temal operations. This usually entails some form of opera-
emerging from the case studies. tional triage - the termination of non-essential activities

and activities that do not contribute to a positive cash flow
5. Liability Restructuring within a short turnover cycle. For example, the following
An important part of the restructuring process involves de- steps might be required: (1) adjusting prices on all business
veloping a capital structure for the reorganized railway that segments in which the enterprise enjoys a competitive ad-
will enable it to operate autonomously without ongoing gov- vantage; (2) ensuring uninterrupted service for all activities
ernment assistance. A well-designed capital structure should that generate a positive cash flow; (3) critically reviewing
allow the railway to rely for its future financing needs ex- credit policy and, on that basis, pruning and working down
clusively on a combination of new and converted equity, bad debt accounts; (4) terminating all non-essential payroll
external debt, and intemally generated funds. The replace- costs; (5) liquidating surplus inventories; and (6) reassign-
ment of uncertain government funding with a combination ing all overhead activities that do not create customer value
of market-generated and intemally generated sources rep- to other govemment agencies. This was the direction taken
resents a "coming of age" for the restructured rail enter- in Argentina prior to the sale of concessions to private op-
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erators. Where bridge financing is available, the railway can In Argentina, less time was available to complete the
be "weaned" from public support over a multi-year period. process of hardening budget constraints and formalizing
This was followed in New Zealand, where the railway was liabilities because of the country's runaway inflation and
developed over an 11-year period, from budget dependence serious fiscal deficits, to which the railway was the largest
on the government to financial self-sustainability. single contributor. Under these circumstances, it proved im-

During the transitional phase of liability restructuring all possible to organize the right-hand side of the railway's
net cash-consuming activities are downsized and all capital balance sheet. An altemative strategy was adopted: the con-
expenditures suspended. The objective is to shrink the en- veyance of use rights for specific railway segments to pri-
terprise so that it generates a positive cash flow from inter- vate operators in the form of concessions. This arrangement
nal operations. Depending on the availability of bridge fi- was tantamount to an asset sale. No liability restructuring
nancing, this step may of necessity be short and blunt or was required; the state simply absorbed the outstanding
more drawn out and benign. debt. Developing a capital structure for the new operations

The second key transitional issue involves formalizing was left to the concessionaires, with the consequent risk
the enterprise's outstanding liabilities, including liabilities that some of them would fail and the asset use rights would
to the state. Formalization takes the process of securing revert back to the state.
future payment against specific assets or specific future cash If the restructuring is successful, transitional financing
flows and specifying the timing and amount of payments in arrangements will be replaced by a permanent capital struc-
formal contracts. Formalization of liabilities requires the ture. Putting a viable capital structure in place usually in-
negotiation of repayment terms with major creditors which volves strengthening the railway's balance sheet with new
anticipate the full array of contingencies that may affect the equity or converting debt into equity. A permanent capital
ability of the restructured enterprise to make payment structure should take into account the types of assets that
against its contract obligations. It also involves specifying are being financed and their economic lives. In general,
the order in which claims against future cash flow will be short-term debt should be used to finance short-term as-
satisfied in the event that the railway cannot satisfy all credi- sets and long-term debt and equity should be used to fi-
tors. nance long-term assets. Otherwise, a mismatch will occur

This process is sometimes referred to as hardening bud- between the generation of returns from assets and the re-
get constraints. If the railway's operating deficit was previ- paymnent schedule for the debt. With railways, fixed assets
ously financed directly by the government with minimal fis- account for a large share of the total asset base, and these
cal controls and little prospect of repayment, the discipline fixed assets tend to be long lived (30 years or more). Hence,
of formalizing liabilities may, of necessity, proceed in sev- the permanent capital structure of the railway should in-
eral steps. These steps involve: (1) the "weaning" of the clude a large portion of long-term debt and equity. Ideally,
railroad from state financing; (2) the gradual substitution the maturities on long-term debt should be leveled and fi-
of state guaranteed financing; and (3) the gradual substitu- nancing needs smoothed to avoid the risks associated with
tion of private sector financing without state guarantees. interest rate fluctuation and market volatility.
Equipment financing is typically the first type of financing In any case, the precise capital structure will be defined
to be secured from the private sector without guarantees. within the boundaries of the projected free cash flow from

In this context, it is worth contrasting fiscal reforms in rail operations. Once the cash flow from rail operations has
New Zealand and Argentina. In both countries the railways stabilized, it should become clear how much debt the car-
operated, on the eve of reform, as government departments. rier can support over the long term. Some additional debt
In New Zealand a step-by-step process of liability restruc- capacity may be built in for near term capital requirements.
turing involved the formalizing of outstanding liabilities in The difference between the debt that the carrier can effec-
the form of security instruments that specified the terms tively support and the carrier's nominal book debt (which
and conditions for repayment of funds advanced from the may not be serviceable) must be reassigned to other
Treasury to New Zealand Railways, the subsequent replace- branches of the government or simply forgiven. One of the
ment of government liabilities with loans from private banks lessons leamed from the case studies is that the sins of the
and other institutions, the conversion of government debt past must be forgiven and railways must be allowed to
into equity, the re-engineering of a capital structure that emerge from restructuring with only as much debt as they
matched the cash flo-w generating capacity of the core as- can reasonably service.
sets, and, finally, the development of a formal audited bal- The debt that is left on the books of the surviving rail-
ance sheet for a functionally autonomous corporations. This way should be re-engineered within the free cash flow pa-
process took three years to complete and ran parallel with a rameters of the going concem and should correspond in
step-by-step enterprise reform process. structure to the asset mix of the restructured enterprise. As
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a general design principle, free cash flow should be two times 6. Work Force Restructuring
the debt service. This is likely to require a substantial debt Railways are labor-intensive, and labor costs typically ac-
takeback by the government. This process may require more count for a large share of total operating costs. The objec-
than one liability restructuring. tives of work force restructuring are to improve labor pro-

In New Zealand, for example, the railway was recapital- ductivity and thereby improve the competitiveness of the
ized several times by the government in order to create a restructured company. In this context a key question is how
sustainable balance sheet. At the beginning of 1990 the gov- many employees are needed to efficiently perform antici-
ernment agreed to take over the NZRC's debt to the ex- pated work. Without effective management oversight, nor-
tent of NZ$1.1 billion. The New Zealand Corporation Re- mative relationships between work performed and payroll
structuring Act 1990 provided for the restructuring of the personnel tend over time to become obscured. This is an
corporation's balance sheet, either through the sale of sup- endemic problem particularly with state owned railways
ply assets or through the vesting of assets and liabilities in a where personnel costs rarely move up and down with the
limited liability company owned by the Crown. level of output. Labor costs in privately operated railroads

The residual cash flow after debt service is available to by contrast are significantly more 'volume variable."
equity holders. Generally, the proceeds of any new equity Labor costs and deferred labor benefit liabilities directly
issuance are used to retire debt that the governrnent has affect the economic value and viability of the railway. Hence,
not assumed or are committed to specific recapitalization addressing the surplus labor problem is instrumental in trim-
projects. ming operating costs so that the railway can regain its com-

In Japan, the JNR Settlement Corporation initially as- petitiveness. Table 2.4 represents the labor cost to revenue
sumed, and subsequently reassigned, accumulated long- ratios for railways in the case studies before and after re-
term debt from JNR and affiliated organizations of $337 structuring. It should be noted that the ratios improve on
billion. This debt included: (1) JNR debts of $227 billion; average from 64.3 percent to 48.4 percent, excluding Ar-
(2) capital charges of $41 billion for Japan Railway Con- gentina, for which data are not available.
struction Public Corporation (JRCPC); (3) other liabilities Like the restructuring of liabilities, work force restruc-
totaling $17 billion and comprising management stabiliza- turing has both a tactical or short-term aspect and a strate-
tion funds for the three island JRs as well as liabilities ac- gic or longer-term aspect. The instrument that allows for
cruing from the Honshu-Shikoku Bridge Authority; and (4) tactical control of labor costs is the payroll system. In a first
future expenses ($52 billion) stemming from unfunded labor restructuring step the management team must gain
pension liabilities of $46 billion and a surplus employee sepa- control of the payroll system. No personnel additions should
ration fund. be made without management authorization, and the basis

Of these total liabilities, the JRs assumed only $42 bil- for compensating existing personnel should be indepen-
lion. These liabilities were distributed among four JRs on dently confirmed by first line operating personnel and pay-
the basis of their ability to cover debt service. The three roll clerks in the field. The next step involves separating
island JRs assumed no long-term debt. The Shinkansen essential work from non-essential work and interpreting
Holding Company assumed long-term debt equal to the existing labor contracts so that the railway pays only for es-
book value of its assets ($52 billion), and JRCPC assumed sential work. Incentives should be set up that motivate first
$11 billion of debt. line supervisors to minimize arbitrary payments, overtime,

The remaining $232 billion in long-term debt was taken compensation for outlaw crews, etc. Increased attention to
by the Settlement Corporation. Of this amount, a total of operating details can significantly reduce overtime costs.
$26 billion was scheduled to be paid until fiscal year 2016 This is part of the financial triage process described above.
by three JRs for the rent of the Shinkansen facilities through One effective technique in zero-based work force resizing
the Settlement Corporation. The Settlement Corporation is to design a work force production function for each dis-
was obligated to redeem the remaining $206 billion. tinct type of work that requires a large number of railway

Four JRs inherited their own external debt of $42 billion employees. In the rail industry, work forces scattered over a
and, in addition, had to pay off $89 billion to the Settle- large geographic area typically perform the same kinds of
ment Corporation, the Shinkansen Holding Company, and work. By analyzing the relationship between the quantity
JRCPC. After the liquidation of all assets under its control, of work output and the number of employees performing
the Settlement Corporation was expected to convert the the work, railway intermediaries can estimate "work force
residual liability into a general obligation of the government. production functions" (see Figure 2.1). It can be seen that

Table 2.3 presents some of the recapitalization methods typical functions show initially increasing and subsequently
used in the case studies. decreasing or even negative retums to increased employ-
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Table 2.3 - Recapitalization Methods

Method Description Applicable. Context Case Study Example

Create capital Create a balance sheet for the enterprise * No separate enterprise balance sheet exists New Zealand Railways (first phase)
structure de facto by assigning from the general fund of the * Need exists to harden budget constraints and fos- The Railways Department was converted from a government

government debt repayment obligations ter financial self-sufficiency structure into a statutory corporation with clear commercial
O t * First step in converting line ministry into a self fi- objectives. The government served as a guarantor of the

nancing corporation company's obligations but was removed f rom the day-to-day
railway operations.

Convert debt into Convert a portion of outstanding debt into * Separate balance sheet already exists New Zealand Railways
equity equity and correspondingly reassign debt re- * Debt service relief required by enterprise The govemment took on NZ$1.1 billion of NZR Corporation's

payment obligations from enterprise to gov- * No near term external financing needed for major debt and the balance sheet was restructured. The Railways
ernment capital investment Corporation was divided into two separate entities: the Crown-

. Net government debt burden remains constant owned NZRL which operated the railways' core services, and
: Valuation basis created for sale of enterprise as a NZRC which retained the surplus assets to be sold off. Steps

going concern were then taken to separate the assets and liabilities of the
old corporation.

Provide equity Provide incremental government funds in * Separate balance sheet already exists Canadian Railways
capital Infusion the form of a direct equity contribution to the * Debt burden exceeds free cash flow The federal govemment provided, under subsequent Capi-

enterprise * External financing requirements exist tal Revision Acts, periodic recapitalization of CN, including
* Government funding for enterprise must Increase $1.8 billion in 1937, $1.5 billion in 1952, and $808 million in

1978.

Stretch oujt debt Redefine debt repayment schedule while * Short-term debt obligations exceed free cash flow Swedish Railways
repayment maintaining principal; reduce current pay- * Longer-term prospects are positive The capitalized value of the existing infrastructure was con-

ment obligations from the enterprise to gov- * Net agreement claim against railway remains con- veyed to BV from SJ's balance sheet, and a corresponding
ernment and push out future payments stant reduction of SKr 2.3 billion in outstanding debt was made on

SJ's books. The railway was instructed to sell off some of its
subsidiaries and focus on its core business.

Forgive or Remove debt obligations from the * Short-term debt payments exceed free cash flow Japan National Railway
reassign debt enterprise's balance sheet, either by reas- * Longer-term prospects are unclear or negative JNR Settlement Corporation (JNRSC) was created to repay

signing debt to a settlement corporation or * Net government claim against railway declines and the long-term debt held by JNR through the sales of surplus
by government absorbing or forgiving debt additional budget is actually required on govern- assets of the shares of the seven newly created JRs (six

ment side regionally based passenger companies and a freight-handling
company). JNRSC inherited $232 billion out of a total of
$337 billion of JNR's liabilities.



_0 - * * * * * private railways in North America over the past decade has

(in percent)' demonstrated that customer perceptions of service quality
are correlated with how lean a rail operation is. Fewer em-

Before After ^ tt- -0. 0tzugt0 ployees focused on what creates value for the customer are
Restructurn gestrturc.i-; EEVg L. E..}C;more effective than more employees focused on internal

:ArgentnatS i ;00 i 168.1 n.a. work. The extent to which rail employees are empowered
Canada 0u.:e? C48.7 41.3 to make decisions in behalf of customers is also important

Canada CP 44.6 41.4 in this context.
Great 0 Britain103.6 78.8 Successful restructuring involves not only downsizing
Japan^0¢00 lll 0<4¢¢n 1 69.5 32.8 railway work forces but actually redefining the work itself.

Nw R Zealand 65.5 47.8 Through the restructuring process the value added content
Sweden b 82.5 69.6 of the work performed should increase and the 'internaly

iU;nited State - 35.9 27.1 generated" work content should decrease. As a result of
work force restructuring, railway employees should have

'Total wages/total revenues. more interaction with customers, should assume increased
Source: World Bank Railway Database. decisionmaking responsibility, should perform fewer rou-

tine, repetitive chores, and should spend no time waiting
ment. Some work functions are performed less efficiently for decisions made at headquarters. Modem information
by large groups than by small groups. In any case, technology makes it possible to increase the value added
"benchmarking" or comparative output analyses can serve content of railway work. A second objective of work force
as a rigorous basis for craft-specific manpower budgeting restructuring, then, is to change the mix of labor and capi-
and planning. tal inputs so that the benefits of modern technology can be

Work force planning affects not only productivity but fully realized and the value added content of railway work
also quality of service. When railways employ excess work- increased.
ers they actually create internal work that slows down re- However, these objectives are difficult to realize in con-
sponse time to external requirements. The experience of texts in which the railway may have assumed the de facto
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role of a social safety net in absorbing underemployed work- sult of a railway merger. In Argentina, similar legal prin-
ers and in providing health care, child care, and other social ciples were developed to respond to work force downsizing.
benefits to workers throughout the economy. In many na-
tional contexts, particularly in formerly planned economies, LABOR CoNTRACr NEGOTIATIONS UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT/

railway employment serves in lieu of missing macroeconomic OWNERS The process of restructuring almost always in-
stabilizers to absorb underemployed work forces. Railway volves the negotiation of new contracts with railway unions.
restructuring entails the separation of these social obliga- Under these circumstances management has an opportu-
tions from the core business and their separate manage- nity to establish productivity enhancing precedents, to re-
ment, apart from all of the other challenges that railway vise inherited work rules so that they conform to best prac-
managers must face. Over the longer term, management tices, and to adopt and support modern technologies. In
must address the strategic labor restructuring issues dis- particular, opportunities exist to effect some of the follow-
cussed immediately below. ing reforms: (1) to reduce the number of distinct job classi-

fications; (2) to simplify and expand the scope of work re-
WoRK FORCE REQUIREMENTS AND DEMOGRAPHICS Railways served for particular crafts; (3) to redefine the basis of pay
employ large work forces with diverse skills. Within the over- so that it corresponds to a full normal work day and work
all work force, however, distinct cohorts exist, each of which week; (4) to minimize arbitrary pay, overtime, away-from-
possesses different skills and different age demographics home pay, and other work rule based penalties; and (5) to
and each of which is likely to respond in a different way to re-establish the precedent that issues concerning safety and
various downsizing incentives. The effects of alternative efficiency work rules, including minimum crewing and man-
down-sizing strategies can and should be tested in a series ning, are exclusive management prerogatives, subject only
of "What if?" simulations against a model of the work force. to government safety regulation.
Understanding the composition of the work force is impor-
tant in targeting voluntary programs that are designed to MECHANISMS FOR WORK FORCE RESTRUCTURING Manage-
retain skilled employees and to induce less skilled employ- ment has available to it a number of options for effecting
ees to leave. Understanding future skills requirements is reductions in work forces.2 Some of the options used in the
equally important. The failure to develop effectively targeted case studies include the following:
programs may result in an inadvertent loss of needed per-
sonnel and in future recruitment and re-training costs. In 1. Reduction through Attrition. Work forces can be re-
most of the case studies, the restructuring of work resulted duced naturally simply by ceasing to replace workers
in a lower demand for clerical crafts and a greater demand who leave the company through retirement or disabil-
for operating crafts - in a greater demand for skilled per- ityor to seek altemative employment. Normal railway
sonnel and a lower demand for unskilled personnel. work force losses are 4 to 5 percent per year for forces

with uniform age distributions. Losses tend to rise
STATUTOKW OBLIGATIONS OF AND LIMITATIONS ON NEw MAN- significantly from that level depending on the age
AGEMENT The restructuring of a railway work force usually distribution of the work force, the alternative employ-
takes place in the context of labor legislation, which sets ment opportunities, and the relationship between rail
parameters for the size of work force reductions, defines wages and general inflation.
the process through which reductions must be negotiated 2. Early Retirement. The process of natural attrition can
and agreed on by the affected unions, and specifies the li- be accelerated by offering to support full or enhanced
abilities that may be incurred in severing surplus workers. retirement benefits for members of the work force
The rights of workers and the obligations of management who elect to leave railway employment before the
under pre-existing labor-management contracts may or may designated retirement age. This mechanism may be
not be transferred through restructuring and privatization used in multiple rounds with marginally sweetened
to the new managers and owners. In Canada contract obli- benefits or liberalized retirement conditions in order
gations negotiated by predecessor owners with rail unions
remain in effect even after rail lines are sold to new owners.
Indeed, transferable labor contract obligations are one of 2For example, in Sweden the number of ful-time employees was
the inhibitors to the formation of a small railroad industry reduced from 27,000 in 1988 to 13,800 in 1994. These reduc-

tions break down into the following categories: deaths, 215; dis-
in Canada. In the United States specific compensation for- missals by SJ, 2,450; transfers to subsidiaries, 4,375; activities sold

mulas have been developed through regulatory precedent off, 1,400; attrition, 255; age pensions, 2,410; illness pensions,
for buying out surplus workers who lose their jobs as a re- 1,350; early retirement, 745.
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to control the number of employees who elect to Typically, the work of managing a large restructured en-
leave. However, early retirement mechanisms afford terprise exceeds the capacity of a single individual. Map-
little control over the skills that exit from the restruc- agement of restructured rail assets is normaUly a shared ef-
tured carrier. fort and its success relies heavily on the values, knowledge,

3. Severance Pay. Another mechanism for reducing the aptitudes, and style of the management team that supports
work force voluntarily involves incentive payments. the CEO. The management capability of individual team
However, as was seen in the experience of New members and their mutual compatibility directly affects how
Zealand Railways, if this option is offered to the entire productively the restructured assets under their steward-
work force without qualification, the most skilled and ship will be used and how rapidly more productive use of
most difficult to replace employees are the first to these assets can be realized.
leave. In the case of New Zealand, multiple rounds of The recruitment of the top management team is highly
voluntary downsizing led to the refinement of the idiosyncratic. In part, the selection of team members will
severance program to the point where both employee mirror the management style, and will complement the
initiation and management acceptance were required strengths and compensate for the weaknesses of the CEO.
before an employee could take advantage of this At the same time, the team functions in a business environ-
option. ment which places a premium on specific technical skills -

4. Reassignment to Non-rail Operations. Under certain some of which have not previously been incubated within
circumstances an opportunity may exist to reassign the railway and others of which can be found only in the
employees from core rail activities, where fewer em- railway
ployees are needed, to non-core activities, which are The formation of an effective management team begins
growing rapidly and which require additional employ- with an assessment of the business environment in which
ees. This mechanism typically is used only when rail- the restructured enterprise will compete. Competing suc-
way restructuring takes place against a backdrop of cessfully requires a specific set of values, knowledge, and
general economic growth. This was the situation in aptitudes. Establishing explicit selection criteria that reflect
Sweden, where SJ reassigned 5,000 employees from these environmnental requirements in advance helps to sys-
its core rail business to its subsidiary companies over tematize a process that otherwise is subjective and intu-
a five-year period. itively interpersonal. Table 2.5 represents executive selec-

5. Furloughing, Retraining, and Placement in Newv Jobs. tion criteria for a typical reorganized railway.
Forced firing represents a last and most difficult One critically important criterion involves management
option. Employees were furloughed injapan as a part values. In addition to having high ethical and professional
of the railway restructuring in the face of a strong standards, each member of the top management team
negative reaction from entrenched unions. To soften should be fully supportive of the restructuring effort and
the social cost, furloughedworkerswere retrained and fully committed to moving the restructuring process for-
placed in new jobs through the mediation of a settle- ward. No baggage should be retained from the manage-
ment agency. In Japan the JNR Settlement Corpora- ment team that was in place before the reorganization. One
tion was remarkably successful in placing employees lesson that emerges clearly from the case studies is that it
with private firms, local government, and other cen- impossible to move into the future if the management team
tral government offices. As regards retraining, the is mired in the past. Another lesson is that the new manage-
greatest need for railway workers is training in how to ment team should have a strong bias to act and to translate
find new employment. its decisions quickly into action. Restructuring situations

require decisive and action-oriented managers who are will-
7. Management Restructuring ing to take professional as well as business risks.
The perfornance of restructured organizations is closely A second selection criterion involves technical knowledge
linked to the quality and effectiveness of the top manage- and management skills. The top management team will re-
ment team. The management team is normally lead by a quire a mixture of knowledge and skills, the quality and so-
CEO who is responsible for selecting, motivating, and di- phistication of which should match the enterprise develop-
recting the rest of the team. The management skills of the ment agenda of the CEO. In general, this skills mix should
CEO and the CEO's effectiveness in creating a manage- include management expertise in marketing, sales, operations,
ment organization in which change becomes the norm and and finance. However, more specific skills should be sought
the marketplace is the final arbiter of enterprise success are out which complement the overall strategy of the company.
the most important factors in determining whether the re- For example, the CEO may envision a rapid technology up-
organization succeeds or fails. grading, in which case a working knowledge of state-of-the-
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Table 2-5 - Executive Selection Criteria for a The CEO has linited opportunities to redirect and re-
Typical Reorganized Railway focus the management team once it is in position. Subse-

quent opportunities indude the following.3

Values
-e Honest 1. Training and Skills Development. The technical skills of
-e Action-oriented the top management team should be renewed regu-

4 Strong commitment to reform larly through formal training. In addition, one-on-one

4 Manageable counseling with individual team members can im-
prove the bonds that link individual members to the

Knowledge team and can modify the management styles of indi-
4 Academic training in functional specialization vidual executives so that they complement that of the
4 Experience in successful private sector corporation CEO.

(5 yrs.)
4 Ideally, management experience in a tumaround 2. Compensation Incentives. Incentives provide another

situation effective way to modify the behavior and improve the
Experience in: performance of the top management team.
/ Operations 3. Use of Outside Consultants. Where essential skills or
/ Financial Management technical capabilities are missing among the top man-
/ Sales
/ Marketing agement team, these can be supplemented by consult-
/ Corporate Planning ants. Consultants are particularly helpful in

implementing discrete and well-defined projects, in
Aptitudes carrying out projects that involve shifting authority

4 Flexible and adaptable and responsibility among the top management group

4 Open to new ideas and approaches itself, and in handling extremely controversial issues
4 Capable problem solver from which the management team prefers to maintain

4 Quality focused its distance until sides are joined around the issue.

Management Style 4. Marginal Replacements. Although replacing the entire

4 Direct management team wlll signal serious internal leader-
4 Team-oriented ship problems and will probably only compound the
4 Customer-oriented problems that it was intended to resolve, replacing
4 Self-motivated one or more nonperforming members of the top
4 Willing to delegate responsibility management team is the normal prerogative of the

CEO, particularly over the time span required to

complete most rail restructuring.
art rail technology with a strong background in equipment 5. Team Additions. The mission of restructuring tends to

and project financing will be prerequisites. change form and direction more than once. As these

It is likely that some of the essential skills and knowl- changes take place, additions may be made to the top

edge required by the team will be operational and will re- management team. For example, a focus on service

quire previous rail industry experience. Other essential skills quality control - a process that runs across tradi-

-including treasury, cash management, capital budgeting, tional functional lines - may recommend the addi-

pricing, sales, and marketing management - may not have tion of a chief quality officer to the top management

previously existed within the railway organization. Candi- team. Simnilarly, the strategic decision to rely on third

dates with these skills can be found outside of the railway parties (i.e., freight forwarders) to sell services may

industry - for example, in commercial banks, public ac- suggest the consolidation of sales and marketing re-

counting firms, competing private motor carriers, and key sponsibilities under a single chief commercial officer.

customer organizations.

Selecting and developing a management team is the most 8. Strategic Refocusing

important work that the CEO performs. Opportunities to Most state-owned railways have a strong production orien-

effect a wholesale change in the composition of the team

are usually limited to the initial selection, owing to the pres-

sures of the ongoing process and the high visibility of the 'For further discussion, see Donald C. Hambrick, The Top Man-

restructuring itself. Hence, "getting it right" the first time is agement Team: Key to Strategic Success," California Management

important. Review, Fall 1987.
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tation. Strategic refocusing involves realigning the values Sweden, for example, SJ management used a well-publi-
and redefining the culture of the reorganized railway so that cized 100 point improvement program to demonstrate the
its employees manifest increased sensitivity to customer step-by-step turnaround of the railway Similarly, in Japan
needs and expectations. A shift from an inward production several of the JRs have developed explicit and widely ad-
focus to an extemal market focus is typically accompanied vertised improvement plans designed to close the perfor-
by an equally profound shift in the organization's sense of mance gap between themselves and private railway opera-
time and the immediacy of its collective decision/response tions. An environmental scan and the consequent action
reflex. Intemal decisionmaking in production-oriented rail- agenda would typically include the following components.
ways typically operates on a slower clock (for example, time-
tables are revised annually, capital budgets are generated ASSESSMENT OF THE CARRER'S POSmON IN A CHANGING COM
annually, operating budgets are developed and revised PETmvE ENVIRONMENT The environment in which most rail-
monthly, blocking and scheduling is re-evaluated annually). ways compete is characterized by increased shipper sophis-

In a customer-oriented and market-driven organization, tication and greater shipper sensitivity to the total logistics
on the other hand, decisionmaking is generally carried out costs associated with the available modal choices. Sophisti-
on a same day or next day response cyde. Adequate cus- cated shippers require customized services designed to fit
tomer responses are measured in hours, not in days, weeks, exacting production/distribution parameters. This in turn
or months. Restructured railways experience a distinct "fast requires a refined segmentation of the market, an increased
forward" effect- an effect which results from the creation problem-solving dialogue with shippers, and highly differ-
of a new bias to act, a new attentiveness to the customer, a entiated services and tailored prices. Shippers' logistics costs
newly discovered need to cut through multiple levels of time- are dependent on a combination of commodity character-
consuming decisionmaking, and an imperative to empower istics, distribution channel characteristics, and carrier ser-
new decisionmakers, particularly those employees with di- vice characteristics. As the value-to-weight ratios of manu-
rect customer contact. Restructured railways manage time factured commodities increase, rail services lose their rela-
and compete on the basis of time of response. tive advantage and are forced to compete intermodally on

Creating a market-focused railway organization requires a dock-to-door basis. Rails have retained their competitive
setting in place administrative infrastructures through which advantage in natural resource and intermediary goods mar-
the restructured railway can reach out to the market and kets characterized by large annual volume movements and
close the feedback loop between itself and its customers. relatively low product value-to-weight ratios. In these niche
This administrative infrastructure may take the form of ac- markets, railways can increase their participation primarily
count planning through a dedicated sales force or market by lowering production costs and differentially pricing into
research undertaken through a central office staff. It may marginal geographic markets, thereby developing the un-
take the form of (1) periodic problem-solving and perfor- derlying markets that are accessible to their shippers. A zero-
mance review sessions between the CEO and the largest based review of customer needs and the ability of the car-
customers or (2) an annual shipper survey, conducted by a rier to respond to those needs typically identifies areas in
consulting firm, which compares the railway's range of ser- which resources can be productively redirected and new
vice offerings, quality of service, and price-to-value with competencies profitably developed. The same process ap-
those of its primary competitors. In any case, every reorga- plies to passenger markets and also to other markets that a
nized railway must institutionalize a set of "market avion- reorganized rail-based company may consider entering.
ics" through which it can monitor its market position vis-a-
vis its primary competition. ASSESSMENT OF SERVICE DESIGN, REUABLiLnY, PEDicTABiL-

The process of strategic refocusing uses market feed- ITY, AND SEAMLESS COMPATIBILTy wr1T CUsTOMER NEEDS

back as the basis for critical self-assessment and the devel- The key to service design is to produce services that have
opment of realistic, market-responsive action plans. Infor- irresistible shipper functionality. The service design param-
mation on the enterprise's competitive position and its re- eters available to most railways include departure, transit
positioning plans is widely disseminated throughout the or- time, reliability, equipment capacity, equipment design (self-
ganization and can become the basis of a shared commit- loading and unloading capacity), intermodal compatibility,
ment to transform the organization. Strategic refocusing ancillary information services, and price. Standard operat-
entails a periodic environmental scan, which the top man- ing practices and the available assets of individual railways
agement team initiates and disseminates among all employ- constrain feasible services to a subset of options that match
ees. This scan and the resulting action agenda become the customer needs. Expanding the envelope of service capa-
scoreboard on which the carrier's progress is measured. In bilities to encompass the needs of the largest number of
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potential customers, and re-engineering train and car move- many of them involve understanding and anticipating cus-
ment services to support key customer needs, are effective tomer needs and translating those needs rapidly into new
ways of growing new business and developing irresistible services. Several of the carriers in the case studies demon-
functionality. Two value-added service dimensions - in- strate the development of such core competencies. For ex-
formation logistics services and intermodal services - of- ample, in the United States regional carriers such as the
fer attractive opportunities for differentiating rail services Wisconsin Central have developed the ability to customize
and improving their value-to-cost vis-a-vis other modes. freight transport services in a job shop mode, and to re-

spond to the tailored needs of a limited number of key cus-
SHPPER SOvEREIGNTY Recasting a traditional railway cul- tomers. The core competencies that the Wisconsin Central
ture involves developing new customer supportive behav- developed in the United States freight market appear to be
ior as well as adopting new customer-oriented values. One effective in other markets as well. The Wisconsin Central
fundamental shift involves the transformation from a pas- was part of the group that purchased the New Zealand
sive and tolerant attitude toward customers to an attitude Railways from the Government of New Zealand.
that is actively supportive of customer interests, welfare,
and comfort. As with other service enterprises, the direct CONSISTENCY IN RESOURCE ALLOCATION Once a carrier has
and personal experience that customers have with railway adopted a special strategy to serve a discrete set of cus-
representatives largely determines their perception of the tomer uniquely well and to develop a set of specific compe-
value received from the carrier. In the passenger services tencies, all of the resource allocation decisions made within
market, developing a "customer friendly" interface begins the carrier organization should be supportive of this strate-
with a transformation to corporate values that uphold cus- gic agenda. Capital budgeting decisions, organizational de-
tomer approval as the essence of enterprise success. Deal- sign decisions, and personnel recruitment and training de-
ing with the public can be stressful, but employees should cisions should be consistent with and instrumental to the
be motivated in every interaction to go beyond customer achievement of the carrier's strategic agenda.
expectations in providing a friendly, knowledgeable response
with a minimum of delay. Quality customer service entails SUPPORTIvE ADMINISTATIVE INFRASTRUCTURE Similarly, ad-
expert product knowledge. Employees at every level who ministrative infrastructure should be continuously rein-
have contact with customers should be trained to find an- vented to reinforce the reorganized railway's primary mis-
swers to complex customer problems quicly and to under- sion - creating value for its customers. In part, this in-
stand clearly what services the carrier offers to customers. volves periodically re-examining the processes through

In the freight services market, developing a customer which the carrier does its work and streamlining those pro-
orientation involves transcending the traditional order-tak- cesses so that value adding activities are enhanced and non-
ing role and becoming a problem solver. Freight customers value adding activities are diminished. In addition, the re-
are interested in transportation services only as an instru- sponse time of the organization - its ability to react and
ment to satisfy the delivery requirements of their clients change in the face of external competitive challenges -
and to enhance their own markets. Customer-oriented car- should be continuously improved.
riers recruit and train sales forces that can satisfy these needs.
Customer orientation also requires the development of an 9. Best Methods
administrative infrastructure that will enable sales repre- The following "best restructuring methods" emerge from a
sentatives to package transportation contracts that match review of the case studies.
customer needs and to mobilize internal resources on the
behalf of customers. * Restructuring should begin with a zero based review of

the railway's strategic mission. T hose responsible for reor -
CORE COMPETENCIES The most valuable resources that a ganizing the railways should first ask fundamental questions
reorganized carrier possesses are its human resources. Mar- concerning the continued relevance of the railway's historic
ket-responsive carriers institutionalize the ability to adapt mission. For example: Is this rmission still worth pursuing?
to customer needs, to develop new services that go beyond If assets are not already committed to the business would it
its competitors in responding to those needs, and to pro- make economic sense to commit them? Only if it is deter-
gressively reduce customer response time. The core apti- mined that the railway adds value to the economy and is
tudes and institutionalized abilities that underlie sustained essential to other productive activities should the restruc-
competitive advantage must be developed. Some of these turing proceed. Alternatively, consideration should be given
aptitudes and abilities involve technical capabilities, but to liquidating the railway's assets.
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* An effective way tofocus the restructuring process is through the size of the required investment that privatization im-
benchmarking. Benchmarking involves a point-by-point com- plies. Rail-based enterprises can and should be scaled to
parison of current operating, commercial, and financial prac- match the capital formation capacity of domestic stock
tices with those used by profitable railways, with the inten- markets, domestic strategic investors, and/or consortia of
tion of learning and emulating practices that can improve foreign and domestic firms. Restructuring involves select-
enterprise efficiency. Benchmarking can point not only to ing an investmnent mechanism as well as reorganizing assets
areas of significant process reform but also to areas of po- to match that mechanism.
tential structural reorganization. * In the course of restructuring work forces, the work pro-

* Assets should be bundled to matcb market requirements. cess itself should be re-engineered. A zero based review of rail
The entire process of restructuring should be "market fo- work activities frequently identifies work practices, proce-
cused" from the beginning. The overriding criterion for dures, and processes that are based on inefficient and out-
enterprise reorganization should be "design to fit" customer dated technology and that are needlessly costly and non-
needs. Each enterprise should be designed around a clearly responsive to the customer need for rapid, flexible re-
defined strategic premise, which is to realize competitive sponses. The opportunity exists when railway restructuring
advantage in cost or service quality vis-a-vis other service takes place to redefine essential work so that it supports
providers. Market focus entails understanding customer modem technology and modem railway management meth-
logistical problems, knowing the transportation market and, ods. Information technology in particular alows for break-
most important, understanding new market directions and through gains in labor productivity and, simultaneously, in
knowing the cost structures of competitors, at least as well service quality and production flexibility.
as the competitors themselves know them. * Restructuring the finances of a railway enterprise is pri-

* Railways can be productively reorganized in phases, with manily a abridging" issue and should be approached as such.
different structural archetypes being applied in each phase. En- Railways whose operating costs and assets are appropriately
terprise redesign need not proceed in a straight line. The matched to market requirements will generate free cash flow.
unbundling of railway assets can be piecemeal, with combi- Subsequently, if they are prudent theywil rebuild their bal-
nations of geographic, functional, and/or line of business ance sheets and wil reorder their own liabilities. "Dressing
segments. Restructuring may lead to multiple users operat- up" the balance sheet as part of the initial restructuring
ing over a publicly supported infrastructure. The most suc- enhances the confidence of potential investors and reduces
cessful restructuring exercises blend several asset segmen- risks associated with operational surprises. However, the
tation strategies. basic work of restructuning involves improved management

* Restructuring designs that lead to privatization should of assets and work forces. Primary management attention
match thefinancial resources ofpotential investors. An impor- should be focused on cash flow from operations. Getting
tant consideration when segmenting rail assets for sale is this right is essential. 
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CHAPTER THREE

INTERMEDIATE INSTITUTIONAL MECHANISMS

1. Introduction diverse interests can be reconciled. Smaller, leaner inter-
Much of the work of restructuring is done by intermediary mediary organizations staffed with competent profession-
institutions which are separate and independent from the als who also possess management skills appear to perform
railways they help to reorganize. Railway reorganization more efficiently than larger organizations. The former of
normally requires an intermediary to (1) arbitrate between necessity engage and work through outside interests. The
conflicting interests; (2) guide the process of restructuring latter attempt to perform most of the work they undertake
toward its legislated ends; and (3) manage the entire pro- using their own internal expertise.
cess of reorganization as the primnary enforcement agent, The present chapter discusses the need for intermedi-
interpreter, and implementer of public policy. aries, the relationship of the intermediary to the railway,

Intermediaries assume various forms. For exarnple, they the various roles that intermediaries play in railway restruc-
may be regulatory bodies with the power to approve rail turing, and the altemative forms that these intermediaries
mergers, acquisitions, and line abandonments; special in- take. The chapter concludes with lessons regarding the
terdepartmental task forces that study specific aspects of design of intermediaries drawn from the case studies in
reorganization and recommend specific enterprise reforms this volume.
to legislative bodies; task forces within ministries of trans-
portation with special responsibilities to oversee and di- 2. The Need for Intermediation
rect the entire privatization process; or settlement corpo- The intermediary's role is to implement public policy in a
rations with charters to 'buy out" surplus workers, to re- way that fully complies with the enabling legislation that
structure rail liabilities into investment grade fi&ancial in- chartered the intermediary and that outlined the intentions
struments, and to dispose of non-essential rail assets. of the lawmaking body with respect to railway restructur-

Tlhis chapter describes both the form and the function ing. In areas of policy ambiguity, the intermediary's role is
of various intermediary institutions discussed in the case to interpret and extrapolate the intent of the original law-
studies that follow. These institutions range from those play- making body. In most cases this mission involves realizing
ing well-defined transitional roles in the conveyance of as- the greatest potential stakeholder value and also minimiz-
sets from public to private ownership to those with no ing subsidies that stakeholders continue to pay into non-
clearly defined "sunset," whose roles are more open-ended viable railways.
and self-perpetuating. The need for intermediation derives from the nature

As the case studies in this report point out, the organi- of the restructuring process. This process normally involves
zational forms, as well as the functions, of intermediating reallocating assets, reordering and reassigning liabilities,
organizations vary widely In some instances intermediar- and renegotiating terms of employment in ways that bal-
ies have outsourced key functions to investment bankers ance the economic vitality of the surviving railway with the
and consulting firmns. In other instances, they perform their public and political costs of alternative restructuring solu-
work internally In still other instances, they lead and di- tions. In other words, each decision involves balancing "win-
rect interagency task forces. Institutions that carry out rou- ner" and "loser" interests.
tine settlement functions - liquidating assets, resolving Intermediaries add value to the restructuring process
outstanding claims against railways, and restructuring re- in seven areas:
sidual liabilities - may take the form of large bureaucra-
cies, sometimes staffed with surplus workers from prede- 1. Reiinement and Articulation of Objectives. The pro-
cessor railways. cess of restructuring is dynamic and original legisla-

A general lesson learned from the case studies is that tion cannot anticipate all of the issues which surface
form affects function. The design of the interrnediary in- during implementation. Intermediaries typically be-
stitution, in particular, affects the time required to com- gin with objectives set out in enabling legislation or a
plete restructuring work and the effectiveness with which chartering decree. However, as the restructuring



process proceeds, intermediaries are frequently re- ties within national transport markets once the restructur-
quired to interpret and apply public policy objectives ing is complete.
in specific decisionmaking contexts that were not Intermediaries assume management responsibilities for
foreseen in the original legislation or decree. liabilities from which railway managements have been re-

2. Resource Allocation. The most important work of lieved. Frequently, intermediaries deal with the separation
intermediaries is to allocate resources or to approve and transitional support of surplus work forces - for ex-
the division of assets and liabilities among surviving ample, with the implementation of worker consultation pro-
railways, companies supporting railway operations, or grams in which displaced workers are trained in job search
other branches of government. techniques, or with the development of community sup-

3. Performance Management. Intermediaries typically port systems for towns whose industries are principally rail-
negotiate productivity and profit performance com- way dependent and that may be adversely affected by rail-
mitments with railway managements during the initial way restructuring. Intermnediaries also deal with the dispo-
phase of restructuring and monitor that performance sition of non-essential assets, for example, the liquidation
by measuring actual against committed performance of surplus real estate and repair facilities and the
throughout the process. securitization and sale of liabilities that the intermediary

4. Communication and Securing ofAgreement across Orga- may have assumed from the restructured railway. In each of
nizational Boundaries. Perhaps the most difficult task these areas, intermediaries relieve railway managers of post-
of intermediaries is building support forrestructuring closing obligations, thus leaving these manager free to fo-
decisions and actions. Frequently, it is left to interme- cus on reorganization.
diaries to secure political and public commitment to The valuation issues with which intermediaries deal of-
policies regardingwork force downsizing, divestment, ten surface in the context of pending transactions. For ex-
and enterprise refocusing in the face of unrelenting ample, intermediaries may serve as the primary broker be-
opposition and erratic mainstream support. tween the former owners and the new owners of railway

5. Settlement of Outstanding Liabilities. The liabilities of assets. In this capacity, they may represent the value of rail
restructured railways frequently exceed their asset assets to potential investors. Intermediaries may also ac-
values. These excess liabilities may include benefit tively market new business opportunities in situations in
claims of displacedworkers, unfunded pension liabili- which little private sector interest existed before the inter-
ties, and environmental liabilities, as well as outstand- mediaries become involved. Missionary selling is a prereq-
ing debt. Here, the role of the intermediary is to apply uisite for bidding for franchises, concessions, or rail assets.
the proceeds of liquidated assets to outstanding li- In most instances, intermediaries also execute the transac-
abilities, to formalize unsecured liabilities in contracts tion on behalf of the state. Hence, part of the role of an
that fully comply with applicable laws, and, where intermediary is to interpret and assess the market potential
possible, to convert liabilities into securities that are for new corporate control of railway assets.
marketable as government debt. The kinds of activities that intermediaries undertake

6. Execuion of Contestable, Competitive Awards. Inter- require a wide spectrum of professional skills - skills which
mediaries design and manage the competitive pro- must be appropriately matched to the specific mission(s) of
cesses through which rail assets are sold and the the intermediary. These skills may include skills in trans-
ownership status of railways is transformed. portation network planning, alternative rail operations analy-

7. Creation of Regulatory Institutions. Intermediaries de- sis, financial simulation and analysis, labor relations, em-
fine the roles and authority of regulatory institutions ployee outplacement, and contract negotiation. A strategy
that may be required to oversee the business practices that several intermediaries have used successfully is to em-
of the private companies that emerge from railway ploy outside experts (for example, accountants, consultants,
restructuring. This function is needed only when and investment bankers) to undertake specific missions
insufficient competition has been built into the re- which require skills more specialized than those imnmedi-
structuring design. ately available to intermediaries. This is in lieu of staffing

up to handle the multiple contingencies that surface in the
Intermediaries typically deal with complex technical is- course of restructuring. Under these circumstances, the in-

sues. These issues, for example, may relate to determining termediary becomes a project manager, a coordinating
the economic value of altemative combinations of rail as- agency, and a decisionmaker.
sets and liabilities or to assessing the consequences of re- In any case, the bedrock on which the authority of the
structuring alternatives for the re-balancing of modal equi- intermediary rests is its incontrovertible integrity and its
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unswerving commitment to the objectives defined in its en- intermediary begins its work appears to be an effective way
abling legislation. Intermediaries ultimately rely on their of enhancing cooperation before the two organizations be-
reputations for fairness and for the objectivity needed to come entrenched in polarized positions.
mediate among multiple interests. Another effective way to head off potential conflict is

to clearly define the roles of the intermediary and the car-
3. Relationship between the Intermediary and the rier early in the process. Respective responsibilities and roles
Railway should, if possible, be defined in the enabling legislation.
One clear finding that emerges from the case studies is that For example, the intermediary organization might serve in
railways cannot perform the work of intermediation them- lieu of a board of directors, or might assume primary over-
selves. Indeed, it is the separation of the intermediation sight of strategic decisionmaking throughout the restruc-
functions from the railway that provides the dynamic ten- turing period in lieu of the carrier's own management. Un-
sion and the leverage that propel fundamental change. der this arrangement the carrier's management would no

As the case studies for Argentina andJapan demonstrate, longer be able to increase or decrease the company's capi-
when state-owned railways are charged with reorganizing tal base or its work force without the approval of the inter-
and reforming themselves the temptation to protect the sta- mediary agency until the restructuring was complete. Alter-
tus quo is too great to allow fundamental changes to take natively, the intermediary agency might serve as staff to the
place. In both countries, initial efforts to restructure rail- railway's board through the transition period.
ways with internal resources failed dramatically before an Once the major restructuring is in place and the reas-
alternative approach involving the formal delegation of au- signment of assets settled, the intermediary moves from a
thority to intermediaries proved successful. directive role to an oversight role. In the post-closing phase,

An important conclusion of this study is that an exter- the intermediary may take on the additional role of settle-
nal agency, focused on advancing the restructuring agenda, ment agent and assume full management responsibility for
is essential to maintaining both momentum and unswerv- liquidating liabilities and assets divested from the railway.
ing direction. Although an 'intermediary" was formally des- It is important that improvement in the railway's ser-
ignated in the legislation or ministerial decree that autho- vice quality and in its capital and labor productivity be sus-
rized the restructuring process in only two of the case stud- tained throughout the reform process. Thus, the day-to-day
ies, in every case study an organizational "champion" tactical work of the railway needs tobe performed well under
stepped forward and assumed the role and function of an different circumstances. To this end, the railway's manage-
intermediary. ment should exercise full authority over operations from

The relationship between the restructuring intermedi- the beginning. The intermediary's role is to provide railway
ary and the railway must be distant enough to avoid both management with adequate incentives to stay in the job and
conflict of interest and policy capture. Intermediaries rely to improve both financial and service performance during
heavily on their counterpart railways for information about the transition period.
day-to-day operations, financial performance, and market The alternative, as the Argentine case makes clear, is an
position. Hence, the relationship between the two must not accelerated "hollowing out" of the railway with the result
be so distant that open and candid communication is im- that the finances of the going concern and the physical con-
paired. Moreover, the relationship should not become dition of its assets deteriorate almost to the point of no
adversarial and thereby interfere with agreement on strate- return. The unfortunate implication is that during the re-
gic direction. structuring period railway management may find itself in a

As the case studies on Argentina andJapan clearly dem- dual reporting relationship: with a direct reporting relation-
onstrate, adversarial relationships that develop early in the ship to its board of directors or responsible minister, and
restructuring process can effectively be resolved bythe early with a "dotted line" reporting relationship to the restruc-
replacement of the railway's top management team - the turing agency. At best this is an awkward situation which
team that, in any case, brought the railway to the brink of recommends a quick transition.
financial failure. Both the New Zealand and Swedish expe- More than any other factor, the quality of the manage-
riences further reinforce the point that the installation of a ment that heads the railway during this transition period
pro-restructuring "caretaker" CEO, one who is ultimnately determines whether the railway will improve its financial
replaced after the transition is complete, is a prudent step performance and increase in asset value or will slide back-
in avoiding an acrimronious and fault-finding relationship ward. Under ideal circumstances, management will buy into
between the intermediary agency and the railway Restart- the vision of a restructured railway and will fully support
ing the enterprise with a new management team when the the work of the intermediary agency.
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4. Essential Functions Performed by the competitiveness of the privatized company. They also
Restructuring Intermediaries assessed the social benefits that might be realized through
The need for intermediation derives from the decisions privatization. Through a series of consultant engagements
made in the areas listed below, which are inherent in the the design of New Zealand Railways took final shape. A
restructuring process. Each of these areas requires effec- government-appointed commercial task force managed the
tive management, successful consensus building, and tech- organizational redesign and monitored the financial perfor-
nically sound judgrnent. mance of the railway through the transition.

In Argentina, the concept of private rail companies op-
* Articulating and refining objectives erating under franchise agreements with the state was first
* Allocating resources set out in the State Reform Law of 1989. This legislation
* Abandoning and assigning routes gave the executive branch extensive powers to enforce
* Downsizing employment and labor privatization policy without the legislature's approval. In
* Supporting the surplus worker transition Argentina two intermediaries, a Railway Restructuring Unit
* Defining national versus local responsibilities and a task force, were created to manage different aspects
* "Designing in" competition of the transition process. These intermediaries went well
* Disposing of excess assets and liabilities beyond the original enabling legislation in refining the fran-
* Managing the privatization transaction. chise concept so that it became viable in long distance pas-

senger and local transit markets as well as in freight mar-
Critical decisions in each of these areas are discussed in kets, where it was initially mandated in the original statute.

this section and are i,lustrated by brief descriptions of the
intermediary's role in exemplary cases. ALLOCAnNG REsouRcES Intermediaries perform a func-

tion essential to restructuring in reallocating and reassign-
ARrICULAnNG AND REFINING OBJECrIVEs A commitment to ing railway resources. For example, intermediaries divide
railway restructuring is typically memorialized in initial leg- assets among the enterprises that emerge from the restruc-
islation. However, the initial commitment to restructure is turing process. Where restructuring leads to privatization,
typically sustained and energized through the ongoing ef- the intermediary plays a key role in allocating liabilities be-
forts of the intermediary. The restructuring process can easily tween the railway and the state in ways that assure the vi-
come undone. Restructuring efforts are seldom popular ability of the surviving railroad. In other situations the in-
politically since they directly confront entrenched interests. termediary develops the business plan for restructured en-
Thus, an enduring and ultimately successful commitment terprises and negotiates performance compliance with the
to restructuring (and/or privatization) requires continuous railway management team.
restatement, reinforcement, and elaboration of goals and, In Sweden a special task force that reported to the Min-
most important, substantive progress. A key function of the ister of Finance managed the reassignment of assets to the
intermediary agency is to provide the energy, as well as the two divisions of the Swedish Railway - SJ and BV - on
intellectual road map, for the restructuring process. Increas- the eve of their separation. The same task force worked
ingly, issues will arise that will test the validity of the origi- with SJ to develop a self-sustaining balance sheet for the
nal operative concept. In such cases, the intermediary should new rail operating company.
aid in balancing real world irnplementation priorities with In Japan, one intermediary, the Supervisory Commit-
the original policy and, within its mandate, assist in rede- tee, created another, the Shinkansen Holding Corporation,
fining the original concept. whose function was to redistribute lease payments for com-

In New Zealand, for example, consultants and invest- monly used equipment among the reorganized railway units
ment bankers were engaged at several critical points in the that emerged from the restructuring. After the first round
process and served as "contract" intermediaries. They ad- of reorganization, the profitability of various Shinkansen
vised the government-appointed commercial adviser on re- (Bullet Train) services differed significantly. Most of the ser-
structuring options and articulated a vision of the end re- vices bridged more than one of the newly organized regional
sult of restructuring through multiple studies and organiza- railways. The Supervisory Committee for JNR Reconstruc-
tional design engagements. For example, they assessed the tion was set up initially to make recommendations concern-
"salability" of the railway, and they assessed whether its value ing the reorganization of JNR. Later, when JNR was orga-
would be greater under private ownership or under state nized into the JRs - six passenger companies and one na-
ownership. In addition, consultants identified changes in tionwide freight company - the Supervisory Committee
the regulatory environment that were required to bolster established the Shinkansen Holding Corporation as a fi-
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nancial intermediary, to redistribute income back to theJEs, Once the intermediary deternines that obligations to
which is generated by their joint ownership of Shinkansen pay severance or to buy out surplus employees do in fact
train sets. Each of the passenger JRs leased assets from this apply in a specific situation, the intermediary frequently
jointly owned company and made lease payments that were specifies these liabilities, preferably in the form of a con-
in part determined by each regional carrier's intrinsic prof- tract, so that they can be financed, 'worked out," and/or
itability of the various JRs. transferred from the surviving railways to the government.

InJapan, a specific law passed early in the restructuring
ABANDONING AND ASSIGNING RourEs An important func- process defined funding mechanisms to facilitate the large
tion for most intermediaries is to reorganize routes and ter- work force reduction that resulted from the reorganization
minals among the emergent railways so that they can pro- of JNR. The law also provided for a comprehensive re-em-
vide effective service to their designated customers. The ployment program for those voluntarily retiring from JNR
route assignment function goes to the heart of defining the and those who were transferred to the JNR Settlement Cor-
markets that reorganized railways will serve. In this arena, poration (the principal intermediary involved with the re-
the intermediary's role is to assess the traffic and financial structuring of JNR in its second phase). Repayment of out-
implications of alternative network configurations and to standing employee obligations was partly funded by sur-
recommend route assignments that best comport with natu- plus asset sales, especially land sales. The JNR Settlement
ral market boundaries. Corporation Law created a special agency to deal with the

In Japan, for example, the Supervisory Committee for redemption of JNR's long-term pension and severance li-
JNR Reconstruction divided JNR's passenger business into abilities.
six separate railways. This made sense both economically
and operationally since more than 95 percent of all passen- SUPPORTING SURPLUS WORKER TRANSMO1ON Announcing
gers originated and terminated their trips within the same publicly the options available to displaced workers and the
railway territory. process for their selection, as early as possible, is also typi-

Similarly in Great Britain, a task force within the Minis- cally the work of the intermediary. Job loss is a devastating
try of Transportation, which played the role of intermediary experience for most railway employees. Adequate prior
in BR's reorganization, defined the service boundaries of notice helps to absorb some of the trauma. Early notice
25 local passenger service franchises through a process of provides increased opportunities for workers and their
rigorous analytic traffic and financial simulation. unions to mitigate adverse welfare consequences.

One of the routine functions of intermediaries in "bot- Other practices, in addition to advance notice, that may
tom up" restructuring is to determine whether the statu- provide essential support to displaced workers include ca-
tory requirements that apply generally to rail line abandon- reer consultation with individual workers, networking and
ment or rail mergers apply to specific cases. The decision to job referral services, and directed access to community job
divest light density lines that are no longer economically development and income support programs. The effects of
viable is complex and politically charged in most countries large-scale reductions in force are particularly difficult for
since it directly affects the economic well-being of local com- "railway towns." Where railway downsizing causes massive
munities. local unemployment, the role of the intermediary may en-

In the United States this function is carried out by the compass community redevelopment as well.
Interstate Commerce Commission. As the case study in this In Japan, the Settlement Corporation provided for the
report makes clear, the streamlining of the abandonment re-employment and placement of surplus personnel. The
processes within the Interstate Commerce Commission in Settlement Corporationworked with the private sector and
the early 1980s was a key prerequisite to the creation of a the government to "place" surplus labor. To further facili-
"small railroad" industry segment in the United States. tate re-employment, the government organized a Surplus

Personnel Reemployment Measures Headquarters. In part
DOWNSIZING WORKERS AND RELATED LABOR IssuEs Fre- because of the labor shortage resulting from economic ex-
quently, two sets of rights collide in the process of rail re- pansion, re-employment proceeded smoothly. The Settle-
structuring: the rights of union employees to claim specific ment Corporation absorbed 21,000 redundant workers af-
work or to receive compensation in case of severance, and ter the 1987 restructuring, all but 1,000 of whom ultimately
the right of the new owners of rail assets to use these assets found jobs in the private sector.
productively without regard to prior labor agreements with
predecessor railways. Intermediaries sometimes play a role DEFINING NAIIONAL VERSUS LocAL RESPONSIBIITES State-
in rebalancing these conflicting rights. owned railways typically serve the transit needs of local com-
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munities as well as the national needs of the general popu- modes. Ideally, the end result is an increase in competition
lation. Railway restructuring frequently involves a redefirni- and a rapid improvement in the quality of services available
tion of federal responsibilities for regulating and funding to shippers and passengers. Intermediary organizations play
continuing operations in many local communities. Interme- a key role in adjusting competitive balances in the enter-
diaries frequently play a key role in redefining the responsi- prise engineering phases and subsequently in designing regu-
bilities of local and state governments in the vacuum cre- latory regimes that will control excess market power in cases
ated when national governments remove themselves from where competition proves an inadequate check.
direct financial support of state-owned railways. In Sweden, railway restructuring was explicitly directed

In Argentina, for example, the 1990-93 RailwayTransi- toward rebalancing competitive costs in favor of rail and
tion Plan outlined the process through which either against trucks so that prices for services offered by the com-
Ferrocarriles Argentinos (FA) or private contract operators peting modes fully reflected what the Swedes determined
would provide "essential" transit services to communities to be their respective marginal social costs. In this case, the
with no alternative form of public transport. The Railway work of calculating and enforcing a pricing scheme for in-
Restructuring Unit worked closely with local communities frastructure based on social cost-benefit principles was left
to design workable concessions. In a parallel development to BV the state rail infrastructure company. However, the
the Railway Restructuring Unit was instrumental in devel- general principles behind the tariff were designed by the
oping a new independent commuter transportation author- intermediary organization, a task force within the Ministry
ity in Buenos Aires that filled the void left when FA itself of Transportation.
was dissolved. Although the Swedish example is the most intrusive in

In Sweden, a similar process of local delegation of re- terms of tilting competitive modal balances, there are other
sponsibility and reassignment of assets took place under examples of reform efforts specifically targeted at redress-
the Transport PolicyAct of 1988. The Act gave County Trans- ing a lack of rail competitiveness. For example, railway re-
port Authorities an exclusive franchise to operate passen- organization in New Zealand was initially motivated by a
ger transport services on those county lines for which they need to support the operations of industrial shippers with a
accepted full financial responsibility. In exchange for ac- more balanced portfolio of viable transport options. Here,
cepting responsibility for unprofitable operations, counties also, the intermediary agency played a key role in relieving
were promised a "weaning" federal subsidy. The basis for artificial restrictions on truck operation authorities, at the
these mutual commitments was set out in a formal agree- same time that the efficiency and competitiveness of New
ment among the central government, the County Transport Zealand Railways was being improved through a step-by-
Authorities, and local communities. These agreements had step restructuring process.
a 10-year term. Under the agreement each county received In Great Britain, the Ministry of Transportation has ex-
a subsidy, the size of which was related to SJ's operating pended an enormous amount of effort and has committed
cost at the time responsibility was transferred. In each case, resources to accountants, lawyers, and investment bankers
it was up to the county to decide how best to provide pub- in order to assure that the unbundling of BR would have
lic transport services. Counties had no obligation to use the pro-competitive consequences and that each unbundled ser-
subsidy to operate trains. Those counties deciding to con- vice component would be opened to multiple competitors.
tinue railway operations were given the rolling stock that In some cases tension exists between grouping assets
was in use at the time of the transfer of responsibility. around markets and "designing in" competition. Since

After the restructuring of the Swedish railways, cross- grouping assets around markets enhances a railway's fu-
support for regional transit services became available ture viability, tension may arise between viability and com-
through three distinct mechanisms: (1) direct support petition. Argentina, for example, grouped assets around
through regional transport authorities for county line op- geographical markets, with the result that regional rail mo-
erations; (2) support through the Swedish State Railways nopolieswere created. Presumably the intermediary felt that
(SJ) for non-commercial operations on main lines; and (3) viable monopolies were better than no rail service, and that
support through the National Rail Administration (BV) for intermodal competition and certain rate controls would
county line infrastructure. suffice. The British, on the other hand, seem to have "de-

signed in" competition to the point where viability may be
'DESIGNING IN" COMPEITmON Frequently, radical railway threatened.
restructuring is triggered by an imbalance in equities among Another common theme among the restructuring case
transport modes. The restructuring process itself can lead studies involves divestment of non-rail transport compa-
to a realignment of competitive balances among competing nies. Intermediary agencies appear to agree in most instances
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that focusing both management and financial resources on essence the funds served in lieu of ongoing operating subsi-
the "core" railway business and restricting the involvement dies. Yield from the funds provided a hard budget constraint
of the rail carrier in the provision of nonrail transport ser- within which the managements of the three railways were
vices promotes competition policy and also encourages pru- forced to operate, and the funds themselves enhanced the
dent asset management. As a rule, newly privatized or re- value of the railways and made it possible to consider their
structured railways provide weak platforms for multi-modal future privatization.
conglomerates. Few railway managements have succeeded In Argentina the Railway Restructuring Unit designed
in realizing genuine intermodal synergies, and fewer still and bid out seven service group concessions, to over 100
have found themselves directing a major restructuring. companies, in which the government assumed liability for

ongoing deficit questions. Subsequently the Restructuring
DISPOSINGOFExcEssAssETsANDLIABILrnEs Anotherfunc- Unit became involved in managing compliance with con-
tion frequently performed by intermediaries is the liquida- cession contracts, which required concessionaires to invest
tion of assets and the retirement of outstanding liabilities. in the operations over which they took control..
When the liabilities of a railway exceed its assets, interme-
diaries are often called on to play a role akin to that of a REDEFINING ORGANIzAnoNAL STRUCTURES Intermediaries
trustee in a private sector bankruptcy. Intermediaries are frequently assist the railway itself with strategic realignment
obliged to resolve conflicts among stakeholders, take own- and internal reorganization. The New Zealand case study
ership title to and liquidate non-essential assets, and repack- is an excellent example of an organizational transformation
age and sell off outstanding residual liabilities. that followed a deliberate, step-by-step conceptual road

In Japan, for example, the independent Settlement map. Through the reorganization the railway realigned re-
Corporation facilitated the management of the railway's sources and management structures along market lines, and
massive US$250 billion "work out." The government orga- with each step, departed further from a traditional func-
nized the Settlement Corporation to serve as trustee and to tional organization. At the same time decisionmaking au-
manage the entire asset reorganization and liability restruc- thority was pushed downward in the organizational struc-
turing process. Through this intermediary, the orderly dis- ture toward line managers with a direct customer rapport.
position of surplus assets in auctions and negotiated sales, This process was driven by intermediaries and designed by
and of outstanding liabilities in reissued debt instruments, outside management consultants. However, the railway it-
continues. The discretion given to this organization with self had the difficult task of making it work.
regard to the timing of asset sales and the dissolution of Between 1982 and 1988 New Zealand Railways evolved
liabilities has proved effective in balancing the multiple ob- from a functional organization to one organized around
jectives that accompany the sale of US$29 billion in assets. market-focused business groups (namely, Freight, Passen-

ger, Property, and Communications). These groups initially
FINANCIAL STABILIZAnON Even after restructuring, specific shared common administrative functions. Gradually, how-
lines or operations may require continued government as- ever, each business group became autonomous and man-
sistance. Another function of intermediaries is to channel aged its own finances, industrial relations, and information
government funds to restructured railroads, private sector systems.
concessions, and franchises in a way that is consistent with
underlying service contracts. Intermediaries use competi- MANAGING TIE PRIVATIZATION TRANsAcTON The award of
tive bidding mechanisms to manage contract awards - rights either to use or to own state-owned railway assets
mechanisms which assure that the government is receiving normally involves an open, contestable process in which
good value for its money prequalified bidders compete with one another on the ba-

A unique contribution of intermediaries in Japan was sis of objective award criteria. The privatization transaction
the establishment of special stabilization funds designed to may involve the sale of ownership rights, the award of con-
fill the gap between income from operations and cash re- cession rights or the assignment of franchise rights. The in-
quired to run the rail business efficiently. To ensure the fi- termediary organization typically performs five distinct func-
nancial stability of the three island JRs after restructuring, tions in managing the privatization transaction: (1) it de-
but at the same time to assure autonomous operations, a velops a prospectus, offering memorandums or terms of
stabilization fund was setup for each island JR. This fund concession; (2) it markets to qualified investors or opera-
was endowed by the JNR Settlement Corporation with in- tors; (3) it specifies the mechanism for bidding and the ba-
come-generating securities whose yield funded the projected sis for awards; (4) it receives bids and selects winners; and
ongoing operating requirements of the three island JRs. In (5) it negotiates final terms and conditions.
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In the case of Argentina, all of these tasks were carried mum cargo carrying capacity for single vehicles (such as
out by the Grupo de Apoyo Ferroviario (GAF) in the first truck trailers and rail cars); and (4) freedom of entry into
railway freight concession - the Rosario-Bahia Blanca con- the market. In the process of restructuring rail-based enter-
cession. The GAF was a task force of 20 specialists created prises, intermediaries are likely to affect one or more of
under the Ministry of Public Works and Services. Subse- these parameters, with the result that pre-existing competi-
quently another intermediary - the Railway Restructuring tive equilibrium is disrupted and competitive cost advan-
Unit - assumed responsibility for preparing terms of ref- tages are tilted in favor of one mode over the others.
erence, issuing calls for proposals, awarding rights to nego- This process of modal equity rebalancing may be ex-
tiate, and negotiating final terms for additional freight con- plicit and indeed it may be the primary objective of railway
cessions. With each concession round, the Railway Restruc- restructuring, as it was in Sweden. Or, it may be inadvert-
turing Unit became more expert and better attuned to the ent or, rather, collateral to other public policy objectives. In
conditions and terms which bidders required in order to any case, rebalancing competitive equities among modes
come forward. has consequences which are far-reaching and which per-

vade all production and distribution sectors of an economy.
5. Larger Transport Policy Context and the Need For example, manufacturers in economies with no effec-
to Rebalance Policy Principles tive intermodal competition tend not to compete on a dis-
In the process of guiding and directing railway restructuring, tnbution channel basis, shipment lot sizes tend to be stan-
intermediaries frequently redefine the function of govem- dardized, and more working capital tends to be tied up in
ment in the transport sector and change the respective roles packaging at the front end rather than the back end of dis-
of public and private participants. Tacitly, but sometimes ex- tribution channels. In any case, public policies require ex-
plicitly as well, intermediaries redefine the basic rationale for ternalized costs to be internalized and transport costs to be
government involvement through their actions. Sometimes fully reflected in buy/sell transactions, leaving the ultimate
they go further and develop guidelines which delimit determination of prices to the market. Rebalancing the sys-
government's range of activities and define market interven- tem requires an analysis of the logistics cost implications of
tion mechanisms through which it is appropriate for govern- various transport cost-absorption policies.
ment to carry out its more circumscribed responsibilities. In Canada an interesting situation exists in which two

The need for a fundamental review of government policy railways - one publicly owned and one privately owned -
is particularly acute in areas in which pre-existing govern- dominate the domestic market. The state-owned carrier has
ment policies intersect and conflict with railway restructur- enjoyed access to capital comparable to that of the privately
ing objectives. For example, the enactment of the JNR Re- owned carrier, in spite of its significantly less profitable per-
structuring Law in Japan affected 150 other laws, which it formance. Other policy variables - taxes, regulation, etc.
became necessary to amend. Policy issu es which needed - that effect competitive equity have been equalized be-
to be reviewed and revised included the disposition of re- tween the two. At the time of this writing Canadian
mote, light density railway lines; labor issues involving em- policymakers are wrestling with the issue of consolidating
ployee rights in the reorganized corporations; the redefini- portions of the two carriers. If their merger, coordination,
tion of the role of the principal builder-operator of the or integration should proceed, new issues involving
Shinkansen network; and the role of local government and intramodal equity are likely to arise.
of public/private partnerships (so-caled PPPs) in develop-
ing new rail lines. These and other issues required clarifica- LABoR-MANAGEmENT R:EAONs Another criticaly impor-
tion and revision. tant area of policy intersection involves the balancing of

Invariably, the restructuring of a railway raises collateral labor protection and union prerogatives with the profit en-
policy issues. In particular, during the process of streamlin- hancement and efficiency objectives of the reorganized car-
ing rail operations, the issues discussed below frequently rier. In most countries railway workers are unionized. The
arise. rights of railway unions are protected by statute and also by

long-standing labor-management practice. Railways, as large-
REBAiANCING MoDAl EQuriTEs Competitive relationships scale industrial enterprises, frequently pioneered in estab-
among surface transportation modes are determined by lishing the legal precedents on which labor-management
multiple policy parameters, the most important of which relations in all industries are based. Thus, redefining man-
include: (1) infrastructure use fees; (2) taxes, including in- agement and labor prerogatives in the process of restructur-
come taxes, fuel use taxes, payroll taxes, and sales taxes; ing railways may require re-examination of the assumptions
(3) length and weight restrictions which effect the maxi- underlying labor-management relations in general.
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In the area of labor relations the intermediary's role is its reversion to indigenous peoples or to some altemative
to find a politically viable path between employee rights use when it is no longer required for rail operations. Inter-
and the enforcement of existing labor laws on the one hand, mediaries again have a key role to play in steering restruc-
and the need for deficit railways to shed excess staff, on the turing policy through the narrow gap between legal action
other. In certain cases an amendment or exemption from and real estate forfeiture.
existing statutes may be required. The intermediary agency This issue arose in New Zealand, where the State Owned
frequently takes the lead in realizing necessary changes. Enterprises Act of 1986 gave state-owned corporations the
Table 3.1 represents the experiences of three case study rail- opportunity to purchase assets from the state and to use
ways in redefining public policies that affected labor man- them for commercial ends. However, the indigenous popu-
agement relations through this transition period. lation had a prior claim to the state-owned land, which the

In New Zealand, for example, the deregulation of labor government no longer required. The property that was con-
markets took place at the same time as the restructuring of veyed as part of the railway privatization was potentially
the railway and, indeed, enabled the privatization process subject to a claim under the Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975.
to be completed more quickly and with fewer complica- Under this treaty, the indigenous Maori people were able
tions. Until the mid- 1980s New Zealand law mandated com- to file grievances against the Crown and to enjoin the trans-
pulsory union representation, blanket labor contract cover- fer of land to new enterprises until the clairns were resolved
age, and contract arbitration in a special labor court. By the by the appropriate court.
late 1980s, however, government control over labor-man- Intermediary advisers and NZRC itself attempted to ad-
agement relations was gradually attenuated, first with en- dress this problem by suggesting that the land over which the
terprise level contract negotiations, then with additional rail system operated be placed in a separate state-owned or-
piecemeal liberalization. Finally, in 1991, the Employment ganization. The railway company would then lease the land it
Contracts Act removed the government from labor market needed from this organization. This issue was ultimately re-
oversight completely, except as regards the enforcement of solvedwith the enactment of the Treaty ofWaitangi Act 1988,
labor-management contracts which were mutually agreed which established a system of safeguards to allow the trans-
upon and which for the first time had the standing of com- fer of assets to state-owned enterprises without protracted
mon law. delay caused by conflicting land claims. The law provided

Early in the restructuring process, the New Zealand for the retention of land by the Crown after other assets
Railways Corporation (NZRC) management controlled nei- were transferred to restructured state-owned enterprises.
ther the wages nor the work rules of its forces. These were
negotiated on behalf of the railway by other government 6. Alternative Organizational Forms
officials in the context of government-wide labor negotia- As the case studies demonstrate, intermediary organizations
tions. New Zealand Railways operated within the labor-man- can assume a number of different organizational forms. As
agement restrictions of an official state department until a general design principle, however, the intermediary orga-
late 1987, when for the first time it came under the same nization should be built around the functional specifica-
labor legislation that applied to other state-owned enter- tions of the work to be done. The value-added role of the
prises. At that time NZRC became responsible for bargain- intermediary is inherently transitional. "Sunset charters"
ing its own labor contracts. From 1986 onward, NZRC be- keep intermediaries focused on the work that they were
gan to reduce personnel costs by increasing severance ben- originally intended to carry to completion and prevent bu-
efits under its voluntary redundancy program. reaucratic self-perpetuation.

In 1990, following the New Zealand Railways Corpora- The work of the intermediary involves a diverse array
tion Restructuring Act, the newly reconfigured New Zealand of tasks, many of which require coordination and consen-
Rail Limited (NZRL) reached an agreement with the unions sus-building outside the intermediary organization itself.
that enabled it to enforce redundancies. Finally in 1992, Unfortunately, at the beginning of railway restructuring
NZRL initiated major changes to collective employment project, not as much time as is needed goes into the organi-
contracts through the simplification of pay structures and zational design of the intermediary organization. The fol-
the introduction of performance appraisals as a basis of com- lowing set of organizational structures has been used by
pensation. With the reduction in labor forces, labor pro- case study railways with more or less positive results.
ductivity increased by 171 percent between 1986 and 1993.

TASK FORCES Much of the groundbreaking work of rail
LAND ISSUES AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES Another area of restructuring, the mapping of new railway organizational
conflicting public policy involves the disposition of land and structures, the division of assets among distinct operating
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Co ntry Labor-manag ent rameworki00 Ch during Transition 0Remaining Issus

Jepen * The Constitution guarantees individual carriers the right to organize, * Shifts in enterprise/union power relations and union affiliations * Employment stability
to bargain collectively, and to take other collective action. with industrial (national) federations reflect shifting employee * Shorter working hours
Since the right to representalion and union membership resides with values from radical to moderate postures. * Social benefits
industrial workers, multiple and competing unions represent identical * Industrial federations dealt with national labor policy on behalf * Retirement age
crafts in Japan. of individual enterprise unions. Policies have generally been * Seniority vs. skiii-

* Trade unions are organized at the level of individual enterprises. Col- conciliatory after radical clashes in the 1980s. based wage system
lective bargaining agreements are determined at this level. However, * Labor-management consultation system was reactivated, lead-

* enterprise unions organize to form higher level Industrial federations. ing to direct discussion of work conditions and strategic enter-
* Coordinated enterprise/national level wage negotiations, the so-called prise needs.

"shuntd' or 'spring offensive" is the key labor/management event.
* Stable labor relations with few strikes are the rule in Japan. Radical

action such as that of other railway unions in the 1 980s is the excep-
tion. Public employees do not have the right to strike.

* Labor relations commissions, as well as carts, provide several av-
enues for dispute resolution.

Ne.w.0< . <eJi> * Employment Act of 1991 eliminated state intervention in industrial re- * Railway was originally subject to omnibus federal labor con- * Multi-skilling and multi-
: tS;Zeatend:.4k tAS lations. tracts with litte special conditions/provisions applicable to rail- task assignments

* Post-1991 environment is characterized by voluntary unionism, con- way operations. * Scope roles
* testable unions, enterprise level negotiated arrangements between * Subsequently, NZRC negotiated its own labor contracts. * Redefined crew dis-

employers and employees subject to minimal statutory conditions. * The Employment Contract Act of 1991 made union member- tricts
: A fundamental shift took place during the rail reform period from ia- ship "optional." However, 90% of NZRC employees elected to * Basis of pay based on

bor-protective regulation and compulsory arbitration in a special labor remain with one of two rail unions. performance
g:~f 00 court to complete deregulation and replacement with a laissez-faire * Collective bargaining agreements persist but recently negoti-

labor management policy In which negotiations are unconstrained by ated agreements contain liberalized work rules, a productivity
state oversight and labor contracts have the standing of common law. incentive basis of pay, and more flexible manning and crewing

arrangements.

o 0 :Sd * Right to organize and bargain collectively dates from early twentieth * No major labor-management institutional changes occurred as
century. In the 1970s collective bargaining rights were extended to a result of rail restructuring. The existing framework was used * Multi-task assign-

| include all issues, with a material effect on workers. to redeploy human resources and to effect the transition of SJ ments
* Extremely high level of unionization exists, involving both blue collar into a more productive and customer responsive organization. * Retraining

* and white collar (management) positions. * Unions are actively involved in rail restructuring activities * Seniority vs. perfor-t tV 0 000 t.00 S ;;;i 0:0 * Direct government intervention in labor/management disputes is mini- through working groups and special committees. mance compensation
mal. * No special legislation or Institutional framework applies to SJ3 By statute, management is obliged to share strategic information with and BV. Public and private sector labor laws and institutionsI : ;;g g ;f;;dfi;Sti37 A007 employees, and to allow employee representation on company boards are identified.
and to negotiate in good faith on all issues affecting employee wel- * Primary changes involve less restrictive 'scope" rules In labor
fare. contracts; more "team" organization; productivity incentives; and

4 An extensive system of meditation and obligatory "peace commitments fewer skills and craft restrictions.
* between labor and management all but preclude radical labor action.
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units, and the external support and justification that are still another organizational prototype. These transitional
needed to encourage legislative bodies to make difficult po- reform agencies usually begin their work with explicit char-
litical decisions comes from special committees or task ters and well-defined authorities. These charters typically.
forces. 'Blue ribbon" panels composed of well-regarded mandate that the work of the transitional agency will be
industrialists can speak with unique authority to difficult completed within a prescribed time period. Under the best
enterprise reform issues - authority that transcends parti- of circumstances, transitional rail reform agencies are made
san political considerations. For example, in Japan the Su- up of small professional groups and have minimal internal
pervisory Committee for JNR Reconstruction formulated hierarchy. These groups are, again under the best of condi-
concrete policies for the railway's reorganization, which tions, staffed with highly motivated personnel with a diver-
became the 'blueprint" for subsequent restructuring legis- sity of technical skills.
lation. The Comrmittee consisted of five representatives from Rail reform agencies cited in the case studies were able
business and academia, with a small staff that was seques- to achieve restructuring objectives quicldy and to assume
tered from various ministries. Similarly, in Canada a num- effective leadership for complex tasks. These groups can
ber of special commissions - the Duff Commission, the be particularly effective when they have a charismatic leader
Rowell Siroix Commission, the Turgeon Royal Commission, who communicates a strong sense of mission.
and the McPherson Commission - helped define the In Argentina, for example, a special unit - the Railway
country's rail policy at critical turning points. Restructuring Unit - with only one director and one rail-

way expert was created to manage the transition. This unit,
SPECIAL GROUPS ORGANIZED WTHN THE MINISTRY OF TRANS- and a task force of 20 professionals, implemented the rail
POKATION An alternative organizational design involves concessioning program in record time. The unit handled a
task forces within governrment that are specifically autho- diversity of issues including missionary selling of the con-
rized to define, formulate, and implement restructuring cession concept to potential offerers, definition and speci-
policy. One drawback to this approach is that it may make fication of concession territories and assets, specification
restructuring a partisan political issue. An offsetting advan- of concession investment requirements, competition for 25
tage is that the recommendations that emerge from minis- concession territories, and fnal negotiations with success-
terial task forces have the full support of the government in ful bidders.
power. Special groups within the Ministry of Transporta-
tion, for example, developed the restructuring architecture THmD PARTIES: CONSULTANTS AND INVESTMENT BANKERS In
for railways in Great Britain and Sweden. lieu of internal staffs, some of the case study countries re-

lied on private professional firms to carry out specific inter-
SETTLEMENT CORPORATIONS Still another instrument mediary functions, such as scoping studies, business plan
through which restructuring results have been successfully development, solicitation of interest from potential buyers,
realized is the settlement corporation. Settlement corpora- etc.
tions are semi-permanent. They typically perform work that In New Zealand professional firms did much of the work
is routine and requires a longer time to complete than does of reorganization. The government used private sector con-
the work performed by more transient organizations. Inde- sultants to advise on each stage of the multi-phased reorga-
pendent settlement corporations frequently manage asset nization process. In 1971 the government commissioned a
liquidation and debt restructuring. Also, they often man- transport policy study to be undertaken by the U.S. con-
age employee resettlement and retraining. sultants. At the commencement of its restructuring, New

Not surprisingly, semi-permanent organizations such as Zealand Rail lacked the skills to begin the restructuring pro-
settlement corporations tend to protract process cycles and cess on its own. Its board and management looked outside
to "find" new missions for themselves. However, they offer and contracted with Booz Allen and Hamilton to review
the benefit of insulation from political intrusion and deci- the operation and the strategic options available to the new
sion override. In Japan the scale of the railway workout corporation. Subsequently, the government engaged a com-
(US$337 billion in outstanding debt) called for a well-insu- mercial adviser to perform a scoping study of the business
lated intermediary. That organization took the form of the to be sold. The first stage of this study was a business evalu-
JNR Settlement Corporation with 23,660 employees and ation which assessed the salability of the enterprise. Con-
an annual operating budget of approximately US$30 mil- currently, officials engaged another consultant to identify
lion. any regulatory issues that should be resolved before

privatization. Finally, the government hired an investment
TRANSMONAL RAIL REFORRM AGENCES Independent agen- bank, Bankers Trust, to prepare an Information Memoran-
cies reporting directly to ministers or prime ministers offer dum, to invite bids, and to conduct the sale process.
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Similarly, in Sweden the government engaged a con- Committee maintained scrupulous objectivity and impar-
sulting firm, Indevo, early in the reform process to explore tiality in considering alternatives. The Committee main-
emergency financing options and to redesign the organiza- tained both public support and business support, not only
tional structure of SJ. A partner with Indevo served as the because of the strong reputation of individual members but
transitional general manager of SJ until a permanent gen- also because of the professional caliber of its work The
eral manager could be found. reputation of the Provisional Conmmittee was enhanced by

In 'bottom up" restructurings, third parties typically play its excellent relationship with the press.
key roles in critiquing existing structures and functions and The support of international institutions like the World
in designing new approaches. They are also induded in struc- Bank can also be helpful in reinforcing the authority of the
turing the financial transactions that generally finalize bot- restructuring intermediary. In Argentina, for example, the
tom up restructuring processes. World Bank played a catalytic role in lending its support to

reform elements, at a critical time when the outcome of the
STANDING REGULATORY BODIES Countries that are served process was most uncertain. By channeling technical assis-
by private sector railways also generally have some form of tance through the principal intermediary, the Ministry of
regulatory body to enforce and effect rate reasonableness Public Works and Services, the Bank enhanced this
criteria determined by regulatory statutes. These bodies also organization's reputation and increased public confidence
determine the reasonableness and public interest justifica- in its work.
tion for rail mergers, acquisitions, and line abandonments. It is essential that restructuring proceeds deliberately

In Canada, for example, this function is carried out by and keeps to a schedule that demonstrates results. In Ar-
the National Transportation Agency. It is a standing body gentina, those managing the concessioning process found
of nine members, nominated by the Federal Cabinet, each that, more than exploring every aspect of the process and
for a term of five years. The National Transportation Agency constructing elaborate bidding mechanisms, it was impor-
supports a staff of 483. In the United States similar func- tant to maintain momentum and avoid being distracted by
tions are carried out by the Interstate Commerce Commis- disgruntled bidders. The recommendations and study find-
sion which in 1994, its last year of operation, had a staff of ings of third parties can also help in sustaining public vis-
404. ibility. Early in the reform process in Argentina, a report by

Booz Allen helped sustain momentum by reinforcing strat-
7. Prerequisites for Effective Intermediation egies favored by the Ministry of Public Works and Services
Operations and by enhancing the Ministry's credibility through its eco-
Three prerequisites exist for effective intermediary work: nomic analysis.
(1) integrity, (2) technical expertise, and (3) credibility with
the general public. In Japan, much of the formulation and 8. Best Methods
analysis of the financial viability of the restructuring plan A review of the cases studies points to a number of "best
was completed by experts with no vested interest in the intermediary design methods" that have proved successful
outcome. Following on several self-directed but unsuccess- in implementing rail restructuring:
ful attempts at restructuring, expert and impartial external
guidance proved essential in building public confidence and * Dedicated organizations with well-defined authorities
credibility. Members of the two special commissions that perform best in uncertain restructuring environments. Railway
began the restructuring process in Japan included industri- restructuring is complex and typically requires a relatively
alists and academics with excellent reputations for their im- long period (nine years or more) to complete. Under these
partiality and business acumen. circumstances an organizational response is needed that

A key to maintaining public confidence through the re- involves committing resources exclusively to railway restruc-
structuring process is the reinforcement in the media of the turing - as opposed to sharing resources with other state-
fact that the original comrnitments to the first principles of owned enterprise restruturing/privatization activities. In
restructuring ancVor privatization, as expressed in the origi- addition, the authorities and responsibilities of the inter-
nal legislation or in the parliamentary debate that preceded mediary should be well defined in its enabling legislation
enactment, were sustained throughout the process and that or chartering decree.
progress is beinrg made step-by-step toward well-defined * Reporting relationships are important in assuring stability
goals. and mission-long survivability. Since rail restructuring fre-

In Japan, for example, during the six years of planning quently requires more time to complete than the term of a
and deliberation that preceded restructuring, the Provisional single government, reporting relationships and insulation
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from the mass turnover that typically follows changes in sus is a primary responsibility of the intermediary, and this
government should be designed into the intermediary task can be performed more effectively by a small organi-
agency. In particular the intermediary organization may be zation. For this reason the intermediary itself should have
separated from direct government reporting relationships only minimal hierarchy. Outsiders will prefer to take their
through a board which itself may be changed without di- issues to the top of the organization rather than working
verting the intermediaries' mission or may be set up as a through lower echelons. A 'flat" organizational structure
separate commission with multi-partisan support. will prevent the "queuing" of key issues outside the

* Small,flexible organizations witb minimal internal struc- director's door.
ture are frequently more effective than large, less fexible orga- * The intermediary organization should be allowed to op-
nizatons. Much of the work of restructuring can be carried erate only within a limited prescribed time. "Sunsetting" the
out through task forces which intermediary agencies man- intermediary within an ambitious five to seven year time
age and direct but which are staffed primarily with outside frame will hasten the work and will give the intermediary
experts and members of other agencies and ministries. fewer opportunities to redefine its mission in an effort to
Drawing outside interests together and generating consen- extend its life span. U
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CHAPTER FOUR

MANAGING THE RESTRUCTURING PROCESS

1. Introduction 7. Identifying and assessing restructuring alternatives to
Railway restructuring entails fundamental change, and fun- create fallback positions and optionsfor tactical retreat
damental change requires the organizational capacity to 8. Creating a market for new ideas by using multiple
leam quickdy and to work effectively in an environment advisers to test and refine new directions in advance ofa
characterized by profound uncertainty and significant pro- public commitment to sucb directions
fessional risk. In the face of this uncertainty, participative 9. Presenting a coherentfuture vision in a system restructur-
managers lead by example and by inspiration. They create ing plan and using this plan as the architectural blueprint
an environment in which change becomes the norm and for restructuring.
the standard. Effective managers, when taking on a rail-
way restructuring project, do not begin by telling their teams A second major finding of this study is that more simi-
what to do. Instead, they set in motion a process through larities than differences exist among effective restructur-
which the entire team learns together. It is this aptitude for ing management methods. One important common de-
institutional learning that, more than any other attribute, nominator is a process focus. Good managers understand
distinguishes the effectively managed restructuring process. and continually improve the work process from which rail-

This chapter attempts to isolate the "best practices" way restructuring results emerge. Through continuous pro-
among the management methods that were used in the cess improvement, these managers gradually improve the
rail restructuring case studies induded in this report. A timeliness, cost, and quality of restructuring outcomes. The
major finding of the present study is that good manage- effectiveness of the railway restructuring process can be
ment methods are generally effective and that they apply measured in terms of cycle time - the elapsed time be-
with positive results across national boundaries. tween the commencement of restructuring activities and

Among these methods are the following: their completion - and also in terms of the resources used
in the process. The efficiency of restructuring activities is

1. Elevating the project leader above the multitude of also directly related to the financial losses (or surplus funds
details and numerous skirmishes that accompany the flow) that the railway incurs during the process. In gen-
reorganization process so that the leader can focus on eral, the shorter the cycle time, the greater the benefits are
defining the restructuring concept and directing the over- in terms of an efficient allocation of resources and a mini-
all work process mum commitment of public funds.

2. Recruiting technical staff with a diverse set of railway This chapter is organized into seven sections. Following
problem-solving skills, who have not become inculcated the Introduction, the second section discusses differences
with the change-resistant railway culture among the processes found in the case studies examined

3 Dividing the work into discrete modular components later in this report. Section three highlights the similarities
and completing work on each component through cross- among the restructuring processes. The fourth section dis-
functional task forces cusses process cycle time and resource requirements and

4. Giving taskforces ownership oftheir work and allowing their relevance as process managernent measures. Section
them to make decisions close to the tactical details that five presents a typical "top down" restructuring process
they understand best cyde. Modifications to this cycle appropriate to "bottom

5. Developing, early in the process, a simple model of the up" restructuring are discussed in section six, and, finally,
value of the railway and continuously refning and section seven discusses best management methods relevant
elaboratingthismodelandframingthepolicy dialogue in to railway restructuring.
value terms -

6. Periodically reviewing and reassessing theprogress ofthe 2. Differences among Restructuring Processes
restrucuring this review should include the views of As the case studies in this report demonstrate, a "crisis'
shippers and passengers, who ultimately determine the usually opens the door to railway restructuring. When con-
value of the reorganization, as well aspotential investors ventional modes of response can no longer be used to cope



with a rapidly deteriorating fiscal or service breakdown, case studies suggest that it is difficult to reverse the order
then new options are considered and "crisis" managers are of these two steps and to rely entirely on new private sec-
duly appointed and empowered. A crisis demonstrates the tor owners to complete the restructuring process. Even
futility of "business as usual" and allows radical reorgani- when restructuring is completed under private sector con-
zation to be considered. Depending on the severity of the trol, as was the case in Argentina and New Zealand, key
crisis, more radical or less radical options may be consid- restructuring steps (for example, state assumption of li-
ered and ad hoc design constraints on the intermediary abilities for environmental damage, outstanding debt, and
restructuring agents will be more, or less, restrictive. employee severance) set in place the minimum prerequi-

For example, in Sweden the crisis that provoked rail sites that are needed for private sector investors to be will-
restructuring (namely, deteriorating rail market share and ing to invest.
a mounting imbalance in modal competitive equity) was Private investors deeply discount the value of those rail-
modest in its fiscal and political consequences compared ways that require high front end investment, the strength-
with the crisis that set the stage for rail reorganization in ening of outdated assets, the assumption of vaguely de-
Argentina, where the rail operating deficit accounted for fined liabilities, the deregulation of pricing and relief from
16.7 percent of the federal deficit in a macroeconomic en- other forms of government economic control, and the radi-
vironment characterized by runaway inflation. In Sweden cal reduction of work forces. If the risks inherent in these
relatively little discretion was left to the implementers of activities outweigh the perceived value of the going con-
the rail restructuring solution; in Argentina far greater cern, no private sector investor will come forward. Under
decisionmaking discretion was left to the intermediaries. such circumstances only government can effect the funda-

Differences in railway restructuring methods also relate mental changes needed in labor-management relations, the
to the objectives and to the institutional setting in which necessary strengthening of the enterprise's balance sheet,
the reorganization takes place. For example, restructuring and the clarification of the new owner's future obligations.
efforts differ in their point of departure (and consequently Part of the value-added role of the restructuring interme-
inboth their objectives and their institutional setting), which diary under such circumstances is to determine, early in
may involve either initial public sector or initial private sec- the process, the minimum pre-conditions for an early sale
tor ownership. In this context it is useful to distinguish two of a partially restructured railway.
types of restructuring: "top down" and "bottom up." A less ambitious objective for top down restructuring

Top down restructuring concerns the reorganization of may be a fundamental change in strategic direction. The
assets owned and controlled by the public sector. In top overriding goal of every railway restructuring is to refocus
down restructuring a design of the future rail organization the available resources and the management direction of
is first agreed upon among high level government the railway so that they better match shipper needs and
decisionmakers. A parliament or other representative fo- more appropriately respond to competitive challenges from
rum usually memorializes the proposed design in legisla- other modes of transport. This fundamental refocusing
tion or in a formal agreement. Subsequently, this concept follows automatically with privatization, as a result of the
is made explicit and workable through iterative negotiat- strong performance incentives that emerge with the trans-
ing, planning, and market testing. Finally, a refined and formation of ownership. The new owners usually act im-
pre-tested restructuring plan is implemented. The experi- mediately to increase the financial value of their invest-
ences of Japan, Great Britain, and Sweden fit this process ment by improving the railway's competitiveness and ac-
paradigm quite well. The experiences of New Zealand and tively seek new sources of value that the carrier can deliver
Argentina generally follow the same paradigm, differing to its customers. However, where the outright transfer of
principally in their iterative refinement through several dis- state ownership rights is not viable, restructuring may be-
crete restructuring phases. In both of these cases multi- come an end in itself. Under such circumstances - Swe-
stage restructuring allowed for institutional learning, which den and Argentina provide two very different examples -
greatly improved implementation in the later phases. the restructuring process may stop short of outright own-

The precise objectives of top down restructuring may ership transfer.
differ from case to case. In most (but not all) cases, top However, as several of the case studies demonstrate, stop-
down restructuring leads to a change of ownership, from ping short of privatization means that future rounds of re-
public to private sector control. In such cases restructur- structuring and reorganization may be required. If the new
ing is an essential prerequisite and precondition for operators are not adequately motivated, if they do not have
privatization. The railway is reformed and restructured sufficient capital at risk, the assets of which they are the
while it is still under public sector control in order to en- custodians may not be productively used and may be or-
sure its future viability under private sector control. The phaned a second time at the doorstep of the public sector.
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The need for periodic enterprise restructuring is inher- well-defined regulatory procedures. Government regula-
ent in any competitive market. Challenges from new com- tion sets out the specific forms that private sector restruc-
peting technology and from underlying market shifts call turing may take and also defines the formal regulatory pro-
for change in the modes of production and of marketing. cess and the public interest test that both buyer and seller
For example, private railways that operate effectively in must meet to gain approval from regulators. Ironically, this
the dynamic transport markets of North America build "formal" aspect of bottom up restructuring distinguishes it
change into their corporate strategies - change in tech- more than anything else from top down restructuring,which
nology dependence, in service mix, in basic service design, is most distinctive in its originality and its "one off n pro-
and consequently in the railway's work and the way in which cess characteristics.
that work is organized. Under both public sector direction Governments go through top down railway restructur-
and private sector control, restructuring is necessary to ing only infrequently. Indeed, if they "get it right' the first
maintain the competitive advantage of railways that oper- time they go through the process only once. Hence, top
ate in open transportation markets. down restructuring is very much a learning process. Gov-

Bottom up restructuring differs from top down restruc- emment officials responsible for managing the process typi-
turing in that, with the former, the private sector takes the caily begin their assignment with litde experience in rail-
lead and assumes the full financial risk for restructuring way reorganization. The essence of their task is the formu-
without prompting from the public sector. In this context, lation and reality testing of alternative restructuring con-
the government's role is to establish the rules and regula- cepts in an environment characterized by uncertainty. Ul-
tions under which private sector participants can pursue timately their goal is to create a mnarket for railway owner-
their interests in ways that also protect the public interest. ship rights where none existed before. In this environment

In bottom up restructuring, private buyers and sellers the intermediate organization must learn rapidly what the
negotiate terms for the transfer of railway ownership rights railway's own management has not been able to learn:
and hence create a market for these rights. The ultimate namely, how to enhance the value of the assets entrusted
transaction may result in a diversity of outcomes, such as to them. It follows, then, that railway restructuring requires
outright sale of rail companies as going concerns or as par- rapid learning, strong technical abilities in order to diag-
celed assets to other rail companies, abandonment or di- nose business problems, and even stronger implementa-
vestment of light density lines, mergers of separate rail- tion capabilities in order to fix what appears to be broken,
ways, or sale of trackage use rights or pooling and sharing frequently in the face of entrenched opposition .
of operating rights. Any number of recombinations of as- Privatization of state-owned enterprises - or even radi-
sets can and do take place when markets are created for cal restructuring that stops short of privatization - is in-
railway ownership rights, particularly when these markets herently more complex than the buyer/seller transactions
are minimally restricted by government regulation. between private parties that typify bottom up restructur-

Bottom up restructuring is a logical extension of top ing. Bottom up restructuring is also less original in its con-
down restructuring. As several of the case studies in this formitywith regulatory process requirements, although the
report make clear, it is important not only for government specific restructured enterprise forms that emerge from the
to advance the process of restructuring state-owned rail- process can be quite diverse. In bottom up restructuring
ways through to privatization, but also for it to establish the buyer's need to value the pending transaction, to re-
workable rules and regulations that will allow additional solve uncertainties, and to test and confirm the seller's rep-
restructuring to take place even after assets have been con- resentations prior to closing is of paramount importance.
veyed to the private sector. As has been noted, the need to The bottom up restructuring process requires thorough-
restructure continues after privatization since underlying ness in preparation as well as creativity in transaction de-
markets continually shift and competitive relationships sign. Still, as will be discussed, both processes have more
among transport modes constantly change. Thus, it is es- commonalities than differences.
sential that government policymakers provide the means
and the opportunity for privately owned railways to con- 3. Similarities among Restructuring Methods
tinue the restructuring process. One aspect of this process The "best restructuring methods" used in the case studies
involves bankruptcy and the forced liquidation of rail as- in this report share several attributes. For example, restruc-
sets. Some countries provide special arrangements for the turing efforts are typically directed toward goals that are
reorganization of rail assets under bankruptcy. An example only partially defined at the beginning of the process. The
is provided by the United States (see Box 4. 1). "going in" goal is usually a completed transaction or a fully

The process of bottom up railway restructuring, in the restructured and profitable railway organization- or both.
few countries that have experienced it, follows relatively Goals are articulated as the restructuring progresses
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through an interactive process involving analysis of alter- ning and an end. The parameters that measure the effi-
natives, reconciliation of diverse expectations, and ultimate ciency of railway restructuring are the time and the re-
agreement on the "value" of the restructured assets and sources required to complete the process. The time can be
the best means for realizing full value potential. The inter- measured in terms of the length of the cycle -the elapsed
mediaries or regrulatory bodies that oversee the process time required to complete the full set of value-adding tasks
determine what will work and what will not by resting ten- that lead to the intended outcome. Resources can be mea-
tative solutions with potential buyers or customers, by prob- sured in terms of the staff time and overhead expenses
ing knowledgeable and interested parties, and by refining required to complete the process, as well as by the ancil-
original alternatives in light of this feedback -in short, by lary resources -for example, the services of consulting
learning. Open communication is essential to the learning firns and investment banking firms-that may be required
process. This should include the communication of sensi- to complete discrete project elements.
tive market and financial information among railway man- The top down restructuring process typically includes
agement, potential investors, and other stakeholders. Me- three phases: ( 1) a political agreement phase; (2) a plan-
diaring, validating, and facilitating this flow of information ning phase; and (3 ) an implementation phase-possibly
is an essential value-added function of the intermediary leading to a transaction. These distinct phases are logically

The restructuring process itself is finite. It has a begin- sequential. However, discrete value-adding work elements
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within each phase may overlap. A major challenge in man- This type of leadership involves the creation of orga-
aging the restructuring process is to define and to organize nizational cultures that are open and that make full
these discrete work elements in ways that will facilitate use of the skills and experience of team members.
overall project completion. The creation of a pro-change culture is made more

Effective management of the learning process can sig- difficult for the process leader by the fact that the
nificantly reduce cyde time. For example, management work of railway restructuring takes place in an envi-
may organize discrete work elements so that they are per- ronment characterized by uncertainty and profes-
formed in parallel rather than in end-to-end sequence. Man- sional risk. By virtue of their own dedication to the
agement may delegate discrete value-added work units to restructuring process and their articulation of achiev-
task forces made up of personnel with multi-functional skills able expectations, leaders can evoke commitment
and with effective network relations to key outside con- from their teams. Leaders of effective restructuring
stituent groups. Management may also facilitate an open efforts are typically visionaries who realize their vi-
exchange of views and flow of information among task sions with and through the organizations that they
forces involved in different value-added tasks and may pe- create and empower. Effective leaders rise above
riodically redesign task forces in response to a shifting details to focus on the long vision and on the overall
agenda. Under the best of circumstances the process itself work process.
is adaptable and flexible. It should be designed for rapid Recognizing theimportanceofcross-functionaltaskforces
learning and for the immediate application of new infor- Most of the work associated with restructuring is
mation. performed by task forces which are organized and

The railway restructuring process is highly technical and reorganized around the changing work requirements
calls for a diverse skill mix. It requires expert determina- of restructuring. Task forces should work backward
tions concerning the operational viability and the financial from the desired result and concentrate their efforts
value of alternative railway organizational forms. For ex- on realizing the modular components of a compre-
ample, the organizational redesigning of an enterprise re- hensive plan. Task forces are particularly effective in
lies heavily on professional judgment, as well as on finan- railway restructuring because they allow multiple
cial simulation and operations modeling techniques. Test- skills to be applied directly to problems and issues
ing the market for new price/service packages and project- that may have no precedent and that are often poorly
ing future revenue levels require sound judgment as well defined. Within task forces individuals can apply
as adequate skills. In addition, the restructuring process their skills in an environment that has little hierarchi-
typically requires negotiating skills to translate potential cal structure and that thus allows for free form
enterprise value into realized value, and communications discussion and effective cross-disciplinary exchanges.
and political skills to effectively garner support and public It should be borne in mind, however, that task force
approval at key points. Overall, process management, which members are collectively responsible for solutions,
is the keystone skill, entails the integration of all these mul- not for simply providing their unique functional
tiple functions and perspectives. point of view. Cross-functional task forces thus pro-

Significantly, the processes involved in railway restruc- vide the best kind of reality testing for key restructur-
turing are at least partially visible to the public. Delibera- ing concepts.
tions are generally conducted in the public domain and Benchmarking comparable rail operations. The con-
are subject at key points in the decisionmaking process to cept, or vision, that leaders initially define in outline
public review and comment. All of the key decisions in- and that task forces elaborate in considerable detail
volve some form of mediation among multiple, frequently emerges from "benchmarking": from setting restruc-
conflicting, interests and require mechanisms for receiv- turing "stretch" goals against current operations and
ing diverse views and then reconciling them. It is impor- finances. Benchrnarking isolates specific areas of
tant to comprehend the views and interests of potential railway performance and compares them with "best
investors clearly and to design these views into the final practices" used by other railways of similar scale and
plan. service mix. Benchmarking creates the tension and

Management methods that appear to apply with equally calibrates the expectations and improvements that
good effect across the case studies include the following. are the driving power behind the restructuring pro-

cess.
Encouraginga participativeculture. Participative lead- Defining discrete restructuring work elements. Signifi-
ership appears to work best in railway restructuring. candy, benchrmarking also provides the context for
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disaggregating the overall restructuring project into
discrete tasks, each of which can be assigned to a task
force. The project leader's responsibility is to disag-
gregate the restructuring "problem," to give each task Plan
force clear direction regarding expected results, and
then to give each task force the discretion to find
workable solutions.
Developing and refning a conceptual model of railway
asset value. Implicit in the entire restructuring effort
is a conceptual model of the value of the railway that A:t
is being restructured. This model provides the com-
mon intellectual foundation on which all task force
efforts are based. As the restructuring progresses, the
cause and effect relationships between organiza-
tional redesign and asset redeployment on one hand,
and railway going concern value on the other, are \
tested and become more explicit. An important as-
pect of the restructuring process is to elaborate this
model so that relationships between specific restruc- some of the uncertainty associated with its imple
turing actions and consequent increases or decreases mentation. These methods also provide a context
in railway asset value become dear and certain. This and help develop a framework for a process for which
represents the most important institutional learning there is little precedent in most countries.
aspect of the entire restructuring process. Reality testing new ideas. Another method shared by
T Testing and continually refiningpreliminary restructur- several of the cases involves the use of outside advis-
ing results. It is necessary to retarget and continuously ers and/or consultants who have no self-interest in
refine restructuring activities to ensure the positive the outcome but who, by virtue of their experience,
effect of these activities. This retargeting and refine- can provide a valuable sounding board for ideas and
ment also serves as a process quality control mecha- a low-risk litmus test for new policies.
nism. The most effective learning takes place in a
"real time" environment in which task forces deal 4. Cycle Times and Resource Requirements
with concrete issues. An iterative learfing cyde, the 'ime is the most valuable resource managed by restructur-
"Plan-Do-Check-Act" cycle,' is a simple example of ing intermediaries. As was noted above, the restructuring
the kind of iterative review and reassessment of process itself entails multiple value-adding activities, all of
restructuring work that is essential to its success (see which require coordination and active management over a
Figure 4.1). As has been stated above, feedback on complete project life cycle. Typically, during the process
preliminary restructuring plans should include the cycle, the railway being restructured continues to generate
views of shippers and passengers, who will ultimately accounting losses and negative funds flows. Shorter cycle
determine the value of the reorganized railway. times require fewer subsidies and produce collateral eco-

* Identifying multiple restructuring alternatives. The re- nomic benefits more quickly - benefits associated with a
structuring process should involve, to some degree, more market-responsive provision of transport services.
the development of parallel options. By identifying Hence, minimizing cyde time should result in substantial
and assessing the implications of multiple restructur- social gains.
ing altematives the project team creates fallback Figure 4.2 presents a typical railway restructuring project
positions and options that save time and resources cycle. It should be noted that, as the restructuring process
should the premier option prove infeasible. Multiple progresses, the extemal funding requirements of the rail-
option or multiple scenario development can also way typically diminish and eventually the enterprise begins
point out the relative strengths and weaknesses of the to generate positive internal funds flows, which are avail-
premier optioh and can thus contribute to resolving able to its stakeholders in the form of repayment for in-

vested capital, taxes, and/or dividends.
The effectiveness with which the restructuring process

'As described by Derning. is managed can be measured on the basis of the three pa-
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Figure 4.2 - Process Cycle
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rameters: (1) the cycle time; (2) the net funds flow; and structuring process. In other words, the greater the re-
(3) the resources committed to implement the reform pro- sources committed to the process are, the longer the cycle
cess. The case studies in this report suggest that the top time appears to be. This correlation might indicate that
down restructuring and privatization of a railway has re- more severe problems require more resources and a longer
quired from 5 to 12 years to complete. Figure 4.3 reviews time to correct and that process efficiency declines as more
the experience of the railways in the case studies. resources are committed. As is discussed in the previous

One finding of the study is that, since railway restruc- section, restructuring is an institutional learning process.
turing is inherently complex, the turnaround time frame is Larger organizations with more bureaucratic structures
inherently quite lengthy. Successful efforts to turn failing learn more slowly than smaller, flatter organizations with
railways around can require time frames in the order of 7 less formal structures. A second possible interpretation of
to 12 years. Other studies have suggested that a symmetry the positive correlation is that the restructuring process may
may exist in railway financial decline and turnaround - reach an early diminishing return with the size of the inter-
that the time frame for railway financial failure is as long as mediary organization involved in the restructuring.
that for railway renaissance.2According to research in North The cyde time for bottom up restructuring varies with
America on the financial performance of railways, railway the complexity of the regulatory regime within which the
bankruptcies and/or forced liquidations appear to be pre- process takes place. The cyde time for bottom up restruc-
dictable 7 to 10 years in advance. This finding suggests turing tends to be shorter than that for top down restruc-
that restructuring time, from initiation to completion, may turing when downsizing guidelines constrain the time al-
be reduced for railways whose reform is begun before fi- lowed for regulatory deliberation, as they do in the United
nancial and operational deterioration has reached the cri- States. In other instances, bottom up restructuring can be
sis stage. a lengthy process. In Canada, for example, government

Another significant finding is that the cyde time is posi- regulation and labor laws have impeded the process. In
tively correlated with the resources committed to the re- general, when fewer restrictive regulatory requirements are

imposed on private sector railways, the result is lower trans-

2
KY Eric Wolfe, "The Dovinside Risk: An Analysis of Local and action costs and more efficient and more frequent restruc-

Regional Railroad Service Failures,' Association of American turing of railway assets.
Railroads, Journal ofthe Transportation Reserach Forum, Vol. 29, Among the case studies in this report, the restructuring
No. 1, 1988, p. 124. process was shortest for the Swedish and Argentine rail-
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ways. For Sweden, the initial reorganization took five years seasoning of the new corporate structure) before owner-
complete. However, the process was less complex than that ship interests were transferred to the private sector. In these
of other rail restructurings since it did not lead to a change examples government assumed most of the risk associated
in ownership. In the case of Argentina the process required with the reorganization before relinquishing control to the
six years but again failed to lead to an irrevocable transfer private sector. In both cases cycle times were correspond-
of ownership rights. Instead, it resulted in concessioning ingly longer.
contracts between private sector operators and the gov-
ernment, the terms of which continue to be renegotiated 5. A Conceptual Model of Top Down
and partially modified in the light of ongoing operating Restructuring
experience. In these two examples, speed in the restruc- The essence of restructuring is institutionalized learning.
turing process reflected in part political and econornic exi- Institutional learning is the primary process through which
gencies and in part the revocable nature of the end result, innovation occurs. It involves the transformation of indi-
which requires ongoing institutional maintenance and re- vidual insights into shared knowledge that the organiza-
negotiation. tion can use to achieve its objectives. In the case of railway

At the other end of the spectrum are the experiences of restructuring, institutional learning leads to shared knowl-
New Zealand and Japan. The restructuring of New Zealand edge about the competitive economics of the carrier, the
Railways involved several distinct phases of reform and structure and dynamic evolution of the market in which
stretched over more than 11 years. Restructuring resulted the carrier operates, and the means that the carrier can use
ultimately in the sale of the carrier to a strategic investor in to achieve a sustainable competitive advantage vis-a-vis
a contestable, competitive process. In the case of Japan, competitors that is based on lower cost operations and/or
restructuring was followed by privatization in the form of superior service quality.
a public offering of shares in the several regional railways As was discussed in the previous chapter, the interme-
that emerged fromJapan National Railway. Both of these diating agency typically leads in developing the ways in
examples entailed a completed restructuring process (that which both the value of the railway and its competitive
is, the refocusing of the carrier's strategy, the zero-based advantage can be enhanced. The intermediary agency also
reorganization of assets, debts, and work forces, and the leads in transforming these insights into effective business
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actions that realize the carriers full potential value in the During the restructuring cycle, only a small portion of to-
form of enhanced prices - the best circumstances for own- tal resources and total time is comrnmitted to value-adding
ership rights. However, other participants are important as activities. By improving the targeting and planning of task
well. These include the management of the railway itself, force efforts, institutional learning can reduce the cycle time
the minister of transportation or the equivalent official, and also improve the efficiency with which resources are
the parliament or equivalent lawmaking body, labor union used.
leaders, and potential buyers. Third parties such as invest- Figures 4.4 to 4.6 show, schematically, representative
ment bankers and management consultants also phase in value-adding activities that might be expected under each
and out of the process. phase of the restructuring cycle. The figures also show in-

A defining aspect of the restructuring and privatization teractions among the participants in each value-adding step.
process is this diversity of interests. An effectively man- The following discussion of the process cycle for top down
aged restructuring process must reach the entire commu- restructuring corresponds to the schematic.
nity of interested parties through various institutional ar-
rangements - for example, public hearings, informal brief- PoLmcAL AGBEMENT PHASE Most top down restructur-
ings, one-on-one informnation exchanges, negotiations, and ing efforts are motivated by a major fiscal and/or political
joint problem-solving sessions. At various points in the pro- crisis. They are driven by the public perception that the
cess any member of this community may assume leader- status quo is so unsatisfactory that profound change is
ship. However, the intermediary agency should continue needed. The instrument through which this public con-
to set the agenda and provide continuity in the process. cern is transformed into action is a statutory authority or a

When the restructuring process is most effective it is legislated mandate for restructuring. Hence, the first phase
characterized by experimentation and continuous feedback of the restructuring involves the development of political
from the community of interested parties. One particu- agreement. This phase can be represented by the follow-
larly effective way to stimulate change in the way the rail- ing six activities.
way conducts its business and to evoke new thinking about
its organizational design is by developing alternative sce- Acknowledging the crsiv. The first step in the restruc-
narios. Feedback from the community tests the practical- turing process may follow upon more than one false
ity of alternative restructuring plans and can serve as the start. As the Japanese, Swedish, and Argentina case
basis for the resolution of political and technical uncer- studies demonstrate, the idea of railway reform can
tainties. be taken up more than once before the necessary

The ultimate challenge is not simply to reorganize rail authority and the commitment to radical change are
operations in ways that match customer needs, but to re- vested in an independent agent outside the railway.
organize operations and assets so that market needs will The process cycle begins with the acknowledgment
be met well into the future. Hence, the learning process that a fiscal or economic crisis is sufficiently grave to
that underlies restructuring must anticipate future needs, warrant fundamental change in the country's ap-
future competitive responses, and future capital require- proach to providing railway service. In this step,
ments and must build into the restructuring the capacity political leaders within the ruling party or within the
to continuously respond - in essence, to extend the com- parliament acknowledge the crisis and champion a
petitive "shelf life" of the solution that is eventually imple- radical solution.
mented. Building support for radical solutions. The next step

In this environment, few if any precedents exist for the involves building political agreement around specific
type of work that needs to be completed. Hence a "going responses to the crisis. At this point political leaders
in" model of the process is helpful in defining that work may offer one or more concepts ofrailway reform and
and, even more important, in explaining the general na- then build a consensus behind one concept to be
ture of the work. carried out. Typically, the debate which follows deals

As was noted above, the restructuring process involves with the consequences of the proposed reform for
three phases - political agreement, planning, and imple- labor force reduction and cost recovery from users. It
mentation. Each of these phases can be divided into a num- also deals with the issue of whether restructuring
ber of discrete value-adding activities. Activities that en- should precede privatization or vice versa. Political
hance the value of rail assets are value adding. All other leaders translate the agreement that emerges from
activities undertaken in the course of the restructuring cycle this policy debate into enabling legislation. Hereaf-
are non-value adding and nonessential to the outcome. ter, this legislation serves as the source of political
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Figure 4.5 - Planning Phase
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legitimacy for all of the restructuring processes that erally determine the "boundary conditions" within
follow. which the intermediary agency will work. These con-

• Clarifyingthefuturerailmission. Issuesconcerningthe ditions address such issues as the following:
future mission of the state-owned railway require
more technical clarification than can emerge from a * The implementing agency's role in planning and
public debate. Part of this clarification involves iden- implementing railway restructuring
tifying railway markets that can be profitably ex- - The role of the railway vis-a-vis the implementing
panded or totally elimninated. Part of the additional agency
clarification involves determining what public re- * The role of other branches of govenmuent
sources can be made available to continue to subsi- * The degree of foreign participation in the process
dize those uneconomic services that are determined and in subsequent rail ownership
to be socially desirable. In adopting a service policy * The degree of post-reform government control
that determines generically the categories of service and regulation
that the carrier will offer on a full cost recovery basis, * The degree of residual social service commit-
as well as the categories of service for which the ments
carrier will be subsidized, lawmaking bodies fre- * Budget constraints affecting rail subsidies during
quently encounter technical issues beyond their ex- the transition and intermediary agency overhead.
pertise; such issues are generally delegated to special
committees or interagency task forces. The work of PLANNINGm PHASE The restructuzring process relies heavily
these adhoc groups frequentlybecomesthe architec- on planning. Planning is the language through which the
tural blueprint that subsequent planning efforts take intermediary agency communicates with railway manage-
as a point of departure. ment and with the public. Accordingly, planning is the le-

• Recalibrating national transportation policy. Radical verage point for redirecting resources within the railway
reform affects not only the rail sector and its users, and the primary management control for monitoring im-
but other modes of transportation as well. In this provement in operating performance. Planning is also the
step, senior goverrment officials identify aspects of means by which the intermediary agency establishes a dia-
the national transport policy that may require revi- logue with the community of interested parties, including
sion or reconsideration in the light of emerging rail- the private sector investors. The documented results of the
way restructuring plans. The result of this action is planning process provide the basis on which these inves-
typically an agenda of collateral policy reform and tors begin their own assessment of the value of the railway.
targeted amendments to the legal and institutional The planning phase can be broken down into the follow-
framework within which all modes compete. As the ing nine value-adding activities.
case studies on Sweden, New Zealand, and Japan
demonstrate, the issues of intermodal competitive * Benchmarking and undertaking comparative analysis.
equity directly affect and are closelylinked to railway Planning activities begin with the establishment of
reform.. achievable, normative standards for service and fi-

* Setting a timetable for reform and empowering the nancial performance. The answer to the basic ques-
intermediary agency. The work of restructuring is tion, "What levels of performance can reasonably be
usually entrusted to a specific intermediary agency, expected?" comes from analyzing the actual perfor-
which is accountable for the results. Railway restruc- mance of other railways with comparable market
turing will typically fill all of the time that is allocated characteristics. Benchmarking is an effective way to
for its completion. Therefore, it is prudent to outline calibrate future expectations of improved perfor-
expectations and to set a timetable for the intermedi- mance and a good way to compare on a point-by-
ary agency before it begins its planning and imple- point basis the operating practices, organizational
mentation efforts. The lawmaking body, in the initial structures, and management methods of the railway
enabling legislation, or else the executive branch, by being restructured with those of railways that gener-
decree or directive, will usually define the mission of ate a greater service output with a smaller labor,
the intermediary agency and will include a timetable capital, and energy input. This work is typically per-
for the completion of its activities. formed by an independent consultant or by the staff

* Resolving key boundary issues. Before the implemen- of the intermediary agency.
tation phase begins, senior government officials gen- Developing a business plan. The business plan serves
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multiple uses. It is the definitive statement of the rail tions may effectively prohibit a needed redefinition
carrier's business strategy and of the intermediary of job dassifications and the productive consolida-
agency's expectations for the carrier's tumaround. tion of work among fewer employees. The rights of
The business plan is also a working document in workers to job protection and/or severance payments
which strategic refinements are tested and worked may substantially reduce the interest of the private
through. The plan is revised numerous times during sector in direct investment. Similar issues involving
the planning phase. In its final form the business plan the clarification of owner liability for unfunded pen-
is also a contract between the rail carrier's custodial sion benefits and environmental cleanup generally
management and the government. It articulates an require new legislation. In this area the intermediary
agreed upon strategy that enables functional manag- agency will typically take the lead in defining the
ers to understand the context and background for collateral legislation that the legislature needs to
their performance requirements. The business plan consider to complete the restructuring process.
also serves as a vehicle for soliciting interest from Developing or revising the rail regulatoryframework. A
potential investors and as a representation of value to change in ownership requires a redefinition of public
potential private purchasers. It should be borne in and private sector roles. The specification of the
mind that the development of the plan and its itera- rights and obligations of new private sector rail opera-
tive refinement are more important in the institu- tors may require statutory revision. Issues of rel-
tional learningprocess thanis the substantive content evance in this arena include: the contract status of
of the plan itself. In this regard, the benefit comes trackage use rights, accounting and reporting re-
from explicitly considering alternative ways of oper- quirements, rate regulation, competitive awards of
ating and managing the railway. The discipline of operating franchises, safety and environmental regu-
iintegrating operating, capital investment, marketing, lations, and line abandonment. Even incircumstances
pricing, and sales strategies into a single set of finan- in which the control of rail operations remains in the
cial projections provides valuable insight into the hands of state-owned railways it may be desirable to
constraints and limitations on productive resource have new legislation that separates regulatory and
use. Developing the plan involves performing nu- operating roles for the government in the sector and
merous controlled business experiments. establishes new arm's length regulatory compliance

• Performing feasibility studies. If the business plan mechanisms between government-sponsored opera-
provides the big picture, a series of microanalyses is tions and regulatory overseers. The intermediary
equally important to attacking more tactical prob- agency usually takes the lead in the justification and
lems and equally essential to turning the railway development of this new legislation.
around. Microanalyses keep the railway focused on Redefining legal form and organizational structure. In
areas of highest investment payoff and of greatest railway restructuring, a general design principle is
profit and loss leverage with regard to operating that function follows form. How a railway is orga-
policies. The intermediary agency, sometimes with nized directly affects the railway's work and conse-
the help of outside consultants, usually performs a quently its ability to compete with other modes. At
zero-based business policy review of the following some point in the restructuring process it is appropri-
matters: overhead expenses; divestment value of ate to reorganize the railway into a market-focused
surplus property; sufficiency and physical condition company or companies, each with profit and loss
of equipment; new versus rehabilitated rolling stock; responsibility and with fill management accountabil-
opportunities for terminal rationalization; opportu- ity for financial results. The intermediary agency will
nities for maintenance facility rationalization; cus- normally take the lead in prompting the reorganiza-
tomer credit policy; cash management methods and tion. However, the railway's own management must
working capital needs; loss and damage; and hidden buy into the reorganization and ultimately take own-
environmental cleanup liabilities. ership of whatever market-focused reorganization

* Developing or revising the existing legalfframeworks. A emerges from the process - a process that fre-
number of critical legal issues surface that materially quently involves the joint efforts of the intermediary
affect the financial value and possibly the economic and the railway .
viability of the railway. Once analyzed, these issues Revaluing assets. State-owned railways typically do
may recommend statutory relief. For example, the not maintain balance sheets or even inventories of
existing statutory basis for labor-management rela- assets that can be useful in determining the liqui-
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dated value of the company, and these are important that the most important aspects of organizational change
in determining the appropriate disposition strategy are the least tangible ones - improved service quality,
for assets under the railway's control. At some point improved profitability, and a refocused culture. The out-
in the restructuring process, the railway's manage- puts of the change process begin to manifest themselves in
ment, possibly with the help of an outside manage- the implementation phase. With the previous two phases
ment consulting firm or auditing firm, will restate the as a foundation, the implementation phase should produce
value of the assets on the basis of their alternative use a minimum of resistance. This phase can be divided into
and will recreate the carrier's balance sheet on this seven value-adding activities.
basis. The intermediary agency generally oversees
this activity and serves as an independent authority in Staffing the intermediary agency. Since the intermedi-
certifying the validity of the results. ary agency drives the process of reorganization, highly

* Creating or redefining a workable capital structure. A committed, motivated, and skilled personnel are
sound principle for restructuring a railway that will essential to success. As has been noted, the size of the
operate autonomously is to forget the sins of the past staff is less important than its quality. Indeed, smaller
and design into the new enterprise only as much debt staffs appear to be more productive and to accelerate
as the company can comfortably service. Another the kind of institutional learning that is essential to
such principle is to build a financial firewall between efficient restructuring. The director of the intermedi-
the railway and the government so that the liabilities ary agency is responsible for recruiting and selecting
of both parties are clearly defined at closing and no the personnel for the unit.
opportunity remains for subsequent soft lending. As Reorganizing the rail management team. Several of the
part of this process the government may be obliged to case studies make the point that restructuring can be
assume a large part of the carrier's debt burden implemented successfullyonlywhen both the railway
before the restructuring is complete. Any residual management team and the intermediary agency are
debt of the carrier which the government continues pulling in the same direction and share a commit-
to carry should be fully collateralized and formalized ment to change. It follows that managers who are not
in a debt instrument that the government can sell into part of the solution automatically become part of the
the capital markets. The intermediary agency, as- problem. The reorganization process begins with the
sistedbythe railway's management and frequentlyby recruitment of a management team with balanced
the minister of finance, will complete this task. skills that are well matched with the work to be done,

* Designing market mechanismsforprivate sector convey- a compatible style, and a strong commitment to
ance. If the restructuring is to be followed by change. Recruiting the CEO may be the responsibil-
privatization, a mechanism should be developed for ity of the new railway board or the implementation
selling equity in the railway. Various options exist for agency or both.
distributing equity interests, ranging from a public Adjusting rates to reflect the value of the services offered.
offering of stock to the sale of the entire railway as a The easiest and most effective way to improve overall
going concern to a strategic investor. Different capi- financial performance is to price transport services on
tal distribution mechanisms achieve different public the basis of their value to the passenger or shipper.
sector objectives, as is seen in the case studies in this Value-based pricing implies understanding customer
report. The final step in the planning phase involves needs, segmenting customers into groups with dis-
adopting a specific mechanism for distributing own- tinct needs, and understanding the pricing strategy of
ership interests. The process should always be open competitors. Railways that strengthen their market-
and contestable, and the outcome should be pro- ing and pricing capabilities early in the restructuring
competitive. Here the intermediary agent will take process avoid some of the sharp work force reduc-
the lead and will normally be assisted by an invest- tions later in the process. The new railway manage-
ment banking company with experience in ment team assumes full responsibility for re-engaging
privatization. the market.

Redesigning the product. The next action follows logi-
LIMPLEMENTAnON PHAsE - The end result of the railway re- caLy from the previous one. Early in the restructuring
structuring process is change. The most visible signs of process the railway's management should begin to
change are shifting organizational structures and new man- act on the principle that they are no longer in the
agement personnel. It should be borne in mind, however, railway business but in the customer satisfaction
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business. The implications of this shift in emphasis For work force restucturing:
are profound. For example, the railway is expected to
understand the logistics problems that its customers * Simplify colective employment contracts
confront and is therefore caled upon to marshal the * Size the work force to the work load
resources to address these problems. These implica- * Simplifythework and substituteinformationtech-
tions lead directly to the design, development, and nology for derical input
launching of new services that are better matched to * Promote multi-skilling
customer needs. * Consolidate depots and shops

* Divesting non-core assets. Almost every railway in- Develop performance appraisal systems
cludes in its portfolio of assets some assets that are * Base salaries on performance appraisal
not essential to the carrier's core business. The most * Redefine basis of pay on the basis of productivity.
obvious surplus assets are real estate and use of the
right of way for fiber optics networks. The separation 6. A Model of Bottom Up Restructuring
of core and non-core assets generaly precedes the Bottom up restructuring is initiated by the private sector.
restructuring of the railway's core business. The It involves a transaction between private interests. How-
intermediary agent usually takes the lead in identify- ever, the transaction that emerges from private sector ne-
ing surplus assets, in negotiating their release and goriations typicaly requires review and approval by public
their valuation, and in carrying out their sale. sector regulators before it can take legal effect. For ex-

* Renegotiating and codifying property use and service ample, the governments of Canada and the United States
arrangements. In order to separate the functional have reserved for themselves the right to approve the sale,
components of the railway, formal contractual agree- transfer, combination, merger, and abandonment of rail
ments need to replace the informal agreements that assets. These unique control rights derive from the public
existed when the railway was a single enterprise. In responsibility that a rail carrier assumes as a condition for
fact, all of the processes for sourcing services and/or its license to operate, as a common carrier, in the public
materials which formerly involved intermural provid- interest.
ers require re-engineering and the deployment of Like top down restructuring, bottom up restructuring can
competitive procurement processes. In addition, be divided into three phases, in this case a planning phase, a
negotiations need to be completed to contract for regulatory approval phase, and an implementation phase.
use, to lease back, or to concession assets that the The first and last phases take place between private buyers
state will continue to own exclusively. These may and sellers of rail assets. Only the second phase is con-
include assets for which it is difficult to determine a ducted in a public forum where evidence and arguments
market value, such as stations, terminals, parallel are presented before regulatory bodies that determine
undeveloped rights of way, track, and structures. whether the proposed transaction is in the public interest.
Negotiations over these arrangements usually take The criteria are usualy based on the pro-competitive or
place between the intermediaryagent and the railway's anti-competitive consequences of the proposed asset trans-
management. fer.

* Implementingprofitability improvements. The new rail- Planning and implementing a private sector rail reorga-
way management will need to take some combina- nization is similar to planning and implementing a public
tion of the following initiatives: sector rail reorganization. Both involve learning processes

and concern themselves with creating value through the
For operational restructuring: reorganization of assets. Typically, in bottom up restructur-

ing the rail assets involved have different values to buyers
* Increase train size and to sellers and their simple transfer is the source of value
* Reduce crew sizes and consolidate crew districts increase. Much of the planning in bottom up restructuring
* Close low-traffic branch lines involves the identification of synergies between the exist-
* Increase the cargo hauling capacityof rolling stock ing asset base of the restructuring or merging railway and
* Add specialized equipment to the fleet its new assets. Much of the implementation process in-
* Reduce the number of stations volves management actions designed to realize potential
* Size locomotive power to work load synergies after the transaction has closed.
* Rationalize terminal crews The planning and implementing phases of top down re-
* Implement a quality improvement process structuring primarily begin with an in-depth understand-
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ing of the economics of rail asset use from the point of their negotiations. The regulatory commission may,
view of both buyers and sellers. Negotiating the most ad- depending on the circumstances, establish condi-
vantageous division of that increased value or synergy fol- tions for the transaction, the closing date, and other
lows from this understanding. Typically, top down rail re- sale terms.
structuring is a positive sum game in which both buyer and * Submission of the application. The timing of subse-
seller realize net benefits as a result of the transaction. One quent events depends on applicable statutory provi-
role of the regulatory bodies that review and approve these sions, which affect the sequence and timing of
transactions is to adjust the terms of the transaction, so submissions, responses, hearings, and final decisions.
that the interests of third parties are protected as well.. The kind of application which is submitted will be

Frequently, it is the regulatory review and approval phase determined not only by the type of transaction but
of bottom up rail restructuring that paces the entire pro- also by the position of the parties. For example, the
cess and that both determines process cycle time and in- form of the application may depend on: (1) whether
creases transaction costs. Typical activities in the regula- the buyer is a rail carrier at the time of purchase, (2)
tory review process are listed below and are shown in Fig- whether the sale is negotiated or forced, and (3)
ure 4.7. whether the selling carrier (or government) is in

bankruptcy. The application will typically explain the
* Preliminary submission. The degree of regional or transaction that the parties propose to execute and

national transportation market significance typically the anticipated impact of the proposed transaction
plays a role in determining applicable procedural on labor, shippers, and other carriers, as well as ways
standards. If the proposed transaction will signifi- in which the parties propose to ameliorate any ad-
cantlyincrease competition, it is likely tobe subject to verse impacts on these parties. Notice of the applica-
less detailed application requirements than if it de- tion will be published and other interested parties
creases competition by removing one or more partici- invited to submit evidence concerning the effects of
pants from the market. Atypical application is initiated the proposed transaction.
by filing with the regulatory commission a petition Formal submission of evidence. The submission of
that describes the line/railway to be purchased, the evidence typically proceeds in several rounds and
details of the offer (including the offering price, if imposes requirements on both parties to the transac-
established), and evidence of its public interest con- tion and on third parties that may be adversely
sequences and the "financial responsibilities" of the affected by the transaction. In particular, evidence
parties. The commission may approve, modify, con- concerning the impact of the transaction on labor,
dition, or reject any application, with or without a shippers, and affected communities is likely to be
hearing. If the regulatory commission deterrnines submitted. Other public interest criteria include ser-
that the applicant is financially responsible and the vice and safety standards, environmental protection,
offer sound, the parties will be directed to complete and rate increases. The transaction may only be

Figure 4.7 - Regulatory Approval Process
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authorized if the regulation commission finds that rect competitive deficiencies, and in which innovation in
the present or future "public convenience and neces- restructured enterprise design are rewarded with actual
sity" (PCN) justifies it. Regulat ory agencies may market trials.
grant a certificate of PCN prior to the transfer of rail * Developing an understanding of the factors that directly
assets or the commencement of rail service by a new affect competitive advantage and, consequently, the value of
entity. Major issues affecting the buyer include the the railway as a viable business. Over the course of the
degree of labor protection imposed by the regulator project, it is important to develop and continuously refine
and whether a transfer of assets will result in adverse a conceptual model of the "value" of the railway that is
operating conditions and consequently in increased both simple to communicate and directly relevant to shap-
cost. Major issues concerning shippers and passen- ing the restructured enterprise. It is also important to con-
gers include future levels of service and traffic and tinuously track market, financial, competitive, and operat-
evidence concerning the impact on competition and ing information that is relevant to this model. All policy
trade. User interests may support those of the buyer, options and environmental developments should be as-
if, for example, the transaction involves a sale that sessed in terms of their effect on "modeled" enterprise
results in a "major market extension," or "an end-to- value. On the basis of this model a comrnmon paradigm
end extension of buyer's routes and services." Other should be created for communicating with all interested
interested parties have the opportunity to respond to parties. Typically, the factors that are the basis of real value
the evidence submitted and to supply additional assessment are also the factors that directly affect the in-
evidence of their own. terest of potential buyers.
Formal beanng and final deciszon. The parties to the * Creating multiple restructuring alternatives. It is irn-
transaction have an opportunity to argue in a quasi- portant to create and test the feasibility of several restruc-
judicial proceeding in support of their positions and turing alternatives and thus to create negotiating flexibility
to rebut the arguments of those who oppose them. and confidence by designing second best alternatives. An
The hearing must conform to applicable legal codes array of feasible options or scenarios provides perspective
and must be consistent with underlying regulatory on the distinct merits of the premier option and also gen-
principles. The regulatory commission will weigh the erates confidence that the correct option has, in fact, been
interests of persons served by the railway against the chosen. If unexpected contingencies arise, second best al-
interests of the parties involved inthe transaction. The ternatives can be quickdy activated.
regulators will consider whether the transaction is -Allowing taskforces and work groups to make concrete
likely to cause a lessening of competition, the creation policy recommendations and accepting these recommendations
of a monopoly, or a restraint of trade, and whether the with only slight refinement unless some grave error is evident.
anti-competitive effects outweigh the public interest. The expectations set for each task force should be clearly
The final determination may involve conditions im- defined at the outset of the project and the relationship
posed by the regulator that are designed to ameliorate between the work of individual task forces carefully mapped
some of the impacts found in the proceeding. out and monitored. All task force team members should

be actively involved in decisionmaking. Responsibility for
7. Best Methods detailed decisions should be distributed among task forces,
The following "best management methods" and procedures and task forces should be made responsible for develop-
appear to facilitate institutional learning, reduce restruc- ing and defining specific plans.
turing cycle time, and improve the design of railway re- Continuously refining and improving each process ele-
structuring solutions. ment and integrating the entire process. Iterative process re-

finement appears to work best in sharpening and refining
Managing the work process and not the work product. restructuring solutions. It is particularly valuable when re-

The work of restructuring/privatization should be managed structuring involves dividing the railway into sets of assets
systematically. It can be organized, for example, into dis- that require parallel processing and whose restructuring
crete work elements, with work elements subsequently allows for iterative process refinement. Each time the cycle
being assigned to multi-functional task forces. A participa- is completed, past decisions and directions should be re-
tory environment-should be created in which institutional viewed: to assure thematic integrity; to identify any mis-
learning can take place, in which the experience of task matches between past and current decisions; to attempt to
force members is fully used, in which restructuring solu- fill in missing information; and to test and confirm tactics
tions can be appropriately designed to permanently cor- on the basis of best current information. a
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CHAPTER FIVE
JAPAN NAnONAL RAILWAY CASE STUDY

SUMMARY the Japanese reform process. The restructuring and subse-
quent privatization of JNR was unique in several ways:

1. Introduction
The case of Japan National Railway (JNR) dearly demon- * In the sheer size of the original enterprise. In 1986
strates that a large state-owned railway can complete the JNRemployed224,000workers andgenerated oper-
transition from public ownership to private ownership suc- ating revenues of $31.1 billion.
cessfully. At the end of this transition it can compete suc- * In the high degree of asset maintenance and the
cessfully for passengers, for freight, and for capital. The advanced level of technology. For example, at the
transformation of JNR was neither easy nor smooth. In- time of restructuring JNR was operating over 420
deed, several unsuccessful efforts to reform the enterprise Shinkansen trains (Bullet Trains) per day. Of these
preceded the reform effort that was successfully carried daily trains, over 260 per day were for the Tokaido
out in 1987. Moreover, the final restructuring was conceived line (betweenTokyo and Fukuoka in KyushuIsland),
and executed in a crisis environment, at a time when JNR's with the fastest speed at 260 km per hour.
debt burden exceeded $300 billion' and the financial drain * In the enormous scale of the liabilities that it had
of covering the mounting debt service exceeded the accumulated prior to its restructuring into seven
government's capabilities. A resolute political conmmitment operating companies. At the time of privatization
at the highest level of the Japanese Government was re- JNR's debt was $227 billion. Together with the debt
quired and the govemrnent needed to face down strong accumulatedbytheJapanRailwayConstructionPub-
opposition from organized labor as well as fromJNR's own lic Corporation (JRCPC) and other liabilities related
management. Nevertheless, the 1987 blueprint for restruc- to JNR, the total debt settled for the JNR restructur-
turing, once it was agreed upon amongJNR's key constitu- ing was determined as $337 billion, of which JRs
encies, proved effective in guiding the privatization pro- owed $42 billion.
cess through numerous unanticipated difficulties. In the speed and orderliness with which the restruc-

The reform process itself- from the recognition that turing was carried out once a plan was adopted.
radical restructuring was needed until the first of the JNR
successor companies was sold to the pubic - took 10 years Many of the lessons learned from the JNR experience
to complete. have relevance to rail reform in other countries and would

Although the flotation of shares in JNR's successor be transferable to other reform contexts. These include
enterprises was not completed at the time of this writing, the following:
the dramatic improvement in financial performance once
restructuring was complete clearly indicates that JNR's Financially troubled railways are difficult to sell "as
transformation has succeeded in improving the labor and is." In the case of JNR, a transition preceded private
capital productivity of the successor railways. Before JNR's ownership: first reorganization, then economic recu-
restructuring the government provided a subsidy of $50 peration, and finally privatization. This multiple step
billion per year to JNR. After restructuring, the JNR suc- process clearly enhanced value when the final trans-
cessor railways provided a net contribution after subsidies fer of ownership was accomplished; however, it also
to the Japanese government of nearly $6 billion per year; entailed the risk that the government might be called
this was in the form of taxes and fees. upon to renew its financial support if one or more of

the JNR successors failed.
2. Lessons Learned from the Experience The use of an independent "settlement corporation"
A number of lessons can be learned from the JNR experi- proved useful in managing the "work out." The
ence. Some of these derive from the unique features of government organized an intermediary to serve as

the government's trustee in managing the orderly
disposition of non-core assets and of outstanding

'Amounts in US$ will be indicated by $. liabilities. The discretion given to this organization



with regard to the timing of asset sales and the ment key decisions remained outside the control of man-
dissolution of liabilities proved effective in balancing agement, induding decisions concerning fares, investment
the multiple objectives that accompany any major planning, and wages. These key parameters directly affected
privatization. the financial performance of the enterprise and were con-

* Out of more than 200,000 workers in 1981, roughly trolled by the Diet and the govemment. Over time, JNR
130,000 leftJNRthrough retirement (or early retire- became highly susceptible to political influence.
ment) in the period prior to restructuring (1981-85). The crisis that resulted in the restructuring of JNR and
In 1986, 53,000 workers left JNR, out of which in its ultimate privatization was slow to develop. The rail-
39,000 were absorbed by the private sector. After the way began to lose market share to competing private rail-
restructuring in 1987 the Settlement Corporation ways and to other modes as early as the late 1950s. Through
absorbed 21,000 redundant workers, 20,000 of which the 1960s and 1970s market erosion continued, while JNR's
had found jobs in the private sector by 1990. Only management grew less successful in curbing operating costs.
1,000workerswerefinallydisrnissedin 1990because In 1964 JNR had its first operating loss, a loss which con-
they had rejected other jobs. Thus the government tinued to increase in subsequent years. By 1985 JNR was
and the settlement corporation worked with the generating losses at the rate of $20 billion annually. The
private sector to 'place" surplus labor. government allowed these deficits to be accumulated and

• Endowments were used in lieu of ongoing operating financed them in the form of deficit bonds, the payment
subsidies. During the restructuring itwas determined for which the government provided the ultimate guaran-
that two of the surviving operating units required an tee. Deficit financing accumulated rapidly on JNR's bal-
ongoing subsidy. The government attempted to mini- ance sheet - to the extent that by 1987 the enterprise
mize these subsidies and to assure independent fi- could no longer generate sufficient cash flow to service its
nancial viability by committing additional assets to more than $300 billion in accumulated debt. Even the
these units in the form of financial securities with government's $5 billion annual subsidy was not sufficient
yields adequate to cover operating deficits. In this to service the debt.
way the managements of the two companies, like the On four separate occasions between 1969 and 1980
managements of the other operating units, were the government attempted to catalyze the internal reorga-
given incentives to manage for maximum profit with nization and economic reform ofJNR. All of these attempts
the assets available to them. were led byJNR's own management and all proved unsuc-

cessful. Finally, in 1981 a high level independent comnmis-
3. The Case Study sion, the Provisional Committee on Administrative Reform,
This case study details the plans and process by means of was appointed by Prime Minister Suzuki to devise the
which theJNR restructuring and ultimate privatization was measures necessary to address the country's fiscal crisis
carried out. without raising taxes. This commission recommended in

Part I provides the history and background of the rail- 1982 that JNRbe restructured and that a second commis-
ways in Japan before privatization, together with the orga- sion be organized to complete the effort. The second com-
nization ofJNR before privatization and the setting in which mission, the Supervisory Committee for JNR Reconstruc-
it operated - in other words, the baseline conditions. tion, began its work in 1983 and after four years of plan-

The reform and restructuring process is detailed in Part ning and consensus building completed it in April 1987,
II, and the performance of JNR since 1987 is covered in when JNR was dissolved as a public corporation and re-
Part m. Part IV points to the lessons gained from the pro- placed with seven joint stock companies - theJRs - each
cess. with a regional or line of business focus.

The privatization of JNR was intended to be multi-
PART I: BASELINE CONDmONS phased. The operating entities that emerged from JNR were

intended to be sold to the public in a series of initial public
1. Brief History offerings (IPOs) after they demonstrated their economic
Prior to World War II the railways in Japan were operated viability and once they fully complied with the listing re-
as part of a government ministry, the Ministry of Railways. quirements of the Tokyo Stock Exchange.
At the end of the war the occupation forces introduced an To date, individual railways among the seven JRs (Ja-
organizational innovation to Japan, the public corporation. pan Railways) have demonstrated significant financial im-
In 1949 JNR was organized as a "public corporation." The provement. An annual cash flow drain of over $5 billion
new structure was intended to provide more autonomy to on the Japanese Treasury was transformed into a net cash
JNR's management. However, despite this new arrange- flow contribution of $3.1 billion in 1991. Significant
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progress has also been made in transferring ownership of tains 11 million, and the Osaka metropolitan area, a fur-
thejRs. In September 1993,62.5 percent ofJR East's stock ther 200 km to the west, contains 18 million. Traditionally,
was offered on the Tokyo Stock Exchange. The remaining JNR had operated the trunk line network which connected
1.5 million unsold shares of JR East, as well as those of JR the major metropolitan areas within Japan. For example,
Central and those of JR West, are not expected to be sold the first Shinkansen (Bullet Train), which went into opera-
off until fiscal year 1995. This case study explains the cir- tion over JNR in 1964, connected the three metropolitan
cumstances underlying that reform and highlights the les- areas via the high speed Tokaido line.
sons learned from it. More than 100 private companies offer local and com-

muter rail services and operate 6,000 km of intra-metro-
2. The Market and Competition politan track which interconnects with the network oper-
Passenger transportation is the primary business of rail- ated by JNR's successors. Many of these private rail com-
ways in Japan. Both commuters and intercity passengers panies built lines in the 1950s and 1960s. Their activities
continue to have a strong preference for rail transport de- had a material effect on the radial geography of suburban
spite an ongoing decline in total share (see Figure 5.1). In development in Japan. During this period, private rail lines
1990 the market share measured in passenger km was 30 frequently served as anchors for real estate and commer-
percent for rail, 65 percent for motor vehicles, and 4 per- cial development projects. Private rail companies subse-
cent for airlines inJapan. The corresponding figure for rail- quently diversified their commercial interests outside the
ways in the United Kingdom was 6 percent, in former West transport sector into activities such as hotel and retail op-
Germany, 6 percent, in France, 9 percent, and in the United erations, as their real estate projects developed.
States, less than 1 percent. The passenger density in Japan Within metropolitan areas, commuter train service re-
was correspondingly high - 36,000 daily passenger km mains the mode of preference for salary workers and stu-
per km - compared with 4,000 to 5,000 for the United dents. Commuter railways, including both private andJNR
Kingdom, France, and former West Germany. The succes- roads, carry more than 35 million passengers daily. In To-
sor companies to JNR operated a 20,000 km intercity net- kyo, for example, 60 percent of all commuter traffic is car-
work. ried via subway and trains and fully 95 percent of salary

This strong passenger preference is partlyexplained by workers commute by train. The result is a sharp dual peak
the urban geography of Japan, which is particularly ame- use during weekdays with 'standing room only" on most
nable to high quality rail transport. The population of Ja- commuter lines.
pan (120 million) is densely concentrated in the 20 per- Railways enjoy much less of a competitive advantage
cent of the nation's land mass that is made up of plains. vis-a-vis other modes in the cargo market (see Figure 5.2).
Fully half of the population lives in the mega-metropolitan In 1990 rails held a 5 percent market share measured in
Pacific coastal plain centered around Tokyo, Nagoya, and ton km, as against 50 percent for highway transport and 45
Osaka. Tokyo alone contains a quarter of the nation's popu- percent for coastal shipping. The market position of rails
lation. The Nagoya urban center, 300 km to the west, con- in Japan's freight market has deteriorated as the nation's

Figure 5.1 - Japan: Passenger Figure 5.2 - Japan: Freight Transportation
Transportation Shares by Mode Shares by Mode
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industrial mix has shifted from semi-finished products with In a highly competitive freight market, JNR Freight has
low value-to-weight ratios to high value finished products. found a defensible niche by exploiting the fact that it is the
Another factor that has accelerated the decline of rail com- only railway freight company with a nationwide network.
petitiveness in cargo handling is the country's geography. This niche can be defined as terminal-to-terminal whole-
Japan is an island economy with a well-developed coastal sale container freight. Central to this effort is an improve-
shipping industry. ment in service, for example, through increased dispatches

The decline in rail competitiveness has principally af- and a greater variety of containers and rail cars. However,
fected JNR, the only intercity operator. Private railways JNR's reliance on a single forwarder, Nittsu, for pickup
dropped out of the cargo business in the early 1980s. Rail- and delivery services as well as for retail marketing, has
ways in Japan had enjoyed a monopoly position in the forced the company to provide deep discounts.
market for surface cargo transportation services until the
1950s, when highway improvements opened the market 3. Organization Prior to Privatization
to effective road transport competition. With more flex- JNR was organized as a public corporation in 1949 under
ible and market-responsive competitors, JNR lost market the Japanese National Railways Law. In its charter JNR's
share rapidly in the 1960s and 1970s. At about the same range of commercial activities was tightly circumscribed so
time, improvements to ports and harbors opened the bulk that the corporation would have minimal adverse impact
commodity market to coastal shipping. A gradual process on the private sector with which it competed. When JNR
of market erosion followed, during which the share of was initially established, government assets held in the
freight handled by rail slipped from 30.8 percent in 1960 govemrnent's Special Account for the Governmental Rail-
to 13.0 percent in 1975, and to only 5.0 percent in 1980. ways were conveyed to the new corporation.

Most of the commerce within Japan takes place among JNR's management reported to a board of directors.
coastal cities and to and from industries located on or near The governor of the board was appointed by the Cabinet
the water. Hence, most bulk commodities are moved by and he in turn appointed other directors with the approval
intercoastal vessels. Most general merchandise freight is of the Minister of Transportation.
handled via highway. In 1991, JNR Freight handled 58 As a public corporationJNR had several distinguishing
million tons or 26.8 billion ton km. This represented less features:
than 1 percent (in terms of tonnage) and less than 5 per-
cent (in terms of ton kmn) of the total freight market. * It was not subject to the same civil and commercial

JNR and JR Freight had shifted from bulk cargo to laws as private companies. For example, its officers
container transport. In 1991 containers represented 70 and employees were public servants. Hence, the
percent of the total freight traffic of JR Freight in terms of unique provisions of Japanese law that apply to
ton-km and 35 percent in terms of tonnage. Items trans- public servants applied toJNR employees. Although
ported by container induded chemical products, food prod- employees had the right to organize into unions and
ucts, textiles, and agricultural products. Newly emerging to negotiate labor contracts collectively, they did not
customers served by JR Freight were long haul truckers have the right to strike.
who forwarded their trailer load freight between terminals * JNR had a diversity of public interest objectives
via JR Freight's "piggyback" service. However, the "piggy- beyondthe single profit-makingobjective of a private
back" service market was limited to only about 1 percent corporation. One result was that JNR continued
of the total tonnage of JR Freight in 1991. operations over light density lines that were not

For these shippers, JNR provides services that satisfy economically viable. A second result was that, in-
the following needs: creasingly, capitalinvestment decisions were divorced

from financial performance. In the face of mounting
* Reliable "alternative" service which can be used to operating deficits, JNR's capital budget increased.

handle surge demand and large volume shipments * JNR's resource allocation decisions (budgets and
which exceed motor carriers over the road capacity operating plans), fares, and key staffing decisions

* Reliable ramp-to-ramp service designed around the were subject to the approval of the government and
late PM departure and earlyAM arrival requirements the Diet. The JNR annual operating budget required
of generarmerchandise shippers annual approval from the Diet. Until 1984 JNR's rate

* Wholesale prices and wholesale service packages structure was uniform throughout the country and
designed to complement and support door-to-door fare increases required the approval of the Minister
motor carrier services. of Transport.
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4. Business Reorganization management at the center imposed increased for-
JNR was organized as a public corporation. However, this mality on relations between field supervisors and
form of business organization proved increasingly ineffec- employees, with the result that the service delivery
tive in coping with competition, asJNR's preeminent posi- system became increasingly rigid. The unions dis-
tion was challenged increasingly in the 1970s and 1980s. trusted and disregarded information furnished by

As a public corporation, JNR was restricted in the scope management regardingJNR's deteriorating financial
of the economic activities that it could undertake. Those position and refused to cooperate in efforts to reduce
activities were limited to its core business of providing rail costs or to streamline service.
service. However, its competition had no similar restric-
tions and increasingly developed strategies to tap the syn- 5. Role of Government
ergies inherent in rail operations and related activities such In addition to having direct control over JNR, the govern-
as real estate development and hotel services. ment also regulates and licenses all participants in the rail-

A second closely related problem was the sheer size of way business, including all private carriers. Government
JNR. JNR was too large and its line and staff organization, regulatory authorities are defined in the Railway Business
which was spread over the four major islands of Japan, was Law, which was passed in 1986. This law specifies the con-
too awkward to effectively respond to the needs of local ditions for the maintenance of a public service certificate
passengers and shippers. The railway's unified nationwide including the reporting requirements to the Ministry of
management proved unable to interpret local needs and Transportation. Licensed railways must comply with safe
to design effective local services. The result was the fur- operating practices and technology standards specified by
ther erosion of JNR's competitive position vis-a-vis private the Ministry. They must also periodically submit develop-
railways. ment plans for the review and approval of the Ministry.

The problems inherent inJNR's organization included The Railway Business Law also sets out a regulatory
the following: regime for tariffs. The guidelines in the law require that

tariffs be: (1) compensatory - that they fully compensate
• Government Intervention. JNR was subject to dose for operating costs incurred under efficient management,

supervision and control by both the government and and (2) adequate - that tariffs return a profit margin that
the Diet. For example, JNR's annual operating and allows an adequate return on investment. The Ministry of
capital budgets had to be approved by the Diet. Transportation is ultimately responsible for approving tar-
Inevitably, the result was interference in the applica- iff levels, and all tariffs must be filed with the Ministry. In
tion of resources (i.e., non-economic light density practice these principles have proved difficult to enforce.
lines) and in the procurement of goods and services. A closely related issue is the tirning of tariff revisions. Again,

• Inadequate Management Incentives. JNR's manage- the Ministry of Transportation approves the effective date
ment lacked a profit motivation. Its managementwas for tariff revisions. There is less delay in gaining approval
compelled to balance multiple, frequently offsetting for railways that are demonstrating financial distress.
objectives instead of focusing on a single encompass- Another area of government involvement is investment
ing objective (such as profit maximization) against in new rail lines. The Railway Business Law defines three
which their performance could be clearly measured. types of railway ownership and/or operating licenses. The
The management also lacked an incentive system act establishes a regulatory framework for multiple levels
linking company performance with compensation. of ownership, control, and operations involving both the

* Slow Reaction to Competitive Challenges. The operat- public and private sectors. This is the so-called "vertical
ing line/centralized functional staff organization had separation" or "Build-Operate-Transfer" convention.
been organized in 1946 when JNR enjoyed a mo- Public investment in new rail lines can take a number
nopoly in surface transportation. This organiza- of different forms:
tional structure proved more effective for processing
routine decisions than for responding in innovative * Through a public enterprise or municipal corporation.
ways to the competitive challenges increasingly re- Even after the failure ofJNR this remains the modal-
quired in the 1970s and 1980s. Decision processes ity under which most subway systems are financed
and informnation flows within JNR were too slow for and operated in Japan.
an effective response to mounting competition. * Through direct government support of a project. This is

* Insulation of Labor Unionsfrom EconomicDifficulties. the form of financial aidthatsupportedthe Shinkansen
Adversarial relations between the labor unions and network and that, through the Railway Development
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Fund, continues to support new Shinkansen projects dential and commercial real estate or in completing line
and urban railway development under public-private construction. PPPs qualify for low interest loans from the
partnerships (PPPs). Railway Development Fund and have become increasingly
Through PPPs. PPPs are joint stock companies in popular as a way of spreading risks associated with new
which both local governments and private firms in- rail construction. In spite of their profit orientation, most
vest. This latter arrangement is unique to Japan and PPPs rely on grants and subsidies, mainly from local gov-
is worth discussing further. ernments as well as the private sector. Box 5.1 reviews re-

cent financial performance for three PPPs.
Typically, private partners in a PPP have interests that In 1986 private railways were given a further incentive

complement rail operations - interests in developing resi- to invest in new rail lines with the passage of a Law on

3ox 5.1 - Japan: Financial:Data for Three Typica PPPs
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SSource: "Daisan Sekuta-No Kenkyt? (Study on PPP).
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Special Measures to Promote Specific Urban Railway De- the JRs and the private railroads operating in the same ser-

velopment. The law allows private railways to receive a tax vice territory.
exemption and to set aside funds for future urban railway In 1970 the National Shinkansen DevelopmentActwas
capacity expansion. Appendix 1 to this chapter summa- passed. Subsequent to the passage of this act, two sets of
rizes several funding and subsidy mechanisms that exist in high speed rail development plans were drawn up, one in
Japan for the building and operation of new commuter 1971 and a second in 1973. Two lines included in that plan,
lines. JNR and its successor companies are the beneficia- the Tohoku line between Tokyo and Morioka and theJoetsu
ries of many of these programs. line between Tokyo and Nigata, were in operation in 1982,

with Omiya Station, 30 km north of Tokyo, as the station
6. Sources of Funding of origin in the Tokyo metropolitan area. These lines have
From 1982 through 1986, JNR covered only 79 percent of been extended from Omiya to Tokyo since 1985.
its expenses with fares and other revenues and generated Subsequent to the reorganization ofJNR, the 1973 plan
operating losses of $37.9 billion. Over the same periodJNR was revisited and priorities for new construction were re-
was the beneficiary of $27.8 billion in local and national vised. In 1989 the government announced plans for devel-

government subsidies. These subsidies took a number of oping, operating, and funding additional Shinkansen
different forms, as has been discussed above, induding projects, as follows:
capital subsidies, contributions to debt interest payments,
and direct subsidies to compensate for losses. Between * The original plan was that the Shinkansen Holding
1980 and 1986, JNR increased its long-term debt burden Corporation, whollyowned bythe government, would
by $82 billion and suspended additional liabilities to the own the Shinkansen lines and lease them back to the
government Treasury of $41 billion. JRs.However, in 1991 the ShinkansenHoldingCom-

As a public corporation JNR was exempt from income pany was dissolved and the track that it owned was
tax. However, the corporation was required to pay prop- sold to the JRs. The proceeds of that sale were used

erty and service taxes. Over the period 1982 to 1986, JNR's to form the Railway Development Fund.
payments to the government in taxes and other contribu- * JRs will operate Shinkansen lines but will not own
tions amounted to a little less than $2 billion. The level of them. Lease payments will be made by JRs to the
net cash flow from the government into JNR in the period government based on the net benefit to the operator
immediately preceding the restructuring was $5.5 billion and should ensure that theJR will marginally improve
annually This did not include the increase in long-term its profitability in every case.
aiabilities which the public was ultimately assuming.

8. Labor Relations
7. Description of the Network Organized labor had effectively blocked earlier restructur-
The first rail line in Japan was built between Shinbashi and ing efforts. One of the prerequisites for successfully imple-
Tokyo in 1872. From this base, railways expanded rapidly menting railroad restructuring in 1987 was to resolve the
in Japan. By 1945 more than 25,600 km of railway lines competing demands of JNWs several labor unions and to
covered the country. The national railways operated 20,056 gain union concurrence with the overall plan.
krn of these lines and private railways operated 5,543 km. Plural unionism is a distinctive feature of Japanese la-
By 1981 the JNR system had grown to 21,418 km. bor relations. In 1985 all JNR employees were represented

Currently, the JRs operate about 20,000 km of track by one of four unions. Each of these unions had its own
(see Figure 5.3). Private railways operate an additional ideological orientation and each demonstrated a different
5,000 km. This represents 72.9 km per 1,000 sq. m for the willingness to accommodate political compromises over the
four islands that have rail service. Most of the service net- restructuring plan. In the heated public debate that took
work of the private carriers is in the major metropolitan place as elernents of the final plan were adopted, public
areas of the main island of Honshu (i.e., Tokyo, Osaka, perceptions and worker support shifted dramatically among
and Nagoya). Only 8 percent of the total trackage of the the several unions, and membership and consequent po-
JRs, in contrast, is located in high density metropolitan ar- litical influence shifted correspondingly.
eas. The remaining 92 percent is made up of intercity trunk At the beginning of the debate, the most influential
lines. The JRs representfully 86 percent of total trackage unions representing JNR employees included the follow-
on the three smaller islands of Hokkaido, Shikoku, and ing:
Kyushu but only 71 percent of the trackage on Honshu.
Table 5.1 shows the distribution of the rad network among 1. The NationalRailwayWorkers' Union,orKOKURO.
the four islands, as well as passenger density for each of In 1985 KOKURO was one of the most powerful
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unions in Japan, representing almost two-thirds of cal union, joined TETSURO in support for the plan, and
JNR's total work force. It supported theJapan Com- was followed by ZENSHIRO. The three formed a Labor-
munist Party and the Japan Socialist Party and had Management Forum to negotiate with JNR. They stated,
often taken the lead in promoting illegal work stop- on the eve of the forum: "In view of the present situation
pages. of JNR, we cannot help adopting realistic measures for

2. The National Motive Power Union, or DORO. restoring railway services based on privatization and divi-
DORO was the most radical union; with 38,000 sion promoted by the government and JNR."
members, it was also the second largest. Its leftist The largest union, KOKURO, was isolated and found
members had previously been involved in violent itself increasingly unable to cope effectively with a rapidly
actions. changing environment. A growing number of rank and file

3. The Japan Workers' Union, or TETSURO, which KOKURO members abandoned their leadership and de-
had 35,000 members and supported theJapan Demo- cided not to oppose reform. In April 1986, 1,000 splinter
cratic Socialist Party. It was centrist and supported members of KOKURO formed SHINKOKURO. As
democratic socialism. KOKURO's leadership continued to oppose reform in the

4. All National Railways' Permanent Way and Con- face of overwhelming popular support, the union's mem-
structionLaborUnion,orZENSH[RO.ZENSHIRO bership continued to abandon the union. By the end of
supported another centrist party, the Komeito. 1986 KOKURO's membership had fallen to 100,000 and

in February 1987 former KOKURO members established
When the reform plan was initially being debated the Japan Railway Union Federation and accepted the re-

KOKURO, DORO, and ZENSHIRO were united in op- organization plan. KOKURO collapsed and was dissolved
position to it. Only TETSURO supported the plan. How- after 40 years of representingJNR employees. Also in 1987
ever, as it became dear that the plan had strong public the JNR Reform Labor Union Conference was reorganized
support, the union coalition shifted. DORO, the most radi- into the All-Japan Railway Union Federation.

Table 5.1 - Route Length of Japan Rail Network, March 1993

(km %, knV/000 m2, person/km)
Density Density

Rs - -: PRs' Total (Area)2 (pop.) 3

Ibreelsands 5,584.8 85.6 942.1 14.4 6,526.9 45.2 3,545

.Hokkaidod [land 2,628.3 92.3 218.6 7.7 2,846.9 34.1 1,984
Shikoku Island 855.8 82.5 181.9 17.5 1,037.7 55.2 4,035
-Kyushu island- - 2,100.7 79.5 541.6 20.5 2,642.3 62.7 5,034

Mainland 14,555.8 69.9 6,281.2 30.1 20,837.0 90.2 4,784
East 7,502.0 71.6 2,979.6 28.4 10,481.6 80.7 5,157
Center 1,994.7 58.1 1,441.4 41.9 3,436.1 117.3 4,157
West 5,059.1 73.1 1,860.2 26.9 6,919.3 96.4 4,529

TOTAL 20i40.- 73 - 7-223.3 264 27,363.9 72.9 4,48
Metro Area4 1,631.0 30.9 3,639.2 69.1 5,270.2 n.a. n.a.
Three Metros5 1,587.4 37.3 2,664.4 62.7 4,251.8 272.0 11,722

'PRs include Eidan (Teito Rapid Transit Authority) and other publicly owned railways, and are allocated in each region by the area of the
Transportabon Administrabon, which is not wholly compatible with the area covered by the corresponding JR.
2Area Density indicates route length (km) per thousand m2.
3Population Density indicates person per route length (km).
4Metro Area represents such major metropolitan areas as Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya, and other city areas with a populaton of over a million
(data from Railroad Traffic Statistics Annual).
sThree Metros are the Tqkyo, Osaka, and Nagoya metropolitan areas (data for March 1990 from Metropolitan Traffic Annual).
Notes: the columns to the right of JRs and PRs represent the percentage shares of JRs and PRs in the total route length. Surface area
and population are not wholly compabble with the area covered by each JR. The population figure is an estimate as of October 1991
based on the national census conducted in October 1990.
Sources: Metropolitan Traffic Annual, RailroadAlmanac, Railroad Traffic Statistics Annual, and others.
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9. Legal Framework for Collective Bargaining tion of Railway Workers' Union (JR Soren). After restruc-
turing in 1987, separate workers' unions were organized

UNDERJNR With the end of World War II, democratiza- within the newJRs with JR Soren serving as the upper body
tion and the chaotic economic situation resulted in the of a confederation of craft unions. These unions and the
radicalizing of the Japanese labor movement. In 1948 the JRs signed joint declarations and for the first time estab-
occupation forces prohibited public servants from striking lished stable labor-management relationships. Each union
and directed the Japanese Government to establish public continued to negotiate separately with the management.
corporations and to transfer employees working in such As a result, from 1987 onward the rate of pay raises began
areas as railway operations. In this way, JNR was estab- to be differentiated. In 1990 a confrontation emerged be-
lished in 1949 as a public corporation. A special labor law tween the Japan Workers' Union (TETSURO) and DORO
(Public Corporation and Labor Relations Arrangement Act) over the hegemony of JR Soren. In July 1991 JR West's
was enacted for these public corporations. Through this union seceded from JR Soren, and JR Central's union fol-
law, JNR employees were given the right of collective bar- lowed in November. The unions that organizedJR Shikoku
gaining but were not allowed to strike. The Japanese Con- and JR Kyushu seceded in the following years and formed
stitution guarantees the rights of workers to organize, bar- another upper body, RENGO. In this union, the old
gain, and act collectively. The government played no role TETSURO group was dominant. Within these four com-
in contract negotiations. "Open shop" unionization pre- panies, the old DORO group established other minority
vailed and workers could choose not to join a union or unions.
could choose any one of several unions qualified to repre-
sent them, but most workers, in fact, joined. 10. Labor and Capital Productivity

The National Railway Workers' Union, or KOKURO, Labor productivity measures indicate a mixed performance.
was the largest and most powerful union and represented Annual freight productivity fell from 135,000 ton km per
all types of workers. Three other large rail unions split from employee to 69,000 in 1984. In 1986 it began to recover
KOKURO. The JNR management negotiated with each and reached 89,000. The passenger transport sector was
union on pay raises, work rules, terms of service, and other more positive: from 1970 to 1978 passenger transport pro-
matters. Management was obligated to negotiate in good ductivity behaved erratically, but then it increased fairly
faith once a union was registered in accordance with the steadily, and growth accelerated in the early 1980s. By 1986
Labor Union Act. Most agreements had a one-year term. it had reached 885,000 passenger km per employee.

In actual practice, negotiated increases in compensa- Asset turnover, defined as the ratio of total operating
tion usually equaled those recommnended annually by the revenues to total assets, more than halved over the same
National Personnel Authority. In principle, compensation period, falling from 32 percent in 1970 to 15 percent in
was equalized across the crafts, with little differentiation 1986. On the other hand, track utilization behaved more
by type of craft (or for night work, etc.). Retirement age erratically. The ton km per passenger track km ratio de-
was also agreed upon between management and each clined almost without interruption from 1970 to 1987, at
union, and was basically the same as that for public ser- an annual compound growth rate of 6.6 percent. Passen-
vants. Generally, although competition existed among ger km per passenger track km measures improved from
unions for membership, no differentiated treatment or dis- 1970 to 1975, then declined until 1982. From 1982 to 1986,
crimination existed on the part of management regarding these measures grew again, only to fall back to 1985 levels
workers belonging to different unions. in 1987, when they stood at 9.7 million passenger km per

Indeed, management was prohibited by law from dis- passenger track km. Compared with 1970 this represents
criminating against workers because of union membership, a 4.5 percent increase.
from refusing to bargain, and from intervening in union
administration. Politically, the leadership of KOKURO and 11. Operating Performance: 1970-87
DORO had a strong socialist orientation. However, new Over the period 1970-87, both internal and external fac-
workers tended to choose their unions not on the basis of tors contributed to JNR's performance difficulties. The
their political orientation, but rather on the basis of which internal causes, as cited by the Ad Hoc Commission on
union was dominant in the division or district to which the Administrative Reform of JNR, were: (1) too much gov-
workers were first assigned. ernment involvement, (2) unclear management responsi-

bilities that were subject to frequently conflicting pressures
UNDERTHENEwJRs InthefinaldaysofJNR,threeunions from different stake holders, (3) a labor-management re-
(other than KOKURO) inaugurated theJapan Confedera- lationship that was characterized by an adversarial union
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and very high wage levels, and (4) limitations on the ability trast, JNR continued to expand its unprofitable remote
to pursue varied and dynamic business activities.2 railway network, on the grounds that it was a public ser-

The external factors that contributed toJNR's deterio- vice-oriented enterprise. Remote railway routes accounted
rating performance had their origins in the technological for more than 40 percent of the lines run byJNR but rep-
advances and infrastructure improvements benefiting al- resented only 5 percent of total transport volume.
ternative modes of transportation in the mid- 1960s, as well JNR's debt burden became so heavy because (unlike
as in increasing urbanization. This resulted in decreasing its loss-making European counterparts) its yearly deficits
shares for both passenger and freight transport. While rev- were covered by borrowing. In Europe, deficits were ad-
enue from freight services continued to increase, freight dressed through subsidies so that no debt was carried over
volume reached a peak in 1970 and declined sharply in to the next fiscal year. JNR first borrowed money to meet
1980. From 1970 to 1987 freight volume in terms of ton operational costs in 1971. A solution might have been to
km fell by more than two-thirds, from over 62 billion ton give JNR greater freedom in its fare-setting (which re-
km to just over 20 billion. mained under legislative control until 1977) and to allow

In passenger service, revenue continued to increase dur- divestiture of certain operations, or to subsidize JNR.
ing this period, although passenger volurne levels peaked in Japan's high economic growth at the time made this issue
1974. Passenger traffic volume in passenger km grew until less pressing and led to the expectation that continued in-
1976. Then it declined continuously until 1982, at which creases in traffic volume would allow JNR to pay back its
point it improved again, although it rarely grew more than 1 loans. By 1987 JNR's debt had reached $337 billion.
percent annually (except from 1986 to 1987, when it jurnped
3 percent to reach 205 billion passenger km). PART II: REFORM OF JAPAN NATIONAL RAILWAY

Over the period 1970-86, operating revenues fell short
of operating costs. Revenues increased from $10.3 billion 1. Overview
to $31 billion. Figure 5.4 represents the failing financial In 1980 the Japanese Government was in critical financial
performance of JNR during this period. While both total condition after two oil crises. In that year the Liberal Demo-
revenue and total operating expenses increased steadily, cratic Party (LDP) won a large majority in the general elec-
the compound annual growth rate for revenues was only tion and the Suzuki Cabinet assumed power with a clear
7.1 percent and fell short of the annual compound growth mandate to radically reform the government's finances.
of operating expenses at 9.2 percent. As a result, the abso- Early in his administration, the new Prime Minister estab-
lute level of the operating deficit increased from $1.5 bil- lished the Provisional Committee on Administrative Re-
lion to $17 billion over the period. By 1987 total losses had form. This committee was headed by a highly regarded in-
reached $22 billion before subsidies. The primary forces dustrialist, Mr. Toshio Doko, with extensive experience in
driving this operating deficit were very high labor costs, business turnaround. In the recommendations it presented
high capital investment levels, and the interest burden as- to the Diet in 1981, the Provisional Committee recom-
sociated with increasing debt levels. At their peak, labor mended not only the radical reform of the government's
costs amounted to 78 percent of total revenues, compared administration but also the privatization of the three larg-
with 40 percent for private railways. est public corporations: JNR, Japan Monopoly Corpora-

JNR's declining financial performance affected not only tion (tobacco and salt), and Nippon Telegraph and Tele-
its profitability but also its cash flow. If free cash flow is phone Public Corporation.
defined as net income plus depreciation, JNR was in the By 1980 JNR employed some 414,000 workers. It was
black in only one year, 1970, after which depreciation fell one of the largest enterprises inJapan and its annual losses
short of JNR's annual net loss. In 1986 depreciation was were increasing every year. The Provisional Committee
only about a fourth of the total net loss of $12 billion. concluded that restoring JNR's financial health would be

The general shift away from rail travel had differing impossible as long as the railway was operated as a central-
impacts on JNR and on private railways. Private railways ized, nationwide public corporation. The Provisional Com-
responded with profit-oriented operational strategies to mittee further recommended that a supervisory commit-
cope with the changed competitive environment. In con- tee be set up for the reconstruction of JNR and that this

committee (the Supervisory Committee for JNR Recon-
- ~~~~~~~~~struction) be charged with itnplementing concrete policies

2 See Masarai Sakita, "Restructuring of the Japanese National strutie chargewitim nt
Railways: Review and Analyses," Final Report. Prepared for the for the railway's reorganzation.
Urban Mass Transportauon Administration, Washington, D. C., In 1987 the plans developed by the Supervisory Com-
1988. mittee were implemented, with the result that JNR was
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broken up into six regionally based railroad passenger com- Some darification of the strategic significance of the
panies and a seventh company for freight services with a "JNR problem" may help to explain why the political will
nationwide market franchise. The seven companiies are to confront these problems was galvanized at this particu-
referred to as the JRs in this report. lar time. In 1980JNR represented to the Provisional Com-

The major portion of JNR's debt, which had reached mittee not only the largest single contributor to the nation's
$337 billion by the end of 1986, was assigned to the Japan fiscal deficit but, perhaps more important, a prototype of
National Railways Settlement Corporation along with sur- the problems with efficiency and public response that the
plus real estate and shares in the newly created JRs. The Committee faced more generally. Thus, to the extent that
transfer of ownership between the Settlement Corpora- JNR reforms could be implemented, a precedent could be
tion and the general public was to take place in a series of established for other public administration reforms. By the
initial public offerings (IPOs) as individual JRs matured same token, to the extent that JNR reforms failed, reforms
and demonstrated compliancewith the listing requirements in other parts of the government bureaucracy might simi-
of the Tokyo Stock Exchange. The first of these IPOs was larly fail.
successfully completed in 1993. When the Supervisory Committee began its work in

June 1983 it was made up of five representatives from busi-
KTv PAIcnIPANwS The process of railway reform and re- ness and academia, three of whom had served on the pre-
structuring injapan took place in a crisis environment that decessor Provisional Committee. In this way, continuity of
required political leaders to focus on difficult issues and to policy was maintained in the dual reform effort. Mr. Masao
make decisions that entailed significant political risk. The Kamei, Chairman of Sumitomo Electric Industries Ltd.,
reform of JNR that was begun in 1980 followed six previ- chaired the committee. The conmittee carried out its work
ous unsuccessful efforts. What was unique about this suc- with the assistance of a small staff seconded from the Min-
cessful effort was the level of authority at which the reform istries of Transportation, Finance, Health and Welfare, and
was designed and the political will to support the reforms Labor, and the Management and Coordination,Agency.
that the ruling party demonstrated through two govern- During the six years of planning and deliberation that
ments. preceded restructuring, the Provisional Conmmittee and its
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staff maintained scrupulous objectivity and impartiality. The bate sharpened and as public opinion shifted in support of
committee maintained the full support of business circles, the Supervisory Committee's reform agenda, rank and file
as well as the support of public opinion, throughout the members of the LDP became fully supportive of restruc-
process. This support was garnered in part though an ex- turing.
cellent relationship with the press throughout the process.

The Provisional Committee reported directly to the SEQUENCE OF AcrIVrrIEs Six years elapsed between the
Prime Minister. Both Prime Minister Suzuki who forned establishment of the Provisional Committee in March 1981
the Provisional Comrnittee and Prime Minister Nakasone and the corporatization and restructuring of JNR in April
who formed the Supervisory Committee were strong sup- 1987. Six more years went by before the public offering of
porters of privatization. At critical decision points they sup- shares took place inJapan Railway (JR) East in September
ported the recommendations of the committee, as did the 1993. The time line shown in Table 5.2 represents all of
Ministry of Finance. the critical events antecedent to the final privatization of

Neither labor norJNR's own management participated JR East.
directly in the work of the Provisional Committee. Instead, The critical period of debate during which time the ba-
these two groups participated from the outside in the policy sic form of the restructured JNR was decided upon was
debate: first by offering alternative, less radical, restruc- from 1983 to 1985 - when the Supervisory Committee
turing plans; then by criticizing the plans offered by the completed most of its analysis and planning. Early in 1985
Provisional Committee; and finally by defining the public Prime Minister Nakasone signaled that opposition within
debate in terms of parochial interests opposed to reform his own LDP party had been overcome by dismissingJNR's
and general public interests supportive of reform. The more governor, who opposed the restructuring.
recalcitrant elements of organized labor and JNR's execu- In July 1985 Mr. Nakasone convened a Cabinet Min-
tive management lost their positions of power because of isters' Conference on the JNR restructuring, during which
their intractable opposition to the process. the Supervisory Committee's report, "Opinions on the

Throughout this period the LDP held a significant Reform ofJNR," was reviewed and adopted as the plan to
majority in the Diet. Early in the process most members of be implemented. Shortly after the conference, the Minis-
the LDP supported the less radical restructuring plans put try of Transportation created a headquarters for JNR re-
forward by JNR's management. Only a tminority of senior structuring and set up a liaison committee with JNR.
LDP representatives supported the more radical agenda In the 1986 elections Mr. Nakasone led a strong LDP
of the Supervisory Committee and attempted to influence resurgence. At this tine he made JNR privatization an is-
JNR's management in this direction. However, as the de- sue. When the Diet reconvened in 1986 it passed a series

Table 5.2 - Japan: Time Line of Critical Events Preceding Privatization of JNR

DATES EVENTS

March 1981 ...... .......... Establishment of the Provisional Committee on Administrative Reform (Provisional
Committee)

March 1981-May 1982 ................. Deliberations by the Provisional Committee
July 1982 ................. Third report of the Provisional Committee (Basic Report)
August-September 1982 ................. Adjustments made to the report by the LDP
September 1982 ................. Ratification of the Cabinet's 'Outline for Administrative Reforms"
September 1982-May 1983 ............ Diet deliberations (legislative proposal conceming the establishment of the Supervi-

sory Committee for JNR Reconstruction)
June 1983 ...... ........... Establishment of the Supervisory Committee for JNR Reconstruction
June 1983-July 1985 ................. Deliberations by the Supervisory Committee
July 1985 ................. Report submitted to the Supervisory Committee ('Views Concerning the Restructur-

ing of JNR")
August-October 1985 ................. Adjustments made to the report by the LDP
October 1985 ............ ........ Ratification of the Cabinet's 'Basic Policy on JNR Restructuring"
October 1985-March 1986 .............. Legislation drafted by the govemment, including the JNR Restructuring Law
March-November 1986 ................... Diet deliberations on legislation, including the JNR Restructuring Law
December 1986-March 1987 .......... Govemment preparation for the privatization and division of JNR
April 1987 .................... JNR corporatized and divided and new JR companies established
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of laws that estabLished the legal framework for the restruc- * The Law Concerning Passenger Railway Companies
turing and privatization that followed. This legal frame- and the Japan Freight Railway Company. This law
work comprised six related laws detailing the restructuring provided operating autonomy to six passenger rail-
process. A seventh law addressed the need to amend exist- way companies and a freight railway in railway opera-
ing laws affected by the enactment of the new ones. Figure tion and related activities. Other business activities
5.5 presents a diagram of this legal framework. The seven required approval by the Minister of Transport. The
laws can be described briefly as follows: law alsoprovidedforthe creation ofthe Management

StabilizingFund and the debt exemption of the three
The JNR Restructuring Law. This law stipulated the island companies. The following matters also re-
basic rules for the restructuring, addressing the quired Minister of Transport approval: election of a
privatization and requiring the division of JNR into CEO and auditors, issuance of securities and long-
six passenger operations, the Shinkansen Holding term borrowing, business plans, sales of important
Corporation, and a single nationwide freight opera- assets, and revision of the articles of incorporation.
tion. The law also addressed the redemption of long- * The Shinkansen Holding Corporation Law. This law
term liabilities. provided for the creation of a government agency

cemen nLaw orthe JNR RestructurinLwd

1) Basic policies concerning JNR restruc- I Related Laws i
turing

2) Disposition of debts of the Japan Rail- (1) Succession and partial amendment of related
way Construction PublicCorporatlaws consequent to the enforcement of the JNRway Construction Public Corporation,RetuurnLa

etc. Restructuring Law
3) Takeover of JNR business (Matter related to local taxes are to be dealt

4) Succession of the Japanese National with by other laws)
Railways Law, etc. Amendment of the La x ard the

Law Conceming t to Payments
Laws Concerning Passenger Rl-Re by MunicipalIes WheebNationalAsst
way Companies and the Japani
Freight Railway Company: .J:

(2) Measures concerning enforcement of the JNR
..Law e Holding Corporation Restructuring Law

1) Provisional measures concerning the
.____._______ .___ -___ .___.___-__ succession of JNR rights and duties (in-
t.aw Concerning the Reemployment cluding the tax system)
ot0:theJNR Petrsonnel Who Want to 2) Provisional measure concerning the

t0R9 to ~thUe JNR Seetilibmneid repearl of the Japan Nafional Railways
CorporaXtion 1Law and other laws

. ~ Beogt teJRStte3) Provisional measure concerning the

Siusiiiiess: lSrlX opering of business by the new compa-
nies (licenses, etc.)

Railway Business Operation
Ferry Service Operation
Bus Service Operation
Other Subjects
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thatwhollyownedthe Shinkansen facilities andrented structuring was to transformn the railway from a major source
them to the passenger railway companies concerned. of fiscal deficits to a generator of fiscal contribution.
The agencywould determine both the rentals and the In addition, it had become clear that JNR in its exist-
lease periods, which would depend on the remaining ing form could not cope with the competitive challenges
life of the facilities. At the end of the term the from increasingly sophisticated alternative service provid-
Shinkansen facilities were to be transferred to the ers. JNR's inflexibility and its relatively high cost structure
relevant passenger railway companies under terms to accelerated its deteriorating financial performance in an
be determined by another law. increasingly competitive market environment. With several

• The JNR Settlement Corporation Law. This law pro- failed reorganizations led byJNR's own management and
vided for the creation of a govemment agency to deal with frequent strikes byJNR's unions, it was clear by 1980
with the redemption of JNR's long-term liabilities that only radical reorganization imposed from outside could
and to provide measures for the re-employment of address the serious management problems. Therefore, a
surplus personnel. Repayment of debts would be second objective was to improve JNR's ability to respond
partly funded by asset sales, especially land, in a to its customers and to compete effectively with private
competitive business process. The annual repayment transport companies.
plan required Minister of Transport approval. At the same time, it was clear that JNR's assets were

* The Law Concerning the Promotion of the Re-employ- superbly maintained and that its technology base, includ-
ment of the JNR Personnel Who Want to Leave and ing the Shinkansen network, was among the most advanced
Surplus Personnel Who Belong to the JNR Settlement in the world. A third objective of the restructuring was to
Corporation. The major work force reduction associ- maintain the value of JNR's assets and to continue to sup-
ated with the restructuring and privatization process port advanced transport technology and the correspond-
was addressed by this law. The law also provided for ing high quality services.
a comprehensive re-employment program for those
voluntarily retiring from JNR and those transferred 3. Reorganization of JNR
totheJNR Settlement Corporation. This law expired The details of restructuring were hotly debated within the
in April 1990. Supervisory Commission, in the Cabinet, and the Diet.

* The Railway BusinessLaw. This law provided for new Issues of particular concern included: (1) the treatment of
statutory regulations to cover all railway business redundant workers; (2) debt that exceeded the financial
operators, both the former JNR and the private capacity of the operating unit; (3) the viability of the three
railways. Specifically, it provided for flexible licens- less dense island service systems; and (4) the feasibility of
ing standards, allowing a transportation business breaking up the mainland system, in particular the
operator to operate a railway line from another com- Shinkansen lines.
pany. In addition, existing restrictions on private Nevertheless, once a consensus was developed within
railways were relaxed considerably. the LDP, the reconstruction activities centered around the

• The Enforcement Law for the JNR Restructuring and detailed recommendations of the two blue ribbon working
Related Laws. The enactment of theJNR Restructur- committees. Implementation proceeded rapidly and
ing Law affected 150 other laws, making it necessary smoothly.
to amend the latter. Issues induded the disposition of The reshuffling of JNR's top management prior to the
special remote railway lines of unclear status, labor restructuring was one of the keys to the successful imple-
issues involving employees of the new corporations, mentation. In 1986 Prime Minister Nakasone, acknowl-
and the redefinition of the principal builder-operator edging the JNR management team's inability to resolve
of the Shinkansen as "a corporation appointed by the internal conflicts and move the implementation forward
Minister of Transport." steadily, appointed a new president of the JNR, Mr. Takaya

Sugiura, who immediately called for the resignation of all
2. Origins and Objectives of Reform the JNR board members and re-appointed board mem-
The privatization of JNR was triggered by a government bers who supported drastic reform. JNR's new manage-
fiscal crisis that began in the latter half of the 1970s. By ment team focused on transition issues.
1980 the snowballing deficits and mounting debts of JNR
and several other state-owned enterprises had reached an RA11ONALE The Supervisory Committee recommended
unacceptable level that threatened the financial integrity reorganizingJNR on the basis of its assessment of the prob-
of the govermnent. Hence, a key objective of the JNR re- lems inherent in JNR's organization, namely:
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* JNR was too large to allow for effective control, liabilities, and commercial orientation among the succes-
efficient operations, and market-oriented manage- sor companies.
ment.

* The centralized management structure of JNR was REDEFINING THE SCOPE OF THE SURVIVING BUSINESSES To
not sufficiently responsive to local needs. render management more responsive to the markets, a stra-

* Too little competition existed. It was felt that compe- tegic decision was made to divide JNR and its assets into
tition should be encouraged among the new operat- separate passenger and freight companies (these were the
ing units. JRs). As has been mentioned, six passenger companies were

* Other factors had prevented JNR from responding created fromJNR, organized into three contiguous regions
flexibly to changes in transport markets. These in- on the main island and one region on each of the three
cluded: (1) outside interference in management de- islands of Hokkaido, Shikoku, and Kyushu. This division
cisions; (2) obscure managerial responsibility and of assets and service territories corresponded to the scope
little managerial accountability for strategic deci- and range of the underlying markets. A traffic study re-
sions; (3) adverse labor-management relations; and vealed that 95 percent of all trips originated and termi-
(4) legal limitations on the scope of activities that nated within one of these service territories.
JNR could undertake. Freight operations were organized into a separate com-

pany serving a nationwide service territory. JR Freight would
RESTRUCTURING "BLUEPRINT" The conceptual "blueprint" own no track of its own but would operate over the track
for the restructuring was the report submitted by the Su- of the other JRs under trackage rights agreements.
pervisory Committee in July 1985, entitled "Views Con-
cerning the Restructuring ofJNR." The restructuring strat- ASSETS AND OPERATIONS Assets required to operate each
egy represented by this report became the comerstone of of the seven JRs were identified and segmented and their
the LDP's policy. The Cabinet confirmed this strategy with ownership rights were conveyed to the new companies on
minor modifications in its white paper, "Basic Policy on their reorganization, with the notable exception of the as-
JNR Restructuring," published in October 1985. The strat- sets required to operate the Shinkansen services. Because
egy was made operational through enabling legislation that the profitability of the various Shinkansen services differed
passed the Diet between March and November 1986. significantly, the Supervisory Committee felt that a vehicle

was needed to redistribute net income among the JRs on
MULn-PHASED PRoCESS Because JNR was insolvent on the basis of joint ownership of assets. A financial interme-
the eve of restructuring, it was impractical to sell the enter- diary, the Shinkansen Holding Corporation, was established
prise 'as is" to private investors. Instead, the Comtnittee for this purpose. Each of the six passenger JRs leased as-
recommended a multi-phased process of addressing and sets from this jointly owned company.
solving the most acute problems first and then turning to Financial projections indicated that the three islandJRs
problems that permitted long-term solutions. would probably not generate sufficient revenue to cover

The first management initiatives were therefore de- their operating and capital costs. To assure their financial
signed to assure that the successor companies maintained viability and autonomous operation after restructuring, a
a stable revenue base. The next set of initiatives was de- stabilization fund was set up for each of these JRs. This
signed to separate unprofitable operations from the core fund was endowed by the JNR Settlement Corporation
businesses. (For example, light density lines were converted with income-generating securities whose yield was projected
to bus routes.) Following this were initiatives designed to to assure economic success for the operating companies.
correct for major profit differentials among the successor
companies based on a distribution of liabilities and income- ORGANZoNAL STRucTuRE All non-core assets and li-
generating assets. (For example, the unprofitable passen- abilities of the former JNR in excess of those assigned to
ger division was separated from the other passenger divi- the individual JRs were conveyed to a new entity - the
sions.) Finally, steps were taken to comply with the listing aforementioned JNR Settlement Corporation, a govern-
standards of the Tokyo Stock Exchange. ment agency. The Settlement Corporation, which held the

shares of each of the seven operating companies that
4. Restructuring emerged from the restructuring, was intended to liquidate
The restructuring of JNR involved the reorganization and the assets it held, including - most important - excess
reassignment of core business definitions, assets and op- real estate, to pay back as much as possible of its outstand-
erations, organizational structure, work force, management, ing liabilities with the proceeds of this liquidation. As the
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Settlement Corporation's work wound down, residual li- an appreciation of the fact that change is necessary for sur-
abilities in excess of proceeds would be converted into vival. Figure 5.6 diagrams the two organizational structures.
government debt.

TheJR companies were organized as joint stock compa- RESTRUCTURING THE WORK FORCE In July 1985 the Super-
nies, each with its own board of directors and management. visory Committee estimated that JNR had approximately

The organizational structure is similar in JNR and the 93,000 excess employees. The total number of JNR em-
JRs, except that in the JRs departments related to railway ployees had been decining sharply since 1982. That trend
operation are bundled within the new Railway Administra- continued, as can be seen from Figure 5.7, through the
tion unit, so that operation-related decisions can be made restructuring period.
in a more coordinated way. Since the regional departments The restructuring plan made specific provisions for
of JRs are smaller than that of JNR, the local orientation surplus employees, as follows:
(meeting local needs) of JRs seems to come not from the
change in organization structure, but rather from the break- 1. A special fund was established for the voluntary early
ing up of headquarters, the manageable smaller size, and retirement of 20,000 employees. A special incentive

Figure 5.6 - Japan: Organizational Structure of JNR and JRs
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equivalent to 10 months in compensation was made JRs assumed no long-term debt. The Shinkansen Holding
available to employees over 55 years of age. Corporation assumed long-term debt equal to the book

2. Provisions were made for the transfer of 32,000 value of its assets - $52 bilion, and JRCPC assumed $11
employees from the passenger JRs to other parts of bDlion of debt.
the restructured JNR The remaining $232 billion in long-term debt was taken

3. The remaining 41,000 excess employees were as- by the Settlement Corporation. Of this $232 bilion, a to-
signed to the Settlement Corporation which was tal of $26 biDlion was scheduled to be paid until fiscal year
responsible for re-employing them and providing 2016 by three JRs for the rent of the Shinkansen facilities
severance to those who could not be placed within a through the Settlement Corporation. Therefore the Settle-
specific time period. ment Corporation itself had to redeem $206 billion of debt.

Four JRs inherited their own debt of $42 bilion and, in
To further facilitate re-employment, the government addition, had to pay $89 billion originaly inherited by the

organized a Surplus Personnel Reemployment Measures Settlement Corporation, the Shinkansen Holding Corpo-
Headquarters. In part because of the labor shortage re- ration, and JRCPC.
sulting from economic expansion, re-employment pro- After liquidation of al assets under its control the Settle-
ceeded smoothly. By April 1, 1987, 46,410 employees had ment Corporation was expected to convert the residual
been placed. As a result, only 23,660 employees were ulti- liability into a general obligation of the government.
mately transferred to the JNR Settlement Corporation.

CoMMERciAL REoRIENTAnON Perhaps the most significant
REsTRucruRING LIABaxrmIEs An important issue in reorga- restructuring involved the commercial reorientation of the
nizing JNR was restructuring its liabilities. As Figure 5.8 company. Shortly after the restructuring, each JR clarified
shows, long-term liabilities were estimated at $337 bilion the profit objectives outlined by its board and established
at the beginning of 1987. These included the following a management incentive system to reinforce these objec-
major elements: (1) JNR debts of $227 bilion; (2) capital tives. JR East, for example, developed a retraining pro-
charges of $41 billion forJapan Railway Construction Public gram in which every employee was required to participate.
Corporation (JRCPC); (3) other liabilities totaling $17 bil- The program was designed to make JR East employees
lion and comprising management stabilization funds for more customer-oriented. The other JRs took similar steps
the three island JRs and liabilities accruing from the to transform their company cultures.
Honshu-Shikoku Bridge Authority; and (4) future expenses As a result of consistent management efforts to increase
($52 bilion) stemming from unfunded pension liabilities the customer awareness of employees, the quality of JR
of $46 bilion and a surplus employee separation fund. services gradualy improved. For example, the frequency

Of the above liabilities, the JRs assumed $42 billion. of trains in high density corridors increased; the quality of
T'hese liabilities were distributed among four JRs on the concessions and station facilities improved; and automated
basis of their ability to cover debt service. The three island ticketing helped to reduce queues.

5. Privatization

OvERvIEw From April 1987 the JRs operated as commer-
cialized stock companies. Having satisfied the listing re-

450, quirements of the Tokyo Stock Exchange the JRs were to

_40s0 F ~ be sold to the public. At that point the transition to a pri-
Mo 300 [ \vate enterprise would be complete.

s 250 . ------- # Rebrees \ As of this writing, stock in only one JR -JR East-
200D had been sold to the public. In September 1993, 62.5 per-

-o cent of JR East's shares were offered to the public. The
X0 'so ... ....... .remaining JR East shares, as weDl as shares of JR Central

0 --------- - -- and JR West, were scheduled to be sold in 1994. Among
-so I the remaining JRs only JR Shikoku has met the profit re-

1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 quirement for listing on the Tokyo Stock Exchange. How-

ever, it is profitable only because of the income generated
Source: Transportation and the Economy, October 1988. through the Management Stabilization Fund. The future

ownership prospects of the remaining JRs are uncertain.
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Figure 5.8 - Japan: Settlement of JNR Long-term Liabilities, 1987
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Amount equivalent to Mainland I
Railways assets (11) i ii '\

s _ , /J b ,, C \ 'Owed to JNRSC
Amount equivalent to Seikan (6

Tunnel assets I
(14) -- - ,HC

II jI (5~~~~2)

IIii u\\ 
Management Stabilizing FundI j

(12) Owed/to C CD

Honshu-ShikokLu Brdge CD
Authority

Pension|'iab and others (Three maFinandand feght) Oedto .JRCPC

ePensio ibltes and others N
(46)

'Lease fee forJRl Facilities. JR
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CAprLzA1oNANDT INGOFPUBLuCOFFER1NG TheJNR passengers during this period was 5 percent and the an-
Settlement Corporation holds the stocks of all seven JRs. nual increase in freight volume was 10 percent. Increased
The position espoused by the government in 1987 still demand in the face of continuing cost retrenchment has
holds: namely, that the government intends to sel 100 per- significantly improved the bottom-line performance of the
cent of each of the JRs to the public and ultimately to re- JRs. By 1989, profit performance had improved by $25
tain no interest in the privatized companies. biDlion over pre- 1986 levels.

The book value of the JNR shares is $4.2 biDlion. Al By 1990 employee numbers in the JR system had been
together, 9.19 milion shares are outstanding. Table 5.3 further reduced to 191,000. At the same time, service qual-
summarizes the capitalization of the JR group. ity was demonstrably better and the attitude of operating

Three of the seven JRs have fully complied with the personnel was markedly improved. The JRs began to enjoy
listing requirements of the Tokyo Stock Exchange, as Table a positive public image. During this period labor-manage-
5.4 demonstrates. The Asset Disposal Council within the ment relations continued to improve.
JNR Settlement Corporation determines the timing of eq- In 1991 a prolonged recession began inJapan and the
uity sales. When the Council met in April 1992 it recom- performance of each JR has been more or less adversely
mended a schedule for the seling of the three main island effected. The overal passenger volume of the regional JRs
JRs. However, because the Exchange remained depressed continued to increase, albeit at a slightly slower pace. In
through 1992, the initial public offering of JR East was 1991 passenger demand increased by 4.9 percent and in
postponed until September 1993. 1992 it slowed to 1.0 percent. However, JR Center and JR

Shikoku had declines in passenger volume. Demand for
INmTAL PUBUc OFFERING oF JR EAST When shares of JR the services of JR Freight was flat in 1991 and declined by
East stock were offered to the public in September 1993 1.9 percent in 1992.
they were immediately oversubscribed. The public offer-
ing had been preceded by a price finding auction of 600,000 2. Employment and Productivity Improvements
shares to investment bankers in August 1993. Shares were Since the restructuring of JNR, the managements of the
offered to the general public at the average price tendered JRs have rationalized their operations considerably. They
by the investment bankers. General investors offered to have continued to reduce their work forces, from 200,650
purchase 10.48 miDlion shares at this price; however, ini. in 1986 to 164,671 in 1987 and to 132,296 in 1991.
tially only 1.4 miDion shares were offered to the public. Yearly comparisons between the JRs and large private
Investors were selected by lottery. To brake a rapid run up railways indicate that the JRs are closing the productivity
in price, the Settlement Corporation sold an additional gap. The Honshu JRs have made the greatest progress. In
500,000 shares into the market. 1987 their productivity was only 68 percent of that of com-

parable private railroads, and it has risen steadily to 86
PART m: PERFORMANCE SINCE 1987 percent of the private carrier benchmark in 1991.

1. Overview 3. Liquidated Assets and Capital Expenditures
The performance of the successor companies to JNR was Of the non-core assets conveyed to the JNR Settlement
particularly strongbetween 1986 and 1990, inpartbecause Corporation, $29 biDlion had been sold by the end of 1992.
of the country's economic growth. The annual increase in The original target was to sell off $70 billion. Most of the

Par Value Stocks Ci,01tal
________________ (thousand yen)(Iusd)(ilony)

JR Nokkldo 50 180 9.0

4aR East 50 4,000 200.0

J: :Cerltal 50 2,240 112.0
AJR Wost . 50 2,000 100.0

JR Shlkoku 50 70 3.5

JEl lyushu . 50 320 16.0

Ji Frelgm . 50 380 19.0

TOTAL 7 777 i9,190 t
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Table 5.4 - Japan: Tokyo Stock Exchange Listing Requirements

(billion yen)

Holkkaldo East Central West! Shikoku Kyushu | Freight
Standards Required Net Assets as of

the end of the preceding

fiscalyear 18 400 224 200 7 32 38

it khWder NetAssets as of the beginning of FY 1987 259 297 166 155 104 311 34

-'q4st ; :Net Assets as of the end of FY 1992 264 544 399 260 120 320 46

(Net Assets) Requirements qualifcation s YYes Yes Yes-y Yes Yes:

-rai: .l Standards Three years earlier 2.7 60 33.6 30.0 1.1 4.8 5.7

ss currnt Two years earlier 2.7 60 33.6 30.0 1.1 4.8 5.7

tpio'fits d. Preceding fiscal year 3.6 80.0 44.8 40.0 1.4 6.4 7.6

.0flts after FY 1990 1.6 107.8 117.2 60.5 7.4 3.0 6.1

FY 1991 1.3 108.0 117.0 66.1 7.0 2.4 1.9

FY 1992 6.0 100.9 67.6 55.7 3.5 3.5 0.2

Requirements qualificaton No Yes Yes Yes Yes No. 1Mo 

Dlv-dmd Standards Dividends at the preceding No Yes Yes Yes No No No

fiscal year (FY 1991)

Standards Operating more than 5 years Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

after establishment

Requirements en the Rting f1or-Tokyo Sleak Excha * No - yes yes Yes No No No"

Note: Net assets of the three island JRs are calculated after deducting the Management Stabilizing Funds.
Source: Ministry of Transportabon.

assets liquidated by the Settlement Corporation consisted remaining inventory, it can be estimated that (1) the land

of undeveloped land (3,917 hectares). At the beginning of has a value of $76 bilion based on the posted price of

1993, the Settlement Corporation retained 5,314 hectares April 1993, and (2) the share of the three Honshu jRs has

that remained to be sold, but the Corporation sold its 53.5 a value of $29 billion based on the market price of the JR

percent interest in the Teito Rapid Transit Authority to the East share as of August 1993. As a whole the inventory

government during a four-year period from 1987 through value of the Settlement Corporation is currently worth

1990 for the total value of $8.9 bilion. $105, without considering the transaction and opportunity

The pace of liquidation and the value realized to date cost.

have been somewhat below original expectations. In 1987, Reducing the debt burden inherited from JNR has

with soaring real estate prices, the government decided to proved difficult. When the JR group was organized in 1987

end competitive bidding forJNR real estate, despite strong total long-term debt was $337 billion. This included liabili-

protest from the Settlement Corporation. Since 1991 land ties of $232 billion assumed by the Settlement Corpora-

prices have fallen off sharply and the value of the remain- tion and liabilities of $195 billion assumed by the newly

ing inventory has diminished correspondingly. established entities other than the Settlement Corporation,

Capital expenditures have increased steadily for the JR of which $42 bilion was assumed by the JRs themselves.

group since 1987 from $1.9 billion in 1987 to $6.5 bilion Through 1993 the JRs themselves effectively limited

in 1992. To date, the JRs have restricted their capital ex- their investment within the amount of their internal fund

penditures to internally generated funds. The enabling leg- resources (depreciation plus retained earnings) and re-

islation requires the Minister of Transportation to approve frained from aggressive external financing in order to re-

any external financing-and specifically prohibits the three duce their liabilities. The effect has been a net reduction

island JRs from issuing bonds. of their long-term debt of $13 billion, excluding the newly

assumed liabilities of $9 billion for Shinkansens in 1991.

4. Liabilities On the JNR Settlement Corporation's side, $61 bil-

Regarding the value of the JNR Settlement Corporation's lion in original debt has been paid down from the pro-
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ceeds of asset sales, but additional debt has been raised to a negative $8.3 bilion in 1985 to a positive $6.9 billion in
cover interest payments on the existing debt. As a result, 1992, although it should be bome in mind that, again, the
the net debt burden has actually increased by $19 billion bases of these two figures are not truly comparable.
to $225 billion, as can be seen in Table 5.5. It is significant that free cash flow from operations im-

proved from $12.6 billion in 1985 to $2.3 billion in 1991.
5. Overall Financial Performance of the JRs Net profit after interest, taxes, and extraordinary items has
The financial performance of theJRs as a group has been a also improved from a negative $16.8 billion in 1985 to a
success, as is illustrated in Table 5.6. The operating ratio of negative $2.7 billion in 1991. It should be noted that the
the group improved from a negative 27.7 percent in 1985 Ministry of Transport neither produces nor publicly an-
to a positive 18.9 percent in 1992- a clear improvement, nounces the consolidated financial figures of the JR group
even if the bases of the two figures are not really compa- as is shown in Table 5.7.
rable. Operating profits have correspondingly swung from Some JRs have performed better than others. As Table

(US$ billions)
End of Beginning

Flscal Year of 1987 1967 1968 1989 190 1901 19

JNRSC 206 211 219 228 221 223 225
JRs 131 128 122 117 115 115 n.a.

.42 40 36 : .2: 31- nA.

Owed-taSHt: & JNRSC-- -- 7B8 76 - 44N - 74 - r-§-
Owe dto jCPC -11- .11 -' - i 10 .,.lo 1 1014: -

TOTAL 337 339 341 345 336 337 N.A.

'Shinkansen Holding Corporation was reorganized as the Railway Development Fund in October 1991.
Note: In this table, final debtors (payers) are shown; therefore, they are different from legal debtors.

(US$ millions)

JNR JRs :

1982 1ow3 1084 1t65 1986 1987 1968. 1*9 19 1:1991 
Operating Revenue 26,812 26,915 28,206 30,095 31,062 32,117 34,554 35,907 38,588 40,140

(% change from
precedng period) (4.2) (0.4) (4.8) (6.7) (3.2) (3.4) (7.6) (3.9) (7.5) (4.0)

Operating Expense 35,249 36,701 36,330 38,420 34,298 29,784 30,710 32,195 33,077 35,418

(Persoral Expense) (18,704) (19,219) (19,035) (20,931) (19,229) (16,220) (15,563) (16,811) (15,862) (16,470)

Operating Profit -8,436 -9,786 -8,125 -8,324 -3,237 2,334 3,844 3,712 5,511 4,722

CURREINT PROFrT -19,470 .2 . .42;052 19 11 ,9 -10,24e

Extraordinary Profit 7,243 7,909 7,349 6,980 6,467 3,411 4,635 9,083 17,645 9,640

(Gains from Sale of
Fixed Assets) (643) (1,510) (1,392) (1,404) (2,927) (1,207) (1,850) (2,265) (7,373) (7,065)

Extraordinary Loss 307 371 287 279 926 590 1,038 1,238 1,940 2,107

NET PROFIT -12,525 -15,095 -15,004 - 7 2 82 .3,025 6,1 2,15

(Seven JRs) (1,399) (1,991) (2,632) (2,75) (2,784)

Source: Ministry of Transportation.
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5.7 suggests, the HonshuJRs show the best performance. third parties to re-market its services. Both its fundamen-
The profits of JR East, JR Central, and JR West have in- tal operating economics and its sales/distribution strategy
creased steadily each year since the restructuring. None of will be tested over the next five years.
the island JRs has as yet generated a profit from opera-
tions, and the yields generated from their Management 6. Service Quality
Funds have begun to decline in recent years. The perfor- Customer survey results suggest that the perceived value
mance of JR Freight has been erratic. The company faces created by the JR group for its customers has increased
increased competition from truckers and is dependent on steadily since restructuring. Individually and collectively,

Table 5.7 - Japan: Revenue, Operating Profit, and Retained Earnings of JRs

(billion yen, %)

FY87 FY68 FY89 FY9O FY91 FY92

:JR Hlokkaido Revenue 92 94 100 105 106 105

Profit -54 -53 -53 -49 -48 -47
(Ratio) (-58.5) (-56.7) (-52.8) (-46.7) (-45.4) (-44.4)

.__- __._. __- __. Eamings 1 2 0 1 1 0

JR East. Revenue 1,566 1,664 1,736 1,852 1,950 1,981
Profit 296 323 281 292 *355 *439
(Ratio) (18.9) (19.4) (16.2) (15.8) (18.2) (22.2)
Earnings 27 41 57 58 57 57

JR Central Revenue 875 969 1,003 1,103 1,131 1,111
Profit 72 102 114 133 *288 *405
(Ratio) (8.2) (10.6) (11.3) (12.1) (25.4) (36.4)

.____.____.__ Eamings 17 35 67 53 56 33

JR West Revenue 763 807 834 892 917 923
Profit 71 79 91 122 ^128 *144

(Ratio) (9.3) (9.8) (10.9) (13.7) (13.9) (15.6)
Earnings 2 5 26 30 36 32

JR Shlkoku Revenue 35 44 44 48 51 51
Profit -15 -11 -12 -9 -9 -11

(Ratio) (-42.4) (-24.7) (-26.4) (-18.1) (17.8) (-21.5)
Earnings 0 2 4 4 4 2

JR Kyushu Revenue 130 140 144 151 160 167
Profit -29 -29 -29 -29 -28 -27
(Ratio) (-22.2) (-20.4) (-20.0) (-19.0) (-17.5) (-16.4)

:___________ _ .Earnings 1 1 4 1 2 2

JR Freight Revenue 173 183 192 205 215 216
Profit 11 11 10 11 7 6
(Ratio) (6.5) (5.8) (5.1) (5.5) (3.1) (2.6)

Earnings 2 3 3 3 1 0

Notes:
* Operating Revenufe: Revenue from railway business (fare revenue and other revenue) and side business, not including subsidies.
* Operating Expenditure: labor, energy, repair, miscellaneous expenses, taxes (not including corporate tax), and depreciation.
* (Ratio): Ratio of operating profit to operating revenue.
* Operating profitforJR East, JR Central, and JR West in 1991 and 1992 increased owing to the decrease in the Shinkansen lease

payment.
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the JRs have improved their service reputation through new _
developments. One such improvement has been due to - -

increased frequency and speedups of trains. The mainland
JRs' frequency of car operation (car km per route km) in- (US$ millions)
creased by 19 percent from 1987 to 1991. This increase is
both a result and a cause of an increase in transport vol- Taxe s and l
ume over the period. Service has also been upgraded 320uo 6,631 -,11
through improved station facilities and the introduction of

, Isr s5 ~~~ ~ ~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~348 6,380 -6,032
new types of passenger cars. 348 , ,

For example, JR East's investment effort has focused 4 421 5,885 -5,465
on improving transportation capacity and services in the 5,455 -5,021
Tokyo metropolitan area, including the introduction of $ 455 3,433 -2,977
double-deckers and increased numbers of trains with air m 2,006 1,761 245
conditioning. In northern Japan, JR Hokkaido has a new N 2,234 1,918 315
airport access line connecting Chitose Airport and Sapporo, 2,092 5,755 -3,664
competing with a previously overcrowded bus service. JR F 2,722 1,428 1,294
Shikoku has increased train speed through greater electri- 4,039 984 3,055
fication and the introduction of tilting trains to deal with
the region's rugged topography. JR Kyushu has responded Note: For taxes, contributions, and subsidies following the

privatization of JNR, the figures represent a total of those from
to population growth and the resulting commuter demand the individual JRs, JNRSC, the Shinkansen Holding Corpora-
in the Fukuoka metropolitan area with a 10 percent in- tion, and the Railways Maintenance Fund.
crease in number of stations and a 40 percent increase in
train frequency between 1987 and 1992.

JR Freight has improved service quality through open- sension within their own parties they continued to stand
ing new routes, optimizing schedules to better meet cus- firmly behind the recommendations made by the two out-
tomer demand, speeding up trains, and developing new side expert panels, the Provisional and Supervisory Com-
transport systems, including new types of rail cars. mittees. During the period the LDP continued to main-

tain a stable majority and was able to pass the legislation.
7. Beneficiaries of Reform - Practical reorganization plans are better developed by
The greatest beneficiary of the JNR restructuring has been experts isolated from politicalpressure. Much of the formula-
the government itself, especially as far as the net fiscal ef- tion and analysis of the financial viability of the restructur-
fect is concerned. Before restructuring, the government ing plan was completed by experts with no vested interest
passed subsidies of $5.5 billion to JNR. Following restruc- in the outcome. Expert and impartial guidance was essen-
turing, these subsidies have declined sharply (to $1.0 bil- tial to process credibility. The two blue ribbon planning
lion in 199 1). However, the restructured JRs are taxpayers groups at the center of the privatization process were made
and the net effect of taxes plus remaining subsidies is a up of industrialists and academics with impeccable repu-
significant net funds flow into the government. In 1991 tations and practical business acumen who could address
that net positive flow to the government was $3.0 billion. the restructuring issues with a unique authority.
Table 5.8 shows the fiscal effects of JNR restructuring. - Fora railway in JNR's condition, restructuring logically

preceded privatization. In view of JNR's deteriorated finan-
PART IV: LESSONS LEARNED cial condition, it was impractical to consider selling the rail-

way 'as is." The value inherent in JNR's assets could only
Several key lessons that emerged from the JNR restructur- be realized by turning the business around before selling it
ing experience may have relevance for rail reform in other and resolving a number of difficult and highly political is-
countries. These potentially transferable lessons include the sues while the railway was still under public sector control.
following: I it is zmportant to separate out and to deal with short-

term problems first before long-term problems are dealt with.
Strong political support is essential to successful restruc- The first priority was to stop the fiscal drain caused byJNR.

turing. In the case of JNR, first Prime Minister Suzuki and The second was to address each of the railway's other ma-
then Prime Minister Nakasone resolutely supported rail- jor problems -redundant work force, large debt, antago-
way privatization as an essential element of their overall nistic labor relations - in turn.
government reform package. In the face of potential dis- Restructuring the operation into market-focused operat-
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ing components proved helpful to the process. JNR was re- autonomous, profitable performance. From the beginning,
structured into several smaller railway companies, each the restructuring blueprint assumed that debt in excess of
focused on specific regional passenger markets or, in the liquidated assets would become the general obligation of
case of JR Freight, on a specific line of business. Only 5 the government.
percent of all passenger trips involved more than one of * The commitment of the management team is essential to
the newly structured companies. These organizations were the transition. JNR's management as well as its work force
small enough to respond to local needs, and, as an added was reorganized. The new management team was commit-
advantage, they were headquartered in the markets that ted to the success of the reorganization plan.
they were intended to serve. * It is useful to set limits to the cross-subsidies involved in

* It is important to set management incentives early in the restructuring. Initially, a leasing company was created that
process. The signals given to JNR's management were un- would own and lease back to the JRs the Shinkansen lines.
ambiguous. Each new JR was structured to operate for a The Shinkansen Holding Corporation was designed to
profit, and profit maximization was the principal motiva- equalize the economic impact of leaseholds among the JRs
tion of the new management. and to blend the costs of newly built lines and older lines.

* The surplus work force should be compensated and/or Shinkansen's assets were sold to theJRs that operated them
reabsorbed. Every effort was made to compensate fairly and on the basis of their market value. Before this simpler ap-
to re-employ surplus workers. The private sector assisted proach was adopted, management time and resources had
materially in placing surplus employees who were interested been taken up in determining appropriate equities.
in resuming work. * The original privatization plan should be carried through

* The economic viability of each restructured component to final execution. Most of the government's original objec-
should be reinforced. Each of the emergingJR units assumed tives had been attained for the JRs even before ownership
a level of debt commensurate with its ability to cover its had passed into private hands. However, the process is
assigned burden. For the three island JRs, in lieu of debt continuing to move toward its original objective of full
an endowment was provided that was sufficient to assure privatization. N
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APPENDIX 1

FUNDING AND SUBSIDIES FOR LIGHT DENSITY LINES

The Spedal Act for the Promotion of JNR Reconstruction amount of 30 million yen per operating km for the
of 1980 recommended that unprofitable local lines be phase existing 38 lines and a maximum amount of 10
out through measures such as conversion to bus services. million yen per operating km for the 15 new lines.
Since then, 83 lines (total route length of about 3,160 km) * During the initial five years of operation, local and
were selected to be phased out. Of these, 45 lines have central government subsidized half of the current
been abolished and transformed into bus services. The re- losses from the railway.
maining 38 lines (total route length of about 1,310 km) - Car purchase and rail track improvement are funded
are operated by 31 newly established PPPs and 2 local pri- from an 'endowment." Surplus current income from
vate railway companies. In addition to the 31 PPPs that the "endowment" supplements contributions from
took over the existing low density lines, 6 PPPs were es- local governments and other investors in support of
tablished to operate 15 new local low density lines whose PPPs. These 'endowments" are similar to the Man-
construction had been put on hold during the JNR years agement Stabilizing Fund set up for the three small
and then restarted, with the provision that a railway com- island JRs.
pany other than the JRs would operate the lines.

The equity share of local governments (prefecture and A 1994 study conducted by Mr. Nishida, Director of
municipality governments) in PPPs is not predetermined the Management Research Center, Transportation Research
by any regulation. However, in most cases it exceeds 50 Bureau, has shown that the operating ratio of the PPPs
percent. Other investors include interested private com- varied from 90 to 250 percent, with 82 percent of the PPPs
panies, various organizations, and individuals. The follow- having a ratio ranging from 90 to 140 percent, whereas 62
ing grant and subsidy programs are available to PPPs: percent of the small private railway companies have a ratio

ranging from 90 to 120 percent. The study indicates that
• Infrastructure assets are either transferred or leased although, in general, the performance of most PPPs was

to these PPPs at no cost. not as good as that of the equivalent small private railway
• Local and central government together provide a companies, the performance of the PPPs has improved

transfer subsidy ("dowry") to the PPPs to compen- since their establishment, owing mainly to the reduction in
sate for the unprofitable assets, with a maximum labor costs. U
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CHAPTER SIX
NEW ZEALAND RAILWAYS CASE STUDY'

SUMMARY passenger service that uses spare capacity on the freight
rail network. The ferries provide passenger services and

1. Introduction transport for passenger vehicles as well as for commercial
InJuly 1993 New Zealand Rail Limited was sold, as a single road vehicles.
unit, to a consortium of New Zealand and foreign inves- Currently, New Zealand Rail carries about 10 million
tors. This sale represented the culmination of a process, tons, or 2.8 billion net ton kilometers (ntk), of freight a
begun in 1982, that was designed to reform the national year. This represents a 20 percent share of the inter-re-
railway system. gional freight market. The passenger group carries 10.5

Prior to 1982 the railway system was operated as a gov- million rail passengers and 1 million ferry passengers. New
ernment departrnent, subject to direct control by the gov- Zealand Rail has a fleet of about 7,500 rail cars, 200 loco-
ernment of the day. The Railways Department was used to motives, and 3 roll-on/roll-off ferries. The system employs
achieve both cornmercial and social objectives, with social a staff of about 4,500. The company's total revenue is
objectives often overriding the commercial goals. The rail- NZ$500 million per year.
way system's operations were protected from competition
by regulations that limited the operations of trucking com- 2. Lessons Learned from the Experience
panies. The reform and restructuring of the New Zealand railway

By the late 1970s the Railways Department displayed system proceeded in multiple, well-managed steps to final
the typical characteristics of a monopoly government- conveyance. In the final step a relatively efficient and fi-
funded enterprise without economic performance incen- nancially viable going concem was sold in a competitive
tives. It was: (1) unprofitable; (2) very inefficient, with a process to private sector bidders. The lessons to be learned
huge labor force relative to output; (3) production focused from the New Zealand experience are those of continuing
rather than customer focused; (4) relatively lacking in com- commitment over an 11 -year period to step-by-step restruc-
mercial management skills; and (5) ill prepared to meet turing activities that, when completed, made final
potential competition. At the same time, pressure was grow- privatization relatively easy. At each step, the government's
ing to reform the freight transport industry by allowing fiscal burden was reduced and the competitive position of
trucking companies greater access to the long haul market. rail in relation to other modes of transport improved.

In response to these pressures the government decided The successful reorganization of the railway system in-
to refocus the rail transport operation on the basis of com- volved a progressive loosening of government control over
mercial criteria. To facilitate this process the government pricing, wages, labor relations, and capital expenditures,
established the railway system as a state-owned corpora- and a simultaneous increase in financial self-sufficiency in-
tion in 1982. volving a progressive hardening of budget constraints and,

New Zealand Rail remains the country's largest surface subsequently, development of a self-standing capital struc-
transport company. Its principal business is the transport ture.
of freight. The company operates a comprehensive rail Although the reforms passed through a number of dis-
network over the two main islands comprising New crete phases (each distinguished by a different, increas-
Zealand. New Zealand Rail also owns and operates three ingly self-sufficient legal structure and a progressively more
roll-on/roll-off interisland ships, which provide the critical market-oriented organizational structure), a strong man-
link between the two island networks. The total rail system agement team made possible a steady quarter over quarter
comprises 4,000 kilometers of track. improvement in profit performance. At the completion of

The railway also operates a complementary intercity rail the restructuring process, sufficient improvement in mar-
ket share and profit performance had been documented
so that offers from fully qualified railway operators reflected

'The principal author of this case study is Murray King, Executive the high value that the private sector placed on the suc-
Manager, Planning and Resources, New Zealand Rail. cessful restructuring effort.



3. The Case Study services in five centers (reduced to two centers in the last
This case study, which is organized into four parts, details 30 years). These latter services have always faced healthy
the process whereby New Zealand's rail system was trans- levels of competition from buses and private automobiles.
formed from a government department into a privately Losses incurred in these services were funded by central
owned commercial enterprise. government subsidy. As government control over passen-

Part I describes the state and structure of the railway ger transportation liberalized, rail share of the long-haul
operation prior to the beginning of the reform process in market diminished. Figure 6.1 shows shifts in market share
1982. In other words, it describes the baseline conditions over the period 1960-93.
that the reform process was designed to alter. Part II de- The railway itself diversified into other modes of trans-
tails the reform process and discusses the rationale for the port. In 1962, after the withdrawal of a non-rail-owned
reform strategy that was adopted. In Part III, the impact shipping service across the Cook Strait, the railways intro-
of the reforms on the company is analyzed. Part m also duced their own roll-on/roll-off ferry. Four more ferries have
provides a financial analysis of the company's viability be- since been added to the fleet (and two have been retired),
fore and after the reforms began. Part IV draws out the in response to the large increases in interisland traffic. Since
lessons learned from the reform process. that time several new maritime services have challenged

rail dominance, including coastal freight services such as
PART I: BASELINE CONDITIONS the former Wellington to Lyttelton ferry service and Pacifica

Shipping, as well as an array of passenger air and ferry ser-
1. The Market and Competition vices.
New Zealand has had a national railway organization, in
various forms, since the 1870s. From its inception, rail trans- 2. Objectives of the Business Prior to
portation in New Zealand has been subject to some de- Privatization
gree of competition. In its early days rail transportation The degree of legislative protection afforded to railways
competed with coastal shipping and horse-drawn vehicles allowed them to pursue non-commercial objectives. Prior
in both passenger and freight markets. The relatively high to 1982 the railways were in the main organized in the form
capital costs of rail gave other, smaller-scale, operations of a government department, with the Minister of Rail-
some advantage in New Zealand's relatively light-density ways responsible for all aspects of performance. In prac-
transport markets. However, the introduction of the mo- tice this meant that the railways could be used as an instru-
tor vehicle presented the most significant threat in both ment of macroeconomic policy. In the area of maintaining
passenger and freight markets and by the 1920s notable full employment, this was evidenced by periods of chang-
declines in train traffic began to occur. ing staff levels without consonant changes in output. Infla-

By the mid-1930s the government had passed legisla- tion was countered by the freezing of freight rates or pas-
tion to regulate what was considered a serious oversupply senger prices; for example, between 1971 and 1976 both
of transport services in the country; this legislation severely the National and Labour Governments expressly froze rail
restricted long distance road transportation. The primary rates in order to stabilize the economy. In addition, uneco-
freight restriction was a 30 mile limit for road services. Fur- nomical regional services could be retained if there was
ther, the operation of a transport service required a license strong enough political pressure. Since the corporatization
for which criteria such as financial viability and public in- of railways in 1982, the direct influence of government has
terest considerations had to be met. These regulatory been progressively reduced, although the scrutiny of select
changes effectively restored the rail monopoly on inland committees and the vulnerability to public pressure con-
long distance freight traffic. In 1961 the primary freight tinued, at least up to privatization.
restriction was eased to 40 miles and in 1977 to 150 kilo-
meters. In 1983 the government removed all distance lirni- 3. Business Organization
tations on road transport, providing a challenging competi- Prior to 1982 the business of railways was basically con-
tive environment for railways. trolled by the government. Historically the government

The Transport Licensing Act 1931 introduced licensing controlled rail operations through different organizational
requirements for passenger services, with criteria similar structures, including railway commissioners and boards of
to those that applTed to freight transport. This qualitative directors. However, the underlying issue was whether man-
licensing regime initially restricted the degree of competi- agement would be allowed to independently operate the
tion in the passenger market. In addition to long distance railways as a commercial proposition, or whether the rail-
passenger services, railways provided suburban passenger ways would operate with a mix of commercial and politi-
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Figure 6.1 - New Zealand: Rail Share of the Long-Haul Market, 1960-93
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Note: Market share data include domestic air and shipping freight but exclude road freight.
Sources: New Zealand Official Year Books (various years); New Zealand Annual Reports.

caVsocial objectives. While the balance between the two the railway system, the government controlled the extent
approaches shifted back and forth over the years, ultimate of the system's investment/divestment in assets (infrastruc-
responsibility always rested with the Minister who was ac- ture, locomotives, rail cars, etc.) and had full control of the
countable to Parliament. Within the railway organization funding mechanism.
itself there were branches that dealt with the main aspects Another part of the government's planning role is to
of railway management - civil and mechanical engineer- be a regulator of the transport industry. To that extent it
ing, traffic, road services - with smaller branches for com- could be said that the government has previously been both
mercial/marketing, finance, stores, and publicity. Since player and referee in the transport game.
corporatization, there have been several structural changes As the railways were being developed, it became neces-
- all emphasizing the commercial focus of the organiza- sary to resort to the public purse to fund capital works.
tion. This meant in effect that either tax revenue or public debt

was used to finance the early developmental stages of the
4. Role of Government railways. Thereafter, financial controls stipulated a return
From the early years of its development, the railway has on the capital invested. In the years when revenue proved
been a vital part not only of the government's transport inadequate to pay the interest on debt there was recourse
system but ultimately of its national development strategy. to the Consolidated Fund. After 1925, when railway ac-
Moreover, the government could balance transport objec- counts were separated, shortfalls were met from general
tives against external objectives that, from time to time, it government funds. The rationale for this practice was that
considered more important. The government's overriding deficits occurred because some unprofitable lines contin-
goal, for most of this period, has been to ensure that a ued to be operated and some non-commercial rates con-
railway system exists in combination with a national road tinued to be charged for social/political reasons. Hence,
network to meet the changing transport needs of the com- deficits should be paid by the collective beneficiaries (the
munity at large. Prior to 1982, through its ownership of taxpayers) rather than by the direct users.
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5. Description of the Network gion. In the 1950s diesel-electric locomotives were intro-
Initially, the development of railways was under the con- duced, which had the immediate effect of reducing oper-
trol of the provincial governments. Provincial requirements ating costs significantly and at the same time increasing
and policies toward railway management varied from prov- haulage capacity. The greater efficiency of these locomo-
ince to province. In 1870 a Parliamentary Select Commit- tives led to the speedy retirement of steam-powered lo-
tee established a 3 foot 6 inch gauge standard; conversions comotives. Similarly, the introduction of articulated rail
to this gauge were made where necessary when provincial cars did much to improve the performance of passenger
control was taken over by central government, as it was carriage at a time when competition was becoming
during the remainder of the nineteenth century. While this troublesome. In more recent times the building of bogie
gauge was considered sufficient for the level of traffic en- cars has improved the productivity of the rail car fleet as
visaged at the time, over the years it limited commercial the bogie cars have superior load to tare ratios and speed
capacity. capability.

In the first decade of the twentieth century a substan- The productivity of railway workers over the years is
tial degree of construction resulted in a 1,770 kilometer more difficult to establish, as it is a function of various
rail network. By 1920 this figure had risen to 4,830 kilo- intangible factors such as training expertise and general
meters and in 1954 the historical peak of 5,641 kilometers morale. Productivity has, however, been constrained from
was reached. In the following three decades low traffic time to time by political pressure to keep unemployment
density levels brought about the gradual closure of a sig- under control by increasing railway staff. A composite in-
nificant number of branch lines. By 1982, 4,397 kilome- dex of workload for the period 1973-83 showed a drop of
ters of route remained, with 70 to 75 percent of the net- 15 percent with a drop of only 3 percent in staff numbers.
work being constructed with rail weights of 85 pounds and
above. The signaling systems that predominated at this time 7. Performance, 1980-83
were a combination of Centralized Train Control (CTC), The process of corporatization had as a main aim improv-
single and double line automatic, and Tablet systems. Fig- ing the commercial viability of the organization (namely,
ure 6.2 is a map of the current railway network in New making the organization self-supporting and profitable).
Zealand. To this end, significant advances in productivity and effi-

ciency were required - especially since competition in the
6. Employment, Unionization, and Technology industry was considerably increased with the removal of
Development distance limits on truck operators at the time of
Employment conditions in the early years of railway devel- corporatization. Traffic levels in 1980-82 were steady at
opment were particularly harsh in terms of both injury risk around 3.2 billion ton km. After corporatization, traffic
and hours worked. The advent of the Liberal Government diminished as competitors made significant inroads into
in the 1890s and the development of the early rail unions the rail market base. The 1980-82 traffic levels were at-
brought about improvements in wage rates and conditions tained with a total staff of about 22,000. This staff number
(for example, the standard work week was reduced to 48 was reduced dramatically after corporatization and labor
hours from 54 to 60 hours). By 1940 railways employed productivity improved correspondingly. Vrtually all staff
some 25,000 workers (see Table 6.1), a significant part of were unionized during this period. The percentage of
the country's work force at that time. In New Zealand, unionized staff was not greatly affected by the reform pro-
unionization of the work force has been a standard feature cess. Labor legislation supported strong labor unions in
of railways and most other enterprises of this size. New Zealand until the Employment Contracts Act was

The 3 foot 6 inch gauge and lighter rail weights were passed in 1991. Overall, the unions played a constructive
the biggest limitations on locomotive power and speed in role in the restructuring process, allowing changes to oc-
the early years. As railways assumed a more prominent role cur uithout major industrial action.
in the country's development, rail weights were increased, During the period 1980-83, rolling stock declined from
especially on key routes, to permit greater traffic density. 28,112 to 25,754 and diesel-electric and electric locomo-
In the 1930s a new class of locomotive, 50 percent more tives remained unchanged at about 440. The profitability
powerful than the previous standard mainline locomotive, of the company during this period was poor, with operat-
was introduced.The network's productivitywas further im- ing losses ranging between NZ$50 million and NZ$60
proved by the introduction of the CTC signaling system in million per year. Since the reform process began, steady
some sections and the electrification of some routes, in- progress has been made in improving financial perfor-
cluding mainly passenger routes such as the Wellington re- mance, despite greater competition.
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Staff L-COO6UvSS Rail Camr Tons (000)

189X, 4,462 269 8,357 2,258
1900 7,236 304 10,295 3,252
1910 12,224 465 17,220 5,490
1920 13,385 616 22,493 6,000
1930 19,410 657 26,909 7,788
1940 25,710 627 30,008 7,673
1950 26,780 652 34,326 9,948
:1960 25,519 722 33,825 10,543
1970 21,082 508 - 11,593
1980 21,608 521 26,899 11,520
1990 8,418 322 11,479 8,451

PART II: CoRpoRAnzATIoN AND REFORm OF * Impartial regulatory policies should exist, so that
NEW ZEALAND RAIL unfair advantages are not conferred on any one

transport agency or transport user.

1. Overview * There should be a review of transport legislation with
The privatization process for New Zealand Rail began in the intent of assuring that users have an unrestricted
1982 when the operations of the former Railways Depart- right to select their preferred transport mode.
ment were reorganized into a state-owned corporation. - There should be continuing review of regulatory
T'his transformation was in response to growing concerns policy to ensure that it is appropriate to the economic
about the transport industry's ability to provide efficient and social conditions of the day.
services for New Zealand industry. Corporatization of the
Railways Department marked a significant first step in the In 1971 the government commissioned a transport
government's overal strategy to reform the transport in- policy study to be undertaken by the U.S. consultants
dustry. Corporatization was followed over the next 11 years Wilbur Smith and Associates. In 1974 Wlbur Smnith re-
for intemal resrtucturing and for a step-by-step structural ported back with the following recommendations:
reform of rail activities. Eventually this reform led to the
sale of New Zealand Rail to strategic investors in an open, * The financial viability of government transport agen-
competitive process. cies should be secondary to transport efficiency and

service.
2. Origins of Reform * Theroadtransportindustrysbouldbedeicensedand
The need for reform of the transport industry was pointed limits on the industry's size should be removed.
out at a much earlier date by the National Development * The 40 mile (64 kilometer) protection limit should be
Conference - a government sponsored group charged with phased out in keeping with adjustments to rail and
advising the government on long-term economic develop- road infrastructure.
ment issues. In 1969 the Conference's Sector Committee * There should be specific taxation on transport to
on Transport made the following recommendations for raise revenue, rather than general taxation such as
transport policy reforrn: sales taxes on trucks. Specific taxation should be

introduced in the form of long distance fees based on
* Economic efficiency should be promoted, as well as long-run marginal cost pricing and should reflect the

the minimization of economic costs, by each mode disbenefits of long distance road transport, the mar-
carrying the traffic to which it is best suited. ginal resource costs of the facilities and services used,

* Each transport agency should bear its fair share of the the social costs inflicted, including accidents, pollu-
real costs 6f resources provided at the public's ex- tion, and the loss of utility caused by heavy vehicles.
pense, and, conversely, each transport agency should
receive credit for the natiorial, social, or development The report also noted that rail was better suited to long
purposes it services. distance and bulk commodity transport, and that short dis-
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tance transport and small lots would shift to road. Car- ness, efficiency, and accountability for expenditures of gov-
goes that, on economic grounds, should be divested, were enment departments. Those providing commercial ser-
estimated at about a quarter of rail's tonnage. vices were increasingly challenged by private competitors.

The resulting government discussion paper, "A New Political interference was increasingly regarded as a con-
Direction for New Zealand Transport,' was presented to tributing factor in poor decisionmaking. A tendency per-
Parliament in 1974. It incorporated Wilbur Smith's belief sisted to encourage state trading departments to pursue
in the viability of user choice and market forces. It ex- social goals that these departments were not suited to
pressed discomfort with government controls over trans- achieve.
port generally. The paper defined two transport sectors: This government reform involved transforming the
the competitive sector and the public sector (which in- structure of the state trading enterprises from a govern-
cluded services not able to withstand the competition of ment department structure to a corporate one. The new
market forces but that were viewed as desirable or in the trading enterprises were established under the State Owned
public interest). The paper also proposed the formnation Enterprises Act 1986. This legislation required that new
of a Railways Corporation. state-owned enterprises (SOEs) be established under the

On the whole, the principles contained in this "Green Companies Act in the same manner as any other company.
Paper" were adopted in transport policy throughout the Theywere thus required to operate as profitable businesses.
1980s. The paper marked the beginning of a long process The 1986 Act changed the focus of most state trading op-
in which the Railways Department emerged from a pro- erations, by ensuring that the prime objectives of the new
tected environment characterized by restrictive licensing companies were commercial rather than a contradictory
ana serious obstacles to entry, and became a governmnent mix of commercial and social objectives. The social objec-
corporation making its way in a deregulated transport mar- tives that had previously been set for state trading opera-
ket. tions were either transferred to other government agen-

cies, or else the SOE itself was paid by the government on
3. Corporatization of New Zealand Rail a commercial basis to carry out these functions.
The New Zealand Railways Corporation Act 1981 con- The corporations purchased their assets from the Crown
verted the Railways Department into a Crown-owned statu- at negotiated prices and were required to produce com-
tory corporation. The new corporation was given clear com- mercial rates of return. This was consonant with the view
mercial objectives and the opportunity to compete in a new that SOEs should not enjoy a competitive edge over other
transport industry which was being deregulated at the same organizations operating in similar fields. Boards of direc-
time. tors were established, comprising professionals and sector

Ministerial involvement in managing the business was experts. Subject to accountability safeguards, each board
reduced, and monitoring and control of the corporation was left to govern its own affairs in operating the business.
were largely transferred to a board of directors and the Managers were given full freedom over decisions on in-
chief executive officer. The Minister of Railways retained puts, pricing, and marketing, while the government retained
the power to give directions on passenger services, to ap- ownership, as the sole shareholder, and also retained ulti-
prove the sale of land and the cessation or setting up of mate control by being entitled to modify the Statements of
operations, and to approve various financial transactions. Corporate Intent and by setting the expected rates of re-
The corporation was free to fix rates and fares. Ministerial turn on investment.
involvement in operational issues was minimal. The board One area in which problems arose concerned land that
was able to spend money without Treasury approval, and was surplus to the commercial requirements of the SOEs.
could borrow on its own account. The Railways Corpora- Surplus land was potentially subject to a claim under the
tion Act also provided for contributions from local authori- Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975 (see Appendix 2 to this chap-
ties toward the cost of providing urban transport social ser- ter), which provided a forum for grievance cases against
vices. the Crown by the indigenous Maori people. Surplus land

Although reform of the railways cornmenced in 1982 could not be conveyed to a new SOE until conflicting claims
with the New Zealand Railways Corporation Act 1981, the had been dealt with by the appropriate court.
subsequent restructuring of the railway system was signifi- The 'land issue," which had the potential to delay the
cantly influenced by changes in the government's general commnercialization program indefinitely, was resolved with
industry policy. These changes, which comnmnenced in the the enactment of the Treaty of Waitangi (State Owned En-
mid- 1980s, applied to all government departments. In gen- terprises) Act in 1988, which established a system of safe-
eral, all reforms were directed to improving the effective- guards to allow the transfer of assets to SOEs without pro-
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tracted delay because of land claims. The Act provided for at a disadvantage, unless these considerations are out-
the return of surplus land to the Crown after it had been weighed by the public interest. With hindsight, the com-
transferred to an SOE. ments by the reform commnittee and the choice of a bal-

In 1986 New Zealand Railways Corporation (NZRC) ancing test proved astute, given the government reform
became subject to the monitoring provisions of the State that was to follow, including railways reform. After the
Owned Enterprises Act. However the New Zealand Rail- Railways Department became a corporation in 1982 and
ways Corporation Act still pertained to all other aspects of its political and social objectives were removed, there were
corporate affairs. fewer reasons to support disclosure of information in the

Corporatization was followed by deregulation (see Ap- public interest and the balancing test provided the requi-
pendix 1 to this chapter for further discussion). Deregula- site flexibility. Nevertheless, unlike other private transport
tion put SOEs into a competitively neutral environzment operators, the railways continued to be subject to scrutiny
so that they no longer enjoyed special government support by competitors, the media, the public - and the Ombuds-
or advantages. For example, Crown immunity from pros- man, until full privatization in 1993.
ecution under the Commerce Act 1986 for anti-competi-
tive behavior and the Fair Trading Act 1986 for unfair trade 4. Financial Restructuring
practices was removed in sectors in which the Crown "en- At the beginning of 1990 the government agreed to take
gages in trade." In addition, a number of other disciplines over NZRC's debt to the extent of NZ$1.1 billion, com-
have been placed on SOE behavior to ensure that the pur- prising accumulated losses from earlier political pressures
suit of profitability objectives does not exdude consumer to maintain high staff levels, electrification of the North
satisfaction, particularly when the corporation is a mo- Island Main Trunk (NIMT), redundancy costs, and other
nopoly. An example of such a discipline is the realistic post-1982 transition costs. The New Zealand Railways Cor-
valuation of the assets transferred to SOEs together with poration Restructuring Act 1990 provided for the restruc-
reasonable rates of return to the government. turing of the corporation's balance sheet, either through

While SOEs were accountable to their owners, the Min- the sale of surplus assets or through the vesting of assets
ister of State Owned Enterprises and the Minister of Fi- and liabilities in a limited liability company owned by the
nance, the ministers and Parliament were ultimately ac- Crown.
countable to the public. Both the Official Information Act The Railways Corporation was restructured into two
1982 and the Ombudsmen Act 1975 apply to SOEs and separate entities, New Zealand Rail Limited (NZRL) and
other government agencies, although not to their private the Railways Corporation (NZRC), which had a new man-
sector counterparts. date. NZRL, the Crown-owned company, operated the

The Official Information Act 1982 provides access to core freight, rail, passenger, and interisland ferry services,
.official" information - that is, information held by gov- while surplus assets remained with the Railways Corpora-
eminent agencies - to the extent that the provision of tion to be sold. For a variety of reasons, including poten-
this information is consistent with the public interest and tial claims under the Treaty of Waitangi Act, the Railways
with personal privacy. The Ombudsmen Act 1975 estab- Corporation retained land ownership, with NZRL leasing
lished a public watchdog office to investigate actions and land needed for its operations from the corporation.
omissions by government agencies. The commercializa- The New Zealand Railways Corporation Restructuring
tion of government entities presented an issue in terms of Act 1990 and the New Zealand Rail Limited Vesting Or-
the need to protect sensitive information in the same ways der 1990 established the rail business as a company under
in which confidentiality is protected in private commerce. the Companies Act 1955. The Minister of the Crown held

However, as the committee proposing the legislative all the shares in the new company. As a result of the act,
reform for official information in 1980 had commented, the rail business could be privatized without the need for
given the combination of conmmercial, social, and economic further legislation.
objectives, it would be irnpossible to devise a comprehen- After enactment of the New Zealand Railways Corpo-
sive rule for disclosure in the case of railways and cases ration Restructuring Act, steps were taken to establish the
would have to be judged on their individual merits. The new operating company and to separate the assets and li-
mechanism proposed was a balancing test between private abilities of the old corporation. The key issues involved
and public interests. creating a company based on the standard SOE articles of

Official information may be withheld if disclosure would association; dealing with industrial relations issues and with
divulge a trade secret, would prejudice a conmmercial posi- the transfer of staff to a new organization; establishing a
tion, or would prejudice commercial activities or put them new balance sheet and asset/iability register; transferring
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external and other contracts with minimum disruption to phases with each phase distinguished by a different legal
customers; and negotiating and preparing the leasing of standing and enterprise status.
core land and the vesting of core railway business. The major changes to New Zealand Rail's corporate

constitution involved the transformation from a govern-
5. Restructuring the Organization ment department, New Zealand Rail (NZR), to a state-
Figure 6.3 summarizes multiple structural changes that have owned corporation, New Zealand Railways Corporation
taken place since 1982. The reorganization of New Zealand (NZRC), in 1982, to a state-owned limited liability com-
Rail proceeded incrementally through the restructuring pany, New Zealand Rail Limited (NZRL), in 1990, and

Figure 6.3 - New Zealand: Rail Restructuring - from 1982

Govemment
Department Coiporatlon New Zealand Rail Ltd. Pdvate Ownership

,.Control Stucture

Strgpoaliiafocus Reduced political focus Limited liability company Accountable to private
and control Commercial directors sector shareholder

No overt political control Limited liability company
not subject to political
control

iaand econicrole Crown Coporation But Governed by normal
* Not limited liability * Subject to SOE Act commercial ethos

accountability

"Miterialcontrol * Quasi-private sector * Subject to intense Subject to standard
orientation monitoring legislation, e.g., Compa-

Not able to fully nies Act, Commerce Act,
emulate private sector Fair Trading Act, Re-

source Management Act

Compeitae Environmnent
andindustry Posffon

Protection from Transport deregulation Deregulated competitive n.a.
competition * 3 year phaseout of 150 transport industry

km limits Fully contestable market-
* Licensing regulations place

and 150 km limit

Organizational Structure

Functionally organized, Organized by business Rail freight (including ferry) n.a.
e.g.: group with complementary
* Operations * Freight passenger businesses
* Engineering * Passenger including (rail, ferry), and terry
* Sates road commercial vehicles

* Property
* Interisland

Management Focus

Operational and technical Restructuring Commercial Full commercial mandate
* Engineering * Operational efficiency * Customer orientation

excellence * Cost cuffing * Market emphasis
I Cost containment
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finally to a privately owned company in 1993. Each stage earlier structures also played a significant role. But pro-
entailed different organizational objectives and strategies. gressive separation from Crown control has helped to abate

traditional risk aversion and to precipitate greater man-
* As a government department, New Zealand Rail had agement initiative.

a mandate to provide an effective transportation The corporatization of New Zealand Rail involved re-
service while supporting the social and economic molding the following four dimensions of the business:
priorities of the administration of the day. The
Crown was liable for all obligations incurred by the - Operations
department and had corresponding freedom to di- - Corporate and organizational structure
rect the day-to-day decision making of the operation. - Employment
Although the general policy was for New Zealand * Financial structure.
Rail to operate on a commercial basis, exceptions
were frequently made "in the public's interest," for It also involved reducing the scope of operations -- sepa-
example, to combat unemployment and to provide rating the core rail business from ancillary road passenger,
non-commercial services to outlying areas. New parcel, and property development services. The core busi-
Zealand Rail therefore tended to focus on technical ness, set up as a limited liability company in 1990, included
and operational excellence on the one hand, and on rail freight, urban rail passenger services in Wellington and
the satisfaction of political and social needs on the Auckland, intercity rail services, interisland ferries, and the
other, while exercising reasonable (rather than rigor- necessary corporate support functions. Ownership of land
ous) budget control. remained with the Crown, with surplus property targeted

* NZRC was given a more explicitly commercial man- for disposal, and land required for rail operations leased to
date that required the company to earn revenues in the core business on a long-term basis at a nomninal charge.
excess of costs, including interest expense. A board At the commencement of the restructuring, New
of directors composed largely of people with private Zealand Rail lacked the skills in "change management" and
sector experience was established to act as agent for business needed to ensure a successful outcome. In rec-
the government in commercializing the business. ognition of this, the board and management turned to con-
The government served as guarantorof the company's sultants. Booz Allen and Hamilton was contracted to re-
obligations but was removed from the control of day- view the operations and strategic options available to the
to-day operations. The focus of the business was new corporation.
primarily to become a viable commercial entity in the The consultants' report identified a number of oppor-
face of the removal of regulations and taxes that had tunities to significantly improve profitability. In the opera-
restricted the scope and competitiveness ofthe truck- tions area, these induded:
ing industry.

* NZRL was established to take over the core railway * Increasing train sizes
business, operating as a limited liability company * Eliminating guard vans
(without the financial guarantee of the Crown). The * Rationalizing marshaling yard crews
aim of the enterprise was more explicitly to prepare - Closing low traffic branch lines
for privatization, which meant that emphasis on - Improving the rolling stock, including replacing four-
adlieving an acceptable return on funds employed wheel rail cars with bogie cars and increasing the draw
increased. The board, as agents of the Crown, were gear capacity
inherently conservative; the strategic priority was to * Moving to fewer crew members on trains
reduce costs rather than to expand the business. * Reducing the number of freight centers

* NZRL continues to be a limited liability company, * Increasing locomotive power to enable longer trains
now under private ownership. The objective now is to be hauled.
to prepare the company for a public float, and in-
creasingemphasisisbeingplacedonenhancingvalue Over the course of corporatization and privatization,
through the recapture of market share. the organizational structure of the company is in an al-

most perpetual state of flux. The key drivers of these
The evolution of strategic priorities was not simply the changes have been the need to improve productivity and

result of changing corporate structure; changes in the busi- the desire to increase responsiveness to the demands of
ness environment and the cost reductions achieved under the market. Given the scale of the downsizing task, the
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rationalization of facilities and labor has been particularly After corporatization, the functional structure was aban-
important. doned in favor of business groups, namely, Freight, Pas-

As a department, the Rail's organizational structure was senger, Property, and Communications. Initially served by
strongly hierarchical, with costs and revenues offset only common administrative functions, these groups gradually
at the general manager level. An example of the extent of became largely autonomous by managing their own fi-
the bureaucracy can be seen in the 1,270 pay codes and nances, industrial relations, and information systems. In
500 allowance codes in the salary administration system. November 1988 this structure was disaggregated to focus
At the end of its last year as a department, Rail had 21,608 attention more keenly on the bottom line of each function
employees compared with fewer than 5,000 today Figure (as is shown in Figure 6.5), with all groups except Infor-
6.4 shows the organizational structure at that time. mation Services and Railnet (responsible for track and sig-

The Booz Allen and Hamilton report described this nals) operating as profit centers.
structure as a portfolio approach, oriented toward the pro- These business groups were created with clear business
duction side of the rail business. This structure focused and repositioning objectives in view, for which their man-
on the provision of a single product, rail transportation, agers were fully accountable. A transfer pricing system was
and failed to reflect the real situation - that the rail busi- devised to identify the "contribution" of each function, with
ness operated in a number of distinct markets. each group pricing internally on a "steady state" basis and

Figure 6.4 - New Zealand: Railways Department, 1982
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Figure 6.5 - New Zealand: NZRC, 1988
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bearing the transitional losses necessary to achieve its re- * Mechanized track equipment such as tampers. This
positioning goals. This arrangement exerted considerable enables more work to be done on tracks by fewer
pressure on groups to make productivity gains and to fo- people.
cus on and meet customer needs. The combination of ac- * Train end monitors, which allow train crew size to be
countability and individual responsibility contributed to a reduced. The monitor informs the operator about
new management ethos within the rail system. such matters as brake pressure at the end of the train.

With the further restructuring and downsizing occa- This has eliminated at least one of the functions for
sioned by the establishment of NZRL as the core rail busi- which a rear guard is needed.
ness, the organizational structure eventually coalesced into * Personal computers, which have reduced the need
two marketing groups - Freight and Passenger - and an for administrative staff.
Operations group, as is shown in Figure 6.6. Initially, all
groups were profit centers and were priced internally to In addition, basic management processes have been
achieve a return on net assets. As the commercial culture streamlined. More decisions have been pushed down to
has taken root and matured, however, the emphasis on lower levels within the organizational structure and staff
transfer pricing has shifted to the allocation of direct costs, have been made more accountable. This has made it pos-
and the Operations group is now a cost center. sible to reduce the overall administrative structure of the

The structures described above illustrate some of the company.
key stages of development on the way to corporatization, Another set of management initiatives has focused on
but represent only stages in a continual (and sometimes allowing personnel to complete multiple tasks and reduc-
cyclical) evolution. This continual change has had some ing the level of specialization in the definition of positions.
unsettling effects on morale but has led to a more flexible At the time of this writing, however, only limited moves
corporate culture and has improved productivity through have been made toward multiskilling of staff. Longer-term
rationalization. Morale has been remarkably positive overall plans include combining train operators with a ground-
throughout the process. based staff (for example, shunters). Possible multiskilling

opportunities also exist in combining the functions of track
6. New Technologies and Work Restructuring and structures (for example, bridges, tunnels) maintenance
A number of new technologies have been introduced that gangs. Currently, track and structures are maintained by
have permnitted a reduction in staff or have enabled more separate gangs.
work to be undertaken with no increase in staff. Chief The company formerly provided housing for staff. This
among these new technologies have been the following: provision has been terminated - which has provided sig-

nificant administration cost savings.
* Two-wayradiocommunicationwithlocomotive driv- Train crewing has been reduced from three to one. This

ers, which has allowed a move to single person has been facilitated largely by the introduction of the new
crewing. technologies listed above. Track maintenance gangs have

* Flash butt welding with a machine which welds rail been restructured and rationalized on a number of occa-
into a continuous line and thereby reduces track sions. Initially, gangs comprised four workers. The gangs
mnaintenance expenditures, which are significant when were later amalgamated into larger gangs when mechani-
rail is joined but not welded. cal track equipment was introduced. Mechanization meant
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that, overall, fewer people were required, and larger gangs freight from the branches. However, increased competi-
enabled heavier work to be undertaken by each gang. The tion has led to door-to-door delivery. That is, rail needed
amalgamated gangs were later structured back into small to deliver freight to customers in order to provide service
gangs which, in turn, were supported by larger production that was competitive. With the advent of door-to-door de-
gangs. The smaller gangs were involved in routine mainte- livery, freight could be dispatched to customers from a more
nance while the larger gangs undertook the large jobs such centralized branch.
as new track work. Subsequently, the production gangs were The implementation of the strategies discussed above
disposed of and the smaller gangs were supported by addi- has resulted in significant reductions in labor costs. Be-
tional equipment and contract labor. Track gangs continue tween 1986 and 1993 labor productivity increased by 171
to be reorganized as the company identifies new and bet- percent. Much of the improvement in labor productivity
ter ways of maintaining its track. has been achieved through reductions in staff numbers.

Removal of some non-core business activities has also In 1986 the corporation took tentative steps to reduce its
caused personnel to be reduced. Non-core businesses that personnel costs by improving the payments under its vol-
were disposed of include the bus operation and the road untary redundancy program. The stance of the govem-
parcel business. ment of the day was that there would be no compulsory

Rosters are under continuous review. Among the issues redundancies and as a result the program relied on high
that are the subject of review are: changes to train running payments to induce employees to resign.
times; removal of short shifts where possible; assignments
that take into account sleep patterns; extended running 7. Work Force Restructuring
hours; and point-to-point running rather than mid-point In 1992, NZRL negotiated major changes to its collective
servicing of trains. employment contract. Among other reforms, the new con-

The number of workshops has been reduced gradually tract provided for a severance payments formula based on
from ten to two; of these two, one concentrates on loco- the individual employee's salary, service length, and num-
motive rebuilding and one on wagon construction. This ber of dependents. Previously, the redundancy payment
reduction has been driven by improvements in operating had been based on the following parameters:
procedures, a reduction in fleet size - induding the elimi-
nation of guard vans (cabooses), and standardization of * 17 weeks pay for the first year of service plus 2 weeks
the wagon fleet to a smaller range of wagon types. Over- for each subsequent year of service (maximum 20
all, this reduction has eliminated the duplication of facili- years service)
ties, reducing both capital and maintenance costs of work- * plus 23 days pay for each dependent (induding a
shop activities. The reduction process has been gradual spouse)
because the optimal number could be found only through * plus retirement leave (employees over age 50) or
the experience of operating with fewer workshops. resigning leave (employees under age 50 with at least

Depots, which provide regular maintenance service for 20 years service).
rail cars and locomotives, have been reduced in number
from 33 to less than 20. The number has been reduced as In 1988 the formula had been revised, absorbing the
fleet size has decreased and also as a result of a change in spouse supplement and reducing the allowance for depen-
work practices, which involves maintenance being done dent children to 20 days per child. Until 1990, redundan-
on rail cars in the yard rather than hauling them to a depot. cies were voluntary and severance payments were suffi-
This reduction in depots has meant that fewer staff are ciently attractive to generate the required redundancies.
required and that overhead costs associated with depots In 1990, the corporation reached an agreement with the
are reduced. unions whereby compulsory redundancies could be en-

Freight branches are the points to which carload and forced. This agreement increased some payments, espe-
less than carload freight is delivered by rail and from which cially for employees who had not been eligible for retiring/
the freight is dispatched to the fnal destination. The num- resigning leave. A new scale applied to new employees
ber of branches has been reduced from over 100 to 16, induded six weeks' pay for the first year of service and two
which has resulted in savings in personnel costs and in over- weeks' pay for each subsequent year of service. From
head costs of branch operations. This change has been, in October 1992 service was capped as of that date for em-
the main, driven by market factors. ployees in the modified 1988 formula and employees en-

In the past, a large number of branches were needed gaged after that date were disentitled to any payments.
because customers were usually required to collect their Initially, this strategy achieved its objective of generally
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reducing employee numbers, but because it was voluntary the national awards system, some sectors of the New
it was dependent on employee decisions and was not ori- Zealand economy (such as New Zealand Rail, which oper-
ented to business requirements for the shape and size of ated outside the Monday to Friday workweek) began mak-
the organization. ing significant changes to their employment contracts.

Although some of the SOE legislation applied to NZRC In 1992 NZRL negotiated major changes to collective
in 1986, NZRC remained firmly within the central state employment contracts. The bargaining was difficult, and
department model with regard to applicable labor law. It the negotiations lasted from April to December. A key
was not until late 1987 that NZRC came under the labor aspect of these negotiations was management's effort to
relations legislation that applied to other SOEs. At this keep employees informed of developments and to take
time NZRC became independently responsible for the account of employee comment and advice. The ensuing
bargaining of its own labor contracts. NZRC made a mod- changes included the following:
est beginning, and the three key features of its first collec-
tive contract of November 1987 were the following: * More flexiblehoursof work (includingovertime after

80 hours a fortnight instead of after 8 hours a day)
* The simplification of the collective employment con- * Fewer penalties on work outside the conventional

tract and the removal of artificial distinctions of so- eight hour day, Monday to Friday
called Salaried and General Divisions - A change from one to five collective contracts3

* The removal of state service seniority and appeal - No weekend or night work penalty payments for new
systems from the appointments/promotions process employees.

* The removal of senior management from collective
salary fixing to individual employment contracts, These changes are the acknowledgment of the seven
including incentives based on individual performance. day week/24 hour schedule of a competitive railway with a

diversified customer base. Employees whose earnings were
The voluntary redundancy program continued in its most affected by changes to overtime, penalty payments,

earlier form, but by 1989 management processes had been and allowance reductions received lump sum payments.4

strengthened and there was greater focus on making A major reform in the employment contracts of sea-
changes to match corporation requirements. By April 1990 based staff also occurred in 1994. The main purpose of
redundancy agreements were made with the unions which this reform was to reduce significantly the labor cost of
included the ability to enforce redundancy. To achieve this operating the company's three interisland ferries and to
agreement, an increase was made in the already high com- aDow for the continuous (or 24-hour) sailing of vessels.
pensation paid for redundancy. A less generous scale was This purpose was achieved by reducing staff levels and re-
adopted for new employees.2 quiring the remaining staff to accept fewer leave days.

In successive years gradual changes were made to col-
lective employment contracts through the simplification of 8. Capital Structure
allowance structures, which included increases to some base The capital structure of New Zealand Rail has changed
pay rates to absorb allowances that were routinely paid. with its organizational structure, as is shown in Table 6.2.
Salaries or incentive payments based on performance ap- The private company's full balance sheet is not publicly
praisals were also introduced for a wider range of manag- available.
ers and white collar employees. The capital structure of New Zealand Rail was progres-

While collective employment contracts were simplified sively strengthened in a number of debt conversion trans-
in 1992, they still reflected the essential conditions of em- actions between the state and the carrier:
ployment inherited in the state sector of the mid-1980s
applying, for example, to hours of work, overtime, and W When the railway was a government department,
penalty payments. As a result of the flexibilities provided infusions of capital from public coffers appeared in
under the Employment Contracts Act and the removal of

'For Operations, Railfreight, Passenger Services, Support Ser-
'While there was a large net reduction in employee numbers, the vices, and Engineering (two main workshops). While these
changing mixes of skills needed has meant that some recruitment contracts have similar conditions, they allow each of these busi-
continues. As of February 1994,24 percent of land-based employ- nesses to negotiate future changes more appropriate to the
ees were engaged after January 1, 1987 (after commencement of business.
the major voluntary redundancy program in 1986). 4"Payback' is estimated to be under one year.
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Table 6.2 - New Zealand Rail Capital Structure, 1982-93

(NZ$000)

giovernnnent.---- 
Department NZRC : - RC - NL

(3/30/82) (3/30/83) (0 (6/30i93)

TobtlAssets ; 816,635 910,000 650,561 419,664

Stuity: - . 289,146 702,267 428,307 265,445

.TeiinDebtChqtyt. - 1.69 0.17 0.00 0.23

the balance sheet as a term liability called "Advances and National Parties became skeptical about state involve-
from Government." When NZRC was formed, this ment in industrial relations. Commensurate with the wider
liability was converted to equity, thereby eliminating economic changes, proposals for radical changes to the in-
the requirement that the corporation repay the ad- dustrial relations regime were received more sympatheti-
vances. cally than in the past. Further significant reforms of em-

* On January 1, 1990, NZ$1,087 million in loan and ployment conditions for seafaring staff were achieved in
swap obligations was assumed by the Crown in a debt 1994 without disruption to sailings.
defeasance agreement with NZRC. During the same Voluntary unionism was first introduced, albeit tempo-
financial year, the government provided NZ$360 rarily, by the National Government in 1983. In 1984 the
million in additional equity capital. Fixed assets were Labour Government abolished compulsory arbitration to
written down by NZ$856 million, and a provision for spur efficiency gains by encouraging industry awards and
restructuring costs of NZ$166 million was estab- enterprise bargaining. However, Labor's approach to in-
lished. dustrial relations sought to balance efficiency with equity

* On October 28, 1990, NZRL was established with concerns. Labor's traditional union links led them to rein-
NZ$185 million in equity capital. An additional state compulsory union membership, and thus a monopoly
NZ$60 million in equity was raised in the form of over membership and bargaining rights, blanket award cov-
Redeemable Preference Shares, which were owned erage, and compulsory arbitration in the Labour Court.
bytheCrown. ThesewerefullyredeemedbyDecem- Other measures were introduced to change the structures
ber 21, 1992. of unions and to help them represent the interests of their

members more effectively The Labour Relations Act 1987
9. Labor Relations contained a provision that allowed unions to exclude indi-
The state no longer directly regulates the key processes of vidual companies from award coverage and to negotiate
representation and negotiation in industrial relations, a separate enterprise agreements. However, enterprise bar-
change which represents a radical departure from historic gaining did not take off under Labour, and the award sys-
precedent in New Zealand. The replacement of the regu- tem was in fact strengthened as unions pulled their mem-
lated arbitration system in favor of a flexible contract model bers back into award coverage to protect their conditions.
to govern the employment relationship reflects important In 1990 the National Government returned to power,
shifts in the operations of the entire economy and corre- with a strategy for abolishing the statutory regulation of
sponding shifts in economic and political power. the labor market as quickly and as comprehensively as pos-

Historically, New Zealand governments believed that sible. The justification for statutory regulation had always
the state should protect vulnerable groups by moderating been that it contributed to industrial stability and social
the impact of market factors on employment conditions. equity and therefore was not inconsistent with economic
This was achieved by maintaining statutory regulation of efficiency. However, these considerations no longer influ-
representation and negotiation in industrial relations enced the National Government. Unemployment would
through an arbitration system. To a significant degree, the ensure industrial stability more expeditiously than statu-
arbitration system became a substitute for New Zealand's tory regulation of representation and negotiation, while
poorly developed welfare state. Government policy on la- social equity was not a major policy priority. Labor market
bor and social welfare became intertwined. flexibility was identified as the key to economic growth.

The reforms of the 1980s entailed a revision of the prin- The Employment Contracts Act 1991 is commonly in-
ciples and objectives of state activity, and both the Labour terpreted as eliminating the state from any significant role
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in industrial relations. The act stripped awaywhat remained tions breakthrough occurred in 1991 with the signing of
of the arbitration system and overturned the system of col- employment contracts with three ferries service unions -
lective representation and negotiation. Trade union regis- the Merchant Service Guild, the Engineers, and the Sea-
tration, monopoly membership and bargaining rights, blan- farers Union. Among the changes that resulted were the
ket award coverage, and the right to negotiate a closed removal of demarcation lines in certain shipping duties and
shop were no longer matters of statutory regulation. The reduced crew levels for off seasons.
act allowed voluntary unionism, contestable unions of any The current state of labor relations in NZRL is built on
size, and any arrangements between employers and em- the foundations of NZRL's earlier incarnations as a gov-
ployees (subject to a limited range of statutory conditions), emient department, governrnent corporation,' and SOE.
at either a joint or an individual level. The focus of the Two-thirds of the current land-based employees began their
new system moved from the collective to the individual, work in the New Zealand Government Railways Depart-
and from multiple employer awards and agreements to ment that existed prior to March 1982 and have been af-
enterprise bargaining. fected by that change.6 They have adapted from rigid cen-

The state now regulates the labor market chiefly through tral government controls to employment in a profitable lirn-
the common law of contracts and remains involved in the ited liability company owned by private shareholders. How-
process of contract enforcement, mediation, and arbitra- ever, the change to standard New Zealand private sector
tion of disputes and personal grievances. The Employ- labor legislation for NZR employees has been incremen-
ment Contracts Act replaced the Labour Court, which had tal, which has restricted NZR's progress toward becoming
jurisdiction over 60 percent of the work force, with the a viable, and later a profitable, enterprise. There is an ar-
Employment Tribunal and the Employrnent Court, which gument to be made that NZR has survived despite the
have jurisdiction over all employment contracts including gradual change to private sector labor law rather than be-
individual contracts. cause of gradualism.

Union membership and collective bargaining coverage Until November 1987 the labor relations framework of
have fallen (not by as much as was generally expected) and New Zealand Railways (Department and Corporation)
enterprise bargaining is now completely dominant. Unions reflected its role as an agency of state policy, including its
continue to represent the great majority of workers cov- former role as a development agency prior to the growth
ered by collective contracts. Many conditions of employ- of road transport earlier in the century. Despite the trans-
ment have come under pressure, especially penal rates and fer of control from the Minister of Railways to a private
hours of work, and wage increases have been small or non- sector board of directors in 1982, vital elements remained
existent. The common law's hostility to collective organi- under the direct control of the government and govern-
zation and practice tilts the industrial balance against trade ment systems. This included wages costs and rigid civil
unions. This, combined with the independent imnpact of a service appointment processes and traditions.
depressed labor market, has made it difficult for unions or Thus, while the corporation was at arm's length from
groups ofworkers to defend even pre-existing employment the government for so-called commercial/business deci-
conditions. sions, the greatest single factor affecting its cost - namely,

Prior to November 1987 the Railways Corporation was employment - was effectively withheld from the Board
subject to the State Services Conditions of Employment and management. The tension between the call for New
Act. From 1987 the corporation put in place its own con- Zealand Railways to be "more commercial" on the one
ditions of employment agreement - the NZRC Compos- hand, and to surrender management of its own costs on
ite Agreement - and at the same time obtained by order the other, was highlighted in 1986 when the state wages
in council full SOE status for industrial relations matters
and freedom to negotiate with unions on the same basis as 5Although it ceased to be a rail operator in 1990, New Zealand
private sector organizations. MRalways Corporation stllU exists as a separate organization whose

The Employment Contracts Act 1991 offered further role is the disposal of land thatwas notvested in New Zealand Rail
flexibility in adapting employment conditions to the unique Limited in 1990.
requirements of the railway market. Progress at NZRL 6This section does not discuss the labor issues of the Interisland
involving the benefits of a deregulated labor mnarket has Line (IIL). IIL labor relations reflect IIL's history as part of
been incremental One of the most important develop- maritime traditions. NZR owned the ferry service in 1962 with

crew provided by the previous operator. NZR became the
ments involved the gradual substitution of a basis of pay employer of crew in 1971, but it was not until 1993 that ratings
that is tied more closely to individual performance than to were employed directly by NZRL, after having previously been
seniority and length of service. A major industrial rela- engaged through a shipping industry manpower pool.
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rates (including those of New Zealand Railway) were in- ever, costly to administer and absorbs the time and
creased by a minimum of 20 percent, and by an average of resources of management and the time of officials
about 25 percent, while the typical increase for other in- acting on behalf of the state owners. Further, such a
dustries (and for New Zealand Railways' competitors) was monitoring regime is likely to be less effective than
about 15 percent. This situation was compounded by six that provided to a public company by investment
months of backdating of the wage increase. analysts, as officials have less incentive to monitor as

Because of New Zealand Rail's industrial work force carefully as private sector analysts who have a finan-
and because of the important central role of the govern- cial stake in the company. At the same time, SOE
ment in employment-related decisions, there is a long his- management does not have the incentive that its
tory of union involvement in the railway. Since 'compul- counterpart in publicly listed companies has to pro-
sory" union membership was removed as an option from vide information on performance because this infor-
New Zealand labor law in 1991, union membership has mation does not have an impact on a daily share value.
remained high in NZRL. Over 90 percent of land-based * With privatization, any implicit government guaran-
employees are members of one of the two railway unions. tee is removed. In other words, company managers

The union memberships are drawn almost solely from and directors do not have the luxuryof believing that,
NZRL employees, are supportive of the railway, and are if things gowrong, the governmentwill fund them out
led by former railway employees. The members prefer of their difficulties. This is another incentive for
collective employment contracts and as a result most em- performance improvement.
ployees are employed under such contracts. The impor- * Privately owned companies are less easily manipu-
tant and influential role of the union members fosters a latedbygovernmentforpoliticalpurposes. Inprivate
high level of consultation with them over changes to work hands, assets can be focused with greater confidence
practices or the introduction of new technology. on achieving commercial goals that maximize their

value.
10. Privatization of New Zealand Rail * Privatization removes commercial activity from the
By 1990 restrucuring of the railways had progressed suffi- legislative constraints that govern SOEs. These
ciently for the government to consider privatization. Other constraints include the need to comply with the
state-owned assets had been privatized by this time. Thus, Official Information Act which deems all govern-
a precedent for asset sales existed, and the government ment and govenmment agency information public
had a well-developed rationale for privatization and had unless it can be shown to be commercially sensitive.
established processes for asset sales. * Privatization enables the business to manage its as-

The sale of state-owned assets was favored in those cir- sets with greater flexibility. If the business can
cumstances in which the economic value of the asset would convince creditors and shareholders of the worth of
be greater in private hands than it would be if retained by new projects, private ownership enables the business
the government. A number of arguments were made in to divest, invest, acquire new assets and sell redun-
favor of the view that private ownership would be more dant assets, diversify, and otherwise reorganize its
likely to generate high value than would continued state operation with much greater latitude than is available
ownership. These points included the following: under state ownership.

* When it is privately owned, a company has greater
* Ownership is contestable under privatization. The ability to equity fund new investment. Competing

threat of takeover or bankruptcy motivates managers social demands for government funds and an inabil-
and directors to achieve better performance. ity to tap into private sector equity markets can be a

* Directorsandmanagerscanholdsharesinaprivatized major restraint on a state-owned asset.
company. This provides an additional incentive to * Under private ownership, board members will be
perform that is not available in an SOE. appointed for their commercial reputation. Under

* Publicly listed companies are generally scrutinized by state ownership, there is a possibility that directors,
stockbrokers and analysts on their own account. This who are appointed by government, will be selected
process provides an effective cross-check on the for political reasons.
company's perforrnance. The same check does not * Private ownership brings with it the prospect of
exist for SOEs, although the SOE monitoring frame- benefiting from the new owner's industry-specific
work attempts to mirror this market process. The expertise, as well as its financial, managerial, market-
monitoring process established for SOEs is, how- ing, and technological expertise.
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The government proposed using the proceeds of asset In most cases the government had decided to sell by
sales to reduce debt. The government also saw privatization open tender. This method was assessed to (1) maximize
as a way of avoiding future funding commitment, particu- sale proceeds and (2) produce the most efficient outcome
larly in the form of additional equity required to fund new in terms of reducing debt. There was also a preference for
capital, and as a means of reducing the taxpayers' expo- selling the whole business. The sale was to be conducted
sure to business risks. by commercial advisers.

At the same time, the government was concerned to The government commissioned its first scoping study
ensure that privatization of assets would not disrupt social of NZRL in 1990. The terms of reference for this study
goals or provide an opportunity whereby a private owner required the following:
could exploit a dominant market position.

- Identification of the best options for restructuring
11. Privatization Process the Railways Corporation - for example (but not
By the time that New Zealand Rail was considered for limited to): the number of new limited liability com-
privatization, the government had a well-established pro- panies that should be established, and which busi-
cess in place for evaluating the appropriateness of ness units/activities should go into which companies
privatizing each of its businesses and had a preferred * Identification of the assets (including staff and the
method of selling. core operating land) and the liabilities that should be

The government had decided to use private sector con- transferred to the new limited liability companies
sultants to advise on each stage of the process. In the first * Assessment of the viability of the corporation's vari-
instance, the process required a scoping study of the busi- ous business units and valuation of the assets and
ness to be sold. The first stage of this study was a business liabilities to be transferred for -the purpose of es-
evaluation, carried out by an appointed commercial ad- tablishing balance sheets for the new limited liability
viser. The purpose of the evaluation was as follows: companies

* Assessment of the need for social contracts that
* To assess the salability of the enterprise. In particu- would ensure that the Crown's goals and objectives

lar, this required an evaluation of the company's were met and, if such contracts were required, op-
attractiveness to a buyer, which in turn required an tions that would provide incentives for efficiency
evaluation ofthe company's future abilityto generate * Identification of other issues, such as those involving
positive cash flow and of its net present value. the Commerce Commission, that might arise during

* To determine whether the value of the company the restructuring and any subsequent sale of any part
would be greater in private ownership than it would of the Railways Corporation (either through a direct
be under continued state ownership. asset sale or a sale of shares in any limited liability

company established as a result of the restructuring
Concurrent with the business evaluation, officials un- of the corporation)

dertook a study with the following ends in view: * Assessment of the value to the Crown of continued
ownership of the Railways Corporation's various

* To identify any regulatory issue that needed to be business units/activities versus the value the Crown
resolved before privatization. In particular, it was would be likely to receive from selling the business
necessary to identify (1) regulatory factors that might units/activities
impedethe abilityof the newlyprivatizedcompanyto * Identification of possible impediments to the sale of
operate in a fully commercial manner on an equal any of the Railways Corporation's various business
basis with its competition, and/or (2) regulations that units/activities, and options for resolving those im-
might protect it from competition. pediments.

* To identify any social goal that mnight be compro-
mised if the state enterprise were privatized. The study identified the core business as the transpor-

tation of freight by rail. Included in the core business were
The final product of the scoping study incorporated both the freight marketing operation, the railway system, the

the commercial adviser's business evaluation and the offi- workshops, the Interisland Line, and corporate services,
cials' evaluation of public policy issues. After the scoping as well as rail passenger operations, and the company's in-
study, the next stage was to resolve, where possible, any terests in companies that supported the rail freight opera-
impediments to the sale. Following such resolution, the tion. Excluded from the definition of the core business
sale could proceed. were the company's bus and coach services, the parcels
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business, the advertising billboard company, and surplus a sale, especially if the sale were to an existing
property. transport industry participant. The objective was to

The first scoping study indicated that the core business determine whether the regulators were likely to ob-
had positive economic value based on expected future cash ject to a proposed sale on the grounds that it would
flow, but noted some risks and uncertainties that could create or strengthen a dominant position in the
adversely affect actual cash flows over future years. Con- industry.
sequently, the advisers concluded that a commercial bid-
der mnight be willing to pay a much lower price than that The advisers also considered the value of the company
suggested by the net present value estimate in order to if it were to be liquidated or if it were to be run down over
compensate for the perceived high uncertainty of the cash a period of time. However, the advisers preferred the op-
flow forecasts. tion of a sale, since they considered that a private owner

Also unfavorable for the potential sale value of the com- would have a greater incentive to manage any restructur-
pany were forecasts that net cash flow over the following ing of the company than would be the case under contin-
two years would be negative. These forecasts reflected ued state ownership.
planned severance costs and high transitional capital ex- In formulating their recommendations, the advisers ex-
penditure. The advisers believed that the need to fund amined the public policy implications of privatization but
these negative cash flows over two years could reduce bid concluded that there were few public policy issues. A
prices excessively. Other points considered by the advisers mechanism had been established to ensure that public
in evaluating impediments to a potential sale induded the transport could be maintained and the roading system
following: would be able to cope if new owners adopted a run-down

strategy over time.
* Management Attitude. This was not considered a risk The government did not accept the advisers' recom-

to a sale, as management expressed support for a sale. mendation to sell the company at this time. Instead, man-
• Industrial Relations. It was considered that union agement was given a mandate to implement the reforms

reaction to a sale could be negative but the chances necessary to transform the company to a stronger com-
of industrial action were not considered significant. mercial position. To facilitate this process, the government

* Financial Information. The advisers reviewed the decided to take the following steps:
financial information available to determine its suit-
ability for use. They were concerned about ensuring - To separate the core rail business from the land and
the comparability of the information from year to surplus property.
year, and about ways of ensuring that the confidenti- * To dispose of non-core business (the bus and coach
ality of sensitive material would be preserved during services were sold).
the sale process. * To defease debt. Much of the debt on the company's

* Contingent Risks. The advisers reviewed and identi- accounts was incurred to fund government-directed
fied any contingent risks that could arise from the actions that were not always commercial in nature.
company's contractual relationships. To provide the company with a balance sheet appro-

* Political and Public Resistance. The advisers consid- priate to a commercial enterprise, it was necessary to
ered that political uncertainty would complicate a remove this debt. This was achieved through
sale. defeasance.

* Regulatory Uncertainty. Potential changes in the regu-
latory environment were identified. The advisers Two further scoping reports were commissioned, the last
considered that potential changes, particularly to the in July 1992. When this final report was prepared, the
regulations affecting trucking companies, could ad- internal restructuring had advanced significantly and there
versely affect a sale. was tangible evidence of a positive cash flow given

* Land Issues. Land daims by the indigenous people management's business strategy.
could potentially threaten a sale. The advisers agreed
that this possibility could be avoided if the land over 12. Final Sale
which the rail system operated were placed in a The sale process adopted for New Zealand Rail was con-
separate organization. The railway company would sistent with the procedures for previous asset sales. The
then lease the land it used from this organization. government decided that the day-to-day hands-on man-

* Response of Regulatory Authorities. The advisers re- agement of the sale process should be conducted by a pri-
viewed the likelyresponse of regulatoryauthorities to vate sector agent. The process was overseen by a Treasury
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official. This approach was preferred for the following rea- genuine interest in the acquisition and the financial capac-
sons: ity to complete it. These parties were required to sign a

confidentiality agreement, as some of the information made
* It provided sales expertise not available within gov- available to them was of a competitively sensitive nature.

emnment for the sale process Selected parties were asked to submit a non-binding
* It complemented the skills of officials in the sale indicative bid based on their assessment of the company

process and provided flexibility of resources: extra following the issue of the Information Memorandum.
resources were available for the resource-intensive These indicative bids were used to formulate a short list of
sale process without the need to remove too many prospective purchasers.
officials from their core activities To facilitate comparison, potential purchasers were

* It reduced the risk of political interference in the sale asked to present their indicative bids in a specified format
process and, especially, in the selection of the suc- which comprised the following:
cessful purchaser; however, ministers retained over-
all control of the outcome of the sale through the 1. Total enterprise value
Cabinet's determination of the final sale decision. 2. Object of the offer (that is, all or some of the shares

or assets of NZRL)
The broker, Bankers Trust (New Zealand), was selected 3. Details of the bid, including

through a tender organized by the New Zealand Treasury
on behalf of the government. (a) Clear identification of the bidder (or, where a

Bankers Trust in the first instance prepared an Infor- consortium was bidding, clear identification of
mation Flyer - essentially, a sale announcement, contain- all members or major shareholders)
ing a brief description of the business and inviting poten- (b) Sufficient financial information to enable an
tial purchasers to indicate interest. Subsequently the ad- assessment to be made of the bidder's financial
visers prepared a full Information Memorandum, describ- capacity to complete the transaction
ing the business and providing the following information: (c) Major assumptions on which the bid is based

(to ensure comparability)
* A brief history of the origins of NZRL, a description (d) Any material conditions affecting the offer

of the overall corporate structure, details of the (e) Details of further information and other re-
operating businesses together with an outline of quirements with respect to due diligence.
support services, and summary asset schedules

* The historical and the forecast financial performance The advisers selected a short list of prospective purchas-
of NZRL as well as a broad range of information ers on the basis of the indicative bids, taking into account
covering joint ventures and investments, funding the government's primary criterion of maximizing total sale
facilities, and other financial background proceeds. Short-listed parties were entitled to undertake

* Human resources and industrial relations issues in- due diligence. During due diligence, parties were given
formation the opportunity to visit key NZRL sites, interview senior

* Arrangements under which NZRL had the right to managers, and have access to confidential information. In
use the land that it occupied addition, parties were able to submit supplementary ques-

* Other details on the company, such as employment tions.
agreements and haulage statistics To facilitate the efficient processing of supplementary

* A discussion of the economic environment of New questions, a computer-based filing and reference system
Zealand had to be developed. This was essential, in view of the

* Some background and history on the Treaty of large number of supplementary questions that required an-
Waitangi and its importance with respect to certain swering.
issues such as land ownership The privatization of New Zealand Rail Limited was com-

* A summary of statutes and regulations that might pleted in August 1993, when a consortium comprising
have relevance for a rail operator and/or a party Wisconsin Central Transportation Corporation (United
contemplating purchase of NZRL. States), Berkshire Partners m LP (United States), and Fay

Richwhite and Company Limited (New Zealand) com-
This Information Memorandum was provided to se- pleted the purchase of 100 percent of the shares in the

lected parties that had demonstrated to the government a company.
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13. Role of the Private Sector resource that can be tapped when in-house personnel are
The private sector has had a major role in the reform pro- otherwise occupied, and they provide an independent opin-
cess since its commencement in 1982; the board of the ion on management issues.
corporation and the consultants have been key players in As has been discussed above, external advisers were also
this process. contracted to evaluate the salability of the business (that

Members of the board of the corporation established in is, the scoping studies) and to execute the sale.
1982 came from the private sector. The need for a com-
mercially oriented board was enhanced in 1990 when New PARIT m: PERFORMANCE SINCE REFORM
Zealand Rail Limited was formed. All board positions were
filled with individuals who had considerable experience of, 1. Overview
and a high reputation in, commercial operations. This pro- New Zealand Rail has achieved dramatic improvements in
fessionalism proved invaluable to the company in restruc- productivity, financial performance, and customer service.
turing so as to ensure the success of the privatization. Figure 6.7 highlights the performance improvement since

In addition to the board, consultants were also hired 1983.
from the private sector. This brought new methods of Staff levels have fallen by over 75 percent since 1983,
evaluation and analysis to the company, and these were which has contributed to an improvement in staff produc-
transferred to the staff. This exposure to the private sec- tivity of over 200 percent. The number of rail cars used
tor also introduced a new view of the organization and has been reduced by over 60 percent, which has led to a
helped management identify new ways of enhancing the doubling of the ntk per average rail car. Staff and asset
company's value. productivity improvements have been reflected in the halv-

External consultants have continued to play an impor- ing of the real cost per gross ton kilometer (GTK).
tant role in the organization. They provide specialist meth- As a result of these improvements, the current business
odologies (such as rail costing model advice), they are a is one of the few railways inthe world (outside of the United

Figure 6.7 - New Zealand Rail: Performance, 1983-93
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States) to be making a profit in a deregulated environment. 3. Assets
Rate reductions in comparison with those of New Zealand's Asset use has improved markedly over the period of re-
other SOEs over the same period are also significant. form. In 1983 there were 25,754 rail cars in the fleet, 76

percent of which were the less productive four-wheel type.
2. Employment Levels By 1993 the fleet had been reduced by over 60 percent
The most notable impact that the private sector reform to 9,491, of which 43 percent were four-wheel. This re-
process has had on railways in New Zealand has been the duction in rail car numbers has led to the increase of use
considerable reduction in staffing that has been achieved by between one-third (based on ntk per rail car capacity)
while overall activity levels have dropped to a much lesser to over one-half (using rail car loadings per available rail
degree. While it was understood that the railways often car) of the 1983 level depending on which measure is used.
absorbed excess labor for political/macroeconomic reasons, (Ntk per average rail car doubled over this period.) Fig-
it could not have been foreseen in 1983 how comprehen- ure 6.9 shows rail car fleet productivity over the 10-year
sively the organization would be restructured and stream- period.
lined. Booz Allen recommended a steady state level of The locomotive fleet used by the company was also re-
approximately 15,000 staff. At the time of privatization in duced significantly, from 324 mainline locomotives in 1983
1993, total staff had been reduced from the 1983 figure of to 200 in 1993 (see Table 6.3) and from a total (of all types)
20,865 to 5,239 - a drop of 75 percent - the greatest of 617 to a total of 338. The current fleet comprises a
reduction for any similar state organization in New Zealand relatively larger number of more powerful locomotives (in-
at the time. cluding 22 electric locomotives purchased in the mid- 1980s

If ntk per freight employee is used as the principal mea- with a net kilowatt rating of 3,000 kW). This has permit-
sure of labor productivity, it can be seen that output fell at ted larger trains to be used (average train size has increased
a much slower rate than staff, ultimately representing a 215 during the period from 263 to 360 net tons) and has re-
percent improvement in labor productivity (see Figure 6.8). sulted in more rapid transit times. This upgraded fleet has
Such an outcome underpins the rail's considerable rever- made a more competitive provision of service to custom-
sal of financial position over the same period. ers possible.

The work force was unionized at a level of about 95
percent during this period, as membership for most classes 4. Traffic Levels
of employees had been compulsory until the Employment Prior to the removal of distance limits for truck operators
Contracts Act 1991 was passed. Even the advent of this in 1983, the railways carried about 3.2 bilion ntk and about
act has not significantly eroded union coverage. From the 11 milion tons. The advent of deregulation led to a gradual
early stages of the reform process the railway unions played erosion of the railways' traffic base, especially when truck-
a relatively constructive role in bringing about the efficiency ing fleets expanded. By 1993 the traffic carried by rail had
gains required by the government/shareholder although been reduced to 2.5 biUlion ntk and 8.5 million tons (see
they would be made at the expense of union size. This Table 6.3). The unprecedented level of competition faced
factor is discussed elsewhere in this report. by rail was thus a prime driver in the conmmercialization
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Figure 6.9 - New Zealand: Rail Car Fleet as the revenue base was reduced by loss of market share
Productivity without the consonant reductions in operating costs.

In 1990-91 the government assumed NZ$1.1 billion of
railways' debt and injected NZ$360 million of equity capi-

tal, which placed the railways in a more viable commercial

NTK/Rail Car Capacity position. Simultaneously, the company's assets were writ-
250 ---- NTKiRail Car ten down to more appropriately reflect their true economic

o 200 value. As a result of this financial restructuring and the
_I 150 ongoing reduction in personnel and in other costs, the com-

m 1 _ pany turned a small operating profit. Operating profit in-
Go 100 _ _ _ _ creased over each of the next three years (reaching NZ$45.5

50 million by 1992-93) despite a still reduced level of traffic
(see Figure 6.10). The turnaround in profitability was un-

83 84 86 88 90 92 93 derscored by the eventual sale of the company to private
interests for a price that indicated ongoing profitability.

6. Service Quality
At the time of corporatization the railways were widely per-

process. The railways' continued existence as a national ceived as a poor quality operator in the transport industry
transport operator now depended on a service that was - in particular as having high damage and loss rates and

competitive in both price and non-price terms. The eco- also poor reliability in terms of time keeping. With de-

nomic environment over this period of competitive adjust- regulation, it became imperative for rail to be much more

ment was not advantageous to rail transport, as the coun- responsive to customer requirements. Management atti-

try experienced serious economic reforms from 1984 on- tude and organizational structure changed to meet this im-

ward which led to an extended period of zero or very low perative. Total Quality Management was implemented

growth. throughout the organization. The company's two work-

shops were accredited with ISO 9002 certification, and
5. Financial Performance the Baldrige system for evaluating company performance

In 1983 New Zealand Railways recorded an operating profit came into use to evaluate and guide the company's quality
of NZ$42 million off of a total revenue of NZ$659 mil- direction. The results of these improvements have been

lion. The onset of deregulation had an adverse impact on encouraging, with a wide-ranging turnaround in customer
the financial position of the newly formed Railways Cor- perception: an independent survey reported 80 percent of

poration. By 1986 operating losses began to be recorded, customers agreeing that service quality had improved (see
and the next three years saw substantial operating losses Figure 6.11).

Table 6.3 - New Zealand: Rail Traffic Levels, 1983-93

NTK Tons Averge Train Size
(miilions) (thousands) Locomotives (net tons)

1983 3,164 11,089 324 263
198. 3,165 10,629 288 266
1985 -3,192 10,389 279 268
1986 3,051 9,632 276 202
1987: 2,912 9,004 269 206
.1988: 2,924 8,928 264 308
1089 2,641 8,570 230 330
1990 2,744 8,295 213 314

.1991 2,364 8,029 205 304
-1992 2,475 8,695 200 319

:: 1993- 2,455 8,451 200 360
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7. Beneficiaries of Reform Consumers of goods requiring transport services will also
The main beneficiaries of the reform process have been have benefited from the lower prices that followed lower
the users of railway transportation services. Competition producer costs.
in the industry today is intense compared with that in 1983. As an over-staffed and inefficient enterprise, the railways
Every year since 1983 the railways have had to reduce rates were a drain on the taxpayer, who bore the costs through
in real terns to remain competitive with competitors that implicit or explicit subsidies. This was illustrated when in
continue to innovate and survive. Between 1983 and 1993 1990-91, as was mentioned earlier, the government assumed
the real rate charged by the company dropped by over 50 NZ$1.1 billion in accumulated debt and also injected $360
percent (see Figure 6.12). The net impact has been that million in equity into the company (in addition to making
exporters and domestic businesses requiring transport ser- many years of social service payments to keep uneconomic
vices have become more competitive as the transport com- services in operation). Thus, the New Zealand taxpayers
ponent of their total costs has been reduced substantially. have been the other beneficiaries of the reform process.
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PARr IV: LESSONS LEARNED turn. Once a stated objective is achieved, there is a ten-
dency to reduce effort if a new target has not been deter-

The process that ultimately led to the sale of New Zealand mined. For example, at the start of the New Zealand re-
Rail took just over 10 years, commencing with the trans- structuring process, external consultants identified the
formation of the former Railways Department into a statu- "steady state" size of New Zealand Rail as being 14,000
tory corporation in 1982. In 1990 the corporation was fur- employees (down from 22,000). Today the company is op-
ther restructured and New Zealand Rail Limited was estab- erating with about 4,500 employees. If the goal had not
lished; this limited liability company was privatized in 1993. continuously been moved back, it is unlikely that this level

Since it began before that of most of the other govern- of staff reduction (or viability) would have been achieved.
ment trading departments, the reform of New Zealand's * Government commitment to the process is essential. It is
railway system provided considerable experience to guide essential to have a commitment from the government to
subsequent reforms. the commercialization of the railways. This commitment

The lessons learned from the New Zealand experience should be manifested in the provision of appropriate legis-
with railway privatization contain valuable guidelines for lation, in willingness to accept the costs of restructuring,
the railway privatization process. The main lessons are sum- and in support for the process of reform.
marized below. - Legacies from the past should be removed. In the case

of New Zealand Rail, these legacies were:
* A clear set of objectivessupported by the board and man-

agement is essential. The most important elements of a suc- * High debt levels. This problem arose out of the
cessful privatization program are the establishment of a government requirement that the company under-
clear set of objectives to which the board and management take certain activities induding the electrification of
are fully committed, and the development of a compre- the main North Island line, and the requirement that
hensive plan for achieving the objectives. In the New the former Railway Department absorb unemploy-
Zealand experience, private sector involvement, on the part ment by employing more staff than was required.
of both consultants and board members with private sec- * Excess staff numbers. Elimination of excess staff
tor backgrounds, played a key role in determining the best required redundancy payments to be made, which
course for the company and in freeing the privatization imposed a major financial burden on the company in
process from the departmental and political constraints of the form of a significant further increase in debt.
the past. The objectives should spell out the following:

In the case of New Zealand Rail, because these legacies
* The degree of commercialization to be undertaken were not fully addressed in the initial stages of the reform

(e.g., corporatization, open access, privatization) they imposed a significant constraint on the financial vi-
* The core lines of business that the company would ability of the company, It was only in 1990, when the com-

pursue, and commercial targets for those lines pany was restructured a second time, that the debt burden
* The desired scope of the network and operations was removed from the company by the government.
* The capital and human resources required (and those * There should be afocus on commercialgoals. To ensure

surplus to requirements) the financial viability of the company and to promote maxi-
* The desired organizational structure mum efficiency, the company must be able to focus exdu-
* A timetable for making the necessary changes, with sively on commercial objectives. Any social objectives the

target "milestones" company may have had must be removed and placed with
* An estimate of the costs of restructuring. another agency, or else the railway company must be fi-

nancially compensated, by central or local government, for
* The pace of change is an important consideration. Once performing the social function. In the case of New Zealand

the objectives and strategies have been agreed upon, it is Rail the company continues to provide public suburban
best to pursue the restructuring program expeditiously and transport. This is funded by regional governments on a
continuously. The restructuring process itself is disruptive. contestable basis. New Zealand Rail must compete with
Hence, the major components should be accomplished in other transport providers for the available funds.
as short a time frame-as possible. However, it should be * Theprivate sector should be involved in theprocess. One
borne in mind that the change process never ceases. Ob- of the most critical elements in the successful reform of
jectives should be reviewed on an ongoing basis with an New Zealand Rail was the contribution made by the pri-
eye to extending them and thereby maintaining momen- vate sector. From the beginning of the reform in 1982, the
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company's board comprised members from the private sec- effective as increasingly fewer employees wished to leave;
tor. Immediately following corporatization, the new board this situation was compounded by a worsening job mar-
commissioned private sector consultants to undertake a ket. The introduction of compulsory redundancies was
business valuation. This evaluation provided the basis for used to address this problem.
the company's strategic direction in the initial years of the * Goals should be communicated to staff and unions. In
corporation's existence. New Zealand Rail also hired more this context, it is essential that all staff be seen to be treated
staff with private sector and commercial skills, especially equally. Some conflicts arose at New Zealand Rail because
in the areas of finance and marketing. the sea-based work force was not restructured as quickly

* A supportive corporate culture is essential. Management as the land-based work force. It was also found that direct
needs to operate as a team if the company is to be reformed approaches to the work force (e.g., by mail) could avert
successfully. Internal conflicts should be avoided. the filtering effect of unions.

* A successfulseveranceprogram should bepart of thepro- * Core elements of business should be identified and non-
cess. Initially, New Zealand Rail offered voluntary redun- core activities and assets should be disposed of. The elimnina-
dancy. That is, the company reduced its staff by inviting tion of non-core activities removes potentially burdensome
people to offer themselves for redundancy in exchange for assets and provides management with a dearer focus on
cash payments. There was a danger that this process would the key factors contributing to the success of the company.
result in the loss of staff members whom the company pre- In the case of New Zealand Rail, a large number of prop-
ferred to keep. In the earlier stages, this was not an issue erties were considered to be outside of the core of the busi-
as the excess staff numbers were large. In any event, man- ness. These were separated out from the main railway busi-
agement reserved the right to refuse severance in any par- ness. The intercity coach service was also considered a
ticular case. Voluntary severance eventually became less non-core activity and was sold off. V
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APPENDIX 1
RESTRUCTURING DEREGULATION AND REREGULATION OF THE

TRANSPORT INDuSTRY

Public Sector Reform ment autonomy. The Public Finance Act distinguishes two
In addition to the corporatization of commercial govern- separate roles for ministers: they are owners of departments'
ment entities, core public services were reshaped. New pri- or corporations"'businesses" as well as purchasers of goods
vate sector management practices were introduced under and services. In the first role ministers are interested in a
the State Sector Act 1988 and are discussed in detail un- return on investment, and in the second they are inter-
der Section (4). ested in the quality of the performance of the department.

The cornerstone of public sector reforms in New Management flexibility under the Public Finance Act is
Zealand has been the splitting of Crown activities into three balanced by extensive monitoring provisions, including the
separate categories: policy advice and regulation; provision presentation of annual business plans and Statements of
of services; and funding. One of the criticisms of govern- Corporate Intent before Parliament.
ment agencies had been their dual mandate. Government
agencies, such as the Railways Corporation, combined a Transport Reform
development role with safety responsibilities. New Zealand The Ministry of Transport was the first government de-
Railways Corporation (NZRC), for example, was respon- partment to have virtually completed the process of de-
sible for establishing and operating both a safe and an effi- volving its operating divisions. The core Ministry's func-
cient transport system. On the one hand, safety was of tions are largely policy-oriented, promoting safe, sustain-
"prime importance" to the corporation with the standards able transport at a reasonable cost. The Ministry provides
for operations set and maintained by the General Man- the Minister with advice and policy support, develops leg-
ager; on the other hand, the corporation had to function islation, and negotiates and monitors contracts with the
so that "revenue exceeded costs ... and to provide for a stand alone transport safety authorities, Civil Aviation,
return on capital." Since 1984, government reform has Maritime Safety, and Land Transport Safety. The Ministry
focused on creating frameworks and setting rules within also manages the Land Transport Fund.
which others decide on what they want to achieve. For The Land Transport Safety Authority was established
example, the Ministry of Transport's role is now primarily under the Land Transport Act 1993 and is the principal
that of a policy agency, leaving regulatory functions and safety regulator of the land transport sector, both road and
funding to other agencies. rail. Similar safety authorities exist for the maritime and

Another feature of the public sector reforms was their air transport sectors. A new safety regulatory regime for
consistency. In general each new policy initiative built on rail operations is set out in the Railway Safety and Corri-
and supported the previous policy shift. All major reforms dor Management Act 1992, the Transport Services Licens-
were guided by a similar body of theory and a common ing Amdt (No 3) 1992, and the Transport Amendment Act
analytical framework, including the objectives of better (No. 3) 1992. This system was developed in close coop-
policy coordination, greater accountability of bureaucracy eration with New Zealand Rail Limited (NZRL). Essen-
and politicians, protection against government power, and tially, railway safety is defined in terms of audited safety
improvements to the political process. For example, a single management systems set out in a Safety Agreement be-
ad hoc committee was responsible for both local govern- tween the railway operator and the Land Transport Safety
ment and resource management reforms, and members of Authority. A railway operator complying with the terms of
the committee were in a position to link problem recogni- this Safety Agreement will require periodic audits in terms
tion, policy ideas, and political events. of that agreement. If the audits are satisfactory, then no

further action will be necessary. If the audits are not satis-
Public Sector Management Reform factory, then corrective action will be required, followed
The corollary to the State Sector Act and State Owned by confirmatory audits. All audits are at the expense of
Enterprises Act is the Public Finance Act 1989, which re- the operator and are conducted by independent third par-
formed the financial management of government by intro- ties. In this way the most cost-effective outcome for the
ducing accrual accounting and by perpetuating manage- operator will be to comply with the agreement and to avoid
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the additional costs of corrective action and audits. Major relatively precise alignment requirements, canrot be frus-
rail accidents are investigated by the Transport Accident trated by landowners holding out for unfair prices.
Investigation Commission.

Transit New Zealand was established under the Transit Road Transport Reform
New Zealand Act 1989. Transit administers land trans- In 1977 the 40 mile limit that road operators could operate
port funding for roading, transport safety, and public pas- in competition with rail was extended to 150 kilometers
senger transport, controls the state highway network, and (93.5 miles), and a new transport taxation scheme was an-
works closely with local authorities on land transport mat- nounced. In the past, the road tax comprised a petrol tax,
ters. Under the Transit New Zealand Amendment Act a mileage tax for diesel vehicles, heavy traffic fees, and a
1992, five-year transport planning and implementation has 40 percent sales tax on vehicles. The new tax regime com-
become the responsibility of local authorities, while Tran- prised 'Road User Charges, that is distance charges accord-
sit New Zealand administers funding to local authorities ing to vehide weight, axle configuration, and vehicle size,
for the transport plans. The issue of central government an annual license fee to cover administration costs, and a
funding to local government, particularly for passenger sales tax of 10 percent (removed in 1986). Road User
transport, remains unresolved. Charges, introduced in 1978, were initially set at a low level.

Since 1988, they have increased once and are currently
Environmental and Resource Management under review as part of a transport pricing study by the
Reform Ministry of Transport.
In 1988 the Labour Government undertook a comprehen- In 1982 the Ministry of Transport released a discussion
sive reform of environmental statutes, encapsulating the document on Land Transport Licensing and Regulation,
Town and Country Planning Act, water and soil legislation, pointing toward the removal of quantity controls and other
minerals legislation, and environmental assessment proce- restrictions on the road transport industry, including the
dures. 150 kilometer limit. Area licenses and permits had been

The reform process entailed extensive public informa- used from the early 1940s and had restricted operators to
tion and consultation, and from the beginning it was closely clearly defined areas. This phase of deregulation com-
coordinated with concurrent local government reform, menced in 1983. All distance restrictions on road operators
which in turn was linked to transport planning and licens- were removed. To ease the transition, a long distance truck-
ing reform. Front line responsibility for environmental ing fee on road freight competition was introduced beyond
policy was largely decentralized and delegated to Regional 150 kilometers, commencing at an estimated 25 percent
Councils, although power was not ultimately devolved (but loading on the cost of operating a truck (NZ$6.00/ton),
was reserved for central government). and reducing in three steps over three years.

The Resource Management Act was enacted in 1991. In 1984, the criteriafor entry to the road industry changed
The structure of the act is complex and tightly integrated, from a quantitative to a qualitative test, which led to a large
with a series of hierarchical relationships among and be- number of new entrants. Until 1984, entry to the roading
tween several policy and implementation documents, in- industry was closely controlled via a transport licensing sys-
cluding Regional and District Transport Plans prepared tem. Entry was based on the applicant's ability to prove
under the Resource Management Act, and Regional Land demand existed for the proposed services, and it could be
Transport Strategies prepared under the Transit New easily opposed by other road operators or industry repre-
Zealand Amendrment Act 1992. Achievement of the Re- sentatives. Demand is no longer part of the entry criteria.
source Management Act's purpose is fundamental to all Between 1984 and 1991 new entrants could apply "over
hierarchical and related documents, and that purpose is to the counter" for a license on the basis of being a fit and
promote the sustainable management of natural and physi- proper person, but without effective qualitative control.
cal resources (including the land transport network). From 1991 applicants have had to pass a written examina-

tion based on a working knowledge of the industry and
Rights of Eminent Domain regulations.
Government departments (and NZRC) had rights to com- In 1984 the Ministry of Transport's rating system, which
pulsory acquisition of land required for "public works." controlled the maximum cartage rate that a road operator
Under the Resource Management Act this right was made could charge in terms of time, distance, and unit, was re-
accessible to private operators who met the definition of a moved. In 1986 the long distance levy on road operators
"network" operator; railway operators fall within this defi- was fully phased out.
nition. This relevant factor in entitlement is the nature of Reductions on tariffs on vehicles and tires are continu-
the industry not its ownership. Thus railways, which have ing. In 1983 assembled road tractors and trucks attracted
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a 55 percent base tariff and a 20 percent sales tax, while sel was able to use excess capacity to carry containers. The
unassembled road tractors and trucks attracted a 35 per- removal of demarcation lines made multiskilling possible.
cent tariff and a 20 percent sales tax. In 1993 assembled Relativities had formerly required "relative" changes to cir-
road tractors of less than 10.5 tons and trucks of between cumstances; for example, if a captain's salary increased then
3.5 and 10.5 tons attracted a 17.5 percent tariff (excluding the bosun's salary would also increase by the same per-
imports from Australia and Canada) and no sales tax. centage.
Unassembled vehicles, and other road tractors and trucks, In 1991 the Employment Contracts Act came into force,
have no tariffs and no sales tax. Tariffs on tires have also which affected wage setting, made the employment of non-
been reduced. In 1983 all tires attracted a 40 percent tar- union labor possible, and removed the maritime Corner
iff plus sales tax; in 1993 only tires with a rim diameter of System. The Corner System had prevented the establish-
less than 495 mm have a 20 percent tariff and have no ment of a direct relationship between employer and em-
sales tax. ployee by requiring companies to hire crew from union-

controUled lists. Seafarers would be taken from the top of
Port Reforms the list, and when they had finished the job they would
From 1987 to 1991 the government reformed the opera- return to the bottom of the list.

tions of major ports and airports. The Port Companies Act In 1991 the Ships Registration Act came into force, which
1988 separated off the commercial port operations from allowed foreign flagged ships to operate on the coast and,
the old Harbor Boards and placed them in the hands of in conjunction with the Employment Contracts Act, per-
new Port Companies. These companies operate commer- mitted the employment of nonunion, short-term foreign
cially subject to normal company legislation and the Com- maritime labor. Between 1989 and 1992, staff manning
merce Act. Company assets were revalued, and dividends numbers on ships dropped between 20 and 40 percent,
and taxes were to be paid. Waterfront reform involved a and between 1988 and 1992 real freight rates for coastal
number of radical reforms, including the abolition of the shipping between Auckland and Lyttelton dropped 27 per-
Waterfront Industries Commission (which employed all the cent.
labor) and the removal of operating restrictions on the wa- Competition in the transport industry remains intense.
terfront. Both reforms perrmitted faster turnaround times There are few barriers to entry to road transport and all freight
at ports and improved the capacity utilization of assets by carried by rail and coastal shipping is contestable. In 1992,
land and sea freight operators. the Ministry of Transport, the Treasury, the Ministry for the

In 1990 the Shipping Reform Task Force convened to Environment, and Transit New Zealand began work on a
implement reforms to the maritime industry; these reforms Land Transport Pricing Study designed to establish the true
included the removal of demarcation lines and relativities, costs of the roading system in comparison with other modes.
and the introduction of integrated ships. Before these re- Road User Charges will be reviewed, along with the ques-
forms, ships had been allowed to carry only designated tion of whether any consequential changes to existing road
cargo. After the reform, by way of example, a cement ves- user pricing and funding systems are necessary. 
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APPENDK 2
LAND ISSUEs: TE TREATY OF WArANGI

In New Zealand, the state has played a key role in acquir- to continual development. It is now accepted that the
ing and developing land for European settlement. This Maori people were guaranteed possession of lands, for-
situation arose out of the requirements of the Treaty of ests, and fisheries. In 1975 the Treaty of Waitangi Act gave,
Waitangi, which is often considered the founding docu- for the first time, legislative content to the Treaty. The act
ment of modem New Zealand. The Treaty is an agree- gave the Maori people the right to reclaim lands held by
ment, entered into in 1840, between the indigenous Maori the state that had been acquired by the state in a manner
people and the British Crown. The Treaty established deemed inconsistent with the Treaty. This had important
Crown sovereignty over New Zealand and gives the Crown implications for the establishment of state trading depart-
sole rights of preemption over land. ments as limited liability state-owned enterprises and for

The meaning and legal status of the Treaty are subject the subsequent privatization of these enterprises. N
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APPENDIE 3
LEGISLATIVE PROCESSES

Reform of the Commercial Operations of the 1977 Governrnent undertakes review of all
State: Restructuring Legislation transport licensing

1977 Transport Amendrment Act 1977 - Ex-
Ombudsman Act 1975 tension of road operator distance limit
Official Information Act 1982 1978 Road User Charges introduced for road
Commerce Act 1986 freight operators
Fair Trading Act 1986 1980 Commission of Inquiry into freight for-
State Owned Enterprises Act 1986 warding industry
State Sector Act 1988 1980 Carriage of Goods Act 1979
Treaty of Waitangi (State Enterprises) Act 1988 1982 New Zealand Railways Corporation Act
Public Finance Act 1989 1981

1982 Ministry of Transport circulates discus-
Reform of the Ministry of Transport, sion document on Land Transport Li-
Environmental and Resource Management, and censing and Regulations
Local Government: Restructuring Legislation 1983 Transport Amdt Act (No 2) 1983 Part I

Public Works Act 1981 - Removal of 150 km limit on road op-
Envirorunent Act 1986 ~~~~~~~~~~eratorsEnvironment Act 1986 1983 Transport Amdt Act (No 2) 1983 Part II

C_onservation Act 1987
Telecomimunications Act 1987 - Quantity restrictions on number of
Local Goverunment Offiial road transport operators removed

Information and Meetings Act 1987 1984 Road User Charges Amdt Act 1984 -
Rvating Powers Act 1988 Removal of maximum freight charge
Transit New Zealand Act 1989 regulation
Transiort Newvices Zealand in Actt1989 91984 Removal of compulsory unionism and

Local Govervnent Act Amdt Acts 1988 & 1889 transport association memberships
BuLldingoAct 1991 1986 Transport Amdt Act (No 2) 1983 Part
Resource Management Act 1991 m - Long distance levy on road opera-
Transit New Zealand Amdt Act 1992 tors fully phased out
Ransit New and Amdt Mac 2 . 1986 Removal of 10 percent sales tax on ve-

Transport Services LicensingArMndt (No 3) 1992 hicles and excise taxes on fuel, and re-
Transport Amendrv ent Act (No. 3) 1992 duction in import tariffs on tires and
Transport Amendment act (no.st3)1992ntrucks - annual reductions continue
Transport Accident and Investigation198IcesmRodUrChgs

Commisson Amedment At 19921988 Increase in Road User Charges
CommiTranssion Amendment Act191986-91 Corporatization of airports

Land Transport Act 1993 1987 Opening up domestic aviation industry
1989 Granting of a number of land and on fly-

Restructuring Deregulation and Reregulation of ing rights to foreign airlines in New
the Transport Industry: Restructuring Events Zealand

1989 Shipping Act 1987, Port Companies Act
Date of Effect Event 1988, Shipping Corporation of New

Zealand Act Repeal Act 1988 -
1969 National Development Conference Corporatization of Ports complete
1974 Green Paper 'A New Direction for NZ 1990 Waterfront Industry Commission Amdt

Transport" Acts 1988, Waterfront Industry Reform
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Date of Effect Event 1993 MaritimeTransportAct 1993-Employ-
ment flexibility

Act 1989, Waterfront Industry
Restructuring Act 1989- Deregulation Labor Market Reform: Restructuring
of stevedoring industry complete Legislation

1990 Shipping Reform Task Force convened
to implement reforms to the maritime Industrial Relations Act 1984
industry Labour Relations Act 1987 (repealed)
Shipping and Seamen Amdt Act 1987 Amdt Act 1988 (repealed)
and Amdts 1988, Harbors Amdt Acts State Sector Act 1988
1988, Carriage of GoodsAAmdt Act 1989, SOE Amdt 1988 - Application of Labour Relations
Harbors Amdt Act 1990, Port Compa- Act to all state enterprises induding NZRC
nies Amdt Act 1990, Shipping and Sea- Employment Contracts Act 1991 (repealed Labour Re-
men Amdt Act 1990, Shipping and Sea- lations Act)
men Amdt Act 1991 Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992

1992 Ships Registration Act 1992, Transport
Law Reform Bill 1993 - Removal of Organizational Restructuring of New Zealand
cabotage under way Rail: Restructuring Events

1989 Transport Services Licensing Act 1989:
Criteria for operating passenger services Date of Effect Event
goes from quantitative to qualitative test

1989 Road User Charges Amendment Act 1982 New Zealand Railways Corporation Act
1989- Road User Charges introduced 1981
for commercial passenger operators 1984 Intemal organizational restructure

1990 Deregulation of taxi industry 1987 State Owned Enterprises Act 1986
1990-91 Tendering of local authority bus services 1988 Intemal organizational restructure II
1989 Increase in maximum road vehicle gross 1989 Public Finance Act 1989

weight limit from 39 to 44 tons 1990 NZRC Restructuring Act 1990, Land
1989 Diesel tax reduced: 23 cents to 11.5 cents License/Land Lease/Vesting Order
1990 New Zealand Railways Corporation Re- 1990 Companies Act 1955, Companies Act

structuring Act 1990 1993
1991 Employment Contracts Act 1991 1990 Intemal organizational restructure m
1991 Diesel tax abolished 1993 Railway Safety and Corridor Manage-
1992 Truck driver operating hours made more ment Act 1992, Transport Services Li-

flexible censing Amdt (No 3) 1992, Transport
1992 Land Transport Pricing Study com- Amendment Act (No.3)1992, Transport

menced Accident and Investigation Commission
1993 Privatization of NZRL Act Amdt Act 1992
1993 Transport Law Reform Bill introduced 1993 NZRL fully privatized

to remove practice of cabotage 1994 Further internal restructuring N
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APPENDIX 4

RAILwAY PRODUCTIVITY: CASE STUDY

Infrastructure Management and Maintenance encouraged further reviews and improvements (which
Tle specialist nature of railway infrastructure (tracks, sig- are continuing). A constant search for better methods
nals, tunnels, etc.) has traditionally called for a large and and clear accountabilities has introduced a manage-
often tightly structured organization for its construction ment style that encourages greater productivity and
and maintenance. The geographic spread of a railway sys- efficiencyininfrastructure. Thishasincludedafurther
tem usually means that there is a series of district head- reduction in regional staff at the middle management
quarters to manage that resource. level and in operations (for example, the number of

New Zealand's long, narrow shape and the country's train control offices has been reduced).
subdivision into two islands accentuated the perceived need
for this structure which developed when economic and ad- The final steps have been the refocusing induced by
ministrative activity in New Zealand was provincially ori- privatization and the clear definition of profit as the key
ented to a great degree. element. The blurring of objectives, significant in govern-

As a state department, the railways were required to ment departmental days, began to disappear after the cor-
build into their administrative systems the usual controls poration was established in 1982, but there was still a legacy,
and checks, which resulted in an attenuated and hierarchi- at least in cultural terms, of the attitudes induced by state
cal decision-making structure: for example, in the 1970s ownership. Privatization has been the culmination of a
up to six steps were required for relatively minor manage- process of cultura/management/ system/accountability
ment expenditures. change that has been progressing for over a decade, but

During the 1960s some of the smaller district offices with increasing momentum and effectiveness in more re-
were closed (at Greymouth and Invercargill), and the func- cent years.
tions were absorbed into the five remaining district offices.
At the same time, however, recognition of the need to de- Elimination of Guards Vans ("Cabooses" in
velop customer contact introduced additional layers into North America)
traffic operations. Thus for a mixture of reasons, a com- In traditional railwaypractice a train crew comprised a mini-
plex management structure was maintained, which reflected mum of two persons in the locomotive and one (a guard or
the residual 'local" role of railways in rural areas. conductor) on the train. The van in which the guard trav-

The major changes in productivity within the adminis- eled was almost always the last vehicle on the train. The
trative structure of the railways began from the 1970s, for guard's duties included the following:
a variety of reasons:

* Observing the train
* The steady reduction in the locaVrural role of rail- - Completing paperwork associated with train opera-

ways, with the consequent reduction in staff and tion
activity. * "Guarding" the rear portion of the train should it

• The reduction and eventual elimination of certain part, orprotecting it from followingtrains bywarning
activities, such as railway housing. such trains

* A conscious policy to streamline administrative sys- - Handling parcels and small lots of freight ("roadside
tems, which included the increased use of comput- traffic") at small and/or unstaffed stations
ers. * Looking afterticketing, etc., on freight serviceswhere

* More particularly from the mid-1980s, a greater passengers were carried in an attached carriage
clarity in the assignment of decision-making respon- * Supervising shunting at wayside stations
sibilities, with associated budget management re- * Re-setting turnouts behind the train at unattended
sponsibilities. The decision tree was reduced, and crossing stations
hence fewer management staff were needed. * Distributing train advice and information to track

* The momentum established by this process, which gangs at small stations
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* Picking up and distributing tarpaulins, stanchions, and road transport became common for freight distribu-
etc., at small stations tion.

* Generallyservingastheeyesandearsfortheorgani- Thus guards (over 500 positions) became redundant,
zation in train operations terms. along with the need to provide railway housing in some

centers. Guards vans (up to 300 in service) also became
Except on express freight services - which were rela- largely redundant and were sold, scrapped, or converted

tively rare until recent decades - the guard's presence (a few were kept for passenger train use). The repair and
was justified. On some routes with frequent shunting and! maintenance facilities associated with vans were no longer
or roadside traffic (which often was sufficient to justify ad- needed, thus there was a reduction in depot/workshop de-
ditional rail cars as well as the guards van), a second em- mands. Additional train capacity (vans weighed up to 20
ployee would assist the guard. and 30 tons) was available, and there were also such minor

Almost all these functions progressively disappeared or benefits as reduced amenities for guards, reduced shunt-
were transferred to parts of railways operations, which elimi- ing, and reduced track occupancy.
nated the need for guards and guards vans; for example:

Sale of Railway Staff Houses and Hostels
* Observation is carried out from the locomotive. At the peak, New Zealand Railways owned some 6,000
* The rear of the train has a radio responder plus tail houses, and also operated single men's hostels and camps.

lamp on the rear buffer which warns the driver if a Up to about a third of staff were in accommodation pro-
train parts (in addition, the brakes would automati- vided by the railways. About a third of the total housing
cally be applied). stock was pre-cut in a railway-owned factory in the late

* All trains are in radio contact with train control or 1920s, which was apparently an efficient precursor of the
with one another so that immediate notification of an modem private sector pre-cut houses factories.
unscheduled stop can be made. The houses were provided in remote locations, where no

* Small lots are handled only at nodal stations and are other accommodation was available, or in larger towns where
distributed by road to small centers. The "local" role shift work requirements, and the need to transfer staff regu-
of railways in New Zealand has disappeared. larly, called for such provision of houses, hostels, or huts.

• Passengers are no longer carried on freight services. The costs were high. Rentals were rarely at market rates
* Wayside shunting has been largely eliminated, or else in the sense that they covered all costs: a rental was a "ser-

it usually takes place at busy sidings where local staff vice occupancy" agreement. Nearly all maintenance was
can assist. carried out by New Zealand Railway staff, who often trav-

* Larger trains and fewer train crossings, together with eled long distances from maintenance depots for particu-
the use of CRC, have reduced the need for point lar tasks. The administration of occupancy, transfers be-
setting duties. tween centers and houses, and house maintenance required

* Advice to gangs now comes from their headquarters a large staff. In more recent years, single men's camps and
or is given by radio. somerailway settlements assumed particular social charac-

* The train advice and information formerly handed teristics that reflected poorly on the railways.
out at smaller stations is no longer needed, as smaller From the 1950s onward, there was a progressive reduc-
stations (of which there are very few) are unstaffed. tion in the housing fleet as a result of diminishing demand

* The locomotive engineers observe and report on (closed branch lines, automatic signaling, centralized bases
other events (as they have always done). for track staff) and the progressive elimination of older

houses.
The trend toward eliminating guards and guards vans Hostels and single men's camps (hut compounds) were

began in the 1960s, and was virtually completed in the mid- phased out by about 1980. In the mid-1980s there were
1980s. Of course, operational changes were necessary, such some 1,800 houses; these were sold, complete with cur-
as the introduction of reliable radios for train-to-train and rent tenancy agreements, to a private company. A few in
train-to-base control, the development of a reliable radio particular localities were leased back by the railways to pro-
and responder for the rear-of-train to locomotive contact. vide housing in remote locations. The costs of below mar-
The market chaniged as well: wayside stations disappeared ket rentals, maintenance, management, and the adrninis-
(as a result of general economic and geographic change), tration of an aging asset were thus eliminated. U
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CHAPTER SEVEN

ARGENTINA RAILWAYS CASE STUDY'

SUMMARY Contributing factors to FAs decline included: (1) a pro-
duction-oriented culture that paid little attention to satis-

1. Introduction fying customer needs; (2) increasing competition from other
The restructuring and concessioning of state-owned rail- modes, particularly from a privately owned and effectively
ways in Argentina took place over a remarkably short pe- operated road transport sector; and (3) weak railway man-
riod of time. This rapid privatization was motivated by the agement and poorly targeted investments. A manifestation
need to curb deficit spending and hyperinflation. The pro- of FAs systemic deficiencies was a progressive decline in
cessbegan inJuly 1989withthe election of President Carlos traffic in all three "businesses" in which FA participated:
Menem, who used his electoral mandate to enact two key freight, intercity passenger, and the Buenos Aires City com-
laws: a State Reform Law and an Economic Emergency muter passenger services.
Law. This legislation gave the executive branch of govern-
ment broad discretionary power over case-by-case 2. Lessons Learned from the Experience
privatization. A dedicated and politically resourceful staff This case study deals with railway reform in Argentina be-
of rail privatization experts and two ministers committed tween mid-1989 and mid-1994. The problems confront-
to reform used this authority effectively to restructure ing FA before this period were in general typical of
FerrocarrilesArgentinos (FA), the state-owned railway, into state-owned railways in developing countries. What was
14 marketable concessions and to offer these concessions unique to Argentina, however, was the response of the gov-
to the private sector. ernment and, in particular, of a small group of politically

When President Menem took office in July 1989, FA astute decisionmakers who solved complex problems in
operated roughly 35,000 route kilometers and employed an unprecedentedly short time. The results of their efforts
92,000 workers. It was losing US$1.3 billion annually2 and were profound. The structural organizational changes, the
was suffering from a long-term systemic decline. Symp- ownership changes, and the cultural changes realized in
toms of this decline included deterioration in the carrier's Argentina over a four-year period were more far-reaching
rolling stock (half of the locomotive fleet was out of ser- and complete in their implementation than those in any
vice ), poor track conditions and pervasive slow orders (55 other emerging market economy in recent years. Although
percent of the track was in less than acceptable condition), transformation was not complete at the time of this writ-
and a high rate of fare evasion (30 to 50 percent), particu- ing, and although uncertainties remain about the success
larly in the Buenos Aires commuter services. that new private operators (particularly the freight conces-

The state-owned railways' decline and growing depen- sionaires) may have over the long term, the country has
dence on the Treasury was not unique to Argentina. By made a remarkable start in the effective private sector op-
1989, FA had become primarily a provider of employment eration of its railway system.
benefits to its excess work force, and of low quality, unre- The lessons learned from the precedents set in Argen-
liable services to shippers and passengers that had no trans- tina, in concessioning its railways to private and public/
port alternatives. The carrier was increasingly subject to private operators, are those of expedient, creative, and
political pressures and was strongly influenced by unions, forceful action in the face of entrenched political and eco-
suppliers, and local government authorities that perceived nomic opposition. First, it is clear from the Argentina ex-
it to be a "free good." In addition, FA service had become perience that a "concessionary" approach to railway
increasingly unreliable and unsafe. The working deficit by privatization can work. Other lessons have to do with the
1989 was US$2 million per day, which represented the pre-selling and bid preparation necessary for concessioning.
single largest drain on the nation's Treasury. Valuable lessons can also be learned about the design of

the concessions and also regarding the contestable and open
processes needed to solicit best offers from potential con-

IThe principal authorof this case studyisJorge C. Kohon, Adviser, cessionaires. There are lessons as well that concern the
Railway Restructuring Unit, Argentina. privatization management process through which a
2Dollar arnounts are in April 1992 US$. state-owned railway that generates huge annual losses and



supports a large excess work force can be rapidly dismantled einment became involved only when the profitability of a
and "sold" (that is, concessioned). Finally, lessons can be concession exceeded 12 percent. The government was em-
drawn from Argentina's post-privatization experience - powered to expropriate any railway line if it paid its ac-
with the enforcement of concessionary conditions and the counting cost plus 20 percent.
design of a "minimalist" regulatory framework. Government guarantees of a specific rate of return were

the primary focus of public policy discussion during the
3. The Case Study remainder of the nineteenth century. For example, politi-
This chapter describes the conditions that made the re- cians concerned themselves over the question of whether
form of Argentina's rail industry possible, the main char- Governnent should check to determine whether actual in-
acteristics of that reform, the political developments that vestments coincided with those which concessionaires re-
permitted its implementation, and the labor and person- ported. In 1869, 12 years after the first railway line had
nel reduction issues with which reformers were forced to begun operations, the first railway regulatory body (the
deal. This case study attempts to explain why the reform Office of Engineers) was created, 'with the objective of
took place when it did and why it took its specific form. inspecting national railways and especially to assist in the
The case study also discusses what can be learned from examination of the accounts of those railways guaranteed
this experience and, in particular, what difficult situations by the Nation."
may be avoided by railway reformers who may choose a Between 1870 and 1914 many new lines were con-
similar path. structed and existing lines extended. Argentina's produc-

Following this Summary, Part I presents the back- tive agricultural territories expanded and the country con-
ground, public policies, and management approaches that sidered itself the granary of the world. The agro-export
led to the failure of Argentina's state-owned railway. Part economy stimulated rapid rail growth. Guaranteed rates
ll covers the technical and political circumstances that ef- of return on investrnents were eliminated in 1898.
fectively re-energized the reform process after several un- By 1914 the railway system had expanded to 33,710
successful, earlier attempts to introduce private sector par- kilometers, but by this time it was overbuilt. Some lines
ticipation; Part II also discusses the introduction of reform had been constructed not to satisfy underlying transport
into the three distinct railway activities that were separately needs but rather to claim valuable land that had been
concessioned: (1) freight, (2) commuter services, and (3) granted to railway concessionaires, in many cases inperpe-
intercity passenger services. Part m describes the final steps tuity. As retrenchment progressed, relationships between
in the privatization process (how the operating concessions the govermment and the concessionaires became increas-
were finally awarded) and post-privatization (the regula- ingly fractious, and negotiations continued over incentives"
tory framework in which the concessionaires operate). Part (namely, import duties exemptions, income taxes, and tar-
III also reviews the preliminary results of the concession- iff controls).
aires' operations. Part IV identifies the lessons from this During the 1930s the continuous growth in railway traf-
experience and characterizes the difficulties that still con- fic was interrupted permanently. Table 7.1 shows the growth
front the ongoing reform process. of railway lines in Argentina, together with the growth of

the highway system, for the period 1910-90. In the period
PART T: BASEL1NE CoNDmoNs before the end of World War II network growth leveled

out and then declined markedly as other modal competi-
1. Historical Background tors challenged the industry's premier market position.
Railway concessioninginArgentina has precedents that date From 1917, Ford, General Motors, and Dodge Chrysler
back 140 years. In 1854 a group of Buenos Aires merchants began exporing trucks to Argentina. By 1932 the National
obtained government approval to construct the first rail- Highway Administration had been created. Over the next
way line. Three years later, passenger services were being 10 years the Administration built 51,000 kilometers of
offered over a 10-kilometer long broad-gauge railway that roads, 10,000 kilometers of which were paved or improved.
connected downtown Buenos Aires to its suburbs. By 1945, some 600,000 private automobiles, 120,000

From that time on, a number of concessions were trucks, and 1,000 buses had been imported. As early as
granted and Argentina's rail network began to grow in a 1936, private railway companies had submitted complaints
"spoke" of lines that radiated from Buenos Aires. The con- to the government that road transport competition was un-
cessions induded investment incentives, namely, tax ex- dercutting rail tariffs and that road transport tariffs were
emptions and land grants in perpetuity. In general, early 30 to 50 percent lower than railway transport tariffs.
concessions were guaranteed a rate of return of 7 percent By 1945, the rail system had begun to lose market share.
over 40 years. Concessionaires set their own tariffs. Gov- The railway network itself did not begin to shrink until
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Table 7.1 - Argentina: Growth of Railway Lines and National Highways, 1910-90

National Highway System Railway Lines
Paved Gravel Earth Total Length Total Length

Year km % km % lan %_| km km

1910 -- .- -- -- -- -- -- 27,993

i1N2o -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 33,884
4930 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 38,122

I93w 2,936 9 11,025 34 18,908 58 32,869 40,000
1*940 - 4,566 11 8,321 21 27,627 68 40,514 41,283

'1945k 6,231 10 6,127 10 49,025 80 61,383 41,000
11950 < ~ 7,322 12 7,400 12 45,921 76 60,643 42,865

+ -. . 8,813 15 7,970 13 43,402 72 60,185 42,500
1960 s 9,699 17 14,264 25 33,093 58 57,056 43,923

1965 15,212 33 8,735 19 21,980 48 45,927 42,000

:197-Z'0 20,778 45 8,773 19 16,622 36 46,173 41,686

1g75 24,694 52 7,773 16 15,152 32 47,619 38,000
1980 26,475 70 6,808 18 4,538 12 37,821 35,752

185 e 27,819 74 7,515 20 2,298 6 37,632 35,745
1990 28,309 75 6,196 16 3,238 9 37,743 35,745

Source: National Highway Administration and Ferrocarriles Argentnos.

1960. A declining market and a declining need for new the government purchased the remaining British conces-
capital produced mounting conflict between concession- sions. Thirty percent of the purchase price of these con-
aires and the government. In 1917 a new government in- cessions came from Argentinean export earnings held in
validated some agreed upon concessions. Four years later London financial institutions. The remaining 70 percent
this same government nullified tariff increases that had been was paid in installments from export earnings through 1949.
taken unilaterally by concessionaires and ordered the con- The re-acquisition of control of the railways was consid-
cessionaires to return excessive charges to their custom- ered a major political success by the government.
ers. In 1931 the government imposed restrictions on con- The newly acquired railways included 16 state-owned
cessionaires that limited the expatriation of profits. The companies with a collective employment of 150,000. In
Congress became involved and debates ensued. Those 1950 the government organized each of these rail lines as
opposed to concessions argued that the concessioning pro- an independent state-owned company. At the same time,
cess was not sufficiently transparent, that information had the government founded a state-owned railway equipment
been falsified, and that the concessionaires' commitments manufacturing industry dedicated to the construction of
and obligations had not been honored. In 1937 British passenger cars. However, Peronism failed to realize its aim
companies, which controlled most of the railway conces- of an industrially self-sufficient Argentina. In fact, an in-
sions, offered to seUl their ownership rights back to the terventionist industrial policy and a closed economy, with
government. increased state participation, accelerated inflation and gave

At the end of World War II, Argentina was a prosper- rise to increasingly severe economic expansions and reces-
ous country because of its grain exports. The end of the sions, such as a chronic balance of payments problem. Ini-
war also marked the beginning of a 10-year economic pe- tially, foreign loans alleviated the deterioration in the terms
riod dominated by Peronism, which was characterized by of trade, but in time macro-adjustment policies became
the policies of nationalization, import substitution, and in- inevitable.
temal market developmtent based on income redistribu- By 1957 the state-owned railways had begun a steep
tion. During this period the government re-acquired con- slide in financial performance. Service quality and reliabil-
trol over most public service concessions. ity were decreasing; revenues were insufficient even to re-

In 1946 the government contracted to purchase three cover working capital; needed long-term investment was
medium-size French railway concessions, and a year later deferred; low density branch lines were kept in operation;
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and the system was overstaffed. With 44,000 kilometers of * FAhad a strong production orientation. Its managers
lines, the Argentinean railways supported 220,000 employ- had little incentive to concern themselves with prof-
ees, 70,000 more than when the railways were nationalized. itability or service quality.

In 1958 the government asked the United Nations * The railway system was part of a deliberately de-
Special Fund and the World Bank to study the country's signed economic model based on agricultural export.
transport systems in order to coordinate transport programs It developed in an era when no alternative public
and set investment priorities. General T. B. Larkin of the transport was available. When that model was re-
United States was Project Director of the 'Long Range placed by another based on industrialization, import
Plan" (also known as the "Larkin Study") that emerged substitution, and intermodal competition, the
from this effort. In 1960, while the Larkin Study was still state-owned railway could not respond effectively to
under way, the pre-existing railway lines were reorganized the shifting demands.
into a single company, later named Ferrocarriles Argentinos Road transport, on the other hand, was favored by a
(Argentine Railways) (FA). minimum of regulations, a developed highway net-

In 1961, the Larkin Study recommended that: (1) work, and resourceful private sector owners and
14,000 kilometers of lines (about one-third of the total) managers. It was better able to respond effectively to
should be abandoned because of inadequate demand and changing market conditions.
the existence of more efficient alternative modes; (2) tar- * FA was required to provide social and uneconomic
iffs on bulk commodities should be increased to improve services to absorb unemployment. During this pe-
the financial position of the railways; (3) suburban lines riod, government railway policies were sometimes
should be electrified; (4) FA should be dieselized and ambiguous, sometimes nonexistent, and sometimes
should gradually abandon steam traction; and (5) various ill-timed, and were frequently incompatible with
management actions should be taken to improve efficiency. other government policies. For example, provincial

The most bitter strike in the history of Argentina Rail- governors who had railway manufacturing factories
ways took place when the government attempted to imple- within their jurisdictions lobbied actively to obtain
ment the Larkin Plan. In response to a strike challenge, contracts for those factories and to sustain uneco-
the government attempted to run the trains with military nomic rail activity.
personnel and also jailed railway union leaders. This strong * During this period, the management of FA became
reaction only polarized the two sides. After 40 days of strike, alienated from the executive branch of government
and only through the mediation of the Catholic Church, and developed an adversarial relationship with key
the government capitulated and abandoned the plan. decisionmakers in the Ministry to which it reported.
Clearly the "railway problem" had become something more FA was able to become more independent, because
than a transport issue. it had developed its own powerful political constitu-

Although the number of employees had been reduced ency. The executive branch of government was able
by 50,000 (to 152,000 ) by 1961, the Larkin Plan had toenforcearailwaytransportpolicyonlybyreducing
"stalled" as far as network rationalization was concerned. the amount of money annually granted to FA to cover
Subsequently, all copies of the Plan were either hidden or operating cost deficits and capital expenditure.
destroyed. Railway managers who retained copies of the
Plan were characterized in subsequent years as "traitors to 3. Transport Markets and FA Marketing
the railway cause." Argentina offers limited market potential in terms of rail-

compatible commodities and movements. Grains, the larg-
2. The Decline of FA est single rail-hauled commodity in Argentina, are grown
For the next 30 years FA continued its gradual operational mostly in the areas surrounding major export ports and
and market decline (see Table 7.2). Among the historic consequently offer only a limited rail-haul opportunity, since
factors compounding the decline of the railways were the in the best of cases grain hauls are less than 500 kilome-
following: ters. Other bulk commodities - soya by-products and veg-

etable oils, cement, and aggregates - also offer a short
Originally, the railway systemwas not conceived as an length of haul, of only 350 kilometers. Hence, the move-
integrated transport system. The network suffered ment of these commodities is competitive with truck trans-
the problems of three different gauges, of duplicate port. Mineral development is a marginal economic activity
lines, and of sinuosities that were the result of unco- in Argentina. Petroleum and fuel oil, which were previ-
ordinated and unregulated individual projects (con- ously transported by rail, are currently carried in pipelines
cessions). which cover most of the country. Long distance hauling of
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Table 7.2 - Argentina: FA, Service Demand, 1965-90

YEARS

ACTIVITY i965 1970 1975 19110 1985 199W)

Freight

Tons (thousands) ' 23,407 22,123 16,271 16,178 17,234 14,056

Ton km (millions) 14,186 13,640 10,659 9,459 9,501 7,523
Average distance (km) 606 617 622 585 551 535

% of total T. U.' 47.9 51.8 41.7 42.9 46.9 41.4

Intercity Passengers

Passengers (thousands) 53,758 26,692 34,757 10,555 11,877 11,174

Passenger km (millions) 6,373 4,737 6,890 4,141 4,943 4,716

Average distance (km) 119 178 198 392 416 422

% of total T. U.' 21.5 18.0 27.0 18.8 24.4 26.0

Commuters, Buenos Aires

Passengers (thousands) 444,110 413,113 412,022 381,947 288,128 273,591

Passenger km (millions) 9,065 7,947 7,973 8,458 5,801 5,926

Average distance (km) 20 19 19 22 20 22

% of total T.U.' 30.6 30.2 31.2 38.3 28.7 32.6
Total T.U.' (millions) 29,623 26,325 25,522 22,058 20,245 18,165

'Traffic Units = Passenger km + ton km.
Source: Ferrocarriles Argentnos.

fruits, vegetables, containers, and general cargo generally these levels, the railway usually discovered a segment of
requires higher quality and more reliable service than the price-sensitive shippers that was willing to tolerate low qual-
railways can provide. It is significant that competitive bal- ity services. For example, rail rates for export grain during
ances between the modes have tilted over time in favor of the peak export season would translate into a US$3 to US$5
truck transport and against rail. saving per ton versus truck rates.

Increasingly, these political forces affected resource al- The FA also became increasingly insulated from com-
location decisions and thus reinforced a shift in service mix mercial considerations. Its de facto "low end' freight mar-
in favor of passenger service. By the 1980s FA had become ket segmentation strategy and its increasing emphasis on
predominantly a passenger railway, and increasingly stron- passenger traffic allowed it to justify increased needs for
ger political forces supported the priority development of government subsidies based on "social benefits." The low
passenger services. Among those promoting passenger ser- end strategy assured full utilization of equipment and in-
vices were the mayors of Argentina's largest cities, the rail creased capital budget requests to the government on the
unions (each locomotive km allocated to passenger ser- basis of the need for expanded capacity. The continuing
vices generated more jobs than if it had been allocated to growth of the "gap" between revenues and costs appar-
freight services), and, as has been mentioned, passenger ently escaped critical scrutiny. Table 7.3 shows FAs finan-
car manufacturers. The most reliable locomotives, for ex- cial performance during this period.
ample, were reallocated from freight to passenger service.
The result was an accelerating downward spiral in freight 4. Early Dialogue on Downsizing
market share. Early on, it became clear that the asset base of FA needed

During this period FA enforced no formal pricing or to be downsized. At least three "models" of a defensible
tariff policy. As a rule of thumb, however, rail freight charges 'core business" were developed and analyzed by the FA
were set at 65 to 70 percent of road transport tariffs. At staff:
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A *- A * *- - -.. *-* - M*.

(in April 1992 US$)

-To
Operating Operating Captnl Financial Other Fiart*

Ye080i- ig4003ar: Revenue Expenses Deficit Expenditure Needs Expen ur eds2

;tS0;jli t¢1980 ; E 894.3 1,960.0 1,065.6 508.5 1,574.1 461.1 2,035.2

10j000.0002S:981; ; 784.7 1,602.0 817.3 382.1 1,199.4 630.0 1,829.4
1004982 494.9 1,048.7 553.8 406.8 960.6 557.2 1,517.8
.- g: ppi198 3 43000 743.3 1,330.9 587.6 553.8 1,141.4 221.1 1,362.5

1<;002i4§S^l984 . i 686.6 1,502.5 816.9 907.8 1,724.7 516.4 2,241.1
A6#0 CE1985 599.6 1,468.4 868.8 365.4 1,234.2 218.9 1,453.1

i-i0,3i30 198:60 i 668.6 1,583.2 914.6 382.5 1,297.1 231.4 1,528.5

1. t; 3 30ttt9872 g590.6 1,681.2 1,090.5 378.9 1,469.4 190.6 1,660.0

3}.1'988S.0' 621.7 1,368.3 746.6 329.1 1,075.7 170.7 1,246.4
:Avg. 198-88 !;;;t:; E676.0- S:E 21505.0g::S::S 82: "9.1!: t 09-4.36 . i Jt297.4 .

Mainly interest but also taxes.
2 Deficit financed by Government of Argentna.

• The "Level 1 Model" concentrated freight and pas- * Level 1 Model: US$250 to US$300 million per year.
senger services on half of the existing network. This Basic investment components would include 25 new
model required the lowest level of financial support locomotives, 700 rail cars, and 500 kilometers of
from the federal government. The Level 1 Model track rehabilitation. The last would require about
primarily supported the freight transport market and US$190 million per year.
concentrated investment ona 16,000-kilometertrunk Level 2 Model: US$650 to US$800 million per year.
railway network. Under this scenario long distance * Level 3 Model: US$900 to $US1,350 million per
passenger services would be run along a limited year.
number of corridors centered on BuenosAires. Maxi-
mum running speeds would be 100 to 120 kn/hr. The Between 1970 and 1990, FA's investment averaged
commuter services to the BuenosAires Metropolitan US$298 million annually, enough to maintain the railway
Region would be supported with existing rolling within the Level 1 Model. However, FA's corporate objec-
stock. tives were continually redefined during this period and, as

* The "Level 2 Model" added long distance passenger a result, resources sufficient to support the Level 1 Model
services to core freight services and also included the were not aLlocated. Rather, resources were dispersed among
renovation of rolling stock and the electrification of a number of crisis projects and politically expedient needs,
the two main corridors between Buenos Aires and and were not used to support the effective maintenance of
Rosario and Mar del Plata. In addition, conmmuter coherent "core" business strategy. The problem during this
passenger lines in Buenos Aires would be electrified. period was not insufficient investments but rather their un-
Signaling would be modernized and new workshops systematic allocation. Two statistics underscore the situa-
would be constructed for rolling stock maintenance. tion: by 1990,54 percent of the 35,745 kilometer network

* The "Level 3 Model" added to the two previous was in "poor" or "fair" condition; and, within the locomo-
programs track rehabilitation over the entire second- tive fleet of 992 units, only 49 percent was serviceable at
ary network, as well as diesel units to provide passen- any given time.
ger services, induding commuter services in the main
cities. This scenario also entailed improved signaling 5. Increasing Competition and the Final Crisis
(mainly CTC) along FA's main corridors. Traffic decline precipitated the final railway crisis. Between

1965 and 1990, total traffic units (passenger km plus ton
These "models" had the following respective capital km) declined by 39 percent, from 29.6 billion to 18.2 bil-

requirements: lion (see Tables 7.4 and 7.5). Traffic reductions occurred
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in all three business activities - freight, intercity passen- need for government subsidies (see Table 7.2). During the
ger services, and commuter services in the Buenos Aires 1980s the federal government contributed an average of
Metropolitan Region. However, the decline in freight ser- US$1,407 million per year for FA. Most of these funds
vices was the steepest. In two and one-half decades, freight were used to cover operating expenses which exceeded rev-
traffic declined from 14.2 billion ton km to 7.5 billion. The enues by the end. Additional capital funds were provided
Buenos Aires Metropolitan Region commuter passenger less consistently and major allocations were targeted at a
services also declined markedly by 35 percent, from 9.1 series of "high visibility" projects. Capital funding was in-
billion passenger km to 5.9 billion. At the same time, pas- sufficient to replace rolling stock and infrastructure.
senger services declined by only 26 percent (6.4 billion pas- The federal government paid operating subsidies in
senger km in 1965; 4.7 billion in 1990), and actually in- tranches which were earmarked for no specific use. Since
creased their share of total served rail market from 22 to FA had no costing system and no effective financial con-
26 percent. This shift in market mix reflected locomotive trols, it was not possible to know the actual application of
allocations and service development practices. Freight traf- funds (that is, to freight, intercity, or commuter passenger
fic, which was the only business activity with the potential services). The Treasury took a pragmatic approach in man-
to be profitable, was sacrificed as a result of politically de- aging railway operating deficits. Accountability and con-
termined strategic priorities. Exduding passenger services trols remained weak during this period. For example, at
in Buenos Aires, average traffic density dipped to an ex- one point the Treasury applied the rule of thumb that con-
tremely low and unsustainable level of 350,000 traffic units tributions made to the railway should not exceed labor
per track kilometer. expenses. During the 1980s, as its operating deficit swelled,

Over the period 1970-86, railway freight market share FA became a macroeconomic problem as well as a fiscal
declined from 14 percent to 8 percent (see Table 7.5). The problem: its requirements eventually exceeded 1 percent
ratio of road to rail ton km increased from 3.4 to 1 in 1970 of GDP
to a ratio of 6.9 to 1 in 1986. The market shift in intercity The status quo was not sustainable, and, a new word
passenger services was lower (see Table 7.4): rail market appeared on the horizon: "private participation." This is
share decreased from 11 percent (1970) to 8 percent (1986) how the idea of "privatization" of the Argentine railway
during this time. During this period air transport and trans- system began.
port by private automobiles increased markedly by more
than 300 percent and 50 percent, respectively. 6. Preamble to Radical Reform

The traffic decline was accompanied by the increasing The participation of the private sector in railway activities

Table 7.4 - Argentina: Intercity Passenger Service Demand, 1970-86

(in millions of passenger km)

1970 1975 .1980.. 1965 . 1986:
Passkb Passm Passkla Pass km. Passb

Modse%N

Air Transpowt 988 2,404 3,649 3,670 4,034
2% 4% 6% 6% 6%

LandT Transport

Cars : 22,877 26,622 34,081 35,069 35,385
51% 49% 56% 56% 55%

Buses 16,233 18,636 19,500 18,807 20,115
36% 34% 32% 30% 31%

Rail 4,737 6,890 4,141 4,943 5,345
11% 13% 7% 8% 8%

TOTAL 44,835 54,550 61,371 62,489 - 64,9a
-. 100% - 100 - 100% ; 100% 100%

Note: Percentages may not total to 100 percent because of rounding.
Source: Union Argentina de la Construcci6n, Intraestructura Argentina 1970-87, November 1988.
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(in millions of ton kmn)

1070- l . :. * .. . 0 1985 10.-'

Ton .m TonUa - T-n - Ton -In 'Onkmun.
%d. %% ,.

, frt anhrt 17 25 29 40 47

~ WatmWT"sport 29,858 20,396 24,580 16,145 19,288
- 'S'' iS, ... t 30% 21% 21% 14% 16%

#.aD1,nsport

: : : racbs . 46,296 49,915 60,290 60,404 62,409
46% 51% 52% 54% 53%

?' Jf.nes. ' 9,844 16,812 22,636 26,662 27,808
10% 17% 19% 24% 23%

13,640 10,659 9,459 9,501 9,090
14% 11% 8% 8% 8%

TOTAL . 99,655 97,8l7 118$64 112712 11t686
100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Note: Percentages may not total to 100 percent because of rounding.
Source: Union Argentna de la Construcci6n, Infraestuctura Argentna 1970-87, November 1988.

took neither an orderly nor a coherent form. Halfway re- By 1987- two-thirds of the way through the Alfonsin
forms included the concession of marginal passenger ser- Administration (1983-89) - the mounting foreign debt,
vices. One of these services involved the an unstable domestic economy, and a soaring fiscal deficit
Embarcaci6n-to-Formosa corridor, located in the north- clearly underscored the need for radical restructuring of
eastern part of the country close to the Paraguay frontier. the entire economy. State-owned companies could not cope
FA concessioned the passenger services on this line begin- with the more open economic polices of the government:
ring in 1980, with the requirement that the concessionaire deregulation, increased competitiveness, and cost reduc-
not only operate freight and passenger train services but tion. Their rigid bureaucracies were ill-adapted to the new
that it also attempt to commercialize local freight services. environment.
After five years of operations, both parties characterized Alarmed by its election loss in 1987, the Alfonsin Ad-
the experience as "disastrous" and walked away. FA ac- ministration attempted to selectively restructure
cused the concessionaire of failing to honor its commit- state-owned companies. The Administration failed in its
ments for the payment of track and facility use fees. The initial attempts before creating the Directorio de Empresas
concessionaire responded that the requirement to comply P6blicas (DEP), orBoard of State-Owned Companies. The
with FA practices and operating rules made operations DEP fell under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of
uneconomic. Public Works and Services. Its objectives were to

Perhaps the most ambitious private sector experiment strengthen the management of state-owned companies and
was the creation of the 'R6gimen para la Incorporaci6n de to open opportunities for the private sector to invest in
Vagones de Propiedad Particular" (Rules for the LIncorpo- them. A task force led by members of the DEP and in-
ration of Privately Owned Rail Cars). These rules were de- dluding representatives of FA was created to restructure
signed to encourage suppliers to invest in private rail cars the railway. A strategy informed by concurrent develop-
and to use them to haul their own traffic or alternatively to ments in Sweden emerged from task force meetings. This
encourage third parties to provide rail service. However, a strategy involved the creation of four corporate units:
chronic lack of motive power and the consequent slow turn-
around of private cars, coupled with inadequate tariff lev- 1. FERROCARRELES ARGENTINOS (FA) would
els, discouraged private investors. retain control of rail infrastructure and workshops.
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FA would remain a state-owned company. It would Way and Works), the three main railway unions, and the
charge international prices for rolling stock mainte- most prominent freight car manufacturers. Although their
nance. User operators would pay for use on the basis plan considered the possibility of private participation, it
of their creditworthiness. did not put forward a specific proposal for private sector

2. FERROCARGO (FC) would focus on freight opera- involvement. The scenarios presented in the plan were pre-
tions. It would be a mixed ownership company with dictable: they included optimistic traffic projections, larger
the folowing capitalization: 51 percent private, 29 investments, and additional support from the federal gov-
percentstate-owned,and20percentemployeeowned. eminent to finance increased investment and to restruc-
The state would contribute locomotives and rail cars ture existing debt.
to the company as equity. The private sector would In spite of much initial rancor, the government pub-
pay in US$150 milion to be used for rehabilitation. Iidy supported the FERROCARGO project and began to
Initially, 100 percent of FC's repair work would be draft the decree that would implement the new railway strat-
done at FA workshops. egy. However, weakened by growing inflation and with a

3. FERROTUR would render intercity passenger ser- presidential election approaching, the government could
vices. It would have the same ownership structure as not sustain its support of the project in the face of opposi-
FERROCARGO. tion from the railway establishment, and abandoned it.

4. METROPOL would run commuter services in Those who worked through this experience learned
Buenos Aires and manage FA's railway real estate. from it. They learned what could and what could not be

tolerated politically and they learned the virtue of simplic-
Financial projections generated for the new companies ity in the restructuring of railways. The division of FA into

indicated that the project would substantiaDly reduce the interconnected business activities (track, operations, and
overall operating deficit. They also indicated that rolling stock maintenance) proved an inexhaustible source
FERROCARGO was a financially viable company that of complications and internecine conflicts. Moreover, they
could increase its market share significantly. On the basis learned that the search for consensus was a political mis-
of this, the DEP invited a group of six Argentine compa- take. It only helped those who opposed the project to coa-
nies to propose an implementation plan. lesce their opposition in defense of the status quo.

The Ministry of Public Works and Services asked the In the summer of 1989, with elections three months
World Bank to send experts to advise the task force. A ahead, inflation was accelerating. It would soon dominate
team of experts subsequently made five visits to Buenos all political discussion and provide the economic backdrop
Aires. This invitation represented a distinct break from the that would make radical changes politically possible.
previous political epoch. The Alfonsin Administration had
traditionally been associated with "statism" and was ideo- 7. Events Leading Up to Railway Restructuring
logically opposed to private sector participation in public In April 1989 inflation was 45 percent; by May it 98 per-
enterprises. cent. In June it was 198%. Against a backdrop of total eco-

From this point, however, events rapidly slid backward. nomic disorder, the Alfonsin Administration lost the presi-
The six companies were soon reduced to two. Each had an dential election in May 1989 and was forced to resign be-
irreconcilable conception of possible participation. At the fore its term ended. A new president from the populist
same time, the opposition party publicly dedared its strong Peronism party, Carlos Menem, took power for a six year
opposition. The unions also reacted negatively. Then, when tenn. Argentina's reform in general, and its railway reform
a draft contract between the private investor and the gov- in particular, cannot be explained without an understand-
emmnent was finally being considered, the cooperative rap- ing of the fear that hyperinflation aroused, and the way
port between the DEP and FA eroded. The FA Board of this fear conditioned people and institutions to accept radi-
Directors gave reluctant support to the project but, behind cal change.
the scenes, they maneuvered against its implementation. When President Menem took office on July 8, 1989,

In a parallel set of developments, the railway establish- he immediately requested that the Argentine Congress pass
ment responded with a reform agenda of its own. In a public two key pieces of legislation: the Economic Emergency Law
ceremony the President of FA received the Plan de and the State Reform Law. The State Reform Law gave
Rehabilitaci6n de Ferrocarriles Argentinos (Argentine Rail- the executive extensive powers to enforce privatization
ways Rehabilitation Plan) which had been prepared by in- policy for which no Congressional pre-approval was needed.
terest groups that supported the status quo, induding the Each privatization case needed only to be reported to the
Camara de Fabricantes Ferroviarios (Chamber of Railway Congressional Comisi6n de Seguimiento de Privatizaciones
Manufacturers), the Camara de Via y Obras (Chamber of (Privatization Follow-Up Commission). The opinions of
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this commission, however, were not binding on the execu- same time, the level of conflict would have derailed reform
tive. The State Reform Law mandated that railways could completely.
be privatized only through concession and could not be The next task was to "reopen" the decree and to ad-
sold outright. vance coherent and viable ideas and abandon those that

In the months that followed, the rail unions made were not feasible. The Ministry requested that the World
strenuous claims for salary increases; relations between the Bank provide technical support, and the Booz-Allen &
Ministry of Public Works and Services and FA's top man- Hamilton consulting group was retained.
agement broke down, and the govermnent issued Decree The main strategic questions addressed to Booz-Allen
Plan No. 666, the first strategic rail plan under the new and answered in their final report included the following:
government. Decree 666 offered several new ideas for re-
structuring and signaled the beginning of a serious debates * Sbould the railway system (35,700 kilometers of track)
over the future railway system in Argentina. Decree 666 be privatized as a single unit or could that process be
included the following agenda: cam'ed out in stages? Would a staged privatization

startzng with the Rosario-Bahia Blanca comndorjeopar-
• Short term (180 days) actions. These should include dizethepotential ofthe system? Booz-Allen responded

lower operating expenses, reduced intercity passen- that although keeping the network unified could
gerservices, andfewercommutertrainsintheBuenos improve its potential to capture traffic, it would be
Aires Metropolitan Region during night hours. In difficult, from both a financial and a political stand-
addition the decree recommended organizational point, to privatize such a huge system in one shot. If,
changes designed to reduce the number of manage- on the other hand, the system were privatized in stages,
ment positions and to decentralize functions. It also the resources needed by individual business groups to
recommended a restructuring of rolling stock main- rehabilitate the system would be lower and, at the same
tenance workshops through increased participation time, a larger number ofproposals might be attracted. It
by employees. could also be easier to change work rules on a regional

e Strategic guidelines for a privatization process, some of scale and case-by-case than on a system-wide basis.
which were based onprevious FERROC4RGO experi- Moreover, competition among different operators
ence. Concessions should be vertically integrated. would encourage efficiency. The first parts of the
And a single concessionaire would maintain infra- system to be privatized could serve as examples for
structure as well as rolling stock, and would control future privatizations. The Rosario-Bahia Blanca line
traffic, market services, and operate trains. Conces- was a good candidate for a pilot concession. About
sionaires could renegotiate existing labor contracts two years earlier, and when the FERROCARGO
and introduce new working rules and practices. (FC) project was under study, the private sector had

• Partially offsetting policies and directives seemingly de- shown interest inthe concession of the Rosario-Bahia
signed to neutralize a rapid implementation process. The Blanca line, which linked Argentina's two main ex-
decree included additional ad hoc requirements: port terminals (the ports of Bahia Blanca and Rosario)
preparatory studies and document development, a to grain areas.
mandate to put out bids within 120 days for the two * How should freight concessions be organzzed? Should
principal intercity passenger services corridors freight concessionaires provide intercity passenger ser-
(Buenos Aires-Mar del Plata and Buenos Aires- vices? As well as freight service? Booz-Allen replied
Rosario), a similar mandate for selected freight lines that, since freight concessions are only marginally
(the Rosario-Bahia Blanca corridor, and two grain profitable, concessionsshouldbeverticallyintegrated,
branch lines that did not constitute a corridor and did with a single freight concessionaire for each part of
not have a direct access to export ports), a new ticket the system. Locomotive parts and track rehabilita-
sale and control system for Buenos Aires commuter tion were the most urgent investment needs, as they
services, and the lease of rolling stock. The decree directly affect service quality; concessionaires should
also mandated that the Ministry of Public Works and focus their initial commitments on these essential
Services (and not FA) would be responsible for capital requirements. In addition, concessionaires
carrying out the concessionary bidding process. should not be required to run intercity passenger

services. However, if this requirement is established
Contradictory policies within Decree 666 reflected the and concessionaires do not want to run these passen-

conflict that persisted between the Ministry and FA. If ini- ger services, concessionaires should be compensated
tiatives included in the decree had been pushedforward at the by the state.
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* What should be done with intercity passenger services? ration of bidding documents for the concession of the
Booz-Allen responded that two types of services Rosario-Bahia Blanca corridor. This is an 800 kilometer
should continue: those that cover their variable costs corridor that connects the two main grain export ports in
(most did not) and those considered to be "critical," Argentina. The port of Bahia Blanca in particular plays a
that is: (1) they serve communities with no alternative critical role in the nation's transport system. Since it had
form of public transport, or (2) they produce eco- been dredged to 45 feet it allowed the entrance of large
nomic benefits larger than the financial cost of the ships. By the late 1980s, the railway line that serviced the
subsidy. port was partially flooded and without major repairs could

* What should be done with commuterservices in Buenos not support reliable services. Only the port terminal ends
Aires? Commuter services should be run as a special of the line, moved any traffic. Private sector interest was
unit on a regional level with improved profit incen- based on the deep channel advantages of Bahia Blanca
tives. and on the future prospect of large grain volumes trans-

* How should the personnel redundancy problem be ap- ported by rail from the Rosario area to Bahia Blanca.
proached? By December 1989, FA had 94,000 em- The specific points of disagreement between the Min-
ployees on its payroll. Booz-Allen suggested that the istry and the FA management included the following. First,
number might be reduced to 35,200 (14,500 for the Ministry wanted to concession a larger network, of
commuterservices; 3,000forintercityservices; 14,700 about 5,000 kilometers. This network would indude not
for freight services; and 3,000 for other concessions), only the Rosario-Bahfa Blanca line but also the Huinca
which would total about 59,000 redundant employ- Renanco-Bahia Blanca trunk line and its branch lines, which
ees. Those employees not required byfreight concessions led to the Bahia Blanca port. FA did not want to include
or commuter operations should not continue working at Huinca Renanco-Bahia Blanca in the concession. Second,
FA. They mightjeopardize the reform process. Rather, the Ministry wanted a vertically integrated concession with
they should receive a severance package. a single operator. FA wanted access to the line, as well.

Finally, the Ministry did not want intercity passenger ser-
The Booz-Allen report helped sustain reform momen- vices to be part of the concession on the grounds that all of

tum. It reinforced strategies favored by the Ministry and these services were unprofitable. FA insisted that a pas-
provided credibility through its economic analysis. It also senger service requirement be included in the concession.
provided a general framework for labor force restructur- Previously, in the second half of the 1980s, when the
ing and quantified the social costs associated with various Alfonsin Administration was still in power, the World Bank
reform scenarios. One of the conclusions emerging from had attempted a reform of Argentina's public enterprises.
the report - that freight services were only marginally prof- The FERROCARGO project had been part of this effort.
itable - dispelled a long-standing myth. Another key con- The reform effort ended, however, when Argentina failed
clusion was that the ongoing economic crisis made it im- to comply with the conditions agreed upon with the Inter-
perative to privatize without delay and that privatization national Monetary Fund. In early 1990, conversations be-
should not wait on restructuring. This was what the Minis- tween the Bank and the government resumed. Given the
try needed to bolster its own position. importance of FA in stemming the government's overall

While the study was being completed, relationships fiscal deficit (FAs net cash requirements were approxi-
between FA and the Ministry further deteriorated. A battle- mately US$1,300 million per year), any fiscal reform effort
front had been drawn over unprofitable intercity passen- of necessity must encompass the railway. The Bank had
ger services and the bidding documents for the concession not previously succeeded in developing a working relation-
of the Rosario-Bahia Blanca corridor. Both parties had ship with FA. In the early 1970s and 1980s two railroad
agreed that some intercity passenger services should be dis- reform loans had been canceled when conditionalities in-
continued. However, when the Ministry approved a final cluded as part of these loans had been disregarded.
list of those services to be curtailed (including nearly 35 Ten months into the Menem Administration it became
percent of a total of 70 to 80 daily passenger trains), FA clear that this government had chosen a new policy, one of
retreated in the face of opposition from unions and prov- economic liberalization and enterprise privatization. At this
ince governors. Subsequently, FA's management discon- point, Mr. Jorge Kogan, former Director of Transport Plan-
tinued only a portion of the services originally targeted for ning at the Ministry of Public Works and Services, entered
termination. The Ministry made a second attempt to en- the scene and helped to mobilize the resources that the
force its mandate. Initially the deadline for implementa- World Bank had furnished. The result of Mr. Kogan's
tion was postponed, then suspended. "shuttle diplomacy" among the FA, the World Bank, and

FA and the Ministry also disagreed regarding the prepa- the Ministry was an unprecedented Memorandum of Un-
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derstanding. Mr. Julio Sav6n, who signed the Memoran- transition. Inefficientworkrulesandconditionswould
dum of Understanding on behalf of FA, was the FAs most be renegotiated.
recently appointed trustee. The Memorandum established * The overall restructuring program would reduce sub-
a general framework within which subsequent detailed re- sidies from US$500 million in 1989 to US$160
structuring efforts would proceed; this framework included million by 1994.3
the following principles:

Both the Memorandum of Understanding and the Tran-
* Services provided by FA did not currently meet the sition Plan were approved in a presidential decree. Mr.

needs of the country. Kogan was appointed Director of the Railway Restructur-
* The restructuring process of FAwas critically impor- ing Unit and charged with implementing the plan.

tant to the economic recovery of the entire country. Just 11 months into the Menem Administration, the
* Most of FA's operating functions would be trans- Memorandum of Understanding set out in black and white

ferred to private companies, while FA would con- the key points on which railroad actually restructuring was
tinue to provide only those uneconomic services to be based. It was the first official document that consid-
required by the government and to control a corre- ered that FA might actually stop running trains and that a
sponding part of the network. major reduction in personnel (an extremely controversial

and previously ignored issue) could take place.
This Memorandum of Understanding clarified objec-

tives and means that the subsequent restructuring was to PART II: RESTRUCTURING OF ARGENTINE
follow. Assets that were financially viable would be RAILWAYS
privatized; FA would operate only such unprofitable ser-
vices as could be justified on social grounds and that were 1. The Railway Restructuring Unit
required by the government. Between mid-1990 and the beginning of 1994 the Argen-

The Booz-Allen report provided the initial technical tine railways were restructured and reorganized. Figure 7.1
support for the 1990-93 Railway Transition Plan. This Plan, shows a map of Argentina's railway network as it existed.
together with the Memorandum of Understanding with In July 1990, one month after the Memorandum of Un-
the World Bank, became the policy blueprint and the philo- derstanding was signed, a special unit, the Railway Restruc-
sophical basis on which FA qualified as the beneficiary of a turing Unit, was created within the jurisdiction of FA to
World Bank railroad reform loan. This loan helped to fi- manage the transition. Mr. Jorge Kogan was appointed Di-
nance much of the subsequent transition. In summary, the rector of this unit. Initially, the unit had no budget and its
basic points of the Transition Plan included the following: initial complement of personnel included one railway ex-

pert and a secretary. Nevertheless, a great deal was accom-
• By December 1991, two-thirds of total freight traffic plished during the ensuing 12 months.

would be moved by private operators. 'Essential" In a parallel but more circumscribed development, a
freight services for communities with no alternative task force of 20 specialists was created within the Ministry
form of public transport would be operated either by of Public Works and Services. Later this group was named
FA or by a private operator under contract with the Grupo de Apoyo Ferroviario (GAF) (Group for Railway
government. Support). It included former railway employees with tech-

* A new independent transportation authority in the nical backgrounds and experts in transportation planning.
Buenos Aires Metropolitan Region would be estab- The GAF was charged with developing the bidding docu-
lished to provide comrnuter services. This authority ments for the Rosario-Bahia Blanca concession. This diffi-
would be funded jointly by the central government, cult and precedent-setting task represented the first in-
the Province of BuenosAires, and the City of Buenos stance anywhere in the world in which a freight railway
Aires. system had been concessioned through a public bidding

* Financially viable intercity passenger services would process.
be concessioned, and nonviable and nonessential After the Booz-Allen work and with the backing of the
services would be discontinued. Essential passenger
services would be operated either by FA or by a
private concessionaire under contract with the gov- 3The governmnent contributedi about US$600 million in 1989 (in
eminate cont. ssionaire onderncontract with thebgsis April 1992 US$), but more strictly, FA's financial needs amounted
ermnent. to US$1.316billion. The differencewascovered by a fuel tax, most

* The railwaywork force would be reduced onthebasis of which was transferred to the railway, and by loans taken in the
of a policy of "social sensitivity" and "nontraumatic" financial market.
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World Bank, the Ministry of Public Works and Services become automatically effective. Since competition
enjoyed strong political support and directed both efforts. from road transport was intense, the Transportation
By this time the Ministry had resolved most of the issues Secretariat would normally file no objection and the
that had separated it from FA, including the following: (1) proposed maximum rates would become effective.
the concession would be vertically integrated and would * Each concessionaire would receive from FA a spe-
have a single operator (FA would not compete with the cific number of locomotives and rail cars adequate to
private operator); (2) the concession would include the serve the concessioned area. Concessionaires would
main active line to Bahia-Blanca (the Huinca Renanc6 - pay fees for the use of the "line" as well as for the use
Bahia Blanca line); and (3) the freight operator would not of equipment. In addition, concessionaires would be
be required to run intercity passenger services. expected to provide new orrehabilitated locomotives

and cars in order to offer an improved level of service.
2. Preparation in Freight Concessions Concessionaires would also be expected to invest in
In the fall of 1990 the Railway Restructuring Unit and GAF track rehabilitation.
agreed on general principles and proceeded to implement
a privatization strategy based on the following: The bidding documents, drafted by the Grupo de

Apoyo Ferroviario (GAF), proposed the following meth-
• Freight operations could be concessioned first. All odology for the evaluation of proposals. Bidding would in-

cargo operations would be performed by private clude a two step process. Bidders could submit an initial
companies, which would submit a bid to purchase qualifying proposal (Envelope N-1) which, if found accept-
concessions for specific lines. Lines would corre- able, would require them to submit a technical and eco-
spond to self-sustaining transport markets which nomic proposal (Envelope N-2) in a second round. Pro-
were economically viable. posals would be evaluated on the basis of the following:
The concessions would be 30 years, with an optional
10-year extension. They would be vertically inte- * The bidder's experience as a railway operator of
grated and include freight marketing, train opera- similar railway systems, as well as the key personnel
tions, equipment and track maintenance, and and theviability of the business plan and its projected
rehabilitation responsibilities. The concessionswould profitability
convey the exdusive right to use infrastructure to * The amount of money committed to the investment
single concessionaires. No other party could operate plan on a year-by-year and project-by-project basis,
cargo services over the concessioned territory with- and the reasonableness of investment lines over the
out the concessionaire's consent. entire concession term

* The private freight operator would be entitled to, but * "Additional investment," including investment in
not required to, provide intercity passenger services. incremented freight-generating capacity (construc-
However, the operator would have the obligation to tion of grain silos and freight terminals, etc.)
permit intercity passenger operations either by FA or * The fee that would be paid to the government for the
by a third party concessionaire. In return, adequate right to operate the line
compensation would be paid for track use and traffic * The rent that would be paid to the government for the
control services. use of equipment

* At the outset concessionaires would be obliged to * The toll to be charged back to FA or a third party
hire former FA employees, but only in numbers operator for intercity passenger services operations
requiredtoefficientlysatisfyoperationalneeds.Work along the concessionaire's track
rules would be renegotiated with the unions. The * The number of FA employees hired by the new
government would not be involved, except for safety concessionaire
concerns. Personnel not required by concessionaires * The interest held by employees (not less than 4
would receive a severance payment financed through percent) in the new concession
the World Bank. * The interest held by FA (not lower than 15 percent)

• Although in practice rail freight traffic rates were in the new concession
deregulated,-every railway operator would be re- * Association with manufacturers, grain cooperatives,
quired to file maximum rates by commodity with the and other freight generators.
Secretary of Transportation and to gain his approval
for the maximums. If the government did notissue an Table 7.6 represents the weights associated with each
opposite decision within 30 days, filed rates would of these selection criteria. Each of the 10 selection criteria
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was evaluated from 1 to 10. The wfinning bidder was the tics and problems, and that it needed to be separated from
one who obtained the highest composite score. FA authority. As a result, on March 25, 1991, Ferrocarriles

Metropolitanos Sociedad An6nima (FEMESA) was cre-
3. The Effects of the 1991 Strike ated to manage the metropolitan railways.
Early in 1991 President Menem's entire Cabinet resigned. In the months that followed, other freight railway lines
The reorganization which followed signaled a renewed com- were offered to private operators using contestable proce-
mitment to radical reform. Domingo Cavallo was appointed dures similar to the prototype methods developed for the
Minister of Economy, Edmundo del Valle Soria was named Rosario-Bahia Blanca line. The structure of subsequent con-
Secretary of Transportation, and Jorge Kogan was recon- cessions was based neither on a profound analysis of de-
firmed as Director of the Railway Restructuring Unit. Ini- mand, operations, and investment, or on detailed finan-
tially under this new structure the railway restructuring unit cial analyses. Rather, the template for the new concessions
reported directly to the Secretary of Transportation, and was the precedent network organization into distinct op-
not to the President of FA. erating divisions or railways that had existed following na-

In March 1991, while the government was evaluating tionalization. GAF, with the advice of the Railway Restruc-
the proposals for the first concession, the railway workers turing Unit, made minor adjustments to these pre-existing
went on strike. This strike affected all rail services, but "railways" to ensure the single line integrity of grain move-
mainly on commuter passenger services in Buenos Aires. ments and to exclude low density branches, many of which
These services were particularly sensitive politically In spite had been abandoned de facto. Neither time nor resources
of declining service quality, the Buenos Aires commuter were committed to studying the viability of the proposed
lines still carried about 1 milion people per working day. concessions or in reviewing the recommendations of the

The strike was long and angry. People stood for hours Railway Restructuring Unit above the mninistry level. Ex-
at railway terminals waiting for alternative, overcrowded pediency was a primary objective at this point and the pro-
bus services and substitute buses could barely meet the cess proceeded without intense public or private scrutiny.
demand. Political pressure mounted for a compromise so- In fact both common sense and historical precedent
lution, but the government held out. The entire episode recommended the concessions that were ultimately offered
lasted 75 days. Services were eventually restored without to bidders. These included five additional segments: (1)
compromises with the unions. In retrospect, the strike pro- the Urquiza standard gauge line (2,739 kin); (2) the Mitre
vided a kind of catharsis for the difficult process of re- line (4,512 km); (3) the San Martin line (5,252 km); (4)
structuring. In the end it was clear to all parties that only the "remaining portion" of the Roca line (3,343 km; other
one railway policy would be implemented: the one estab- sections had been included in the Rosario-Bahia Blanca
lished by the government. concession); and (5) the Belgrano narrow gauge line

In the meantime a significant shift took place in public (10,662 kin). With the exception of the Urquiza line (the
and institutional perception. Before operations had been weakest of the system) and the remaining Roca line, al of
fully restored, everyone recognized that conmmuter services the other segments had in the 1970s hauled more than 3
were a unique business, with its own distinct characteris- million tons annualy (see Table 7.7).

Table 7.6 - Argentina: Rosario-Bahia Blanca Freight Concession. Evaluation of Selection Criteria

. . :. . . . ~~~~~~~~~~~~Evaluaffon
tem: Pnls ::Weight

1) Bidder's experience as railway operator: Key personnel; Business plan and profitability i to 10 10
2) Amount of money and quality of investment plan 1 to 10 24
3) 'Additionar investments 1 to 10 :10
4) Fee to govemment I to 15: 
5) Rent to be paid for use of rolling stock I to 10 15
6) Toll to be charged in return for intercity passenger services operations 1 to 10 15
7) Number of FA employees to be hired 1 to 10 14
8) Interest held by personnel in the new concession t110 9 :9
9) Interest held by FA in the new concession 1 to 10 14

10) Association with producers, cooperatives, etc. 1lo 10 4
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(in thousand tons per year)

Yea40 ; Srmliento ltre: IocAa San Mtiin u.rquiza eigrano Total

195910 ( 1,978 4,679 6,847 4,322 1,336 7,006 26,168

iWO~t 1,654 3,598 5,436 3,938 1,223 6,116 21,965
106 2,344 4,694 5,441 4,808 1,356 4,763 23,406

*0e w 1,728 3,985 4,840 5,496 1,380 4,694 22,123

1,387 3,939 3,612 3,104 1,077 4,013 17,132

| | 1,038 3,169 3,246 4,151 813 3,857 16,274

2,046 3,224 2,875 4,180 677 4,232 17,234
S Y h 1,069 3,310 3,220 2,419 987 3,229 14,234

Note: The Rosario-Bahia Blanca concession is made up of about half of the Roca Line trafric ancd rnost of the saffmiento Line.
source: FerrocarnilesArgentinos.

4. The Bidding Process for Freight Concessions cess brought experience with management and technol-
Between January 1991 and February 1992 the Railway ogy that was previously unknown in Argentina, as well as
Restructuring Unit issued three calls for proposals. Between labor practices that had the potential to dramatically change
concessioning rounds, methods for both competitive so- railway operations. Innovative practices included computer-
licitation and proposal evaluation improved marginally. The assisted train control and dispatching systems, radio com-
initial response of potential strategic investors/operators munications system, participation of the train crews in train
was unenthusiastic. In fact, this cautious private sector re- formation, replacement of cabooses by telemetric devices,
sponse proved an antidote to the myth that the freight introduction of double and triple locomotive power to haul
business offered enormous profit potential. However, it heavier trains, and various changes in equipment and track
also caused significant apprehension about the viability of maintenance techniques.
the undertaking. In response to the initial concessions All other companies participating in the process, with
(which included Rosario-Bahia Blanca Line), only two pro- the exception of two, were Argentinian. Foreign participa-
posals were received for three segments; in the second con- tion in the consortia (apart from the rail operators), was
cession round, two lines received only a single proposal; in marginal. Two of the winning consortia were headed by
the third round (which involved the Belgrano Line) no railway customers - a producer of soya by-products and
proposals were received.4 oil, and a cement producer. The remaining consortia were

Eventually 10 bidders participated in the process. A headed by diversified holding companies. All five winning
second call for bids was issued for the Urquiza Line on consortia were comprised of "large" corporations, in Ar-
November 25, 1991. All of the bidders who came forward gentine terms.
were consortia. Nine of them induded North American The final steps of the process - the evaluation of pro-
regional railways (mostly from the United States).' The posals, the final negotiations with winning proposers, and
American regional railroads that joined the bidding pro- contract closing - were straightforward. Evaluating pro-

posals, particularly the qualifying experience of bidders,
the soundness of their business plans, and projected level

4Strictly speaking, there were two calls for the Urquiza Line. For of profitability entailed subjective judgment. Several los-
the first call, which finally failed, there were two bidders. The ing bidders accused the evaluators of discrimination. Crit-
original winner, headed by RENFE of Spain, abandoned the ics also pointed out that some evaluation criteria provided
bidding process after award because it had discovered serious the wrong incentives for concessionaires. For example, cri-
mistakesinitsproposal. The otherbidder, ledbyPESCARMONA, teria which rewarded bidders for hiring larger numbers of
finally won the concession as it had been the only bidder for the
second call. FA personnel and for makig greater investments only di-
The U.S. regional railways were members of the consortia only minished profitability and reduced survivability of conces-
in some cases. In other cases they were only technical advisers. sionaires over the long run. In fact, the evaluation meth-
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odology reflected a political compromise among the key months for the San Martin Line. On the latter line two
members of the Congress, the unions, and FAs manage- bidders competed aggressively. This competition took the
ment. This compromise was struck at a time when freight form of an award challenge that delayed final contract clos-
services were still considered highly profitable. Principals ing. Figure 7.2 shows the time cycle for each award from
in the political discussion felt that concessionaires could the call for bids until the actual takeover by the various
bear additional costs, such as passenger services, surplus concessionaires.
personnel, and incremental investments, without jeopar- Of the six concessions, five were in private hands by
dizing their economic viability. the end of October 1993, just 50 months after the Reform

Contract negotiations were lengthy and tedious. Bid- State Law had been passed. The sixth concession, the
ders argued that FA's assets, induding both rolling stock Belgrano narrow gauge line, could not be offered. The call
and infrastructure, had deteriorated badly since they had for bids was voided when willing bidders failed to emerge.
submitted their proposals. Almost no maintenance had The poor condition of this line made an unsubsidized pri-
been carried out since the beginning of the reform pro- vate sector operation unviable, even with a "zero" fee. Af-
cess. The government consented that the past performance ter further debate, the government decided to create a new
and financial condition of FA were well known and that state-owned corporation, Linea Belgrano Sociedad
bidders should have anticipated an incremental deteriora- An6nima, to operate the line. This company was separate
tion of FA's assets in their proposals. from FA. Its work force was reduced from nearly 5,000 to

Incremental investment was the single most important 1,300 employees and limited operations were continued
criterion for evaluating bid proposals and hence the process for two years while the government spent US$100 million
encouraged an overestimation of future investment. During to rehabilitate the line. The government planned to issue a
the effort to clarify and to "lock in" investment commitments new call for concession bids when rehabilitation was com-
during final negotiations, a number of problems surfaced. For plete.
example, bidders insisted that tasks that should be consid-
ered as normal maintenance, or activities on the "frontier" 5. Concessioning Commnuter Services in Buenos
between routine maintenance and capital expenditure, be Aires
counted as part of their obligation to invest in plant and equip- The Buenos Aires Metropolitan Region is among the
ment. At the same time, some concessionaires inflated unit world's largest metropolitan areas. It includes more than
costs for the investments they proposed to make. 12 million people, almost 38 percent of the total popula-

The selection criteria also provided an incentive for tion of the country. The region around Buenos Aires gen-
concessionaires to overstate their plans to retain employ- erates more than 40 percent of the country's GDPl The
ees of FA. Subsequently, during contract negotiations, bid- entire metropolitan area, including its most remote and
ders tried to revise their employment figures downward, least populated parts, is served by a bus network comprised
citing the following (1) traffic had declined during the bid- of 250 private companies that cover 25,000 kilometers of
ding process, recovery would take time, and in the interirn routes. The total estimated annual trips generated in the
fewer personnel would be required; (2) the qualifying pro- region in 1991 was nearly 5 billion, of which approximately
fessional, medical, and educational standards that the new 3,400 million were trips generated by public transport (see
concessionaires insisted on disqualifying a significant por- Table 7.8).
tion of the original FA work force; and (3) many of the Commuter railway services, which consisted of 2,000
employees who did qualify were not full time railway work- daily trains over a network of 825 kilometers (see Figure
ers, but rather were engaged in other gainful activities. 7.3), satisfied the commuter demand of 209 million pas-
When a full time job was offered to these employees they sengers. The 44 kilometer Metro alone provided 144 mil-
declined in preference to their other activities. Finally, af- lion annual trips. Buses handled the remaining trips, ac-
ter intense negotiations, it was agreed that concessionaires counting for 90 percent of all public transport trips and 69
would be required to hire only the minimum number of percent of all trips. Significantly, the average rail trip dis-
former FA personnel needed to ensure efficient perfor- tance of 20 kilometers is five times longer than Metro and
mance. FAwould dismiss excess employees. However, sev- four times longer than bus. Between 1970 and 1991 all
erance for these employees would be funded by the con- modes of public transport lost traffic. At the same time,
cessionaires. private automobiles increased their trip activity by two-

The cycle time required to successfully conclude con- thirds.
cession awards ranged from 13 months for the Roca Line, Since the 1960s, commuter services had been organized
for which only one bidder came forward, to nearly 24 under FA. Under this arrangement each of the six operat-
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Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 6
Rosado-Bahia Blanca MUtre San Marftin Urquiza Group 5 Belgrano

[FERROEXPRESO [NUEVO CENTRAL [BUENOS AIRES [FERROCARRIL Roca [FERROCARRIL
June 1989 PAMPEANO] ARGENTINO] AL PACIFICO] MESOPOTAMICO [FERROSUR] BELGRANO]

June1989 I I I I I i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . . . . . 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

..........................................................................

December 1989 - C11...89.. . ................. .. ... :.

:........ ........ ........ ........ ........ Call for Bids ....
June 1990 .................. .. A....... .. a Bid Pre-Award

.................. .............. ° Contract Signature ....
....... ....... .............. ................ Takeover by Concessionaire

December 1990 A . . . . . 19'.____::::::::::.......... I21l91 :rZ /2I1:......... ....
....... ............ ............ ...........................................

June1991 ......

::::::~.......... .. 1..... ......... ::: 1:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.. . . . . 1 . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

December 1991 X1 1X1/91 : :: c: 1 /25f91 :.:
. . ...... ..... .... ..... .. ............ . ... . ... .....-213192Decem~.... .. ---be 319179- ................... ........... ... 1.1..2... ............ .................

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I. . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . .

::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::: sl, 97277gZ:::I:::....

December 1992 - . .*.. 1

............ ............. ............ . . |1)15193 " 3/1193. (no proposals)
......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 

December 1 992 ..... 2 9.........
Jue19 ..... ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

... ..................... - - I0213
Deceber 99 ,. . ... .. . . . ... . .. . . ..... .. . . . . ... . .. . . ... . . ... .. . ... ... ..1 . 3. . .. ... .. ..... ... . ....... ... . ... ..... . . .. .. . .. . ..... . ..... ..

Note: Concessionaires are listed in capitals below rail line.
Source: Nabonal Directorate of Railway Transport.

ing divisions that converged on Buenos Aires was respon- had decreased to less than half of its original level. Still,
sible for freight and intercity passenger, as well as com- commuter activity in the nation's capital accounted for more
muter passenger, services. This latter category of service than 30 percent of FA's total transport activity, if passenger
had grown to nearly 500 million paying passengers per year km and ton km are equally counted.
by the time of FA's creation. At the time of FAs original In December 1989, FA made a second attempt to cre-
organization the bus system was relatively underdeveloped ate a special management unit, and the Administraci6n de
and the railway was the predominant mode of transporta- Ferrocarriles Suburbanos (Administration of Suburban
tion. Railways) was set up within FA. At this time, the 75 day

Under FA commuter services never evolved as a dis- railway strike was at its apogee and the few commuter trains
tinct line of business with its own separate commercial, that were running carried only one-third of their normal
operational, and management functions. However, in 1980, ridership. In mid-March, at the initiative of Director Kogan
FA did make an attempt to create the Gerencia de Linea and Secretary Soria and with the backing of Minister
Metropolitana (Metropolitan Lines Management Office), Cavallo, a Presidential decree was drafted and signed cre-
to organize commuter railway services as a distinct set of ating FEMESA, Metropolitan Railways, as a state-owned
commercial activities. This initiative lasted six years. It suc- corporation, separate from FA. FEMESA's objective was
ceeded in coordinating less than half of all commuter ser- to provide commnuter services within the Buenos Aires re-
vices and was finally dismantled as a result of strong union gion. One important consequence of this reorganization
pressure. was that all railway real estate in the region was transferred

By the end of the 1980s, FA commuter services had to FEMESA. Shortly afterward, Minister Cavallo made
become unreliable, stations had deteriorated badly, fare another crucial decision: FEMESA would be an interme-
evasion was extremely high, and grade crossing accidents diate step toward more efficient, profit-oriented railway
were increasing in frequency. In spite of the fact that the passenger services. FEMESA would be privatized.
metropolitan area and population had increased by 120 The objective of privatizing commuter operations raised
percent over 30 years, over the same period railway traffic a number of issues, including: (1) how services could be
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Table 7.8 - Argentina: Passenger Demand in the Buenos Aires Metropolitan Region, 1960-91

(in millions of passengers)

. - -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~VariatIon
-w 1960 1970 1981 1991 1970-91

Commutes 536.7 413.1 334.7 208.9 -49
300.6 278.8 191.7 144.3 -48

-Busos 2,581.0 3,343.0 3,114.0 3,059.0 -8

*+W Public Modes 3,418.3 4,034.9 3,640.4 3,412.2 -15
;#rv4t.Au1l*moblles n.a. 845.1 n.a. 1,408.5 67
1TOTAL -n. 8,914- 8232.9 -

Source: 'Technical Support to the Creaton of ATAM Project,' Transportation Secretariat.

privatized if they were clearly uneconomic, even after sig- six or fewer service groups would be awarded to any single
nificant efficiency improvements had been made; and (2) firm or consortium.
whether anyone would be interested in assuming responsi- For each corridor the government defined both maxi-
bility for politically controversial, badly deteriorated, and mum fares and minimum service frequencies. The latter
publicly exposed commuter services. The FEMESA would be defined in terms of commuter cars per hour for
privatization initiative went beyond the freight services ini- each 24-hour service cycle and for each day of the week.
tiative in testing the viability and flexibility of the In addition, service quality standards would be defined for
concessioning mechanism. Moreover, although precedents each corridor and specified in terms of percent of on time
existed for privately operated freight services in North trains and percent of canceled trains. If concessionaires
America, no such precedents existed for privately managed reached or surpassed these service standards, they would
commuter railways. Minister Cavallo had an additional con- be entitled to increase tariffs beyond authorized maximum
cern with public perception. In view of the controversy that levels, as a performance incentive. Chronic failure to com-
the freight concession evaluation method had provoked, ply with service standards could result in specific penal-
he asked that a simple and more objective evaluation pro- ties.
cess be developed. More specifically, he requested that a Concessionaires were free to negotiate new work rules
single quantifiable parameter serve as the basis for choos- and labor practices in order to increase productivity. Bid-
ing FEMESA's concessionaires. ders developed their own estimate of staffing requirements

By mid-1991 Mr. Kogan had organized and fully staffed for each group of services. Surplus personnel were to be
the Railway Restructuring Unit. This unit drafted the bid- offered voluntary early retirement that the government
ding documents and defined the terms of the solicitation. would finance with resources partially provided by inter-
The government would own rolling stock, infrastructure, national financing agencies. The government also defined
and facilities, all of which would be assigned to the conces- a multi-year investment plan for each concessioned line.
sionaire. The concessionaire would have full responsibility The plan was designed to rehabilitate infrastructure, roll-
for all rail activities, ranging from commercialization to ing stock, and facilities. Each concessionaire could make
maintenance of rolling stock and infrastructure. The con- additional investments, at its own expense. These latter
cession, as in the freight case, would be vertically integrated. investments would be financed independently through the
Concessions were to be granted for 10 year terms with ad- savings that they generated. The government would finance
ditional 10 year extensions as agreed by the parties. the former investments.

Commuter services concessions would be divided into As a prerequisite each bidding consortium was required
seven packages or groups: (1) Group 1: Mitre Line; (2) to include an experienced foreign railway operator that
Group 2: Sarmiento Line; (3) Group 3: the Buenos Aires would be responsible for commercialization, operations,
Metro and the Urquiza Line; (4) Group 4: Roca Line; (5) and maintenance. Each bidder was also required to sub-
Group 5: San Martin Line; (6) Group 6: Belgrano North mit a business plan with detailed plans of all critical func-
Line; and (7) Group 7: Belgrano South Line. Individual tions, including: marketing, operations, mechanical, main-
bidders could propose for any or all service groups but only tenance of way and works, signaling and communications,
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human resources, etc. The business plans contained in each proved lower than estimates made at the time that the con-
proposal projected the financial results of the operation tract was finalized, concessionaires absorbed the resulting
on a year-by-year basis over the term of the entire conces- loss and were not entitled to additional subsidy.
sion. If a plan projected profitable performance, including The same principle applied to operating expenses. Cost
a reasonable fee for the company, the concessionaires were savings would accrue to the benefit of concessionaires and
expected to pay a fee to the government for the use of cost overruns to their detriment. However, concessionaires
public assets. If, on the other hand, it resulted in negative could not attain lower costs by compromising the levels of
or inadequate cash flow, the government would pay a sub- service to which they were contractually committed. Con-
sidy to the concessionaires. cessionary contracts included several mandatory service

In addition, each bidder was required to quote the standards, such as number of cars to be dispatched per
amount needed to execute the investment plan, that the hour, maximum allowable canceled and delayed trains,
government defined, and was further required to include equipment maintenance and availability standards, etc. In
technical specifications for capital improvements in the bid fact, concessionaires had a strong incentive to exceed these
package. The seven service groups entailed 150 separate service standards. Only then could they make upward ad-
investment projects. Most important, each bidder was to justments in maximum fares.
calculate the amount of its required subsidy (or offering To promote the concession, Secretary Soria and Mr.
fee) on an annual basis. This represented the net cash flow Kogan briefed potential bidders in the United States,
from operations and the sum required for investment ex- Canada, Spain, Italy, France, Germany, the United King-
ecution. The successful bid for each of the seven groups of dom, and Japan and undertook similar missionary "sell-
services was awarded to the bidder requiring the lowest ing" with potential Argentine investors. As a result, the re-
subsidy, as measured by the net present value of the pay- sponse to the FEMESA solicitation was much greater than
ments required from the government. had originally been expected. On January 31, 1992, seven

A key design feature in concessioning FEMESA was consortia comprised of local and foreign companies sub-
that a net monthly subsidy payment was to be made to the mitted qualifying bids.
successful bidder, for each service corridor over the entire All seven groups proposed to operate the most attrac-
term of the concession contract. This fee, adjusted for in- tive of the seven services, which was the Sarmiento Line,
flation, was negotiated "up front," before the concession serving 70 million passengers in 1990. Even for other lines
was finally awarded. If everything proceeded as planned, (the Belgrano South Line, for example, which served only
the monthly payment schedule was to be defined once for 7 million passengers), three consortia submitted offers.
the entire concession term. The seven consortia included 114 companies. Of these,

Concessionaires assumed the risks inherent in most 15 were foreign and induded firms from the United States,
business activities. For example if actual ridership (and rev- France, Italy, and Portugal. Table 7.9 profiles the partici-
enues) exceeded estimates, incremental net income accrued pant companies. Construction firms with no previous rail-
to the concessionaires. If, on the contrary, actual demand way operating experience were most interested bidders.

Table 7.9 - Argentina: Commuter Passenger Services in the Buenos Aires Metropolitan Region -
Bidding Groups

Number:of Eah .Type of
:Type df Comany Companies Company (%)'.

1. Railway/metro companies 4 4
2. Technical assistance companies institutionally linked to a railroad or metro 5 3
3. Private bus companies 64 10
4. Construction companies with previous railway experience 6 10
5. Construction companies without previous railway experience 16 33
6. Manufacturers of rolling stock 6 9
7. Holdings 3 16
8. Financial institutions 2 4
9. Other 8 11

TOTAL 114S A100
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Diversified holdings companies ranked second. Compa- Delimitation of operational areas given to conces-
nies with rail operating experience accounted for 26 per- sionaires. Although real estate in the region and in the
cent interest among groups which bid. main terminals was separated from concessions, sta-

Qualified consortia devoted most of 1992 the prepa- tions still included commercial space which could
ration of the technical and financial proposals (Envelope generate a significant additional rental income.
N-2). In the qualifying round each consortium had dem- * The definition of respective security responsibilities
onstrated its operational capacity, its secure legal standing, by the concessionaires and of the government.
and its financial capacity. Special importance was attached * The division of insurance liability between conces-
to the qualifications of foreign railway operating partners. sionaires and the public sector. It was finally agreed
One consortium, for example, was refused the opportu- that the former would provide civil liability up to
nity to prepare a technical bid because it could not satis- US$2 million. The latter would provide civil liability
factorily demonstrate a commitment from a qualified rail- above that figure and up to US$200 million. A new
road operating company. The pre-qualifying evaluation of private sector insurance protocol had to be created.
technical proposals was equally exacting. Five of the seven Formerly, the state-owned railways had been self-
consortia had at least one business plan disqualified and, insured.
in all, eight business plans were disqualified. * Price adjustments to reconcile original proposal sub-

By the end of 1992, however, all seven service groups missions and final contract prices one-and-a-half
had been pre-awarded to three consortia. The Annexes con- years later. The consumer price index had registered
tain descriptions of each consortium and the line segments a 15.9 percent increase during this period.
pre-awarded to each. * The provision of performance bonds by the conces-

Shortly before the seven services were pre-awarded, sionaires. It was finally agreed that bonds should
the government conducted a poll to assess public support equal 15 percent of the net present value of invest-
for the commuter rail privatization process. More than ments to be made during the concession period.
2,700 users were surveyed on the quality and reliability of
then-existing service. This information served as a bench- Negotiations were particularly difficult in the area of
mark against which subsequent service improvements (or personnel, where people who had worked for the railways
degradation) could be measured. The main findings of the for most of their lives were faced with uncertain futures.
poll included the following: Concessionaires were required to hire from existing rail-

way personnel only those who according to their standards
* Forty-five percent of users found existing commuter were necessary for the new operation. The bidding docu-

services to be bad, and 39 percent found them to be ments stated that FEMESA employees should be preferred
only fair. Only 16 percent characterized the services when a concessionaire was faced with two people with the
as good. "same level of qualification."

* In general, users favored privatization (50 percent for The re-staffing of the former FEMESA lines required
and 22 percent against). However, a proportion of time to complete. For this purpose concessionaires were
surveyed users (19 percent) conditioned their ap- allowed access to the personnel files of workers. In addi-
proval on the way in which privatization was to be tion, concessionaires conducted interviews and conducted
carried out. medical and psychological tests for prospective employees.

* Support for privatization was approximately equal In the end concessionaires retained most dispatch, train
among different socioeconomic groups: middle in- operations, and mechanical personnel. Most managers,
come gave 57 percent approval; high income gave 56 however, were not selected. Concessionaires hired no
percent approval; and low income gave 45 percent ticket-sellers, many of whom had been implicated in "skim-
approval. ming."

* When asked about the future quality of service, 56 The initial post-pre-award assessment suggested that
percent responded that they expected improvement concessionaires would retain fewer than 50 percent of the
and only 10 percent expected service deterioration. original employees. The government applied "unofficial"

pressure to increase this number. A larger number of re-
Most of 1993 was devoted to contract negotiations. dundant railway personnel meant greater severance pay-

Bringing individual concessions to closure proved difficult ments and increased social tension. Finally, the concession-
and time-consuming. Negotiations covered a number of aires accepted a marginal increase in forces and FEMESA
different items, such as the following: offered a "voluntary retirement program" (one salary per
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each year worked) to redundant workers. To ease the tran- In 1965, FA moved 54 million passengers (fully 22 percent
sition, FEMESA offered to absorb into its remaining lines of the railways total traffic units). By 1970, when FA
redundant workers who did not join the retirement pro- adopted a policy of cost reduction and freight service pri-
gram. ority, the long haul passenger business had been reduced

On November 22, 1993, the Ministry of Economy and by one quarter. By 1975, however, the passenger train ser-
the first concessionaire signed final contract documents. vices that had been canceled were re-established and some
Work rule and salary negotiations between the unions and even expanded. The result was a reallocation of valuable
the concessionaire were completed between that date and freight to passenger use. FA found itself running many two-
January 1, 1994. FEMESA ran its last Urquiza Line train car passenger trains. It was during this period that long
on December 31, 1993, as did the Buenos Aires Metro. distance passenger traffic peaked at 34.8 million passen-
The transfer of both the Urquiza Line and the Metro was gers and 6,890 million passenger km. The uneconomic
completed onJanuary 1, 1994. The whole process had taken expansion of passenger service caused a chronic shortage
26 months. Figure 7.4 shows the time cycle for the trans- of locomotive power for freight service, with the result that
fer of all of the other service groups. freight traffic losses more than doubled the increase in pas-

senger traffic.
6. Privatization of Intercity Passenger Services In the late 1970s passenger services again faced re-
The support of intercity passenger services under FA had trenchment. FA's management decided to concentrate pas-
been a topic of policy discussion for a long time before the senger services on primary corridors in an effort to "den-
issue was finally resolved. Passenger services had enjoyed sify' the network. By 1980, traffic levels had declined to
the strong support of the railway establishment, including 10.6 million passengers. As a consequence of this network
equipment suppliers and the railway unions. In addition, rationalization the average passenger distance increased
provincial governors and mayors had strenuously defended from 198 kilometers in 1975 to 392 in 1980. However,
intercity passenger service against budget cuts. passenger services were expanded again in the 1980s and

Owing to its marginal status among the portfolio of again deprived freight services of reliable locomotives. By
services FA provided, intercity passenger services had ex- 1989, when reform began in earnest, FAs long haul pas-
perienced alternating cycles of expansion and contraction. senger traffic base was 11.7 million people. This represented

Figure 7.4 - Argentina: Commuter Passenger Services - Privatization Time Schedule

Group I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6 Group 7
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a 6 to 8 percent share of the entire intercity passenger mar- those needed to compensate for inflation would be
ket, which was dominated by this time by long distance approved by the government.
buses. * In its initial hiring, the concessionaire would give first

When the reformers arrived in the second half of 1989, preference to FA employees but would only hire
certain strategic aspects of FAs business had become dear. employees sufficient to operate efficiently under
Freight was FAs most potentially profitable line of busi- newly negotiated labor contracts.
ness and represented the cornerstone of the privatization - The concessionaire would receive from FA enough
process. On a stand-alone basis commuter services were locomotives and cars to support baseline service
probably not financially viable. However they were also levels. However the concessionaire could, at its own
essential to the Buenos Aires Metropolitan Region and thus expense, introduce new rolling stock and improve
needed to be retained. Evidence available to the Railroad infrastructure.
Restructuring Unit showed that intercity passenger services
were a loss producer and a major contributor to FAs over- In 1992 four groups responded to the call for bids. Bus
all financial difficulties. Most long haul train services did operators participated in two of these bidding consortia.
not cover their direct costs. In the meantime, the government hired consultants to as-

However, financial viability differed among intercity sess costs and revenues for each of the other intercity pas-
railway corridors. The Buenos Aires-Mar del Plata corri- senger services, to analyze the viability of altemative ser-
dor, for example, had a unique passenger profile. This 400 vices arrangements should current rail services be discon-
kilometer corridor links the capital city with the city of Mar tinued, and to define options for the disposition of rail as-
del Plata. Mar del Plata is an important resort whose nor- sets. The main findings and recommendations that emerged
mal population of 500,000 triples during the summer. The from the study induded the following:
railway moves 2 milion passengers each year over this cor-
ridor during the peak season in up to 12 trains per direc- * In 1990 intercity passenger trains operated over half
tion. The line generates little freight traffic, and passenger of the entire railway system (17,500 km over a net-
traffic to and from intermediate stations is also negligible. work of 35,700). Long haul passenger trains ac-
However, Buenos Aires-Mar del Plata itself accounted for counted for fully 28 percent of total train km run in
fully 15 percent of the total intercity passenger traffic the Argentine railway system.
handled by FA. * Services could usefully be classified under three

Inmid-1991 shortly after he became Secretary of Trans- groups: (1) high utilization/high cost recovery ser-
portation, Mr. Soria made two key decisions. The more vices (more than 300 passenger km per train km with
important one was the decision to issue an international a cost recovery higher than 50 percent): 23 trains fell
call for bids to concession the Buenos Aires-Mar del Plata under this category; (2) low utilization/low cost re-
corridor. The concession would take the form of a verti- covery services (less than 150 passenger km per train
cally integrated franchise, similar to the freight concessions, km with less than a 50 percent cost recovery): 25
with a 30-year term and with a 10-year option to extend. trains fell underthis category; and (3) "intermediate"
The concessionaire would operate the corridor exclusively services (between 150 and 300 passenger km per
for both intercity passenger and freight services. The main train km and/or less than a 50 percent recovery): 30
characteristics of this call for bids included the following: trains fell under this category.

Only one train, the Embarcaci6n-to-Formosa ser-
* The concessionaire should provide the minimum vice, which served the frontier with Paraguay, was

levels of services defined in the 1991-92 schedule. deemed essential and was not to be discontinued. No
* Service improvements from then existing levels should alternative transport modes existed.

be made immediately. Before the third year of the * The study identified two strategic alternatives. The
concession, transit time should be four hours for first was to retain the 23 highest utilization trains.
"express" trains and four-and-a-half hours for "semi- This option required annual subsidies of between
express" trains (a half hour reduction in each one). US$45 and US$55 million.6 It also required 100

* In their proposals bidders would define their maxi-
mum tariff requirements. Under these tariffs at least

20 percent of the available seats should be provided 'At 1992 prices, because ofmodifications in the exchange rate, the
at "tourist class" levels. Tariffs should be specified in options required a level of subsidy of US$62 and US$75 million,
U.S. dollars, and subsequent adjustments beyond respectively.
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locomotives and released another 70 to be reassigned In the meantime, the task force reporting to the Minis-
to freight or commuter services. The second option try of Public Works and Services continued to evaluate the
consolidated passenger services into seven 'core" Buenos Aires-Mar del Plata concession which was not in-
corridors. This option required US$ 30 million and cluded in the provincialization package. In a political move
70 locomotives. It allowed another 100 locomotives to strengthen its provincial railway program, the Province
to be reassigned to freight or commuter service. of Buenos Aires volunteered to take over operations over
The recommended paradigm for private sector con- the corridor. The Ministry invalidated the bidding process
cessions on viable corridors was the suburban ser- and transferred assets needed to support the service to the
vices concession. This paradigm required: (1) a province, whose authorities immediately announced that
predefined minimun service frequency and quality they would issue another request for proposals to conces-
standards; (2) grantingof rolling stock to concession- sion the service sometime in the future. One and a half
aires; (3) maximum tariff levels, also prenegotiated; year's later, the province was still running the Buenos Aires-
and (4) predefined tolls paid to freight operators. Mar del Plata services and no call for privatization has as

yet been issued.
The consultants recommended that passenger services

be run over the tracks of private operators who would be PART HI: PERFORMANCE SiNCE RESTRUCTURING
responsible for both track maintenance and train control.
Concessions would be granted to the bidders that required It is too early to assess the operating and financial perfor-
the lowest subsidy mance of the concessionaires that successfully competed

However, Minister Cavallo rejected these recommen- for operating franchises, or, for that matter, the effective-
dations. He felt that federal support to intercity passenger ness of the regulatory system that the government orga-
services should be completely discontinued since the coun- nized to manage these concessions. This section attempts
try had a developed highway and a viable private bus in- to represent preliminary assessments of transition effec-
dustry that served even the most remote areas. If provin- tiveness as of the mid-1994.
cial or local governments wanted railway service, they could
finance and run it without federal assistance. Locomotives 1. Freight Concessions
and cars would be transferred to those provinces willing to Table 7.10 reviews the traffic growth projections that the
provide the services for a nominal fee. winning concessionaires provided with their final offers.

In August 1992, the federal government announced its In its best year FA had moved 18.9 million tons over the
intention to abandon railway intercity passenger services. five concessioned lines. However, in 1990, the last year in
Minister Cavallo offered a transition period during which which it acted as a state-owned corporation, FA moved
services would be continued if provincial governments only 11.0 million tons. In 1991, as the bidding process was
funded 50 percent of each train's operating loss. Of the 16 taking place, traffic declined still further to 7.4 million tons.
provinces with passenger service, only four analyzed their Historic performance provided benchmarks against which
ability to fund continued service. the plans and forecasts of successful concessionaires were

Table 7.10 - Argentina: Freight Concessions, Winning Proposals - Demand Projections

(in thousand tons)

Length Best Year Year 1 of YearlSot
'ConcessIcn (kim) since 1970 1990 1991 Concession Concia,"

Rosadlo-Bahilld
Blanca 5,064 2,500 2,143 1,263 3,410 6,180

Mitre 4,522 4,000 3,310 2,533 4,214 7,907
San Martin 5,479 6,200 2,419 1,484 2,959 4,739
Urquiza 2,751 1,400 987 814 903 1,997
Roca 3,343 3,600 2,143 1,263 2,711 6,420

TOTAL 17,700 11,002 7,3!7 14,197 27^. S
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judged to be feasible. In their first projected year of opera- sionaires to recover traffic (nearly 150 percent more so)
tions concessionaires predicted a traffic level of 14.2 mil- becomes more doubtful.
lion tons, an ambitious but reachable goal when compared Personnel reduction was a major source of cost and
with 1990 traffic levels, but clearly a "stretch" goal in the subsidy reduction. By 1986, best estimates indicated that
context of the badly degenerated market which they were commuter services employed about 27,400 persons, 27.4
obliged to take over in 1991. By the fifteenth year of op- percent of total FA employees (99,897 by the end of that
erations concessionaires projected a doubling of traffic to year). When FEMESA was created, it took with it 16,000
27.2 million tons. employees. Collectively, the seven concessionaires em-

From a technical perspective government officials evalu- ployed, in the first years of their concessions, 8,404 em-
ated winning freight operating proposals as only "fair." Al- ployees. This robust productivity should dramatically in-
though it cannot be proved, most bidders appeared to have crease by nearly four times.
generated two sets of demand and financial projections:
one set submitted to the government, which represented 3. The Railway System, July 1994
high demand projections and a profitable business, and By the end of July 1994, Ferrocarriles Argentinos was no
another set used for intemal purposes which reflected the longer running trains. The Argentine railway system was
potential of each concession more realistically. managed by 13 operators. There are 6 freight operators (5

Moreover the concession fees which operators pro- private, 1 state-owned for the Belgrano Line) and 4 com-
posed appeared to be relatively few. If only the value of the muter operators (3 private, operating 4 railway lines
rolling stock (and not facility or other equipment) is con- [Urquiza, San Martin, Belgrano North, and Belgrano
sidered, the book value of locomotives and rail cars given South], and FEMESA, the state-owned operator, which is
to concessionaires was about US$366 million.7 If it is as- stifl running three railway lines [Mitre, Sarmiento, and
sumed that the remaining life of all these assets is 20 years, Roca] which have already been pre-awarded to the private
the fee to be paid by the concessionaires represents three- sector; FEMESA will stop running trains when the
quarters of their annual depreciation (US$18.3 million), concessioning of commuter services is complete). There
without considering any interest on or capital charges. are also 3 state-owned intercity operators (for the Prov-

inces of Buenos Aires, Rfo Negro, and Chubut).8

2. Commuter Rail Concessions Intercity passenger services are provided by five prov-
Table 7.11 represents the traffic moved by each commuter inces (Buenos Aires, Rio Negro, La Pampa, Tucuman, and
line in 1990 (a total of 274 million passengers), and the Chubut) and two formally organized provincial railway
traffic projected by the winning consortia for year 1 (393 companies. The federal government has transferred a to-
miDion), year 5 (462 million), and year 10 (527 million) of tal of 76 locomotives and 504 cars to the provincial gov-
the concessions. Traffic projected for the first year of the ernments. Different arrangements were made with each
concession surpasses 1990 levels by 44 percent. This rapid province. Buenos Aires and Rio Negro have organized their
recovery is based more on fare evasion control (which var- own railway companies and run their trains partly over
ied from line to line but can be estimated conservatively to freight concessionaires' track and partly over their own.
be 30 to 50 percent overall) than on the immediate im- Chubut, the third and smallest operator, only runs a tour-
provement in ridership. Traffic increases of 18 percent were ist excursion train. Chubut runs its train as part of the func-
estimated for years 1 to 5 of the concessions, and addi- tions of its Ministry of Public Works. Itains in La Pampa
tional growth of 14 percent was projected for years 5 to are run by the Province of Buenos Aires, under agreement.
10, when the effects of better management and investments Tucuman has signed a contract with the Nuevo Central
should become manifest. Between 1990 and year 10 of Argentino (NCA) freight operator through which the prov-
the concessions, total traffic was predicted to nearly double. ince has transferred locomotives to NCA, which maintains
Half of this growth comes from fare evasion recovery, and them and provides locomotive crew for the trains that it
the other half from increased ridership - that is, from operates on a fee for service basis. All other tasks are per-
population growth and income improvement as well as from formed by provincial personnel.
bus diversion. If 1993 instead of 1990 is taken as the As of this writing the oldest of the freight concession-
baseline (62 million passengers less) the ability of conces-

rThe services of the Province of Tucum6n are run by the Nuevo
7Conservatively based on US$0.5 million per locomotive and Central Argentino private freight operator. The services of the
US$10,000 per rail car. Province of La Pampa are run by the Province of Buenos Aires.
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Table 7.11 - Argentina: Demand Projections - Commuter Passenger Services, Pre-awarded Bidders

(in millions of passengers)

Concessionaires
Une FAIM99 FEMSA 1993 Yearl - Year5 -Ye8r1

Mitre 46.9 34.4 57.8 63.7 77.1

eSanniento- 75.5 60.5 93.7 106.3 128.6
-utquiza 16.4 16.8 24.8 26.0 28.5
Roca- - - 80.4 64.9 120.2 150.5 167.4
.San Martifn 33.6 21.7 54.9 63.7 70.0

A8u woNorth 15.4 11.8 18.1 28.2 30.3
;Belgrano South 5.3 2.0 23.2 23.5 25.2

TOTAL 273.5 212.1 392.7 461.9 527.1

Sources: FA, FEMESA, and Railway Restructuring Unit.

aires (FerroExpreso Pampeano, Rosario-Bahfa Blanca Line) in 1990. These services appear to be operated with subsi-

had been in operation for 32 months; the newest dies several times lower than those that FAreceived. Most
(Ferrocarril Mesopotanico, Urquiza Line) for only 9. In passenger service is offered in the province of Buenos Aires
general, concessionaires have experienced more difficul- (84 percent of the total) where the Buenos Aires-Mar del

ties than they had expected. Traffic recovery was slow be- Plata corridor actually cross-subsidizes other provincial cor-
cause of intense truck competition and the deteriorated ridors.

condition of diesel locomotives. Intense competition has

caused operators to charge about 20 percent less than what 4. Real Estate
they expected. Sugar from Tucuman to Buenos Aires (1,150 Most railway real estate is located in the Buenos Aires Met-
km) is one example of railtruck competition. When NCA ropolitan Region. When privatization of the commuter pas-

decided to participate in this market, truckers charged senger services in the region took place, real estate assets
US$38 per ton. Now, both share the market and truckers were not included. The reason was that indusion of real
charge US$22 per ton; NCA charges between US$20 and estate might have attracted real estate opportunists with

$21. Similar grain transport tariffs silos, to export ports, little interest in "core" rent operations. Real estate devel-
have been reduced by US$3 or more per ton. opment is now the main task of FA. However disposition,

Between June 1993 and July 1994 the five private sale, and development have proved slow. FAs most highly

freight operators moved 10.7 million tons. This is compa- visible project, the development of the Retiro Area, which
rable to which a similar level FA transported in 1990, but included 100 hectares in downtown Buenos Aires, has

46 percent above what FA moved in 1991. For selective drawn criticism from such groups as the Central Society of
cases in which information is available, traffic is reported Architects. The project is being reorganized and refocused.

up to be 30 percent below concessionaires' projections. FA is carrying out sinilar downtown development projects,
The four private commuter services concessionaires albeit on a smaller scale, in the cities of Rosario and

which have been in operation from three to seven months C6rdoba.
as of this writing are, on average, 33 percent above
FEMESA's traffic for the same period last year. Lack of 5. Financial Needs
locomotive power explains most of the difference between As a whole, the system's needs for federal subsidies have
actual and projected traffic for three of the four conces- decreased dramatically. Over the 1980-88 period Annual
sions. As with the freight concessionaires, actual traffic is federal support for the railway systems averaged US$1.41
below first year projections (on average, 30 percent below million. For the period from 1989 to 1994, the reduction is
projected levels). - represented in Table 7.12.

Even less information is available about intercity pas- Federal support is still required for: (1) aL private com-

senger services traffic. All five provinces counted sold 4.1 muter operators; (2) the Belgrano freight line (where
million train km, as against 15.5 million train km under FA US$50 million will be invested in 1994 and another US$50
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_ * * - * ~*I The main problem faced by the labor reduction pro-
_ * . * - . * *:. *~ gram was credibility. Would the government really pay the

amounts it had promised to pay? The World Bank partici-
(values in millions of April 1992 US$) pation in financing retirements brought reliability to the

process. All commitments were honored for the first re-
19890 .1...........................316.... 0925 tirement group and for the others.

The voluntary retirement program was favored by a
1991 .... 0.612 phase of expansion of the new economic model. Interna-
1992 .... 0.558 tional interest rates were low, and, as part of the emerging
1993 .... 0.352 markets, Argentina received mass capital flows. The GDP

1994 (est.). .... 0.332 grew by 8.9 percent in 1991, 8.7 percent in 1992, and 6

percent in 1993. Undoubtedly, confidence in the recently
achieved economic stability and economic growth made

million in 1995, before privatization); and (3) the working the exodus easier. Additionally, regardless of
deficit of FA, which is still providing labor severance ben- "macroeconomic" factors, the future of railways, seen from
efits and is commercializing railway assets throughout the the point of view of workers, was obscure. Would there be
country. another chance, apart from this one, to "disembark" from

the railway activity with an acceptable amount of money?
6. Labor Unions and Work Force Restructuring Retirements, at tranches of about 15,000 employees
Formally, unions were never against the privatization pro- per year, were not without cost for the railway system. Vol-
cess. Initially, they may have thought that the railway part untary retirements were neither systematic nor organic:
of the government reform program would never take place. anyone who volunteered for retirement was eligible, with
Politically, the unions belonged and have always belonged very limited exceptions. The effect on some key areas, such
to the Peronist party, and it was probably felt that the as rolling stock maintenance, in an already beaten corpo-
Menem Administration would not pursue an action that ration, was harmful: FA was partially out of function when
would affect one of its traditional and stronger sources of freight concessionaires gradually took over, in 1992 and
power. The ensuing action, however, created a new gov- 1993.
emient relationship with the unions: there were those who In addition, voluntary retirements were carried out in
were "with" the new economic model of deregulation and a fairly brutal way: there was no program to retrain work-
privatization and those who were against it. Finally, the two ers nor was there a system to help them find new jobs, with
main railway unions decided to keep their "foot inside the the exception of those hired by the Federal Tax Depart-
plate." The most important union of all (the Union ment, at the beginning of the process. Unions succeeded
Ferroviaria -the Railway Union) tried and is still trying to in having some workshops that were engaged in rolling
become part of one of the consortia that is pushing for the stock repairs rented to workers, organized as cooperatives
Belgrano freight line. at a nominal fee. Cooperatives are currently competing with

If union power is measured by the number of its mem- other private suppliers for rolling stock repairs. The latter
bers, the reform undoubtedly weakened unions. Between claim that this competition is unfair, as cooperatives do
mid-1989 and mid-1994 railway employment declined by not depredate buildings and repair equipment.
nearly 80 percent, from 92,500 to 19,700 employees. Of the
total labor reduction, about 32,900 employees from FA 7. Labor Contract Negotiations
and then about 2,950 from FEMESA left the railways Freight labor contract negotiations with the unions were
through the voluntary retirement program. The program tumultuous but they in fact ended with reasonable satis-
paid one salary per each year worked. On the average, this faction on the part of both parties.
program spent US$10,000 per retired employee, a total of The foundation legislation that deals with labor con-
US$360 milion. Of the total, US$200 milion was financed tracts in Argentina is Law 20,744 - the Law on Employ-
by the World Bank through the Public Enterprises Reform ment Contracts. This law defines a common basis for
Adjustment Loan (PERAL). The rest of the money came labor contracts in all sectors and sets out the general pa-
from the federal Treasury which also financed 16,300 dis- rameters within which labor and management can ne-
missed employees (US$160 million). The program was ad- gotiate mutually acceptable contract terms. It also defines
ministered first by the Human Resources Management of due process for contract dispute resolution, including due
FA and then also by the Human Resources Management process for firing and/or management sanctions. A second
of FEMESA. law (Law 11,544) defines the statutory conditions that ap-
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ply to railway work (for example, working hours per week, extended beyond their normal functional scope of
vacation and sick leave, basis for dismissal). The condi- responsibilities but that enabled greater operating
tions for union representation are defined in the Law for efficiencies to be realized.
Professional Associations, which defines the rights of unions Recognition that the modification of technical oper-
to organize and to negotiate on behalf of their members. ating and safety rules is the exclusive domain of the
The legal framework that applies to the rail industry is the railway company.
same as that which applies to other industries. No changes Reduction in distinct job classifications. In the case
in this framework were made to accommodate rail restruc- of the railway union contract, job categories were
turing. reduced to five for mechanics, five for way and works,

Traditionally in Argentina, convenios colectivos de trabajo four for train operations, and two for administration.
(collective bargaining agreements) have been negotiated Elimination of "extra" payments that exceed the
between labor and management for each sector of the normal basis of pay for specifically assigned tasks
economy and have been approved, in each case, by the beyond "normal" duties.
Federal Labor and Social Security Ministry. In cases of
disagreement between the parties, the Ministries act as The new contracts accepted the principle of an hourly
mediators. In the new deregulated environment the gov- rate as the basis of pay. A 48-hour work week and a 12-
emnment has preferred to have labor management negotia- hour work day became the standard in most contracts. In
tions concluded at the individual firm level with the collec- addition, the contracts allowed for significant productivity
tive agreement serving as a basic framework for individual gains. The contract negotiated with the engineers, for ex-
contracts. ample, accepted two-man operating crews as a standard

When the reform process began in 1989, FA was the - down from three. Engineers also agreed to perform
only railway operator. Its work force of 90,000 was repre- "pickups" and "set outs" of rail cars on line of road and to
sented by four unions: (1) engineers; (2) signalmen; (3) consolidate local switching districts. With the radical re-
management personnel; and (4) La Union Ferroviaria (the duction of clerks, station personnel, and signalmen, the
railway union). This last was the largest and its members engineers have become the dominant union in the indus-
included all of the railway crafts - way and works, me- try. In their new contracts engineers negotiated a 50 per-
chanics, train operations, and administration. FA negoti- cent increase in compensation for trainmen, which appro-
ated labor contracts with all four unions. priately affected their increased productivity. Members of

The private concessioning of operations had a signifi- the railway union also received real salary increases, albeit
cant impact on the union organization of rail labor. The somewhat lower (on the order of 30 percent).
government, through a presidential decree declaring pre- The new operators recognized the seniority of former
existing collective bargaining agreements between FA and employees but received these employees "free" of any ac-
the unions null, opened the door for private operators. The crued salary, vacation, or sick pay benefits. FA had made
freight concessionaires effectively replaced four FA con- contributions to a state-managed pension fund. Accrued
tracts with two new agreements negotiated with the engi- retirement benefits under that fund remained the obliga-
neers' union and the railway union. Since the need for tion of the state Social Security Agency and not the rail-
signalmen was sharply reduced with the general adoption way.
of radio communications for train and traffic control, mem- Freight concessions required that the basic labor force
bers of the signalmen's union were absorbed into the rail- of the concessionaire belong to FA. Commuter
way union. The concessionaires refused to deal with the privatizations gave the concessionaire the possibility of
management union. As a result, middle management re- choosing between FEMESA personnel and outsiders. On
mained unrepresented. average, former railway personnel from FEMESA hired

The new contracts replaced all previous agreements, by concessionaires represented, for the four parties already
including all uses and practices not mentioned explicity, awarded concessions, 38 percent of their stated total num-
and thus allowed work responsibilities to be redefined from ber of employees.
a zero base. In addition, the new contracts gave manage-
ment significantly greater flexibility in the use and deploy- 8. The Future
ment of work forces. For example, for the first time, man- Several difficult problems still remain to be worked out,
agement was given discretion over the following: particularly with the freight concessions. Most of the freight

concessionaires have not made the investments offered in
Acceptanceofmultipleutilityjobclassifications,wwhich their proposals and subsequently committed in contracts
allowed management to assign work to crafts that with the government. Unofficially, concessionaires have
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admitted that only half of the projects which they are marketable and financially viable concession is 70 percent
obliged to undertake have been implemented. "art"and30percent "science." Earlyand detailed dialogue
FerroExpreso Pampeano, the first freight concessionaire, with potential bidders is important to designing a work-
is undergoing particularly difficult financial problems. Its able and salable concession package. The staff responsible
three consecutive years of operation failed to generate a for carrying this out must have strong technical and finan-
profit. cial skills as well as strong business acumen. It must also

FerroExpreso Pampeano, for different reasons (delays have sufficient authority "to deal" with concessioning in-
in the privatization of Bahia Blanca port and declines in terests.
international grain prices), has asked the government for a * Selection of concessionaires is best accomplished when
reduction in its obligated investment and a deferment in the process is open, contestable, simple, and easily understood.
its execution. The government, in principle, has said no. Unless it is effectively managed, the selection of conces-
All other concessionaires consider this a precedent setting sions can become a contentious and politicized aspect of
case. Whatever decision is made on FerroExpreso will be the privatization process and can slow it down or even de-
applied to other concessionaires as well. rail it. Procedures for the evaluation of proposals should

Although unparalleled reform has been achieved, it is be well defined and clearly explained to all offers in ad-
too early to declare victory. The system as a whole has not vance of proposal preparation. A two step process of tech-
yet demonstrated its economic viability. nical prequalification followed by 'best and final" finan-

cial and technical proposals can be implemented more rap-
PART IV: LESSONS LEARNED idly than a single round competition which is less defined

in terms of expectations and offering terms. In any case,
Several lessons learned in Argentina may have relevance final evaluation criteria should be clearly defined, few in
and value to railway restructuring and reform in other coun- number, and quantifiable.
tries. * Advance preparation goes a long way toward determin-

ing a positive outcome. Bids are never better than the qual-
Concessioning works. The positive response of domes- ity of the request for proposals to which they respond. RFP's

tic and foreign companies in Argentina demonstrates that should evoke realistic and workable proposals which can
private capital and management expertise can be mobi- be translated into viable long term contracts. Planning and
lized to provide both freight and passenger services under evaluation criteria which reward optimism on the part of
long-term concessioning contracts. Risks associated with bidders may create a need to recompete the concession in
concessioning can be managed through prudent diversifi- a second round, or worse may cause optimistic assump-
cation of concessionaires, bonded performance, and well- tions be locked into non-viable contracts. Railway conces-
engineered contracts. sions are always difficult to value. Unclear or conflicting

U Underlying economics must be workable. However, the criteria may engender miscalculations on the part of bid-
long-term viability on concessioning or any other ders.
privatization approach depends on competitive factors and - Getting it right is more important than getting it done. If
the quality of management which cannot be predicted in a first round bid is unrealistic, a second round may be
advance with certainty needed or the government may need to sweeten the con-

* Political commitment should comefirst. By far the most cession by assuming additional liability or be investing in
important success factor in the process of concessioning is concession prior to privatization. Concessioning is not nec-
a resolute political conmmitment and clearly articulated ob- essarily a one-shot process. And not all private sector ven-
jectives at the highest level of government. While the po- tures succeed, even under the best of circumstances. Hence
litical and economic stakes are high throughout the it is important to have a fall-back plan for re-concessioning
privatization process the greatest risks are at the front end should the first attempt fail.
when the program is conceived and articulated. Subse- * In concessioning, an expeditious and on-schedule awards
quently, it is essential that the government retain its com- process is important. Those managing concessioning must
mitment through unpopular (but essential) as well as balance a desire to explore every aspect of the process and
through popular steps in the process. A country wishing to construct elaborate bidding mechanisms, with the need to
undertake a similar process must have the similar continu- maintain momentum and avoid discouraging bidders. An-
ity in leadership and clarify in vision. other cost of delay is the damage done by indifferent man-

* Broad authority in designing concessions should be left agement and employees in the interim period after changes
to core staff that is charged witb implementation. Designing a have been announced but before the transfer actually takes
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place. Every effort should be made to avoid a situation in employees, users, political leaders) involved in the process.
which winning bidders discovering properties and traffic The process took several years in Argentina and, in fact,
are less than they had bid for because of excessive delay. may actually have been rooted in planning and analysis that

* Communication and stakeholder outreach at each step began years before the final reforms. Communicating plans
in the process is essential to succesfl implementation. Rail- and expectations through this process involves two way
way privatization requires patient education and consen- communication, of which user surveys and intense inter-
sus building among the various stakeholders (managers, action with the mass media are essential elements. U
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CHAPTER EIGHT

SWEDISH RAILWAYS CASE STUDY'

SUMMARY Restructuring has meant that Swedish railways are now
well equipped to act under the framework established in

1. Introduction the European Community's 1991 directive on rail indus-
Throughout Europe, and in many other countries as well, try organization. That directive requires railways to sepa-
railways have long had at least two features in conmmon. rate accounting and charging for infrastructure use from
First, railways are organized as state-owned monopolies accounting and charging for other aspects of rail opera-
with infrastructure and train operations vertically inte- tions as a prerequisite to reciprocal interline train opera-
grated, and second, they face harsh competition from other tions throughout Europe.
modes of transport. This was the case with Sweden until The 1988 Swedish reform represented a pivotal stage
Sweden's railway industry was restructured in 1988. in a longer-term renewal process which began in the late

Two central features of the Swedish railway industry's 1970s. The next formal step was taken in May 1994 when
structural change were the separation of infrastructure from a bill deregulating operations on state-owned tracks was
train operations and the commercialization of train opera- passed by the Parliament. From the time that this legisla-
tions. The 1988 Transport Policy Act divided the state's tion is implemented, anyone "fit, willing, and able" would
rail assets between two state-owned enterprises, Statens be allowed to enter the market and provide services in com-
Jirnvagar (SJ), the Swedish State Railways, and Banverket petition with the incumbent rail operator and other pos-
(BV), the National Rail Administration, and defined sible entrants. However, at the time of this writing (the
complementary operating and infrastructure maintenance end of 1994), because of the recent change in government,
roles for each. the implementation date for deregulation is uncertain, as

SJ currently enjoys a monopoly for freight transport is the ultimate form that deregulation may take.
over the entire network and for passenger services over Important issues that remain to be worked out in Swe-
most of the main line network. Regional transport authori- den involve the mechanics of open entry - that is, the
ties, which are part of regional government, control pas- allocation of trackage rights among competing operators.
senger traffic on secondary or county lines. Although it is Alternative mechanisms are being tested, in a research pro-
state owned and not yet corporatized, SJ enjoys most of gram, for allocating scarce track capacity, for assigning time
the freedoms and economic incentives of a private firm. In slots, and for creating institutional arrangements that will
recent years its management has succeeded in developing assure that competing train operators perform safely and
a commercial culture within the enterprise and in reclaim- regularly within assigned service windows.
ing market share previously lost to competing modes. The restructuring process was originally intended to

BV is responsible for the country's railway infrastruc- rectify several perceived problems, such as a managerial
ture. It maintains way and structures, signaling, telephone focus on production rather than on customer service, out-
services, and electricity supply. BV is supported by state dated rolling stock and station facilities, and insufficient
appropriations and allocates its funds on the basis of track capacity. In addition to the above problems and to a
cost-benefit principles. Although SJ pays for using the mounting fnancial strain on the public budget, restructur-
tracks, track maintenance and investment costs by far ex- ing was intended to address three more fundamental con-
ceed revenues from track user charges. As a result, the in- cems. The first concem was to put railways on an equal
dustry is heavily subsidized. Indeed, infrastructure invest- footing with road operators. After the reorganization, the
ment subsidies to the rail sector have increased markedly state assumed primary responsibility for supplying and
since the reorganization. maintaining infrastructure. Since railways were considered

a uniquely safe and environmentally friendly means of trans-

'The principal author of this case study is Jan-Eric Nilsson, portation, the second concern was to provide special sup-
Researcher at the Centre for Research in Transportation and port so that these social benefits could be fully realized.
Society, Sweden. Because branch line abandonment was considered unwar-



ranted for regional development reasons, the third con- cludes the changes actually irnplemented in 1988, as well
cern was to offer the option of light density line subsidies as the events leading up to the 1994 Deregulation Act. Part
to local transport authorities. IV analyzes post-reform performance, including both

changes within SJ and BV and the consequences of restruc-
2. Lessons Learned from the Experience turing from the perspective of the state budget. PartVdraws
The unique restructuring of Swedish railways in 1988 was out the lessons learned from the reform process. Two Ap-
implemented in a short time and with a minimum of diffi- pendices foliow. Appendix 1 provides a summary of the
culty. Although the restructuring of Swedish railways did "Swedish Transport Model." This model is important be-
not involve privatization, the designers of the restructur- cause railway restructuring in Sweden took place in an en-
ing experiment did contemplate that restructuring would vironment in which radical adjustments were simulta-
open the door to limnited on-track competition and private neously made to basic equities in infrastructure cost shar-
sector participation. Subsequent developments, including ing among all transport modes. This policy adjustment in
the EC mandate for rail network interchange and the 1994 modal equities is the most novel feature of the Swedish
Swedish Rail Deregulation Act, opened that door wider. experiment. Finally, Appendix 2 provides additional de-

Sufficient time has passed since the initiation of the tails on the Swedish labor market and its institutions.
Swedish experiment to review the lessons learned in re-
shaping the railway. The Swedish experience demonstrates PART I: BASELINE CONDMIONS
dearly that, when railways are relieved of full infrastruc-
ture maintenance cost responsibility, they can compete ef- 1. The Regulated Business Administration
fectively in both passenger and freight markets. In addi- Some background information about the legal standing of
tion, it suggests that at least a significant portion of the state-owned enterprises in Sweden is helpful in understand-
benefits derived from rail privatization can be gained by ing SJ and BV and their development. The country's gov-
clarifying and simplifying the profit-making objectives of a ermnent is made up of a number of ministries. Public sec-
state-owned railway and by de-politicizing its tor organizations outside the ministries fall under three
decisionmaking. In addition, the Swedish experience shows categories. They can be (1) a state administration (verk),
that competition and/or potential competition can be ef- (2) a state business administration (a,iarsverk), or (3) a state-
fective in improving both the service and the cost perfor- owned limited liability corporation. This last type is identi-
mance of a state-owned railway. cal to a private corporation except for the ownership of its

An important lesson that can be drawn from the Swed- stock. The first two categories are formally part of the public
ish experience is that the quality of railway management is sector. Neither type owns property but administers assets
a significant determinant of restructuring success. Experi- on behalf of the state. The difference between the two is
enced management with a clear vision of commercial op- that while a business administration generates its own rev-
erations can make an important difference. Another les- enue, a state administration is funded by appropriations.
son is that management of a "turnaround situation" re- The Telecommunications Administration and the Post
quires not only a clear vision of the future to sustain public Office have recently moved from business administration
commitment but also effective internal and external com- to corporate status. SJ is developing in the same direction,
munications and a visible scorekeeping system. Finally, the but is still formally a business administration. The parti-
Swedish experience shows that sustaining political and fi- tioning of accrued pension liabilities is one obstacle to full
nancial commitments to a restructured railway which re- corporatization. SJ's pension liabilities are unfunded and
mains under public sector control requires periodic re- the difference between total pension expenses and SJ pre-
examination of fundamental modal equity issues and peri- miums accrues directly to the state budget.
odic review of public sector funding. In other words, the Although SJ is still a business administration, it has over
door remains open on final restructuring issues in Sweden. time been given an increasing degree of managerial con-

trol over its activities (this is further detailed in Part II,
3. The Case Study Section 4, of this chapter). As a business administration,
This case study details the process whereby the Swedish SJ had a mandate to operate that differed from that of
railway system has been transformed. Part I describes the commercial enterprises. The rules under which SJ oper-
evolution of the system prior to the beginning of the re- ated up to the mid- 1980s are important for an understand-
form process. With these baseline conditions as a back- ing of SJ and its recent reform. The rest of this section
ground, Part II describes the state of the rail sector, the outlines some aspects of how a business administration op-
markets it serves and the labor environment in which it erates. Because of SJ's business administration status, SJ's
operates. Part m details the reform process itself. This in- budget process was part of the public sector budgeting pro-
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cess. SJ made projections of costs and revenues as part of tary level has been required for line abandonment. His-
its annual submission for state allocations. Box 8.1 describes torically, local and regional opposition to branch line and
the financial operation of a business administration in fur- station abandonment has been strong, and the debate over
ther detail. specific lines has often been intense. In Sweden the aban-

SJ continued until the 1960s to be subject to economic donment of railway lines in a region undergoing economic
regulation. To curtail potential monopoly behavior, SJ was transition is alleged to be tantamount to a condemnation
required to fulfill three public interest obligations.The first to irreversible economic blight. Hence, the debate over
was to provide services over the network irrespective of the fate of specific lines has revolved not so much around
the financial viability of providing these services. The sec- the effects on rail profitability as around the consequences
ond obligation was to provide all shippers with services for regional income distribution.
based on equal commercial terms (that is, large and small From the above discussion, it can be seen that, for a
volume customers would have access to the same rates). lengthy period, SJ's control over assets and liabilities and
The third requirement was an obligation to offer uniform over its labor force was severely restricted, in particular
fares (that is, passenger fares and freight tariffs had to con- with regard to its economic aspects. The railway
form to a uniform time and distance scale). No differentia- management's only scope for active influence was in the
tion in rates could be effected in different parts of the coun- areas of technical aspects and day-to-day operations.
try and no time of day or seasonal pricing was allowed. BV still operates as a state administration subject to

Over the years, SJ's pricing responsibility and commer- traditional civil service controls. It receives funds directly
cial autonomy have increased. From the late 1960s, for from the state budget and is not financially accountable
example, confidential freight contracts could be negotiated for the effectiveness of its capital programs.
and tariffs adjusted according to the specific competitive
context of each movement. However, as late as the early 2. The Rail Industry before 1963
1980s, passenger fare hikes still required Ministry of Trans- In 1853-54 the Swedish Parliament decided that the state
portation and Communications approval. should build and run trunk line railways. These were in-

Government control of SJ's labor relations has gradu- tended to traverse more than one region and to connect all
ally attenuated. For example, until the mid-1960s SJ per- parts of the country. In 1863 the Board for State Railways
sonnel enjoyed lifetime appointments. Presently, SJ per- Operations was established and later became part of the
sonnel have no greater job assurance than employees in government's railway construction organization, which in
the private sector. The Ministry of Transportation and Com- 1888 was reorganized into SJ, the Swedish State Railways.
munications continued until the 1960s to maintain control The motive given for state control was that it was intended
over SJ's payroll. Until then, approval had to be secured "to avoid wavering and desultoriness," or - to summarize
from the Ministry before a new position could be added to the debate using hindsight -to prevent private sector mo-
SJ's rolls. nopoly control over interregional transport.

A further class of regulations has involved branch line From the mid-1850s until 1875, trunk line construc-
abandonment. Over the years, approval at the parliamen- tion was concentrated in the relatively densely populated

Box 8.1 - Sweden: Financial Managemept of ea Busine Administration (up:to the mid-1980s)

SJ subrriitted an annual budget proposal to die Mnistry of 14nsportation and Communications. Ths proposal
included projections of revenue and operating expenses, as well as a submission for investment capitaL SJ could not
borrow from commeaal lenders on the basis of its own creditworthiness, nor could it decide independently on its
investment program. Rather, it was allocated invesinent resources at the discretion of the government.

The difference between SJ's revenue and operating.costs - its gross profit.- was applied to two purposes. First, Si
maintained an account which represented its lbilir to the state (sAaskait). This liability represented the sum of all
investment resources previously allocated to SJ, net of capital repayments made during previous years. Gross profit was
first applied to repay that portion of the :sukaita account that was current and was due within the budget year. In.
calculating the current repayment portion of sL*kapiml, two principles would apply: (1) different categories of invest-
ment would have specific economic depreciation terms over which initial capital allocations were to be repaid; (2)
historical investment costs would be inflated to reflect the current cost of reinvestment.

Gross profit was also to be used to pay a "dividend" to the state. The size of the dividend was based on a simple
formula using the weighted average cost of government borrowing and the size of the outstanding statskapital account.
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southern part of the country. During the later years of the is a gradual shift in emphasis from centralized government
nineteenth century and the first years of the twentieth, how- control and direct state intervention to decentralized gov-
ever, trunk line construction continued in the thinly popu- ernment control and market autonomy, Significantly, the
lated north. During this period the iron ore line between acts differ with respect to the means they use to meet these
Lulea and Narvik, Norway, was built (see Figure 8.1). policy objectives.

Between 1907 and 1937 the construction of the trunk The intent in the 1963 Act was to make all transport
railway network was completed. During this period lines modes more open and competitive. The deregulation of
were built into sparsely populated areas with little com- truck operations was one step in this direction. Since 1963,
mercial interest. This construction was motivated prima- trucking has been exempt from public sector control with
rily by social and political considerations. respect to entry, pricing and service obligations. A second

As a result of an economic boom in the later nineteenth principle espoused in this first Transport Policy Act was
century, private enterprises invested extensively in both full cost recovery. The 1963 legislation supported the posi-
regional and local railways which fed the trunk network. tion that the state should not subsidize transport activities.
By the turn of the century, 65 percent of the network, which It emphasized the 'stand alone" econornic viability of each
at this time consisted of about 11,000 km, was in private mode.
hands. By 1930 private railways had reached their maxi- Still, the legislation included some apparent contradic-
mum length of about 10,000 kin, and by 1940 the entire tions. For example, it established a subsidy regime for un-
network had reached its maximum length of 17,000 km profitable railway services that were believed to generate
(Figure 8.2). social value in addition to their purely commercial value.

The early 1920s saw the beginning of rapid growth in After World War II, SJ incurred growing financial prob-
the competing roadway sector. Despite attempts to regu- lems on low-volume lines. In particular, the recently na-
late trucking, competitive pressure on the railway industry tionalized, often narrow gauge, side lines generated losses.
increased steadily. Private railways - primarily serving lo- Initially these lines were cross-subsidized from profits gen-
cal and regional markets - were particularly hard hit since erated on heavy density lines. Under growing competitive
trucks have their greatest competitive advantage vis-a-vis pressure from private truckers, however, it became increas-
rail in shorter haul markets. Under this competitive assault, ingly difficult to generate a surplus anywhere within the SJ
railway profitability, which had been poor from the outset, network.
declined, and in many cases railway owners had difficulty The commercial response to this problem would be to
in servicing their debt. In many cases the state had guaran- close down branch lines. However, because of political sen-
teed loans for private railways and was at risk from wide- sitivity, SJ continued to retain deficit services on branch
spread bankruptcy. lines. In 1958 the Parliament voted on the first subsidy for

Against this backdrop, the Parliament decided in 1935 non-commercial train operations. The 1963 Act itself sepa-
to nationalize private railways, a process that was completed rated SJ's network into commercial and subsidized lines.
in early 1950. However, some private industries continued Since then, the state has supported SJ's non-commercial
to operate rail lines outside of SJ control. operations.

By the end of the 1950s, the Swedish railway industry While this arrangement allowed many unprofitable op-
had three characteristics that are important from the present erations to be retained, railway lines were being closed dur-
perspective. It was almost completely in state hands; the ing the 1960s (some after parliamentary consent was given).
state's agency charged with rail operations (SJ) was sub- However, by the early 1970s, under mounting pressure from
ject to political control; and SJ had begun to lose money local interest groups as well as from the public at large, the
on low-density operations. government - awaiting recommendations from a parlia-

mentary committee - put a temporary halt to line clo-
3. The 1963-79 Period sures. In 1980 subsidized lines comprised fully 50 percent
Since World War II the Swedish railway industry has been of the total network but carried only 10 percent of the trans-
heavily influenced by the three Omnibus Transport Policy port volume. At that time, state grants for non-commercial
Acts of 1963, 1979, and 1988. In this legislation, the gov- operations accounted for 13 percent of SJ's total revenue.
ermnent set out_general principles for the country's trans- Another consequence of the 1963 Transport Policy Bill
port policy and infrastructure. Common to all three bills is (and, again, a contradiction of the overriding move toward
the policy objective "to provide citizens in all parts of the decentralized control) was that the Board of SJ, which had
country with access to a satisfactory transport supply at previously been made up of senior executives from the rail-
minimum social costs." Common to all three bills, as well, way industry, became politicized. Both the Board and the
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Director General2 of SJ are appointed by the Ministry of Faltering financial results were due to a cornbination
Transportation and Comrnunications for a specified tirne of circurnstances. Operating costs increased sharply, fueled

-the latter on term contracts that at present are either by the centrally negotiated wage increases. Because of
three years or six years. Since 1965, the Board representa- external control, SJ could not respond to external changes
tives have come from trade and industry as well as from with measures that private firms might be expected to
the Parliament or from regional political assernblies. The use (for example, line closures, price raises and tariff struc-
Director General of SJ appointed in 1969 had been the ture changes, and layoffs). Declining revenue yield and a
Ministry's previous Under Secretar,y. 'Me Director Gen- loss of rnarket share in the passenger market contributed
eral appointed in 1978 had the same background. Signifi- to the mounting econonmic losses. Through the 1960s and
cantly, by 1988, when the need to de-politicize 1970s and into the earlyl1980s the carrier's revenue streamn
decisiornmaking became clear, the new Director General from passenger transport remained approximnately constant,
of SJ came from one of the country's largest private enter- whie its freight revenues declined sharply. T'his financial
prises. situation was exacerbated by sharply increasing debt arn-

Despite the partial relaxation of economic regulations, ortization. Amortization expenses increased as the replace-
SJ's financial situation continued to deteriorate through ment values of capital equipment soared during a period
the 1960s and 1970s. In only 3 of the 18 years between of inflation.Thlefinancial problem reached apoint at which
1962 and 1980 did SJ meet its target profit levels. In fact, it became dear that fundarnental changes were needed -
SJ's year-over-year perforrnance declined and the carrier changes that required political intervention. This interven-
regularly underperformed its budget. SJ's few profitable tion is discussed in the next section.
years coincided with periods of business cycle peaks.

4. The 1979 Transport Policy Act
Through the 1970s, SJ's underestimated deficits became a

2 The title Director General applies to all chief executive officers chronic feature of the government's annual budget review.
Of public sector businesses that are not corporations. At the same time, parliarnentary cormmittees began a 'zero
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based" review of the nation's transport policies - includ- hands of those interests that had been most resistant to
ing policies that affected railway competitiveness . branch line abandonment.

The 1979 Transport Policy Act was in part a response Under the 1979 legislation, remaining sections of SJ's
to SJ's worsening economic problems and in part a shift in subsidized network were merged with its commercial lines.
general transport policy. Whereas the 1963 Act stressed Unprofitable services continued to receive state support.
competitiveness and commercial viability for each trans- However, the 1979 Act specified no explicit guidelines for
port mode, the Transport Act of 1979 shifted the policy qualifying services that were eligible for subsidy. Indeed,
emphasis to adjusting the cost burden of competing modes SJ remained the only party with insight into the profitabil-
so that the financial costs associated with infrastructure ity of specific line operations. When subsequently SJ re-
use reflected marginal social costs. The philosophy behind quested financial support for certain trains that it alleged
this legislation was based on the following principles: (1) were operating with a deficit, no technical capability ex-
railway marginal costs are low in comparisonwith average isted within government to second guess SJ's analysis.
costs, and (2) charges based on average costs tend to deter Moreover, if, ex post, the operating deficit exceeded the
users while charges based on marginal cost encourage use projected amount, SJ simply requested supplementary sup-
of a socially beneficial mode. What emerged from the leg- port in subsequent budget bills. This mode of support
islation is referred to as the "Swedish Transport Model" clearly provided no incentives for cost-efficient perfor-
(see Appendix 1 to this chapter). mance.

One immediate consequence of this changed policy was By the end of the 1970s, the government's financial
that SJ received an extraordinary grant of SKr 215 million support of railways included three sets of subsidies: (1)
for the budget year 1979-80. These incremental resources subsidies for County Transport Authorities for lines on
were allocated to SJ in exchange for a passenger tariff re- which operations were expected to cease after a few years;
structuring program which began the implementation of (2) subsidies for SJ operations that would otherwise have
the Swedish Transport Model. By using a two-part tariff, been terminated; (3) subsidies for SJ's capital costs. While
with an annual fixed charge factor (a "user" card) and a precedents for the first two subsidies dated back to the
marginally priced factor (tickets), SJ expected to attract 1960s, the third subsidy represented a new policy. In this
new passengers. Total revenue, however, was expected to third area, government support was motivated by the par-
decrease. Increased public subsidies would be needed to ticular characteristics of railway infrastructure (namely, its
fill the gap. declining marginal costs). Thus, the 1979 Act set the intel-

The 1979 Act also created a new institutional structure lectual foundation for greater and more encompassing rail
for local and regional public transport. Before the Act be- policy reform.
came effective, local communities were responsible for pro-
viding local public transport, which primarily included 5. The 1979-85 Period
buses, and in major cities also trams and local commuter The Parliament passed the 1979 Transportation Policy Act
trains. The Act established a County Transport Authority in March. By October 1980, the Minister of Transporta-
(Liinshuvudman) in each of Sweden's 24 counties. Each tion and Communications expressed his concern over the
transport authority was placed under the joint control of persistent deterioration of SJ's financial position. Despite
the county council and the county's local community coun- an expanding economy and extraordinary state subsidies
cils. Both types of councils are elected assemblies with the in the 1979-80 budget year, and, further, despite the fact
right to levy regional and local income taxes. Traditionally that SJ had been promised SKr 200 million in extraordi-
more than 50 percent of the costs for local and regional nary subsidies for 1980-81, the Minister foresaw an addi-
public transport have been paid for through these taxes. tional need for SKr 400 million in the following year. To
The 1979 Act gave these authorities a formal and all-en- restore fiscal balance, the Ministry laid out a "structure
compassing responsibility not only for bus transportation reform plan." The plan included an annual 5 percent real
but also for the rail transit operations on SJ's network. In increase in investment appropriations for SJ over five years.
return, Transport Authorities received a 'weaning" subsidy In the 1982-83 budget bill, the then new government
from the national government that terminated after five years. set up two ministerial working groups to probe further into

This represented a first but important step in shifting issues that went to the heart of the policy debate then un-
the financial burden of non-commercial commuter rail ser- der way regarding the future of rail transport. The first
vices to the counties and away from the central govern- group analyzed the marginal and averaged costs of, the price
ment. It had the advantage of placing the financial respon- for, and the total revenue generated from infrastructure
sibility for some money losing operations directly in the used by all surface transportation modes. It attempted to
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address the question of whether discrepancies existed be- that repayments were to be made on a historical, not an
tween current charges and social costs for infrastructure inflated, cost recovery basis. The state expected improved
use in each transport subsector. Debate in the legislature profit performance from SJ as a result of these changes.
repeatedly returned to the question of whether road traf- Another new feature was that shortfalls in one year would
fic actually paid its full marginal cost. The railway lobby, have to be funded through borrowing, thus becoming a
primarily SJ and environmental groups, argued that, while deferred payback obligation.
roadway operators' revenues were more than sufficient to From this time onward, rolling stock investment was
pay the financial costs of road use, they were not adequate to be funded directly by SJ, through borrowings on com-
to cover the full social costs if externalities were included. mercial terms. The maximum amount to be borrowed each
The working group's report subsequently recommended year would be set by the government. For the first year it
an increase in road user taxes. was set at SKr 600 million. This represented SJ's first di-

The second ministerial group dealt with the issue of rect interaction with the capital markets. In addition, SKr
infrastructure investment. The railway lobby daimed that 1,877 million of the statskapital account was written off,
the primary economic problem faced by railways was the which represented the then net book value of infrastruc-
need to maintain their own infrastructure - a problem ture. The immediate effect of this was to lower the firrn's
that their competitors in the road sector did not face. More- target profit - the gross profit needed to service its payback
over, the National Road Administration, which maintains obligation to the state.
the nation's roadways, prioritized its investments on the The 1985 Railway Act also instructed SJ to reorganize
basis of economic rather than financial criteria using cost- its subsidiaries, which induded catering businesses, bus-
benefit analysis. Since a cost-benefit analysis typically gen- ing operations, and truck transport and forwarding com-
erates a higher rate of return than does a financial analysis, panies. To this end, SJ organized a holding company,
railways were said to be treated unfairly. The working group Swedcarrier, and gradually transferred subsidiary owner-
submitted its report which outlined principles for invest- ship into this company. SJ was also instructed to sell sub-
ment appraisals applicable to all modes of transport - prin- sidiaries that did not complement its core rail business -
ciples based on cost-benefit analysis. an instruction that SJ has been slow to act upon, because

In February 1985 the Parliament passed a new Railway of differences over interpretation of instructions. Signifi-
Act, again, in response to persisting SJ deficits. With this cantly, the Act also gave SJ the right to reorganize itself
legislation, the state accepted expanded responsibility for intemally as its management saw fit. The Parliament was
railway sector infrastructure. SJ was directed to separate also no longer committed to intervene in the enterprise's
accounting for infrastructure from other parts of its busi- staffing and organizing decisions.
ness. In addition, the Passenger and Freight Divisions were In summary, the 1985 Railway Act meant: (1) that in-
directed to pay internal fees for infrastructure use. The frastructure and operations were separately accounted for;
purpose of this arrangement, referred to as the "internal (2) that total investment allocations increased and the share
road sector model," was to enable legislators and ministry of grants in these allocations grew; and (3) that centralized
officials to understand how subsidies were being used control of SJ's management was further relaxed.
within the rail system.

In addition, this Railway Act established a new line item 6. The Market for Transport Services
structure for the investment budget. All investments in Sweden has more railway lines per capita than do the other
commercially viable lines had before this date been added European countries. This has been the case over most of
to the statskapital (the account registering accumulated in- this century, although the reason for this is not clear. Swe-
vestments). I-listorical investments in the account were in- den is large and has a low population density (20 inhabit-
flated so that debt repayment was made on the basis of ants per kM2 ) and much of the country's natural resources
reinvestment costs. A first new feature was that only 80 are in the north while consumer markets are in the south
percent of infrastructure investments in the commercial and on the Continent. While this could be one explana-
network would be entered into the statskapital account while tion for the extensive line length per capita, it is contra-
the rest would be treated as a grant; the allocation in that dicted by the fact that most railway lines are in the densely
year was SKr 950 million. An additional grant was ear- populated southern third of the country. Another explana-
marked for investment in workshops, freight and passen- tion might be that Sweden has always emphasized the im-
ger terminals, telecommunications and electricity installa- portance of railways to regional development. In the early
tions, etc. This allocation was SKr 450 million, and the full years of rail development, subsidies to private railways were
sum was added to the statskapital. The Act also established used to promote construction. The state subsequently
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funded branch lines to promote regional growth through for fuDly 10 percent of the passenger market. By 1993 that
its own budget. Over the last 40 years the mirror image of share had diminished to 5 percent. In spite of lost market
this concern has been a reluctance to close branch lines. share, SJ actually experienced an increase of 15 percent in
All of these factors combine to explain Sweden's high rail total market participation (from 5,040 to 5,830 million
line per capita ratio. passenger km) between 1960 and 1993.

In the European context, Swedish per capita use of Significantly, a major market shift took place over this
railways is low with respect to passenger services but high period for SJ to short-distance rail services. Increasingly,
with respect to freight services. The Swedish rail market SJ has become a commuter services operator in the three
share is high for freight but low for passenger traffic. The major city areas.
average revenue yield is the mirror image: high for passen- In 1993 rail freight accounted for 51.5 million tons. Of
gers, low for freight. this total, 27.2 million tons involved domestic movements,

The Swedish railway network is made up of four cat- 22.5 million were international movements, and 1.8 mil-
egories of lines. Main lines, of which there are 6,300 km, lion involved combi-trains (container, piggyback, etc.).
represent the railways' comrnmercial core. Only SJ operates Trucks account for the largest share of the freight market
on the main lines. On the secondary network or county in Sweden. Total freight volumes added up to 72.3 biDlion
lines, of which there are 3,300 km, County Transport Au- ton km in 1992, of which trucks accounted for 37 percent,
thorities have an exdusive right to operate passenger ser- trains for 27 percent, coastal shipping for 10 percent, and
vices (but, today, with SJ acting as the franchising opera- international shipping for 27 percent. Transport for dis-
tor). SJ also runs freight services over these lines. In 1993 tances less than 100 km is dominated by trucks, while rails
control over (but not ownership of) the 1,000 km low use move 50 percent of the long-distance surface freight mea-
Inlandsbanan, formerly part of the county line network, was sured in ton km.
transferred to the local communities through which these Among the most important rail freight commodities is
rails pass. Malmbanan, the 450 km Iron Ore Line which iron ore, which is transported on Malmbanan. This single
serves Kiruna-Narvik and Kiruna-Boden/Lulea in the north, movement accounts for 17 percent of railway ton km and
is organizationally separate from the rest of the network. 40 percent of total rail tonnage. In order of significance,

One important aspect of the Swedish railway network other commodities include steel (17 percent of railway ton
is the mix of passenger and freight services. During 1993, km), pulp and paper (16 percent of total rail ton km), and
92.7 million train km were operated over the network. Of timber and processed wood (14 percent each of total rail
this total, freight trains accounted for 37 percent and pas- ton km). Freight transport is consequently highly depen-
senger trains for 63 percent. Only a few lines support pre- dent on natural resource based production and less on high
dominantly single-purpose traffic. The 400 km Stockholm- value manufacturing. It is noteworthy that - with one ex-
Gothenburg trunk line, for example, is used by 15 differ- ception - it is precisely these same bulk commodities that
ent categories of freight and passenger services. have dominated rail freight transport over the century. The

In 1993 passengers made 92.7 miDion rail trips in Swe- exception is food and farm products - commodities that
den. Of these, 26 percent involved SJ's commnercial opera- for the most part have been diverted to truck.
tions,3 while the rest involved services that SJ operated on Over the 30-year plus period to 1992, the total freight
behalf of County Transport Authorities. Railways served 5 market in Sweden has increased from 43 billion to 72 bil-
percent of the total market for passenger transport, or 112.7 lion ton km - almost a twofold market increase. During
billion passenger km in 1992. However, the railway share this period railway market share for freight traffic increased,
of long distance travel (more than 100 km) was about 12 from 25 percent in 1960 to about 27 percent in 1990. In
percent. terms of net ton km, rail freight transport increased from

The total market for domestic passenger transport in some 10,000 million in 1960 to 19,000 nillion in 1992.
Sweden increased from 49.7 billion passenger km in 1960 Payload also increased, from 43 million tons in 1960 to
to 112.7 billion in 1992, which meant that it more than almost 52 million in 1992.
doubled in size over 30 years. Railway passenger service Freight volume alternately rose and fell during this pe-
has, however, lost share in the passenger market to both riod with the movements of the business cycle. Freight
personal and public transport. In 1960 railways accounted markets in Sweden are highly cyclical. Still, despite the

depression experienced in the early 1990s - the worst since
the 1930s - tonnage declines were minimal in 1991 and

3 The revenue share for commercial operations is of course much 1992, and net ton km actually increased. In the freight seg-
larger. ment the long-term trend is toward longer lengths of haul.
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In summary, the following features of SJ's market and tions between labor and management are based on a set of
production are important to bear in mind for the following institutional arrangements that includes laws that regulate
discussion. First, the network is used for multiple purposes; labor markets, institutions that facilitate labor-management
only in rare circumstances do single lines carry a homog- negotiations, union organizing policy, and the nation's so-
enous type of traffic. Second, passenger market share has cial security system. All of these institutions affect the way
plummeted over the last 30 years. Third, in absolute num- in which labor markets perform in Sweden.
bers passenger transport has actually grown slightly, and One defining feature of the Swedish system is that the
payload has grown substantially. labor markets operate with minimal government interven-

tion. Public sector involvement is limited to "framework
7. Comparative Productivity laws" that protect workers' rights to unionize, the rights of
Table 8.1 summarizes some key performance indicators for unions to negotiate labor contracts, and procedures for
selected European railways for the years 1977 and 1990. wage and other contract issue resolution.
The Swedish statistics include both SJ and BV for the lat- The labor-management relations of SJ and BV are cov-
ter year. In terms of labor productivity (train km per mem- ered by the same general legislation that applies to other
ber of staff), Sweden is a top performer, second only to the sectors of the economy. In 1993, 99.6 percent of BVs em-
Netherlands. ployees were union members. These workers are repre-

Swedish railways employ relatively few personnel, and sented by three unions: the academics' union, which rep-
labor productivity is correspondingly high compared with resents 7 percent of BVs work force; the other white-col-
that of other European railways. Passenger km per train lar employees' union, which represents 3 percent; and the
km, on the other hand, is below average. Passenger km rail workers' union, which represents the remaining 90
per wagon is relatively low. These figures reflect the rela- percent. In the same year, 94 percent of SJ's employees
tively high proportion of long distance passenger transport were union members. Of these, the academics' union rep-
in Sweden. Average occupancy per train is also low in Swe- resented 11 percent; another 13 percent were represented
den. However, freight train tonnage is well above the Eu- by the other white-collar union; and 76 percent were rep-
ropean average. Freight ton km per wagon is slightly below resented by the rail workers' union.
average, a condition that reflects both empty backhaul dis- Since 1988 employment contracts have become less
tances and a high proportion of two-axle wagons. restrictive. Since the railway was restructured, line haul

trainmen have begun to do shunting work and conductors
8. Rail Labor Relations have begun to provide catering services on passenger trains.
In Sweden the labor contract negotiation system is strongly Increasingly, BV is organizing its maintenance person-
centralized and unions are quite strong. The degree of nel into teams, in which electricians, experts in signaling,
unionization across industries averages 85 percent. Rela- and track workers undertake interchangeable tasks. While

Train: km pe Market Share ii Shave -

Member of Stoff rit(%Pasne()

1977 1901977 1990177 90

Netherlands 3,909 4,484 5 5 6 7
wede0nh 283 C23,501 : 4; 5 6

Belgium 1,800 3,402 22 18 11
United Kingdom 2,417 3,193 17 10 6 5
Denmark 2,242 2,709 15 16 7 7
W. Germany 1,750 2,559 26 21 6 6
Norway 2,267 2,504 23 14 6 5
France- 2,096 2,413 34 27 11 9
Italy 1,411 1,568 18 10 12 7
MEAN 230 l t 2t ifi 2,3 186 

Source: J. Preston, 'Cost Recovery Worsens as Europe's Major Railways Lose Market Share," Railway Gazette Intemational, July
1994.
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individual skills are a barrier to flexible assignments, the Over the past 30-year period SJ has experienced only
team concept lowers these barriers. In the same way, SJ's one major strike (in 1971), in keeping with the general la-
management has succeeded in negotiating more flexible bor market atmosphere in Sweden which is characterized
contracts that allow employees to perform multiple tasks by cooperation between management and employees.
based on straight hourly compensation. During the 1988 restructuring the unions were actively in-

Labor contracts are signed for an indefinite term. Un- volved in the restructuring process through committees and
der these contracts employees can be terminated only for working groups. As a result, they did not oppose the sub-
cause. Employees are hired and fired on the basis of se- sequent staff downsizing of SJ. Instead, employees con-
niority, which is defined and managed through the unions. sidered themselves part of the process.
General layoffs under Swedish labor contracts are made SJ's work force has gradually declined since 1988. Most
on the basis of "last in, first out" seniority. of this reduction in force has been through voluntary sepa-

A representative of each union sits on the Boards of ration. The demographics of SJ's work force recommended
both SJ and BV Mandatory union representation on the a downsizing strategy based on attrition and early retire-
boards of all enterprises is provided under the Act on Union ment. SJ had hired a large number of new staff during and
Representation (1974). Union representatives are non-vot- immediately following World War II. This large age cohort
ing members on BV's Board and voting members on SJ's reached retirement age only during the 1980s. To encour-
Board. The motivation behind this difference is that pub- age separation, SJ offered its senior employees generous
lic organizations are instructed to take into account all of early retirement options. Workers were also offered altema-
the possible consequences of a decision (including the in- tive employment in the noncore segments of SJ's business,
terests of the employees), while private firms are concerned which had been growing rapidly and which required addi-
only with their own profits. Allowing unions to vote on tional personnel.
public sector boards could bias an otherwise balanced so- A strong social safety net exists in Sweden, which re-
cial perspective in public interest decisions. lieves individual firms from the responsibility for provid-

Board membership for union representatives provides ing unemployment benefits to displaced workers. These
workers with insight into the issues and strategic challenges separation benefits are quite generous. For example, dis-
that confront the companies. These insights may be par- placed workers were given 90 percent - recently revised
ticularly beneficial during periods of strategic adjustment. downward to 80 percent -of their base salary in the form
The Act on Co-determination in Working Life (1977) man- of unemployment benefits. These are paid for through un-
dates that employees receive timely information on all com- employment insurance systems, which the unions organize
pany decisions that have a material effect on their well- and manage. However, the recent severe economic down-
being. The act also requires employers to defer the cost of turn has forced the state to accept direct responsibility for
third party analysis of proposals offered by unions. As a most of these costs, since the funds available to unions
result of these institutional arrangements, employees have were not sufficient to make up for the large increases in
greater involvement in decisionnaking in the Swedish cor- disbursements. In addition, by accepting retraining courses,
porate world than in many other countries. unemployed workers can in principle receive benefits for

The psychological importance of having employees in- an almost unlimited time.
volved in the change process rather than becoming victims An important consequence of this safety net is that un-
of change should not be understated. Union participation employment is not, to the same extent, the threat to em-
may also benefit employers in that it promotes local initia- ployees in Sweden that it is in other countries. This cir-
tive and makes use of practical insights that could other- cumstance facilitates downsizing and restructuring activi-
wise be lost. ties. At the same time, the system creates disincentives for

While unions did not actively promote specific organi- the redeployment of surplus labor into more productive
zational solutions, neither did they actively resist these so- trades or occupations.
lutions. The rationale was as follows: First, unions felt that Although SJ's unions have been supportive of the
the railway sector needed new resources in order to be- enterprise's downsizing efforts, they have insisted on elabo-
come a modern industry and that the dual (SJ and BV) rate economic analysis to support specific reductions. As
organizational structure that was chosen would make it long as work force reduction programs have proved ben-
easier for politicians to-carry out this responsibility. Sec- eficial to the firm, unions have not opposed their imple-
ond, unions felt that it was beneficial to acknowledge the mentation. Box 8.2 provides an important example of how
fact that railways work in an increasingly competitive envi- the process worked favorably in one instance of downsizing
ronment, and to promote the transition to a viable (albeit within BV
untested) system. Additional aspects of labor relations in Sweden are dis-
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Box .2: Sweden: Merger of BV Districts

:A management review of BV's district organization in the fa of l991 indicated that administrative costs in specific
-diatricts (particulayin the southern region) were high ad that efficiency could be inproved. In March 1992 a working.
wgroup of representatives of the region and its disticts, and induding representatives from the local unions, was set up.
Ja Jive 1992 the group proposed dividing up one district between two others and abolishing the redundant district
¶o$*ce. The.groupprojected an annual cost reduction of SKr4 million. The unions were officially notified of the proposal
,*. the time thatthe documentwas sent to BVs DirectorGeneral A second working group took responsibility in July for
n-essignmenr issues. All employees were subsequendyoffered:employment wihin other districts of BW Three employ-.
'teumed down the offer.

. Employees affected by the reorganization opposed the change and the matter was debated in local newspapers. At a
,~bina negotiation meeting at BVs Main Office in. Octhber, union representatives opposed the proposal since they felt
ib%at the lactl saving would be less than the predicted amount and that the proposed consolidation of district offices
was not warranted. However, the unions expressed approval of the way in wwhich the reassignment issue had been

]ied. In late October the Director General decided that the consolidation should be implemented.
y nt-:ex post reviewof -the reorganization in April 1994 showed a first-year cost reduction of SKr 3.7 mnilon and a
sncoad-year saving of SKr 4.8 million: most of the saving had cone from reduced personnel costs.

cussed in Appendix 2 to this chapter, which describes the this proposal in the Parliament, but it was passed over their
'Swedish Labor Market Model." objections. With their victory in the 1994 general election,

deregulation has been postponed. The issue of opening
PIAR II: TBE SWEDISH RAILWAYS RuEoRM rail markets to private competitors is discussed later in this
EXPERIENCE chapter. It should be noted, however, that the Social Demo-

crats did initiate a number of deregulation policies during
1. The Political Decisionmaking Process the 1980s. For example, they deregulated both domestic
From the early 1930s to 1976 the Social Democratic party airlines and the taxi industry as part of the 1988Act. Hence,
controlled Parliament. During the 1950s the party built a the party currently in power has at times demonstrated a
ruling coalition with one of the nonsocialist parties. Its preference for pro-competitive policy initiatives.
dominance was interrupted only in the period 1976-82, In Sweden, important policy decisions have often been
when several nonsocialist coalitions held power. The So- preceded by lengthy reviews before parliamentary commit-
cial Democrats reclaimed the government between 1982 tees. For example, the 1963 Act was prepared by a com-
and 1991, only to be replaced from 1991 to 1994 by an- mittee that sat for nine years. The 1979 Act took six years
other nonsocialist coalition made up of four parties. The to prepare. During the 1980s, however, lengthy legislative
Minister of Transport and Commnunications during this later commnittee consideration and consultation was gradually
period was drawn from the smallest and most conservative abandoned. Policy decisions were increasingly made on the
coalition partner, a party that had come into Parliament basis of preparatory work undertaken internally, within
for the first time inthe 1991 election. The September 1994 ministries, and without extensive additional parliamentary
election gave majority control to the Social Democrats. analysis. For lesser issues, small commissions, which used

The political parties in Sweden differ in their transport outside experts, became a common procedure for analyz-
policies, principally because of their divergent regional in- ing legislation.
terests. During the period 1963 to 1994 no major ideologi- This shift in deliberative method had its pros and cons.
cal differences surfaced over transport policy and trans- On the one hand, the government saved time. It enabled,
port issues never became a topic of heated political con- for example, the restructuring of SJ to be carried out
troversy. For example, the Parliament passed the three post- through small working groups, special commissions, etc. It
War Transport Policy Acts on a multipartisan basis and with- also allowed legislative direction and the sense of Parlia-
out extended debate. Even the restructuring of SJ in 1988 ment to be translated quickly into specific action. Direct
met with no significant parliamentary opposition. ministerial involvement in analyzing and formulating leg-

A notable exception was the 1994 decision to deregu- islation left less time for opposing views to formulate and
late rail operations. The Social Democrats initially opposed foment. It also reduced the influence of special interest
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groups, and thus policy deliberation could focus on broader by the Under Secretary. In addition, a legislative liaison

social interests. On the other hand, expediency carried the group including representatives from the Ministry of Trans-

risk of insufficient deliberation and of fewer deliberations, port and Communications as well as the Ministry of Fi-

and might reduce the possibilities for public involvement nance was formed. Members of the latter group were po-

in the legislative process. titically appointed.
The October initiating memorandum emphasized

2. The Process Leading Up to the 1988 Transport openness: it stipulated that problems should be publicly
Policy Act" discussed. To this end, public hearings and seminars were

In June 1986, in its 1987-88 budget year submnission, SJ used to receive conmments from the public and to create a

projected a need for SKr 1 billion in additional state sub- public policy dialogue. Public hearings eventually replaced

sidy to set its business in order and to achieve competitive the previous "outreach" vehicle of choice - white papers

equity with other modes. The budget request that accom- addressed to affected parties. Hearings served as sound-

panied the submission explained the need for an increase ing boards that task force members could use to test ideas

in government financial commnitment to the sector. The before expressing official policy positions.

budget document was supplemented by a railway infra- The initiating memorandum also declared the

structure needs assessment through the year 2000. This government's intent to seek political consensus. To this end,

report had been requested in the Railway Pblicy Act of the the task forces briefed members of Parliament's Standing

preceding year. The budget supplement also re-estimated Committee on Transport Issues, political representatives

the difference between what road use cost and what users of local and regional communities, and affected union lead-

paid. The discrepancy between social costs and road use ers. Key political decisionmakers were also invited to par-

charges was found to be substantial - a finding that rein- ticipate in public seminars and hearings, as well as in infor-

forced SJ's position that railways were subject to unfair mal meetings. In this way a broad spectrum of interested

competition. parties were involved in the policy formulation process.

Legislators had perceived the 1985 Railway Act as a The railways working group included four key officials

turning point and as a sound and permanent basis for re- from the Ministry of Transport and Communications, two

viving SJ. The "internal road sector model" and support- from the Finance Ministry, one from the Ministry of In-
ing accounting systems were regarded as workable and dustrial Affairs, and the Finance Director of SJ. The group

practical means for making the internal economics of the assigned itself the following main tasks:

rail business transparent. Thus, when in 1986 SJ projected

an accelerating need for state support, drastic remedial I. To undertake a "zero base" review of SJ finances

action appeared to be required. Clearly, the previous policy 2. To explore the feasibility and applicability of the

had been mistaken in some significant ways. A Ministry of "road sector model" in the rail sector and to explore

Transportation and Communications memorandum dated other organizational options as well
October 1986 therefore set out guidelines for a ministerial 3. To review alternatives for SJ's future passenger op-

task force that would redraft and define provisions of the erations

Transport Policy Act of 1979. 4. To define the railway network for which the state

The document called for five working groups that would should take responsibility

address problems related to different modes: group 1 on 5. To explore proposals for railway network restructur-

railways; group 2 on road user issues, road user charges, ing not included in tasks 2, 3, and 4, above

and the consequences of the EC 1992 transport policy; 6. To review proposals for infrastructure investment in

group 3 on road infrastructure; group 4 on air and mari- the network

time policy; and group 5 on enviromnental issues. This task 7. To assess models for the possible deregulation of

force structure corresponded approximately to the organi- interregional (long-distance) buses that directly com-

zational structure of the Ministry as it existed at the time. pete with railways.
Each working group was chaired by a senior ministry offi-
cial in charge of his/her respective area of policy responsi- During the spring of 1987 the railways working group

bility. Working groups were coordinated through a steer- presented the following recorrmendations for a "Road

ing group made up of w-orking group leaders and chaired Transport Model" that would apply to railways.

4This section is based in pan on working documents of the 1. The state would take full responsibility for the infra-

Ministry and of SJ and on interviews. structure, as in the road sector
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2. SJ would be given special grants for infrastructure sponsibility for infrastructure. In May the proposal was
investment and maintenance formally submitted by SJ's board to the government. At

3. The full responsibility of the state would be limited to the same time, extensive lobbying of the Parliament began
lines that were of national interest in support of the crisis group's recommendations. Addi-

4. SJ would pay a tariff with fixed and variable cost tional discussions within the rail work group and between
components for track use. the Ministry and SJ focused on the precise ways of imple-

5. Investments in infrastructure would be evaluated menting the recommended changes. In this context the
according to the same socioeconormic principles that following issues were addressed:
apply in the road sector

6. SJ's current Tracks Department would be main- 1. How much revenue should come from track use
tained as part of SJ, but would be separated from SJ charges, and what should be the precise charge struc-
for financial and planning purposes under a special ture? It was agreed that the reorganized carrierwould
internal "track authority." not make up 100 percent of track maintenance costs.

2. What would be defined as infrastructure?

This represented the first time ever that the separation 3. What administrative structure would be responsible
of infrastructure and operations was discussed within gov- for maintaining infrastructure? SJ called for a "paral-
emmnent, and it served as the intellectual basis for subse- lel" organization in which its Director General was
quent proposals that advocated a still more radical ap- also chairman of the Board of the Infrastructure
proach. Administration.

On the initiative of the Under Secretary, the SJ Board 4. Which lines were to be included as main lines and
nominated a "crisis group" in November 1986. This group which as county lines and how could local and re-
included SJ Board members, the Under Secretary, and SJ's gional authorities be induced to accept responsibility
Director General. A private consulting firm (Indevo) was for deficit-making operations?
engaged to advise the crisis group on ways to deal with SJ's
financial crisis and to address SJ's acute commercial prob- In June 1987 a multipartisan majority agreed in prin-
lems, while the ministerial group developed a long-term ciple on a revised railway policy along the lines outlined
sector strategy above. In this policy it was established that infrastructure

In March 1987, SJ's crisis group presented its draft re- and operations should be separated organizationally. The
port on the proposed reorganization of SJ. The draft re- left-wing party initially expressed reservations about SJ's
port found that SJ had been losing market share over the operating on a commercial basis. Conservatives and Liber-
preceding 30 years to road transport. Initiatives that had als, on the other hand, wanted the reforms to go further
previously been taken to meet competition had proved in- and wanted SJ to be corporatized. A compromise solution
sufficient. The company had a negative market image and split the ideological spectrum. Throughout the process the
a defensive management style. The report also found that, Ministry mnaintained its strong support of radical restruc-
in spite of these problems, day-to-day operations worked turing as a way of avoiding future financial crises. The Min-
quite satisfactorily. From a European perspective, SJ dis- istry in fact stepped forward as the champion and interme-
tinguished itself in terms of its operating efficiency and its diary for the railway organizational transformation. A work-
market retention. The report identified the following ing group was set up under the Ministry to divide assets
agenda for SJ management action: (1) develop a policy for between SJ and BV
subsidiaries that involved selling off subsidiaries that com- In October 1987 a new SJ Board was nominated by
peted with the core business; (2) create a separate railway the governrnent. Representatives from trade and industry
administration; and (3) enhance SJ's commercial perfor- were increased. The Indevo consultant was selected, on a
mance. At the April 1987 Board meeting, SJ's Director temporary basis, as Deputy Director General. The Minis-
General announced his intention to leave his position and try reassigned SJ's previous Board as the organizational
become Director of SJ's Swedcarrier subsidiary group. The development committee for the new infrastructure admin-
Board established 'Project New SJ" to reorganize the com- istration, which was henceforth called Banverket, or BV
pany. One of the consultants from Indevo was made project The comnirttee subsequently became BV's first Board.
team leader. In December 1987 the Ministry selected BV's Direc-

The essence of the crisis group's final report was that tor General. Also in December, the final political compro-
SJ should re-dedicate itself to improving its marketing and rnises were reached. The nonsocialist parties accepted the
operating performance and the state should accept full re- proposal to split SJ but did not want to approve funding.
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The left-wing party did not approve the split per se but did value, as well as those assets retained by SJ. A separate
accept the funding proposal. The compromise solution was balance sheet was constructed for both SJ and BV (see
to add SKr 0.25 per liter to the highway fuel tax proceeds, Table 8.2). Interest rates for all outstanding liabilities were
which would help fund railway restructuring. In addition, based on the average rate applicable to previous "old SJ"
the government signed an agreement with representatives debts. As part of the process, assets with a book value of
of local and regional public transport that defined the re- SKr 800 million were written off and a corresponding re-
sponsibilities of SJ, BV and local authorities for passenger duction was made in the state capital account. No debt
operations on county lines. In January 1988 the govern- was forgiven.
ment presented the Transport Policy Bill to Parliament, and As part of its financial restructuring, SJ made a com-
by the end of the month the new Director General of SJ mitment to cut costs and increase revenue so that net profit
was installed. would improve by SKr 1 billion within four years of the

In the spring of 1988 the organizational committee of separation. For its part, the Ministry agreed to continue to
BV delivered a report in which one major change was pro- subsidize unprofitable services, both on the main line and
posed to the Bill before Parliament. The Bill had recom- also via indirect subsidies to county lines.
mended that the electricity transmission system come un- In addition, the state made two major financial com-
der the responsibility of the "new SJ" while traffic control mitments. First, BV was promised SKr 10 billion over a
and timetable planning would be the cost responsibility 10-year period for infrastructure renewal. Second, the gov-
(but not the operating responsibility) of BV The organiza- errnent took over full economic responsibility for infra-
tional committee suggested, in effect, that the two new structure maintenance while at the same time levying
enterprises exchange responsibilities for these functions. charges for infrastructure use. Since the charges were de-
Since costs for the two were approximately equal and since signed to recover less than the full infrastructure mainte-
SJ was the only operator on the network, this modification nance costs, and since the cost of infrastructure renewal
appeared insignificant at the time. The Ministry accepted was not to be recovered from the operator, these two com-
the recommendation. In May 1988 the Parliament passed mitments meant that the government took on expanded
the Transport Policy Act. responsibility for the sector. This issue as it affects the fi-

The 1988 railway reform was motivated by four con- nancial consequences of the restructuring is discussed later
cems. First, railways were perceived as having environmen- in this chapter.
tal and safety advantages that are not appropriately ac-
counted for in an unregulated market. Second, it was con- 4. SJ and the Post-1988 Organization
sidered important to maintain balanced regional economic While SJ formally remained a business administration, the
growth Third, the road sector was thought to have ben- 1988 Act instructed5 SJ to operate as a commercial firm.
efited from the state assuming full responsibility for its in- This represented an important break with previous policies.
frastructure. And fourth - the driving factor behind the Since SJ's creation, succeeding governments had deprived
reform - SJ's finances continued to deteriorate. it of the right to manage its activities on the basis of

Missionary consensus building in advance was key to commercial principles. The 1988 mandate meant that from
what appeared an easy approval when the issue finally came this point onward SJ's management was accountable for a
to vote. The government felt that quick action was neces- single objective: the company's improved profitability and
sary and, with this end in view, all interested parties - its equity ratio. This simplification of enterprise objectives
induding opposition politicians, labor and regional author- had far-reaching consequences.
ity representatives, and the senior SJ staff- were involved Since 1985, the SJ Group (SJ-koncernen) has been re-
in the extensive debates and deliberations that preceded organized into two components: SJ Rail and its subsidiary
the vote.

5 "Instructed" is used here as a loose term. Formally, there are3. The Financial Arrangements three ways in which the Parliament can "instruct" (public sector)
As part of the restructuring, SJ's finances were recon- authorities: first, via accepting a bill that sets out the policy
structed, and from January 1, 1989, the accounts of SJ and principles under which sector organizations are to act; second,
BV were separated. Assets transferred from SJ to BV in- through "administration instructions" - the document that sets
duded structures related to infrastructure, and correspond- out the precise objectives of an administration; and third, in the

' ~~~~~annual budget allocation which is used increasingly as a means ofing debt. BV was also given control over all rail infrastruc- gettarliatary approval for instructio s t t eau-9 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~getting parhlamentary approval for instructlons to the bureau-
ture, including electrical supply and the signaling system. cracy. The government can also issue administrative instructions

All assets transferred to BV were valued at their book using an "ordinance."
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(millions of SKr)

;:t rs. :. v .. s..;4..Z. i ~. .. 5 : .

Current Assets 2,708.9 32.2 2,676.7 3,321.7
Cash in hand and in bank accounts 81.8 - 81.8 341.1
Short-term investments 186.3 - 186.3 0.1
Accounts receivable' 1,135.6 - 1,135.6 1,484.6
Prepaid expenses and accrued income 209.3 - 209.3 763.2
Other short-term receivables 6.3 - 6.3 10.5
Products under constnuction 37.4 25.7 11.7 22.8
Advances to suppliers 8.3 6.5 1.8 3.8
Stores 1,043.9 322.4 721.5 695.6
Stores clearing account2 - -322.4 322.4 -

Long-term Assets 11,753.4 4,460.9 7,292.5 6,904.1
Shares and participations 220.2 - 220.2 283.8
Long-term receivables 72.3 - 72.3 58.0
Machinery and equipment 443.9 209.5 234.4 205.3
Locomotives and rolling stock 4,310.6 87.7 4,222.9 3,440.1
Land, tracks and associated structures, buildings 3,731.9 2,409.2 1,322.7 1,404.9
Facilities under construction 2,507.0 1,682.0 825 1,119.5
Advance to suppliers 467.5 72.5 395.0 392.5

TOTAL4 TS . 1. , 14,4028 4,498.1 ;9 ,1

Balance Balance
LIABIUTIES AND EQUITY, SJ 12/31/88 BV SJ 12J31189

Current Liabilities 3,065.9 7 3,058.9 3,281.9
Short-term loans 262.4 - 262.4 467.2
Accounts payable' 926.4 - 926.4 1,015.6
Accrued expenses and prepaid income 1,449.8 - 1,449.8 1,636.6
Other short-term liabilities 427.3 7 420.3 162.5

Long-term Uabilities 4,228.8 989.3 3,239.5 3,086.0
Provision for pensions and annuities 816.4 - 816.4 815.8
Long-term loans 2,898.3 989.3 1,909.0 1,881.9
Other long-term liabilities 514.1 - 514.1 388.3

Equity 7,167.6 3,496.8 3,670.8 3,857.9
State capital 5,707.5 3,496.8 2,210.7 2,210.7
Excess depreciation 1,160.1 - 1,160.1 1,160.1
Work environment reserve, refurbishing reserves 300.0 - 300.0 451.0
Profit for the year - - 36.1

'TOTAL LIABILITIES ANDEQUITY 14,43 4,498.1 9,692 10,225

'Including subsidianes and railway administrabons.
2For adjustment of funds, SJ daims, and BV debt.

holding company, Swedcarrier. The Group chief execu- performances of SJ Group and SJ Rail have improved.
tive held the title of Director General and was appointed Table 8.3 shows 1993 financial data for the SJ Group and
by the Ministry, which also appoints SJ's Board. The first SJ Rail.
Director General came from the private sector, and, apart SJ Rail was reorganized into four divisions: Passenger,
from one Ministry official, the Board was composed of Freight, Mechanical, and Real Estate (see Figure 8.3). Un-
trade and industry representatives. Since 1988 the profit der this arrangement, the Mechanical Division procures
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Table 8.3 - Sweden: Financial Data for the SJ only SKr 9.5 billion of the company's SKr 21.7 bilhion total
Group and SJ Rail, 1993 revenue. The combined revenue of the truck and bus op-

erating subsidiaries exceeds the rail portion at SKr 10 bil-
lion. The SJ Group is thus not only a train operator but is
also a department store for transport services. Although

-p Xf - - SJthe relative size of SJ's subsidiaries in relation to the core
Group_ - IWI rail business was boosted by the infrastructure separation,

Revenue 21,710 9,499 the relative economic importance of firms outside SJ Rail
Costs (20,091) (8,704) has been growing steadily.
Result before depreciation 1,619 795
Depreciation (806) (383) 5. BV and Its Post-1988 Organization
Result after depreciation 813 412 Since the reorganization, BV has been responsible for rail-
Financial revenue 388 563 way infrastructure. Its first Director General came from
Financial costs (588) (535) previous senior positions in the public road sector. BV's
Net income after financial costs 613 440 Board, like its Director General, is appointed by the gov-
Extraordinary costs (466) (321) emient. This Board indudes members of Parliament in
Net income before tax 147 119 addition to one representative from the Ministry of Finance.
Tax, etc. (123) - Its founding legislation instructs BVto allocate maintenance
Pritofit - - - ^ 1 - 24 119. and investment funds on the basis of a rigorous quantita-

Source: SJ's Annual Report. tive assessment of the full social consequences of its activi-
ties. Both regional and national impacts are to be taken
into account.

rolling stock and provides for its maintenance. The divi- BVs activities at large comprise the following four tech-
sion sells its services to the two operating divisions - Pas- nical sub-disciplines: (1) permanent ways, including
senger and Freight - as well as to outside parties, includ- sub-structure and superstructure (for example, sleepers and
ing the railway administrations of other Scandinavian coun- rails); (2) electricity supply, including both connections to
tries. The Real Estate Division manages, maintains, and and transformers at points of interchange with the energy
secures the buildings, land, and rented facilities of SJ. Its supplier, as well as catenaries and their support; (3) the
assets include offices, shops, stations, workshops, and ware- railway intemal telephone network; and (4) the signaling
houses. Until 1992, timetable planning and traffic control system. As regards electricity, BVnegotiates prices with the
were part of the Passenger Division, but they are now staff electric generating industry while SJ pays the electricity bill.
functions reporting to SJ's Director General. Although BV is responsible for railway line mainte-

Swedcarrier AB is a wholly owned holding company of nance, SJ is the actual owner not only of most of the adja-
SJ. Major subsidiaries of the affiliated holding company cent real estate, but also of the land under the tracks. BV
include Swebus, the largest bus operator in the country. pays no rent for using the land. Twenty-six major marshal-
Swebus operates buses under contract to local and regional ing yards are also part of the infrastructure that BV main-
transport authorities. SweFerry provides ferry links that take tains. However, SJ is responsible for shunting yard main-
railway cars, road vehicles, and passengers to and from tenance. SJ and/or specific industries and local communi-
Denmark and the Continent. ASG is one of Europe's lead- ties also own industrial sidings and maintain them at their
ing truck transport forwarding agents. It is traded on the own expense.
Stockholm stock exchange and SJ is its major stockholder. In 1993 BV employed 6,800 workers. Of these, 400
Rail Combi provides intermodal container and piggyback worked in the Main Office in Borlange, a town 200 km
services. While it is part of the Swedcarrier Group, its busi- northwest of Stockholm. The decision to relocate the new
ness overlaps with the railway business. The same is true administration's Main Office outside of Stockholm was
of Svelast, which cooperates closely with SJ's Freight Divi- made at the time of the split and was part of a long-term
sion and provides trucking operations that directly comple- government strategy to promote regional development by
ment rail freight services. Fully 40 percent of Svelast's tum- relocating government offices outside of Stockholm.
over is derived from the railway. SJ Rail is exempt from BVs field forces are organized into five regions and 20
income tax; Swedcarrier is not. districts (Figure 8.4). The districts are responsible for

Table 8.4 presents 1993 gross revenue and employment day-to-day maintenance while the regions coordinate dis-
data for various parts of the SJ Group. SJ Rail accounts for trict activities and are responsible for investment planning
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Table 8.4 - Sweden: SJ Group Revenue and safety condition of al track, rofling stock, and other rail-

Employment Data, 1993 way equipment, as well as operating procedures, etc.,
throughout the country including that of subways, trams,

(millions of SKr) museum trains, etc. Although it is co-located with BV's

main office, the Inspectorate is an independent authority
Revt., Netihc. a Emp.a and the Minister appoints its chief

nPasseuger.DivIsioh 5,776 256 5,747
iht OivD8hms-on 3,599 (190) 4,317 6. The Federal Dimension of the Post-1988

hanicel ViVion 1,543 41 2,511 Organization
iReall EstateDivIson 839 294 293 Under the new organizational structure, public sector sup-

bus Group: : 2,697 195 4,893 port for regional transit services is handled through three
rRe8tawants 529 29 931 mechanisms: (1) direct support through regional transport

7,615 29 5,140 authorities for county line operations; (2) support through

laebst .: - :- 243 1 450 SJ for non-commercial operations on main lines; and (3)
Cg:ombi -- -- 455 1 146 support through BV for county line infrastructure.

663 16 81
1,221 251 1,331 DlRcEr SUPPORT OF COUNTY LINE OPERATIONS Since the

914 42 1,218 early 1980s, County Transport Authorities have had full
Y._a____-_-_-_-_- financial and operational control over local and regional

'Revenue. public bus transport. The 1979 Act transferred jurisdiction
2Net income after depreciation. for selected rail transit operations to County Transport
3Average number of employees. Authorities. The 1988 Act broadened the responsibility of
Source: SJ's Annual Report. County Transport Authorities to plan and coordinate sub-

sidized public transport for all modes. This change ensured

and project administration. The Division for Supply and that the scheduling of local buses and trains would be co-
Manufacturing is responsible for system-wide procurement ordinated.

of equipment. It also rents, as needed, specialized equip- The 1988 Act also gave County Transport Authorities
ment, such as large-scale tamping and track renewal ma- an exdusive franchise to operate passenger transport ser-

chinery, to the districts. vices on those county lines for which they accepted finan-
Track maintenance had been organized as one of SJ's cial responsibility. In exchange for accepting responsibility

operating departments in 1963. When, in 1988, the main- for unprofitable operations, counties were promised a

tenance of way function was separated and assigned to BM "weaning" subsidy.
the change meant little in practical terms at the division The basis for mutual commitments was set out in a
operating level. At the BV Main Office, the Engineering formal agreement among the federal government, the

Department, which is responsible for the coordination of County Transport Authorities, and local conmmunities.
the four technical areas described above, was relocated to These agreements had a 10-year term. Under the agree-
Borlange. ment each county received a subsidy, the size of which re-

The 1988 Act defined the conditions for operating con- lated to SJ's operating deficit at the time that responsibil-

cessions under the new system. SJ was commissioned to ity was transferred.
be the exclusive freight operator over the entire network. After the transfer of responsibility, it was up to the
It also held exclusive rights to passenger operations on the county to decide how best to provide public transport ser-
main lines. In principle, at least, the state can commission vices. Counties had no obligation to use their entitlement
other operators to provide non-commercial services that from the federal government to operate trains. However,

the government purchases on a least cost tender basis. The those counties that decided to continue railway operations
County Transport Authorities were given the exclusive right were given adequate rolling stock. As compensation, SJ
to run passenger trains over county lines. On lines on which was allowed to make an extraordinary credit against its

either SJ or the County Transport Authority has discontin- capital account of SKr 200 million.
ued service, BV is authorized to reassign rights to operate In no case has a County Transport Authority chosen to

trains to third parties. operate trains with its own forces. Rather, SJ and some-
The 1988 Act also created a Railway Inspectorate or times third party operators have been asked to bid for con-

state safety controller, which employs 20 people in its main tract operations. As a result of this bidding process at least
office and 6 field inspectors. The Inspectorate certifies the one private entrepreneur entered the rail transit market.
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In one or two cases, counties that took over operations quirement is adjusted downward if the line is also used by
decided to expand pre-existing rail services. In coopera- freight trains. However, few kilometers of railway lines have
tion with SJ, their trains operate beyond their own lines been dosed since 1988.
onto the main line system. While details are not public, While BV maintains county lines, it does not adminis-
contract services remain heavily subsidized. ter investment grants for these lines. These are allocated

following a two-step procedure. The government sets aside
SuPoPRT oF NoN-ComuNERc]AL MAIN LINE OPERATIONS It money as a line item in the annual budget for investment
is difficult to assign responsibility to a specific county for in 'county traffic installations." This line item also indudes
trains that pass through more than one region. Hence, SJ regional bus terminals, secondary roads, etc. Under the
continues to receive a state subsidy for interregional ser- management of the National Road Administration, grants
vices that would otherwise have been terminated; these are allocated among counties and among modes within
interregional services were also subsidized before the reor- counties. The rationale is that counties are best equipped
ganization. to choose the appropriate way to spend grant money on

The mechanism through which the above subsidies are local infrastructure (low-volume roads, railway extensions,
provided has changed. From 1991 onward, a government etc.). In this process, BVsupplies technical information to
representative has been responsible for procuring finan- regional decisionmakers.
cially unviable interregional passenger services on a Given that the level of the national subsidy is fixed and
least-subsidy basis. This means that, although the services that projects are planned over a multi-year horizon, coun-
are operated on the main lines where SJ retains an exdu- ties have an incentive to be cost effective in their choice of
sive operating right, the procurer can exercise this right on projects and also to select only those projects that attract
subsidized lines and is not obliged to use SJ as the exdu- the greatest number of new passengers; This marks an
sive train operator. The new intermediary organization is important break with previous subsidy programs.
responsible for assuring both cost-effective procurement
through a competitive process and service quality control. 7. Post-1988 Links between Railway

Thus, both non-cornmercial county and Main Line pas- Organizations
senger operations are currently procured on a least cost Under the post-1988 system, at least three types of contacts
basis. The new arrangements present the same textbook exist between the infrastructure manager and users of the
problems that occur with any procurement involving ex- network. These include agreements which pertain to: (1) track
tensive capital expenditure. How, for example, is the ap- investment planning, (2) track maintenance and timetable
propriate contract period to be chosen when rolling stock planning, and (3) the charging system itself
has a long economic life which may exceed contract terms?
Effective competition, moreover, requires more than one INVESTMENT PLANNING BV submits an annual request to
credible service provider. Currently, in addition to SJ, only a the Ministry for appropriations which specifies the prior-
fewvery small private operators bid for contract concessions. ity order of separate projects. This application is based on

The competitive procurement process nevertheless a 10-year, rolling investment program. The overall pro-
marks an important break with previous lump-sum subsi- gram is substantially revised every third year. Significantly,
dies and it has caused a gradual increase of competitive it is approved by the Parliament in conjunction with a simi-
pressure on SJ. While no official figures are available, the lar road investment program. The extent of implementa-
subsidy cost appears to have diminished with the new ar- tion is determined on the basis of the funds allocated by
rangement. Since SJ typically wins these competitive pro- the Parliament for each budget year. The 1988 Act induded
curements, it also means that SJ increasingly operates pas- a commitment to spend a minimum of SKr 10 billion over
senger services 'on behalf of " other parties. the next 10 years on railway infiastrcr investments. How-

ever, annual sums must be appropriated by the Parliament.
SuPPORI OF CoUNTY LINE INFmAsmucrwUE BVs responsi- Investment program priorities are based on the results
bility for track maintenance also includes county lines. Since of cost-benefit analyses of individual projects. BVs Plan-
revenues from track user charges do not recover track ning Department issues project appraisal manuals but the
maintenance costs, BVs pro bono engineering, design, and actual calculations are made at the regional level. An im-
maintenance services-provide an additional subsidy to re- portant component of an appraisal is the commercial vi-
gional railway operations. The 1988 Act established that ability of operations on the improved line. A technical un-
BV had no obligation to maintain lines unless a minimum derstanding of the optimal ways of organizing operations,
of five return passenger trains operates per day. This re- of degrees of freedom in train schedules, and of the net-
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work implications of altemative departure frequencies, etc., October. BV planning activities, on the other hand, are
is important for this purpose, as are data on rolling stock based on the calendar year. When track maintenance ac-
and personnel costs, future pricing policies, etc. Coop- tivities for January-May are being prepared, a timetable is
eration between BV and SJ is therefore crucial to assem- already in operation and cannot easily be adjusted.
bling appropriate data. The 1988 Act includes no formal-
ization of this cooperation and some problems have arisen ITAsmucTuRE CHARGES The 1988 Act mandates that SJ
in its implementation. will pay for its use of the state's tracks. Consistent with the

Swedish Transport Model, charges have been designed to
TRAcK USE PLANNING A second class of activity requiring induce optimal use of existing facilities. To this end charges
fornalized cooperation between SJ and BV is the Track are designed to equal social marginal costs. A complemen-
Allocation Agreement signed by the two parties each year. tary principle is that charges should be established using
This agreement schedules track maintenance and invest- the same principles as those used for road user charges. To
ment work. meet these many objectives, a two-part tariff structure -

In Sweden, as in most European countries, railway time- one that includes both fixed and variable charges - is uti-
tables are set one year forward and include the opporru- lized.
nity to make minor changes twice a year. The timetable Within this tariff there are five classes of variable
development process itself takes almost one year from start charges. First, different vehicles pay different charges per
to finish. It involves allocating the right to operate trains to gross ton km. This reflects the differential wear and tear of
and from stations and other terminals between different vehicles on the infrastructure. The fee schedule takes into
categories of services (high speed, intercity, regional, and account the empirically tested finding that track mainte-
commuter passenger, high priority and lower priority freight, nance varies with traffic load. Second, for every km of op-
etc.). Dispatchers within SJ in effect implement the time- eration, an additional charge of SKr 0.15 is levied on elec-
table on a day-to-day basis. Using remote control signaling tric trains to account for the depreciation of the catenary
equipment (or, on some secondary lines, manual control), systems. Third, an accident charge of SKr 1.85 per train
traffic surveillance centers located at key points within the km is added. This factor is calculated by first identifying
network regulate train departures and handle specific delays the total railway accident-related social cost over a year
so as to minimize the aggregate number of train delays. and then dividing it by the total number of train km oper-

While the planning of train operations is SJ's responsi- ated. Social costs include material damages, hospital care,
bility, BV is involved in that its track work also requires lost production, and an insurance factor which accounts
line access. Trains cannot operate when a route is being for the individual's own willingness to pay for reducing
maintained or inspected. One component of the timnetable accident risks (accident risks refer primarily to level road
development process is therefore the coordination of train crossings). Fourth, diesel vehicles pay an incremental envi-
schedules and track works. A trade-off exists between pro- ronmental fee of SKr 0.30 per liter of diesel fuel. This fac-
viding efficient train services and providing low cost main- tor is intended to reflect pollution costs. Fifth, for each car
tenance. While manylines have slack track capacity at night handled through one of the system's 26 marshaling yards
and on weekends, maintenance work is more expensive at an incremental infrastructure use fee of SKr 4.00 per han-
those times. Maintenance is also more expensive when it dling is levied.
is performed in short, frequently interrupted intervals. In addition to variable charges, operators also pay an
Hence, difficulties with track allocation increase with the annual fee per vehicle. Fixed or annual use charges were
amount of traffic on a line. The fact that the Swedish net- included because, when the 1988 Bill was being debated,
work has a small proportion of double tracks only increases the expected revenues from variable charges were consid-
potential conflicts between SJ and BV ered 'too low." It should also be noted that the fixed fee

Trade-offs and differing interests between track main- per rail vehicle also maintains parallelism with the road
tenance and train operations exist on every railway and sector.
certainly pre-date the 1988 reorganization in Sweden. The An important feature of the charging system is that user
1988 split simnply forced the parties to formalize arrange- fee revenue has no impact on BV appropriations. No insti-
ments for allocating "track time." One simple but signifi- tutionalized link exists between rail activity and the size of
cant complicatiorn in the beginning was that the planning track expenditures. Moreover, the current charging system
time frames of BV and SJ differed. As with the rest of Eu- gives BV no incentive for cost-effective performance or for
rope, the Swedish timetable changes in earlyjune. SJ would service quality improvement. These issues are discussed in
like to establish an approximate timetable the previous a subsequent section.
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8. Preliminary Studies on Deregulation pcwer to a well-circumscribed set of rail activities. When
The Swedish 1988 reform pioneered railway restructuring SJ failed to curb its transport diversification, deregulation
for all of Europe. The EC subsequently required, in its of the railway traffic was espoused as a way of curbing SJ's
1991 directive which took effect in 1992, that national rail- transport market power and of increasing the ability of oth-
ways keep their tracks open for "international railway un- ers to compete on more equal terms.
dertakings." To that end it called for an accounting and Another reason for these reviews involved competitive
charging separation of infrastrtzcture and train operations.6 procurement of train operating services by County Trans-
This is in effect the "internal road sector model' imple- port Authorities and by the state on the main lines. By the
mented in Sweden by the 1985 Railway Act and subse- early 1990s many Authorities, and the state as well, found
quently expanded by the 1988 Transport Policy Act. that only one operator, SJ, was willing to bid on open so-

Both Britain and Germany have recently instituted re- licitations. Competitive pressure in the procurement pro-
forms that in some respects go further than the Swedish cess was and still is weak. Deregulation offered an opportu-
reorganization. Britain has separated infrastructure from nity to broaden and strengthen the train operating industry.
operations and Germany intends to do the same. Both SJ itself was negative toward the idea of deregulation.
countries are busy introducing entry into the sector through Its management argued that the railway sector was subject
different methods. to severe competitive pressure from other modes and, in

In Sweden the first step toward opening the rail ser- addition, that intramodal competition on a single service
vice market was taken in February 1991, when the Social network would be difficult to manage for practical reasons.
Democrat government decided to map the preconditions SJ officials further suggested that new entrants would en-
for and consequences of increased competition on the ter only the most profitable markets. They would "skim
state's railway network. Four authorities were asked to sub- the cream" and leave other more marginal markets to be
mit reports to the government on this matter: (1) SJ; (2) supported by increased state subsidies. SJ believed that
BV; (3) TransportrAdet-the Transport Council, which was the industry and its customers would be better served by
close to the Ministry; and (4) Konkurrensverket, the state's increased cooperation among SJ, industrial shippers, and
watchdog over competitive practices. Subsequently, a re- county authorities, rather than by the splitting of opera-
port was also filed with the Ministry by Rail Forum, a rail- tions among several competing parties. An alternative to
way lobbying group made up primarily of representatives complete deregulation was the possibility that competition
from trade and industry which formed after the 1988 re- might be restricted to county lines and that short-line op-
structuring. erators could be allowed to offer freight services, as well as

The primary reason for these reviews was the general transit services, on secondary lines.
belief that competition fosters efficiency. The railway model BM however, favored complete deregulation. It con-
implemented under the 1988 Act clearly allowed competi- sidered competition within the sector important to increase
tors to operate on the state-owned tracks. Moreover, the efficiency and thereby realize the competitive advantage
prospect of increasing the benefits realized from the large inherent in the rail mode. The issue that BV considered of
state investment in rail infrastructure was attractive. primary importance was that of a practical mechanism for

A second set of reasons stemmed from SJ's business allocating track capacity among different, potentially com-
strategy. As was increasingly made clear during this period, peting, operators.
the company's plan was to become a transportation The position of several other interested parties emerged
conglomerate and supply door-to-door transport services, during the policy debate. Transportrddet recommended a
with rail operations making up an important component phased introduction of competition and considered it un-
in multi-modal service packages. However, this strategy ran realistic to believe that several independent and equally
in the face of SJ's legislated mandate. The 1988 Act to- credible operators would choose to compete within the
gether with previous parliamentary decisions clearly di- same market segment(s) - at least in the foreseeable fu-
rected SJ to focus its resources on its core railway business ture. Konkurrensverket believed that intramodal competi-
and to de-emphasize or divest noncore businesses. Mem- tion was necessary and would serve as an effective mecha-
bers of Parliament preferred to leave other transport ac- nism for improving service and lowering cost.
tivities to the private sector and to constrain SJ's market While not a part of the official response to the Ministry's

request for recommendations, ABB, a Swedish/Swiss multi-
national corporation with interests in rail equipment stock

6 CEC, "Council Directive on the Development of the design and manufacturing, expressed doubts about the
Community's Railways, "(91/440/EEC), Brussels, July 29,1991. merits of the 1988 split as well as about further deregula-
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tion. ABB felt that small and relatively weak operators ment function should be taken over by BV while SJ should
would not be able to shoulder the financial risks involved retain the train control and dispatching function. In both
in launching major new projects involving 'cutting edge" cases, a trade-off existed between the need for neutrality
rail vehicle technology. ABB preferred a single, strong rail on the one hand and the need for closeness to the market
equipment customer. on the other. The extensive investment that new operators

must make in rolling stock was seen as a major obstacle to
9. Further Studies of Deregulation entry. To this end, the comrnittee recommended that an
The reports discussed above were requested by a Social equipment leasing company be formed by interested par-
Democrat Government but were acted upon by the ties, including the state. This companywould own and lease
nonsocialist government elected in September 1991. The rolling stock to train operating companies. This arrange-
government stated in its 1991-92 budget bill that its objec- ment would reduce the risk that a potential entrant would
tive was to open competition within the railway sector by face. In addition, the committee recommended that in the
January 1, 1995. Its motive was to foster efficiency through future when the state procured services competitively, roll-
increased competition. ing stock adequate to support these services should be

In March 1992 the government appointed a commit- transferred from SJ to the state and then leased to private
tee to propose specific measures to implement deregula- operators, so that entrepreneurs would be encouraged to
tion and to ensure a workable competitive environment. participate in the bidding process.
The group was chaired by the recently retired Director Gen- Another set of potential barriers was related to com-
eral of the Civil Aviation Authority and included four ex- mon use functions other than traffic control. These included
perts, three from SJ and BV and a former Ministry official. access to real estate, passenger traffic depots, freight ter-
The working group was supplemented by an adjunct trade minals, marshaling yards, workshops,- ticketing and infor-
and industry task force of eight executives. The committee's mation systems, etc. Under a competitive regime it would
efforts were further supplemented by a 'reference group" be important for these functions to be made available to
made up of the Director Generals of SJ and BV, the direc- all on an equal basis. The principal view of the study, there-
tor of an organization representing County Transport Au- fore, was that these functions should be separated from
thorities, and two labor union representatives. The com- SJ. However, this would weaken SJ significantly and no
mittee also engaged a group of British consultants, which guarantees existed that facilities would function satisfac-
submitted its report in February 1993. torily under an alternative regime. The recommendation

The committee's report expressed some reservations was therefore that "common functions" be provided by SJ
regarding unconstrained market entry. It suggested that to entrants under conditions that were "businesslike and
business potential in the mainstream rail market was not neutral toward different operators."
particularly attractive and that entrepreneurs would prefer In discussing entry into the system, the report sug-
to pursue opportunities in more promising niche markets, gested that entry should be open to anyone "fit, willing,
including: (1) services procured by County Transport Au- and able." Entry would not be restricted to "licensed"
thorities, (2) terminal-to-terminal unit train operations, and operators. Thus the maximum number of potential en-
(3) short-line services. Risks in these specific activities were trants would be encouraged.
more limited and manageable than in the general merchan- In the fall of 1993, three researchers published a book
dise mnarket or the nationwide passenger service market. which dealt with Swedish railway policy issues.7 The au-
Moreover, the report pointed out that even if open entry thors were critical of deregulation and of the Swedish model
were limited to niche markets, the threat of new operators as a whole with its separate control of infrastructure and
would discipline established operators and would induce operations. Their objections go to the fundamental aspects
them to produce what the market wanted at lower cost. of how the industry should be structured. Their principal

Two models for timetabling, or track capacity alloca- findings include:
tion, were considered: (1) one relying on competitively
determined prices, and (2) the other based on adrminis- * Vertical integration of train operations and infra-
trative rules similar to those that applied to SJ. The structure is an optimal way of organizing railway
conmmittee's recommendation was that, in the short term,
only the administrative approach was feasible. However,
it also recommended that the development of a market- N. Bruzeius, A. Jensen, and L. Sjbstedt, SvenskJirvdgspolitik,
based model be supported. en kritzsk granskning ("Swedish Railway Policy: A Critical Re-

The committee proposed that the timetable develop- view"), SNS Forlag: 1993.
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business in that such integration makes it possible to liament consisted of the Social Democrats and the left-
produce services at the lowest possible cost. This is wing party, with backing from SJ and the railway unions.
mirrored in the fact that until recently the railway The nonsocialist government could not muster a parlia-
industry has been vertically integrated worldwide. mentary majority of its own. Anti-deregulation forces suc-
On-the-tracks competition is not technically feasible, ceeded in returning the legislation to the Parliament's stand-
since infrastructure is indivisible and cannot be sold ing committee on transportation where it was voted down.
in appropriate "parcels." Competitive entry could be The most important points raised during the debate
allowed, but that would require excess capacity so which followed included the following.'° The deregulation
that one service need not necessarily replace another; proposal was based on insufficient analysis. The standing
to supply such capacity, however, would be financially committee questioned whether deregulation would actu-
infeasible. ally promote further development of the railway sector and

suggested that alternative ways to facilitate partial deregu-
The authors advocate a unified railway, but one that is lation should be further analyzed. In this context, the issue

stripped of all subsidiary activities and that functions only arose as to whether County Transport Authorities could
as a railway operator. procure regional transport on main lines as well as on sec-

ondary lines. For freight services, deregulation on second-
10. The 1994 Deregulation Act ary lines should be considered as a preliminary first step
In the fall of 1993, the Ministry released its own report toward deregulation.
with preliminary recommendations for deregulation.8 This During this period the government reached out for sup-
report recomrnmended that SJ acquire greater control over port from the right-wing populist party. Initially, the party
both entry and asset use than did the previous committee refused to lend support to deregulation. However, after
report. In January 1994 the government sent a Deregula- vigorous 'jawboning," individual members of the right-wing
tion Bill to the Parliament9 that, surprisingly, proposed de- party were induced to give their support. The Bill was con-
regulation mechanisms closer to those outlined in the origi- sequently approved by a narrow majority.
nal comrnittee report reviewed above. Deregulation was further discussed during the sum-

The government's Deregulation Bill proposed that the mer and fall election campaign of 1994. Social Democrats
monopoly franchises of SJ and County Transport Authori- questioned the sitting government's efforts to create un-
ties be discontinued as of January 1, 1995. Any entrant fettered competition in an open railway but they offered
with sound finances - not only railway operators - would no alternative policy. In the September 1994 general elec-
be allowed to apply for track access. A regulatory agency, tions, the Social Democrats again assumed power. In late
the Railway Comimittee, would be established, which would October the new Minister sent a bill to the Parliament."
have ultimate responsibility for track capacity allocation. In this bill the Deregulation Act of May 1994, which was
During an interim period, SJ would continue to manage to have opened competitive rail access byJanuary 1, 1995,
traffic control. Protests against SJ's misuse of this function was postponed. After further review, the party in power
would be reviewed by the Railway Committee. Track allo- committed itself to reconsider during 1995 the scope of
cation should be based on negotiated agreements between possible future deregulation.
affected parties; deals should be based on rules guarantee- In early 1995, the situation with respect to deregula-
ing that track allocation would be based on efficiency en- tion, remains unclear. New initiatives are most likely to
hancing principles. Entrants would be allowed to buy or emerge from within the Ministry. All parties in the public
lease redundant rolling stock from SJ on "commercial debate have defined their respective positions and every-
grounds." On the basis of recommendations from the Rail- one seems to be waiting for a fresh initiative from the new
way Committee, the government would decide on prices government.
for jointly used services and facilities when the parties could
not otherwise reach an agreement. PAXR III: SECTOR PERFORMANCE AFTER 1988

The Parliament voted on the Bill in early May 1994.
The Social Democrats opposed open competition in the 1. Commercialization of SJ
railway sector. The anti-deregulation coalition in the Par- A prinary objective underlying the 1988 reform was to

8 Ds 1993:63. ° Trafikutskottets betdnkande 1993/94: TU28.
9 Prop. 1993/94:166. Proposition 1994/95:72.
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improve SJ's profit performance. This section describes the was separated from the Freight Division and transferred
transformation of SJ, which was a precondition to that to an intermodal company in which SJ is the primary share-
improvement, while the sections that follow provide data holder. The Mechanical and Real Estate Divisions were
on actual financial performance. reorganized as profit centers and intemal markets were

From its establishment, SJ was subject to micro man- created for their services. For example, stations and other
agement by political decisionmakers and to detailed regu- terminal facilities are leased to the Passenger and Freight
lation. This external control was gradually loosened begin- Divisions and these divisions are given the option either to
ning with the 1963 Transport Policy Act, and extending out-source or to self-source essential services. In this way
through the 1970s and 1980s. At the time of its restructur- workshops, as well as other internal service providers, are
ing in 1988, the enterprise's management had the same exposed to competitive forces.
day-to-day decisionmaking discretion over its operations To improve cost-performance, between 1988 and 1994
that most private firms enjoy in Sweden. While the then the labor force was reduced by about one-third. Capital as
incumbent management may not have fully exercised its well as labor productivity has improved significantly. Be-
decisionmaking authority, the stage was set for dramatic tween 1988 and 1994, 500 electric and diesel locomotives
change in early 1988 when a new Director General was and 13,500 freight cars were retired from the fleet, repre-
recruited from the private sector. In 1988 SJ's manage- senting cuts of 40 percent and 45 percent, respectively, from
ment was given full autonomy in its reorganization. The 1988 levels. Small freight terminals have been closed with
government watched the changes, but from a distance. To the result that the number of train assembly points was
facilitate the restructuring process, the state accepted reduced from 30 to 6. Administrative overhead was slashed
responsibility for "old sins." SJ's capital repayment obliga and maintenance facilities consolidated in response to a
tions were reduced and, as was noted above, it was re- reduced demand for rolling stock maintenance.
hieved of the full cost burden for infrastructure renewal. New service development efforts included the intro-

Major changes also came from within SJ. The new Di- duction of the high-speed X2000 train. Although this tech-
rector General began his tenure by recruiting a team of nology had been developed beginning in the early 1970s,
managers who had a commercial orientation. The direc- it was the new organization that made it a market success.
tors and several middle managers of both the Freight and In the freight market, SJ re-focused on international traf-
Passenger Divisions came from the private sector, while fic and increased international through train services -
other division directors and new middle managers were boosting intemational freight departures from 350 in 1987
primarilyrecruited intemally The keyPassenger and Freight to 4,500 in 1993. Another new service concept that SJ ag-
Divisions were reorganized as profit centers. Within each gressively developed was ovemight temperature controlled
division, new stand-alone business units were created. services. These services move increasing volumes of veg-

Within the Passenger Division, for example, a new busi- etables and fruit from the south to the extreme north of
ness unit was set up for each major origin/destination seg- the country.
ment (one for Stockholm-Gothenburg, another for To facilitate the restructuring, all managers participated
Stockholm-Malmn, etc.). Although passenger business in a special training program. This program served as a
units are still constrained in their pricing discretion, in sev- forum from which common objectives and values were dis-
eral other respects they operate as profit centers. A delib- seminated throughout the organization. In a parallel de-
erate effort was made to push decisionmaking lower into velopment, all the business plans of the enterprise's com-
the organization and closer to the relevant market. ponent units were communicated informally and widely

In 1989 a market-adapted pricing system, directed from discussed. Their development became an effective basis
the Main Office, was implemented. It has subsequently for dialogue between top management and other levels of
been refined. This new policy allows SJ to differentiate its the organization.
passenger fares by time of day (for off-peak departures At the SJ Group level a major reorganization of busi-
discount "red prices" are offered) and by season (fares are ness units took place. For example, the scope of SJ Rail's
lowered during off-peak summer months). Since the early activities was tightly circumscribed to include only core
1970s, freight service prices have been based on unpub- railway services. Swedcarrier encompassed all other activi-
lished contracts. ties which were complementary to the core business. Un-

Additional efforts were made to emulate the incentives related businesses, which offered no synergy, were divested.
of private companies and to narrow the gap between cus- Business centers which were closely related, but were for-
tomer expectations and SJ's organizational capacity to re- merly dispersed throughout SJ organizations, were coa-
spond. Responsibility for intermodal services, for example, lesced into single companies. For example, before 1988
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both the Freight Division and SJ's independent shipping etc. The program also included a number of major infra-
company operated ferry services. Today SweFerry handles structure investments funded through state appropriations
all such services within the SJ Group. Similarly, all heavy via BV After three years, the enterprise can claim success
maintenance workshops have been transferred to the TGOJ in achieving most of the 100 points and, as a result, has
subsidiary. In addition, a large travel agency has been sold significantly improved its image.
off and the freight forwarding agent ASG has been intro- Without being formally corporatized, and without a
duced on the stock market. SJ has recently sold its major- change in ownership, SJ has managed to make fundamen-
ity shares and is now a minority owner. tal changes in the way it conducts its business.

In the initial phase of the restructuring process SJ's
management found that the public's image of the carrier 2. SJ Production and Operating Efficiency
was poor. While the Swedes approved generally of railways As the foregoing discussion pointed out, passenger and
as a mode of transport, they specifically did not approve of freight traffic has been constant or slowly increasing since
SJ as a railway operator. Early on, it was decided that an the separation. Train services have operated over the same
important part of the restructuring should be to redefine number of kilometers of line as previously (see Figure 8.2).
the carrier's public image. Nevertheless, SJ runs fewer train km today than previously.

Advertisements in all the daily newspapers as well as The number of train km declined from 120 million in the
mass-mailing to households promised the public that "SJ early 1960s to 92 million in 1992, but bounced back to 97
will be better on 100 points within three years. Please join million in 1994.
us to ensure that we carry out what we have promised." In A similar philosophy of doing more with less applies to
addition to specific financial objectives, the 100 points in- freight cars. The number of cars in SJ's fleet declined slowly
duded revitalization of stations, modernization of 500 pas- for many years. However, this downsizing accelerated af-
senger coaches, repainting of the entire fleet, introduction ter the separation. Between 1988 and 1993, SJ scrapped
of deeping cars with showers and toilets in first class com- 45 percent of its freight cars. Figure 8.5 depicts the num-
partments, radio-controlled marshaling of locomotives, ber of freight cars in SJ's fleet from 1960 to 1993, together
mobile telephones in all locomotives, a new system for with the corresponding number of private freight cars.
booking and ticket sales, information systems for freight Since the separation, privately owned cars have in-
customers, joint ventures with railways in other countries, creased drastically in number. SJ's customers currently own

Figure 8.5 - Sweden: Number of Freight Cars, 1960-93
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25 percent of all freight cars operating on the system com- SJ's net income before extraordinary items was negative
pared with less than 10 percent before the reorganization. (SKr 555 million). Since restructuring, financial perfor-
At the same time total ton volumes increased and, as a mance has improved significantly. SJ's net income has been
result, car productivity increased from about 170,000 to positive each year, with the exception of 1989, and the re-
almost 940,000 net ton km per car per year in 1994. suIt (before extraordinary items) has increased from SKr

Figure 8.6 represents the total number of passenger 290 million in 1990 to SKr 440 million in 1993 to SKr 471
cars, post cars, and cargo cars used in passenger trains over million in 1994. Today SJ not only services its debt but also
the period. Again, the number of cars has decreased over generates a substantial surplus. Moreover, government
the long term. During the last five years the rate of decline "purchases" of light density line subsidies in 1993 are a
has been moderate. It is not possible to relate precisely the third of those provided in 1987.
number of passengers to the number of available cars since Figure 8.10 represents SJ's revenue and operating costs
there has been a shift from cars in locomotive powered inflated to 1993 price levels. The difference between the
trains to electric self-powered rail cars. The latter increase two (or 'gross profit") decreased progressively between
is seen in Figure 8.7, which also shows a large reduction in 1970 and the late 1980s. The figure further indicates that
SJ's tractive power since the 1988 split. in the post-reorganization period both revenues and oper-

The labor productivity of both SJ and BV has increased ating costs have decreased in real terms. The cost reduc-
markedly since the reorganization. Figure 8.8 shows the tion reflects both SJ's absolution from infrastructure spend-
total staff between 1965 and 1993. Over the long term, ing and its extensive asset rationalization. During this pe-
staff levels have declined by between 1 and 3 percent an- riod revenue also dropped significantly Cost reductions
nually. However, between 1988 and 1989 SJ reduced its have in effect been shared with freight shippers in an ef-
work force by 8,000; 6,230 of these employees transferred fort to imnprove SJ's competitive advantage vis-a-vis other
to BV In addition, 500 new employees were taken on by modes.
BM which brought its personnel up to 6,700 in its first year. Additional insight is provided in Figure 8.11, which in-

BV has maintained a constant labor force since the re- flates SJ's three primary revenue streams on the basis of
organization. SJ, on the other hand, has continued to re- 1993 prices. A review of each of these streams is revealing.
duce its work force. Excluding transfers to BV, SJ Rail re- During this period direct state support has fallen. Income
duced its staff by 14,000 between 1988 and 1994. About from passenger services has increased, but only slowly in
5,500 of these employees were transferred from SJ Rail to real terms. Real revenue from freight services has declined
Swedcarrier or were reassigned to businesses that have since continuously over the entire period, although volumes have
been sold off SJ has realized total cost savings of SKr 2.5 increased.
bilLion (or 35 percent) through trimming its labor force. Figure 8.12 provides additional details on yield or rev-
The aggregate effect of these labor force reductions is that enue per unit of activity. The table relates real revenue from
while train km production per employee was 2,200 km in passenger and freight services to traffic activity. Passenger
1965 it had increased to 4,500 krn in 1994 for SJ and BV
together.

3. Financial Performance _
Figure 8.9 provides data on SJ's fuiancial performance
between 1962 and 1993. The top graph represents the dif-
ference between revenues and operating expenses. The I
second graph represents net income after state capital debt
repayment and financial costs. Finally, the bottom graph
presents a hypothetical financial scenario, simulating SJ's
profit performance had the carrier not received subsidies/
had the state not purchased traffic from it

Using all three measures, it is obvious that SJ's finan- 2

cial results improved tremendously after 1988. In 1987,
gross profit was SKr 36 million on total revenues of SKr ' , , .
8.9 billion (0.4 percent of revenues). In 1993 gross profit
was almost SKr 800 million (8.4 percent of revenues) on a
revenue base of SKr 9.5 billion, and in 1994 gross profit
was about SKr I billion (10 percent of revenues). In 1989
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Figure 8-7 - Sweden: Number of Locomotives Freight revenue yield, on the other hand, witnessed a
and Rail Cars, 1981-93 continuous decline over the entire period. SJ maintained

constant traffic volume over the last few years in the face
of a severe recession. Thus SJ has bridged the recession of
the early 1990s by reducing prices and thereby retaining

........ .. --- .its core customers. The upshot is that freight customers
F. --- have benefited greatly from SJ's restructuring.

This in turn reflects increasing competition from trucks.
Trucks have also irnproved their productivity greatly over

E - W> R r.'. the past 10 years. The road network has been improved so

z JOo that truck combinations as long as 24 meters can operate
.W ..........-.. ........-.. over it, with a maximum total weight of 60 tons-up from

.W _ .... t51.4 previously. (EU trucks have a maximum weight of
40-44 tons.) Moreover, in an attempt to adapt Swedish
tax structures to those in the EU, the kilometer tax on
diesel vehicles has been replaced by a flat charge on diesel
fuel. The consequences are that heavy trucks have gained
while light diesel vehicles have lost ground. SJ, of course,

revenue includes the state subsidy, since this is directed to competes primarily with heavy trucks.
low-volume passenger services. No trend emerges for pas- In a 1993 self-assessment of its progress, SJ's manage-
senger unit revenue. A drop in yield takes place in the early ment pointed to several extemal developments that had
1980s, which can be explained by price experiments dur- adversely affected SJ's chances of achieving all the finan-
ing this period. Otherwise, yield remains approximately cial objectives that it had set for itself in 1987. These unex-
constant. pected developments included: (1) a promised freight de-

Figure 8.8 - Sweden: Railway Employees, 1965-93
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velopment subsidy of SKr 450 million annually which was eters presented above. Second, the separation was the first
repealed from 1991 onward; (2) a 25 percent value-added case in which infrastructure was separated organization-
tax which applied to rail fares and tariffs from 1991 and ally from train operations. The service quality consequences
which was subsequently reduced to 12 percent; (3) freight of this separation can now be evaluated.
traffic volumes that were lower than predicted in 1987; Among the data that can shed light on how service per-
and (4) a collapsing real estate market caused by a severe formance has changed is a monthly train delay statistic for
recession, which prevented SJ's property from being sold the period September 1983 to May 1991.12 Figure 8.13
off as intended. Despite these unexpected developments, SJ reviews this statistic for the transition period. The two up-
has achieved the projet objective set out in the 1988 Act. per graphs in this figure show the percentage of freight

and passenger trains that are "on time." The trend is slightly
4. Quality of Service positive. Performance improved somewhat after the reor-
An assessment of SJ's quality of service is important for
two reasons. First, quality changes may indicate the en-
hanced value of SJ itself apart from the financial param- 02 This statistic was not published after May 1991.
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Figure 8.13 - Sweden: Punctuality of All SJ Trains, 1983-91
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ganization. The same assessment applies to lateness statis- driver on its twin-coupled rail cars to serve coffee. Drivers
tics, shown in the lower graph. The proportion of trains also perforrned the work of switchmen when necessary.
that are very late decreased slowly over the same period. These improvements have been emulated by SJ. Before it

was competitively challenged, SJ's unions had blocked such
5. County Lines and Private Entry crossover practices.
In 1990 County Transport Authorities were prepared to In most cases, contract awards lasted three years. Dur-
assume full responsibility for county line passenger opera- ing the fall of 1993 a second round of bids was invited. SJ
tions as outlined by the 1988 Act. To this end, tenders to won all of these second round bids. From the inception of
offer train operating services were extended for 16 lines. a new timetable in June 1994, SJ has been the only opera-
Of these, SJ won 12 contracts. Four other contracts went tor on the Swedish rail system. However, in January 1994
to the private operator BK Ttg (BK Train). BK Train is BK Train appealed to Konkurrensverket, the competition
primarily a bus operator based in one of the regions in which watchdog agency, claiming that SJ had been "bid-dumping"
it also secured a train operating franchise. However, the in order to discourage future competition. BK Train ar-
counties still own the rolling stock, set the prices, and take gued that SJ had submitted offers that did not recover its
the revenue risk. full costs. At this time, Sweden passed a new

Under its contracts, BK Train provided only 3 percent anti-competitive law; at the time of writing, however, dump-
of total passenger train km operated over the Swedish net- ing allegations had not as yet been tried, and the case had
work. Although the scale of its impact on the entire mar- not been settled.
ket was limited, in the years that followed its initial award The 1988 Act gives BV the option to allow other op-
the newcomer demonstrated new ways of running the busi- erators to run trains where SJ or counties discontinue their
ness that challenged SJ's orthodox practices. One example services. From 1988 up to this writing, 42 applications have
was the consolidating of job categories. BK Train used the been submitted to BV to fill service gaps. Several of these
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have since been repealed. BV has not taken a formal stand 2003 - a commitment that is now close to SKr 40
on others. Information on their submissions is incomplete. million for the period 1994-2003.
For still others, more detailed assessments have been made. * The track fees introduced in 1989 constitute the

To date, entry by sub-contractors has occurred only on primaryfunds flow from the sectorto the state. These
a small scale, with one significant exception. The 1988 Act fees have not exceeded SKr 750 million since their
gave BV the right to grant traffic concessions on introduction. SJ pays no taxes. When the net cash
Malmbanan. In December 1991, LKAB, the mrining com- flows between the state and the sector are measured,
pany and primary shipper over the line, requested permis- it is evident that total flows of funds to the rail sector
sion to run its iron ore trains from Kiruna to Narvik. SJ did have increased since restructuring. In 1988 the net
not approve. In spite of this, LKAB was given operating cash flow from the state was SKr 2,906 million; by
rights in spring 1992. While it was considering the option 1993 this net flow had increased to SKr 7,281 million.
of operating its own trains, LKAB began negotiations with Over this period the nature of the infrastructure
SJ on a long-term contract. funds flow had shifted from operating subsidies to

A deal was finally negotiated and today SJ and Norway's infrastructure investment funds.
NSB operate the train as a contractor to LKAB. By being
able to negotiate from a position in which it was no longer
captive to SJ, the mining company was able to save an es- PAR1 IV: LESSONS LEARNED

timated SKr 200 million per year. The lower costs can be
attributed, first, to the fact that operations have become The unique restructuring of Swedish railways in 1988 was
more cost effective. Second, SJ's profit under the contract implemented in a relatively short time and apparently with
has been reduced. Part of this profit, however, was ear- limited difficulty. Given the radical and unprecedented
marked for future rolling stock renewal. Depreciations were division of assets and of functional responsibilities involved
made on replacement, not on historical costs - meaning in the restructuring, this feat was all the more remarkable.
that the long-term savings may be lower than the immedi- The Swedish restructuring experiment was designed, at the
ate cost cut. same time, to re-balance competitive equities among com-

peting modes of transportation and to revitalize the com-
6. State Involvement mercial and market development capabilities of the state-
A crucial question that remains to be addressed is the ex- owned railway. The preamble to the legislation that sepa-
tent of state involvement in and financial support for the rated Swedish railways into two interdependent functional
industry before and after the reorganization of 1988. Table units, one responsible for infrastructure maintenance and
8.5 sunmarizes important aspects of this issue. The table one for marketing and train operations, cited four major
represents all of the funds flows between the rail sector objectives: (1) to put an end to deficit railway operations;
and the national government for two periods: (1) 1983 to (2) to put railways on an equal footing with other modes
1988 and (2) 1989 to 1993. It is intended to represent net of transport with respect to infrastructure costs; (3) to ac-
funds flows before and after the reorganization. A review knowledge the safety and environmental qualities of the
of the figure reveals the following facts: mode; and (4) to safeguard various aspects of regional in-

come distribution.
* Since the restructuring, direct operational subsidies In the post-1988 organizational structure the objectives

from the state to the railway sector have decreased of the two railway entities are clearly defined. SJ is account-
significantly.In 1988operationalsupportfromthestate able for the commercial consequences of its decisions. Since
was SKr 1,474 million. By 1993 the level had decreased the reorganization it has materially improved capital and
toSKr727million,mainlybecauseofthediscontinuation labor productivity as well as its profit performance. BV is
of subsidies to SJ for non-viable routes. responsible for infrastructure building and maintenance.

* At the same time, public investment funds increased Improved infrastructure has come at cost - subsidies to
substantially. In 1988 the state provided SKr 879 support the rail rehabilitation have exceeded SKr 25 bil-
million. By 1989, state-financed investment had lion (about US$4 billion). This sum appears to be exces-
jumped to SKr 3,858 million, and by 1993 it had sive given the railway's traffic development to date. How-
increased-further to SKr 7,213 billion. Several large ever, since no formal ex post assessment of the reform has
investment projects were started in the 1990s; the been undertaken, it cannot be said definitely whether the
government originally declared that it would spend government considers the reform a success.
SKr 10 billion on the sector during the period 1992- The restructuring of Swedish railways did not involve
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Table 8.5 - Sweden: Funds Flows between the State and the Railway Sector

(millions of SKr)
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'Before 1988, total for railway sector; after 1988, total for SJ only.

privatization. However, subsequent developments, includ- ment linkages and market contracts are no less essential in
ing the EC mandate for rail network interchange and the an environment characterized by deferred investment (the
1994 Swedish Rail Deregulation Act, have opened that previous condition) than in one characterized by surplus
door. The recent change of governrnent has, at least tem- investment (the current condition). To date, no effective
porarily, brought further reform to a halt. governance procedures have been developed in Sweden to

The lessons learned from the Swedish experience with assure efficient, balanced, and productive investmnent in rail
rail restructuring can be divided into two major areas: (1) infrastucre and to prevent the production of more rail
"restructuring" lessons and (2) 'process management" les- infrastructure than is necessary or economically justified.
sons. These areas are dealt with below. * Much of the commercialization benefit of privatizahon

can be gained by clarifying and simplikfying the prof#t-making
1. Restructuring Lessons objectives of a state-owned railway and by de-politicizing its

- Commercialization of train operations by itself does not decisionmaking. One lesson reinforced by the Swedish
assure an efficient allocation of capital to the sector. Linkages model is that economic incentives matter. In Sweden mul-

between train operations and infrastructure investment are tiple, and sometimes conflicting, social welfare objectives
fundamental to an efficiently operated railway. Manage- have been removed from the purview of SJ's management
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which now is motivated exdusively to focus on a single innovative thinking about rail restructuring. Despite repeated
profit maximization objective. Clarity in overriding objec- attempts to reform the industry and to inject 'extraordi-
tives, together with performance incentives to achieve well- nary" support, SJ never came dose to meeting its target
defined goals, has significantly improved management ef- profit levels during the first years of the 1980s. Rather, an
fectiveness within SJ. BV, on the other hand, must con- increased need for state intervention was seen. This was
tinue to balance cost effectiveness, safety, and environmen- one of the reasons why the splitting up of SJ in 1988 met
tal and regional development objectives, and must oper- with no major parliamentary opposition. Instead, the radi-
ate in a more risk adverse "political" environment than that cal Swedish rail restructuring design emerged as a biparti-
of SJ. san response to a fiscal crisis. A political consensus sup-

* Productive laborforce restutunrng can be achieved when ported the reform process during the period of the mid-
unions are brought into the decisonmaking process and wben 1980s, and when a new and radical restructuring plan was
surplus labor is dealt with fairly and equitably. Railway labor recommended to the Parliament, there were in fact few
unions were involved in each step of the decisionmaking objections.
process which led eventually to the downsizing of the * The quality of management is a significant determinant
industry's work force by more than a third. All three rail of restructuring success. The executive management of SJ
labor unions are represented on SJ's Board, and the Board was recruited from the private sector and given broad ini-
provides a direct conduit between Sj's management and tial latitude to reshape and refocus the new commercial
its workers. Union representatives were directly involved enterprise. The CEO was installed with an initial six-year
in the process of organizational rationalization and work employment contract. This contract has since been renewed
force downsizing through local task forces and special com- for a second three-year term. The new CEO immediately
mittees. This unique feature of the Swedish restructuring installed his own management team which then began to
has nminimized labor's resistance to change. Indeed, labor act effectively on the mandate given to it for fundamental
representatives have reconmmended new initiatives to en- change.
hance productivity and both SJ and BV have put these ini- * Effective corporate governance requires clearly deined
tiatives into effect. limits to management authority and clearly dejined manage-

- Even limited competition may have had some effect on ment accountability to a politically independent board of di-
vinproving both service and costperformance. SJ currently faces rectors. Since the reorganization, the management of SJ
aimiited intramodal competition in the form of (1) contest- has continued to pursue its own strategic agenda, almost
able awards for commuter operations under the control of unchecked by the Minister of Transportation. The issue of
local transportation authorities and (2) alternative opera- accountability and effective corporate governance has not
tions of iron ore unit trains by SJ's single largest freight yet been fully resolved in the case of SJ. This is a general
customer. The state carrier confronted both of these com- feature of the relations between owner-representatives and
petitive challenges and responded effectively. SJ lost some directors in the Swedish public sector.
contracts in a first competitive round, but won back busi- * Effective management of a "turnaround situation' re-
ness in a second round. In addition, SJ appears to have quires a clearfuture vision, effective internaland e-xtemal com-
improved its service quality and consequently its market munication, and a visible score-keeping system. Initially, SJ
share in long distance luxury express train corridors vis-a- suffered from severe credibility problems. The public did
vis airline competitors. The prospect of additional not perceive the railway as a quality service provider re-
intramodal competition over the BV network through lib- sponsive to dynamic market requirements. SJ's manage-
eralized entry and contestable train operating franchises ment understood that it was strategically important for the
offers an additional stimulant to SJ's service improvement. restructured company to win the good-will of this key pub-
Still, allegations from a private operator that lost four con- lic constituency. The "hundred points" contract with the
tracts to the effect that SJ has been following predatory public for specific improvements has indeed proved nota-
practices (still to be tried by the anticompetitive authori- bly successful in reshaping the public's perceptions of the
ties) point to the very strong position that an incumbent railway.
operator enjoys in the industry, even if open access were to * Sustaining political and,financial commitments requires
be introduced. consistent and progressively improving financialperformance.

Ultimately, credibility and consequently the sustainability
2. Process Management Lessons of reform within SJ depends on real progress in improving

- In Sweden, as in other countries discussed in this report, financial and operating performance. The management of
a majorfinancial crisis proved to be the operative stimulant to SJ has taken a number of initiatives in this direction, in-
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cluding: (1) moving profit and loss responsibility down the edging a poor public image early in the process and man-
organizational ladder and doser to the market by setting aging that image in a positive way; (4) developing new ser-
up several internal profit centers; (2) allowing for partial vices which are responsive to customer needs; (5) pressing
outsourcing and external procurement of goods and ser- constantly to "do more with fewer resources"; and (6) ac-
vices in competition with internal sources; (3) acknowl- tively managing and measuring service quality. U
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APPENDIX 1
THE SWEDISH TRANSPORT MODEL

With the Transport Policy Bill of 1979 as a formal point of marginal costs. Apart from road wear, social costs include
departure, and with confirmation in the 1988 Transport accident risks external to the individual driver and envi-
Policy Bill, a set of principles for designing transport sec- ronmentally related emissions.
tor policies has emerged. This overall policy is said to be Sweden's taxes on road use and vehicle ownership are
specific to Sweden and has its theoretical basis in economic fairly high in a European context; taken together, taxes
welfare theory. While the policy is valid for all modes of more than recover financial costs for road investment and
transport, only the rail and road sector aspects will be dis- maintenance. Although taxes are high, the debate is still
cussed here. intense as to whether road users really pay their way when

The overall policy has four basic policy components. It externalities are taken into account. In particular, the bal-
consists, first, of a policy component for making decisions ance between taxes and costs for heavy vehicles is disputed.
on using existing infrastructure for freight and passenger No schemes for urban congestion pricing have been insti-
transport. Second, there is a policy for pricing infrastruc- tuted.
ture use. Third, there is an appropriate means of consider- For railways, marginal cost pricing means primarily that
ing investments. Fourth, a financing framework is set out. on low density lines track users should not be required to

The first policy proposition is thus that all decisions make up for the total track investment and maintenance
about infrastructure use should be based on commercial costs. Requiring operators to pay the difference between
principles or - as in the case of private cars - should be marginal and average cost may mean that traffic is discon-
the free choice of individuals. This open access policy may tinued, although it rnight (more than) recover its avoid-
become effective also for railway freight and passenger traf- able cost component. This line of reasoning has repeatedly
fic in the future. It should be noted that since the 1960s been advanced as an argument in favor of railway subsi-
trucks have operated without regulatory restraints.' dies. As it stands, the argument is not valid for operations

Deregulation was not implemented in the bus industry on lines with high density use.
until the summer of 1994. While local and regional bus The third component of the policy is related to prin-
services are the responsibility of County Traffic Authori- ciples for investments in new infrastructure. Such invest-
ties, which have a monopoly franchise for this class of busi- ments are to be based on economic rather than commer-
ness, long distance coach services previously needed the cial principles. Cost-benefit analysis has been used for many
approval of the Ministry before they could operate. Appli- years to assess the net present value of road investments
cations were usually denied, since services parallel with track and to prioritize projects according to their respective
services were considered detrimental to the latter and could present value ratios. The benefits side indudes not only
also result in branch line abandonment. From July 1994, a the impact on future maintenance costs of constructing a
number of applications for traffic licenses were granted. new road, but also the impact of this activity on the vehicle
This confirms the current drive toward deregulation. operating costs and time use of road users, as well as the

The second aspect of the transport policy is that exist- impact on accident risks and, possibly, on emission levels.
ing roads and tracks should be priced according to social The Road Administration submits prioritized investment

programs to the government, which then decides the
amount of resources to allocate.

'Since the 1963 trucking deregulation, several other decisions Since the 1988 split, this model has also been adapted
have been made that benefit the economic viability of heavy for the assessment of railway infrastructure investments.
highway transport. These indude rules relating to truck length An economic evaluation of track investments includes an
and weight (which today make the code regulating Swedish
trucking one of the most liberal) as well as a recent switch from analysis of the consequences for the ifrastructure author-
charges by kilometer to a fuellevy, which particularly benefits the ity and the operators. On the basis of detailed traffic fore-
heaviest trucks. casts, the analysis also tries to capture the consumer sur-
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plus (the value of shorter travel time, etc.) of current users Fourth,financing maybe a problem under marginal cost
and of traffic generated by the installment. To the extent pricing strategies in railways. The Swedish method is, in
that new railway traffic is drawn from roads, arid to the this case, close to Ramsey pricing in that revenue is gener-
extent that road users do not pay their full social costs for ated where it hurts least. While Ramsey pricing principles
road use, the discrepancy between the road user charges and recommend high mnarkups on markets with low price elastic-
the actual cost is also a benefit for the railway project, since it ity, political definitions of what "hurts least" may point to a
captures the value of fewer externalities in other sub-systems. different solution. U
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APPENDix 2
LABOR MARKET INSTITUTIONS AND CONTRACTS'

The Swedish Labor Market Model ways to regulate the right to strike and tried to create rules
For most of the post-War period the most important objec- to protect persons and institutions outside labor market
tive of economic policy in Sweden was full employment. conflicts. Such regulations were wanted neither by the
Between 1950 and 1992 unemployment was never higher unions nor by the employer organizations. To prevent such
than 4 percent. Until the mid-1970s this successful policy legislation and also to introduce a procedure for dealing
was usually seen as a consequence of what has been called with labor market conflicts that could be considered dan-
the "Swedish Labor Market Model." The Swedish Model gerous to the society, the Svenska Arbetsgivarfdreningen
was regarded as a guarantee of economic balance and as a (SAF), or Swedish Employers' Federation, and the
sign of successful and progressive economic and social Landsorganisationen (LO), the Swedish Train Union Con-
development. Although the Swedish Model is not a pre- federation, concluded, in 1938, the 'Basic Agreement"
cise and universally accepted description of how the labor (Saltsyobadsavtalet).
market works, it is still a useful concept for illustrating how The Basic Agreement dealt primarily with the proce-
the market in general has functioned. dural aspects of the bargaining process. The Agreement's

The institutional framework for the Swedish Model is four constitutional rules were the following:
a set of three law blocks. The 1920 Act on Mediation in
Industrial Disputes gave the state responsibility for mak- 1. A negotiating procedure was prescribed for disputes.
ing mediators available to disputing parties in conflicts over 2. Extensions were made to the peace obligation pre-
wages or other aspects of negotiated labor contracts. Me- scribed by the Collective Agreement, including pro-
diation became an accepted practice when agreements tection of third parties and essential public services.
could not be reached through the normal negotiation pro- 3. The employer retained the right to dismiss a worker
cess. at will but could no longer refuse to give reasons for

The Collective Agreements Act was passed by Parlia- the dismissal.
ment in 1928 over the protest of unions. It prescribes a 4. The Labor Market Council was established as a
.peace obligation" for those parties signing a collective "negotiation panel" for the resolution of disputes
(wage) agreement. At the same time, the Labor Court Act concerning the rules for layoffs and temporary dis-
instituted a Labor Court whose purpose was to interpret missals on the one hand and for industrial conflicts
the provisions of collective agreements and to handle dis- that affect functions necessary to the society on the
putes over the peace obligations included in the Collective other. Thus, in exchange for a series of rules designed
Agreements Act. to protect third parties from the consequences of

The right to organize ("the right of association") for labor market conflicts, employees were granted im-
blue collar workers had been accepted by employers in an provements in the handling of layoffs and temporary
agreement with employees dating back to 1906. The third dismissals.
block on which the institutional underpinning of the Swed-
ish Model rests is the 1936 Act on the Right of Association Perhaps the most important aspect of the Basic Agree-
and Collective Bargaining, which codifies this initial agree- ment is that it gave the labor market parties a system of
ment in the form of public law. self-governance for their common affairs - that is, it freed

During the unemployment crisis of 1931-33, industrial them from government intervention. This freedom is
actions increased markedly and the government looked for greater in Sweden than in most other countries. The offi-

cial doctrine concerning labor market freedom forbids di-
1 Ths isusin s asdon C lso,Th Seis Mde: rect government intervention in the wage negotiation pro-

I This discussion is based orn C. Nilsson, "The Swedish Model: cs. Anip.. odtino hsfredmhscm ob
Labour Market Institutions and Contracts," in J.Harburg and J .
Theeuwes,eds., LabourMarketContractsandlnstituons,Elsevier, that the two parties attempt to avoid wage increases which
1993. would worsen the competitive situation of the economy.
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In other words, the government has delegated the right to come more inflexible in the last decade, shifting toward a
establish an "incomes policy" to the parties in the labor more decentralized and merit-based wage-setting, similar
market because of its reliance on the willingness of the to the private sector white collar workers' system.
parties to accept the responsibility for maintaining a Since then, no basic differences have existed between
macroeconormic balance. the laws that regulate public and private sector labor mar-

kets. The only differences are those that have been negoti-
The Wage Negotiation Process ated. These differences can be substantial for specific is-
A chief characteristic of the Swedish labor market has been sues, however.
the high rate of unionization. By the late 1980s, 87 percent The conmnon nature of the laws that regulate the labor
of blue collar workers and 84 percent of white-collar workers market has its mirror image in the workers' unions. The
were union members. The union represents the employees three umbrella unions - one for academics, one for other
in almost all matters involving employment conditions. white collar employees, and one for blue collar employees

As a consequence of the Basic Agreement, the entire - include workers from both public and private sector
wage negotiation process was centralized within the SAF activities.
and the LO. This, in turn, led to central agreements on
wages. In 1952 the first central agreement between the New Laws
SAF and the LO was signed. Negotiations have been car- The period 1974-77 saw the passage of new laws dealing
ried through on three levels - centralized, industry wide, with the industrial relations systems at the plant and com-
and local at the individual plants. Normally, there are no pany levels that strengthened the position of the union fac-
negotiations at the company level. tory clubs (the local union bargaining units). The most

The central agreement has the character of a recom- important of these laws were the 1974 Employment Secu-
mendation. SAF and LO have agreed to work for the ac- rity Act (LAS), the 1974 Act on Union Representatives
ceptance of a recommendation in the industry level nego- (FML), the 1973 Act on Board Representation for Em-
tiations. The industry level discussions are primarily de- ployees in Limited Companies and Cooperative Associa-
signed to transform a nationwide agreement to an agree- tions, and the 1977 Act on Co-determination in Working
ment between each national union and employers' asso- Life (MBL). These laws were designed to give the union
ciation and to further decide on the allocation between factory clubs the option of cooperating with employers in
single plants. certain aspects of company affairs primarily reserved for

After these agreements are reached, local negotiations management. Further, the union representatives were given
follow between employers at the individual plant and each the right to undertake union work during their regular work-
union bargaining unit represented there. The wage norms ing time. However, the central negotiation systems were
at the central and industry levels never fully control the not changed by these laws.
local wage negotiation process, and as a result a 'wage drift" The right to collective bargaining dating from 1936 had
within a limited margin above industry level normns typi- included the unions' right to demand negotiations. With
cally occurs at the plant level. The result has been that cen- MBL that right was extended to a right to negotiate on any
trally negotiated agreements generally set the wage floor and all aspects of the employer-employee relationship, and
while local discussions are sometimes able to generate wage it became mandatory for management to initiate negotia-
hikes above this floor. tions with the factory clubs about any major changes in the

organization or in the working conditions. The union was
The Public Sector also given the right to postpone any change in the employer-
In 1965 a labor negotiation reform occurred in the public employee relationship until the negotiation was finished;
sector, and in 1966 public employees received for the first if an agreement had not been concluded as a result the
time the full right to negotiate wages and to strike (the negotiations the rule was that the employer reserved the
Central and Local Employees Acts). Before this, public right to make the final decision. However, the MBL gives
employees could formally and unilaterally decide wage con- the union a veto in certain circumstances when the em-
ditions. In reality, however, a wage negotiation practice had ployer wishes to use subcontractors. In addition to the ex-
gradually developed. Until the late 1980s, wage bargain- tended right to negotiate, the MBL gives the unions an
ing took place in a highly centralized system. The wage extended right to secure information. Thus, the employ-
system has been rather hierarchic - a certain wage is as- ees are not to be treated as outsiders but are to be given
cribed to a position in the hierarchy. The system has be- full disclosure company affairs. U
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CHAPTER NINE

BRITISH RAILWAYS CASE STUDY1

SUMMARY from the risks and potential rewards of unbundling and
micro restructuring prior to privatization. We can learn that

1. Introduction the complexity of rail restructuring increases with the num-
Railway privatization in Britain has not been a simple pro- ber of enterprise divisions and new commercial interfaces
cess. It has involved the creation of many new businesses that result from the reorganization process. Clearly a trade-
and commercial trading relationships frorn within what was, off exists between getting the enterprise architecture "ex-
for over 40 years, a single, national railway undertaking. actly right" and getting it 'done." Other lessons learned
The restructuring process is still underway and may evolve involve the complexity of linkages and commercial require-
in as yet unforeseen directions. This account necessarily ments that connect viable solutions for one aspect of re-
relates to the position reached at the end of 1994. structuring to all the other aspects. Thus, for example, in

The restructuring strategy adopted can briefly and aptly Great Britain the private sector development of compet-
be termed 'unbundling." In practice this proved to be a ing bulk freight operations and the separate franchising of
complex task in which the items in the "bundle" had in passenger operations logically entailed the creation of a
many cases to be redefined and reorganized before they unified track authority which in turn entailed the creation
could be "unwrapped." All of the issues described in this of a specific regulatory regime.
chapter are unlikely to arise in every railway privatization. The British experience also underscores (1) the merits
However, certain conrmon themes appear relevant to many of a "learning approach" to restructuring, one which tests
situations, particularlywhere the railway to be privatized is and refines proposed solutions before putting them into
large, is intensely utilized, has mixed passenger and freight the market; (2) the need for a clear restructuring vision at
traffic, and is 'unitary" in the sense of including not only the beginning; and (3) the effectiveness of delegating de-
train operations and infrastructure but also extensive engi- tailed restructuring efforts to multifunctional task forces.
neering, maintenance, and support services.

3. The Case Study
2. Lessons Learned from the Experience This case study details the process by means of which the
The British case study defines one extreme of the restruc- British Railway system was brought to the point of
turing spectrum - one that involves the radical reorgani- privatization. Part I gives the historical background of rail-
zation of assets along functional, geographic, and business way service in Great Britain, including the baseline condi-
lines. The complexity of the British experience was com- tions of the state railway system from which the restructur-
pounded by simultaneous efforts to liberalize, to open en- ing efforts began. Part II describes the restructuring de-
try to new private sector participants, and to fundamen- sign and covers policy development for the different parts
tally redefine the regulatory role of government in the com- of the system (rail freight, passenger services, leasing of
mercial transactions which were previously internal to the rolling stock, stations, track, and support services). Part
unified railway, IH covers the irnplementation and the resultant organiza-

The lessons learned from the British experience derive tional changes. This section also discusses the management
aspects of the restructuring process. Part IV draws out the
lessons learned from the restructuring experience. Five

The views expressed in this chapter are those of the prinipal Appendices provide further details on various related top-
author alone and not those of the Department of Transport, nor cs.
the British Government. The purpose of this chapteristo promote
understanding of a policymaking process and to assist people PART I: BASELINE CONDMONS
engaged in policy analysis oFformulation. As the policy implemen-
tation phase is still in progress, the position as reported in this 1. Historical Overview
chapter, together with certain factual information, may be subject
to change. The principal author of this case study is Briantain have been
Wadsworth, Director of Finance, Department of Transport, Lon- provided solely by a state-owned or nationalized industry.
don, U.K The British Railways Board, as it eventually became in 1962



(known also as British Rail), was the successor to the 'big 2. Modernizing the Railways
four" regional private railway companies. The Great West- While it was accepted by successive governments that an
em, the London, Midland & Scottish, the London & North extensive network of railway passenger services could not
Eastern, and the Southern Railways had themselves been be operated in Britain without some degree of state sub-
formed following a merger, in 1923, of no fewer than 123 sidy, a consistent emphasis on cost control was maintained
private railway companies of varying sizes that originated throughout the post-War years. However, in retrospect the
for the most part before the turn of the twentieth century. ambitious railway modernization program undertaken in

The pressures that led first to amalgamation and sub- the 1950s, when investment rose to nearly £2 billion at
sequently to nationalization of the railways gathered mo- today's price levels in the peak year (Figure 9. 1), failed in
mentum over several decades. In many cases the railway certain key respects. Substantial productivity gains and
companies had failed to provide an adequate return for improvements in reliability were undoubtedly realized
their investors. Extensive regulation had been introduced, through conversion from steam to diesel traction. How-
in response to both railway customers and the general pub- ever, the program was undertaken with insufficient appre-
lic, in the days when the railways had a true monopoly over ciation of the shrinking market role of the railways and
the transport of freight and passengers. During the early without due regard to the low utilization of railway assets.
part of the twentieth century the railways failed to keep The 1960s turned out to be the era of rationalization.
pace with the rapid development of mechanized road trans- In 1961, Dr. Richard Beeching was appointed Chairman
port. Two World Wars left the railways starved of mainte- of the British Railways Board. He brought forward a plan
nance and new investment, and, particularly following for reshaping the railways to reflect the declining use of
World War f, severely damaged by enemy action.The weak many lines, stations, and freight facilities (see Figures 9.2,
finances of the railways and their dilapidated physical con- 9.3, and 9.4). Published in 1963, the Beeching report led
dition reinforced the political commitment of the Labour to a decade of closures and shrinkage. Between 1962 and
Government and others to nationalization. 1973:
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Figure 9.4 - Britain: Railway Network Rationalization, 1952-91/92
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* 45 percent of stations open to passengerswere dosed Rising productivity and modernization thus proved in-
* 90 percent of all freight stations and depots were sufficient in themselves to make the railways financially

dosed viable, although undoubtedly the position of British Rail
* 80 percent of marshaling yards were closed would have become more dire had it not been for the im-
* 30 percent of track open to passenger traffic was provements made by successive boards and railway man-

closed agers through the four-and-a-half decades of national own-
* 40 percent of track open to freight traffic was closed ership. During this period bulk freight services have re-
* the freight wagon fleet was reduced by 70 percent. mained consistently profitable, albeit on a declining scale.

However, intermodal freight has so far proved in Britain
Beeching thus effectively defined Britain's current rail- to be an altogether more difficult business for the railways

way system and the rail network (Figure 9.5). to develop. On the passenger side, investment and operat-
Rationalization and modernization of the railway asset ing expenses have been subsidized by successive govem-

base, together with continuing cost controls and produc- ments, although the level of financial support, both for high
tivity improvement programs, led to consistent and sub- speed Inter-City services and for London commuter ser-
stantial reductions in total railway manpower - from over vices, has been kept low by continental European stan-
470,000 employees in 1962 to 120,000 by 1993-94 - and dards (the obverse of which is that passenger fare levels in
to corresponding gains in productivity (see Figure 9.6). Total Britain are relatively high) .2
passenger traffic remained broadly stable, despite this re-
duction in the asset base and manpower of the railway, 3. Organizational Structure of the British
although the absolute levels of freight traffic continued to Railways Board
fall. Under the British Railways Board, Britain's railways have

These improvements in productivity and reductions in been operated as a single, vertically integrated business,
the cost base did not, however, halt (still less reverse) the including track maintenance as well as train operations,
long-term decline in the railways' market share. From the passenger and freight services, and virtually the whole range
beginning of the 1950s, when the railway accounted for of supporting activities, although in the period since 1980
about 20 percent of all passenger mileage and 40 percent certain 'ancillary" activities have been sold to the private
of freight ton mileage, rail's market share had declined by sector. These included hotels, ferry services, and a sub-
the mid-1990s to about 6 percent (for both passenger and stantial rail vehicle manufacturing business.
freight) (Figures 9.7 and 9.8). On the passenger side there Under the Board, the railway was organized on busi-
is really only one explanation: the growth in private car ness sector lines, around train operating divisions, each of
ownership and use. For freight, the long-term decline in
share reflects the falling output in traditional heavy indus-
tries such as coal and steel (where the railways have long 2 condensed account of the background to nationalization,
had a substantial share of the market), together with the together with extensive treatment of the first 25 years of post-
rapid growth in the distribution of light goods (which has nationalization, can be found in T. R. Gourvish, British Railways
always been overwhelmingly road-based). 1948-73: A Business History (Cambridge University Press, 1986).
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which addressed the service needs of a particular passen- warding business that used spare space on passenger trains
ger or freight market (Figure 9.9). The passenger railway (Red Star operated no trains of its own). The other, Rail
sectors included Inter-City (operating high speed interur- Express Systems, operated an extensive network of train
ban services), Network South-East (covering the exten- services for the British Post Office.
sive London comrnuting and feeder routes), and Regional Supporting these businesses was a large Central Services
Railways (operating local feeder and cross-country services Division. This division provided diverse functions such as
in England, Scotland, and Wales). A new company, Euro- information technology, personnel, legal services, finance and
pean Passenger Services, was established by the Board to accounting, research, and architectural design to the oper-
operate high speed rail passenger services through the atingbusinesses. Other important divisions orwhollyowned
Channel Tunnel to France and Belgium. A further wholly subsidiary companies included British Rail Maintenance Ltd.
owned company, Union Railways Ltd., had been established (a wholly owned company running the heavy locomotive and
to build a dedicated, high-speed passenger rail line between rolling stock maintenance activities), the Property Board
London and the Channel Tunnel. (charged with managing and developing property assets),

Freight services were operated by two national divi- and British Rail Telecommunications Ltd. (a venture set up
sions: Tiainload Freight and Rail freight Distribution. The to provide communications services to the other railway
former provided whole train, origin to destination services businesses and to exploit the commercial potential of Brit-
for bulk freight. It focused principally on the coal, steel, ish Rail's network for telecommunications trunking).
petroleum, and aggregates sectors. The latter operated This 'sector-led" organization, which was in place in
some smaller and more diverse bulk freight services but 1993-94, had only lately superseded a more traditional rail-
focused primarily on the intermnodal (containerized) mar- way management structure in which activities were divided
ket, under the name Freightliner. It was also charged with along geographical and functional lines. Under this previ-
developing the new Channel Tunnel rail freight business. ous organizational structure the "sectors" had existed purely

These train operating businesses had been established, as functional commercial and marketing units for a num-
as far as practicable, as vertically integrated railway busi- ber of years.
nesses. They had responsibility for the infrastructure that With the irnplementation of the new structure came
they used (track, depots, stations, and terminals) as well as increased emphasis on internal and external trading, per-
for train operations. The passenger infrastructure (the bulk formance specification, and competitive supply procure-
of the railway network) was assigned to the passenger busi- ment. However, the sector-led organization was not fully
ness which was its principal user, while freight-specific in- mature before privatization brought still more radical or-
frastructure was the responsibility of Trainload Freight. ganizational change. In particular, most of the component
Freightliner services operated mainly over passenger lines. businesses under the sector-led organization were managed

In addition, the Board operated two parcels businesses. as divisions of British Rail subject to central direction by
One, Red Star, was effectively a parcels retailing and for- the Board and were not incorporated.

Figure 9.6 - Britain: Railway Manpower and Productivity, 1970-80
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Figure 9.9 - Britain: Railway Organization (Pre-privatization)
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4. Physical Attributes of British Rail senger journeys, with an average distance of 25 rniles. This
By 1993-94, British Rail operated a network of services statistic was heavilyinfluenced bythe high volume of corn-
extending over some 10,275 miles of route (23,450 track muting trips on Network South-East. Freight tonnage car-
miles) (see Figure 9.5). A little over 1,350 of these route ried was just over 100 million, with an average haul length
miles were freight only, 1,060 miles were passenger only, of just over 80 miles.
and the remainder were used for mixed passenger and While London office workers would regard the railways
freight traffic. Just over 2,500 passenger stations existed as an essential (if not always welcome) part of their daily
on the network. lives, the part now played by the railway in the life of the

Locomotives included 1,400 diesels and 260 electrics nation as a whole was much more limited than in the past.
of varying types. Of these, just under 200 were high speed Trips by road accounted for nearly 95 percent of all passen-
train (diesel) power units. In addition there were some 700 ger miles traveled in Great Britain in 1993, with only 5 per-
high speed train sets, 1,800 locomotive-hauled passenger cent being by rail. Surveys have revealed that a substantial
coaches, a similar number of diesel multiple unit passen- proportion of the population of Britain - particularlypeople
ger train sets, and over 6,500 electric multiple units. The living outside the South-East commuting areas and other
British Rail freight fleet induded more than 13,000 cars. major conurbations - no longer uses the railways.
Half as many again privately owned cars operated on the Turning to freight transport, the railways accounted in
system. Table 9.1 shows long-term trends in British Rail- 1993 for 5 to 6 percent of total freight tonnage or ton rnile-
owned assets. age, or a rather larger proportion if coastal shipping is

In 1993-94 the railways carried over 700 million pas- omitted and one looks purely at inland transport. Again,

Table 9.1 - Britain: Trends in the Rail Asset Base, 1970-93194

Assets I870 1973 1976 -1979 1882 198586 1988/99 1991/92 1993/94

Freight Cars 364,884 248,682 187,000 137,589 71,452 39,007 24,992 19,887 13,871
C:oaches- 25,186 23,344 22,373 21,496 17,628 16,164 14,258 12,925 11,802
.Diesel Locos 4,176 3,639 3,380 3,397 2,947 2,535 2,117 1,831 1,625

' Electic Locos 323 333 351 310 266 243 260 262 260
Stations 2,868 2,735 2,865 2,821 2,711 2,526 2,596 2,551 2,553

Source: BR Annual Reports and Accounts.
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road was overwhelmingly the dominant mode, accounting Inter-City Gross income £897 million
for over 80 percent of ton mileage. However, this disguises (US$1.3 billion)
the important qualification that rail, shipping, and pipe- Operating profit £98 million
lines are more important in the heavy bulk markets while (VS$149 million)
road haulage has a virtual monopoly in the light goods and Network South-East Gross income £1.1 billion
"distribution" markets. (US$1.7 billion), of which

grant £372 million (US$565
5. Financial Performance million)
For the past 20 years, government support for uneconomic Regional Railways Gross income £817 milion
railway passenger services has been paid to the Board (US$1.2 billion), of which
through a "Public Service Obligation" grant that has been grant £542 milion (US$824
determined in annual budget and public expenditure ne- milion)
gotiations. This is not a targeted grant in the sense of being Trainload Freight Gross income £432 million
dedicated to particular passenger services or benchmarked (US$657 million)
to quantified outputs. However, Inter-City passenger ser- Operating profit £85 million
vices have been excluded from receiving the grant from (US$129 million)
1988-89 onward, and over the past 10 years or more a con- Rail Freight Gross income £160 million
sistent policy has been to reduce the operating subsidy to Distribution (US$242 miDlion)
London conmnuter services, particularly as service quality Operating loss £62 milion
was improved through new investment made during the (US$94 milion)
1980s. This has been achieved by implementing fare in- Parcels Businesses Gross income £78 million
creases above the prevailing rate of inflation, by new in- (US$119 million)
vestment and improvements in service quality, and through Operating loss £14 milion
efficiency improvement (see Figure 9.6). During the 1970s (US$21 million).3

and 1980s, more aggressive exploitation of railway com-
mercial property assets, led by the British Rail Property None of the railway passenger businesses earned a sat-
Board and encouraged by successive governments, also isfactory commercial return after full allowance for capital
played a significant part in improving railway finances and charges, etc. Inter-City came dosest, although the overal
holding down the subsidy bill. Figure 9.10 shows trends in result conceals large variations in performance by route
government support, measured as the total of government and time of day. Network South-East services had all of
grants and loans. The increase seen in the figure starting in their capital investment requirements funded by govern-
1989-90 is partly attributable to the substantial investment ment grant, although they more or less broke even on their
undertaken to establish the Channel Tunnel passenger and operating expenses. Regional Railways Services were heavily
freight operations. subsidized, as in earlier years.

In and around the largest cities outside London, urban Overall, the bulk trainload freight business was profit-
and commuter services have been operated by the Board able. However, both the interrnodal (Rail Freight Distri-
on behalf of groups of urban local authorities known as bution) and parcels businesses realized significant losses.
Passenger Transport Authorities (PTAs). The PTAs have a Thus, within the Board's "commercial" services significant
role in specifying service levels and other matters and pay cross-subsidies occurred - a pattern that had become es-
separate grants to cover their operating deficits. tablished over a number of years.

The British Railways Board has throughout been re- Awareness of these financial fundamentals is of critical
quired by the government to operate its freight and par- importance to understanding the policy that the British
cels businesses commercially, without public subsidy. Government took in relation to privatization. The reality

In 1993-94, the last year of account for the unitary rail- was that few, if any, railway passenger services were com-
way, total British Rail turnover, including government merciaDy viable. This situation became clear when proper
grants, exceeded £3.6 bilion (US$5.5 billion). Of this, accounting for reinvestment and full attribution of 'com-
central and local government grants amounted to just un- mon" costs and overheads was taken into account. Yet in
der £1.1 billion (US$1.6 billion) in all. A broad analysis of
results by sector was as follows: BR Annual Report and Accounts, 1993-94.
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Britain, as in many other countries, the operation of a full (when the present Conservative Government first came to
network of high quality passenger rail services was regarded power), privatization of railway activities languished be-
as an important social and political objective, which suc- hind other activities that had a higher priority. From an
cessive governments had reinforced through public sub- early stage, railway privatization had been viewed as a po-
sidy. tentiaDy difficult undertaking, which, if irnplemented na-

On the freight and parcels side, although a standing ively or insensitively, could profoundly reshape the railways
objective for many years was that the British Railways Board in ways that might not command public support.
should operate these services conmmercially without public Throughout the earlier years of the Conservative Gov-
subsidy, certain services were more profitable than others, erinent, railway policy had been focused primarily on
and indeed some were loss-making. Thus the overall posi- achieving continued efficiency improvements measured in
tion of the freight business was dependent on extensive terms of the operating account, while a substantial capital
internal cross-subsidy. ALthough these services had not been investment program was in progress, essentially to replace
directly supported by the taxpayers, strong public support a "bulge" of life-expired assets - the legacy of the rapid
existed for the policy of diverting more freight onto the modernization that had taken place in the 1950s. During
railways and away from an increasingly crowded road net- the 1980s, substantial re-equipment programs were imple-
work. The freight railway was widely perceived as having a mented. These covered South-East and Regional Railways
significant and positive environmental role, notwithstand- services and the London to Edinburgh (east coast main
ing the commercial remit set by the government. line) Inter-City route.

Privatization of the railways was first raised publicly as
PART I: TiHE RESTRUCTURING PROCESS a policy objective by the then Secretary of State for Trans-

port, Paul Channon, at the Conservative Party Conference
1. Railway Privatization: The Beginning in 1987. The policy was reaffirmed and fleshed out five
Although privatization had been a central tenet of the years later, in the Conservative Party's 1992 Election
government's political philosophy and objectives since 1979 Manifesto:

Figure 9.10 - Britain: Government Financial Support to Railways (Grants and Loans), 1979-93/94
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We believe that the best way to produce profound and also taken place. Undoubtedly, the railways had become
lasting improvements on the railways is to end BR's progressively less important to an increasing number of
state monopoly. We want to restore the pride and local people in terms of their impact on daily lives. While ser-
commitment that died with nationalization. We want vice quality had begun to improve, the railways had ac-
to give the private sector the opportunity to operate quired an unfortunate reputation as a standing butt of
existing rail services and introduce new ones, for both public criticism and black humor. Perhaps rising service
passengers and freight. standards and consumer expectations in other fields had

A significant number of companies have already made the British public more impatient with the railways'
said that they want to introduce new railway services shortcomings. Perhaps this attitude was the by-product of
as soon as the monopoly is ended. We will give them the difficulties that the railways have experienced in trying
that chance. to keep up with the luxury of the private car.

Our plans for the railways are designed to bring Public disaffection with the railways, then, was doubt-
better services for all passengers as rapidly as possible. less seen as attributable to the shortcomings of railway
We believe that franchising provides the best way of management and operation. Supporters of privatization felt
achieving that long term; as performance improves and that, notwithstanding the substantial reductions in man-
services become more commercially attractive as a re- power achieved under the nationalized structure, the rail-
sult of bringing in private sector disciplines, it will make ways remained heavily overmanned. From the experience
sense to consider whether some services can be sold gained in other sectors, privatization was viewed as poten-
outright. tially beneficial to railway users and taxpayers alike. Pri-

vate sector operation of the railways would relieve railway
A great deal of water had passed under the bridge in managers from the constraints binding nationalized indus-

the period between the initial and what proved to be the tries (although the ongoing need for subsidy would not
final government commitment to railway privatization. permit a "hands off" relationship between the government

There was no one, simple reason why the issue of rail- and the railways even after privatization). Private sector
way privatization came to a head at the time that it did. It management would increase productivity, would improve
might be inferred from the tone of the Election Manifesto value for money, and would adopt a more enterprising and
that nationalization of the railways was perceived as a "fail- conscientious approach to pleasing the customer. All of
ure.' Undoubtedly, that viewpoint had its political adher- these factors formed the backdrop against which the Brit-
ents, spurred on perhaps by frustration with the fact that ish Rail privatization was first conceived.
considerable public investment in British Rail had failed
to remove it from the strong light of media criticism. 2. Development of Railway Privatization Policy

More important, privatizationwas undoubtedly viewed The government's detailed proposals as to how privatization
by the government as a considerable success story. In other would be effected were published in July 1992, after the
sectors of the economy it had delivered benefits to inves- General Election. In between the first public, political ref-
tors and consumers and was popular with the electorate. erence to privatization and the publication of this policy
Privatization had already transformed and revitalized other statement, extensive deliberation took place within the
businesses within the transport sector, including British Department of Transport. This deliberation was driven
Airways, the British Airports Authority, bus companies, and principally by the search for that elusive railway commod-
ports. It is probably fair to say that successive privatizations ity, financial viability.
had created a policy bias in its favor. The burden of proof Detailed viability analysis of railway operations is a com-
had been reversed: each business still in public ownership plex and rather judgmental undertaking. Railway opera-
needed very good reasons to stay that way Perhaps British tions typically involve shared or "comnmon" costs as well as
Rail remained nationalized as long as it did not because fixed costs that are insensitive to output level. The cost
state ownership was either necessary or inevitable but sim- associated with track use is a notable example. Main line
ply because no one had been able to think of a satisfactory infrastructure is provided in common for a wide range of
way of privatizing it. Thus privatization slowly and imper- operations including both passenger and freight. Particu-
ceptibly moved from being an idea that was not really as- lar costs may be attributable to individual flows, but many
sociated with railways to an idea that was biding its time are typically unattributable (in any precise and scientific
until the right solution would emerge. way) below the flow or even the sector level. Many of these

While it would be wrong to attach too much weight to costs are also largely fixed - at least until substantial step
this idea, there are grounds for believing that a subtle but changes in output levels are considered.
significant shift in public attitudes toward the railways had Within the operations account of a large unitary rail-
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way, a high level of cost sharing and cross-subsidy typically of the potential efficiency gains that might be realized as a
takes place between one service and another. For example, result of post-privatization efficiency improvement, and of
train crews may work for more than one passenger sector, the future investment requirements of the various busi-
or in some cases on both passenger and freight traffic. nesses, in order to estimate their longer-term prospects.
Locomotives, similarly, are used for different duties. Within Against this background, the privatization policy was
a particular passenger schedule, peak hour services may debated and tested from every angle. Would privatization
amply recover their operating costs from fare income, while improve services to passengers and freight customers?
off-peak services within the same "group" may generate How? Might it instead lead to reductions in services? Would
significant operating losses. Even identifying the revenue a privately owned railway simply become a private mo-
base associated with specific services maybe difficult, given nopoly, or could competition be introduced? And how could
the "open" nature of most passenger tickets and the net- competition be made to work fairly and effectively in the
work complications caused by passenger trips that entail rail environment? What would persuade potential inves-
one or more changes of train. tors to take on businesses that had not previously appealed

While revenue attribution is generally more straight- to shareholders and that in many cases were dependent on
forward for freight operations, market strength and conse- state subsidy? To what sort of investors would this kind of
quently operating economics vary widely between flows or business appeal? How could it be ascertained that new in-
flow groups - in some cases even within a single customer vestment would be made and proper maintenance carried
portfolio. No fixed or universal relationship exists between out? What would be needed to ensure continued, safe
the structure of costs and the structure of revenues, and operation of the railway? What would happen to aspects
financial performance varies widely. of railway operations that required a corporatist, "common

Thus, the operation of the railway as a whole depends good" approach, such as arrangements for through ticket-
on a complex web of operational and financial synergies ing or standardization of equipment? How could these be
between different services. A railway with a number of in- maintained if the railway were sub-divided? How could
dependent operators and no (or limited) cross-subsidy the interests of the taxpayer be protected, given that the
could appear quite different from the existing railway. railway would not only continue to require subsidies, but

As a preface to privatization, the Department of Trans- that, in order to attract private investors, total public fund-
port had first to consider the viability of the railway pas- ing would have to rise to levels necessary to ensure ad-
senger businesses. On the freight side, all elements of which equate returns on capital? Would the longer-term savings
would stand on their own after privatization, the perfor- achieved through privatization outweigh the new element
mance of the bulk (trainload) freight business had to be for private profit in the railway accounts?
analyzed at the movement level of detail. A zero-based Answering these questions was not straightforward,
network simulation analysis was undertaken for the partly because of the complexity of the financial viability
intermodal freight business, in which operational synergies issues and partly because of the numerous and difficult to
were significant. reconcile policy objectives and viewpoints. For a better

In some cases new analytic approaches had to be de- understanding of the dimensions of the the task faced by
veloped and agreed upon for tackling the cost attribution those developing a railway privatization policy, it is per-
issues noted above, so that the end result would be a line haps easiest to consider each of the main business divi-
of business profit and loss analysis that was as comprehen- sions of the railway in turn.
sive and "accurate" as possible. A major study was also The account that follows is neither strictly sequential
undertaken of infrastructure cost causation and attribu- nor exhaustive. For the sake of clarity, the main elements
tion, covering both passenger and freight operations; this of the policy formulation process are described separately
effort helped to underpin the later establishment of a sepa- and the various strands are traced through. In practice,
rate track authority. Different (but compatible) approaches many blind alleys were explored and particular issues de-
had to be devised to reflect the economic characteristics bated, set aside, revisited, and debated over again.
of commercial freight services on the one hand and the
subsidized passenger services on the other. These ap- 3. The Rail Freight Business
proaches had to allow for full economic cost recovery for On the freight side it was determined early on that the
infrastructure, including reinvestment cost, without pric- policy should be both to privatize the activity outright and
ing traffic off the railway A summarized account of the to introduce a degree of competition, the lack of which
proposed track charging regirne is given in Appendix 1. gave rise to criticism on the part of the railway's commer-

In addition to looking at the railway's cost and rev- cial customers. Policy within the European Commnunity had
enue base, the Department and the Board made judgments already moved toward the adoption of a "liberalized ac-
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cess" policy for European railway networks, particularly of rail cars. Within the steel group, bulk iron ore deliveries
(though not exclusively) for freight services, with the adop- to steelworks from coastal terminals had broadly sirnilar
tion of EC Directive 440 in 1991. The Ministers' disposi- characteristics.
tion was that Britain should move further and more rap- This type of business was relatively easy to serve and
idly along the liberalization path, with competition built was commercially profitable. With high annual flow vol-
into the restructuring design wherever possible. umes and large shipment lot sizes, it was also judged to be

A detailed movement flow and group flow analysis of relatively safe from road haul competition. However as
the bulk trainload freight business revealed considerable railway privatization policy developed, it became increas-
variations in financial performance across and within the ingly clear that the power generating industry was becom-
"core" business portfolio of the railway. Overall, the pic- ing significantly less dependent on coal. Coal burning ca-
ture that emerged was that of a business clearly capable of pacity was being displaced by the construction of relatively
generating cash but one in need of significant improve- small, inexpensive, and flexible gas-fired power stations,
ments in productivity to remain competitive with road haul- which were highly cost-competitive and less polluting. Be-
age, to expand, and to generate profits sufficient to fund tween 1992 and 1994, coal traffic carried by rail dropped
reinvestment. by a third.

The main rail bulk commodity groupings in Britain are Conversely, flows in the intermediate and finished steel,
coal, steel (and related products), petroleum, and construc- petroleum, and aggregates sectors involved longer hauls,
tion products (principally aggregates) (Figure 9.11). Brit- lower annual volume, and more widely dispersed and less
ish Rail had operated the bulk freight business as a single predictable origins and destinations. These types of busi-
national entity. Marketing sub-divisions of the single en- nesses were more difficult to serve and more dependent
terprise were organized around these four commodity on scope economies (such as the operation of multiple
groupings. freight flows from common locomotive depots). They had

Since the early 1960s, when coal was largely phased a more variable financial performance and were inherently
out as a domestic heating fuel, the market for coal had more vulnerable to competition from road haulers.
centered on large volume deliveries to power stations and For many years the railway freight business had been
to very large industrial consumers, such as British SteeL losing ground to road transport. In absolute terms, and
Power station flows in particular typically involved short ignoring recent changes in the coal market, rail market
hauls with regular cyde times between two points. This led decline had been gradual. However, the growth in total
to the development of the so-called "merry-go-round" op- freight market had been quite steep. Virtually all of this
eration, with automated, "in motion" loading and discharge incremental market had been captured byroad rather than
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rail. Public concerns, aroused by environmental issues and that is not protected by fully automated train control sys-
the inconvenience of the growing congestion on major roads tems - training and technical knowledge that for over 40
and motorways, focused increasingly on shifting more years had been the exclusive domain of British Rail.
freight to the railways. The policy eventually adopted was therefore a combi-

A detailed analysis of the Trainload Freight business nation of liberalization, privatization, and restructuring of
indicated that no significant market shift was likely to take the existing Trainload Freight business into independent,
place unless a way could be found to engineer radical competing entities. A substantial aspect of the analytic and
change in the business. "Breakthrough" improvements in preparatory task was to determine how best to achieve this
efficiency would have to be achieved rapidly to counter split. Care was needed - not least in view of the marginal
deteriorating rail competitiveness and to offer a realistic financial state of significant parts of the business and its
prospect of developing new markets. extensive dependence on internal cost sharing and

While privatization itself might be expected to drive cross-subsidy. The government certainly did not wish to
the business toward greater productivity, the analysis added precipitate a substantial diversion of traffic from rail to road.
weight to the case for going further and allowing open en- A new, initially geographically based, structure was de-
try and competition in parallel with privatization. Notice veloped that respected the essentially geographic produc-
was taken, for example, of the experience of the "short tion basis on which the railway operated (it was built up
line" operations in the United States, where smaller scale, from local traction and train crew depots around the coun-
independent operators had made a success of businesses try). The effort to strike a balance between ensuring com-
that the major railroads had written off as unviable. In prin- petition and protecting financial viability led to a three
ciple, on-rail competition could come either from attract- company division of assets and focused on concentrations
ing new entrants to the business ('open access") or from of key customers and flow groups. One company, eventu-
splitting up the existing Trainload Freight business into ally renamed Loadhaul, was based in the North-East of
competing companies. The threat of competition alone was England, historically a center of coal mining, power gen-
expected to have beneficial effects on efficiency. eration, and steel-making. Another, called Mainline, was

From the outset, ministers were keen to allow open based in the South-East but also included the important
access and to encourage it. Indeed, in 1991 (long before East Midlands coalfields. The third, Transrail, was given a
the privatization policy White Paper) the then Secretary of much larger area, extending from the South-West of En-
State, Malcolm Riflcind, encouraged the British Railways gland up to and including the whole of Scotland, taking in
Board to facilitate open access, although it was recognized Wales and the West of England on the way. This company
that new legislation was needed to clarify some potential was less active in the coal market and had a higher propor-
difficulties, such as aspects of legal liability. tion of the lower volume, longer haul type movements of

Open access was seen as particularly desirable since bulk commodities.
new entrants would by definition not be encumbered with While these companies began by being geographically
the manning and operating practices developed over nearly based, they also operated trains and served customer trans-
half a century of public ownership and could be expected port needs outside their own areas. The government's policy
to inject a "breath of fresh air" into the industry, thus stimu- document Rail Freight Privatization: The Government's Pro-
lating widespread efficiency gains through demonstration posals, published in May 1993, stated that "of 11,600 track
and emulation. miles carrying trainload freight at present, more than half

However, persuasive reasons also existed for not re- will carry trains operated by more than one company and
garding the liberalization of access to the railway network nearly a quarter by all three. " Therefore, the splitting up of
as sufficient to guarantee the development of effective Trainload Freight was done in a way that created three new
on-rail competition. New entrants might be deterred by national bulk freight businesses, each with a mixed and
the dominance of a single, very large, national bulk freight mutually competitive portfolio of traffic - not three re-
operator if British Rail's Trainload Freight business were gional monopolies or three narrow subsector specialists.
to be sold as it then stood. The natural barriers to entry To facilitate and protect competition it was important
into the rail freight business are quite significant; they arise that the new freight companies should not be given the
from the basic business characteristics discussed earlier, opportunity to create "ransom territories" by locking in
such as high capital requirements and long asset lives, and customers whose facilities were located on spur lines or
volatility in the freight markets. There were other deter- sidings that a single carrier accessed exclusively. Full verti-
rents as well, such as the specialized training and technical cal integration of the rail freight businesses was never an
knowledge required to operate trains safely on a network option in any case in Britain, given the dominance of the
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passenger railway on the network. Early in the process it A policy decision to give the new companies responsi-
was determined that freight-specific infrastructure such as bility for the operation of so-called engineers' trains (de-
freight only spur lines and sidings should be owned by the livering materials and supplies for track maintenance and
new track authority, Railtrack. Competitive use of these renewals work) significantly boosted the total portfolio and
facilities would be protected through regulated "access asset base of all three businesses. In addition, some bulk
agreements." Fueling points, essential to the day-to-day freight flows that had been operated within another divi-
operation of train services, were also made subject to open sion of British Rail (Railfreight Distribution) were trans-
access in order to facilitate future competition. ferred to the trainload freight side.

A balance needed to be struck between, on the one A separate analysis was conducted of the established
hand, giving the three new companies a proper asset base rail intermodal (containerized) freight business,
with which to continue their operations and the correspond- Freightliner. Freightliner operated a national network of
ing "ownership and control" over the asset base, and, on services principally in the ocean container market - the
the other hand, providing a liberalized, competitive frame- distribution of ISO containers between inland terminals
work and competitive access via third party tracks. In ad- and coastal ports, with an operational hub at Crewe, in the
ditionto locomotives, rail cars, personnel, and offices, etc., North-West of England (Figure 9.12). The sharing of ter-
each company was allocated an appropriate share of exist- minals and (to some extent) trains led to more extensive
ing train crew depots, light maintenance depots for wag- interdependencies between flows than existed in the bulk
ons and locomotives, and switching yards (although these trainload freight businesses. Therefore, operational viabil-
last were made subject to the open access regime). ity had to be analyzed with the help of a zero-base network
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simulation, to establish the "value added" of each incre- might put at least parts of the passenger railway on a com-
mental terminal or terminal pair and each additional leg of mercial footing, a significant projected financial viability
the network. The conclusion was that Freightliner could gap remained in the case of Inter-City services. This was
not viably be sub-divided and should be transferred to the the case even after allowing for some financial restructur-
private sector as a single business. ing to take account of underfunded investment require-

Rail Express Systems was another national operator, ments. For Network South-East (predominantly London
running a nationwide network of train services for the Brit- commuter services) and Regional Railways, a substantial
ish Post Office. These included both unmanned mail vans profit shortfall was projected, although in the case of the
and the famous traveling Post Office trains, on which late former some individual service groups were close to finan-
mail is sorted overnight for early next day delivery in major cial viability.
towns and cities. Plans to privatize Rail Express Systems Further surgery of the sort which Dr. Beeching had
were given a substantial impetus by the Post Office, which performed on BR in the 1960s did not offer a viable solu-
demonstrated its future commitment to the railway by en- tion to this problem. Not only did it pose the risk that
tering into a new 10-year contract and by investing in a privatization would founder on the rocks of political dis-
new London mail sorting center and a number of new train content, but the available operations analysis suggested that
sets, amounting to around £100 million in all. radical downsizing offered no certainty that financial vi-

Another business earmarked for separate sale was Red ability would be attained. One of the lessons that can be
Star. This was in effect a parcels retailing and forwarding drawn from railway restructuring is that it is easier to shed
business. Red Star used spare space on Inter-City passen- traffic and revenues than it is to escape costs. What has
ger trains for delivery between major centers. It also con- been termed "the search for the profitable core" can be-
tracted with road courier services for door-to-door deliver- come a wild goose chase.
ies. A statistical summary of the main rail freight and par- From the outset, the government took it as axiomatic
cels businesses, as they appeared in mid 1994, is given in that privatization should offer improvements in the quality,
Appendix 2. variety, and value of services offered to the traveling pub-

lic, as it was perceived to have done in other industries -
4. The Railway Passenger Business and, indeed, elsewhere within the transport sector. It fol-
The issues confronting those developing the concept of lowed, then, that the first step toward privatization could
passenger service privatization were in some ways pro- not take the form of substantial service cuts or massive
foundly dissimilar to those raised by the sale of the railway fare increases. From this it followed in turn that a substan-
freight business. Franchising was the concept that eventu- tial measure of government subsidy for passenger services
ally came to the fore, but the path to franchising proved would have to be offered indefinitely after privatization,
lengthy and entailed the creation of a separate track au- just as during the decades of public ownership. Nor was
thority along the way. there any significant part of the passenger railway that could

On the freight side, privatization and liberalization be excluded from subsidy. While this had recently been
seemed to be the natural extrapolation of the government's done for Inter-City services while they were under British
existing commercial policy, although the application of the Rail (as was noted earlier), a detailed commercial viability
policy involved extensive refinement because of the un- analysis indicated that Inter-City as a whole would require
even financial performance of the businesses and the over- substantially more than its fare box income in order to
riding objective to keep freight off the roads. achieve returns that private investors would regard as ac-

By contrast, on the passenger side, it might be fair to ceptable, while providing satisfactorily for reinvestment.
observe that "the devil was in the concept" as much as in Moreover, sector results concealed wide variations in the
the detail. Far from assuming that railway passenger ser- financial performance of individual services or service groups
vices should be operated against commercial objectives, for passenger services, just as for freight. Thus, peak hour
the accepted policy of governments of all political persua- Inter-City trains from London to Edinburgh might be com-
sions for decades had been that the passenger railway ex- merciallyviable, while services beyond Edinburgh and off-peak
isted as much to fulfill broader social and economic objec- services on the same route might be loss-making. A similar
tives as to make money - which, in any case, it had sig- (orworse)pictureobtainedinthecaseofmanyotherInter-City
nally failed to do. - routes, while the picture for many Network South-East and

While the Conservative Party's Election Manifesto of Regional Railways services was starker, aswas indicated above.
1992 could suggest a long-term aspiration that privatization As has been noted, for some 20 years the principal
would bring about improvement in efficiency and that this tranche of public support for the passenger railway had
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been paid to British Rail as a single sum. Subsidies had not don to Edinburgh Inter-City services. If we suppose that a
been targeted for specific services. The understanding on policy of open access was adopted, paralleling that already
which the support was provided was that British Rail would, described for freight services, new commercial operators
in return for public funding, operate a network of services would thus have the right to introduce new passenger ser-
'broadly comparable" to that which they had operated in vices that would be operated on a purely commercial basis
1974, when this form of Public Service Obligation was first (that is, without subsidy). If we assume that a pattern of
devised and imposed. Adrnittedly, over the years, changes services could be devised that was profitable and that re-
had taken place in the nature of the obligation, most nota- quired no subsidy, open entry to the business would have
bly the exclusion of Inter-City services from grants, effec- the effect of 'cherrypicking" on pre-existing businesses.
tive from 1988-89. However, these changes had been pe- That is, a new service pattern could be introduced that
ripheral, and the system of support continued to afford a would redirect traffic from existing services, at the most
high degree of flexibility in which particular services could profitable tirnes of day and over the most profitable sec-
be introduced or withdrawn as market and financial fac- tions of route.
tors dictated. From the condusion that a substantial level Supporters of laissez-faire might welcome such a de-
of financial support would have to continue after velopment as promoting a more efficient allocation of re-
privatization, it followed that this established system for sources. However, the government did not regard provi-
paying grants needed to be radically reformed to fit into sion of railway passenger services as a matter that could be
the new environment. left entirely to the market. Given the underlying require-

As a publicly owned corporation, British Rail could ment that loss-making but socially desirable services would
broadly be relied upon to balance efficiency improvements continue to be supported through public subsidy, unfet-
and improved financial performance against the public and tered entry to the market by commercial operators posed
political expectation that the passenger railway would not substantial practical difficulties. For example, the process
change radically from one year to the next. In that context, of planning train services over a crowded, high-speed rail-
a somewhat loose understanding was possible of what was way network is technically not amenable to constant "chum-
being purchased in return for the Public Service Obliga- ing." Moreover, the intrinsic economics were such that the
tion grant, and, indeed, this arrangement proved remark- overall public subsidy bill could easily be increased as a
ably durable. consequence of the introduction of new commercial ser-

Let us take the example of the London to Scotland vices - an outcome difficult to defend in public interest
Inter-City services cited above and change the context to terms.
the extent of postulating a private company as owner/op- The issue of competition and how it could be accom-
erator in place of a nationalized industry. In the absence of modated proved to be one of the most difficult questions
specific prohibitions, such a private operator would be that arose during the development of privatization policy
motivated to trim or withdraw loss-making services extend- on the passenger side. Its implications extended beyond
ing into more sparsely populated areas, or services in passenger railway operations per se and affected, for ex-
off-peak hours, or at night, to the extent that the bottom ample, the eventual decision to separate train operations
line of the business could be improved. Such commercial from the provision of railway infrastructure - certainly
freedom was diametrically opposed to the underlying ethos one of the "biggest" decisions of the entire policy formula-
which defined the relationship between the government tion process. This is not to imply that the policy debate
and the railway As part of this ethos, the Public Service was always framed in termis of how much competition would
Obligation grant was paid in order to facilitate and protect result from specific restructuring options and in what forn.
the operation of loss-making but socially or economically Rather, it was a leitmotif that constantly surfaced and
desirable passenger services while maintaining an "accept- evolved through different forms.
able" level of operational flexibility. The implications were A desire for improved customer service, which a more
that the grant regime for a privatized railway and the obli- competitive environment could be expected to deliver,
gations associated with it would have to be explicit and spe- meant that the option of simply privatizing the passenger
cific. The process of annual planning and determination of railway as a single, vertically integrated entity (in effect, a
service levels would have to be more tightly directed for private sector mirror image of British Rail without freight)
the privatized railway than it was under nationalization. was dismissed at an early stage. This option was perceived

The same considerations also had profound implica- as perpetuating the rail monopoly, albeit in a private sector
tions for liberalization and competition in passenger rail- form. Such an entity would be challenged to innovate and
way operations. Let us take again the example of the Lon- respond to passenger needs only by the competitive pres-
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sures arising from other modes of transport. Substantial Nor did splitting up the railway on this model solve the
though it was and is, intermodal competition did not en- vexing question of subsidy. Investors purchasing large re-
sure the kinds of benefits to consumers that Ministers gional railways would also need assurance about future lev-
wanted privatization to yield. And it would also have been els of subsidy (running possibly indefinitely into the fu-
extremely difficult to fix a defensible level of subsidy for a ture) - a requirement that any government would find
single private sector owner in perpetuity. difficult to satisfy.

While these were unquestionably the main reasons for Last but not least, there was the issue of how and to
rejecting unitary privatization, such a structure was also whom such companies could be sold. Had the private
seen as raising questions about the relative positions of the monopoly prevailed in the final analysis, one answer would
privatized freight companies and the would-be open ac- have appeared appropriate - public flotation. The mas-
cess freight operators that would be confronted by a huge sive turnover and asset base of such a company put it well
private corporation that would own and control the whole beyond feasibility for a trade sale and made a management
of the railway network but with a commercial interest fo- buyout even less likely.
cused entirely on the operation of passenger services. That Latter day reincarnations of the old regional railway
prospect offered little comfort for the successful companies would also be too large to appeal to any but the
privatization or future development of existing freight op- most substantial strategic investor. Therefore, the preferred
erations, or for the aspiration to expand the size and role option for effecting the privatization would again be flota-
of the freight railway. tion. However, despite the loyal army of railway enthusi-

Railway history afforded another broad option for con- asts whose nostalgia for the days of "God's Wonderful
sideration - namely, the sub-division of British Rail to re- Railway" (as the Great Western Railway company was col-
create vertically integrated regional railways resembling the loquially known) was boundless, the appetite of the gen-
pre-nationalization companies - the Great Western, the eral public for a series of railway share offers might prove
Southern, the London, Midland & Scottish, and the Lon- limited. Compounding this problem, it was found difficult
don & North Eastern. It was accepted that this would to design the boundaries and portfolios of modern regional
amount to the creation of regional railway monopolies in railway companies in a manner that did not leave some
place of the current national monopoly. With this scenario, railway companies looking distinctly less attractive than
only in limited cases would it have been practicable for others from a conventional investor's viewpoint.
passengers to choose between two or more regional com- This situation left a range of options based substan-
panies for an individual joumey. Nevertheless, this alter- tially on the sector-led organization of the railway that Brit-
native structure could have provided competition by emu- ish Rail had begun to develop. Few stones were left
lation. Railway managers and employees in one company unturned among the variants that were considered, and
might vie with others to offer the best quality services. views evolved significantly as time went on.

Still, the idea of competition by emulation had its de- The objective of effective competition left its mark on
tractors. The view that the re-creation of the old, vertically the development of restructuring policy as well. While it
integrated regional railways would suffice to stimulate inno- was accepted that unbridled liberalization would destabi-
vation was not universally shared. Moreover, this idea posed lize railway operations and endanger the satisfactory op-
significant practical difficulties. The trip patterns of railway eration of public subsidy regimes, the search continued for
passengers and the patterns of railway passenger services ways of promoting competition. This concern was moti-
had changed significantly since nationalization. While a sub- vated by a desire to release competitive pressures for ser-
stantial volume of railway services was still organized in a vice improvement and by the continuing need to protect
radial pattern with London as the principal hub, many new the interests of the taxpayer.
cross-country passenger services had developed that did not The options described up to this point had all involved
fit within the pre-1948 network parameters. The same point some form of outright sale (conventional privatization).
applied with greater force to freight services, for which the However, as the privatized companies would have required
east-west axis had become as important as the north-south. substantial public subsidy indefinitely, outright sale was open
Confronting the operators of cross-border passenger or to the objection that it would leave the taxpayer at the mercy
freight services with the need to negotiate access and train of the new owners of the railway, quite apart from questions
paths with two or more large private sector network owners/ as to the form that sales might take and their feasibility From
operators, focused primarily on their own passenger service this policy dilemma arose the idea of franchising the opera-
portfolios, was no more attractive than the private monopoly tion of passenger services. While the idea of franchising was
option described above. initially conceived for the more heavily subsidized Network
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South-East and Regional Railways sectors, it was adopted in provide a natural opportunity for diversification. Regional,
due course as the preferred policy for the whole of the pas- bus companies were the prime example. Ministers wer,e
senger railway, induding Inter-City services. Franchising had keen to encourage such interest, to broaden the potential
three particular attractions: market and also to ensure that railway privatization would

not be seen purely as a business opportunity for very large
• Franchising unlocked the door to competitionfor the corporations.

market. Without veering toward laissez-faire liberal- In view of the market evidence and also of the policy
ization at one extreme, or relying solely on competi- concerns to introduce franchising progressively, to promote
tion by emulation or at the other, franchising the competition by emulation (as well as through letting fran-
operation of services for limnited periods through chises), and to imbue the new businesses with a regional
competitive tender offered a genuine market test or local character, it was decided to restructure the railway
that could be expected to give private operators the for franchising passenger service groups of varying scale
incentive to achieve high quality and good value for and complexity. Another relevant concern was that of en-
money for public subsidy. suring that the new units would have adequate market

* Franchising offered a ready mechanism for protec- strength and operational coherence.
tion of the passengers' and the taxpayers' interests on A vigorous political debate followed concerning the
a month-to-month, year-to-year basis, and resolved precise map for franchising. The initial published version
the problem of putting in place a more deterministic can be seen in Figure 9.5. In all, 25 franchises were de-
subsidy regime after privatization. Franchises could fined, representing a substantial unbundling of passenger
be let in terms that would make clear the basis on railway operations. These were sub-divided into two groups:
which subsidy would be paid and would set the
parameters within which the new operator would be * Eight fast track frandcises, comprising fourInter-City
expected to perform. A degree of flexibility could be service groups (London - Edinburgh, London -

built in to give the operator an incentive. Subsidy Sheffield/Leeds, London-SouthWales/Comwall, and
could be committed for the life of the franchise the London - Gatwick Airport express) and also the
without tying the government's hands forever (which London - Tilbury/Southend line, the Central and
had proved a serious problem in considering any South-Western divisions of Network South-East
option involving the outright sale of subsidized ser- (London - Brighton, Bournemouth, Exeter, and
vices). In extreme cases, if a franchisee did not Weymouth), and ScotRail (all Scottish passenger
perform acceptably the franchise rights could be services except the Edinburgh and Glasgow Inter-
terminated and re-offered. City trains).

* Franchising would enable the privatization of the Eighteenothergroups,comprisingtheotherlnter-City
passengerrailwaytoproceed progressively, ataspeed groups, further sections of Network South - East,
reflecting the differing characteristics and perfor- and groups of Regional Railways services.
mances of the varying service groups within British
Rail and the need to develop the market for railway A brief statistical overview of the first eight franchises
privatization over time. Whatever its shortcomings, is given in Appendix 3 to this report.
British Rail had a substantial track record in running The concept of franchising embraced the value added
the railway. Handing this task over to new operators activities of marketing and operating passenger trains, in-
- possibly from outside the railway industry - was cluding ticketing, service planning and timetabling, provi-
seen by some as a high risk strategy that could go sion of train crew, manning and operation of stations, and
wrong. Progressive franchising would enable the provision and maintenance of rolling stock and locomo-
policy change to proceed more cautiously, at least in tives, together with the management of these activities.
the earlyphases ofirnplementation. British Railwould To ensure continuity and protect employee rights in
continue to run all passenger services until these accordance with the law, it was decided that the opera-
services were successfully franchised. tions to be franchised would be set up as separate compa-

nies with their own staff, assets, and supporting contracts,
In Britain, interest in operating railway passenger ser- which would be taken over by the initial franchisee and, to

vices had been expressed not only by some larger compa- the extent necessary to secure continuity of service, trans-
nies but also by smaller companies whose current activities ferred intact to subsequent inheritors of the franchise.
were such that investment in passenger rail operations might A substantial political concem from an early stage was
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the risk that fragmentation of the national railwaywould thestations, togetherwithresponsibilityforthemajormulti-
lead to the disappearance of the "network benefits" that user terminals, was eventually resolved by the creation of
railway passengers had taken for granted, notably the abil- Railtrack.
ity to purchase through tickets, at an all-inclusive price, for
journeys extending across different parts of the system. 7. Railtrack
Minisers determined that measures should be taken to The singe biggest step in the unbundling of the railway
protect and preserve such benefits to the maximum prac- was the creation of an independent national track author-
ticable extent. Franchisees would be required to partici- ity. The idea of a separate track authority was considered
pate in certain inter-operator agreements to this end. from an early stage, but strongly opposing views on the

subject surfaced.
5. Rolling Stock Leasing Arrangements In several European countries the idea of a separate
It was recognized that conveying to franchisees outright track authority had already been adopted, although the
ownership of locomotives and rolling stock, together with degree of separation between the track and operations var-
the responsibility for planning and providing for reinvest- ied. The track authority concept had probably been taken
ment in new equipment, could pose a substantial entry furthest in Sweden (see Chapter 8).
barrier, especially to smaller companies. It would also com- The European Commission had also shown an interest
plicate the process of letting and re-letting franchises, given in the idea. In paralle with liberalization measures in other
the variability of equipment condition, maintenance cycles, fields (such as European air services and road haulage), a
and costs and replacernent cydes. Therefore, it was de- debate had occurred within the EC about the scope for a
cided to create three Rolling Stock Leasing Companies more open regime involving all European railway networks.
(ROSCOs), which would own and lease out the passenger Some advocates in this debate were more interested in the
locomotives and rolling stock to franchisees. Leases would development of a free rail market, while others focused on
be determined on fully commercial terms, making the inter-operability and the improvement of cross-border
ROSCOs profitable (and substantial) companies in their transportation. In 1991, a directive on intercarrier access
own right, which could be offered for sale. was adopted which required all European railways to sepa-

Each of the three ROSCOs would have a portfolio of rate infrastructure from operations, at least in accounting
between 3,000 and 4,000 railway vehides of varying age terms, and to provide access on a fair basis for railway ser-
and type, together with the responsibility for new invest- vice companies operating international passenger services
ment and for planning and commissioning heavy mainte- and for railway operators offering international combined
nance. The government's objective was to establish a com- tranwsport freight services. In principle, this directive opened
petitive market in the supply of railway rolling stock the door for new entrants.

This measure had some influence on the Brtish policy
6. Stations decision to liberalize the provision of rail freight services.
A policy debate also ensued about stations. Passing out- While the measure did not lead directly to the adoption of
right ownership of and full responsibility for stations to the a separate track authority structure in Britain, it was an
passenger service franchisees raised problems similar to important precedent, and it had a direct effect in requiring
those noted with respect to locomotives and rolling stock. British Rail to restructure its accounts and to grant track
Ministers were concerned that the commercial potential, access rights on the limited basis set out in the directive.
particularly of some of the larger stations and terminals, The concept of separating ownership and management
should be effectively exploited to create new business op- of infrastructure from operations aroused strongly diver-
portunities and to generate income for the railway indus- gent opinions. Broadly speaking, the arguments in opposi-
try. It was felt that leaving this task to the passenger fran- tion were predominantly technical and commercial. Op-
chisees would not necessarily ensure the best results in this ponents pointed out the complexity and specificity of the
area. Moreover, some major terminals, for example in Lon- technical interconnections between track and structures,
don, would be used by several franchisees. on the one hand, and operational matters such as car de-

It was dear, however, that the majority of stations on sign and crew operating procedures on the other. They also
the network were relatively small, had limited development pointed out that the infrastructure use accounted for only
potential, and would be-used either exclusively or predomi- slightly less than half of total railway costs and that vertical
nantly by a single franchisee. In such cases, leaving the integration represented the natural state of railway enter-
management and operation of the station to the franchi- prises. Effective cost control and productive use of infta-
see seemed the simplest solution. The actual ownership of structure were as vital to successful operations as were train
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operations themselves. Introducing an arm's length com- which raised comnmercial concerns and concerns about
mercial interface between the two would inject needless coordination and train control. Concems were expressed
legal complexity and would lead to endless unproductive that subdividing the network could inhibit future invest-
disputes. The track authority idea was characterized as a ment in projects to modernize and unify train control, and
leap into the dark, one which entailed needless commer- could also inhibit the adoption of improved technical and
cial and operational risks. In addition, significant opposi- safety standards. It was argued that different parts of the
tion surfaced within the railway industry to the idea of lib- railway might be induced to move toward different techni-
eralization and open access, with which the track authority cal solutions, which would reduce the extent of inter-oper-
concept was also associated. ability.

Advocates of liberalization and competition saw the Market concerns surfaced, as well. The decision as to
track authority as a friendly and facilitating structural in- whether to set the new operations up as vertically integrated
novation. It was accepted that a vertically integrated rail- businesses substantially affected organizational size and
way (whether kept together as a national system or split up complexity, asset portfolios, and target markets for the
into smaller geographical units) could in principle be made businesses. Given the uncertainties as to the breadth and
compatible with liberalization. However, concerns re- strength of potential markets, pressure existed to adopt
mained about the lack of commercial neutrality under such solutions that would make sales more certain and that
an arrangement and about the complexity of the commer- would widen potential markets, as contrasted with solu-
cial and operational interfaces if the railway system were tions that would exclude whole market areas or would make
divided geographically - an outcome which was more sales more difficult.
likely than privatization of the whole railway as a single The adoption of franchising for passenger services made
business. a difference to the technical arguments, as well. It was not

From the earliest stages of the planning process, there easy to combine re-tendering for operational franchises at
was a tendency to treat freight on a different basis from regularintervals with giving the franchisee primary respon-
passenger services. A consensus emerged early on that sibility for major infrastructure investment planning.
freight should be run on a fully commercial basis, that Arguments in favor of the track authority concept also
freight businesses should be sold outright to the private emerged from the viewpoint of accounting transparency
sector, and that the new owners/operators should be given and the implementation of privatization "across the piece."
as much comrnercial and managerial freedom as was ac- The progressive implementation of a franchising program
corded to the owner of any private business. To ensure would take several years, during which time the national-
that the commercial freight side did not face unfair com- ized British Railways Board would continue to exist as a
petition from subsidized passenger services operators that passenger train operator. However, if the infrastructure
also ran freight trains, it was thought preferable that the were kept together as a single national unit (rather than
Railways Board (for as long as it continued to operate) and being split up with the franchises), British Rail would have
its successors, the passenger franchise operators, should an altogether more substantial and longer-term role. Con-
withdraw entirely from freight operations. Since the only versely, if the infrastructure were separated from opera-
workable vertically integrated models for railway orgarniza- tions and from BR, the impetus for change could be
tion involved combining infrastructure control with domi- strengthened in the following ways.
nant passenger operations, increasing pressure for a sepa-
rate track authority emerged from those arguing the cause * British Rail's ongoing role would be reduced substan-
of rail freight. It was felt that a neutral, third party control tially and at an early stage in the process.
of infrastructure would be more conducive to the com- * The infrastructure side of the business could be set
mercial and operational requirements of freight than would up on a fully commercial basis, charging operators
a series of vertically integrated, passenger only railway op- access fees that would enable it to reinvest and earn
erators. a viable return. While this would undoubtedly re-

In addition, several technical reasons arose for creat- quire increased subsidy for passenger services in the
ing a track authority. While it was not physically impracti- short term, itwould help to maketransparent thetrue
cable to split railway infrastructure into regional or local costs of running the railway.
units based on line and/or signaling system control areas, * The arrangement would also expose the infrastruc-
this arrangement might not be the most satisfactory, tech- ture provider to direct commercial pressure. To sus-
nically. However the splitting up might be done, train ser- tain access charges at levels that would promote
vices would still have to cross infrastructure boundaries, business growth, the track authority would have to
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seek ways of improving value for money - for the state and not charged for at point of use (nor, typicall1 are
example, by contracting out for the supply of support they fully charged for indirectly through road vehide and fuel
services and for track maintenance and renewals, and taxation), the argument ran that the railways could not achieve
by improving track utilization. their proper role in the national transport system unless the

* At some point, the track authority itself could be state separately provided and (heavily) subsidized the railway
privatized. It would have a viable revenue base and a network - a very different perspective from that of
set of commercial trading relationships. This would policymakers in Britain.
constitute a major steptowardthe overall privatization
goal. 8. Unbundling Support Services

From the outset it had been an important part of the rail-
It would be wrong to point to any one argument as way privatization agenda to inject competition and other

having 'clinched" the decision in favor of a separate, uni- market disciplines into the provision of key railway sup-
fied track authority. It is probable that the balance shifted port services.
toward the track authority in the wake of the decision to The heavy train maintenance depot activities had been
adopt franchising as the preferred route for privatization grouped earlier by British Rail under a separate subsidiary.
of passenger operations. In particular, once it had been It was determined that these activities should be offered
accepted there could not be a "big bang" sale (in other separately for sale. British Rail Telecommunications Ltd.,
words, passenger service privatization would be imple- which provided telecommunications services to the rail-
mented progressively, over time), Ministers were increas- way, was also earmarked for separate sale. Anew organiza-
ingly drawn to the policy arguments listed above. Since tion was required to provide large track project mainte-
passenger franchising also strengthened the technical case nance and renewals services on a separate footing. A com-
for separating the infrastructure from operations and since petitive, commercial market for track maintenance would
separation was more obviously compatible with the follow from the formal, arm's length relationship between
government's policy intentions for rail freight, the scales this large project company and Railtrack and from the sepa-
were finally tilted in favor of the track authority. rate organization and sale of the local/regional track main-

Initially, Railtrack" would be organized as a govern- tenance units. The umbrella organization for these units
ment-owned company, separate from British Rail. The in- became known as British Rail Infrastructure Services. In
tention was to transfer it to the private sector when condi- addition, miscellaneous service activities involving business
tions were right. To facilitate this transfer, Railtrack would systems, architectural design, engineering services, research,
not be subsidized and would be given a commercial con- and other activities were spun off. It was decided that these
trol regime from the outset. It would also be established as would be unbundled and privatized to the maximum ex-
a "lean" company; its day-to-day operational staff would tent practicable.
include signalmen but not British Rail's large infrastruc- Appendix 4 to this chapter gives some broad details of
ture maintenance and renewal organization, which would these activities.
have an arm's length contractual relationship to Railtrack.
This would facilitate the progressive introduction of com- 9. The Railway Regulator
petition in the provision of track maintenance services. As with earlier large privatizations, particularly those in

The creation of Railtrack also resolved the remaining which a dominant or near-monopoly business had been
questions regarding the passenger stations. It was decided created, it was accepted that independent regulation of the
that Railtrack should own all passenger stations and should industry would be needed. For this purpose a new statu-
initialy take responsibility for the management and com- tory Regulator would be created with three main roles:
mercial exploitation of major, multi-user terminals. At a
later stage, these large terminals might be transferred to * To ensure fair play by atrack in allocating and
independent station operators. Management of smaHer sta- charging for track access between different operators
tions would become the responsibility of the passenger fran- * To promote competition and prevent the abuse of
chisees who would lease them from Railtrack. any dominant market position

It is interesting to note how similar structural solutions can * To protect the interests of railway passengers, for
be advocated and adoptedcfor fundamentally different reasons. example by ensuring the preservation of the network
On the Continent, the most common reason cited for adopt- connectivity" benefits.
ing the track authority approach had been what might be called
the modal balance or harmonization argument. Because local The Regulator would be jointly responsible (with the
and national road networks were proided and maintained by Office of Fair Trading) for enforcing domestic competi-
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tion law in relation to railway activities. In addition, the to achieve the most popular and widely supported objec-
Regulator would be empowered to intervene and mediate tive of privatization - improving the standard of services
in cases of dispute between operators and Railtrack or be- to customers. Offset against this strength was the risk that
tween one operator and others. In order to police railway this more intimate relationship between the railway opera-
activities effectively and to enforce compliance with regu- tor and the state would invite a greater degree of political
latory requirements (and also to enforce participation in involvement in the day-to-day operation of the railway,
joint industry arrangements such as through ticketing), the whether as a consequence of a predetermined political
Regulator would have two main "powers": agenda or in response to specific passenger complaints.

This risk was seen as incompatible with the underlying
• Powers to license railway passenger and freight op- philosophy and objectives of privatization.

erators, providers of network (i.e., infrastructure) The solution adopted was to create a new non-minis-
services, and critical support activities such as main- terial government department, headed by a Franchising
tenance depots Director appointed by the Secretary of State for Transport.

* Powers of approval over regulated access agree- The Franchising Director would:
ments, particularly those covering the terms and
conditions for access to track, stations, and depots, - Be responsible for agreeingwith Ministers a program
and powers to amend or impose such agreements. of passenger service franchising and for implement-

ing that program (actually organizing the competi-
It is important to stress that the British Government tions and awarding the franchises)

did not favor a return to intensive state regulation of rail- * Be responsible for determining the minimum service
way activities. Instead, the powers and guidance given to and quality standards to be met by franchisees, and
the Regulator were to be focused in ways which would help for developing other aspects of the franchise specifi-
to promote the effective operation of normal market forces cations
within the railway industry, thus allowing commercial par- * Be responsible for allocating and paying subsidy to
tcipants to earn adequate retums but preventing them from franchise operators, from within an overall subsidy
adopting anti-competitive practices in order to inflate those budget determined by Ministers.
returns artificially.

In accordance with previous practice, it was accepted This organizational structure dearly left ultimate re-
that the Regulator should be statutorily independent in sponsibility for determrining public expenditure with Min-
order to avoid the risk that regulation might revert to a isters, while delegating to the Franchising Director the day-
mechanism for political intervention in railway affairs. to-day responsibility for managing the relationship with

franchisees, determining, monitoring and enforcing proper
10. The Franchising Director performance standards, and achieving value for money The
A similar concern led to the establishment of a second statu- Franchising Director, as head of a government department,
tory appointment. It was apparent that the introduction of would remain accountable to Parliament, through Minis-
franchising on a service group basis necessitated the de- ters, for the effective discharge of his functions, but would
velopment of a far more specific regime for the negotia- also have some clear, statutory functions which would be
tion, calculation, and payment of public subsidy to the rail- for him alone to undertake.
ways. The general nature of the Public Service Obligation Figure 9.13 presents a schematic overview of the rela-
under which British Rail had operated has already been tionships between the various players in the new structure
described. Franchising to private companies required more of the railway industry.
detailed contracts in the form of a franchise specification
document that would set out the minimum service stan- 11. Safety Validation
dards that the franchisee would be expected to provide, The continuing operational safety of the railways had been
the life of the franchise, and other specific requirements a paramount concern throughout the policy planning stage.
to protect the public interest (of both passengers and tax- The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) (an independent
payers). statutory authority with responsibility for promoting safety

Franchising wias recognized as both a strength and, across a wide range of commercial and industrial activi-
potentially, a weakness of the new structure. It would be a ties, including railways) had been extensively consulted
strength because railway operators would be placed under during policy formnulation, but the government was keen
much tighter performnance obligations, which would help to demonstrate that there would be no behind the scenes
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Figure 9.13 - Britain: The Privatized Railway PART III: IMPLEMENTMION OF RESTRUCTURING
SOLUTIONS

(Franchising Direcor 1. Institutional Context

r W -- -….._ The policy of railway privatization was determined upon

g \ Railway Businesses g by Ministers and developed in detail and implemented by
e \ l the Department of Transportation and the British Railways

I 1 I Board, working with professional advisers. No intermedi-
7-\ ( fralsed ating organization was specifically assigned to manage the

l :Oro :implementation process. In view of the democratic account-
I ~y | ability of Ministers in Parliament, it is not considered ap-

I i?AILThACK I propriate in Britain to discuss in detail the role played by
Ii - W particular individuals within the Civil Service or by their

I( -her I professional advisers.

I Operators I 2. The Implementation Phase: Policy
l 9 | Announcement and Legislation

In his Introduction to the first comprehensive public policy
statement on railway privatization, issued by the govern-

7-1.6 o . .ment in July 1992, the then Secretary of State for Trans-
Regulator Pdvafrzed & 3011 port, John MacGregor, wrote as follows:

Privatisation is one of the great success stories of this
Government. It has taken different forms in different
industries. But common to all privatisations has been

compromise in this vital area. Therefore, the HSE was in- the harnessing of the management skills, flair and en-
vited to undertake a thorough study of the proposals pub- trepreneurial spirit of the private sector to provide bet-
lished in the governrment's policy statement and to publish ter services for the public.
its findings. The time has come to extend these benefits to

The HSE reported in January 1993.4 In this report there the railways. This calls for a new approach. British Rail
were over 30 detailed recommendations on important as- makes large losses. It cannot therefore be sold as a com-
pects of railway safety. The HSE confirmed that, provided plete concern in the same way as other industries which
care was taken to monitor and enforce proper safety stan- we have privatised and there will not be substantial pro-
dards throughout the development of the new, more com- ceeds to the Exchequer. Our objective is to improve
plex organizational structure, there was no reason for the the quality of railway services by creating many new
railway to become less safe. It had been accepted from an opportunities for private sector involvement. This will
early stage, as key planks of the policy, that safety concerns mean more competition, greater efficiency and a wider
should be thoroughly explored through the procedures for choice of services more closely tailored to what cus-
granting train operating and other licenses, and that the tomers want.5
HSE should continue to be the body responsible for over-
seeing safety on the railway and for investigating accidents. A government bill to implement these proposals was

The government accepted the HSE's recommendations brought forward to Parliament in January 1993 and be-
in full. It was determined that all prospective train opera- came law in November 1993. The Railways Act 1993 ran
tors and applicants for other forms of railway license should to nearly 250 pages, with over 150 Sections and 11 Sched-
be required to prepare a comprehensive safety case and ules. Its main provisions included the following:
submit it for approval as a precondition of being granted a
license. For train operators, the initial vetting and approv- * The establishment of the new offices of the Rail
ing authority would be Railtrack, whose decision would be Regulator and the Director of Passenger Rail Fran-
subject to confirmation by the HSE. chising, with various statutory powers and duties

4 Health and Safety Comrnission, Ensuring Safety on Britain's "New Opportunities for the Railways: The Privatisation of
Railways, published by the Department of Transport. British Rail," Command Paper 2012, London: HMSO.
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* A new licensing regime for railway operators and privatization but it might deter managers within British Rail
companies engaging in ancillary activities, such as from developing their own independent bids for franchises.
running maintenance depots This ran counter to the government's long-standing policy

* Anewsystemofregulatedaccessagreementsconvey- of encouraging management buyout interest in
ing rights to use the railway network, depots, and privatizations and could significantly shrink the potential
other key facilities market for franchises. Parliament finally decided to let the

* Powers to franchise the operation of railway passen- Franchising Director decide whether, in any particular case,
ger services and consequent changes to earlier rail- British Rail should be allowed to bid. But this decision did
way and general legislation not detract from the general thrust of the new legislation.

* Measures to protect the interests of existing railway For example, Section 113 of the Act specifies that, in exer-
employees, particularly with regard to established cising the main transfer, reorganization, and disposal pow-
pension and concessionary travel entitlements ers in the Act:

* Extensive powers to reorganize the railways, by cre-
ating new companies and transferring assets and It shall be the principal objective of the Secretary of
employees, togetherwith financialrestructuring pow- State ... to secure as soon as, in his opinion, is reason-
ers ably practicable the result that the function of provid-

* Equally extensive powers to dispose of railway busi- ing railway services in Great Britain is performed by
nesses and assets by sale. private sector operators.

There were also numerous ancillary and supporting Diverting freight from the road network and putting it
provisions, including measures to adapt pre-existing safety onto the railways continued to be a policy issue during the
regimes, revisions to earlier powers to pay subsidy, and mea- passage of the legislation. While there was some concern
sures relating to the British Thansport Police (a separate about the impact of privatization on the future of rail
national police force responsible for police activities on freight, this was mitigated by a decision to take new pow-
railway property). ers to make grants to rail freight operators to assist in pay-

The Act did not mention Railtrack. There was no need, ing Railtrack's access charges in cases where the traffic was
as the powers for creating new companies, transferring as- too marginal to generate sufficient revenues and the envi-
sets and liabilities, and effecting disposals were broad ronmental and wider benefits of attracting the traffic onto
enough in themselves to allow for the establishment of a the railways were judged sufficient to justify the amount of
separate track authority. grant required. This measure, which paralleled and supple-

It would be wrong to say that the railway privatization mented a long-established power to make grants toward
legislation had an untroubled passage through Parliament. the cost of privately owned rail freight facilities, commanded
However, the greatest controversy did not arise where it cross-party support.
had been expected. The issues of protection for the pen- Less predictably, so did open access for new rail freight
sion entitlements of railway workers and for the future of operators. The wide support for the cause of freight on rail
the British Transport Police Force prompted lengthy and perhaps made it difficult for Members of Parliament who
heated debate virtually throughout the passage of the leg- might otherwise have opposed liberalization to argue that
islation, and necessitated much political negotiation and the opportunity to bring additional traffic to the railway
additional work. Conversely, while concerns were expressed should be denied to prospective entrants.
about the wide-ranging nature of some of the general pow-
ers, the debate on the substantive policy questions of pas- 3. Labor Relations
senger franchising and rail freight privatization was more As will be evident from the foregoing discussion of the
muted than had been expected. passage of the RailwaysAct, careful thought had to be given,

On franchising, the debate focused on what would from an early stage in the restructuring, to the position of
happen if there were no acceptable response to the offer railway employees (both active and retired). The railway
of franchises and in particular on whether British Rail industry in Britain has long been heavily unionized, al-
should itself be allowed to bid. For example, some argued though there is no closed shop or compulsory union mem-
that, if it proved preferable on "value-for-money" or other bership. In Britain there are three main railway unions:
grounds, British Rail should be allowed to retain responsi- ASLEF (which represents train drivers), RMT (the union
bility for operating specific franchises. Ministers argued to which the majority of BR employees belong), and TSSA
against this proposition. Not only did this proposed policy (which represents some managerial staff).
amendment seem inconsistent with the objective of As of general statutory right, railway employees have
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the protection afforded by general employment law, indud- to Parliament, to initiate work involving the massive reor-
ing the relevant provisions of European Community law ganization of the railways required by the policy
which have direct effect in Britain. Broadly speaking, it is These radical organizational changes were vigorously
unlawful to transfer ownership without affording their staff pursued and implemented within remarkably short spaces
the opportunity to transfer with the business, taking their of time, given the size and complexity of the undertaking
existing terms and conditions of employment with them. and the traditions that had to be uprooted. Teams of man-
The governmnent from the outset reaffirmed that this pro- agers and professional staff within British Rail worked long
tection would apply to railway employees and managers. hours to manage the change process, in addition to carry-

In order to facilitate the restructuring of British Rail in ing out their normal duties. Other key players included
the period leading up to privatization, it was necessary to external legal advisers, merchant bank advisers, manage-
evoke special powers to transfer railway staff (as well as ment consultants, and accountancy firms, as well as teams
assets) into new business units or subsidiaries of BR. These of civil servants within the Department of Transport and
powers were obtained in the 1993 Railways Act. As was the Treasury and, of course, the Railways Board and Min-
noted above, steps were also taken in the Railways Act to isters themselves.
reassure railway staff about the future security of their pen- By April 1, 1994, the broad shape of the new railway
sion entitlements and staff travel concessions. had emerged. Railtrack was established from that date as a

The provisions of general law regarding the transfer of separate government-owned company, with its own assets
undertakings constrain what is feasible by way of changes and personnel. British Rail Infrastructure Services was es-
in employment levels or employment practices either be- tablished as a separate division of British Rail, with local
fore or at the point of privatization. Any changes in terns Track Renewals and Infrastructure Maintenance Units to
or conditions of employmnent have to be negotiated through carry out track maintenance and renewals work as com-
the channels provided in existing labor agreements, either missioned by Railtrack. Freight services were extensively
by British Rail (before privatization) or by the new owner, reorganized along the lines described earlier. The bulk
after a business is sold. Reductions in the work force can freight business was divided into three and given responsi-
be achieved through voluntary early retirement and sever- bility for additional, non-intermodal commercial traffic
ance schemes. Experience in Britain has been that prop- flows transferred across from Railfreight Distribution and
erly planned and targeted voluntary schemes have proved for the whole of the extensive civil engineering trains op-
attractive both to staff and to the railway, on cost-benefit eration (the previously internal supply trains delivering bal-
grounds. last, rail, sleepers, etc., to site for track renewals work).

The main railway unions made clear their opposition The passenger franchise boundaries were drawn, and man-
in principle to railway privatization from the outset. How- agement structures were identified and put in place for
ever, earlier privatizations of "ancillary" businesses (hotels, the new operating divisions. Initial access agreements were
ferry services) were achieved in the 1980s without substan- negotiated and agreed between British Rail (still the owner
tial labor unrest and this has not been manifest up to now of all the train operations) and Railtrack. These agreements
in the privatization process currently under way The one were of a general nature for the passenger divisions, but,
recent labor dispute, which led to a strike of signaling per- on the freight side there were tailor-made agreements for
sonnel against Railtrack, concerned the more traditional each individual bulk freight head contact, plus separate,
flashpoint of pay and rewards for past and projected pro- network-wide agreements for intermodal services and the
ductivity improvements, and was not caused by Post Office trains business.
privatization. It remains to be seen to what extent and how At the time of writing (the end of 1994), work was well
rapidly labor practices may change after privatization and advanced toward both the sales of freight operations and
with what effect on future labor relations. the offering of the first tranche of eight passenger fran-

chises to the market. The relevant operating divisions of
4. Organizational Change British Rail were moving toward legal vesting as Compa-
The government's proposals were much more ambitious nies Act subsidiaries of the Board, each with its own ap-
than a conventional privatization in that they involved first proved safety case and operator's license.
of all creating-and only then seeking to privatize, whether Sales already in progress (but not yet completed) in-
by outright sale or frarichising - large numbers of inter- cluded British Rail Maintenance Ltd. (the heavy train main-
dependent and interacting businesses. tenance depots which were already trading as a separate

As had become standard practice from earlier subsidiaryof the Boardbeforethe reorganization), the Red
privatizations, statutory powers were sought through a pre- Star parcels business, and Freightliner, the network-wide
liminary "paving' act, before the main legislation was put container freight business.
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The British Govemment is currently looking to make of "inside" and "outside" skills and capabilities. Not ev-
substantial progress in implementing privatization during erything can be done by extemal professional advisers. Law-
the next 12 to 18 months. During that period, it is intended: yers, merchant bankers, management consultants, systems

experts, and others can supplement, but not replace, the
* To complete sales of all freight and parcels businesses efforts required of the managers and employees in the
* To let the first eight passenger franchises, covering a business itself - who are on top of business details on an

substantial part of the passenger railway ongoing basis and who alone can keep the business run-
* To sell British Rail Maintenance Ltd., all the local ning smoothly. These latter bear a particularly heavy bur-

Track Renewals Units and Infrastructure Mainte- den of responsibility, and the many demands on their time
nance Units making up British Rail Infrastructure may constrain the pace of change.
Services, British Rail Telecommunications Ltd., and * New business systems are essential to the transition. Re-
a number of smaller central services activities. structuring tests systems support to the limits. The corpo-

rate commonwealth is typically held together in part by
In November 1994 the government announced its in- dependency on large central services organizations and in-

tention to privatize Railtrack by means of a public share temal information systems. Pulling component value added
offer (flotation) within the lifetime of the present Parlia- functions away from the center (and each other) creates
ment (the next Election is due, at the latest, in May 1997, the demand for new management support systems and ser-
although Parliaments often do not run their full five-year vices. Supplying these replacement systems quickly be-
term). This will constitute the biggest single step of all to- comes a significant success factor in the reorganization
ward a fully privatized railway. process.

A broad timetable of the railway privatization process * Maintaining morale and organizational integrity through
is given in Appendix 5 to this report. the transition is dizicult but essential. Unbundling calls into

question the future of the central services organizations
PART IV: LESSONS FROM THE RAILWAY that are left behind. Yet the comnmnitment and active sup-
REVOLUTION port of central service groups is needed in order to achieve

the transformation from a corporate entity to a diverse trad-
This section is necessarily brief, as it is written while the ing structure. The history and culture of a long-nationalized
revolution is still in progress. That said, some lessons be- industry is likely to compound this problem. Managerswho
come apparent even at an early stage. 'This selection repre- have grown accustomed to working within fixed rules of a
sents an early and provisional view of lessons that can be large corporate commonwealth do not find it easy to adapt
learned from the British experience. They are presented in to the different culture and imperatives of a commercial
no particular order. trading business. It is important throughout the transfor-

mation to understand and manage the organizational psy-
There are a number of complexities associated witb 'un- chology. Within large organizations, there is often sup-

bundling. " It pays to be aware that a great deal of complex- pressed energy, waiting to be released. It is a mistake to
ity is added to the restructuring process when the task is assume that, because a particular organizational structure
not merely privatization but is also the creation of multiple has lasted for half a century, no one working within it will
new businesses, followed by privatization. Just as the an- be able to conceive of change - or even improvement.
nual Christmas unwrapping ceremony can leave the floor * A clear vision and clearly stated objectiveshelp to main-
littered with brightly colored paper, so the full unbundling tain focus. As with any complex and far-reaching policy
of a large, unitary railway, entailing the creation of hun- change, the most important step is to focus from the out-
dreds of new trading interfaces, some of which may be set on clear and consistent objectives. Change for its own
regulated, brings with it a mountain of legal documenta- sake can be costly, pointless, and demoralizing. The law of
tion. Scaling this mountain has been described as the larg- diminishing returns may also set in. Only if the change has,
est single legal task ever undertaken in the whole history and is seen to have, a coherent and positive set of goals
of British commercial law. Clearly, a trade-off exists be- will it foster commitment and justify, in the end, the huge
tween, on the one hand, unbundling into multiple com- amount of work involved in bringing it about. Large orga-
petitive enterprises and, on the other, dealing with excess nizations may act (although not necessarily intentionally)
complexities and their resultant work load. to suppress initiative. With consistency of vision, belief in

* Reorganization requires both "inside" and "outside" pro- ultimate goals, and determined implementation on the part
fessional expertise. Reorganization requires a combination of those involved, unbundling can release the suppressed
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energy within a railway organization and focus it to assist involved in dealing with such a large and diverse set of
the forces of change rather than to oppose them. Identify- activities, it is advisable to carefully weigh the incremental
ing and harnessing these positive forces is likely to be a far benefit against the incremental cost of each additional step
more effective strategy for change than simply seeking to in the process before taking it. It may be easier to assimi-
corral and counter those who oppose it. late a change process that is progressive and is phased over
* It is important to move consistently step-by-step in an effec- a longer period. That said, when change is neither funda-
tive management strategy in a penod of uncertainty. Given mental nor comprehensive, it can more easily grind to a
the magnitude of the unbundling and reorganization task halt in the face of inertia or outright opposition. U
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APPENDIX 1
TRACK ACCESS CHARGING REGIME

The following is a simplified description of the initial track * No service should pay more than its stand-alone costs
access charging regime developed for application through- (the costs of providing and operating a dedicated line
out the British Rail network. The regime is subject to fur- or lines of appropriate standard to carry it)
ther refinement and evolution, not least in the light of regu- * Railtrack should avoid negotiating prices in a manner
latory practice that would prevent, limit, or distort competition

All train operating activities require track access agree- between train operators or in the relevant final mar-
ments, which are subject to regulatory approvaL The Regula- kets
tor can also impose agreements or specifictermsincaseswhere * Total income from commercial services should at
there is a dispute between Railtrack and a train operator. least cover the total costs attributable to those ser-

Railtrack is set an overall financial objective, in the form vices (e.g., total freight income should at least cover
of a return on capital employed. Assets are valued at re- total network freight-specific costs).
placement (current) cost, except where their earning power
is insufficient to justify replacement. Investment which is After the deduction of estimated income potential from
truly 'sunk," such as land cost, is not valued. commercial services (freight and passenger), access charges

Railtrack's aggregate income from access charges must from franchised passenger services make up the balance
be sufficient to meet its rate of return objectives. Access of Railtrack's total income requirement. The subsidized
charge income falls into two sub-categories: income earned services are thus treated as the residual and collectively
from commercial (non-subsidized) train services, princi- defray the bulk of network costs.
pally freight, and income earned from franchised (subsi- Commercial and franchised service access charges are
dized) passenger train services. typically constructed on a two-part tariff. Freight service

Commercial service access charges are negotiated on a access agreements are generally "back-to-back" with cus-
case-by-case basis, subject to four principal constraints: tomer contracts, while the terms of franchised passenger

service access agreements will reflect the duration and speci-
Eachservice(floworflowgroup)must atleast payfor fication of the franchise as agreed by the Franchising Di-
the marginal costs that it imposes (those costs that rector, with allowance for any additional (non-subsidized)
Railtrack would not incur if that service did not exist) services which the franchisee may wish to operate. U
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APPENDix 2
THE MAN RAIL FREIGHT AND PARCELS BusINEssEs

"Transrail" (Trainload freight west) Freightliner
Diesel locomotives 415 Diesel locomotives 45
Wagons 9,350 Electric locomotives 29
Managers and staff 3,800 Wagons (approximate) 1,000
Turnover (est. 1994-95) £195 million Trucks 270 tractors

740 trailers
"Mainline" (Trainload freight south-east) Terminals (inland) 9

Diesel locomotives 245 Managers and staff 1,300
Wagons 7,340 Turnover (est. 1994-95) £80 million
Managers and staff 2,950
Turnover (est. 1994-95) £190 million Rail Express Systems (Post Office Train Services)

Diesel locomotives 140
"Loadhaul" (Trainload freight north-east) Electric locomotives 20

Diesel locomotives 228 Traveling Post Office coaches 130
Wagons 5,170 Mail wagons 460
Managers and staff 2,300 Managers and staff 720
Turnover (est. 1994-95) £170 million Turnover (est. 1994-95) £46 million
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APPENDIX 3

THE FIRST EIGHT PASSENGER FRANCHISES

STATISTICAL OVERVIEW
(1993-94)

Franchise | Iiri
Gatwick Express 1.3 million 96.0 million 3.6 million 27 27 320
Great Western 7.9 million 1.2 billion 14.0 million 156 807 3,050
'Inter-City East Coast 9.7 million 1.9 billion 10.0 million 217 847 2,950
Midiand Main Line 3.4 million 442.0 million 5.3 million 58 333 1,280
tondon, Tilbury,

Southend 3.1 million 423.0 million 23.0 million 53 80 800
Network South

Central 13.0 million 1.3 billion 84.0 million 158 439 3,200
South-West Trains 18.0 million 1.8 billion 95.0 million 221 584 3,930
ScotRall 19.0 million 915.0 million 52.0 million 90 1,504 4,250

Source: Office of Passenger Rail Franchising.
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APPENDIX 4
RAILWAY SUPPORT SERVICES To BE PRIVATIZED

1. BRIS (British Rail Infrastructure Services) ing freight companies. The BRML depots are being of-
BRIS comprises seven Infrastructure Maintenance Units fered for sale individually.
(IMUs) and six Track Renewal Units (TRUs). The IMUs
will offer a full range of expertise in infrastructure mainte- 3. BRT (British Rail Telecommunications Ltd.)
nance, including civil engineering and building, signals BRT operates a nationwide telecommunications network
engineering, and fixed equipment maintenance. The TRUs developed primarily to serve the substantial internal require-
will undertake large-scale and small-scale track renewals ments of the railway. It has a core network extending over
work and heavy, mechanized track maintenance. IMUs and 9,000 route miles and operates a national radio service with
TRUs will be sub-contractors to Railtrack. In addition, 300 tansmitter sites serving around 8,000 mobile radio sets.
TRUs will buy train services from the three bulk (train- Recent legislation liberalizing the telecommunications indus-
load) freight operators for delivery of ballast, sleepers, and try in the United Kingdom has opened the way for BRT to
ccontinuously welded rail (CWR) to site. It is intended to develop into a general telecommunications services provider.
offer individual IMUs and TRUs for sale separately It is intended to offer BRT for sale as a single entity.

2. BRML (British Rail Maintenance Ltd.) 4. BR Central Services
BRML comprises six 'level 5" depots at sites in different BR Central Services is an umbrella name for over 30 inter-
areas of England and in Scotland, together with one Elec- nal suppliers that are due to be privatized. Their activities
tronic Service Center in England. The BRML level 5 de- range from steel, wood, and concrete fabrication to man-
pots provide heavy maintenance and overhaul services for agement training, architectural design, rolling stock and
a wide range of locomotives and rolling stock. In 1993-94, signaling engineering consultancy, materials testing and
expenditure on these services amounted to just under £170 safety services, property management, occupational health
million for the railway as a whole. Some 3,800 persons were services, operational, technical, and scientific research,
employed within BRML. Under the new railway structure equipment repairs and testing, spares procurement and
the BRML depots will be subcontractors to the Rolling stock control and business systems.
Stock Leasing Companies (for vehides used in franchised Together these units employ some 6,200 managers and
passenger services) and commercial train operators, includ- staff Their annual revenues total around £600 million. U
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APPENDIX 5

OUTLINE TiMETABLE OF THE RAILWAY PRIVATIZATION PROCESS

Tentative ideas for railway privatization were being dis- November 1993
cussed as early as the mid- 1980s. It was not until 1987 Railways Act 1993 becomes law.
that railway privatization became government policy. Key
milestones from that point onward include the following. November / December 1993

Regulator and Franchising Director formally appointed.
1987

First political commitment to railway privatization April 1, 1994
(speech to Conservative Party conference). Railtrack established as a separate government-owned

company. British Rail freight business reorganized into
1988 onward three bulk (trainload) freight operating divisions. Ini-

Internal studies of options for privatization (passenger tial passenger service operating divisions created. Ini-
and freight) and of related matters such as track access tial track access agreements put in place.
charging.

April 1 to December 30, 1994
April 1992 Restructuring of British Rail continues. Work to com-

Conservative Party election manifesto commits the plete contractual structure and clarify operation of regu-
government to proceeding with privatization after the latory framework. Red Star parcels, Freightliner, and
election. British Rail Maintenance Ltd. offered for sale. Pre-

qualification document issued for first eight passenger
July 1992 franchises.

Publication of first detailed railway privatization policy
document, "New Opportunities for the Railways." 1995 and 1996 (projected)

Substantial number of passenger franchises let and all
January 1993 British Rail freight and parcels businesses sold. Sales

Railways Bill introduced with statutory powers for re- of BRML, British Rail Telecommunications Ltd., Brit-
structuring and selling railway businesses, plus powers ish Rail Infrastructure Services, and Central Services
to establish a Rail Regulator and Director of Passenger units. Railtrack to be offered for sale by pubLic flota-
Rail Franchising. tion.
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CHAPTER TEN

UNITED STATES SMALL RAILROADS CASE STUDY

SUMMARY port demonstrates that the economics of small rail opera-
tions are both durable and profitable. It also indicates that

1. Introduction rail services can be tailored to the needs of small custom-
The story of railroad restructuring in the United States is ers and that small railroads can create value for large ship-
the story of industry segmentation into two kinds of carri- pers as well, by tailoring services that precisely meet logis-
ers: (1) large inter-regional carriers and (2) small local car- tical requirements.
riers. Structural changes in the industry have been initi- The economics of small-scale rail operations differ es-
ated primarily by the private sector within a regulatory sentially from those of large-scale operations. The former
framework that is supportive of railroad reorganization. are based on lower wage levels, minimum capital invest-
Since the liberalization of economic regulation in 1980, ment, effective but simple cost controls and management
the industry has transformed itself and has significantly systems with heavy reliance on minicomputers, greater flex-
improved its competitive position vis-a-vis other modes. A ibility in work rules and work assignments, and the use of
distinguishing aspect of this restructuring process has been part-time employees. However, small railroad start-ups are
the emergence of a small railroad segment within the in- not without their risks. The incidence of business failure in
dustry This change, which has resulted in the creation of the small railroad segment exceeds that of businesses in
hundreds of small railroads, has been referred to as the general. The failure rate of small railroads in the United
"short line revolution." This revolution has had a positive States is comparable to that of general industry
effect on shippers, communities, and the railroads them- The small railroad industry segment emerged in a regu-
selves. latory setting that encouraged commercial experimenta-

In recent years the freight railroad system in the United tion and permitted large rail carriers to exit light density
States has moved away from subsidization for most types markets that they could not serve profitably. Two additional
of service. Legislation passed in 1980 greatly reduced rate regulatory pre-conditions enabled small railroads to flour-
regulation and eliminated the requirement to provide un- ish: (1) freedom to contract with shippers for customized
economical services. In tum, this legislation set the stage services, and (2) relief from mandatory labor protection,
for changes in the structure of U.S. railroads, and, in par- which remains a condition for the restructuring of assets
ticular, facilitated the conversion of uneconomic light-den- through merger, acquisition, or sale of Class I rail carriers.
sity branch lines into privately owned and operated small The American short line experience is presented in this
railroads. Between 1970 and 1992, 258 small railroads (op- study because it suggests one way in which large railways
erating less than 350 miles of track or generating less than (or portions of large railways) may be restructured and sold
$40 million') and 11 regional railroads (generating revenues to private operators. The American experience demon-
between $40 and $250 million) began operations. As of strates that lightly utilized railroad assets can be produc-
January 1993 these small rail carriers operated 29,000 miles tively restructured even in a mature and highly competi-
of track or approximately one-fifth of the total national tive transportation market. The U.S. small railroad experi-
network. ence is instructive in other ways as well. In recent years,

small railroad operators based in the United States have
2. Lessons Learned from the Experience pursued small railroad ventures in other countries. Thus,
The success of this small industry segment in the face of the small railroad industry segment has become multina-
growing competition from trucks, a continuing shift within tional. Two of the prerequisites for successful small rail-
the U.S. freight market away from low value-to-weight road development - entrepreneurial skills and proved
commodities, and the-cessation of most government sup- management capacities - appear to be exportable, and

thus the development of this segment appears possible even
in the context of countries in which small railroad manage-

'Dollar ($1 amounts are in US$. ment skills are not indigenous.



3. The Case Study empted them from pre-existing labor contracts. Thus, a
The purpose of this case study is to identify the factors major hurdle was removed for market entry.
that created an economically viable small railroad industry
segment in the United States. This case study presents a 1. The Small Railroad Segment
comprehensive review of institutional, legal, and market A clarification of the relative position of small railroads
developments that hastened the emergence of this segment within the rail industry is important to an understanding of
in the 1980s. In particular, it assesses the public policies the recent dynamic growth of this segment. Figures 10.1
which appear to be necessary prerequisites for efficient, through 10.11 present an overview of the U.S. railroad in-
"bottom up" railroad structural change. dustry in 1992. As can be seen in the figures, the 513 small

Part I of the case study details the baseline industry railroads that represent the sum of regional and local rail-
conditions prior to small railroad restructuring. Part II dis- roads accounted for 26 percent of total miles of road in
cusses the evolution and the restructuring of private rail- the United States. The line-haul, switching, and terminal
roads in the United States. The recent performance of spe- railroads that made up this segrnent represented fully 11
cific small railroads that are representative of the segrnent percent of employment and 9 percent of freight revenue
is the subject of Part ]I, while Part IV explores the lessons for the entire industry.
learned during the process of converting uneconomic A revolutionary restructuring of the U.S. freight rail-
branch lines to viable small railroads - lessons that may road system took place in the late 1970s and 1980s. Since
have relevance for other countries. 1976, 250 new small railroads have been started up from

In general, this case study proves that a combination the branch line operations of larger railroads. These new
of "environmental" factors is necessary to facilitate a mar- railroads represent 52 percent of the 480 small railroads
ket-based rationalization of railroad assets without direct currently operating. In addition, the percentage of road-
government intervention. These "environmental" factors way owned by small railroads increased from 6 percent of
indude: (1) permissive regulations concerningrailroad entry the total railroad industry in 1970 to 26 percent in 1993.
and exit; (2) a competitive, transparent, and contestable The majority of these small railroads have been successful
process for selling assets; (3) a set of entrepreneurs with in that they are still operating; many are profitable. Growth
interests in the rail industry; (4) long-term debt financing in this segment accelerated in the mid-1980s, apparently
at rates close to prevailing market levels; (5) well-defined peaking in 1986 and 1987, and leveling off somewhat into
ownership rights and obligations for new owners; and (6) the 1990s as opportunities for the line rationalization of
statutes and regulations that permit new owners to negoti- Class I railroads diminished (see Figure 10.12 ).
ate their own labor contracts. The ICC classifies railroads by their level of operating

revenue. These levels are adjusted annually for inflation.
PARr I: BASELINE CONDMONS For 1991, the revenue thresholds were as follows:2

Ever since railroad mileage peaked in 1920, U.S. railroads Railroad Classification Annual Revenue
have progressively rationalized their rights-of-way by re- Class I 250.0 mninimum
ducing the amount of track owned. Where light-density Class II Over 20.0 but
lines were uneconomical, they were generally proposed for under 250.0
abandonment. The "abandonment process" resulted in Class II 20.0 maximum
time-consuming and costly hearings before the Interstate
Conmmerce Commission (ICC). In a few cases, track pro- The ICC formerly required all three classes of railroads
posed for abandonment was saved because the abandon- to report their financial and operating statistics. In 1979,
ment was denied or because a third party took over the however, reporting requirements were eliminated for
property. Where the abandonment was denied, the con- Classes II and HI. To fill the information void, the Asso-
tinuation of uneconomical service most often resulted in a ciation of American Railroads (AAR) began its own annual
cycle of poor service and lost traffic, and, eventually, fur- survey of small railroads. Because the AAR found that
ther attempts to abandon service. However, the process of smaller railroads have characteristics other than revenue
railroad abandonment changed dramatically in the 1980s. that distinguish them, it did not adopt the ICC revenue
The passage of the Staggers Rail Act greatly facilitated the classes. Instead, the AAR redefined non-Class I railroads
exit of large railroads from uneconomic branch lines, and as: (1) regional railroads, (2) local railroads, or (3) switch-
in a parallel development the ICC clarified the labor con-
tract requirements of small railroad operators and ex- 2 Based on 1991 dollars; subsequently adjusted each year.
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Figure 10.1 - U.S. Rail Industry: No. of Figure 10.2 - U.S. Rail Industry: Revenue by
Railroads by Type, 1992 Type of Railroad, 1992
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Figure 10.3 - U.S. Rail Industry: Mileage by Figure 10.4 - U.S. Rail Industry: Employees by
Type of Railroad, 1992 Type of Railroad, 1992
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ing and terminal railroads (for a profile of railroad owner- Between 1987 and 1992, the regional railroad sub-seg-
ship in 1992, see Table 10. 1). ment exhibited the highest growth in terms of carloads

carried, achieving during thiis period a compound annual
REGIONAL RAILROADS Regional railroads are line-haul rail- growth rate of 10.2 percent. This compares with 0.3 per-
roads that either operate 350 miles or more of railroad or cent for Class I railroads and negative growth for local and
earn revenues between $40 million and the Class I rev- switching and termiinal railroads. In 1992 regional railroads
enue threshold ($250 million in 1991). Although smallwhen carried over 4 million carloads.
compared to the Class I carriers, regional railroads are large In terms of freight revenue, the regional segment
businesses. The 33 regional railroads in the United States achieved sales of more than $1.5 billion in 1992. Signifi-
employ 11,600 workers (an average of 351 employees per cantly it has enjoyed a much higher rate of revenue growth
road). In 1992 the average length of track operated by re- than the industry overall. Its compound annual growth from
gional carriers was 627 miles. The average number of car- 1986 to 1992 amounted to 3.9 percent, more than twice
loads handled per mile of track for regional carriers ranged the corresponding figure (1.4 percent) for Class I railroads.
from 4.7 to 1,663 with an average of 189 (see Figures 10.1 - Network "connectivity" is a critical prerequisite in the
10.11). regional railroad segment, as is competitive access to more
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Figure 10.11 - U.S.: Growth of Small Railroads in Mileage since 1976 (miles in operation)
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Figure 10.12 - U.S.: Cumulative Number of Miles of Road Operated and Employees of Small
Railroads Created since 1976
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TOTAL: - -:- 33. .. 276 . 204 51S

Source: Associaton of Amencan Railroads, Profiles of U.S. Railroads, 1993 Editon, Supplement.

than one Class I carrier. The number of interchanges with when the IDinois Central decided to concentrate on its
other railroads ranges from 2 to 35. The average regional north-south corridor between Chicago and New Orleans,
railroad has 10.5 interchanges. it sold its east-west routes (from Birmingham, Alabama, to

The majority of regional railroads (25 of 33) are pri- Shreveport, Louisiana) to the MidSouth, together with
vately held, while four are owned by Class I railroads. Only many light-density branch lines. This was done in prefer-
one railroad is government owned. This limited govern- ence to creating several smaler railroads. The MidSouth
ment role distinguishes the regional railroad segment from thus controled adequate traffic levels and generated suffi-
the local and switching and terminal railroads, where gov- dent revenue to rebuild portions of its main lines. In fact,
erinent ownership is more significant. Because of their the MidSouth was so successful that the Kansas City South-
size, regional railroads tend to have a much more diverse em purchased the railroad in its entirety and integrated it
traffic base than other small roads. For example, only 6 of into its network. The transaction was approved by the ICC
the 33 regional railroads depend on a single commodity in May 1993.
for two-thirds or more of their traffic.

Although there are regional railroads in nearly every LocAL RAIuRoADs Local railroads are line-haul carriers
part of the country, the largest number is concentrated in that fall below the regional "scale" criteria. That is, they
the Northeast and Midwest. Not incidentaly, these are the operate under 350 miles of road or earn freight revenues
regions most affected by the bankruptcies that took place of less than $40 milion. The majority of railroads in the
in the late 1970s. Indeed, many regional railroads trace United States fall into this category. Local railroads em-
their origins to the Penn Central; the Chicago, Milwau- ploy 6,343 workers - an average of 23 employees per rail-
kee, St. Paul, and Pacific; and the Chicago, Rock Island, road - and operate 18,201 miles of road. The average
and Pacific (all liquidated or reorganized in the 1970s). length of track operated by local carriers in 1992 was 66

Many of the most dynamic and successful U.S. rail- miles. The majority of local railroads generate revenues of
roads are regional railroads. The Wisconsin Central, for less than $5 million. Indeed, only 4 of 276 local railroads
example, a regional railroad serving Illinois, Michigan, generate revenues above $20 million. The average number
Minnesota, and Wisconsin, recently purchased the newly of carloads handled per mile of track in 1992 was 142.
privatized New Zealand railway system with the proceeds Over the last few years, local railroads have experienced
of an initial public stock offering (see Chapter 6). Another a decline in both freight revenue and carloads carried.
regional railroad, the Springfield Terminal Railway, is re- Freight revenue declined at an annual rate of 4.7 percent
storing railroad service as a viable transportation option in from 1986 to just under $700 million in 1992. Similarly,
much of New England. carloads carried declined to 2.45 million in 1992, having

As regional railroads emerge, their owners restore large declined at a compound annual growth rate of 2.9 percent
portions of previous main line track to good condition. One from 1987. The number of interchanges with other rail-
ofthe more successful regionals was the MidSouth Cor- roads ranges from 1 to 16, but the average local railroad
poration, a spin-off of the lllinois Central Railroad. In 1986, has just over 2 interchanges.
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Some of the oldest railroads in the United States are work on switching railroads owned by Class I carriers. Sepa-
local railroads. Many have been in operation since the nine- rate and autonomous switching and terminal companies
teenth century. The Bessemer and Lake Erie, for example, assure service neutrality and equal treatment among the
was started in 1869. The Texas Mexican Railway has been Class I carriers in local switching and terminal operations.
in operation since 1881. However, most local railroads The creation of a separate profits center to provide these
started up in the 1970s and 1980s. Since 1976, the num- essential services also ensures economies of scale in inter-
ber of local railroads has increased by 169 percent. This change services.
increase was ultimately the result of the changes in public While Class I-owned switching and terminal railroads
policy described below. Most new local railroads were account for most employment in this sub-segment, well
former light-density branch lines of large railroads. Because over half of all carriers (122 out of 204) are privately owned.
of their small size and limited geographical coverage, many With switching and terminal railroads, as with local rail-
local railroads are dependent on a single commodity. In roads, shippers rank second in ownership, accounting for
fact, almost 40 percent of all local railroads created since 17 percent of all such railroads. Privately owned and ship-
1976 are dependent on a single commodity for two-thirds per-owned switching and terminal railroads employ just
or more of their traffic. Hence, market risk is much higher over 1,500 people each, while the 21 Class I-owned opera-
for local railroads than for regional railroads. A drought, tions account for 3,300 employees.
the closure of a mine or pit, or a general downturn in a As Table10.2 shows, a few switching and terminal rail-
specific industry can ruin small railroads and, indeed, has roads are owned by state or local governments. Most of
done so. these publicly owned terminal railroads serve state-owned

port facilities. Originally, their economic rationale was to
SWITCHING AND TERImNAL RAILRoADs Switching and ter- assure equal access to ports via multiple line-haul rail car-
minal railroads are engaged primarily in providing switch- riers. Over time, and for lack of competition, the operat-
ing or terminal services on behalf of other railroads or other ing costs and corresponding switching tariffs of many state-
industries. These railroads derive their revenues primarily owned railroads increased to the point where they reduced
from services that they sell to other rail carriers rather than rather than enhanced the competitiveness of the ports that
from freight services sold directly to shippers. TablelO.2 these railroads were originally intended to serve.
summarizes the activity data that are available on these From 1987 to 1992, switching and terminal railroads
carriers for 1992. experienced a negative growth of 4.9 percent per year

Termiinal railroads also have a long history which dates measured in terms of carloads. However, these railroads
back to the nineteenth century when large railroads used achieved large increases in freight revenue. While carloads
them at critical interchange points to realize mutual ben- carried fell to 3.1 million, freight revenue grew at 11 per-
efits by facilitating switching and movement around busy cent per year from 1986 to 1992, reaching almost $55 mil-
hubs. A set of commonly owned terninal carriers emerged lion in 1992.
in the mid-nineteenth century in major rail hubs including
Chicago, St. Louis, Houston, and Kansas City. Each of 2. Successful Small Railroad Operations
these primary interchanges has at least one switching and The great majority of small railroads had previously been
terminal railroad owned by connecting Class I carriers. In operated as part of larger systems. In the 1970s and 1980s
fact, nearly half of all switching and terminal employees the number of new small railroads increased sharply as new

lines were "spun off" from Class I carriers. In a number of

Table 10.2 - U.S.: Switching and Terminal cases the Class I carriers received formal permission from
Railroads, 1992 the ICC to abandon lines before negotiating a sale with

the new owners. In most cases, however, the Class I carri-
Ownership Number :m hploym ers negotiated directly with the new owners for line sales.

Small railroads do not make up a homogeneous indus-
Class I RR 21 3,299 try. As was noted above, they can be dassified by size and

Private 122 1,533 function; altematively, they can be classified by types of
Shipper 35 1,520 ownership and strategic orientation. These ownership/stra-
State/Local GovL 18 344 tegic orientation dassifications include: (1) privately-owned,
Other 5 41 common carrier railroad operations; (2) Class I subsidiar-

Total 204 8,812-- ies; (3) shipper-owned railroads, which resemble private,
comrnon carriers but which have a special affiliation and
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logistics support function vis-a-vis their owners; (4) pub- 3. The U.S. Service Network
licly supported, or subsidized, companies; and (5) railroads The emergence of a small railroad segment is part of the
that are used by equipment lessors to supply rail equip- larger transformation of the U.S. rail network. A compari-
ment to the national service network. It is the first and son of this rail network in 1993 with the one that existed in
second categories that offer the most instructive lessons in 1970 reveals significant structural changes. In 1970, for
the development of a small-scale private railroad segment. example, 73 medium to large privately owned railroads
The other categories are focused on strategic functions operated a network of 206,000 rail miles. In addition to
other than the core activities of a profit-making rail com- these larger (Class I) carriers, 212 small railroads operated
mon carrier. an additional 9,000 miles of track. The total employment

Most railroads that had their genesis as uneconomic for the industry in 1970 was 600,000. The network coy-
branch lines of larger railroads began operations with four ered the entire country but was particularly dense in the
prerequisites for financial success in place: (1) a for-profit industrial Northeast.
philosophy which permeated management decisions; (2) By 1993 a major restructuring of the entire industry
sufficient financial resources to complete the restructuring had been completed. The Class I carriers had consolidated
and to fund a business start-up; (3) well-conceived business through mergers and acquisitions into 13 major regional
plans, transition plans, and management action agendas; and carriers, most of which presently operate either east or west
(4) supportive third-party institutions that provided account- of the Mississippi River. All of these Class I carriers are
ing, operational, data processing, and other services. privately owned. No mega-carrier has as yet acquired a

Most small railroads carry freight traffic between ship- nationwide market franchise. This core Class I network
ping facilities that they serve directly and junction points consists of 130,000 miles of track, a significant reduction
with larger railroads, and most have an interchange with from 1970 levels. Most of the reductions in rail network
one or two Class I carriers. In most cases small railroads occurred in the Northeast and Midwest where, as has been
provide the only rail service to the shippers and communi- mentioned, a number of bankruptcies occurred in the late
ties that they serve. Hence, their development is of con- 1970s.
cern to local and state governments, many of which have In 1990 The Class I core network was complemented
developed programs designed to incubate small railroads. by 540 regional and short line carriers that operated 43,000

Nonetheless, only about 85 percent of the small rail- miles of track. Much of this track devolved from the larger
roads created since 1976 are still operating. This "success" carriers. The peak year for these sales was 1987, when large
level is not unlike that of other industries in the United railroads divested nearly 8,000 miles. As the map in Figure
States. Most small railroads that have survived their initial 10.13 shows, small railroads are scattered throughout the
"shakeout" appear to be earning reasonable profits, have United States but are concentrated in the Northeast and
established dependable operations, and are building solid Midwest. In 1990 the rail sector, induding both large and
and diversified traffic bases. small carriers, employed 225,000 workers.

Other small railroads were doomed from the start.
These typically began operations with one, or a combina- 4. The Market for Freight and Passenger
tion, of the following handicaps: (1) inadequate capital Services
resources; (2) inadequate liquidity; (3) overdependence Transportation markets in the United States are well de-
on a single shipper or a single commodity; (4) incompe- veloped. Shippers and business travelers are sophisticated
tent management; (5) uncooperative labor; (6) inadequate purchasers of transportation services who demand continu-
traffic; and (7) poor quality of track, equipment, and/or ous improvement in the quality and cost of the services
rolling stock. It is essential for small railroads to start their that they use. Shippers in the United States have many
operations free of "unsolvable" problems. "Unsolvable alternative services from which to choose. In this market,
problem avoidance" can be achieved if, before becoming as shipper needs are articulated, new services are continu-
irrevocably committed to a startup, railroad management ously designed and offered.
first (1) talks with shippers; (2) inspects the track and de- The result is market segmentation into several special-
termines the state of deferred maintenance, if any; (3) signs ized service niches and a progressive improvement in the
equitable agreements with interlining railroads; (4) secures quality and cost of transport services. The emergence of a
adequate financing; (5) negotiates efficient and produc- small-scale segment within the railroad industry since the
tive agreements with labor; and (6) identifies all operating 1970s is, at least in part, a response to these more general
and defined capital costs and covers these with anticipated transport market dynamics. In particular, it is a response
revenue or startup financing. to a growing demand for shipper-tailored services.
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Snall railroads play an important intermediary role in lengths to increase from 45 to 48 feet, while trailer widths
the rail distribution channel. They provide the shippers that increased from 96 to 102 inches. These measures resulted
they serve with a transportation connection to the service in truck load volume increases of 12 percent without sig-
networks of the Class I carriers, and they also provide the nificant changes in per truck movement cost. The net ef-
Class I carriers with a unique customer-focused marketing fect of these developments was to make highway transport
and distribution channel through which large carriers can more competitive in the medium-haul to long-haul trans-
"retail" their services. Many large carriers are neither orga- port markets for commodities with low value-to-weight
nized nor slated to serve the needs of small volume ship- ratios - markets that rails had traditionally dominated.
pers or, for that matter, medium-sized shippers located on Other technologies that helped to reduce track oper-
light-density lines. A survey of shippers prepared by the ating costs significantly induded the use of satellite-based
Federal Railroad Administration and the ICC's Office of communications systems and the use of real time computer-
Transportation Analysis reveals that small railroads play a aided dispatch. The greatest competitive gains, however,
valuable role in the supply chains of their customers (see were realized through improvements in process manage-
Table 10.3). ment, particularly in the low-cost segment of the general

According to this study, shipper satisfaction with short merchandise market. The so-called "advanced truckload
line and regional railroads increased in terms of both ser- carriers" realized breakthrough cost improvements in the
vice and rates after their spin-off from large railroads. No late 1970s and early 1980s through modem equipment and
significant differences appear to exist between the re- driver utilization. This set of carriers succeeded in balanc-
sponses of shippers served by short line and regional cam- ing loads in headhaul and backhaul directions and in uti-
ers. It is significant that an overwhelming 94 percent of lizing equipment so efficiently that the group managed to
survey respondents felt that service levels had been main- reduce its overall cost by one-half, thereby undercuttng
tained or improved through the small railroads "conver- other motor carriers and challenging railroads.
sion." Shippers responded favorably with regard to rates The 1980s also saw an increased emphasis among ship-
provided by the small railroad that served them, with 88 pers on reliability and service quality. The interface between
percent reporting that rate levels had either improved or shipper and carrier became increasingly transparent. In
remained the same through the conversion. some cases, shippers expected carriers to perform work

that shippers themselves had previously performed. Ship-
5. The Evolving Competition pers expected carriers, as the forward extension of their
Since 1970 intermodal competition, primarily with motor own supply chain, to execute all aspects of a freight deliv-
carriers, has intensified greatly. Through the 1970s and ery transaction flawlessly. "Zero" defect biling, "zero" loss
1980s, motor carriers realized significant cost savings and damage, and "100 percent" on-time delivery increas-
through the use of more fuel-efficient and heavier loading ingly became essental criteria for carrier selection.
equipment. In pardcular, significant productivity gains came At the same time, large rail carriers were restructuring
about through the liberalization of weight and length re- and refocusing assets. In the process, many of them
strictions on the interstate highway system and from the downsized their own sales and customer service capabili-
corresponding 'stretch" of road freight hauling equipment. ties. Many rail carriers redirected their in-house sales fo-
For example, the Service Transportation Assistance Act cus toward large national accounts and diverted other cus-
(STAA) of 1978 made it lawful for double trailers to oper- tomer support resources to the largest of their potential
ate throughout the nation. It also allowed single trailer customers. In the process they created a new "value added"

(in percent)

No. of
1mpwv Sd. Sa Worse Total Res nses

52 42 6 100 382

28 60 12 100 335

Source: U.S. Department o1 Transportaton, Federal Railroad Administrabon, and U.S. Interstate Commerce Commission, Office of
Transportation Analysis, "A Survey of Shipper Satisfaction with Service and Rates of Shorttine and Regional Railroads," Joint Staff Study,
August 1989.
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function for small railroads, as distributors, service SEPAI1ON OF PASSENGERAND FREIGHT SERCES: 1970 In
repackagers, and customer service agents for those ship- 1969 the financial deficit generated from rail passenger
pers located on light-density lines. operation was estimated at about $200 million annually.

This represented 25 to 40 percent of overall railroad in-
6. Rail Deregulation and Its Implications dustry profit. Since capital investment in unprofitable rail
Although the railroad industry in the United States has tra- service was not prudent, service continued to deteriorate.
ditionaily been privately owned and operated, for many The industry found itself in a cycle of lost business, train
years restrictive federal controls undermined the industry's discontinuance, deteriorating service, and further lost busi-
ability to simulate the behavior of market-oriented enter- ness. In 1970, after years of debate and congressional tes-
prises. Beginning in 1970, however, market-oriented pub- timony, legislation was passed to separate the passenger
lic policies began to move railroads toward the type of flex- and freight services and to operate the passenger service
ibility enjoyed by most other business enterprises. These as a separate public enterprise.
actions included: (1) the separation of intercity passenger The Rail Passenger Service Act created, in 1970, the
and freight businesses, with the former becoming govern- National Railroad Passenger Corporation (Amtrak) to ser-
ment owned and operated while the latter stayed in pri- vice the national intercity rail passenger system selected by
vate hands; (2) the rationalization of railroad structure the Secretary of Transportation. Railroads that joined the
through the approval of mergers and acquisitions, includ- passenger system could discontinue their own passenger
ing the creation of a major Eastern railroad, Conrail, as a services. Most railroads joined immediately. Eventually, all
private enterprise; (3) the rationalization of railroad assets freight railroads turned their intercity passenger services
largely through the enactment of legislation providing for over to Amtrak. Under the Act, state and regional authori-
the timely sale and transfer of what had previously been ties could obtain additional passenger service by paying at
abandoned branch lines; (4) the differentiation and con- least 67 percent of the losses derived solely from passen-
tract formatting of pricing and rates through economic ger service. Amtrak was to be managed by a 15 person
deregulation; and (5) a move toward the rationalization of board, of which 8 members were to be appointed by the
labor costs through government-aided settlement of labor- President, 4 were to be elected by common stockholders,
management disputes. and 3 were to be elected by preferred stockholders. The

Beginning in 1970 the series of public policy changes initial congressional appropriation was $200 million, and
noted above moved the railroad industry inexorably to- service began on May 1, 1971. Commuter rail passenger
ward market-oriented operations. These changes did not services and other short-haul passenger services in metro-
emerge holistically as a coherent policy framework, but politan and suburban areas were excluded from the provi-
rather evolved step-by-step as responses to the deteriorat- sions of the legislation. The federal government has owned
ing financial condition of the industry, the growing realiza- and operated Amtrak since the corporation's founding in
tion that intermodal competition was intense and that rail- 1971.
roads were restrained by government regulation from com- Since the passage of the act that created Amtrak, a
peting effectively, and the important recognition that the number of legislative actions have strengthened passenger
federal government was a part of the "railroad problem." service and have provided additional funding. These ac-
Looking back, this ensemble of public policy actions set tions included: the National Passenger Corporation Assis-
the stage for the market-driven restructuring of the rail- tance Act of 1972; the Amtrak Improvement Acts of 1973
road industry in the 1980s. and 1974; and theAmtrakReorganization of 1979. Byfree-

The government reform process was consolidated in ing freight railroads from the obligation to subsidize pas-
the Staggers Rail Act of 1980, which effectively removed senger service, the government helped to move the freight
the governmnent from intrusive economic regulation of rail- railroad system toward a stronger profit and market orien-
roads. While some freight rates have remained regulated tation.
after Staggers (less than 10 percent of total traffic accord-
ing to AAR estimates), in the 1990s U.S. railroads are gen- RATIoNALIZATON OF COMPETmVE STRUCTURE: 1973 Rail-
erally free to respond to market needs and conditions. One roads in the United States have been involved in mergers
of the major impacts of this deregulation was the struc- and acquisitions since the 1800s. Because economnies of
tural change in the industry, which resulted in the creation scale and density characterize the industry, the history of
of hundreds of new small railroads. These developments railroad restructuring has largely been one of consolida-
are discussed in the sections that follow. tion, merger, and acquisition. In the United States, the
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number of railroads has progressively decreased while their the Conrail Privatization Act of 1986 authorized a public
size has increased. Today large Class I railroads form the offering. In 1987 Conrail returned to the private sector
trunk-line, "wholesale" backbone of the railroad industry. with an initial public offering of 58,750,000 shares at $28
Clearly, large railroads are essential to a viable privately per share - the largest initial public offering in the history
owned and operated railroad system. of the New York Stock Exchange - which raised $1.65

However, from timne to time the consolidation of rail- billion.
roads, particularly financially troubled railroads, has called The creation of Conrail and its maintenance as a vi-
for government involvement to facilitate the reorganiza- able private enterprise helped retain a strong core railroad
tion. Two regions of the country were particularly distressed structure in the United States. This structure is essential
when the railroads serving them experienced a "market to the private sector development of a small rail segment
shakeout" in the 1970s. The Regional Rail Reorganization because it allows for economnies of scale and density and
Act of 1973 (3RAct) created two temporary federal agen- for the provision of services to smaller railroads that are
cies - the United States Railway Association (USRA) and unable to generate these econornies on their own.
the Rail Services Planning Office (RSPO) - to develop
system plans for the Midwest and Northeast regions. These RAnONALIZATION OF PLANT: 1976 For many years railroads
plans were designed to assure adequate and efficient rail in the United States were required by public regulatory
services. In relatively short order, the USRA developed a agencies to provide services, even if the services were not
plan for self-sustaining regional rail systems; RSPO evalu- making a profit or even eaming their costs of capital. Thus,
ated railroad mergers; and a new mega-railroad was while many miles of light-density branch lines were even-
launched in the Northeast. This mega-railroad, known as tually abandoned, other applications for abandonment were
the Consolidated Rail Corporation, or Conrail, was formed denied in what were often long and costly regulatory pro-
from the consolidation of a formerly large bankrupt rail- ceedings.
road, the Penn Central, with five other regional bankrupt Prior to 1920, railroad abandonments were subject to
railroads. regulation by the state(s) in which the line was located.

Conrail was created in 1976 by an act of Congress and The Transportation Act of 1920 provided the ICC with the
was initially funded by $2.1 billion in federal money and authority to approve or deny railroad abandonments, us-
$490 million in private sector financing. In 1978 Conrail ing the standard that "public convenience and necessity"
received another $1.2 billion. The trustees of the bankrupt would permit the abandonment. The ICC sometimes in-
railroads that merged into Conrail received 31.7 million terpreted this standard to make judgmental trade-offs be-
shares of Conrail preferred stock and 25 million shares of tween the economnic burden on the railroad associated with
common stock in exchange for rail properties, until a final continuing operations versus the potential hardships that
settlement could be reached. In 1981 the federal govern- the abandonment might cause to conmmunities and ship-
ment paid $2.1 billion to the Penn Central and lesser pers. Even when the chances for successful abandonment
amounts to the other predecessor railroads for their com- appeared to be good, the railroads held back and declined
mon and preferred stock. Since the goverunent did not to propose many abandonments because of the time and
wish to retain Conrail, a decision had to be made as to cost associated with the regulatory proceedings. Between
whether the railroad would be sold in one piece or liqui- 1920 and the late 1970s, the procedures associated with
dated. As was ordered by the Northeast Rail Services Act the regulation of abandonments tended to delay, if not pre-
(NERSA), passed in 1983, the USRAwas selected to make vent, asset rationalization.
the determination. NERSA also facilitated the restructur- In 1976 the Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory
ing and reorganization of Conrail by: (1) providing for the Reform Act (4R Act) was passed to address this problem.
transfer of commuter services to local and regional authori- This legislation changed the way in which the ICC inter-
ties; (2) eliminating labor contract obligations to operate preted the statute. The 4R Act required the railroads to
with full crews; (3) elimninating Conrail's liability for wage publish maps identifying lines that might be subject to aban-
guarantees; (4) providing for cash settlements to termi- donment applications. In this way, prospective purchasers
nated, idle employees; and (5) expediting line abandon- received advance warning and affected communities and
ment procedures. shippers could take protective action. The act also enabled

By the early 1980s Conrail had become modestly prof- all states to receive federal assistance for rail service con-
itable and was sought by prospective buyers. The U.S. De- tinuation, and it contained a provision that allowed the
partment of Transportation recommnended Conrail's sale ICC to exempt certain rypes of abandonment applications
to another large railroad, the Norfolk Southern. However, from regulatory review.
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However, it soon became apparent that the problems have preserved and often improved service while retaining
of the railroad industry would not be resolved by the 4R traffic for the rail industry. This has also helped railroad
Act alone. In 1978 the Department of Transportation con- labor by preserving jobs that would otherwise have been
duded that a significant part of the industry's problem was lost.
that, over many years, the railroads had not been allowed The legislation discussed above had a dramatic effect
to reduce their plant to match traffic; The Department on proposals to abandon uneconomical services. Just prior
stated that: to passage of the 4R Act, in 1974 and 1975, there were,

respectively, 25 and 42 railroad abandonments authorized
There are now too many miles of track and other facili- by the ICC, representing, respectively, 546 and 708 miles
ties of the wrong kind or in the wrong location to sur- of route. In 1977, the year following the passage of the 4R
vive in the new competitive climate.... Unnecessary lines Act, the ICC authorized 160 abandonments constituting
must be abandoned and traffic consolidated onto par- 2,923 mniles of route. And in 1982, the first full year after
allel or connecting lines, so that service can be main- initial implementation of the Staggers Act, the Commis-
tained, but costs can be reduced. sion authorized 385 abandonments, or 5,203 miles of route.

Obviously, the shift in public policy aided the abandon-
FuRTBR RAnONALIZATlON OF PLANT: 1980 ICC statistics, ment of uneconomrical railroad businesses. But not all un-
the average time to act upon an abandonment was reduced economical services were abandoned: following the pas-
from 743 calendar days in 1976 to 104 days in 1985. In sage of the Staggers Act, many were converted into small
addition, the Staggers Act gave the ICC the discretion to railroad operations.
decide whether to investigate an abandonrnent. Previously, The llinois Central Railroad is widely credited with
the ICC had been required to investigate all abandonments. pioneering light-density line sales to new-regional and lo-
Finally, the act established the Feeder Line Development cal railroad operators. In 1985 the Illinois Central sold over
Program to provide shippers and conmmunities with the legal 700 miles of road from which the Chicago, Central, and
means to purchase rail lines before abandonment. Under Pacific Railroad was formed. This was the first substantial
this provision, the ICC could set terms for the sale of a line spin-off in a series of line sales that allowed lllinois Central
when a bona fide purchase offer was made. While these to reduce its system from 8,366 niles operated in 1980 to
changes did not explicitly alter the standards for approv- a core system of 2,732 miles in 1982. Indeed, during this
ing an abandonment, they accelerated the process and con- period, the development of "trunk line/feeder line" rela-
tributed to a new approach that gave the railroads more tions became a key strategic element in the market devel-
freedom to abandon a service unless the affected parties opment strategy of some Class I carriers.
were willing to subsidize or assume responsibility for the Since then, most other Class I railroads have re-exam-
operation of the line. ined their networks to identify lines and operations which,

In 1983 Congress enacted the Northeast Rail Service although marginal to the Class I carrier, were viable small
Act, which gave Conrail greater latitude to abandon lines railroads. Sales of lines in advance of traffic diversion and
than was given to other railroads. The act required the ICC physical deterioration have proved advantageous in the
to approve all Conrail abandonment applications filed be- successful creation of the new railroad entities. Thus, the
fore November 1, 1985, unless a reasonable offer of finan- launching of many new local and regional railroads has
cial assistance had been made. come about through partnerships with the Class I connect-

Thus, by the early 19 80s, the need for the railroads to ing carriers and through the support of shippers and com-
reduce their physical plant in order to remain financially munities located on the line. Newly formed railroads have
viable had been widely recognized. While the "public con- in tum retained, and in many cases actually increased, traf-
venience and necessity" standard had not been altered fic on the national rail network while preserving rail ser-
statutorily, its application had been modified so that the vice and employment for countless communities and busi-
railroads were no longer required to continue operating nesses.
money-losing lines. Local jurisdictions and shippers were
encouraged, through the state rail planning process, to sup- RATIONALIZATION OF RATES: 1980 Before October 1980,
port - or even to purchase and operate - lines that were railroad freight rates were tightly controlled by the federal
essential to their busiiness activity but that could not be government. Regulation of rail rates and the related bu-
operated profitably by the Class I railroads. This more cre- reaucratic requirements worked against economically effi-
ative approach provided a valuable alternative to the tradi- cient pricing and resulted in a "regulatory lag' that cost
tional abandonment process. The newly created railroads the industry billions of dollars and created an unnecessary
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cost burden on railroads. The Staggers Rail Act of 1980, mining that the current level of service was inadequate and
although short of total economic deregulation, substantially that the prospective purchaser had adequate financial ca-
eased the regulatory burden on ratemaking, as well as other pability. The prospective purchaser had the burden of prov-
areas of railroading, in the areas described below. ing that the current level of service was in fact inadequate

Jurisdictional Threshold. The ICC's regulatory jurisdic- and was required to: (1) demonstrate that it (the purchaser)
tion was to be limited to rates that fell above a threshold was neither a Class I nor Class II railroad, (2) provide evi-
level to be determined annually - which was initially set dence that it could pay the determined price for the line,
at 160 percent of variable costs, and is currently at a range and (3) demonstrate its ability to assure three years of ad-
between 170 and 180 percent: in reality, the jurisdictional equate service.
threshold rate has stayed at 180 percent since the incep- To determine whether the current level of service is
tion of the range. The AAR estimates that about 70 per- inadequate, the ICC still considers "public convenience
cent of rail traffic currently moves on rates that fall below and necessity," but the operational criteria are now explic-
the jurisdictional threshold. itly defined as follows:

Contracts. Rate agreements between railroads and ship-
pers allowed for the tailoring of services and for the estab- 1. The railroad refuses to improve service to an ad-
lishment of longer-terrn relationships between shippers and equate level
carriers. Service contracts increased shipper investment in 2. Service is inadequate for the majority of shippers
rail equipment and rail transfer and storage facilities and 3. The sale of the line will not adversely affect the
converted the buyer/seller relationship to a partnership. For financial and operating performance of the current
many years, before the Staggers Act, contracts were illegal railroad
in the United States. Contract freedom allowed the com- 4. Service will improve with the sale.
mercial relationship between rail carriers and their custom-
ers to mature and to emulate forms found in other indus- After these four conditions are met, the sale price must
trial sectors. The AAR estimates that about half of rail traf- still be detemined. Section 401 directs the ICC to set the
fic was carried under contract rates. sale price at the net liquidation value of the line or its go-

Exemptions. The ICC was given the authority to exempt ing concem value, whichever is greater. The price does not
any commodity or type of traffic from regulation where that include the cost of providing for labor protection arrange-
traffic was shown to be highly competitive. Since Staggers, ments. Figure 10.14 presents a schematic diagram of the
the ICC has exempted such traffic as intermodal (contain- Section 401 process.
ers and trailers) and box car, as well as a host of commodi- The Staggers Act also established in Section 402 new,
ties including many agricultural items and automotive goods. more liberal and expeditious, procedures for handling aban-

donment applications. Figure 10.15 provides a schematic
7. Exit and Entry Processes under Current diagram of Section 402 abandonments. Section 402 and
Legislation also increased opportunities for new railroads to enter the
The conversion of uneconomical branch lines to viable small market.
railroads contains particularly useful lessons regarding pri-
vate sector development. Previously subsidized branch lines 8. Economics of Small Railroad Operations
operated by Class I carriers resembled publicly owned and The economic advantage of small railroad operations de-
operated entities. The branch line operations were, in es- rives from improved labor productivity and lower wage
sence, cross-subsidized and their conversions to viable rates. In 1992, wages and salaries for the average Class I
operations are analogous to privatization. These conver- railroad worker amounted to $44,336. A generous ben-
sions resulted from and in tum influenced the public policy efits package raised total compensation to $61,708. Small
discussed above. railroads pay lower base wages and offer lesser benefits.

Until passage of the Staggers Act of 1980, small rail- Although an exact figure is not available, the average worker
roads had been affected only generally by federal policies on a non-Class I railroad makes about $33,800 a year in
directed at the entire railroad industry. Section 401 of the wages and salaries and receives a far less generous benefits
Staggers Act explicitly acknowledged the need to develop package than a Class I employee. Since labor costs amount
an alternative to inadequate rail service and to preserve to 48 percent of total operating expenses for the Class I
feeder lines prior to the total downgrading of such lines. carriers, this lower wage can dramatically improve the per-
More specifically, Section 401 enabled the ICC to require formance of a marginal line segment.
a railroad to sell a line to a person (or entity) after deter- Perhaps of greater importance to the small industry
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Figure 10.14 - U.S.: ICC Sale of Light Density Lines under Section 401 of Staggers Act
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segment are work rules. Most new small railroads were able been controlled by the government. In fact, they were na-
to negotiate reduced crew size agreements (that is, two- tionalized during World War I.
man crews) long before the Class I railroads had such agree-
ments. In addition, small railroads are able to begin opera- 1. Private Sector Development and Growth:
tions free of work rule limits (for example, on crew mile- 1827-86
age, train crew districts, etc.) that apply to most Class I The first railroad in the United States, the Baltimore and
carriers. Ohio Railroad, was chartered in 1827 and completed in

Similarly, small railroads are not burdened with the craft 1830. Financing for the railroad was provided through a
distinctions that limnit Class I railroad productivity. Work- $2.0 million stock offering to the citizens of Baltimore and
ers on a small railroad are normally expected to perform a $0.5 million of stock subscribed to by the City of Balti-
variety of unrelated tasks, a situation which can significantly more itself. Shortly thereafter, other railroads were funded
reduce costs. In contrast to the 100 percent unionized work by the sale of stock to individuals. Railroad lines increased
forces of Class I railroads, many of the work forces of the from 23 miles in 1830 to 2,818 miles in 1840, and 9,021
new small railroads are non-unionized. miles in 1850 (see Table 10.4).

Railroad growth was nothing less than spectacular in
PART II: RESTRUCTURING OF PRIVATE the nineteenth century and was spurred by several factors,
RAILROADS including: (1) the desire to expand the country westward,

(2) the granting of 130,000 acres of federal land for rail-
In the early nineteenth century when railroads first devel- road development between 1850 and 1872, (3) the use of
oped in the United States, a strong anti-Federalist view railroads during the Civil War (1860-65), and (4) the In-
prevailed in the country. Consequently, direct investment dustrial Revolution during the latter half of the nineteenth
in state-owned enterprises was avoided. In the 1820s, as century. As Table 10.4 demonstrates, railroad routes in-
the nation's infrastructure was being rapidly built up, Presi- creased by almost 40,000 miles during the 1870s, and by
dent Andrew Jackson vetoed federal funds for both roads 41,000 miles in the first six years of the 1880s.
and canals. In this way, he sent a clear message to Con- From this base, the industry continued its growth. By
gress that infrastructure, and specifically railroads, would the end of the nineteenth century railroad employment
not be built with federal funds. Instead, the earliest rail- represented almost 10 percent of the country's adult popu-
roads were built with private funds and organized as profit- lation. The industry's capital investment was estimated as
seeking ventures. Fortunately, sufficient private capital was representing one-seventh of the total wealth of the coun-
available to create the nascent rail industry. Additional pri- try, and railroad industry annual revenues exceeded those
vate capital appeared as the attractive potential for profits of the federal government fourfold.
became increasingly apparent.

Over the years, however, the federal government did 2. Federal Regulation and Continued Growth:
provide indirect aid to the private railroads. This aid took 1887-1917
several forms, induding: (1) the right of eminent domain, Because of the dominance of the railroad industry and the
whereby the governmnent could empower an entity to take ineffectiveness of state economic regulation, and also in
private property for a public use without the necessity of
the owner's consent; (2) land surveys, which were con- Table 10.4 - U.S.: Growth of Railroad Mileage,
ducted by the federal government in anticipation of land 1827-86
development; (3) federal and state grants of land for spe-
cific development in exchange for various considerations; Uilions ot No. of
(4) state charters and the ensuing regulation of rates and Year URes-Owned U.&. Popullatlon :S -.services; and (5) publicly supported financial assistance -

such as grants, low-interest loans, and equity purchases. 1827 13 11.9 23
All of these forms of public assistance would be used to 1830 23 12.9 24
develop privately owned railroads in the United States. 1840 2,818 17.1 26

In 1887 the federal government imposed economic t180 9,021 23.2 31
regulation on railroads-,intensified that regulation during 1860 30,635 31.5 35
the first part of the twentieth century, and generally re- 1870 52,922 39.9 39
tained it until 1980. Because of economic regulation and 1880 92,147 50.3 40
related public sector involvement, railroads in the United 1836 133,565 57.9 40
States, at different times and to different degrees, have
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response.to enormous pressure from the agricultural com- control remained in effect until March 1, 1920. During
munity which alleged that railroads charged excessive and this period massive public funds were expended, unfortu-
discriminatory rates, the federal government imposed eco- nately with little lasting improvement in operating efficiency.
nomic regulation on the industry in 1887. Federal legisla- The Federal Control Act allocated $500 million for rail
tion was strengthened and broadened for many years there- operations. However, much more was subsequently ex-
after so that the federal government regulated rate, service pended: estimates range up to $5 billion. During the same
quality, and structural aspects of the railroad industry. The period, railroad labor received substantial wage increases
extent of regulation, from 1887 to World War I, can be and as a result labor expenses as a percentage of railroad
summarized as follows: revenue increased from 40 percent in 1917 to 55 percent

in 1920. Excessive wage "hangover" adversely affected the
* 1887. Interstate Commerce Act. Provided complete industry for the next 75 years. Under government control,

economic regulation extending to rates, discrimina- freight rates rose by the largest percentage in history (25
tion and prejudice, pooling, tariffs, service, and struc- percent) - a development that brought strong protest from
ture shippers. At the same time, service to shippers that were

* 1903:ElkinsAct. Strengthenedrateregulationagainst not directly supporting the war effort greatly deteriorated,
rate cutting and rebates even though total railroad traffic in 1918 increased by only

* 1906: Hepburn Act. Strengthened rate regulation by 2 percent over 1917 levels. In 1919 railroads generated
giving government power to set maximum rates large financial deficits for the third consecutive year and

* 1908: Federal Employees' Liability Act. Provided for experienced widespread car shortages.
workers' compensation and gave employees the right The adverse experience associated with the federal take-
to sue railroads for liability claims over was acknowledged on the eve of World War II, when

* 1910: Mann-Elkins Act. Broadened rate regulation the government decided to leave the railroads in private
with regard to relative length of haul hands. During the War the governmnent acted as a coordi-

* 1913: Valuation Act. Tied rate regulation to return nating and supervisory body.
on investment by requiring asset valuations.

4. Continued Regulation and Decline: 1920-40
In spite of increased federal regulation, the railroad By 1920, after years of aggressive investment, the industry

industry grew significantly in the years prior to World War found itself over built and ripe for a "shakeout." A ratio-
I. Railroads represented the dominant form of transporta- nalization of plant and work forces inevitably began. As a
tion at a time when the country's industrial production was direct result of an expanding highway system, competition
accelerating and its population was growing rapidly. It was from the motor carrier industry intensified. At the same
during this period that railroad growth peaked, with 2,404 time, excessive federal regulation limited the industry's
railroads operating in 1907,254,037 riles of track in 1916, ability to respond to shifting shipper needs. This govern-
and 2,147,843 employees in 1920 (see TablelO.5). ment regulation can be traced through the following series

of legislation, up to the beginning of World War II.
3. World War I and the Federal Takeover:
1918-20 * 1920: Transportation Act. Refined rate controls and
Federal involvement in railroad operations was direct and addressed, among other subjects, joint rates, pooling
controlling during World War I, after President Wilson na- of equipment, abandonments, labor disputes, and
tionalized the industry on December 26, 1917. Federal financial regulation

* 1926: Railway Labor Act. Established government
* procedures to handle railroad labor-management

disputes, including strikes
. Number of Miles of Number of * 1933: Emergency TransportationAct. Established sepa-

Number of Miles of Number of rate (from Social Security) federal retirement system
* Year Railroads Road Owned Employees for railroad employees

1887.Zi 1,488 147,913 704,743 * 1938: Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act. Estab-
*l 1890 1,797 163,597 749,301 lished federal system of unemployment insurance for

1900 2,023 193,346 1,017,653 railroad workers (other industries are under state

1T910OllA 1,306 240,493 1,699,420 systems)
1920 1,785 252,845 2,147,843 * 1940: Transportation Act. Enacted "National Trans-

portation Policy" statement.
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During the 1930s and 1940s the industLy continued to America's Sound Transportation Review Organization
shrink in size. In the face of increasing competition and weak (ASTRO) crystallized recommendations that supported the
market demand it experienced numerous bankruptces. This deregulation track. ASTRO found that railroad earnings
downsizing was harsh and radical: between 1920 and 1940 would continue to be inadequate under the current regu-
the number of railroads declined from 1,117 to 736; the num- latory control unless the following recommendations were
ber of railroad employees declined from 2,147,843 to followed: (1) railroads should be allowed to price their prod-
1,221,000; and the miles of route owned declined from uct in accordance with competitive and economic reali-
252,845 to 233,670. In addition, the number of intercity pas- ties; (2) the handicaps on eliminating light-density branch
sengers dropped from 675 million in 1920 to only 227 million lines should be removed; (3) the regulatory process should
in 1940. In the 1930s the number of railroads in receivership promote the intent of Congress to encourage sound rail-
reached record levels. This slide was temporarily halted dur- road mergers; and (4) railroads should be part of total trans-
ing brld War II, as rail traffic again reached record levels portation companies.
measured both in freight and passenger traffic.

6. Mergers and Consolidation
5. Post-World War II and the Big Slide: 1946-79 Since the mid 1960s the history of the Class I segment of
The boom years for railroads ended after the war, as traffic the rail industry has been the history of the consolidation
was increasingly diverted from trains to trucks, and pas- of local carriers into mega-carriers serving broad inter-re-
sengers moved from trains to cars and airplanes. A key fac- gional markets. The trend toward mega-rail systems began
tor that contributed to the railroad industry's economic' in 1967 with the Seaboard Coast Line, which consolidated
and financial decline in the post-War era was the develop- the formerly competing networks of the Atlantic Coast Line
ment of a federal highway system, for which the govern- and the Seaboard Air Line in the southeastern quadrant of
ment provided 90 percent of construction costs as well as the United States. This merger was followed by the forma-
a trust fund for highway maintenance. At the same time, tion of a second mega-carrier in the Northeast. The Penn
the railroad industry continued to be handicapped by the Central was formed in 1968 and 1969 with the consolida-
government's finanaal and economic regulation. Railroad tion of the Pennsylvania Railroad, the New York Central,
legislation enacted between the end of World War I[ and and the New York, New Haven and Hartford.
1969 included the following: In 1970 the Burlington Northern emerged as a mega-

carrier in the West with the merger of the Great Northern,
* 1948& Reed Bulwinkle Act. Provided antitrust immu- the Northern Pacific, and the Chicago, Burlington and

nity to railroads for interline rate-making Quincy. This combined system acquired the Spokane, Port-
* 1958: Transportation Act. Amended a rate-making land and Quincyby lease. In 1972 the Illinois Central Gulf

section was formed from the merger of the Illinois Central and the
* 1966: Department of Transportation Act. Created the Gulf, Mobile and Ohio. This consolidated network linked

federal (Cabinet level) Department of Transporta- the industrial heartland of the Midwest to the Gulf of
tion, which was responsible for railroad safety regu- Mexico. Four years later, Conrail was formed in the North-
lation; economic regulation remained with the ICC. east under the 3RAct. Conrail emerged as a public corpo-

ration with the forced consolidation of most bankrupt car-
While federal regulation of what had become a non- riers in the Northeast, including the Penn Central, the

competitive industry continued during the 1950s, 1960s, Central Railroad of New Jersey, the Erie, Lackawanna,
and 1970s, the railroad industry reached its nadir. The in- Lehigh and Hudson River, the Reading, and the Ann Arbor.
dustry experienced a second "shakeout" in the 1970s. In 1980 CSX was formed in the East with the merger
About 22 percent of the industry was in bankruptcy and of the Chessie System and the Seaboard Coast Line and,
the remainder earned an average return of between 2 and in the West, the Burlington Northern expanded further
4 percent - far below the industry's cost of debt, to say with the acquisition of the St. Louis-San Francisco. In 1982
nothing of the cost of capital. During this period radical the Norfolk Southem system took shape in the East in
solutions were considered. For example, policy discussions response to the CSX and Conrail mergers and, in 1982,
involved the possible nationalization of the entire industry the Union Pacific emerged as a Westem mega-carrier, with
or, at least, of the industry's rights of way. Considerable the acquisition first of the Western Pacific and then of the
support also existed for liberalization and a dissolution of Missouri Pacific. In 1994 the Union Pacific added to its
federal control. A number of congressional studies recom- Westem network by gaining control of the Chicago and
mended market-oriented solutions. A widely distributed North Westem.
1970 study conducted by the industry study group Eachof theserailwaymergers and acquisitions required
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the review and prior approval of the ICC, which by statute Growth began to slow after 1987. While some of this
must make a prior determination that a proposed consoli- deceleration was due to the factors discussed above, an
dation is in the public interest. In this respect rail mergers important U.S. Supreme Court decision in 1989 also re-
and acquisitions differ from all other corporate mergers tarded the development of the industry: that case was Pitts-
and acquisitions in the United States. The "public inter- burgh & Lake Erie Railroad Co. v. Railway Labor Execu-
est," as it is now defined by practice and precedent, in- tives'Association. This case addressed the conflict between
volves a balancing of the multiple interests of labor unions, labor contracts and ownership rights and the requirement
shippers, and competing railroads. In determining that a of new small railroad owners to make severance payments
merger is in the public interest, the ICC is empowered to before restructuring their work forces.
impose conditions on the consolidated system. One set of
these conditions, referred to as the New York Dock Con- 8. Work Rules and Unionization
ditions, provides job protection and work guarantees to Organized labor has traditionally played a dominant po-
employees of the predecessor railroads who are likely to litical and economic role in the U.S. railroad industry. Al
be affected by subsequent work force rationalization. The Class I railroads are unionized and exhibit wage levels sub-
net effect of the ICC's imposition of merger conditions is stantially higher than those of non-unionized Class II and
to dilute the operating and marketing synergies that might Class mII railroads. Class I work forces are organized by
result from a merger and to share these economic benefits craft; dealing with specialized crafts compounds the diffi-
on some basis among the affected parties. culties of collective bargaining. Craft-by-craft negotiations

The involvement of the ICC in the merger process af- allow for less flexibility in the modification of work rules,
fects the cycle time for the preparation and implementa- which are carried out with modem technological advances.
tion of the merger as well as the economic value of the Thus, while competitive pressures and technological change
final consolidation. Typically, merger proceedings are highly have rendered many work rules outmoded, both the craft
litigious and can drag on for years. In the 1980s the ICC union organization and the limited negotiating flexibility
declined to approve at least one proposed large merger allowed under railroad law make it difficult for the man-
between the Southern Pacific and the Santa Fe Railways. agement of large railroads to change work rules.

In 1994 a new round of merger activity emerged with U.S. railroad labor law has its origins in the 1926 Rail-
the proposed consolidation of the lllinois Central and the way Labor Act (RLA), which applies uniquely to both rail-
Kansas City Southern, as well as the takeover battle be- road and airline labor. The RLA was a forerunner of the
tween the Union Pacific and the Santa Fe for control of New Deal and pre-dates the National Labor Relations Act
the Burlington Northern Railway The Union Pacific's ef- (NLRA), which applies to all other industries. The most
forts to block the merger of the Santa Fe and the Burlington important distinguishing feature of the RLA is that when
Northern and to initiate a hostile effort to gain control of a an existing agreement expires neither management nor la-
majority of Burlington Northern's publicly traded shares bor can act unilaterally to change the terms of the previous
represented the first time that competitive and contestable agreement. Neither management nor labor can take ac-
market mechanisms were used to bid for railroad corpo- tion without filing a notice on the other party and bargain-
rate control in the United States. This development clearly ing to impasse.
signals that the industry has reached a new level of post- The strong status quo ante bias of the RLA was shaped
regulatory maturity in its ongoing efforts to restructure and by the railroad industry's central economic role and the
reorganize in ways that will increase value for both share- belief at the time that prolonged work stoppages would
holders and shippers. wreak havoc on the economy. In addition, the RLA requires

that if new terms are not agreed upon by both parties a
7. Emergence of the Small Railroad Segment mediation process is automatically activated. The legisla-
The growth of the small railroad segment during the 1970s tion specifies that once the arbitration process is initiated,
and 1980s and into the 1990s is the latest chapter in the wages and work rules - including those that are not speci-
structural evolution of the industry. Future prospects for fied in written contracts but are customary in practice -
growth in this segment appear robust. With the new wave cannot be changed, and no action may be taken until all
of large railway mergers, new spin-off opportunities will mediation efforts have been exhausted. It is only when all
no doubt emerge. alternative remedies have been attempted that unilateral

Although the small rail segment has continued to grow, action can be taken (that is, that management can make
the rate of increase has slowed. Figures 10.16 and 10.17 changes to working conditions, or labor can go on strike).
detail the creation of new roads between 1976 and 1992. The status quo feature of railroad labor law in the United
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Figure 10.16 - U.S.: Growth of Small Railroads, Figure 10.17- U.S.: Growth of Small Railroads,
New Roads, 1976-92 Mileage and Employees, 1976-92
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States makes fundamental changes in labor contracts dif- Court ruled that a railroad planning to go out of business
ficult for railroads to realize. and sell its entire line to a noncarrier 'is not required to

This legislation plays a pivotal role in railroad line sales. bargain with its unions over the sale, but may consummate
T'he Interstate Commerce Act requires all railroads to ob- the sale while it is bargaining with its unions about the ef-
tain ICC approval before merging, constructing, selling, fects of the sale on its employees, and may terminate ef-
buying, or abandoning rail lines. In the past, the ICC made fects bargaining when the sale is consummated."
its approval of a transaction conditional on the railroad's The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie was a financially troubled
provision of specific protections to employees who were regional railroad that agreed to sell its assets to another
threatened with displacement to lower paying jobs or out- company. The railroad's unions, represented by the Rail-
right dismissal as a result of the proposed transaction. In way Labor Executives' Association, argued that the sale of
most cases, these protections represented a significant assets amounted to a change in working conditions and
transaction cost, shares of which the parties to the transac- that such changes must be negotiated through collective
tion negotiated. bargaining. The Supreme Court found that the sale itself

In the mid-1980s, in an important policy reversal, the was not subject to negotiation with the unions but that the
ICC decided that labor protection measures would not be effects of the sale on the employees did require negotia-
required for the sale of a rail line to a noncarrier. The ratio- tion pursuant to the terms of the U.S. Railway Labor Act.
nale for this policy change was that branch lines would be This act provides for generous severance benefits. As a re-
abandoned if they could not be sold. By imposing costly sult, the effect of the decision was to slow somewhat the
labor protection on an already marginal situation, the ICC development of the small railroad industry.
would either prevent a transaction from being completed After the decision, several important issues remained
or would so burden the purchaser that the risk of failure open. In fact, the decision may have raised more questions
would increase considerably. The ICC's change in policy than it answered - for example: its application to a rail-
resulted in a flurry of small railroad sales. Branch lines that road selling only part of its line; the extent to which unions
could not be operated profitably by Class I carriers could can use strikes to defeat the sale of a line; the rights of
now be operated as short lines. Traffic that would have unions and carriers in carrier-to-carrier sales; and the au-
been lost continued to be fed into the Class I railroads. thority of the ICC in affecting the respective rights of car-
Unions opposed the lower staffing and wage levels which tiers and unions. Since the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie deci-
resulted. sion, the courts, the ICC, and various arbitrators have

The railroad unions challenged the ICC policy in the struggled with these questions. The result of the residual
courts. One closely watched case - the aforementioned uncertainties from this case may well be fewer small rail-
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad Co. v. Railway Labor Ex- road transactions in the 1990s.
ecutives'Association - involving the sale of an entire rail- On May 3, 1990, President Bush established a Presi-
road to a noncarrier, reached the U.S. Supreme Court. The dential Emergency Board to investigate disputes between
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railroads and labor regarding wages and work rules. On remaining lines, representing 783 miles, had been aban-
January 15, 1991, this Emergency Board recommended a doned. By that time 7 other firms had abandoned portions
series of wage increases through 1995, as well as changes of their lines, representing an additional 341 miles. Thus,
in work rules that were less restrictive than those that had of the 7,479 original short line miles, 5,317 remained. Six
applied in the past. These recommendations were subse- railroads actually offset part of this loss by adding a total of
quently implemented for most railroads. In response to 668 miles. Thus, the total of miles operated was 5,985.
union protests, a second Presidential Emergency Board was These figures hide an important factor underlying the
appointed and its report issued on May 28, 1992. This sec- dynamnic nature of the small railroad segment. A substan-
ond Board recommended the same wage increases and tial shifting of track and other assets apparently takes place
work rule changes as the first Board. The significance of from one line to another. Among the "test" case railroads,
the recommendations of both Boards was that the federal transfers of entire lines totaling 1,449 miles and partial
government for the first time supported railroad transfers of 188 miles took place. These changes took place
management's goals of (1) reducing inefficient work rules, as a result of a variety of causes: financial difficulties, change
and (2) reducing the wage gap between rail labor and work- in ownership, change in management policy, and change
ers with comparable skills. in the policies of the track owners. In a few instances op-

erations were discontinued and subsequently resumed by
PART I: PERFORMANCE OF SMALL RAELROADS a new firn only after a year or so.

Since the 1970s and early 1980s, divestment and re-
As a result of the changes in public policy discussed above, investment activity has picked up dramatically. According
at least one-third of the mnileage that would have been aban- to the above-mentioned study, a total of 184 new small
doned during the 1970s and 1980s was turned over to new railroad enterprises took over lines abandoned or spun off
small railroads. This asset conversion resulted in a signifi- by major railroad companies from April 1984 to January
cant social benefit. For example, small railroads provide 1993. In addition, nine new railroads were formed from
the only available rail service to many small and rural com- lines abandoned earlier, before January 1, 1993. These lines
munities.These communities enjoy lower freight costs and were still in operation at that date. The total mileage of
better transport service than would have been the case if new railroads was 13,898 - a substantially larger increase
rail service had been abandoned. In addition, fewer trucks during this eight-year period than during 1970-84.
travel over the highways - a circumstance which, in gen- It should be borne in mind, then, that few small rail-
eral, improves highway safety, lowers emissions, and re- roads started since April 1984 have failed. Small roads have
duces traffic congestion. Moreover, the large railroads have had remnarkable success. The total post- 1984 small railroad
benefited from the overhead traffic that the small railroads mnileage abandoned by 1993 was less than 4 percent of the
generate as well as by the reduction in costs made possible total of new post- 1984 small railroad mileage.
by the spinning off of the light-density lines. Government There were several apparent reasons why the 1984-92
has also benefited from tax revenues that would have been roads fared better than the roads forrmed before 1984. Fully
lost had the industry failed. 14 percent of the mileage of the earlier roads had been

abandoned by 1984-28 percent by 1993. First, lines spun
1. Incidence of Success and Failure off in the later period had started with substantially more
To date, the rate of survival of the newly formed small rail- traffic than their predecessors. In the late 1980s, major rail
roads has been encouraging. A recent study on short line systems began to spin off longer lines and network seg-
railroads sheds light on new railroad formation.? The study ments that generated significant traffic volume. For that
took as its sample the 118 new railroads formed in the reason, complete abandonment would have been strongly
period from 1970 to 1984. These new railroad companies resisted. Second, by the mid- 1980s financial instability and
were formed to take over lines abandoned or spun off by third party investors had learned from earlier experience.
major companies and represented a total mileage of 7,479 In the second epoch, only seasoned managers with ad-
at the time of their formation. By 1984, 19 of these lines equate knowledge of railroad operation received financ-
had been abandoned (1,038 niles). By 1993, 16 of the ing. Third, bythe mid-1980s less subsidy money from state

and local governments was available.
The continued expansion of the new small carriers and

3Due, John F., and Suzanne D. Leever, "The Post-1984 Experi- the survival of existing carriers has been all the more re-
ence with New Small and Regional Railroads," Tranportation markable in the face of several unanticipated economic
Jurnal, Vol. 33, No. 1, Fall 1993. challenges: (1) the recession of 1990-91, which caused a
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significant reduction in traffic volume; (2) the reduction keting and financial assistance, while the local offices ac-
of the local or state government support that was available tuaDly operate the railroads. Railtex recently completed a
in earlier years; and (3) the increased competition from successful IPO and with the process of that capital flota-
trucks. Another challenge appeared in 1993 when the per- tion expects to expand its formula for improving the pro-
fornance of small railroads was affected by floods. The ductivity of the small railroads in which it invests. Railtex
segment's success can be attributed to (1) the ability of dispatches a "go team" to assist with the installation and
smaller companies to operate more cheaply than the major initial operation of the company's operating systems on
railroads on low volume lines, and (2) the ability of these each investment road. The railroads typicaly invest in new
companies to provide tailored service based on a superior sales personnel, in increased train service, and in restoring
knowledge of local needs. Lower operating costs derive in sidings to small shippers shortly after a takeover. The re-
part from lower wage levels, greater flexibility in the use of sult in 23 acquisitions has been a significant improvement
workers in a variety of tasks, and the ability to use part- in profitability. Several other multi-railroad groups have
time labor. followed similar strategies.

Another interesting recent development is the separa-
tion of assets from rail operations. While more than two- 2. Mini Case Study: Wisconsin Central
thirds of the local carriers are privately held, 15 of the 276 No single formula exists for successful smaDl railroad op-
new local railroads formed since 1976 are owned by state erations. The strategies and operations of individual carri-
and local govermnents. Others receive operating subsidies ers vary widely. However, a review of several specific smal
from local municipalities in the form of reduced fees for rail operations may help in explaining both their success
leased track. Fully 3,278 of the 18,201 miles operated by and their diversity. Wlsconsin Central Ltd. is the railroad
local railroads established since 1976 are owned by gov- operation of Wisconsin Central Transportation Corpora-
eminent agencies. Among new local railroads, 48 of the tion. The company was founded in 1987 in a $122 million
276 are owned by shippers. The "core" businesses of these leveraged buyout of the Lake States Transportation Divi-
shippers include coal mining, steel miling, stone quarry- sion of the Soo Line Corporation. The origin of the com-
ing, and grain elevator operation. In cross-ownership rela- pany can be traced back to the entrepreneurial efforts of
tionships involving shippers and railroads, 'core" business two railroad industry executives who were looking for a
operations can cross-subsidize rail operations, or vice versa, smaDl railroad to buy and operate. An important factor in
in ways that are beneficial to both sides, particularly if the their plans to was the greater price-setting flexibility which
cost of alternative transport is relatively high. the Staggers Act gave to non-Class-I lines. The Staggers

Many new local railroads are owned and operated by Act also set the stage for network downsizing programs
local railroads over trackage leased from Class I carriers. which Class I carriers used to create feeder railroads.
This arrangement has also proved mutually advantageous. The rwo railroad executives felt that they could lower
For example, through smal railroad control the Class I the fixed costs of operating the former Soo Line tracks by
carrier can capture all of the overhead traffic that the local mifnimizing the use of switching yards and switch engines
railroad generates. Conversely, the local railroad can ben- and at the same time improving the quality of services of-
efit from assured car supply and advantageous repair agree- fered to local customers. With more flexible labor agree-
ments with the larger railroads. Norfolk Southern Corpo- ments, reduced crews, and a sophisticated computerized
ration, a large Class I carrier operating primarily in the information and control system, they believed that they
Southeast and Midwest, has been active in developing joint could operate the former Soo Line profitably,
marketing and operating synergies with its local railroads. Wisconsin Central's operating concept rests on three

Since local market conditions directly affect the suc- elements: (1) non-union operations, (2) a strong focus on
cess of a local railroad, owning railroads in different loca- customer service, and (3) a market-oriented management.
tions that carry different commodities is an effective way When it was founded, Wisconsin Central became the larg-
of diversifying ownership risks. This strategy has been pio- est regional railroad in the United States. Its operations
neered by a number of small railroad "holding" compa- served Wisconsin extensively, as well as parts of Minne-
nies. For example, Railtex, which is based in San Antonio, sota, Illinois, and Michigan. As a non-union railroad, the
owns two dozen small railroads. These railroads are spread company was able to realize competitive cost and service
throughout the United States (and now Canada) and carry advantages over more traditional railroads in three areas:
a wide assortment of commodities. The corporate office (1) more service flexibiJity, (2) high productivity and low
of Railtex handles accounting and makes decisions on car cost operations, and (3) customer-tailored service designs
allocations and capital investment. It also provides mar- and effective marketing.
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The period immediately following the buyout (1981-88) ment attention since the company's startup. The transac-
was financially difficult for the carrier. By late 1989, however, tion creating Wisconsin Central has been delayed because
the company had improved its cash position significantly and of the company's plan to transform the unionized opera-
was able to complete a $40 million refinancing, thus extend- tion into a non-union operation. The labor unions filed
ing the maturities on its existing debt. In May 1991 the com- suit against the company in both state and federal courts.
pany completed an initial public offering for $36 million, for While they were not successful in blocking the sale, they
36.7 percent of its equity. Proceeds from the offering were delayed the dosing of the transaction. Subsequently, in
used torepaydebt. The company's stock was issued at $16.50 1990, the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers gained
and three years later was trading above $30. sufficient employee support to hold an election but received

Figures 10.18 and 10.19 review the company's finan- less than 20 percent of employee votes, thus falling short
cial performance. From 1988 to 1993 the company in- of the required organizational threshold. A second unsuc-
creased its operating revenues by almost $60 million. Dur- cessful drive at unionization took place more recently.
ing this same period traffic volume increased significantly Management believes that favorable pay and a "team"
while revenue per carload actually decreased. By 1993 attitude explain the failure to unionize. More flexible work
carloadings had increased to 257,000, up from 145,000 in practices have improved productivitylevels and have helped
1988 -a 77 percent traffic improvement. Over the same reduce operating costs to levels well below those of Class I
period the railroad industry experienced a relatively flat carriers. An automated billing, inventory, and control sys-
performance. The net result, however, was significantly tem has also enhanced productivityby minimizing the need
improved revenue and profit. By 1993 Wisconsin Central's for clerical workers. Cross-training and cross-staffing have
operating ratio had decreased to 77 percent, which placed enabled the company to minimize periodic layoffs and call-
it amorg the best performers in the rail industry. backs, which have a disruptive effect on the work forces of

In addition to various customer service awards, the other, larger railroads. Significantly, Wisconsin Central
company was nominated as Regional Railroad of the Year spends 30 percent of its revenue on labor costs compared
by Railway Age, a prestigious industry publication. Wis- with 50 percent spent by the larger Class I unionized carri-
consin Central was specifically cited for 'setting an exanple ers. Although its base salaries are lower than the railroad
of prudent management and bold marketing for the entire industry average, the company pays a performance bonus.
industry" Figure 10.20 shows total assets for the period. At the time of the IPO the company also initiated an em-

Wisconsin Central achieved an exceptional level of ployee stock ownership plan (ESOP) for all employees,
performance in a short period of time to a large extent which held slightly less than 5 percent of company stock.
because of its non-union status. Significantly, the carrier Since its formation, the company has sustained an ag-
has managed to create 400 new jobs since it started opera- gressive communication campaign for potential custom-
tions (see Figure 10.21). ers, in which the management has pledged to offer more

Labor issues have remained a key focus of manage- frequent and dependable service at competitive prices by
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Figure 10.20 - U.S.: Wisconsin Central - Total Figure 10.21 - U.S.: Wisconsin Central -
Assets, 1988-93 Average Work Force, 1988-93
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customer-oriented employees. This campaign has proved this fact is underscored by its active acquisition program.
essential to retaining customers in an uncertain financial In early 1992 Wisconsin Central agreed to purchase the
atmosphere and to building the foundation for a resurgent rail operating assets of the Green Bay and Western and
traffic base. Fox River Valley Railroads, both subsidiaries of Itel Cor-

The company's marketing approach is also unconven- poration. Organized labor objected to the transaction, but
tional: field sales/marketing and customer service depart- the ICC voted unanimous approval before the end of the
ments report through the operating department rather than year. Also in 1992, the company sold shares in a secondary
through a separate sales or marketing department. The share offering, which reduced the stake of "zero stage" out-
rationale for this innovation is that most customer prob- side investors in the company, as part of its exit strategy.
lems are operations-related and should be dealt with di- Wisconsin Central's acquisition-led expansion strategy
rectly by the relevant department. Wisconsin Central in- continued in 1993 and the company also led a consortium,
terchanges traffic with seven Class I railroads, thereby of- that bought the 2,500-rmile New Zealand Rail system. This
fering its customers multiple routes and competitive rates consortium, which included Berkshire Partners, a U.S. in-
to many destinations. The railroad's service achievements vestment firm that had helped found Wisconsin Central,
have attracted an increasingly diverse traffic base. Although as well as various New Zealand investors, paid NZ$328
the paper industry continues to be the single most impor- million (US$179 million) for New Zealand Rail, in a trans-
tant client industry group (raw fiber materials and finished action including the inter-island ferry service but exclud-
paper products account for 27 percent of volume and 34 ing running track. The arrangement also indudes an an-
percent of gross revenues), in 1992 the company com- nual government subsidy aimed at assuring continuation
menced joint intermodal services with several motor carri- of passenger service. Eventually the consortium plans to
ers (primarily J.B. Hunt Transport, Inc., and Schneider float some of the company (possibly 40 percent) locally
National, Inc.). This service involves direct door-to-door
truck/rail service to and from northeastern Wisconsin. This 3. Mini Case Study: Iowa Interstate Railroad
business has grown rapidly and represented 12.3 percent The complex restructuring of Iowa Interstate illustrates the
of the company's 1993 volume. resourcefulness and resilience of the U.S. short line indus-

As of the end of fiscal year 1993, Wisconsin Central try. Its predecessor, the Rock Island Railroad, filed for bank-
operated 2,507 route-miles of track and trackage rights. It ruptcy in 1977 and in 1980 was in the process of being
owned 150 locomotives and 9,673 rail cars, and employed liquidated. Various operators had taken over isolated seg-
approximately 1,200 workers. In recent years the company ments of the Chicago-Omaha main line on an interim ba-
has pursued an aggressive capital expenditure program (for sis, and integrated operations had ceased, when Iowa In-
example, in 1992 it placed a $35 million order for 750 terstate was founded in 1984, assisted by a $16 rnillion
freight cars) (see Figure 10.22). The company ranks among loan from the Iowa Railway Finance Authority. The loan
the most aggressive regional carriers in the United States: was highly controversial at the time. In retrospect, it was
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* - costs and to restructure its debt. On the marketing side,
_ * *. * - the company has emphasized cooperative arrangements

with connecting lines to better serve customer needs and
thereby generate a higher traffic volume. The company has
also rehabilitated its tracks to allow for higher train speeds,

so i and this has improved its service reliability. As a result, 1992
was the most profitable year in the company's history. The

e 40 / company's financial strength was tested again in 1993 when
30 'tO /floods severed its main line for more than a month. In 1994

the State of Iowa agreed to finance the construction of a
20 new intermodal terminal at Newton, Iowa, to handle the

10 1996 expansion of the railroad's largest customer, Maytag,

9 a manufacturer of home appliances. The abandonment of
1W8ts 1989 1990 1991 1992 t993 its Audubon branch is pending; this will eliminate costs

without resulting in loss of revenue. The company's finan-
cial and operating performances are reviewed in Table 10.6.

PAKr IV: LESSONS LEARNED
probably the only way to preserve the line, which is the
only route serving the state's most densely populated cor- The lessons that can be learned from the experience in the
ridor. The 552 miles of assets were purchased by Heart- United States of incubating a small railroad industry seg-
land Rail Corporation, a consortium of on-line customers, ment are of value to public policymakers, to railroad en-
for $31 million. Heartland Rail then leased the track back trepreneurs, and to large railroads wishing to downsize their
to Iowa Interstate. asset bases and improve their returns on invested capital.

In 1990, the Chicago West Pullman Transportation These lessons include the following:
Corporation (CWPT) assumed management responsibili-
ties of the Iowa Interstate as part of a planned acquisition * A liberal regulatoryframework is essential, in particular
of the company, which failed to materialize. one that facilitates both entry into and exit from the industry.

In 1991 the Railroad Development Corporation In the case of the United States, the regulatory framework
(RDC), a Pittsburgh-based railway investment and man- (which supported light-density line conversions into small
agement group, together with Heartland, bought 19.9 per- railroads) decreased as efficient markets for railroad as-
cent and 80.1 percent, respectively, of Iowa Interstate and sets replaced regulatory structures and restrictions as the
together restructured its finances. This was the first year in basis for ownership transfers. In the development of a smal
which Iowa Interstate came under the purview of RDC. railroad industry, an important initial formative role exists
RDC invests its own money and provides "hands on" rail for government in establishing the "rules" for asset con-
management. The company typically seeks cooperation with veyance. Market mechanisms, including carrier-initiated
labor before making a railroad acquisition. In addition to mechanisms for advertising the availability of light-density
Iowa Interstate, RDC has taken an equity position in two lines and financial intermediaries and brokers, will emerge
Latin American railways, Buenos Aires al Pacifico and spontaneously.
Ferrocarril Mesopotamico -General Urquiza. * Buyers must not be bound to assume the labor obliga-

At the time of its restructuring Iowa Interstate faced tions of sellers. In the United States it is dear that the right
millions of dollars of overdue bills and could not produce of new owners to negotiate contract terms and conditions
an audited financial statement. In advance of the closing appropriate to small-scale operations was a driving force
of its acquisition, RDC assumed responsibility for manag- behind the creation of a viable small railroad segment. Clari-
ing Iowa Interstate's day-to-day operations. RDC has an fication of labor and new owner rights can be gained ei-
option to buy the railroad and its track assets exercisable ther through legislation or through judicial interpretation.
between 1996 and 2001 - a strong incentive to realizing a * The availability of long-term financing is a necessary
successful turnaround. The operating business (Iowa In- prerequisite for entrepreneurial startups. Long-term financ-
terstate ) and the trackage business (Heartland) were con- ing for small railroads can be assured only through accu-
solidated at the time of the 1991 RDC acquisition. mulated experience and "missionary selling" to financial

Since 1991, Iowa Interstate has moved to control its institutions. The assets of small railroads are long-lived,
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Table 10.6 - U.S.: Iowa Interstate Railroad - Performance. 1985-93
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and require long-term financing. In the United States much erations, finances, and management experience of the
of the energy and effort of railroad entrepreneurs, particu- startup railroad. A thorough due diligence analysis should
larly in the first years of operations, is directed to extend- cover a number of issues, induding those identified in Box
ing maturities on existing debt, refinancing, and, in gen- 10.1 and Table 10.7.
eral, improving weak balance sheets. In the United States, * bistitzisonal support at the industry lvel i5 another es-
this process has entailed the development of specialized sential prerequisite. In the United States, small railroads
third-party financial interinediaries (i.e., merchant bank- enter the rail service marketplace with an entire interline
ers, commercial banks with specialized rail investnent ca- operations and support system available. This support takes
pabilities and venture capital funds), which have grown multiple forrms, but primarily involves: (1) joint line pric-
with the small railroad segment itself. In this context, one ing; (2) revenue settlements; (3) operating systems and
potential policy inhibitor that has raised the threshold for standard interline procedures; and (4) car hire and car sup-
long-term private sector financing is the existence of bank- ply management.
ruptcy laws that treat railroad assets uniquely and make it -Due diligence analysis is an essentialprerequisite to pro-
more difficult for small railroad creditors to satisfy their tecting the buyers' interests. Prudence and preparation are
claims in bankruptcy proceedings through expeditious liq- the keys to successful investment in small railroads. Be-
uidation. Equal treatment of risk implies equal access to fore funding is arranged by a bank or other financial insti-
capital for this segment. tution, the outside investor typically performs a due dili-

- The best protectionfor a third-party investor in a small gence study of the railroad. This entails an analysis of a
railroad is a thorough 'prdential review' or 'due diligence railroad's short-term financial prospects and a critical evalu-
analysis.' Private investors can mrinimize the risks of in- ation of the railroad's business plan. Due diligence studies
vestment only by systematically assessing the markets, op- may be organized in different ways, but they typically ad-
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'Box 10.1 -Typioal issues to Be Covered in aDus Dilgenc.Anelisis' ,"'-
joint Line Pr-icing Revenue Settements O0perating Proiedsares Car Hire andiCar Suipply Management

* ully 87 percent of the loads handled by Uinder the auspices of the AAR, the rail- Over the past two decades the rail. In 1911I the ICC rued thaRt a railroatd could not
small railr-oads move in connection wiuth other road industry bas eazablishcd contventions a'nd woad industry has become increasingly restrict its cars to on-hie operations if that railroad
railroads. M'ost. of these loads move as systems for 'clearing' revenues. Typically, the information-intensive. The standard participated in thruough rates anid routes. Conteni.
"through rate' shipments, which means that: delivering carrier in a throuigh miovemnent col- format for exchanges among carriers, porary railroads freely interchiange their equipmient.
(I) they involve uininternupted dock-to-dock lects the frcight clharges and niotiries other par- as well as the rules and procedures that The terms and coniditions under which this equip-
mnovernent;(2) they require a single bill of lad- ticipating carriers of the avadibility of funids apply to interchange operations, are ment mioves among catrriers and the basis foir set-
ing; and(3) they move via the route (carrier to compensate them for their participation in developed under die aegis of the ting the car hire which is slue between uisers and
*andc juniction sequence) specifiedi in the bdi of the movement. The proceduires, timiinig, an' ARsOeaing Division - a repre- suppliers of free runiniitg equipment -are aidminis-
lading. 'fhe imiplications of through rates and formats for interline settlemnents of revenues sentative commiittee of chief operat- tered at an industry-wide level by the AARI. The
througli shipments are signiricant for small are specified under the AAR's Railroad Ac. ing officers. For examiiple, the AAR Transpcirtationi DepartTneit ofthe AAR enforces car
railroads. TIhrough shipments entail a range counting Ruiles. The AAR serves as a dlear- maintains, for the entire industry, the service rules that have been adopted as industry
of mutual dependencies amonig railroads inghouse for exchanging computer data rel. following standard procedures: norms, and issues directives to individual car-riers
which run from price setting and price admini- evant to reconciling revenue accounting which assure the equitable and efficient use of equip-
istration to the settlemient of joint liability records amongecarriers. Ihrough its Account. a Ratilroad Identification Code ment when it is made empty on foreign lines. Sisni-
claimis for damiaged cargop. Most smiall canr- ing Division - a comnmittee comprised of the * Car Hire/Car.Service Agreement larly, uniformn rules have been established by volun-
eis participiate in joint rates with Class I cat-ri- chief accounting officers of its mnember rzil- a Interchange Rules Agreement tray ngreemenh within the industry for thle compenl-
er-s and in many cases they designate these car- roads - the AAR administers the industry- Assignment of Trailer and Con- sation by a user carrier for the equipment of an-
riers as their agents in adjusting prices to re- wide use of the Railroad Accounting Rules. tainer Reporting Marks, other carrier, based oni original cost and hours of
spiond to comzpetitive circumstances. This group also serves as an arbitrator for rea- * AAR Interchainge Rules for use atnd distaince. These rules, together with the

The miethod by which revenues from joint solving disputes among carriers. Trager-on-Flat-Car Service reconciliation ofcatr hire accounts. Are administered
rates are distributed among the carriers who * Code of Trrailer and Container by the AAR. In addlition, railroad subscribers to the
participate in through movements is by way Service and Reporting Rules AAR "Interchange Agreement' operate within an
of "divisions." Divisions are private contracts * Rules Governing Assignment of admainistered systemi that determines responsibility
that specify the basis on which reveniues are Reporting Marks; and Mcchani- for off-line car repairs and the debit and credit of
sharedI Among rate territorieis (primnary divi- cal Designations standardized car repair costs. Yet another industry-
sions) and aniong specific carriers within a rate U Embargoes and Reroutes. wide AAR car miainitenance accountinhg system mtid
territory (secondary divisions). A contractual a corresponiding set of conventions applies in this

10 basis for dlividling revenues and for adminis- area of essential interline aictivity.
A tring throughi prices is typically negotiated SmaU railroadsq are dlie beneficiaries ofall ofthese
ainc agreedi upon when a new railroad is orga- institutional arrangements. In many instances the
usied, and this dletermination is one of the key priniary Classi I interchange carrier that liks to the
determiinants of smnall rairoad viability, smiall railroakd also provides the accounting and in-

formnation connection's through which the smiall car-
nier accesses industry-wide clearance capabilities.I ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Significant economies of scale apply in the creation
of standard procedures, standard systerns, and an-
cillary informration exchanges. Without suich indus-
try-level support, a small railroad industry segment
could not be started up.



Table 10.7 - U.S: Sample Railroad Due Diligence

-,I. Pro3perly -- 2. P4n-Rlal 3. Other Importat . a:
'S.bcon Considerations Factors Press S. Specbl Analyses. -

Marketing Coordinated EDP Economic Environmental
Business Plan (Rate/Service) Liability

Regulation

Operations Availability of Risk Management Labor Impact Assignment of
Funding Agreements

Human Resources _ Taxes Competitive Criteria Fiber Optics/Mineral
Rights

Accounting System Trackage Rights Earn Out Structures
Agreements

Surplus Assets Political Support!
Customer Support

dress the same issues. For example, one due diligence study shippers, to make equipment appraisals, to undertake a
commissioned by one successful purchaser of a small rail- legal review of operating contracts, and to conduct an en-
road divided its analysis into the areas of: (I) property se- vironrnental review. The entire analysis then goes to expe-
lection, (2) financial considerations, (3) other important rienced legal counsel for review. Even when the investment
factors, (4) regulatory process, and (5) special analyses. appears viable, the bank defines its own range of invest-

The successful purchaser using the due diligence shown ment interest on the basis of several considerations, as fol-
in Table 10.7 conduded that the business plan was realis- lows:
tic, that adequate funding was available, and that good man-
agers and employees were available. After operating the * Capitalization: The level of equity is dependent on
company for a number of years the owners realized that interchange agreements, capital expenditure needs,
the process would cost more and take longer than had been commodity/customer mix, cyclicality/seasonality, and
anticipated and that four key elements should have been fleet needs
stressed in the due diligence analysis, as follows: * Tenm: 30-year term

e Interest Rate Protection: A minirnum of 50 percent of
* Customers must fully support the new ownership debt to be rate protected
* Employees must have strong performance incentives * Funded Debt/Equity: A maximum of 4:1, reducing to
* Service, rates, and equipment should be better than 3:1 by the end of year 3

those of the previous owners * Cash Flow Coverage: A minimum of 1.2 percent.
* The new operation should have access to multiple

carriers and interchange locations. Finally, a bank typically conducts a "failback" of "exit"
analysis. It values the railroad as a going concern, for its

Many investors employ consultants to review the oper- strategic value to a larger railroad (for possible sale), and
ating business plans of small railroads, to interview key for its liquidation value. D
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

CANADIAN RAILWAYS CASE STUDY

SUMMm alternative of being served by carriers other than those that
access them directly (thus, the regulatory environment di-

1. Introduction minishes the value of ownership rights).
Canada has a unique rail industry structure that is domi-
nated by two giant parallel rail systems - one privately 2. Lessons Learned from the Experience
owned (Canadian Pacific Railway) (CP) and one publicly The restructuring experiences of the Canadian railways
owned (Canadian National Railway) (CN) - competing offer several useful lessons in the areas of: (1) the divest-
with each other for freight traffic. These two transconti- ment of the railway passenger business to a government-
nental carriers account for 89 percent of main and second- sponsored operating company, VIA Rail; (2) the indepen-
ary lines in the country, while 23 other rail carriers operate dent and incremental downsizing efforts of CN and CP,
in one or more of Canada's 10 provinces. Sixteen of the 25 induding shedding of excess work forces and abandon-
carriers in the country are under federal jurisdiction, while ment of light density lines; (3) the gradual development of
9 are under provincial jurisdictions. a short line industry segment; and (4) the continental com-

In Canada, railway restructuring has been primarily "per- bination and network integration of CN and CP
missive" and thus is in contrast to government-directed In each of these areas a marked contrast exists with the
railway restructuring, described elsewhere in this study. The parallel restructuring activities within the United States,
Canadian experience is similar to that of the United States where the pace of rail transformation has been more rapid.
in terms of the prerogatives given to managers of individual Throughout the twentieth century, the structure of the
railways to restructure their service networks, assets, liabili- Canadian rail industry has for the most part remained in-
ties, and work forces. However, unlike the U.S. -based rail- tact, while, at the same time, the transport markets served
roads, Canadian railways have been relatively slow to re- by Canadian rail carriers have changed radically The struc-
structure in the face of mounting challenges from both tural changes that have taken place in Canada have "fol-
intermotal and international competitors. While the rea- lowed" rather than "led" the market.
sons for this slower pace are many, they lie primarily in the The lessons learned from the Canadian railway experi-
framework for econornic regulation within which Cana- ence have to do primarily with the intrusive nature of eco-
dian railways operate. nomic regulation and the consequences of cross-subsidies

"Permissive" or 'bottom up" restructuring takes place - and, more specifically, with the consequences of these
more or less efficiently in various competitive, regulatory, factors for restructuring. We can learn from the Canadian
and state/private ownership environments. In Canada, the experience that regulations that require railways to sup-
specific competitive factors that compel railway rest-uc- port uneconomic activities also significantly reduce incen-
turing are strong. They include cross-border intermodal tives for reorganization.
competition as well as competition from national motor The most important issue confronting Canadian rail-
carriers and increasing international rail competition. The ways at the present time is asset rationalization. The 1991-
regulatory environment that offsets the restructuring in- 93 recession highlighted the need for bolder and more stra-
fluence of these market factors has multiple dimensions. tegic steps toward re-sizing the asset bases of Canadian
Generally, this environment can be characterized by: (1) railways to match the needs of changing markets. Recently,
labor laws that limit opportunities for productivity gains CP and CN have acted unilaterally, without government
that could be made through operating consolidation and encouragement, to rationalize their combined asset bases.
through light density line spin-offs; (2) a system of govern- Initially the two carriers entered into a number of coop-
ment-directed economic support which involves substan- erative agreements designed to facilitate a national net-
tial cross-subsidies among markets and line segments; and work restructuring of their operations. In early 1995, ne-
(3) "open access" regulation which affords shippers the gotiations were under way between the two carriers.



3. The Case Study expanded economic development opportunities within the
The remainder of this case study is organized into four country; it connected Halifax (among other cities) on the
parts: Part I discusses the underlying conditions defining Atlantic with Port Moody on the Pacific.
the environment in which the Canadian rail industry oper- By the end of the nineteenth century, the development
ates - namely, the market, the competition, the network, of grain production in the prairie provinces helped CP
geography, and the economic regulation under which Ca- become a highly profitable company. A flurry of imitative
nadian carriers operate. The restructuring experience of interregional rail building activity followed as other com-
Canadian railways is the subject of Part II. In this section, panies constructed railway links into the western regions.
Canada's incremental restructuring process and the legis- Some of this development was motivated by expectations
lation that defines its course are reviewed in detail. Part III of large profits; other rail lines were built by the federal
describes the industry's recent performance, while Part IV government to advance nation building, and also in re-
draws out lessons to be learned from the Canadian experi- sponse to the threat of war with the United States. In any
ence. case, an over-capacity of railways resulted, which eventu-

ally led to the first industry "shakeout."
PAlr I: BASELINE CONDMONS In 1917 a royal commission was established to study

the domestic "rail crisis." On the basis of the commission's
1. Structural Evolution of Canadian Railways recommendations, the government consolidated and ra-
Beginning in the early nineteenth century, numerous inde- tionalized the assets of three nearly bankrupt railway com-
pendent regional railways were built to serve the colonial panies (Intercolonial, Trans-continental, and Canadian
residents of central Canada. As Canadiannationalunifica- Northem) to form CN in 1919. CN emerged from this
tion became increasingly important, political and economic consolidation process as a Crown corporation. Capital stock
pressure for a transcontinental rail line increased as well. A in CN was and still is vested in the Minister of Finance on
flurry of rail building activity and subsequent consolida- behalf of the Crown. In 1923 the federal government en-
tion eventually resulted in the construction of the two rail- trusted to the new corporation the ownership of the vari-
ways that still dominate the Canadian rail industry: the ous insolvent railways that it had taken over. The creation
Canadian Pacific Railway (CP) and the Canadian National of CN was based on pragmatic considerations rather than
Railway (CN). on any desire to radicaUy alter Canada's market economy.

Prior to the consolidation of the industry into two trans- Federal and provincial governments had been co-investors
continental providers, several private regional companies in the predecessor railways and the consolidation of the
served the needs of the growing Canadian nation. These railways into CN was carried out in order to protect public
companies included, among others, the Grand Trunk Rail- investment and to preserve the government's credit in in-
way (GTR), the Intercolonial Railway (ICR), and the Great temational markets.
Western. These carriers provided freight and passenger The new Crown corporation was given the mandate "to
services between major population centers in central operate as one united system, on a commercial basis, un-
Canada and the United States. By the mid-nineteenth cen- der its own politicaUy undisturbed management for the
tury private railways had constructed over 3,000 kilome- benefit of Canada." This original charter has neither been
ters of track which connected cities such as Wnnipeg, altered nor revoked since the carrier began as a conglom-
Toronto, Sarnia, Montreal, Detroit, Chicago, and Duluth. erate of near-bankrupt railways in 1923.
Through rail links with the St. Lawrence Seaway (Quebec The sheer size of the new CN conglomerate (over 35,000
City) and the Atlantic (for example, Pordand, Maine), early network kilometers), and the fact that its internal controls
Canadian regional railways provided landlocked commu- were inadequate, initiaUy resulted in loss-making opera-
nities with essenti access to European markets. tions and delayed, for an extended time, the divestment of

In the 1880s, in order to consolidate the politicaly and redundant lines. In this respect, CN's initial operations
geographically dispersed colonies of Canada and to pro- contrasted starkly with those of CP, which at that time op-
vide comnmercial access to the hinterland (the prairie re- erated a trim 23,000 kilometers of profitable rail line.
gions), the central government persuaded railway builders CN and CP cover the same territory and in many parts
to construct an "intercolonial" railway from coast to coast. of the country run parallel lines which are only a few miles
Although the task required overcoming major difficulties apart. In the early 1920s, CP's president, Thomas
(such as penetrating the Rocky and Selkirk Mountain Shaughnessey, proposed that the CN conglomeration of
ranges), CP was completed in 1885 with considerable gov- roads be operated jointly with CP Under this scenario,
emnment assistance. CP linked the colonies together and operations could be integrated but ownership of the lines
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and profit shares would remain separate. Shaughnessey's and modernization strategy. CP publicly disclaimed "un-
proposal was rejected for three reasons: first, the govern- fair" competition and unnecessary duplication of facilities.
ment would have been obliged to guarantee advances for In 1932 a royal corrunission, the Duff Commission, was
CP shareholders; second, this arrangement would have organized to investigate these criticisms. The Duff Com-
created a virtual rail monopoly; third, a short-term improve- mission found that competition between the two railroads
ment in financial performance for CN raised false hopes was "wasteful" and suggested that their competitive rela-
about future potential profitability. tionship be replaced by a more cooperative one. Most of

In any case, CN began the work of downsizing and in- the commnission's recommendations were incorporated into
tegrating its overlapping operations in earnest when its the Canadian National-Canadian Pacific Act (CN-CP Act)
board of directors hired Sir Henry Thornton as the of 1933 (see Box 11.1). However, only limited coopera-
company's first chairman. Thornton overcame numerous tion followed the Act - primarily the joint operations of
"startup" difficulties and began to unify the three railways through passenger trains between major Canadian centers.
that he inherited - Grand Trunk Railway of Canada, In- Since CN's startup in 1919, CN and CP have main-
tercolonial Railway, and Canadian Northern (CNOR) - tained independent transcontinental networks to the ex-
to form an integrated CN network. He restructured the clusion of new entrants. Head-to-head competition be-
lines into an efficient network and began the process of tween the two carriers and a consequent duplication of rail
downsizing CN's labor forces. Under Thomton, CN made facilities remains to the present day the most distinctive
aggressive investments in rail facilities and rapidly advanced structural aspect of the rail industry in Canada (see Figure
its technical capabilities. It began to compete effectively 11.1). No institutional arrangements have been found to
with CR. Although aggressive investment improved the effect an efficient, coordinated operation between the two
competitive capabilities of CN vis-a-vis CP as long as freight primary carriers and at the same time allow for effective
markets continued to grow, with the advent of the Great competition.
Depression the added investment burden proved too costly.
As a result of sharp reductions in traffic levels in the early 2. CN's Status as a Crown Corporation
1930s, CN was unable to cover its interest and principal Crown corporations such as CN are expected to make a
payments. Thornton was dismissed in 1933. profit and realize a reasonable return on public investment.

During the years of Thornton's chairmanship, the CP Crown corporations may be formed for a variety of rea-
management remained harshly critical of CN's expansion sons. CN, however, was created to bail out failing private

Box 11.1: The CN-CP Act.of 1933.,: .

With the onset of the Great DepressiOn, CP and CN were faced with dwinlng traffic levels and incresed InL
dfficulties. The CP management suggested merging the two railways under CP's direction to stream operio
across Canada. Both the public andCNd s managment were opposed to the r since it woud create an intercohi
nial rail monopoly in Canada. However, dhe government could not ignore the poor performance of the two companiei
and the duplication of rail services. Toisettlehthe issue, they established the Royal Commission on Railways and Tri-
poratdon under Sir Lyman Duff (the Commission).

Recomnmendations of the Duff Commission were incorporated in the CN-CP Act of 1933. The Duff Com _
concluded that unmecessar duplication offacilities didin factexist. However, the Commission stopped shost of recotn.
mending a merger of the two ralways and instead called for the establishment of an "arbitrary tribunal conpo of thc
chairman of the Board of Railway Commissioners and a representative from each railway, with power to enforce coop-
eration in running rights, joint use of terinals, abandonmient of lines and the pooling of services." Since the CP
management was opposed to this tribunal ithe mechanism did not find its way into the CN-CP Act Instead, the Act
merely called for increased cooperation between the two railways. This came in the f of the Joint Cooperatve
Committee (JCC), composed of appointees from each of the railways. Apatt from pooled passenger services on some
heavily traveled lines, however, the amount of cooperation that resulted from the JCC wasminimal.

The CN-CP Act also established a public trusteeship for CN with an appointed chair and two directors. Since CN
was incurring severe losses, the government had to assume direct financial liability in order to support the failing com;
pany. This, in tandem with a significant recapitalization ($1.23 billion), stayed CN's losses and once again instilled a,
sense of public confidence in the company.
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the ability of CN to radicaly restructure its assets, liabili-
ties, or strategic focus.

C24 further circumscribes the manner in which CN can
40 .. raise equity and assume debt. As a practical matter, CN

relies exclusively on the federal government for external
w 35 S . . investment. Under these circumstances, if political require-

5~-ThW) ( = CNments or deficit conditions dictate fiscal constraint, CN is
30 . C simply unable to raise the needed capital. This explains

2 the periodic and statutary recapitalization of CN, includ-
a25

ing: (1) the CN-CP Act of 1933 ($1.23 billion)', (2) the
.------------.---- -------- ------ . Capital Revision Act of 1937 ($1.8 bilion), (3) the Capital

... .........--.. , , Revision Act of 1952 ($1.5 billion), and (4) the Capital

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 Revision Act of 1978 ($808 million).
CN's ability to raise debt as wel as its ability to secure

equity financing is affected directly by CN's special rela-
Source: Statistics Canada, 'Rail in Canada," Cat. No. 52-216. tionship with the government. Although the government

does not guarantee loans made to CN through interna-
tional capital markets, historic precedent suggest that the

railways, to maintain rail services in dependent regions, and government would not allow CN to fail. Thus, private lend-
to facilitate the nation building aspirations of the federal ers are more secure in financing CN than its private sector
government. counterparts (such as CP or competitive trucking firms.)

From its inception, CN suffered from lack of a coher-
ent corporate governance policy, which made it difficult 3. The Canadian Transport Market and Rail
for CN management to effectively guide the corporation Competition
toward long-term objectives. By the 1970s serious concerns The Canadian rail industry plays a significant role in the
were raised about the effects of mixing public policy with national economy, which is natural resource-intensive. In
profit-making objectives on CN as well as other Crown 1993 the Canadian rail industry represented about 1 per-
corporations. Following the general recommendations of cent of the gross domestic product and fully 19 percent of
the Lambert Commission, Parliament passed the Crown the transportation, communications, and utilities sector.
Corporations Act (C24) in June 1984. The importance of rail transport is enhanced by the large

C24 defines a number of principles which apply to the geographic expanse of Canada. The average length of haul
corporate governance of Crown corporations, including for rail freight was 1,141 kilometers for 1992 in Canada, a
CN. For example, the Act requires government to dearly distance that significantly exceeds comparable figures in
define the mandate of all Crown corporations. It effec- the United States (859 kilometers), India (721 kilometers),
tively prohibits Crown corporations from pursuing activi- France (365 kilometers), and India (222 kilometers). Al-
ties that lie outside their mandate. The Act also requires though the rail industry accounts directly for a significant
Crown corporations to receive prior govemor-in-council portion of Canada's national economic output, it supports
approval before creating or acquiring subsidiary compa- logistically a much larger share of economic activities which
nies. In addition, it mandates that operating and capital are based primarily on resource development and manu-
budgets of Crown corporations be approved by the Trea- facturing.
sury Board; similarly, it requires that the governor-in-council Still, over the past 50 years rail's role has declined vis-a-
approve the corporate plan. Finally, C24 allows govern- vis competing modes of transport. In the 1960s rails con-
ment to direct the policies of Crown corporations toward trolled fully 82 percent of the market for land-based trans-
social objectives other than profit making, provided that portation services (by revenue) while trucking accounted
such interventions are infrequent and - if losses result for only 10 percent. By the 1990s the respective roles of
from them - that compensation is provided. the two were reversed: the trucking industry held over 60

C24 further mandates that CN must receive govern- percent of the market, while railways maintained a declin-
ment approval pri7or to any share transactions. Hence, the ing 38 percent share. Figures 11.2 and 11.3 show, for 1990,
speed with which CN can carry out a strategic transaction
is constrained by this requirement as is the decisionrnaking
discretion of its management. This, in turn, compromises Dol)ar amounts are in 1994 Canadian $.
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Figure 11.2 - Canada: Freight Modal Shares (by revenue and tonnage), 1990

By Revenue By Tonnage
(Total: $3.2 billion) (Total: 565 million tons)

Highway Rail
42.2% 42.8Y

Rail
22.0% Water

KU ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0.4%

~~ High~~way25.5% 10.2% ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~432

Source: Competibon in Transportation, Vol. 1, NTA Review Commission, pp. 58, 60.

modal share for freight and passenger traffic, respectively, cantly, these highly valued commodity segments correspond

in Canada. to the sectors of the Canadian economy that have grown

In spite of the fact that rail share has declined in recent most rapidly in recent years.

years, in terms of tonnage railways still account for 50 per- The development of national pipelines has also seriously

cent of the freight market. Trucking has become particu- diminished the ability of railways to compete for oil and

larly competitive in specialized commodities and general natural gas transport. In these markets, rail market share

freight market segments, which truckers dominate. Signifi- has also fallen sharply. Historically, Great Lakes shipping

has long challenged railways in the movement of bulk com-

Pmodities. Still, for many specific bulk movements, particu-

(by trips)s 1990 larly those which originate in Canada's prarie provinces,
only limited competition exists for rail transport.

Table 11.1 shows shifts in the commodity composition
(Total: 266 million trips) of the rail traffic base between 1986 and 1993. The vast

majority of freight traffic carried by Canadian railways con-

sists of large-volume, bulk commodities. In 1992, for ex-

ample, six bulk commodity categories - grain and prod-

Air ucts; coal and coke; metals, minerals and products; forest
/ ~~~~~~5%Bus products; chemicals and petroleum products; and potash

3% and fertilzers - accounted for filly 87 percent of all rail

l- X Rail movements by weight. Grain movements represented the1%
largest traffic flows, with more than 40 million tons in 1991.

This was followed by coal and coke (36.9 million tons);

metals, minerals, and products (28.3 million tons); forest

Private Car products (25.9 million tons); chemicals and petroleum
91% products (16.8 million tons); and potash and fertlizers (15.6

million tons).

In recent years, competition with U.S.-based motor car-

riers and railroads has intensified, particularly since the

Souce:CometioinTrnspro, V., pnegotiation of a free trade agreement with the United States
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(million tons)

Grain and Products 33.0 40.6 34.1 26.4 32.2 40.4 37.1 31.3
coal and Coke ,i go> ................... : >i:2 ;30.9 31.9 37.9 36.7 36.1 36.9 29.9 32.6
Ieab, Minerals, and Produc W 36.4 35.0 36.0 32.5 29.2 28.3 26.3 27.4

tFon rPModu6 30.0 29.4 30.0 28.6 26.7 25.9 35.9 28.1
'Chenlsan d dtPnd 15.6 15.6 16.5 19.3 19.8 16.8 20.2 19.9

'Potastid Cad .F9Mlizr 15.9 16.7 18.0 16.1 16.5 15.6 12.4 12.7
wMlsc. ProdUcts 23.5 28.2 27.4 23.6 23.5 24.6 30.3 34.2

r t . * .. . ~~~INR: AP i 4.>E

'rOTAL 185g.3g ; .(:i: 5< 197.4 ;t10vj99hl& 1B3t +t4-O 18& 189 1 8 2

Source: National Transportation Agency.

in 1992. Earlier and more complete deregulation of sur- The controlling position of CN and CP is mirrored by
face transport in the United States allowed carriers based the ownership of main and branch lines within the indus-
in that country to sharpen their competitive capabilities try. Again, CN and CP dominate: together they control 89
earlier and subsequently to compete more effectively for percent of all tracks operated across the country (see Table
the increased North-South traffic flows that followed the 11.2).
Free Trade Agreement. More favorable labor contracts and Total freight volumes carried by all railways in 1992
correspondingly higher labor productivity make U.S.-based amounted to 251 billion ton kilometers. Of this total, CN
rail and motor carriers the "low cost" competitor when they and CP represented, respectively, 135 and 94 billion ton
face off against their Canadian counterparts for cross-bor- kilometers, and jointly accounted for 91 percent of all rail
der traffic. Hence, it is not surprising that U.S. motor car- freight traffic. Total traffic for CN and CP has grown, re-
riers and railroads have gained market share at the expense spectively, from 45 and 38 billion ton kilometers in 1960
of Canadian railways since 1990. For example, in 1960 to, respectively, 144 and 104 billion ton kilometers in 1993.
Canada received 22.3 million tons of goods from U.S. rail Table 11.3 provides freight activity measures for selected
companies (representing 15 percent of total carriage). years from 1960 to 1992.
However, by 1992 this had fallen to 13.6 million tons (5.7
percent of total carriage). 4. Network Characteristics and Traffic Patterns

Overall, the long-term market pattern has been erratic. Canadian rails span an enormous geographic region. From
From the end of 1970 to the mid-1980s traffic growth was
relatively steady. Since 1986, however, freight traffic growth
has been flat. Increased competition and slow rail economic _
growth explain this sluggish perfortnance. Me.

Passenger service traffic, which represents 8 percent of
total rail industry revenues, has declined steadily since its : Iv,ays Track km entag
peak in 1966, when the industry delivered 5 billion pas- CN 29,450 62.4
senger kilometers. By 1993 passenger traffic had dropped C 19,800 35.2
to a little over 1 billion passenger kilometers. BC Rail 2,224 4.0

CN North America and CP Rail System dominate the nt,o Nortliand 1,345 2.4
Canadian markets. In 1993 these two firms accounted for other Regonal and
fully 85 percent of the $6.8 billion in revenues generated el Raways 664 6.0
by the railway industry. CN North America controlled a
slightly larger market share (47 percent) than CP Rail Sys- TT 8 1ED ;0

tern (38 percent). The remairiing 15 percent of the market Source: 'Canada's Rail System: Dealing with Overcapacity," Vol.

was divided among VIA Rail (7 percent), BC Rail (5 per- 20, No.1 (Draft), Westac, August 1994, pp. 9-11.

cent), and other smaller railways (3 percent).
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Table 11.3 - Canada: Freight Activity Measures for CN and CP, 1960-92

CN CP
Year Tons .Ton k Tons Ton km < 

1960 61,895,519 45,114,467,361 54,362,084 37,568,908,490
1970 85,226,380 75,848,847,849 70,216,466 61,319,219,116
1980 104,757,932 119,651,035,058 82, 215,699 85, 244, 958,602
.1991 104,615,000 135,181,133,000 77,173,000 101,804,312,000
1992 104,627,000 134,730,134,000 77,478,000 93,598,577,000

Source: Statistics Canada.

Port Albemi, British Columbia (in the West), to Halifax, tively high and are either stable or growing. Saskatchewan,
Nova Scotia (in the East), the network stretches east-west Alberta, and British Columbia consistently generate the
more than 4,500 kilometers. From Kansas City in the South greatest volume of freight. In 1991, 111 million tons origi-
to Churchi,l, Manitoba, in the North, it traverses approxi- nated in these three westem provinces. By comparison,
mately 2,400 kilometers. These geographic regions encom- the provinces east of Saskatchewan (Manitoba, Ontario,
pass mountainous forest regions, prairies, tundra shield, Quebec, and Nova Scotia) generated only 57 million tons.
boreal forests, and rugged coasts. In important ways geog- As their industrial mix has shifted toward higher valued
raphy has determined the shape and magnitude of the manufacturing and service activities, Ontario, Quebec, and
Canadian rail network. Some of the most isolated and Nova Scotia have experienced progressive decreases in traf-
harshest regions of the country produce vast quantities of fic volumes (see Table 11.4).
valuable resources (for example, grain, forest products, Traditionally, most of the freight handled by CN and
potash, petroleum products, minerals, and metals). His- CP has moved east-west across Canada. However, the es-
torically, Canada's railways have transported natural re- tablishment of more open economic relations with the
sources to the more densely populated industrial areas of United States and trade liberalization with Mexico have
Canada and the United States, as well as to coastal ports. accelerated the development of a north-south freight axis.
The major consumer markets in Canada are located within CN and CP provide rail services in both Canada and the
a narrow strip, approximately 100 kilometers wide, which United States. Since the late 1980s, both CN and CP have
runs along the U.S. border. End users are concentrated in capitalized on the opportunities offered by the Free Trade
the center of the country and in the provinces of Ontario Agreement by extending their service reach south into the
and Quebec. high density U.S. market. For example, CN has formed

Figure 11.4 shows a map of the major CN and CP rail strategic alliances with U.S. rail companies such as Conrail
lines serving Canada and the United States. Although not (involving coordinated sales activities and joint operations).
shown on the map, branch lines account for a significant CN also entered into a number of agreements with U.S.
proportion of total track length. In 1991, for example, of trucking firms to give it rapid access to virtually every ma-
the 70,583 kilometers of Canadian rail tracks, 20,351 kilo- jor U.S. city.
meters included branch lines. If rail lines associated with In order to extend its own southem market reach, CP
industrial yards (17,795 kilometers of track) are omitted, acquired the Soo Line into the U.S. Midwest in 1989. This
branch lines account for almost 40 percent of all operating acquisition gave CP access to a market of 66 million people
lines in Canada. within a 650 kilometer radius of Chicago. Subsequently, in

Traffic density is unevenly distributed over this sprawl- 1991 CP also purchased the bankrupt Delaware and
ing network. Traffic density has long been an issue of con- Hudson (D&H) Railroad. With the D&H, CP gained ac-
cem to the Canadian rail industry. In 1991, for example, cess to the high density New York and Philadelphia mar-
CN carried 90 percent of its traffic on only one-third of its kets. As the Canadian and U.S. economies become more
track, while CP handlecLmore than 97 percent of its traffic intertwined, CP and CN are likely to continue expanding
on approximately 50 percent of its track. Traffic densities into the United States.
in Ontario and Quebec are among the lowest in Canada Comparisons between the two major railway systems
and appear to be decreasing. In contrast, traffic densities reveal that CP is concentrated fuirther south than CN, a
in the western provinces and the United States are rela- circumstance that reflects the historical development of
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Table 11.4 - Rail Traffic by Canadian Province and for the United States, 1984-91

Track km . Density (metric tons/track km)
. . . . . . i -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1984-91

1984 . 1984 1991 1991 Density'
Ptovlnce millon tons 1984 Densit ml1on tons T99 Densvy charge %..

N.S. 6.5 712 9,129 5.5 705 7,801 -14.5
Que. 16.8 4,696 3,576 14.8 4,601 3,217 -10.1
Out. 38.3 15,044 2,546 27.5 13,500 2,037 -20.0
Man. 9 2,824 3,187 9.5 2,873 3,308 3.8
.Sask 32.3 4,019 8,037 32.3 3,715 8,694 8.2
Alta. 37.3 3,730 10,000 41.1 4,455 9,227 -7.7
B.C. 36 6,300 5,714 36.9 6,573 5,615 -1.8

U.S. 10.8 . 575 18,783 11.7 577 2,028 8.0

the two railways. CP, as a private sector enterprise, con- typically offered between specific points. To respond to
centrated its network closer to existing markets in popu- particular market conditions, the railways also offered com-
lated regions near the border as well as in the United States. modity rates, which provided a discount below class rates.
The CN service network, in contrast, was constructed to Discounts varied by commodity. Constraining this differ-
foster the development of the interior natural resources of entiation of rate structures were regulatory requirements
Canada and thus did not develop a network which exclu- which took a number of forms during the hundred year
sively served the needs of then existing population cen- history of railroad development in Canada.
ters. As the country has grown primarily at its borders, CP The assumption implicit in much of this legislation was
has continued to enjoy a market advantage which derives that the two Canadian railways operated under near-mo-
from its initial southern alignment. nopoly conditions and therefore required strict legislative

control over their rate-setting practices. The Railway Act
5. Early Economic Regulation of 1888 first imposed "rate reasonableness" conditions on
While industry structure has remained more or less intact ratemaking. The Act further stipulated a condition of "rate
during most of this century, the Canadian rail system has equality" which required that all shippers facing similar
evolved under several distinct regulatory regimes. Before conditions enjoy equal prices.
reviewing the restructuring experience of Canadian rail- A number of regulatory initiatives followed through the
ways in Part II, it is important to understand the regulatory beginning of the twentieth century. The Railway Act of 1904
backdrop against which restructuring has taken place. established the Board of Railway Commissioners. The Rail-

Since the 1830s, rail ratemaking and regional develop- way Act of 1903 formalized tariff publication, giving CN
nient have been interrelated in Canada. The original rail- and CP limited freedom to adjust unilaterally both rates
way rate structure of that era was based on "standard mile- and service levels. However, where disputes arose between
age tariffs." Toward the latter part of the nineteenth cen- railways and shippers, the Board adjudicated and deter-
tury this rate structure began to evolve into "class rates." mined appropriate rates and service levels. Its decisions
Originally 4 tariff classes existed. These were expanded to were subject to review only by the Minister of Transport
10 toward the end of the century to accommodate greater and/or the Cabinet.
commodity differentiation. In each class, standard mile- Much of the debate over railway rates during the first
age scales applied with regional differences and geographic quarter of the century concerned regional disparities. The
and traffic density variations. For ratemaaking, Canada was Board of Railway Comnnissioners became involved in de-
divided into three principal regions: Western, Eastern, and fining commodity classes on the basis of various criteria
Maritime. Later, this regional structure was refined to in- and hence interpreting the effective conditions for "rate
clude Pacific, Prairies,Algoma, Central and Maritime re- equity." A large share of the traffic still moved under class
gions, each with its own class rates. In addition to mileage rates, which constituted the maximum rates that the rail-
tariffs, the railways also offered special class rates, gener- ways could charge.
ally referred to as "town" and "distributing" class tariffs. Mounting regional pressure for "rate equalization" re-
These were the first forms of volume discounts and were sulted in the general freight rate investigation of 1925-27.
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One of the outcomes of this investigation was the Mari- age scale. While recognizing the need for exceptions to
time Freight Rate Act (MFRA), which reduced rates within equalization in cases in which competitive conditions war-
the Maritimes as well as westbound Maritime rates by 20 ranted them (including point-to-point commodity rates,
percent. Savings accrued to the shippers, while the rail- agreed charges, export/import rates, international rates, and
ways were compensated by the federal government for the rates of small Canadian railways), the commission also
difference between the enforced MFRA rate level and nor- made recommendations with a view to "standardizing"
mal rates. This marked a significant precedent in Cana- ratemaking. For example, the commission shifted the bur-
dian ratemaking policy - the precedent of direct govern- den of proof to the railroads by requiring them to provide
ment subsidy. the Board of Railway Commissioners with data pertaining

The next landmark development was the establishment to competitive conditions. Many of the comnmission's rec-
in 1932 of the Duff Commission. This commission recog- ommendations were incorporated into the Railway Act of
nized that motor carriers were exercising increasingly com- 1951. This legislation enforced class rate equalization across
petitive pressures on railways and recommended that a the country, except in the Maritimes where the provisions
single regulatory body be set up to manage competitive of the MFRA continued to prevail.
parity between the modes - a proposal that was legislated In the 1950s the railways came under increasing finan-
but never implemented. The Duff Commission's recom- cial pressures as their operating costs increased sharply. In
mendations led, however, to the Transport Act of 1938 and response, CN and CP initiated a series of across-the-board
the subsequent introduction of "agreed charges." For the increases which were strongly opposed by both shippers
first time, a railway could offer a shipper an agreed charge and provincial governments. Although the Board attempted
in return for a commitrnent to secure a shipper's entire to settle the controversies that arose, the high political pro-
traffic base. Agreed charges were the precursors to con- file of the events in 1958 set the stage for the McPherson
tract rates. Royal Commission on Transportation.

In 1938, continuing regional pressures for rate equal- The McPherson Commission signaled a major depar-
ization led to the appointment of another royal commis- ture from earlier commissions whose focus had been pri-
sion, the Rowell-Siroix Commission. A report prepared by marily on regional rate "equalization.' The McPherson
this commission found that Maritime class rates were 20 Commission's objective was to increase the ability of rail-
percent lower than those of Ontario/Quebec while Prairie roads to compete with other modes of transportation by
rates remained 14 percent higher; those in British Colum- giving them much greater pricing freedom. Thus, the cen-
bia remained as much as 32 percent higher. These regional tury-old "just and reasonable' requirements for rates gave
rate disparities reflected varying degrees of competition way to "minimum and maximum" provisions which were
vis-a-vis other modes. The commission concluded that steps intended to prevent predatory pricing practices and the
should be taken toward the reduction of regional differen- abuse of market power. Minimum rates were defined as
tials and suggested that complete equalization could be variable cost and maximum rates were defined as specific
achieved only through the action of a single regulatory au- profit margins over variable cost. The latter were intended
thority over all modes of transportation. to protect captive shippers who had limited transportation

The struggle for "equalization" continued after World options. Since regional and sectoral development objec-
War II. The Turgeon Royal Commission was appointed in tives and political considerations continued to prevent the
1948 with the following mandate: implementation of a strictly market-driven pricing system,

subsidies continued to be required. The McPherson Com-
* To review economic, geographic, or other disadvan- mission in fact strongly advocated direct subsidies rather

tages under which certain sections of Canada find than inferred cross-subsidies to compensate railways for
themselves in relation to the various transportation publicly imposed burdens. The recommendations of the
services McPherson Commission were incorporated into the NTA

* To review the Railway Act with respect to general 1967.
freight rate revisions, competitive rates, international
rates, etc. 6. Subsequent Regulatory Reform: 1967 and 1987

With the NTA 1967, rate relationships and tariff structures
The Turgeon Conmmission made a number of recom- became more varied and market responsive. Rate differ-

mendations designed to facilitate "equalization." In addi- entials increased for commodities, territories, and indus-
tion to a uniform class rate scale, it recommended a uni- try segments, as the railways increasingly charged what the
form class rate structure and an equalized commodity mile- market would bear, subject only to intermodal competi-
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tion and the maximum and minimum rate controls. Still, new government gave economic deregulation a top prior-
the system maintained its "transparency." Publication re- ity. As outlined first in 'Freedom to Move," the new gov-
quirements remained and the railways continued to en- eminent emphasized competition as an effective economic
gage in collective ratemaking. However, under the NTA stabilizer and declared its intention to eliminate all unnec-
railways remained effectively protected from price compe- essary regulation. In this spirit, the NTA 1987 introduced
tition within the rail industry itself. far-reaching regulatory changes. Key provisions of the NTA

The Railway Act of 1951 had required all freight rates 1987 led to some significant changes. These changes in-
to be compensatory and had thus attempted to minimize cluded:
cross-subsidies. The Act imposed a variable cost 'mini-
mum" criterion determined by the Canadian Transport * Removing 'rate transparency" and promoting
Commission (CTC). The Railway Act set maximum rates intramodal competition through confidential con-
at 250 percent of variable costs. These rates were designed tracts
to protect captive shippers. The legislation required ship- - Extending interswitching limits and competitive line
pers to make their own case for maximum rate protection rates and providing captive shippers with greater
before the CTC. The NTA 1967, however, placed consid- bargaining power
erable emphasis on the discipline of intermodal competi- * Improving dispute resolution procedures and mak-
tion. ing the regulatory process more accessible to shippers

Still, the real pressure for change came from develop- and more responsive to their needs
ments in the United States. Prior to 1980, stringent rate * Streamlining branch line abandonment procedures
regulation exercised by the Interstate Commerce Cornrnis- and encouraging greater "plant rationalization" in an
sion (ICC) in the United States limited the railroads' abil- effort to reduce the cost burden of the railways.
ity to compete with truckers and undermined their finan-
cial viability. In the mid- 1970s, a series of bankruptcies and These changes constituted a radical departure from the
a general financial crisis loomed over the entire railroad regulatory philosophy embodied in the 1967 Act. They re-
industry. The reform process began with the Railroad Re- flected a commitment to protect shipper interests and a rec-
vitalization and Regulatory Reform Act (4R Act) of 1976. ognition of the need for greater intramodal competition.
The Staggers Act of 1980 which followed introduced a level
of ratemaking freedom which Canadian railways had en- 7. Elimination of Statutory Grain Rates: WGTA,
joyed since 1967. However, it went beyond that freedom. 1983
It gave the U.S. railroads the right to enter into confiden- Grain shipments are of vital importance to the commercial
tial contracts. This freedom removed "rate transparency" viability of Canadian railways as well as to the agricultural
and the old published tariff system of price administra- economy of the three Western provinces, particularly
tion. The lifting of the all publication requirements marked Saskatchewan. Consequently, regulation of Western grain
the beginnling of a dynamic era in the U.S. rail industry. In rates has been a continuous source of political controversy
short order, the financial health of the railroad industry in Canada since the nineteenth century. "Equalization" of
was restored and substantial productivity gains realized. grain rates has particularly strong regional development

Changes in the United States had collateral effects on implications. Until 1984, the rail rates on export grain were
Canadian railways. U.S. railroads used the ability to enter fixed at levels established under the Crow's Nest Pass
into confidential contracts to increase their market partici- Agreement of 1897. These statutory rates were originally
pation in Canada. Since trans-border traffic constituted designed to satisfy the political demands of Western farm-
about a quarter to a third of their total revenue base, Ca- ers. In 1993, export grain shipments from the prairie prov-
nadian railways quickly responded by requesting similar inces (30 to 35 million tons annually) accounted for ap-
commercial freedom for transborder traffic. proximately 20 percent of the railways' total traffic and

In 1983 the Minister of Transport ordered the CTC to represented annual revenues of more than $1 billion.
examine the effects of U.S. rail deregulation. The scope of Railway costs account for 35 to 40 percent of the total
the inquiry was subsequently expanded to include intrarail cost of delivering grain to final markets. Depending on
competition in the domestic system as well. The inquiry market conditions, rail costs can represent more than
commission could n-ot justify the unique treatment of one-half of world market grain prices. Hence, the level of
trans-border traffic and instead recommended introduc- rail rates faced by the grain shippers directly affects the
ing confidential contracting practices for all movements. marketability of their product. Annual grain transportation

However, the CTC inquiry was overshadowed when a subsidies provided by the government are now in the or-
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der of $700 to $750 milion. Table 11.5 shows yearly in- tion for farmers; (2) treat al producers on an equitable
creases in grain rate subsidies provided by the federal gov- basis, (3) ensure that the railways were adequately com-
ernnent since 1985. pensated; and (4) provide incentives to make the grain

The NTA 1967 left the non-compulsory Crow's Nest handling system more efficient. Some of the key objec-
Pass rates intact but instituted branch line subsidies which tives of the WGTA were the following:
partially offset the railways' grain movement losses. By
1982, grain-dependent branch lines were receiving $310 * To define grain movements that qualify for subsidies
miOion in annual subsidies. This large subsidy, however, (export rail movements to British Columbia ports, or
was inadequate to compensate the railways. to Thunder Bay, Armstrong, or Churchill) and also to

By the late 1970s it became apparent that the rail sys- specify qualifying grains and grain products.
tem could not completely support growth in Canadian ex- * To prescribe the cost-sharing arrangement between
port grain shipments - a situation that seriously under- the federal government and grain producers (method
mined producer confidence. By the early 1980s rail losses of payment).
from grain shipments reached $300 milion annualy, and * To establish a quadrennial costing review process
railway service to Western shippers appeared in jeopardy if and the annual cycle for rate adjustments.
the railways did not receive additional compensation. * To provide a measure of protection to producers

Grain farmers and farm organizations were initially op- from unanticipated rate increases. (The federal gov-
posed to changes in the statutory Crow rates. However, emnment picks up a share of inflation and protects
faced with the threat of inadequate rail service, they re- shippers if freight rates exceed a specified percent of
versed their initial position. After two years of intense de- the average grain price.)
bate, the governnent in 1983 introduced the Western Grain * To provide performance and investment incentives
'Transportation Act (WGTA, 1983). (both awards and sanctions) and, to meet the needs

Under the WGTA, grain producers paid one-third of of shippers, to establish an agency that will ensure
rail transportation costs and the federal government cov- that railway investments and infrastructure mainte-
ered the remaining two-thirds through direct railroad pay- nance are 'adequate" for safe and efficient railway
ments. Over time, the producers' share was to increase operation.
gradually. The cost-revenue 'gap" was expected to decrease
because of efficiency improvements. Payrnents underWGTA are predicated on complex cost-

Federal subsidy of rail rates was only one subcompo- ing principles. The costs to be compensated comprise three
nent of a multi-faceted system introduced under the components: (1) volume-related costs; (2) line-related
WGTA. The system was designed to: (1) provide protec- costs; and (3) contribution toward fixed costs (set at 20

percent of volume-related costs after crop year 1986-87).
The line-related costs are permissible only for lines deemed
grain dependent. The volume related cost portion is based
on the actual costs associated with eligible grain movements.
The eligible costs are updated each year for inflation and a

($ '000,000) freight rate index is periodically published. The cost-sharing
formula in 1991-92 set the government share of the rate at

Year TO CN To CP 65.6 percent and the producer share at 34.4 percent. The

% 278.9 n.a. producer share is scheduled to increase over time to 60
378.0 n.a. percent by the year 2000.
435.3 332.6 One important aspect of the WGTA rate mechanism is

; 198$ 416.0 460.2 .cost pooling." Under cost pooling, movement costs for
1989 332.6 245.8 both CN and CP, and for all origins and destinations, are

1990 335.3 310.2 averaged. Consequently, the cost for a specific origin/des-
'1861. 406.4 378.0 tination move does not reflect the rate that is actually

it99 4 393.4 378.0 charged to producers. In other words, producers located
393.4 373281on high cost lines "see" costs lower than the true cost. An-

993 N328.1 320.1 other important aspect is that rates are based on the dis-

Sources: Statistics Canada: National Transportation Agency. tance from the origin to the closest port, irrespective of
cost differentials arising from actual distances. Under port
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"parity," rates to West Coast ports are equalized on the for the line-related costs, and through the volume-related
basis of the longest distance route. The distance to costs of all grain movements (branch and main line) they
Vancouver for rate purposes, for example, is based on the generate significant contributions to their overhead costs.
longer distance over the CN lines versus the CP lines. However, the pooling and averaging mechanisms of WGTA

An important institutional element in the grain trans- leave little scope for producer-driven efficiency improve-
portation system is the Canadian Wheat Board (CWB). ments, and the institutional custodians of the grain trans-
The CWB acts as the "central" agent for grain sales and portation system - CTA, CGL, and CWB - have little
distribution and controls most of Canada's grain sales of incentive to press for innovation and efficiency improve-
wheat and barley grown in western Canada and sales of ment. As a result, the system has changed little over the
these grains within Canada. Domestic wheat and barley last 10 years. Little or no efficiency improvement can be
may be sold either through the CWB or through private measured.
trades. The CWB coordinates grain movements from pri- By protecting the grain-dependent branch lines from
mary elevators to export terminals, mills, and processing abandonment, the government prevented the prairie rail
plants. system from being rationalized. Even without this protec-

The CWB manages grain markets in "lot pools." Under tion, however, the WGTA subsidy mechanism sharply di-
lot pooling, revenues and costs associated with each sales minished the incentive to abandon branch lines. The WGTA
lot are "pooled." Similarly, transport infrastructure is shared involves complex costing and rating procedures and a maze
among pool lots, and all costs incurred by the CWB are of institutional responsibilities, but in the end it accom-
absorbed against the pool. Separate pool accounts are plishes little more than transferring approximately $600
maintained for wheat, durum, and barley. The quality of million annually from the general fund of the Canadian
grain that a producer delivers into each pool account is government to the railways.
determined according to its grade specifications. Pooling However, international pressure is mounting to reduce,
was established initially so that producers would incur only and in time eliminate, subsidies for Canadian wheat. In
those costs associated with placing grain of equivalent qual- this event, the viability of Canadian producers in world
ity into equivalent export positions. markets may depend on the magnitude and pace of effi-

In practice, CWB pool accounts are maintained on the ciency improvements in the domestic grain handling and
Thunder Bay/Vancouver price basis. This means that the transportation systems.
CWB purchases grain from producers, who pay the rail If shippers were free to make their own transport
freight to either Thunder Bay or Vancouver, whichever ter- choices, and if prices of available options reflected their
minal is closer. The pricing basis is figured by deducting true economic costs, grain producers would seek the
the applicable freight rate from the CWB initial payment least-cost mode of transportation. This alternative mode
at the primary or inland elevator position. Consequently, might involve, for example, trucking to consolidated col-
the initial price for each grade of grain is reflected in the lection points, large grain elevators, or terminals, and the
relative locational advantage to equivalent export positions. least-cost rail route to export positions beyond. Moreover,
In the past, producers located in the eastern prairies (for since transportation subsidies are limited to export grain,
example, Manitoba), and thus located closest to export changes in crop production levels and mix in production
position, received the highest initial price after deducting might also be expected to occur. Branch lines would prob-
freight costs. Producers located in the central part of the ably be abandoned or operated as short lines. The process
prairies, in the vicinity of Scott, Saskatchewan, were far- of rail asset rationalization might proceed further to affect
thest from the export position (Vancouver or Thunder Bay) main lines as well, through increased pressure to consoli-
and thus received the lowest initial payment net of freight. date operations. In shifting the financial burden of grain

Another important institutional component of the grain movements from the railways to the federal government,
system is the Canadian Grain Commission (CGC), which the WGTA has merely postponed the process of rail sys-
is an agency of Agriculture Canada The CGC regulates tem restructuring and rationalization in Canada.
grain handling and establishes and maintains quality stan-
dards. The CGC also licenses elevators and grain compa- 8. Railway Labor Laws
nies and allocates producer cars. Finally, the Grain Trans- Labor cost is one of the key determinants of the long-term
portation Agency (GTA), which reports to the Minister of viability of railway companies. In 1993 the 50,000 employ-
Transport, controls the allocation of rail cars and has a role ees of CN and CP accounted for 49 percent of the total
in planning and coordinating the transportation system. combined operating costs of the two firms. However, the

Under the WGTA the railways are fully compensated numbers of employees have steadily declined as both com-
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panies have attempted to decrease labor costs and simul- * Employment Security, which includes guaranteed pay
taneously increase productivity. For example, CN is pur- and benefits until retirement age for employees with
suing an initiative - introduced in 1992 - to reduce its eight years or more of service
work force by 1 1,000 employees by 1995, and CP is carry- * Work Rules, which restrict workers to tasks outlined
ing out a program to decrease employment levels by 5,800 in collective agreements
by the same year.2 In the long run, the objective is to reach * Train Crew Size, which stipulates minimum crew
the kind of labor productivity gains made in the United numbers on trains of different types
States over the past decade. This is of particular concem * Train Crew Pay Structure, which is based on a formula
given the increasing integration of the Canadian and U.S. that includes miles run and hours-on-duty, plus arbi-
economies. trary payments.

Generally, the governtment has been unwilling to abide
by the possible consequences of any extended interrup- In each case, technological advancements and/or gen-
tion of railway operations because of strikes. Rather, the eral railway restructuring are causing railway companies to
govermnent has issued back-to-work orders and has ap- seek labor cost reductions and increased work force flex-
pointed arbitrators to reach settlements, and these settle- ibility. Unions, on the other hand, are trying to maintain
ments have in general been favorable to labor. In this envi- income and employment standards in line with previous
ronment, little, if any, incentive exists for union leaders to collective agreements. There are speculations that, because
compromise and the result has been that the collective of the difficult and sensitive nature of the current negotia-
bargaining process has not functioned. tions, a national strike could take place in the near future.3

Moreover, there is little doubt that the resistance of the The CLC includes provisions - known as successor
government to accepting disruptions has had the support rights - which guarantee the continued application of ex-
of the shipper community in Canada, who would would isting collective agreements in the event of an ownership
be seriously affected by any prolonged railway strike. This transfer within the federally regulated rail sector. These
is the reason behind labor's power in the Canadian rail rights are meant to prevent the purchase and /or transfer
environment. The relatively high labor costs of the Cana- of railway assets to new owners for the express purpose of
dian rail industry are a consequence. reducing labor costs. Successor rights have slowed ratio-

Labor rationalization within the Canadian rail industry nalization within the Canadian rail industry. For example,
- induding employment reduction, labor contract rene- they have had a significant retarding affect on the devel-
gotiations, concessions for private short lines, and so on opment of short lines in different parts of the country.
- is a complex matter. Three factors in particular compli- Central Western Railway (CWR), which operates in the
cate the process: (1) the high level of unionization within Province of Alberta, was involved in a lengthy legal chal-
the railway sector, (2) the "successor rights" provision within lenge to the CLC's successor rights provision. Eventually,
the Canadian Labour Code (CLC), and (3) provincial la- the case came before the Supreme Court of Canada (De-
bor regulations. cember 1990), where CWR won the right to negotiate its

Six separate unions are responsible for negotiating con- own employment contracts under provincial labor legisla-
tracts with CN Rail and CP Rail on behalf of their mem- tion. The key precedent set by the case was that, as long as
bers. These unions represent the running trades (trainmen, a proposed short line railway existed entirely within pro-
engineers, brakemen, etc.), non-operating workers (track vincial boundaries, the operations of the rail line were not
and building maintenance workers, clerical workers, dis- considered "integral to the operation of a federal work or
patchers and controllers, etc.), and shopcraft workers undertaking."4 Hence provincial, not federal, labor-man-
(carmen, machinists, pipefitters, etc.). In recent years, each agement legislation applied.
union has negotiated with both CN and CP, concerning The CWR victory, however, derived from existing labor
the future rationalization plans of both companies. The codes within Alberta. Had successor rights been guaran-
talks have included issues such as the following: teed under provincial legislation as well, the CWR prob-

ably would not have carried the case forward. Already other
Contracting OutRestrictions, which prohibit contract- provinces are beginning to respond to the CWR precedent
ing out work performed by unionized employees

"Canada's Rail System: Dealing with Overcapacity," Vol. 20, No.
1 (Draft), Westac, August 1994, pp. 9-11.

2 Canada's Railway Industry: Moving in New Directions, CP Rail 4Competition in Transportation: Policy and Legislation in Review,
System and CN North America, p. 7. Vol. 1, National Transportation Act Review Commission, p. 97.
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by incorporating contractual guarantees within provincial burden of providing passenger services and that the gov-
labor legislation. Ontario, for example, has recently intro- emient provide a direct subsidy for these services. The
duced Bill C40 which would require short lines to honor Commission recognized the essential public benefits that
existing labor contracts within the province. British Co- result from rail passenger service and concluded that indi-
lumbia has followed suit, and Saskatchewan is considering vidual railways should not be made responsible for achiev-
the development of similar legislation. Thus, the potential ing public interest objectives through the mandatory pro-
labor cost-savings enjoyed through provincial shortlining vision of unremunerative services. The NTA 1967 signaled
may disappear, if provinces continue to introduce succes- a significant departure from the traditional principle of
sor rights amendments to their existing labor codes. This cross-subsidization.
legislation could require regional and short line carriers in Prior to 1967, railways were obligated to provide pas-
provincial jurisdictions to operate under the same labor senger services under the terms of their operating authori-
wage rates and working conditions that existed in the pre- ties. Railways were expected to recover losses incurred in
cedent Class I carrier operations. the provision of passenger services from the proceeds of

profitable freight operations. This arrangement dated back
PART II: THE RESTRUCTURING EXPERIENCE OF to the earliest days of railway development in Canada, when
CANADIAN RALWAYS railways received a substantial "start up" capital infusion

from the federal government. In return, railways provided
1. Overview passenger services. This remained a workable trade-off as
As was discussed above, the structural evolution of the in- long as rail enjoyed an effective monopoly in long-distance
dustry has been constrained by the regulatory environment freight transportation. However, with the rapid develop-
in which the industry operates - specifically by the Na- ment of a national highway network after World War II,
tional Transportation Acts (NTAs) of 1967 and 1987 and the situation changed.
the Grain TransportationAct, 1983, which established statu- In the 1950s and 1960s, as motor carrier competition
tory rates and subsidies and hence diminished the incen- grew, the railways experienced increased deficits. Increas-
tives for restructuring. ingly, it became clear that the burden of uneconomic pas-

These activities are the subject of the discussion that senger services could not be bome by the railways alone
follows. Railway restructuring over the last 25 years in without negative impacts on the sector and on the economy
Canada has primarily involved four sets of activities. The as a whole. Under the NTA 1967, money-losing services
first involves the creation of a passenger rail corporation deemed to be in the public interest were subsidized by
(VIA Rail) designed to relieve the railways of the burden direct payments from the federal government. The sub-
of providing uneconomic services under direct public sub- sidy process required that the railways first petition the CTC
sidies. The second involves the infrastructure rationaliza- to abandon uneconomic services on a route-specific basis.
tion for Canada's two transcontinental carriers through the If the CTC determined that subsidization was in the pub-
various remedies available to them under existing legisla- lic interest, the extent of the railways' losses was estimated
tion. The third deals with the development of a small rail- through an economic assessment, and the railways were
road segment in Canada, and thefourth deals with the "stra- compensated for 80 percent of those losses. Non-economic
tegic restructuring" of Canada's two transcontinental car- services would then be continued. Provisions of the NTA
riers, including coordinated operations, mergers, and line 1967 that applied to rail passenger services initially received
swaps. endorsement from the railways and the traveling public.

Immediately foUowing passage of the Act, the railways
2. Creation of a Passenger Railway: VIA Rail filed numerous applications for discontinuance of service.
Passenger services were at one time an important part of Unfortunately, the implementing process envisioned un-
railway operations in Canada. However, with the maturity der the act was time-consuming. Moreover, the public did
of motor carrier and air transportation, rail's share of inter- not understand that "notification of intent to discontinue"
citypassenger travel has declined substantially. In the 1950s was a formnal prerequisite for government subsidies and
and through the 1960s, rail passenger traffic approximated not an actual announcement of discontinuance of service.
4 to 5 million passenger kilometers. Unfortunately, pas- The hearing processes were drawn out and costly. In a se-
senger traffic also generated a significant share of the rail- ries of fact-finding proceedings, the CTC established the
way industry's losses. extent of losses on a specific route and the extent to which

Accordingly, the McPherson Commission initialy rec- covering these losses was deemed to be in the public inter-
ommended that the railways be relieved of the financial est. The complexities of railway costing, particularly where
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routes were shared by a variety of freight and passenger The Government of Canada, through the Minister of
services, also made the development of appropriate meth- Transport, owns VIA Rail. The Minister appoints its board
odologies time-consumning. Moreover, CTC had the pre- of directors, as well as its chief executive officer, and ap-
rogative, in lieu of prescribing subsidies, to order changes proves VIA's annual operating budget. Through the bud-
in operations if it determined that such changes would get approval mechanism, the Minister has ultimate
enhance financial performance. decision-making authority with respect to route and ser-

Despite procedural shortcomings, the explicit subsidy vice planning.
principle embodied in the NTA represented a significant VIA Rail essentially operates rail passenger service un-
improvement over the cross-subsidy situation that it sup- der contract to the government of Canada. The routes and
planted. It gave the government some control over the services provided are ultimately decided by the Minister
passenger services provided to the public, while maintain- of Transport. While VlAs board and management play an
ing a degree of accountability over the actions of the rail- active role in service planning, it is the Minister who ap-
ways. Still, under this arrangement the railways were re- proves these services on an annual basis. In fact, the Mn-
quired to partially (20 percent) cross-subsidize their own ister may dictate routes and services outside of the normal
operating deficits. planning process, as was the case in 1981 when VIA Rail

A clear deficiency of the NTA was that railroads had was directed to eliminate approximately 30 percent of its
little incentive to develop competitive passenger services. services as a federal cost-saving measure. Those services
Rather, the NTA encouraged railways to relinquish their were subsequently restored in 1985 by the Minister of a
responsibilities for passenger transport completely. The new government. The principal mandate of VIAs board
railways lobbied for an arrangement whereby they could and management is to manage the prescribed services and
recover 100 percent, rather than 80 percent, of operating to make them more attractive to passengers while seeking
deficits. During this time, the rail passenger market con- at the same time to reduce their cost.
tinued to decline, losses mounted, market share was stag- VIls board and management undertake all of the re-
nant or declining, and little investment was made in new sponsibilities of managing a railway - planning operations,
equipment. Proponents for an autonomous passenger ser- setting fares, managing a labor force, planning capital in-
vice organization argued that more aggressive marketing, vestment, etc. However, the political sensitivities of rail
a higher level of service and equipment, and a general up- passenger service changes have kept VIAs directors (many
grading of the system would attract passengers back to the of whom are political appointees) aware of the political
railway, generate more revenues, and improve the finan- ramifications of their decisions, particularly when they af-
cial viability of rail passenger service. VIA Rail Canada was fect service rationalization or other significant departures
established against this background. from the status quo. VIA requires ministerial approval for

VIA Rail Canada Inc. was formed in 1977 by an act of its budget because that budget always includes a substan-
Parliament that consolidated, under this new entity, rail tial requirement for government funding.
passenger services previously managed by CN and CP Ini- VIA negotiates with the railways for line haul services
tially incorporated as a subsidiary of the CN, VIA Rail be- provided by the railways. The basis for compensation for
came a separate Crown corporation in 1978. By 1979 VIA these services is set out by statute. In addition, VIA has
Rail had taken over all rail passenger services from the rail- been able to negotiate performance-based incentives with
ways and had integrated rail passenger services under a the railways related to on-time performance. Ultimately,
single enterprise that had a mandate to promote and de- however, VIAs strategy has been to assume greater control
velop this mode of transport.5 over its costs by assuming more direct control over opera-

' The institutional framework for VIA Rail was established by the overall concept and responsibilities of VIA Rail.
legislation passed and agreements reached in 1977 and 1978. The * November 23,1977 - CN, CGP and VIA sign Implementation
transition to having VIA responsible for all passenger services Plan, specifying the process by which responsibilities would
previously operated by CN and CP Rail was completed on April be transferred to VIA from the railways.
1, 1979. The timetable of legislation was the following: * April 1, 1978 - VIA is made a separate Canadian Crown cor-

poration.
* January 2, 1977 -Parliamentary approval for creation of VIA * April 1, 1978 - Personnel Transfer Agreement reached by CN,

Rail given by Appropriation Act 1, 1977. The Company is es- CP, and VIA.
tablished as a wholly owned subsidiary of CN. * September 28, 1978 - Master Operating Agreement reached

* July 19, 1977 - CN, CP, VIA Rail, and the Minister of Trans- detailing working relationships and cost of services between
port formally sign Memorandum of Understanding outlining VIA and CN and CP
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tions - for example, by building its own maintenance fa- vices were deternined in accordance with rail costing regu-
cilities for rolling stock, and by making train crews VIA lations established by the CTC. All direct railway costs (la-
employees rather than using CN or CP employees. bor, materials, fuel, and administration) were passed on to

Under the arrangements established in 1979, VIA Rail VIA on a full recovery basis. In addition, the railways were
acted as a broker for line rail services. In the provision of reimbursed for ownership costs (rights of way and track)
passenger services, it was responsible for route and service allocated to passenger service.
planning as well as for pricing. It contracted with the rail- The CTC (and later the National Transportation Agency)
ways for train operation over lines owned by the railways, played a role by establishing the cost-plus basis on which
as well as for station and equipment maintenance. VIA the railways were permritted to charge VIA Rail. The CTC
provided the railways with locomotives and passenger cars audited the railway charges to ensure compliance with the
purchased from the railways by the federal government. approved principles. In considering a service modification

At this point in the development of VIA Rail, the role of or expansion, VIA was required to obtain cost estimates
its personnel was limited to the provision of on-board ser- from the relevant railway, prepare its own revenue fore-
vices. Under subcontract with Air Canada, VIA Rail also casts, and estimate the projected loss for inclusion in its
operated a ticketing and reservations service and engaged annual funding request to the Minister of Transport. If the
in its own marketing, advertising, and promotional pro- service charge was approved, the determination of actual
grams. VIA retained all revenues earned from the provi- railway charges to VIA would be made in accordance with
sion of service and paid all costs incurred by the railways. CTC regulations. Ultimately, the actual loss incurred by
The federal governnent made payments to VIA Rail that the service would be determined following the railway au-
were adequate to cover the shortfall between operating dit.
revenues and expenses. Although the creation of VIA Rail was intended to revi-

Both major Canadian railways provided train and re- talize the rail passenger industry, the service continued its
lated services under service contracts negotiated with VIA downward spiral. Losses escalated and VIA's operating
Rail. All of these services were rendered in accordance with deficit increased by 75 percent between 1979 and 1981
general operating agreements negotiated between the rail- (see Table 11.6). In 1981 the Minister of Transport an-
ways and VIA. Under these agreements, charges for ser- nounced major service cutbacks in an effort to stop the

Table 11.6 - Canada: VIA Rail Financial Data, 1979-93

Total
Operating Operating Net Capita Io-- et

Year Revenue Expenses Revenue Expenditures- Funding

1X79 5-106,644 349,416 (242,772) 53,659 236,431
1980 140,081 459,163 (319,082) 90,238 409,320
-1981- 167,900 580,779 (412,879) 109,447 522,326
1982 178,960 602,067 (423,107) 114,115 534,789
-193 194,513 642,128 (447,615) 135,132 597,640
1984 201,087 595,020 (393,933) 153,649 473,496
198s 205,700 724,703 (519,003) 153,928 631,360

-198 208,695 688,630 (479,935) 92,577 506,080
.1987--; 197,602 696,126 (498,524) 81,322 536,438
1988. 223,508 790,066 (566,558) 126,476 636,600
>-1989. . 248,649 775,320 (526,671) 60,569 587,240
1990- 142,762 526,386 (3B3,624) 31,483 441,483
1991 : - 150,151 541,433 (391,282) 40,103 392,803
;1992 155,780 533,022 (377,242) 44,711 388,911

! !1993 164,171 547,999 (383,828) 11,779 348,079

Source: VIA Rail Annual Reports.
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drain on the federal treasury. Still, operating deficits con- Despite this increased control, little improvement in fi-
tinued to grow, albeit at a slower rate, and dissatisfaction nancial performance has been realized. Unfortunately, op-
with VIAs service level increased; this was evidenced by a portunities to reduce costs, particularly through improved
1983 audit of on-time performance. and streamlined labor contracts, have been forgone dur-

While some of VIA Rail's problems in the 1980s ing the transition. Even after it took direct control VIA
stemmed from loss of passenger markets to competitive Rail management failed to achieve financial and service
modes offering higher quality and more flexible service, improvements. Failures to improve productivity were most
other factors also hindered VIA's performance. These in- conspicuous in labor contract negotiations where, for ex-
cluded: (1) aging equipment; (2) poor infrastructure, which ample, distance-defined work days continued. Instead of
inhibited high.speed service; (3) sparse population distri- improving the efficacy of conventional services, manage-
bution, which did not justify high service frequencies; and ment has focused attention on higher visibilityprojects such
(4) technical and financial problems associated with the as a proposed high-speed train in the Quebec-Wimdsor
operations of passenger and freight trains on common track. corridor. Intemal incentives within VIA Rail itself have not
Still, it is clear in retrospect that VIA Rail was seriously been adequate to stimulate a fundamental refocusing of
constrained by the required institutional arrangements the the company on bottom line results.
which defined its relationship to the operating railroads.

The key original arrangements between VIA Rail and 3. Infrastructural Rationalization: Branch Line
the railways for sharing costs and management responsi- Divestment and Abandonment
bilities constrained the flexibility of the passenger carrier Over time, the regulatory environment in Canada has be-
and created perverse economic incentives. For example: come progressively more supportive of asset rationaliza-

tion. Since the 1940s, public policy has shifted from cross-
T lhey provided little incentive for the railways to subsidies and mandatory service requirements to dimin-
reduce costs when they were assured of 100 percent ished or direct subsidies and streamlined abandonment
compensation. processes. In 1967 the NTA defined a branch line as a seg-

* They allowed only minimal VIA Rail control over ment of the railway that, 'relative to a main line within the
railway operating practices and/or charge-backs, al company's railway system of which it forms a part, is a sub-
of which were prescribed in regulations. sidiary, secondary, local or feeder line of railway, and in-
' They placed insufficient accountability on VIA. The cludes a segment of any such subsidiary, secondary, local
federal government essentially obligated itself to or feeder line of railway." Under the provisions of the NTA
fund all of VIA's losses. 1967 and the Railway Act, the railways received direct pub-

* They lacked a commitment to strengthen VIA's ne- lic subsidies for 80 percent of the losses incurred in branch
gotiating position with the railways. line operations.

In 1982, branch lines constituted 54 percent of CP's
The bottom line was that from 1979 to 1985 VIA lacked total service network and 49 percent of CN's network. In

effective control over its own costs and operations. Fully that year, 55 percent of total branch line miles were pro-
two-thirds of VIA's operating costs in the early 1980s were tected from abandonment and 74 percent were subsidized.
controlled by the railways, and VIA lacked effective nego- The bulk of the branch line subsidies went to
tiating power to influence these costs. Without grain-dependent branch lines in the prairie provinces. For
performance-based incentives, VIA Rail could achieve little example, $310 million in direct subsidies went to branch
improvement in either operating efficiency or service qual- lines in 1982, while only $13 million went to non-grain
ity. branch lines.6

In 1985, VIA Rail began to control the maintenance of As of 1984, the WGTA changed the subsidy arrange-
its rolling stock in its new, dedicated facilities. This allowed ment and further reduced the incentive for asset rational-
the adoption of improved maintenance practices aimed at ization. Rather than receiving direct subsidies for branch
increasing the reliability of passenger trains. At the same line operations, the railways received payments for all grain
time VIA began purchasing passenger train stations from movements. WGTA rates are based on total costs, includ-
the railways and took direct control of train crews costs ing variable costs for operations and fully allocated costs
(that is, all train crews became VIA employees). Thus, the
majority of VIA's operating costs come under its direct con-
trol. The only service for which VIA continues to pay the 6In 1982, $1,949percarload fornon-grainbranchlines compared
railways is the use of track and right-of-way. with $984 per carload for prairie branch lines.
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for grain-dependent branch lines. Under the WGTA rail- In the event that the Agency considers the continuation
ways are fully compensated for the operation of grain- of a branch line to be in the public interest, the railway is
dependent lines. The reciprocity was that compensated lines eligible for payments to cover its losses in accordance with
are protected from abandonment through the year 2000. relevant costing regulations. Even when the Agency de-

The NTA 1987 developed procedures intended to cides to abandon a branch line, the governor-in-council
streamline plant rationalization. However, these have may (on the application of a shipper or of a municipal or
proved only partially effective. Under Section 164, the provincial government) extend the date of abandonment
National Transportation Agency has the power to deter- by as much as five years.
mine whether lines proposed for abandonment are in fact Under the NTA, the Minister of Transport has the power
uneconomic. If there is a reasonable probability of a line to enter into an agreement with provincial or municipal
becoming economic in the foreseeable future, the Agency governments, or shippers or associations representative of
can order the operation to continue. The Agency can also shippers, to fund the improvement of altemative transpor-
order the retention of a branch line on the basis of public tation facilities for shippers served by a branch line. Where
interest considerations, including the following: the National Transportation Agency has ordered the aban-

donment of a branch line, the Minister can enter similar
* The actual losses that are incurred in the operation of arrangements to provide assistance to shippers in the tran-

the branch line sition to other transportation facilities (the amount is not
* The altemative transportation facilities available to exceed the estimated amount of loss attributable to the
* The extent to which the applicant would be prepared branch line ordered to be abandoned).

to provide alternative transportation facilities Before the NTA 1987, railways were eligible for subsi-
* Whether it would be more economic to use alterna- dies 90 days after applying for abandonment and were com-

tive transportation facilities pensated for their losses during the abandonment deci-
* The period of time reasonably required for the pur- sion process, which could take many years. Under the NTA

pose of adjusting any dependent facilities with the 1987 the railways are still required to give 90-day notice
least disruption to the economy of the area but are eligible for subsidies from the time of their appli-

* The probable effect on other lines and other carriers cation, which has to be ruled upon within six months. Sec-
and on the transportation system generally tion 256 (Railway Act, 1987) claims and payments for un-

• The econornic effect of the abandonment on the protected branch lines totaled $11.5 million in 1987. These
communities and area served by the branch line subsidies involved 43 CN and 16 CP lines. On 12 of these

* The feasibility of maintaining the branch line by lines abandonments were authorized during 1987, while
changes in the method of operation or by intercon- 15 new applications were received (in both cases, subsi-
nection with other lines dies were claimed for only a portion of the year).

* The feasibility of maintaining the branch line either The NTA 1987 placed a 4 percent limit on the amount
jointly with or as part of the system of another of track eligible for abandonment in the first five years of
company, by sales or lease or exchange of operating/ the act. This limit was intended to pace the process of aban-
running rights donment and to allow regulatory authorities to process

* The existing and potential resources of the area applications without causing undue disruption to rail ser-
served by the branch line, seasonal restrictions on vice. In 1988 - the first effective year of the Act - the
other forms of transportation, and the probable fu- limit represented 1,250 miles of track on the CN network
ture of transportation needs. and 575 miles on the CP network. In total, 43 abandon-

ment orders were issued to close down a total of 664 miles
The National Transportation Agency has broad powers of track - substantially less than the statutory limit.

to secure alternative operating arrangements. These pow- The process accelerated during 1989. In that year, the
ers include recommendations to the railways with respect National Transportation Agency permitted CN to aban-
to transfer or exchange of branch lines, the granting of don 4 percent of its network and CP to abandon 3.5 per-
operating or running rights, and the connection of differ- cent. Abandonment activity slowed down somewhat in
ent rail lines. The Agency can also make recommendations 1990. CN was pernitted to abandon 1.19 percent of its
with respect to the ordcerly handling of traffic and the im- network, while 0.95 percent was ordered to be retained.
provement of alternative transportation facilities. The CP petitioned the Agency to abandon 5.2 percent of its
Agency can also facilitate the purchase or transfer of the network and received permission for only 3.75 percent,
branch line for a price at least covering its net salvage value. effective in 1990.
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In 1991 the regulatory activity was still constrained by can be operated profitably. However, the short line railway
the statutory limit. In that year CN brought forward cases concept requires entrepreneurial talent and new capital.
totaling 3 percent of its network and received abandon- In Canada, neither the occasion (abandonment) nor the
ment decisions on only 0.7 percent effective in 1991 and prerequisites (small railroad entrepreneurs and venture
0.3 percent back to 1992. CP put 2.2 percent of its net- capital) have come forward as they have in the United
work before the Agency for abandonment and received States.
permission on 1.3 percent effective in 1991 and 0.1 per- The low level of abandonment activity in part limits
cent effective in 1992. opportunities for short line startups. More important, how-

In 1992, CN initiated plans to file 21 applications cov- ever, is the fact that labor laws restrict the ability of new
ering 422 miles, and CP invited 24 applications covering railway enterprises to realize significant cost savings. Even
600 miles. The total of a little over 1,000 miles again fell where federal laws can be bypassed, provincial legislation
short of the 4 percent rule, which in any event expired at has proved equally, if not more, restrictive with regard to
the end of that year. labor successor rights. Another factor that has impeded

During this period the railways have shifted their aban- short line development is the cost of severance. Under
donment activities to larger segments of their networks. existing labor law, railways abandoning light density lines
The most important effort has involved CP's abandonment must absorb severance costs arising from downsizing.
of its lines east of Sherbrooke to St. John, New Brunswick, Severance packages in the Canadian rail industry are
through Maine. Abandonment approval in this case has typically negotiated between the carrier and the unions
been granted by the National Transportation Agency, but representing various labor categories within the industry.
the railway is still considering offers to sell all or part of the Thus, where downsizing is a consideration (for example,
lines to other operators. through an intended abandonment), management must

While the NTA 1987 streamlined abandonment proce- respect its contractual obligations to workers. In 1985, for
dures and also placed an annual ceiling of 4 percent on example, Canada's railway companies negotiated an em-
abandonments for the first five years, Canadian railways ployment security package with shopcraft and non-operat-
have had difficulty reaching this quota, and less than half ing employees who had completed at least eight years of
of the statutory limit has been reached. cumulative service. These employees were entitled to re-

ceive benefits and salaries until retirement. Similar pack-
4. Short Line Railway Development ages were negotiated with workers from other railway
Regional and short line railways have been an important trades.
part of the Canadian railway system for decades. In west- In 1991 CN paid out approximately $94 million for
em Canada they include regional railways such as BC Rail, employee separations. Similarly, CP wrote off cumulative
short line railways such as the BC Southem and the Alberta expenditures of about $250 million to cover severance pay-
Resources Railway, and numerous industrial railways that ments and related expenses.
handle logs, coal, and other commodities. Short line rail- Apart from some notable exceptions, independent short
ways have created increased interest in Canada during the line operations have not attracted the entrepreneurial in-
last 10 to 15 years as a result of the rapid development of a terest in Canada that they have attracted in the United
smal railroad industry in the United States. However, to States. These exceptions, however, offer valuable lessons
date, a smal railway segment has been slow to develop in in smal railway germination. One Canadian railway op-
Canada (see Table 11.7). With the notable exceptions of eration that dosely resembles the U.S. short line model is
terminal railway operations such as Toronto Terminal Rail- the Central Western Railway (CWR). This railway's traffic
way and Port Stanley Railway, and regional railways such is primarily grain, and it moves under WGTA rates. The
as B.C. Rail and Ontario Northland Railway, short line rail- CWR was incorporated in Alberta under a special statute
way operations have not attracted as much entrepreneur- in 1984 to operate CN's abandoned Stettler Sub-division.
ial interest in Canada as in the United States. The railway serves nine grain elevators on 106 kilometers

It is only when cross-subsidies are removed from the of track. It interlines al of its traffic with CN. This railway
system that uneconomic segments are exposed and large demonstrates that, even in an economic environment char-
railways have an incentive to divest these segments. At this acterized by direct government subsidies and strict en-
point, shippers may face the possibility of losing rail ser- hancement of pre-existing labor contracts, a niche can ex-
vice entirely. However, restructuring also opens opportu- ist for smal railway operations.
nities for operators whose cost is lower than that of large Other short line ventures include RailTex, a U.S. com-
railways. Under the right set of conditions, low-density lines pany with 23 short line operations throughout North
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Table 11.7 - Canada: Short Line Transactions, 1986-94 and Proposed

Year Seller Miles Province Buyer

C;onveyances to existing railways

1988-92 Misc. 75 Que., Ont. Misc.
1992 CN 154 Ont. Ontario Northland
1992 CN 27 Ont. Leased to BASF

Conveyances to newty fomied short lines

1986 CN 108 Alta. Central Westem Railway
(CWR)

1990 CN/CP 50 Sask. Southem Rails Cooperative
1992 CN 71 Ont. Goderich-Exeter Railway

(GER), wholly owned subsid-
iary of RailTex

1992 CP 133 Alta. CWR
1992 CP 10 Que. Bellgaz (shipper located on

line)

1993 CN 235 N.S. RailTex
1993 CP 3 B.C. Grand Fork Railway
1994 CN 90 Que. SCF du Quebec
1994 CP 53 N.S. Iron Roads and Eastem

Maine

Transactions in progress

CN 126 Que. Selection of successful tender
in progress

CN 113 Ont. Initiating requestsfortenders
for five lines

CN 325 U.S. RailTex
CP 190 Que. Iron roads and RailTex are

potential bidders

Source: Competftion in Transportabon, Vol. 2, p. 93.

America. In 1991 the company purchased 100 kilometers assets are sold or restructured. In the case of the CWR, for
of CN track in the Bruce Peninsula of Southwestern example, a Canada Labour Relations Board (CLRB) rul-
Ontario and started operating as the Goderich-Exeter Rail- ing determined that pre-existing wage rates would continue
way. Since then RailTex has purchased the CN line between even after the sale of the subdivision by CN to a provin-
Truro and Sydney, which it operates as the Cape Breton cialy incorporated railway. The CLRB ruling determined
and Central Nova Scotia Railway. that the CWR operations constituted federal work and

The development of a small railway industry in Canada consequently fell under the Canada Labour Code. This
has, however, been much slower than the development of ruling maintained the right of the previous union to bar-
a parallel industry in the United States. The primary ob- gain exclusively on behalf of CWR employees. It further
stacle to this development in Canada, as has been men- bound the short line railway to provisions of the collective
tioned, has been federal labor legislation which mandates agreements that were in place at the time the CWR took
the transferability of pre-existing labor contracts when rail control. The CLRB's decision with respect to federal juris-
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diction was based on the finding that the CWR was an Had the railways been able to reach an agreement be-
interlining railway handling extraprovincial traffic, and that tween themselves, the merger approval process would have
virtually all of its traffic moved under the WGTA. Although required the following additional steps:
the CLRB's rationale was later challenged in federal court,
the decision was upheld. The case was remanded before * Formation of a legal entity and consummation of a
the Supreme Court where the ruling was reversed in favor transaction between the two owning carriers and the
of CWR. The Supreme Court determined that CWR's la- merged entity
bor relations fell under the jurisdiction of the province of * Review and approval by the National Transport
Alberta which has no successor rights provisions. The CWR Agency
case and other test cases which followed suggest that a * Investigation and approval by the Competition Bu-
short line industry is most likely to emerge in those prov- reau.
inces where the applicable labor legislation allows new small
railroad owners to negotiate new labor contracts. In a subsequent effort to rationalize the eastern opera-

As was noted above, the principal rationale for short tions of both CN and CP, CP prepared a bid to purchase
line railway operations is their ability to implement flexible CN North America's rail lines east of Wmnipeg. The bid,
work rules and deliver shipper-tailored services. Short lines which followed on the failed merger negotiations between
have fewer levels of management and smaller, more cus- CN and CP, is in the range of $1.4 billion and had been
tomer-oriented work forces than large carriers, which are submitted to Transport Canada for approval by the end of
constrained by labor contracts and traditional organizational 1994. The offered price is for CN's fixed plant and facili-
structures. However, as was made clear by the CWR test ties as well as for an appropriate portion of CN's locomo-
case, labor 'successor rights" may prevent an independent tive, freight car, and intermodal container fleet. CP has set
operator from implementing more flexible work rules and an effective date of January 1, 1996 for the purchase. To
low wage rates. A short line rail industry may be kept from receive approval, CP may need to gain the support of cer-
emergingin Canadaif (1) adefiningjudicialdecisionfinds tain groups, including the following: (1) CN North
that branch line operations fall under federal jurisdiction; America; (2) shippers and regulators; (3) the rail labor
(2) restrictive provincial legislation is passed; or (3) a judi- unions; and (4) CP shareholders.
cial decision determines that existing collective agreements Should this bid be approved, CP plans to rationalize
are found to be binding. the existing rail overcapacity in eastem Canada. Although

no final decisions have been made, it is likely that CP will
5. Strategic Restructuring: Trade-offs between reduce current operations from two routes to one to Halifax
Efficiency and Competitiveness and from two lines to one north of the Great Lakes. Addi-
Although the scope of branch line abandonment in Canada tional rationalizations and possible sales to shortliners are
has been limited to date, the two major railways have rec- also being considered.
ognized the need for "strategic rationalization." To this end, In terms of employee impact, CP is willing to offer em-
they have entered into a number of cooperative initiatives. plovment to all CN employees 'directly involved in the
For example, in 1993 CN and CP formed a joint venture business being acquired at the time of closing."' Further-
to operate 440 kilometers of track in the Ottawa Valley. more, integration of unionized employees would occur
Under this arrangement, both railways will operate on CN under terms specified under the Canada Labour Code and
lines and CP lines will be abandoned. in accordance with established contractual obligations. New

Opportunities for joint asset use and plant rationaliza- collective agreements reflecting CP's work rules would be
tion are particularly attractive in eastern Canada. In 1994 negotiated with all affected employees. Although CP is not
CN and CP explored the possibility of merging interests certain at this point, it is expected that within three to four
in the East. In addition to allowing unproductive lines to years the collective eastern work force will drop to about
be eliminated, this option offered the following two ben- 16,500 - a reduction of 2,500. CP will also assume re-
efits: sponsibility for employment security payments to CN work-

ers laid off in the eastern business sector prior to acquisi-
* It would allow valuable real estate to be released for tion.

developmeuit in major urban areas In order to maintain some degree of competitive parity
* It would enable terminals and facilities to be inte-

grated, which would mean that switching areas could
be reduced and service quality could be improved. CP Rail System News press release, September 22, 1994, p. 3.
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in the eastern market, CP has included an "access agree- The regulatory apparatus in Canada has swung back and
ment" in its bid. This agreement would allow CN to com- forth on the issue of intra-industry cooperation. The NTA
pete with CP on traffic moving between western Canada 1967 gave the railways the freedom to set market rates
(Wmnipeg) and the Toronto and Montreal areas. As was (except for grain) but protected them from competing
stated in Septermber 1994, 'Under the agreement, CP will against one another. The regulatory philosophy inherent in
provide CN with all the services normally associated with the NTA depended on intermodal competition to provide
handling rail traffic, including line-haul transportation, market discipline for railway pricing. Under this regime,
switching at customer sidings, movement of empty rail cars captive rail shippers paid significant rate premiums despite
and interchange services. CN will be responsible for pro- the maximum rate provisions of the NTA 1967.
viding rail cars and will be free to market and price its own The NTA 1987 was designed in part to increase indus-
services. This will give shippers and receivers in the East try competition. It contained three key rail access provi-
competitive access to both railways.8 In return for the use sions: (1) competitive line rates (CLRs); (2) expanded
of CP's facilities and operations, CN would pay a fee re- interswitching limits; and (3) running rights. These provi-
flecting the current average cost of handling the traffic (in- sions formed part of an overall package that also contained
tended to equalize the base operating costs of both com- confidential contracts, final offer arbitration, and a more
panies in the affected region). streamlined rail line abandonment process. However, most

CP has left its offer open for a period of 90 days (from captive shippers still lack competitive options and are likely
September 22, 1994). As the purchase is subject to gov- to have still fewer options as the rail system is rationalized.
emnment approval, CP has asked that the process be expe- The issue of competitive access is as important to large
dited. Assuming the offer meets with government approval, shippers as is the issue of abandonment and rationaliza-
CP hopes to negotiate all final arrangements with CN. tion to the railways themselves. One of the fundamental

By purchasing CN's eastern operations, CP is hoping tensions in Canadian regulatory policy is the unresolved
to rationalize the regional market, in which assets are most conflict between operational restructuring and competi-
frequently mismatched with market opportunities. Cur- tive consequences.
rently, the eastern operations of both railways lose, respec- CLRs give captive shippers an option that they can use
tively, $300 million and $100 million annually. The restruc- to access the lines of a railway company that does not offer
turing of eastern operations under one company may con- direct service. The CLR allows shippers to enhance their
tribute to the long-term viability of Canada's entire rail- negotiation position vis-a-vis their local carrier with regard
way industry. In addition, rationalized rail operations could to both rates and service. A CLR shipper's freight rate
lead to lower overall freight rates, which would clearly ben- would include the following components:
efit shippers. Although it has been argued that the further
consolidation of rail market power would encourage price * The zone interswitching charge which is now con-
increases, the existence of a competitive trucking industry ducted and regulated by government; plus
and of U.S. rail operators is likely to mitigate CP's incen- * The CLR from the zone interswitching limit to the
tive to price above competitive levels. It has also been noted point of interchange with the connecting carrier
that, owing to increasing competitive pressures to ratio- which is subject to binding arbitration if it cannot be
nalize operations, labor reductions may take place regard- agreed upon; plus
less of the restructuring.9 - The rate assessed by the connecting carrier(s) from

It is only because of the WGTA that strategic plant ra- interchange to final destination.
tionalization and restructuring discussions between CN and
CP do not also encompass western Canada. A change in The NTA introduced two key changes in its the defini-
the WGTA mechanism, in particular a shift to a 'pay-the- tion of switching charges. First, it extended interswitching
producer" concept, would expose a large part of the rail boundaries to 30 kilometers. Second, the National Trans-
system in western Canada to accelerated restructuring as portation Agency was given the responsibility for prescrib-
well, and would perhaps lead to a country-wide merger or ing maximum interswitching rates. The NTA establishes
some form of jointly owned operation. The competitive charges annually for switching zones segmented between
implications of this scenario from the standpoint of ship- 0 and 30 kilometers. Over the past six years or so, CLRs
pers are considerable and are discussed below. have had only limited use. In fact, the Canadian Transport

Commission has prescribed CLRs in the case of only two
8 Ibid., p. 1. shippers. In contrast to CLRs, interswitching has become
"'Canada's Rail System: Dealing with Overcapacity," p. 15. a widely used form of competitive access in Canada.
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Another competitive access option involves running _ = _
rights and joint use of track, both of which fall outside the ,
regulatory domain and are matters of negotiation between
carriers. The Raflway Act does permit the Canadian Trans- Year EN CP
port Comrmission to order a railway to "take possession of, (3,245,458) 47,867,011
use or occupy any lands belonging to any other railway com- 195 (16,676,360) 43,307,470
pany, use and enjoy the whole or any portion of the 1952 394,310 39,078,545
right-of-way, tracks, terminals, stations or station grounds A95 (132,115) 31,450,462
of any other railway company, and have and exercise fuL U 194 (24,938,666) 29,826,248
right and power to run and operate its trains over and upon 1955 10,466,012 44,032,465
any portion of the railway or any other railway company." 1 25,840,719 55,639,534
Under the same section, the Canadian Transport Commis- ^197 (22,558,020) 46,768,138
sion may fix the amount of compensation if the parties fail 1958 (58,801,131) 33,121,132
to reach an agreement. The Cormmission has elected not to 1959 (44,502,649) 31,487,023
use this authority to effect restructuring or reorganization, 0 (67,955,133) 29,168,488
which it has been left exclusively to the involved parties. 1961 (67,864,553) 32,668,436

Understandably, the use of trackage rights as a means 1962 (51,134,799) 32,552,503
of gaining competitive access is a sensitive issue among 196 (39,630,241) 40,411,118
railway companies. Only a few examples exist of provin- 9 (36,787,802) 58,608,395
cial carriers applying for running rights over federally regu- 9 (30,260,702) 61,727,915
lated railways. For example, the Ontario Midwestern Rail- 1966 (14,448,360) 68,574,382
way and the Victoria County Rail in Ontario established 196 (39,331,631) 55,076,537
an important precedent in their applications to the Cana- 96 (28;31,964) 61,563,418
dian Transport Commission for trackage rights. The impli- 6 (23,587,425) 53,493,805
cations are that running rights over federally regulated rail- e (30,347,998) 52,360,180
ways are difficult to obtain. 1971 (21,560,458) 61,862,026

1e u2 (13,700,581) 69,223,559

PART III: PERFORMNLCE SINCE 1967 1973 (20,072,245) 71,584,881
v ;197i40 (37,025,125) 94,138,619
1975 (160,581,022) 82,363,657

CP and CN operate according to the same market and 17 11,757,300 86,863,783

regulatory parameters in most instances. They are affected 30,755,974 107,731,759
by the same tax laws and they are both regulated by the 135,753,015 122,614,284

NTA 1987. They have labor agreements with the same 1 211,168,014 211,606,697
unions. In addition, CN is not legaUy considered an agent 1980 186,185,945 241,901,952
of the Crown, although the financial world treats it as a 198 191,216,872 265,731,076
part of the Canadian Government. The primary differen- 1962 (103,403,000) 117,873,000
tiating factor is that CN must seek Cabinet approval for its 198 201,131,000 183,970,000
borrowing. 1984 246,203,000 185,544,000

Stil, during most of Canada's railway history, CP has 1986 36,356,000 119,90,000
typically out-performed CN in financial terms. As Table 1987 77,707,000 228,877,000
11.8 shows, the net income of CP has exceeded that of 198 (12,609,000) 223,518D00
CN for most of the period from 1950 to the present. CP 1989 90,867,000 126,842,000
has also consistently generated a larger net contribution to 10 (77,294,000) 164,120,000
the national treasury, as Figure 11.5 demonstrates. VIA 1991 (34,268,000) 6,872,000
Rail's financial performance has been disappointing since 99 (908,394,000 (193,190,000)
its creation (see Table 1 1.6) and has failed to achieve break 1993 (67,187,000) (77,091,000)

even results. 'This represents corporate net income and is not exclusive to
The CN's large debt burden has adverselv affected its rail.21n 1992, CN and CP paid out $1.1 billion and $470 million in

competitiveness and has affected its cyclical profit perfor- employee benefits, three to iour times the amount paid in
mance. On occasion, as has been mentioned in Part I, the previous years.
federal government has had to "bail out" CN. For example, Source: Statistics Canada.
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Figure 11.5 - Financial Performance of Canadian Rail Operations, 1967-93
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Source: Treatheway, Waters i, and Fok, 'Measuring Productivity and Rates of Retum for Canadian National Railways and CP Rail 1956-
1991," Centre for Transportation Studies, 1994.

during the postwar period CN was unable to renew infra- of different passenger services (for example, intercity, re-
structure and convert from steam to diesel power until the mote, and transcontinental) provided by VIA Rail and to
federal government relieved some of its debt burden via evaluate the need for these services in the context of alter-
the CN Act of 1952. Although successive rounds of poor native (bus or air) options. The government has not cre-
performance followed, CN's debt was not substantially ated a public dialogue in which to debate service options
relieved again until 1978. In that year the CN Recapital- or to explicitly assess social and economic trade-offs. A
ization Act reduced the company's debt burden by $808 strong tendency still persists within VIA Rail to resist radi-
million. This debt was subsequently converted into equity cal change and to maintain existing services without re-
with dividend guarantees. By 1986, CN had again reduced gard to their cost-benefit consequences.
its capital base by $4 billion. The financial results generated by VIA Rail have in gen-

One significant reason for this disappointing perfor- eral been disappointing. When VIA Rail was established in
mance has been the carrier's failure to realize an adequate 1979, its operating ratio was 30 percent, its volume was
economic return on investment. A consulting company, 6.5 million annual passengers, and the level of direct gov-
Capital Canada, reported that from 60 to 70 percent of emient funding was in the order of $300 million. By 1985,
CN's capital investments had been screened according to VIA Rail's passenger volume had increased to 7 milion,
rigorous rate of return criteria. The consultant concluded and its public funding to $630 million (operating and capi-
that the rate of return on CN's assets was below its cost of tal combined). By 1988 the operating deficit alone had
borrowing. It was their belief that CN's financial problems reached $570 million and its volume had declined to 6.4
derived in part from politicized management decisions. million passengers.

In that year the government responded with major ser-
1. Financial Performance of VIA Rail vice cutbacks. By 1993 government funding requirements
From a public policy perspective, the VIA experience dem- had declined to $350 million. However, by 1993 VIA was
onstrated only marginal positive benefits (see Table 11.6). carrying only 3.5 million passengers.
Over the period 1979-93, VIARail's growing deficits were
absorbed by the federal government and capital funding 2. Financial Performance of Canadian Freight
continued without realizing adequate productivity gains. Carriers
Moreover, the institutional arrangements for the transfer Since the 1940s CN has demonstrated consistently weaker
of assets and operational responsibilities from railways to financial results than CP (see Figure 11.5). Throughout
VIA Rail did not allow-for contestability, and the govern- the 1950s, the 1960s, and the early 1970s, CN earned posi-
ment probably paid a premium to initially capitalize the tive income from rail operations but consistently gener-
company. ated net losses after interest charges. CP's performance

Little effort has been made to evaluate the social value through the same period was consistently profitable, with
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net profits after interest charges fluctuating in the range of 13 to 15 percent of total revenue, or 20 percent of the net
4 to 7 percent of total revenue until to 1981. assets value. Although CN's results were less impressive,

The NTA 1967 appeared to have litde impact on either between 1979 and 1985 the carrier generate an overall
CP's or CN's financial performance. For 10 years follow- profit of approximately $500 miDion from rail operations.
ing the passage of the NTA, CP had experienced steady In the mid-1980s the competition between CP and CN
profits while CN had experienced a series of weak per- remained stable. CP continued to generate modest profits
formning years. Complicating the picture were a number of while CN improved its profit performance only margin-
unforeseen events, induding a recession in the Canadian ally. Given that this was a period of robust growth in the
economy, elimination of losses from grain movements un- Canadian economy, the NTA 1987 appears to have some-
der statutory rates, and increased competition from U.S. what moderated rail profitability.
railroads in transborder markets. The recession that followed in the early 1990s had a

CN achieved a break-even position only in 1977, fol- profound and adverse effect on railroad financial perfor-
lowed by four consecutive years of profitable performance. mance. In 1991 CP barely broke even, and in 1992 it ex-
Three factors explain the carrier's marked improvement perienced a large loss for the first time in many years. CN
during the late 1970s. First, the spin-off of VIA Rail re- encountered serious financial problems with modest losses
lieved the railways of their residual financial burden for in 1990 and 1991, losses that approached $1 billion in 1992.
passenger operations. Second, with the passage of the CN
Recapitalization Act of 1978, CN's debt was converted to 3. Productivity Measures
equity. Third, an internal reorganization created individual It is instructive to examine railway productivity by relating
profit centers within the company and isolated loss-making carrier inputs to their output. Labor costs are extremely
operations. important to the Canadian rail industry since they repre-

For CP, the late 1970s and early 1980s signaled a sharply sent a large share of operating expenditures (53 percent
improved profit performance. Over a six-year period (1979- for CN and CP combined in 1992). Over a 25-year period
85), CP posted strong earnings with net profits from rail CN and CP have reduced their work forces by 57 percent
operations approaching $1.5 billion.) During the best years and 51 percent, respectively. In 1992 the two carriers em-
of this period (1984 and 1985) profit margins ranged from ployed a total of 31,000 and 2 1,000 workers, respectively.

The rate at which work forces were downsizing was steady
over this period (see Figure 11.6). In the five years follow-

'°Th net profits quoted here are from rail operations only and ing the NTA 1967, CP accelerated its reduction in forces.
were gathered from Tretheway, Waters II, and Fok (1994). Al- i
though the results are generally mirrored by the corporate net The rate of downsizing slowed through the 1970s and
income data gathered from Statistics Canada, they do not corre- picked up again in the early 1980s. CN, on the other hand,
spond precisely. began to downsize in the 1970s, continued work force re-
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duction through the late 1970s and early 1980s, and be- erated toward the mid- 1980s. Following the advent of NTA
came more aggressive only in the late 1980s. 1987, the annual rate of abandonment increased 2.2 per-

Over this same period the railways' output expanded cent and 1.9 percent, respectively, for CN and CP, which
steadily (see Figure 11.7). In 1967, CN and CP had an was still well below the statutory limit of 4 percent per year.
output-to-labor ratio of about 1.6; over the next 25 years In total, approximately 3,300 miles of track were aban-
this ratio increased threefold to about 6.3. doned between 1987 and 1992, or about 10 percent of the

In the rail industry asset utilization is as important as combined networks of CN and CP Over this same period
labor productivity. As was discussed above, a fundamental freight traffic increased considerably CN and CP traffic
challenge facing Canadian railways is infrastructure ratio- densities improved steadily as a result (see Figure 11.9).
nalization. From 1967 to 1992, CN reduced its main lines When all the inputs (labor, infrastructure, equipment,
and branch lines by 15 percent while CP achieved a reduc- fuel, and others) are combined, total factor productivity
tion of 21 percent (see Figure 11.8). Rationalization accel- more than doubled for both CN and CP between 1967

Figure 11.7 - Canada: Railway Productivity Measures, 1967-91
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Figure 11.8 - Canada: Network Size and Utilization, 1956-93
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and 1991. The average annual productivity increase be- dependent on long-haul rail transport of low-value high-

fore 1987 was 2.8 percent for CN and 3.1 percent for CP density commodities than is Canada, and that, in general,

Since 1987, CP appears to have maintained about the same rail shippers in the United States tend to have more com-

annual imnprovement (3.2 percent) while CN has improved petitive alternatives because of river and intercoastal trans-

to 4.1 percent annually. port systems, highway transport (a more effective competi-

tor in the United States because of closer proximity to

4. Productivity Comparisons with the United markets), and the availability of more rail carriers. Thus,

States railway labor is considerably less powerful in the United

The productivity of Canadian railways is substantially lower States than it is in Canada.

than that of their U.S. counterparts. CN's labor produc- Finally, two tax conditions also affect labor productiv-

tivity, measured by revenue ton miles by employee hour, is ity. First, capital tax write- offs take place more rapidly in

45 percent lower than that of the Class I industry in the the United States than in Canada, which, other things be-

United States, while the labor productivity of CP is 33 ing equal, reduces the cost of capital to U.S. carriers and

percent lower than that of its U.S. counterparts (based on encourages the substitution of capital for labor. Second,

1992 figures). By another measure of capital productivity, U.S. governments impose a higher tax load on labor in

revenue ton miles per track mile, CN is 17 percent less comparison with Canada. As a result, the overall employee

productive than the U.S. industry, while CP is 15 percent benefit rate in the United States in 1991 (including em-

less productive than its U.S. counterparts (based on 1992 ployee taxes) was 38 percent of direct labor, whereas the

figures). comparable rate for CN was 25 percent. Again, this en-

The most significant factor in this disparity is the exist- courages capital substitution and enhances labor produc-

ence of an excess of unproductive track in Canada in com- tivity in the United States.

parison with that in the United States. The measure of rev-

enue ton miles per track mile, discussed above, reflectes PART IV: LESSONS LEARNED

this situation. It results at least in part from the relatively

slow pace of line rationalization in Canada. Light density Over the past 25 years, railway restructuring in Canada

also has a major impact on labor productivity, since lightly has been constrained by federal government regulations

used lines require significant labor to be maintained. La- that were aimed at improving the financial viability of rail

bor relations also substantially affect the labor productiv- service and, at the same time, enhancing its competition.

ity comparison. In7general, government in the United States The tensions and conflicts inherent in this double-edged

has been more willing to allow the collective bargaining policy have slowed the restructuring of Canadian carriers.

process to work without intervention in the form of back- The NTA 1967 strove for a financially viable railway in-

to-work orders and government-appointed arbitration. This dustry by providing a framework for compensatory pric-

may well reflect the fact that the United States is far less ing. With the WGTA, the government replaced statutory
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rates with direct subsidies paid to the railways. With the Canadian policymakers and railway managers can provide
NTA 1987, abandonment of uneconomic branch lines was useful directions for privatization and restructuring in coun-
made easier. At the same time, competition was encour- tries faced with similar challenges.
aged among rail carriers, and shippers were given the right
to achieve competitive access. None of this legislation, * Railway enterprises are most efficient when they focus
however, squarely addressed the need of the industry to on the achievement of simple profit-making goals. Railways
reorganize its assets, work forces, and strategies or to real- are not effective instruments of public policy. Their man-
ize fundamental gains in productivity. agements are most effective when they focus on simple,

The main issue currently confronting Canadian railways single objectives. These include: maximizing profits to the
is infrastructure rationalization. The public policy challenge exclusion of other public interest objectives, such as pro-
is to achieve radical restructuring and rationalization, which moting the economic development of new territories; equal-
will improve the competitiveness of the industry. Competi- izing rates among regions or shippers; delivering non-
tive circumstances have brought these issues to the fore. compensatory services at 'adequate" service levels as part
Over the next decade, Canadian policymakers will be of a public service obligation, etc.
forced to make some difficult decisions regarding trade-offs - Competitive equities between shippers and carriers or
between efficiency and competitiveness. between regions are difficultfor government to adjust in a dy-

Nation building, regional development, and bailouts namic market environment Rather clarity and stability in
were reasons for the initial creation and continued exist- economic regulation are essential ifpnrvate railways are to make
ence of CN. According to the National Transportation Act sound, farsighted investment and disinvestment decisions. In
Review Commission, set up in 1992 to study Canada's this context, the role of government should be to define
transport system, these concerns no longer exist. The Com- the rules for competition and the role of management
mission found that "the government's ownership of CN is should be to play by these rules, with the objective of real-
no longer justifiable [and that] the company is no longer izing the full profit potential of the assets they manage.
performing a public policy mandate."1 ' The competitive rules should allow management full dis-

CN's continued existence as a Crown corporation can cretion over free entry and exit. Managements that do not
be explained in part by: or cannot adjust portfolios of assets, which they manage

from time to time to respond to emerging market oppor-
1. Strong institutional and political inertia tunities, are not protecting their shareholders' value.
2. The size of the company itself. * Cross-subsidies distort incentives to manage assets for

maximum productivity and proftt. The Canadian experience
The Commission had the following explanation: demonstrates clearly that both cross-subsidies and direct

subsidies diminish incentives for downsizing and restruc-
Total divestment of such a large entity may not be eas- turing, particularly when subsidies have attached condi-
ily accomplished. It is doubtful that a single buyer could tionalities that restrain the ability of management to exit
be found, and imaginative strategies may have to be markets or to freely dispose of assets.
sought. There are numerous possibilities, including the * Statutory restrictions that limit the ability of manage-
sale of parts of the system. There might also be innova- ment to renegotiate labor contracts after the sale or reorganiza-
tions such as the cooperative use of trackage by one tion of railway assets also dzminish incentives for restructur-
railway. Divestment strategies should be examined in ing. The Canadian rail experience is particularly instruc-
order to find those most beneficial to the taxpayers.'2 tive in this area. Restrictive labor conditions have clearly

inhibited the development of a small railway segment in
Consistent with the country's traditional market orienta- Canada, where all of the other prerequisites for small rail-

tion, strategic rail restructuring in Canada is likely to be "bot- way startups appear to exist.
tom up." Public policy is likely to respond to private sector * Management incentives and transparent asset buyer/seller
initiatives - probably those of CP - rather than to initiate relationshzps are important when organizing a passenger ser-
any strategic reorganization and ad hoc privatization of CN. vice line of business. In retrospect, the creation of VIA Rail

The lessons learned from the experiences to date of appears to have been the appropriate structural remedy
for the problems of passenger transport in Canada. How-

"National Transportation Act Review Commission, Competition ever, in spite of a new corporate structure, the financial
in Transportation: Policy and Legislaton in Review, Vol. I (Ottawa: performance of the passenger line of business has contin-
1993), p. 165. ued to disappoint its original sponsors. Against this back-
12 Ibid. ground, it is useful to reflect on passenger service restruc-
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turing from the perspective of the parties interested in VIA open and contestable framework for the transfer of assets
Rail's startup: the railways, the federal government, and and work forces might have improved the financial perfor-
VIA Rail itself. With the creation of VIA Rail, the railways mance of the new line of business.
were given an opportunity to transfer otherwise redundant * Government policy with regard to strategic reorganiza-
personnel without a severance burden. Thus, VIA Rail staff- tion of state-owned rail carriers - in a two-carrier environ-
ing came entirely from the ranks of predecessor railways. ment - must be opporunistic and flexible, as well as clear
The railways also generated substantial revenue from op- with regard to long-term social and economic objectives. As
erating contracts with VIA Rail without having to negoti- the circumstances that justified the original nationalization
ate their terms or to compete for contract awards with car- of CN have changed, so too must supporting government
riers that operated parallel routes. This "uncontested" rev- policy be reassessed from a zero base and from the point
enue source diminished as VIA Rail took on more of the of view of current and future competitive realities. In an
operating functions itself. Still, at each stage in the buyout environment such as that in Canada, it is also important to
the railways that furnished operating assets were given the contemplate the future 10- to 20- year effects of govem-
opportunity to transfer resources (induding both labor and ment divestment policy - not only on the state carrier,
facilities) under favorable terms. With hindsight, a more but on the entire rail sector.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

THE FRONTIER OF RAiLWAY RESTRUCTURING

1. Introduction specific national economy. These factors include: (1) the
Two approaches have been employed in this report to ex- role of market forces in determining the competitive dy-
plain railway restructuring. Chapters One through Four dis- namics of economies and the role played by transport in
cuss broad principles of corporate reorganization in a mar- the economy; (2) the possible range of shipper and pas-
ket context to provide a general view of the ways in which senger sophistication, service differentiation, and level of
railways respond and adapt to market forces and the ways service demand discrimination within national transport
in which these market forces shape railway reorganization markets; (3) the changing paradigm within countries as to
and restructuring. Chapters Five through Eleven describe the role played by governments (at various levels) vis-a-vis
a series of cases which display some, but not necessarily the private sector; (4) the role of the private sector in pro-
all, of the problems of applying the broader principles dis- viding assets and services that would in the past have been
cussed in the earlier chapters. The purpose of the case stud- the exclusive domain of the public sector; and (5) the pri-
ies is to show the degrees of freedom and local improvisa- ority and sequence assigned to specific economic reforms.
tion existing within a general process framework. The chal- Using these parameters to measure the forces compeLling
lenge now is to pull together both broad and specific les- change, we can compare the restructuring approaches taken
sons so that they can be applied in new cases - cases that in various countries and the alignment of these underlying
may not precisely match the cases presented but that pose forces with specific railway restructuring schemes designed
their own set of problems. to bring railways into better fit with their economy's needs.

Among railway managers there persists a tendency to
believe that each railway is unique and that experience 2. The Role of Market Forces in Railway
gained elsewhere has limited relevance to local circum- Restructuring
stances. An experienced railway observer must acknowl- The fundamental drivers for railway structural change are
edge that this argument has some force. Even within a single market forces. Market forces become more intense as the
national market, for example the United States, not all rail- macro-economy itself moves across the reform spectrum
ways are identical or pose analogous restructuring chal- from a planned to a fuLly empowered market economy in
lenges. Variations exist, for example, in size, topography, which economic decisionmaking is relegated to the level
traffic mix, and markets served. Restructuring techniques of the individual firm. During this transition period rail-
that fit one of the larger U.S. railways would probably not ways tend to lag behind other enterprises in their reform
fit one of the smaller railways such as the short lines dis- fervor. Railways are frequently "nations within nations,"
cussed in Chapter Ten. Even though they are similar in and these large inert organizations typically have a very large
size and operate in roughly similar markets, the railways of turning radius. Railways in planned economies enjoy the
Canada have adopted quite different models for restruc- luxury of focusing almost solely on production activities,
turing from those adopted by U.S. railways. Clearly, in the whereas market-oriented railways must live within the con-
process of transferring "best restructuring methods" from stantly shifting niche constraints set for them by competi-
one railway to another, many of the lessons leamed are tion from trucks and barges for freight, and from automo-
reinvented to fit local circumstances and thus are "domes- biles, buses, and airlines for passenger travel. Competition
ticated." in an open transport market requires continuous and in-

This said, a number of key issues, faced in virtuaLly all tensive strategic adjustment. In such environments, rail-
railway restructurings, cut across institutions, albeit in dif- ways are continually challenged with new entrants, new
ferent forms and combinations. These factors, of course, technology, and more cost-effective competitors.
are subject more or less to the local redefinition phenom- An example of the dynamic effects of market forces can
ena described above. As has been discussed in this report, be seen in Figures 12.1 and 12.2, which show the dramatic
these broad issues affect both the pace and the viable forms market share declines experienced by U.S. railroads in both
that structural change can take within the rail sector of a freight and passenger service beginning in the 1930s and
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continuing through World War II, the advent of airlines, economies. A directed policy of using rail for long haul
the Interstate Highway System, and the ultimate deregu- freight combined with suppressing personal travel has led,
lation of all modes of transport. These figures highlight the in the former socialist economies, to an economically
degree of market shifts caused by new competing technol- unsustainable level of rail service demand. In the liberal-
ogy and continuous service innovations - shifts that oc- ized environment that has followed central economic con-
curred in many cases despite the best efforts of the private trol, rail market share appears to be following the same
rail operators, as well as government policymakers who at- decline as that experienced in the United States, Western
tempted to reverse the process. An almost identical pro- Europe, and Japan.
cess of declining share can be seen in Western Europe and Unfortunately, the adjustment to an economically sus-
Japan. tainable market share is frequently catastrophic in transi-

However, in many cases, railways begin their restruc- tion economies when economic controls are lifted - a situ-
turing in advance of basic market shifts. In many centrally ation that makes rail restructuring all the more necessary
planned economies, for example, the process begins from and all the more difficult. Figures 12.5 and 12.6 show that
a starting point of market dominance based on pre-exist- the transition has begun with a vengeance in the former
ing policies that designate railways as the premier carriers planned economies of Central and Eastern European and
of intercity traffic, passengers, and freight. The reasons for the CIS countries. It should be noted that the shrinkage in
these policy choices are complex and varied. However, they freight share is much more severe than in passenger traffic
are frequently related to these factors: (1) the high pro- in these econornies for reasons which are not yet entirely
duction of rail-dependent basic commodities, (2) the lack clear.
of logistics cost elasticity in transport planning, and (3) of In two large developing economies, India and China,
imposed controls over the ownership of automobiles and rail traffic has continued to grow, although over the last
trucks. few years freight traffic has leveled off in India. In the case

The result for many planned economies, as shown in of China, rail traffic is still growing, primarily because the
Figure 12.3, is a distorted use of transport measured in economy is constrained by limited factor inputs including
terms of freight ton km per dollar of GDP' Most centrally transport capacity available from alternative modes. More-
planned economies are transportation intensive. As Figure over, transport demand has not yet felt the shift to a liber-
12.4 shows, rail share of traffic for the same length of haul alized socialist market. In India, access to alternative trans-
is larger in the formerly socialist countries than in market port modes also remains restricted. In addition, rail pas-

senger tariffs are suppressed so that Indian Railways con-
tinues to enjoy an advantage over competing modes that is

See Philip W Blackshaw and Louis S. Thompson, Railway only now being chalenged.
Reform in the Central and Eastern European Economies, World
Bank, WPS 1137, May 1993, for a detailed discussion of these In other borrowing countries that the World Bank serves,
issues. GDP is purchasing power parity adjusted. the rail traffic picture is mixed. A few railways continue to
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expand their traffic bases; most, however, are experienc- have significantly narrowed the "cargo capacity gap" be-
ing shrinking markets. All railways face an impending com- tween rail cars and motor carrier vehicles. As fuel-efficient
petitive threat, however, as highway systems are improved heavy truck technology has become widely disseminated
and airlines privatized and modernized. Intensified in the 1990s, the defensible market niche of railways has
intermodal competition is the inexorable result of quan- correspondingly shrunk in most national transport markets.
tum increases in vehicle unit carrying capacity made pos- Clearly, no developing railway can contemplate an open
sible by modem truck and airplane design. In particular, market future that is as assured and as comfortable as its
through the 1970s and 1980s long and heavy truck designs closed market past. All developing country railways face

Figure 12.3 - Transport Use in Planned Economies
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In addition, a small railway (as in Malawi, for example),
_uimn or a larger railway broken up into pieces (as in Peru, for

example), can be offered for sale, or lease, or contracted
(% rail + truck ton km) out to smaller companies.2 When large railways are of-

fered in large pieces (as, for example, in Mexico), only
loo l n larger companies are able to make offers, and the compe-

80 tition for asset control may be less intense. As was dis-
ae j , .cussed above, a key objective underlying most restructur-
Sc 60 A p ..................... , ing efforts is to design intramodal competition into the

,, 40 . U ......... .. - - lcsodNist 1- ........ industry's new structure. Restructuring involves, among
A A A '.~~~1,DeveiowedI

20 A. Al a ^s' ^ ^ ' ;iveln9|other objectives, carving out a competitive market.
20 * A A vConcentrated economic power in the rail sector cre-
o .. ^ ;A .ates two problems which could be avoided through pru-

200 400 600 800 1,000 1,200 dent restructuring. The first problem is the inability of the
Length of Haul (k) railway to organize itself along market lines. This problem

becomes increasingly serious as the supporting economy
itself becomes more market-oriented. Experience demon-
strates that monolithic railways, even privately owned ones,

the need to review from a zero base their technology base, are seriously handicapped by their size and distance from
their management methods, and their intermodal competi- their customers vis-a-vis privately owned trucking, airline,
tiveness. bus, and automobile competition. Thus, one objective un-

A key related issue is the strategic role that railways derlying restructuring is to adjust railway assets and orga-
play in the transport system of their country - a role des- nizations to match the strengths of their competitors as
ignated and reinforced through public policy. Many of the well as the needs of their markets.
world's railways are predominantly passenger carriers. A The second problem confronting monolithic railways is
tendency exists in North America to overlook this fact and that they require corresponding central governmental
to think of railways as predominantly carriers of freight. In monoliths to keep them in check. Single system national
many countries passenger tariffs are politically imposed and railways arose as an artifact of the centralization of politi-
railways are consequently dependent on government sup- cal power and of resource management at the national level
port to maintain their asset bases and to provide adequate - a circumstance characteristic not only of centrally
services as a matter of national public policy. Figure 12.7 planned economies. However, the need for centralized gov-
ranks the world's railways according to their share of freight emment control and counterpart central railway control is
versus passenger service. A related issue is whether rail obviated increasingly by modem telecommunications and
passenger service is primarily intercity or suburban in na- information technology and by a shift of decisionmaking
ture. Intercity passenger service is more susceptible to com- power to local authorities. Local authorities are closer to
mercial competition than is suburban service, which is typi- local problems, and local regulation of local transport natu-
cally not economically viable without public assistance. The rally complements the transfer of economic decisionmaking
degrees of pricing freedom available to the railway and the to the market, particularly when rail assets are restructured
government to generate profits from operations and thus along geographical lines.
to improve passenger services are directly affected by the
type of services offered. 3. Changing the Government Role

In this context, it is useful to mention the role that the Railway restructuring entails changes in the role of gov-
size of a particular country and the size of its rail system emient in this area which are no less fundamental than
play in determining the options available for restructuring. changes in the railway itself. The traditional railway model
A small railway in a large country (for example, the Tubaron in all but a few countries (notably the United States and
Railway in Brazil), or even a large railway that plays a small Canada) is a government owned and controlled monolith.
role in the transport system of a country (for example, The single system railway owns or controls all operating
Ferrocarriles Argentinos), offers a greater degree of free- assets, manufactures most or all of its own supplies and
dom in testing restructuring options simply because the rolling stock, and provides all of the country's rail service.
risk of failure is not as large as for a railway that plays an 2 See Alice Galenson and Louis S. Thompson, The Evolution of
essential role in a country's transport sector (as in Russia, the WorldBank'sRailway Lending, World Bank Discussion Paper
for example). 269, 1994.
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Figure 12.5- Transition Economies: Freight Figure 12.6- Transition Economies: Passenger
Market Share, 1980-93 Market Share, 1980-93
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Under this model the railway is typically organized as a vice typically precedes that of rail carriers and defines the
single government agency. No profit centers exist within standards that rail services must meet in order to survive
the railway below the level of general manager. Whether in an open market.
the railway is a "ministry," as in China or India, or a state- All of the case study railways in this report encountered
owned enterprise, as was the case in most of the Latin the need to change railway strategy and government policy
American countries, governments systematically used rail- at the same time. The change process typically begins with
ways as instrunents of social policy. In areas such as pas- the separation and clarification of distinct roles for the gov-
senger subsidies, regional tariff subsidies, and surplus la- ermnent as regulator and for the railway as operator. In
bor absorption, political objectives frequently outweigh the process of separation, certain essential steps take place:
economic ones. Because the railway is often an integral part (1) the government typically reconstitutes the railway as a
of the government's budget, railway investment programs state-owned enterprise operating under commercial law and
are often swept into the domestic pork barrel. Under these the government accordingly circumscribes its own policy
circumstances, rail investments are not managed to yield role in the process. substituting indirect regulation and guid-
an optimal return to the railway, but are sacrificed to the ance through an independent board for direct management
exigencies of year-to-year fiscal juggling. It is important to intervention; (2) the railway is allowed greater commercial
note that in many economies the railway's major shippers freedom to own and dispose of assets, to set tariffs, to hire
are also government agencies and that a high percentage and fire personnel, to sign contracts, and to sue and be
of the railway's riders are government employees or retir- sued, while the government regulates the railway as it would
ees with "free pass" entitlements. Government to govern- any other conimercial enterprise. Where public service
ment service transactions provide none of the incentives objectives exist that the railway cannot meet from its own
for service quality enhancement that are essential to com- revenues, the government contracts with the railway to
peting in an open market. Vertically integrated railway provide service.3

monopolies are not able to change their culture and to re- The process of restructuring continues in multiple steps
spond quickly to emerging market forces. Price signals are as the railway, now acting as a commercially driven enter-
distorted through controls, entitlements, and cross-subsi- prise, reshapes itself to meet the needs of its particular
dies. Incentives for efficient resource allocation are muted market. This process typically begins with the creation of
by bureaucratic inertia and political intervention. Ultimately, internal profit centers (for example, freight versus inter-
the needs of private sector shippers and passengers are by city passenger versus suburban passenger, but sometimes
default better served by private truckers, barge operators, also extending to freight sub-markets such as coal, grains,
or airlines. These modes, supported by private investment, or containers, or also to specific city pairs, or to individual
are motivated to grow and make a profit and also are un- cities in the case of suburban services). The reshaping of
constrained by the need to balance conflicting public policy
objectives with profit-making objectives. The level of so- 3 See Lee W Huff and Louis S. Thompson, Techniques for
phistication of private sector purchasers of transport ser- Railway Restructuring, World Bank, WPS 380, March 1990.
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the railway often progresses beyond internal line of busi- that the public sector develop a regulatory framework which
ness reorganization to include multiple competing rail op- creates incentives for private management to consider so-
erators on the same line - through trackage rights or haul- cial as well as financial costs. In particular, restructuring
age agreements; institutional separation of multiple train implies the need for rule-setting mechanisms that are open
services over the same tracks through payment of tolls or and that allow for fair and objective deliberation and for

build-operate-transfer (BOT) payments; and payment by regulatory enforcement regimes in the areas of labor-man-
various "retailers" to the railway for the provision of "whole- agement contract negotiations, operating safety, environ-
sale" rail services which the retailers market directly to the mental protection, and the enforcement of shipper and
beneficial owners of the cargo.4 Each of these transforma- passenger rights.
tions has appeared in one or more of the cases presented.

Underlying the process of railway restructuring are the 4. A Role for Local Governments in Railway
axioms that railways do not operate as natural monopo- Services
lies; that economies of scale in the industry are over- A critical issue that often surfaces as part of the railway
whelmed by the competitive requirements of flexibility, restructuring process is the need to redefine the role of the
quick response, and attention to customer needs; and, con- national government vis-a-vis provincial or local govern-
sequently, that many of the railway's "value adding" func- ments. The overriding objective of railway restructuring is
tions can be unbundled and parceled out to separate, even to assure that the services that are provided are appropri-
competing, operators if due care is given to the issues of ately matched to market needs. In markets that are fully

operational coordination and safety. The structural impli- compensatory, this objective is best accomplished through
cation is a diversity of enterprises, each narrowly focused private ownership or asset control. In PSO markets, how-
on a particular service or market and none burdened by ever, this objective it is best achieved by decentralizing or
the difficult multifunctional juggling act that railway man- de-federalizing planning, funding, contracting out, and ser-
agers of vertically integrated enterprises are required to vice quality management under the aegis of local govern-
perform in a competitive market environment. The opera- ment. The same reorganization principle applies as in un-
tive principles here are specialized market focuses and pro- bundling for-profit services: closer proximity to customers
gressive refinement of core competencies. and exclusive focus on narrowly defined markets lead to

Unbundling facilitates the separation of public service higher service quality.
obligation (PSO) driven activities from market driven ser- The devolution of power to local authorities, however,
vices. Suburban services, for example, can be separated poses a particular challenge for railways because some car-
from freight services, with each being effectively managed rier functions are inherently national in scope and provide
by different authorities or business groups for very differ- critical support to a national transport network. At the same
ent strategic agendas. Freight customers have the oppor- time, many railway services are clearly local and require
tunity to work with an enterprise that lives or dies by its minimal attention from the national network. Moreover,
performance in solving logistics problems of patticular cus- as several of the case studies indicate, some of the political
tomers. Public sector decisionmakers that oversee subur- resistance to change comes from the fact that railway re-
ban services, on the other hand, receive relevant informa- structuring often highlights services which existed prima-
tion about what is being done to increase public mobility, rily because they were buried within an amorphous national
and how much it costs. The transparency that results can railway entity that could not directly compare revenues gen-
be politically painful in the beginning when fundamental erated from these 'buried" services and other direct ben-
premises are subject to daylight review. Over the longer efits with the costs of providing them. Examples include
term, however, transparency improves decisionmaking and overmanned functions (railcar building, track maintenance,
resource allocation by permitting decisionmakers to de- signal maintenance, etc.)and light density regional lines.
cide what they actually need, and by controlling directly A corollary of private sector involvement is that it ren-
the quality and cost of what they purchase. ders cross-subsidies untenable. The private sector will not

Railway restructuring entails the zero based redefini- provide services, even socially beneficial services, unless it
tion of the role of government in the sector. In general, is adequately compensated. Shifts from public to private
that role shifts from "rowing" to "steering" operations. Pri- control are quickly followed by the identification and sepa-
vate sector control and/or ownership of rail assets requires ration of commuter services and by direct comparison of

the revenues from these services with the costs of provid-

See Neil E. Moyer and Louis S. Thompson, Options for ing them. In some cases customers are willing to pay more
Reshaping the Railway, World Bank, WPS 926, June 1992. (sometimes much more) for quality services that meet their
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needs - a choice effectively denied them by the prede- erators at the national, state, and local levels.' In situa-
cessor railway/national government entente. In other cases tions in which public infrastructure ownership is separated
local governments may agree that a combination of en- from private train operations, the government can focus
hanced farebox revenues, subsidies, and cost regulations on planning and ownership of common use fixed facilities,
meets a genuine public need for service. In these cases, whereas ownership of sole use facilities can be left to pri-
PSO payments may be designed to dose the gap between vate companies or locally owned public enterprises or au-
direct revenues and costs and to provide adequate incen- thorities. Under such circumstances, the national public
tives for continuous service improvement. In nearly every carrier may remain a public enterprise (as in France and
restructuring case another situation has arisen - the elimi- Sweden) or it may be conveyed partiaDly or totally to the
nation of services which either did not fit public mobility private sector (as in New Zealand andJapan). Alternatively,
needs or did not justify the funds expended on them. The the right to operate over specific trackage segments or spe-
case studies provide the following critical insight - that cific services may be concessioned to the private sector (as
the roles of governments at all levels can be productively in Argentina). Under special controlled circumstances,6

redefined in ways that improve public administration and competing concessions may be awarded.
complement a market-based delivery of services even as Figure 12.8 also underscores the fact that in situations
the railway itself is unbundled and assets are recombined. characterized by common use of a public infrastructure no

"best" solution exists to the issue of which authority should
5. Recent Trends in Railway Restructuring schedule and control (dispatch) track usage. From the case
Trends and fashions exist in railway restructuring just as study experience, however, a commonsense solution
they do in other areas of human endeavor that fall some- emerges - that scheduling and dispatching should be un-
where between art and science. Figure 12.8 illustrates key der the authority of the predominant user of the track. In
functions that must be performed by railways in order to the United States, for example, the predominant user is
serve their markets well. The figure suggests the direction the controlling freight railway. All other users, including
in which many railways are evolving as the economies that other freight railways, typically work within the schedules
they serve adopt market-driven forms. The figure is not and under the dispatch rules set by the predominant car-
intended to suggest that any single formula or universal rier, subject to the negotiation of scheduling and dispatch-
pattern exists for railway restructuring. Indeed, the case ing priorities and an appropriate mechanism for enforcing
studies clearly indicate that a country-by-country approach these rules. Circumstances differ from country to country.
is necessary both as to the timetable and as to the sub- For example, on most of the trackage in Great Britain in-
stance of any specific restructuring program. Moreover, as tercity passenger carriers are the predominant users and
was discussed in Chapter Four, the restructuring manage- under the Railtrack mechanism may have first right to set
ment process itself is inherently context specific: it is a leam- schedules and dispatch trains. Other cases exist. For ex-
ing process. Consequently, significant flexibility in form as ample, within the Bombay suburban passenger zone, sub-
well as in process must be reserved for the intermediary urban services are predominant and have the primary au-
agency which drives the restructuring. The process result thority in setting schedules and controlling track use. Where
must ultimately meet the needs of particular markets and there is no dearly dominant user, as in jointly owned facili-
must work within the imperatives of each nation's unique ties, ample precedents exist for jointly owned and controlled
political constraints. If experience is a guide, however, no
matter how the railway's restructuring plan is initially for-
mulated, it will eventually converge with and evolve to- 5 In fact, the policy of the European Union under the European
ward the requirements of the economy being served. Fig- Community's Commission Order 91-440 is to require that all

ure 12.8 supports this general finding with anumber nationally owned railway facilities be available for use by suitably
ure 128spot tieeafnigwtanmef qualified operators under non-discriminatory terms. This means

important observations. that, for example, German railways (DB) have the right toprovide
One distinct recent trend in railway restructuring is the through service from Berlin to Paris, and the trackage usage fee

separation of ownership and operations. It is entirely pos- they pay is to be the same as that paid by the French National
sible, for example, to have rail facilities which are owned Railway (SNCF) for the same type of track use. Further, if a
by national or local governments or, indeed, by private prvate company wishes to provide intemational rail service in

the European Union, it also has the legal right to operate
entities which simultaneously support the train operations wherever it has a market to serve.
of multiple parties. In fact, situations exist in the United 6 Experience shows that at least some competition is possible
States in which ownership of track and operations is con- over the same tracks; but railways are not like highways and
currently shared among private operators and public op- unlimited competition is not possible.
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Figure 12.8 - Functional Responsibility for Serving Various Railway Markets
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scheduling and dispatching centers. As a general rule, how- countries means that the owner of a rail facility, usually a
ever, it is best if only one agency controls track use, even if public authority, awards the concessioning right to a pri-
this agency is jointly owned and managed. Moreover, the vate enterprise to operate train services over a specific seg-
system of charges for track use and rules for track access ment. For its part, the operator is granted tariff freedom,
should be rational, transparent, and easily enforceable. Al- some degree of exclusivity in the use of the infrastructure,
though some might contest the point, the case studies seem and a time period in which to plan, operate for-profit ser-
to indicate that the predominant user of the track should vices, and recover its investment. The operator may also
also control train scheduling, dispatching, and maintenance lease for a fee some or all of the rolling stock from the
and that, except in unusual circumstances, track dispatch- public owner(s). If the concession is expected to generate
ing and track maintenance should not be institutionally a positive cash flow, the concessionaire will offer a pay-
separated from the predomninant users. ment to the owner (a positive concession); if, on the other

One restructuring trend is the growing importance of hand, the concession is expected to generate a negative
concessioning lines or services to the private sector. As is cash flow, or if it will not recover all of the investment that
noted in the figure, concessioning is increasing in several the owner considers necessary, the concessionaire will be
developing country contexts. Concessioning as it has de- paid by the owner (a negative concession).
veloped in Argentina and several other Latin American In some cases, as in New Zealand, the concession is
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total and exclusive. Under these circumstance the conces- plan provides this future vision. Without a clearly defined
sionaire will be allowed to operate essentially free of con- future government role - for example, in financial sup-
trols because the degree of competition from other modes port of PSO services, in capital investment (if any public
is adequate to ensure reasonable rates. In other cases, con- funding is contemplated), and in regulation of rail opera-
cessionaires will operate in part over each other's tracks tions (including safety, economic, and antitrust regulations)
and in part over their own. Within their own territory they - and without a rebalanced policy toward the promotion
will enjoy full commercial freedom; on railways owned by of competing modes, no reasonable progress can be made
others, they will be bound by the terms of operating agree- toward attracting private investment or improving the qual-
ments. This is effectively the case in both Argentina and ity of transport services.
Japan.7 In Britain virtually all possible combinations of op- The reorganization of assets, work forces, and organi-
erations and infrastructure use rights may occur, with ei- zational structure need not be completed before the rail-
ther private or publicly owned concessionaires or opera- way is concessioned or otherwise divested. Indeed, much
tors operating over private or publicly owned track. It is of the detailed restructuring, such as redefinition of re-
contemplated that some British concessions will be nega- sidual liabilities and of labor buyout obligations, must be
tive and others positive. negotiated with the new private enterprise managers. How-

ever, government does have unique powers to correct fun-
6. Getting Started damental structural problems, and these powers should be
The case studies suggest that there is a reasonable sequence used to assure the viability of profitable private sector op-
of steps to be followed in the restructuring process: first, eration in advance of the conveyance of ownership control
securing the political will and commitment to proceed, then to private operators.
planning the restructuring in detail, then implementing the In any case, restructured railways are always more valu-
change in ownership or control. Successful restructuring able than railways requiring fundamental reform. Thus,
activities always require the clear and unambiguous devo- some amount of restructuring often precedes privatization
lution of responsibility for managing the transformation or concessioning. For example, it is important that the ba-
process from high-level political authorities to an interme- sic architecture of the new organizations be set in advance,
diation agency. Publicly owned railways cannot be expected including all separations to be made between unbundled
to restructure themselves. Restructuring normally requires organizational units, and that the commercial terms of the
preparation of a comprehensive plan and clarification of new relationships among the new organizational units be
the new govermment/railway roles. The restructuring plan defined in advance. In particular, decisions should be made
sets the ground rules and frames the terms of reference for as to: (1) the number and market scope of autonomous
private sector involvement. Without an officially sanctioned freight organizations; (2) the number and market scope of
future vision of the railway and the role it is expected to intercity passenger organizations; (3) the number of sub-
play in both commercial and PSO terms, there can be no urban operators (if any); (4) on the basis of operating plans
basis for carrying through all of the politically difficult tac- and the expected traffic flows, the organization that will
tical steps required for implementation. The restructuring become the controlling user (dispatcher) over each track

segment; (5) the terms of payment for track access by sub-
sidiary users and the institutional basis for ensuring equal-

7In this regard, the combinations offered by the Japanese situa- itv and fairness of access; and (6) and the payments terms
tion are particularly interesting. At some future point, three of a c
the JRs (East, West, and Central) are expected to be controlled
by private shareholders, although they will not fully own their In many developing nations the definition of commod-
track. Three other carriers (Shikoku, Kyushu, and Hokkaido) ity or service boundaries for concessioning is straightfor-
will almost certainlyremain publidy owned, although some share ward. In New Zealand, C6te d'Ivoire, or Burkina Faso a
of their ownership and funding responsibility could be trans- single system is appropriate. Since the existing railway is
ferred to local or provincial authorities. Another carrier, JR
Freight, seems likely to remain in public hands (although it could s
be privatized since over 60 percent of its freight is controlled by railway does not need to be subdivided. In other settmigs,
a single shipper) but operates for a fee over the tracks of all of the those of Japan and Mexico, for example, restructuring and
others. Next, the system of Shinkansens, though owned and ultimately privatization require that the railway be broken
controlled by the three Honshu JRs, depends on cdose integra- up into segments or value-added functions that diminish
tion of schedules among all three. Finally, there is an entirely the threat of a national monopoly and that, moreover, are
separate system of privately owned rallways which interchange
very little traffic with the JRs. Clearly, Japan has arrived at a small enough for the private economy to assess and absorb
mixed solution. discrete business units. Breaking up a railway can be a dif-
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ficult process. Labor unions frequently resist such break- would be given rights to serve Railway A's stations as well,
ups (as was the case in Japan) because an organizational so that competition is designed into reciprocal concessions
subdivision fragments their national power base. between large volume stations. The British Rail restructur-

Every concessioning or privatization process has been ing case applies this principle.
confronted by two challenges for which no easy solution Under certain circumstances, as the case studies dem-
exists. The first challenge is the issue of securing adequate onstrate, trackage rights can and do promote competition.
competition for the market if a concession encompasses a However, they are not a panacea. The costs of operating
geographic monopoly and if there is inadequate intermodal coordination and the inevitable operating conflicts which
competition within the market. As has been suggested arise as the number of distinct services increases over a
above, one step is to design concessions that are small single line cancel out the economic gains realized through
enough to ensure that competition is possible. Another is managed competition. In addition, it is well established in
to ensure that potential concessions are not encumbered railway economics that pricing based on elasticity of de-
with uneconomic lines or services to the extent that poten- mand (so-called "Ramsay Pricing") is the only economi-
tial purchasers are discouraged from competing for con- cally efficient way to recover fixed costs without external
cession rights. This problem sank the concession for the subsidy. Competition over a line, when it causes rates to
Belgrano line in Argentina. In the process of structuring-in fall significantly on otherwise profitable commodities, may
adequate competition, some opportunity must be afforded undermine the economic viability of the line and, accord-
private investors to serve markets of adequate size to en- ingly, its concession value. Thus, breaking up a single sys-
sure a profit. Thus, rail restructuring must steer a course tem railway into smaller companies may promote compe-
between the desire for adequate competition and the need tition, but it also undermines the ability of the carriers to
to provide sufficient profitability. recover their fixed costs through Ramsay Pricing.

In most national transportation markets, sufficient com- An important lesson that emerged from the Argentine
petition from other modes exists so that the railway can- experience is that the terms of the concession itself can
not charge unreasonable rates: thus the railway requires serve to establish a regulatory regime. Unfortunately, the
minimal economic regulation. A more difficult case exists freight concessions in Argentina were developed before all
when a railway enjoys effective monopoly power over spe- of the regulatory issues were worked out. Redressing this
cific movements either because the line in question is iso- situation after the fact will take more effort than would
lated and without competition or because the volume of have been required had the problem been resolved at the
the bulk commodity movements is so high that it makes outset. A parallel point is that an independent authority
effective intermodal competition impossible. Another dif- must be created, empowered, and adequately financed to
ficult situation arises when a railway is divided up in such a monitor the concessioned operations with respect to fares
way that a significant amount of traffic flows across rail- and required service levels. There is a risk of underesti-
way boundaries and must be handled by two or more lines mating the difficulty of this oversight and of trying to start
in coordination.8 up the process with an agency that does not have the req-

One potential solution discussed in the case studies is uisite skills or resources.
to allow multiple operators to compete on the same track On the basis of the case studies, it is still too early to
either through common ownership or through enforced state definitively whether private sector ownership and/or
trackage rights. If there are significant traffic flows between control of railways has proved successful. In measuring
a station in Company A's territory and a station in Com- success, it is always important to specify a standard. If the
pany B's territory, Company A could operate over Com- standard applied here is whether the restructured railway
pany B's tracks so that single line service is provided from is more efficient, productive, and customer-oriented than
origin station to destination station. In practice, Railway B its state-owned predecessor, then this report contains a

number of success stories. Another measurement of suc-
cess is that none of the governments involved in the case
study railways would choose to go back to the old system.

8 It is significant that the networks of the JRs in Japan were If, on the other hand, the success standard is whether
designed so that less than 6 percent of their passenger traffic successor rail enterprises are financially healthy, stable, and
requires interline handling. In contrast, the JR Freight services profitable then a final judgment is more equivocal. The
were sufficiently national in scope to make it better to retain a Governents of Argentina and Japan are clearly enor-
single carrier to promote integrated movement (and, in addition,
there is so much truck and water competition thatJR Freight has mously better off financially under the new systems and
no monopoly power). their rail service has improved measurably. The same is true
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of the Government of New Zealand. Still, some of the Ar- in seeking to become partners in concessions in both Latin
gentine concessions have had, and continue to have, fi- America and Africa. Several U.S. short lines have also been
nancial problems, and the future of the railways in New active in purchasing line segments in Canada and one such
Zealand is by no means assured. Stiff highway competi- line already owns a short line in Mexico. If concrete proof
tion continues to challenge the new management of New is needed that railways need not be large in scale to thrive
Zealand Railways. financially, the experience of U.S. short lines provides an

At least two of the cases in this report, those of Great answer. In organization, technology, and labor management
Britain and Canada, are still under way and a "success" methods the U.S. short lines offer a valuable model for
judgment based on results in these contexts is years away. smaller railways in developing countries that are searching
The British case represents a radical attempt at shattering for ways to survive in competitive markets without public
the old vertically integrated railway paradigm and institut- support.
ing a new system based on almost total separation of right The experience of the U.S. short lines also shows that
of way from train operations. It creates a great deal of frag- financial failure is possible if a railway's traffic base proves
mentation and arm's length commercial dealing among unstable, or if the railway is underfinanced and overbur-
separate operating entities. At this stage in the British pro- dened with uneconomic operations, or if connections with
cess, the best that can be said is that risks have been un- other carriers are not good. This, too, is a useful lesson.
dertaken for uncertain rewar4. Only the future can tell Potential concessions, asset sales, or contract use rights
whether this approach is the right one. By contrast, Canada must be developed in ways that will avoid these pitfalls.
has adopted an evolutionary approach which to some ex- The failure of numerous U.S. short lines also proves that
tent mirrors the U.S. experience. The fact that Canadian markets and traffic flows exist for which a railway, no mat-
rail carriers are directly challenged by U.S. competitors has ter how efficiently operated, simply cannot be economic.
driven the restructuring process (to enable Canadian car- This is a painful lesson for investors, to be sure, but it of-
riers to compete effectively with their southern neighbors) fers a valuable lesson for governments contemplating a
and has also established the competitive terms of refer- major railway restructuring.
ence for policy reform. Nevertheless, Canadian rail reform
is being held back by the fact that, with only two major 7. Recent Worldwide Developments in Railway
systems within Canada's borders, reform experimentation Restructuring
raises the specter of destabilizing equities between the two When this project began, only a few railway restructuring
carriers and poses a threat to the independence of one or activities had commenced. At the time of its completion,
the other system. Moreover, it seems likely that the advent many more restructauing efforts are under way. As the writ-
of NAFTA, the consequent realignment of North Ameri- ing of this report progressed, many railways and their gov-
can freight markets along a north-south axis, and the con- ernrnents took up the challenge of adapting to a changed
tinuing restructuring of the U.S. rail industry will ensure world through restructuring, privatizing, or concessioning
that Canada's railway system will evolve toward, and per- some or all of their rail operations. Figure 12.9 summa-
haps even enter into mergers with, the U.S. system.' rizes railway reform and restructuring efforts that are pres-

A final word about U.S. short lines is needed. Although ently taking place in some of the countries in which the
the short lines are small on a U.S. rail industry scale, on an World Bank is working. The programs shown in the figure
international scale they are as large in network size and extend beyond those profiled in the case studies.
traffic base as many national railways located in develop- Figure 12.9 supports several condusions. First, rail re-
ing countries. It follows that many of the operating tech- structuring has apparently come of age. Over the past five
niques that the U.S. short lines have developed and re- years rail restructuring has become widely accepted both
fined are directly applicable to these countries. Indeed, as a feasible undertaking and as an essential step in the
several U.S. short lines have been among the most active overall economic reform process. Second, many, though

not all, countries appear to be going through the three-
step process of: (1) political agreement; (2) planning and

9 In fact, both CP and CN already own significant amounts of negotiations; (3) and implementation of the concessions,
trackage in the United States, and several U.S. railroads own asset sales, or contract use rights discussed above. In a
trackage in Canada. While the political hurdle remains sizable, number of cases, for example in China, India, and Russia
there is no particular physical or business barrier to wider scale . ' .l
mergers. The same possibility exists of much closer links (short (which are the largest of the developing railways), the rail-
of mergers) among U.S. and Mexican railways as the process of ways and governments are still so intertwined as to limit
the concessioning of the Mexican railways proceeds. the capability to respond effectively to the challenges posed
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Figure 12.9 - Current Status of Railway Reform and Restructuring in Selected Countries

s-f Re- Re-
Region structure shape PSD Concession Remarks

Latin America
s-f Argentina x x X Five freight and seven suburban concessions. All awarded and transferred.

Chile x x X One freight concession transferred. Government may concession passenger services.
Government currently operates common lines and all passenger services.

o Brazil x x X Two railways (RFFSA and FEPASA) to be concessioned in up to 10 pieces.
Suburban passengers had already been separated and are now being localized.

Bolivia x Two concessions (Oriental and Andina) to be awarded.
Peru x Three or more concessions to be awarded.
Colombia x X Earlier concessioning unsuccessful. Government now trying again.
Guatemala x One concession to be awarded.
Mexico x x Three or more concessions to be awarded. Locomotive maintenance previously concessioned.

Africa
Cote d7voire/Burkina Faso X One bi-national concession awarded.
Cameroon X One concession under consideration.
Congo x One concession under consideration.
Gabon X One concession under consideration.
Zambia x One concession under consideration.
Zaire x Portion of railway being operated under contract.
Malawai X One concession under consideration.
Mozambique x Two concessions under consideration (N and S lines).
Kenya x Locomotive maintenance may be concessioned. Private carriers may operate over national lines.

Asia
India x Specialized rail container partly privatized, manufacturing subsidies may be spun oft. Separation of suburban services
China c x x Specialized container entities created, manufacturing may be spun off. Regional and local railways created,

with some local and private investment in local lines.
Indonesia c Restnucturing studies underway.
Japan S S S See case study.

CEE/CIS Countries
Hungary X X X Major restructuring in public sector, manufacturing spun off.
Poland X x x Major restructuring In public sector, manufacturing spun otf.
Bulgaria x Restructuring studies underway.
Romania x Restructuring studies underway.
Kazakhstan x Restnucturing studies underway.

Middle East
Turkey x Restructuring studies underway.
Jordan x Restructuring studies underway.

Europa
Germany x x x Old DB and DR combined. New company and profit centers created. Some PSD contemplated eventually.
Nethertands x Considering concessioning freight services.
EC Order 9g-440 X X X ? Requires accounting separation of infrastructure from operations.
British Rail X X x x See case study.
Sweden x X X See case study.

North America
BN/Santa Fe x X Merger approved.

N



by a transition to a market economy or by intensified com- first is that where passenger tariffs are too low, freight rates
petition which a cessation of active government control of must be kept high in order to compensate. Evidence exists
the transport sector has unleashed. In both China and In- that rail freight rates in some countries in which cross-sub-
dia railways are still constituted as government ministries. sidies persist have been forced above levels at which the
In this context the redefinition of railway/government re- railways can compete effectively with trucks. The second
lationships takes precedence over enterprise reformn. At the such result is that subsidized passenger tariffs quickly be-
same time, many railways, including those in China and come "rents" which are impossible to recover. For many of
India, are undertaking at least some degree of enterprise the world's railways, converting hidden cross-subsidies to
restructuring as distinct transport market segments (such explicit PSO payments represents a critical first step in the
as containers) emerge, as customers acquire a stronger voice restructuring process.
in transport selection, and as competition from a nascent Finally, restructuring modes appear to be influenced by
private sector trucking industry materializes. The railways several distinct trends, as has been noted above.
and, to some extent, their governments, realize that entire Concessioning has emerged as a restructuning mechanism
market segments can be lost by default to highway opera- with surprising scope and rapidity Historically, this is a logi-
tors unless the railways can reinvent themselves as market- cal development. After all, many railways in Latin America
driven suppliers of quality services. were originally built as private sector concessions and have

Significantly, railway reshaping is frequently accompa- only been under public sector control since the end ofWorld
nied by some degree of private sector involvement, though War II. Several of the railways in Africa were built in the
typically short of concessioning or outright asset sales. Al- same way. For example, the Lobito Route in Angola is still
most all railways realize that the days of autarkyhave ended legally subject to a 100-year concession awarded in 1902.
and that they will no longer be able to manufacture all of Nevertheless, it would have been as difficult to predict the
their rolling stock, educate and house all of their employ- current international emulation of concessioning methods
ees, and close their culture to outside commercial intru- 10 years ago as it would have been to predict the breakup
sion. The increasing spin-offs and contracting out of ser- of the former Soviet Union (FSU) and the subsequent
vices are becoming accepted practices, even in the least collapse of planning in many of the FSU countries.
reformed of the former command economies.

Juxtaposed with these embryonic reforms is the fact that 8. The Oudook for Change
many governments have not been able to relax their con- The most basic point that emerges from this report is that,
trol over railway employment or rail tariffs, especially in even in railways, fundamental change is possible, though
the passenger area. Although a few of the developing rail- not necessarily predictable. Although railways are often the
ways, notably China, have managed to avoid the politically largest and most resistant to change of all industrial enter-
popular policy of cross-subsidy from freight tariffs to pas- prises in developing countries, we have learned how to di-
senger fares, others, most notably India, have not.10 The agnose the "Railway Problem" and, albeit with difficulty
policy of cross-subsidy has two unfortunate results. The and at considerable cost, we have learned how to trans-

form the railway into a valuable asset for the country it
serves. Most countries with the will to succeed at railway
restructuring have done so, although they have learned

10 See Julie M. Fraser and Louis S. Thompson, 'Financial painful lessons along the way and they have not adopted
Success Hinges on Productivity," Rail Business Report 1995, exactly the same approaches. It takes time and money and
Railway Gazette Yearbook, for a detailed discussion of the issue
of comparison of average passenger fares with average freight political capital to succeed, but the tools and techniques
tariffs. See also Robert Burns, India Transport Sector: Long Term -and the financial help-are available for those who are
Issues, World Bank Report No. 13192-IN, March 16, 1995. determined to try. U
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